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BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed 
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deter-
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn 
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to 
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed 
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest 
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including 
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, 
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether 
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall 
be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer 
to the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened 
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids. 
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but 
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and 
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by 
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been 
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security 
interest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a 
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of 
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior 
to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as 
follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal  or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be 
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) 
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment 
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the 
advised address shall constitute delivery.  This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
or credit card.  Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with 
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained 
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of 
$20.00 will be made for same.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents 
for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may 
be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per 
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid 
conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying 
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in 
its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by 
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and 
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and 
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including 
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all 
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot 
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty 
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris-
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property 
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a 
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with 
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it 
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing 
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting pur-
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment, 
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this para-
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its 
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank 
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card 
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made 
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of 
CT, COVID-19 compliant business.  As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV 

or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the auc-
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video 
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the 
sale date.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified 
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined 
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its 
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by 
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kelle-
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually ac-
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by 
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can-
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes 
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser 
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the 
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (un-
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: 
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; 
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots 
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized 
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the 
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds 
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a 
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is 
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp 
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or 
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other 
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), 
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be 
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned 
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to 
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being 
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation 
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall 
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes 
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut 
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration 
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be 
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the 
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territori-
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without 
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation 
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such 
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such ju-
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that 
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt 
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to 
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not 
accepted.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the respon-
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of 
reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) 
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both 
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
 THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
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Grading and Condition
Covers
Minor imperfections are normal for 19th-century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. These include, but are not limited to, 
nicks, edge or flap tears, or slight reductions; folded letters will often have at least one file fold. Further, covers may have an ordinary 
stamp with a minor defect. Acceptable forms of conservation include light cleaning and edge mending. These conditions, even if not 
described, are not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available (2022 edition) Scott Catalogue values are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the 
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as required.

Collection Lots
Please note that all collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been made 
to provide an accurate description, and extensive imaging is available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps and/or 
covers with varying imperfections or faults. We strongly suggest that all lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.

Bidders Information

Bid Live
www.stampauctionnetwork.com

For Phone Bidding call us at 203.830.2500

Up to $200;  ..........................................................................increase by $10
Over $200 to $500; .............................................................. increase by $25
Over $500 to $1,000;  ..........................................................increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000;  .......................................................increase by $100
Over $3,000 to $7,500;  .......................................................increase by $250
Over $7,500 to $15,000;  .....................................................increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000;  ...................................................increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000;  ...................................................increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000;  .................................................increase by $5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Please note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return privileges.

DREW NICHOLSON 1940-2021
September 29, 1940 – May 5, 2021
 Drew Nicholson, 80, passed away Wednesday, May 5, 2021 at the Candlewood Valley Care Center in 

New Milford, CT.
 A 57-year resident of Pawling, NY, Drew was born in the Bronx on September 29, 1940 to Seymour 

and Audrey (Zurwella) Nicholson. Drew attended SUNY at Oneonta graduating in 1962. While 
there he met Linda Whiteside and they were married in Hicksville, NY on August 17, 1963; she 
predeceased him on March 5, 2020.

 Drew was a high school teacher for the Pawling Central School District for 34 years retiring in 1996. 
He served as the Pawling Village Historian, a library trustee and board member, and a member of the 
Pawling United Methodist Church. He was a compassionate person who was always there to help in 
a time of need. Drew was also an avid Yankees fan. 

 He is survived by his two children, Dennis and Denise, both of Pawling.
 Collecting Germany was his lifelong passion, serving on the APS expertizing committee for that 

country. He also collected Dutchess County postal history with an emphasis on its postal routes. He 
was also a deltiologist collecting view cards of Dutchess County and patriotic themed cards.
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United States: General Collections

UNItED StatES

General Collections

1   the Great Gatsby Powerhouse Collection, 1847 to 1920s, intact and offered in a single volume with unused, mint and used 
containing some of the most sought-after issues that are often missing from even the most advanced collections, replete with a 
plethora of varieties and shades, we start off with unused/mint (unless noted): #1 & #2 four margins (each with certs); 2TC3b 
dark brown; extra used #2; 3P4; 3-4; 7; used 8 (PFC); 8A; 9; 10; 11(three shades); used 12 (appears unused); used 13 (2); 14(2); 
15 (Crowe Cert); used 16 (PFC); 17; 18 (PSE); used 19; 20 (PSE); 21; 22(2 one plate 12); 23; 24 (2); 25(2 shades); 26 (2) plus 
a used plum ?; 27 (Crowe cert); used 28, used 28b, used 28A (2 one w/ PSE)); 29; 30; 30A (2) plus used 30A; 31 used 31; 32 
used 32 (2); used 33 (2); used 34 (2); 35; used 35; 36; 36B (2); 37 (3); 38; 39; used 39; 40; 42 (PFC); 45(Crowe cert); 63a (five 
shades); 63; 63b plus another shade; 64; used 64; 64b; 65 (2); used 65 laid paper; 65TC cert; 66; 67; used 67 brown yellow and 
used 67b; 68; 69(2); 70 (2); 70a; 70b used 70b; used 70c (2); used 70d; 71; 72; 73; 74TC4; 75 (two shades0; 76 (three shades); 77; 
78; 79; used 79 (PSE); 83 (PSE); used 84 (2 one w/ PSE); used 85; 85B (PSE); used 85B (2); used 85C (single and pair w PSE); 
used 85E (2); 86 (2); 87; 87 double grill; 88 thin paper; 88 double grill; 89 (2); 90 (2); used 91 3 one a double grill); 92 (three one 
dark blue another a double grill); 93; 94 (4 one a double grill); 95; 96 (2 one w/ PFC); 97 (2); 98 (2 one a double grill); 99; 100; 
101(PFC); 102 (PFC); used 102(2); 107, he has others which we need further study and certification; 112(2); 112b; 113(2); 114 (3 
one with a double split grill); 114 pair; 114 possible grey paper; 115; 116-121; used 119 drastic vignette shift; used 122; 123 (2); 
124; 125; used 125 proper cancel and signed; used 126; 128; 131 (Crowe cert); 132 (Crowe Cert); 133a (2); the following grills 
are unchecked for the better size grills and are listed as mounted: 134 (2) used 134 (2); 135; 136; 137; used 137 (3 one a double 
grill); 138; used 139 (APS cert); 140; used 140; 141; used 142-144; 145 (3); 146; used 146 kiss print double impression (PSE); 
147(3); 148; 149 (2); 150 (2); 151; 152 (2); 153 (2); 154; 155; 156; 157 (2); 157c; used 157c; 158 (6 with various var incl double 
paper); used 158 double paper (2); 159; 160; 161(4); used 161c with split grill; 162; 163; used 163a with grill; 165 (2); used 165c 
with grill; 166; 178; 179 (4); 182-185 (2); 186; 187 (2); used 187 with what appears to be a grill; 188-191; 205 (three shades); 
206(2); 207; 208; 208a; 208 (5 vars shades); 209 (2); 209b; 210 (8 shades); 211 (2); plus a stocksheet of varieties including shades 
187//210; 212-213 (2); 214 (5); 215; 216 (3); 217 (2); 218; 219 (3); 219D (2); 220 (2); 220a; 220c; 221-223 (2); 224; 225-227 (2); 
228 (3); 229 (2); 230-245 with extra 230-31; 233(3); 237; 241; 244; another page with varieties 231c broken hat; 240 single and 
block with newspaper punch cancels; 246-63 with extras; 264-278; 279-84 plus 279Bc and 8¢ USIR; 285-293; 294-99; 299 (2); 
289P1; 294 vars; 300-313; 315 pair; used 315 (3); 319 (13 vars shades); 320 (6 shades); a dreamy page of coils, one should further 
scrutinize this but it is not counted; 314 & 320 c/l blocks; 323-7; 328-30; 330 Pl #; 369; 369 used; 331-342; 332 lake; 342 used on 
cover front; 374-382 with extras plus a page of varieties incl china clay and others; 343-347 singles, pairs and vert pairs; 348-355 
some extras; used 356 (2 one a perfin); then another used 349-356; line pairs 348-355 some appear to be genuine with extras and 
used, 354 pair; used 354 pair; 357 (2) 358; used on cover 358; 359; 362; 364; plus sample selvage of blue paper for reference; 385-
396 vars single, pairs, line pairs some used, includes what appears to be a #389- has shot, we didn’t count it; 397-404; 397 plate 
block of 6; 410-413 vars line pairs; 414-423 with extras; 424-440 plus extras; 423A (needs cert); used 424b (needs cert); 441-447 
various singles, pairs/line pairs some used; 448/458 singles pairs line pairs; 459; 460; 461 (2); 462-480; 467 double error in block 
of 30; 486-497 various mint used singles pairs line pairs; 498-518 with various extras and shades, used 499h lake; 511 perf 10 at 
bottom; used 518b; 519; 523-524; 544 and used 544 (need certs and uncounted here); 454-6; ending with a complete set of offsets 
525-530 with vars shades and imperf 531-534B; 536 extra. There are varying degrees of faults and possible used stamps listed as 
unused above, these are listed as the Great Gatsby himself identified them, usually not too optimistic, some might be misidentified 
so a thorough and careful review and examination will benefit the buyer immensely as we didn’t evaluate many of the items that 
actually look very probable, all-in-all this is the best US single collection we have offered intact and will prove to be an invaluable 
lot for the trader, imaged fully online but the beauty is in seeing this in the flesh, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex- Gatsby. (photo on 
web site) ..................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $75,000 - 100,000

United States General Collections
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2   Highly Complete, Powerful Mint & Used Collection, 1845 onwards, intact as received with many of the premium high value 
items not often encountered in collections format, some of the highlights include - Unused: #3-4; 39 repair; four Postal Currency; 
extra 117; 133; U218-9; 146; 156 (2); 184; 205; 208; 211; 212 pair; 214; $5 Columbian corner margin single, small fault; 261; 
262; 279Be; 300-9; 315 pair; 300b; 301c; 319g; 323-330; 331-40; 331a-332a; 343-7; 348 pair; 349-51; 352-55; 348 line pair; 351 
line pair; 357-8; 369; 374-79; 374a-5a; 381; 385-7; 390-6; 385-6 line pairs; 390-1 line pairs; 392-5 line pairs; 396 paste-up pair; 
397-99; 402; 405a-6a; 407; 410-13 line pairs; 441-3 line pairs; 447 line pair; 420-22; 430-4; 452-8; 452-55, 457 line pairs; 458 pair 
461; 465; 470-1; 473-4; 505 double error in block of six; 486-90, 492-7, line pairs; 498/518 includes 500;501b 502b; 519; some 
offsets; 551-73; 578-9; 581-91; 630; 658-79; 832b; 1053 plate block, highly complete to 1960, Airmails complete to 1990 includes 
#C1-6; C13-15; E7; J58 (corner fault); K1-18 (K2 used); Officials: O7-8; O56; O57; O59-60; various modern Officials with PNC 
s and Plate Blocks; Q1-9; JQ1-5; QE1-4; Ducks #RW1; 3-10; 12-13; 14-15; 22-23; many later including $25 s/s. Used: #9X1; 1-2; 
12 (2 one unused appearing); 13-16; 17; 18; 20 pair; 22; 27-28; 28A faulty; 29; 30A; 31-33; 37-8; 67; 72; 75; 83 PFC; grills 86-91; 
92-101 complete; 112-22; 134-141; 144; 145-55; 156-166; 182-91; 216-8; 219-29; 230-244; 261A; 263; 276-8; 292-93; 369 extra; 
440; 460; 477-80; 523; extra 832b; Postage Dues include: J7; J21; J28(2); where the lots of used Officials, where the mint is lacking 
the used completes things such as Washington Franklins, Es; Q’s and RWs, a few U.S. Possessions including Philippines #214b 
booklet pane Guam 1-2 used, etc., as mounted condition improves vastly with the mint 20th Century with some NH and quite well 
centered; there are faults as one would expect and some issues with identification or genuiness on the coils, but overall quite clean 
and presentable with plenty of valuable single items, a handfull of certificates, viewing wil prove to be useful, but if you cannot 
make it, rely upon our images and conservative estimate to guide you, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

United States General Collections
3   Outstanding United States Collection, 1847-1958, mostly used 1847-90 with better including #1 with four full margins and 1998 

APEX cert, #2, 7, 9 (2005 PSE Cert), 12, 13-15, 17 (1989 PFC), 18 (2007 PFC), 29 (2007 PSE small corner crease), 30, 30A, 32 
(Pos. 75L1; 1986 PFC), 33, 36b, 37, 67 with blue cancel and sealed tear (2006 PSE), 68-72, 75, 77, 78, 85 (small tear; 2003 PFC), 
86-90, 91 (2007 APEX), 92-98, 112, 115, 116, 118-121, 122 (2002 PSE), 124 (?), 128 (?), 134 (2001 APEX), 145-154, 155 (1997 
PFC; a GREat StaMP), 156-166, 182-191, 206-217, 218 (2004 APEX), 219-229, 240, 241, 242, 243, 245, 249-260, 262, 263, 
271-278, 287-293, 310-313, 327, 404, 421-423, 440, 478-480, 491 (small faults; 2011 PFC); mint o.g. (unless noted) including #38 
(appears no gum), 40 (2009 PFC), 56 (2008 PFC), 102 (no gum), 123, 124 (?), 127 (regummed; 1974 PFC), 133 (1978 PFC), 133a 
(2006 PSE), 231 broken hat, 232 never hinged, 233-236, 237 never hinged, 239, 244, 261, 294-299 (#298 never hinged), 325 & 326 
(never hinged), 339, 340 (2010 PSE graded 85), 342 (disturbed gum, 1988 PFC), many single coils, #357 (never hinged; 2004 PSE 
for block), 358, 369 never hinged, 397-400A, 403, 424/436a, 438 (2006 APEX), 459 (never hinged; 2004 PF), 467 (single error 
never hinged in block of six), 505 single error in horizontal strip of three, 500, 507 XF GEM, 508-518, 519 (?), 524 never hinged, 
525/534A, 545, 546, 547, 551-573 (lightly hinged/never hinged; $5 never hinged), 578, 579, 581-591, 599b (never hinged single; 
2008 PSE), 630 never hinged, 558-679, C1-C6 (never hinged except C2 & C5), C13-C15, C16 (never hinged grade 85 2007 PSE), 
C18 never hinged, E1, E6, E7, E11 pink back, F1 (never hinged grade 75 2004 PSE), J3, J6, Q12, JQ1-JQ5, K1-K18 (K15 2007 
PSE, K11a never hinged), RW1 & RW10 (regummed), RW2-RW80a complete mixed hinged and never hinged with four duplicates 
(RW16 graded 80J 2005 PSE); faults as noted, in two American Heirloom albums, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
4   Spectacular Mostly Used Collection plus Stock, 1851-1944, a truly jaw-dropping holding in a Schaubek album, presenting an 

amazingly complete collection for the period, all neatly mounted and annotated in either German or English; begins with a just-
shy-of-four-margined #9X1e (with double transfer at bottom) on cover, the first page of stamps offers a near-complete group of 
1851 and 1857 issues, including an apparently relatively sound #39 (!), and from there we’re off to the races: complete (basic types, 
at least) of 1861-67 Issues, 1869 Pictorials (with extras, including a 2¢ bisect on piece and a “homemade” #122 with inverted 
center—yes, used); nearly all Bank Notes to the 90¢ with shade, grill and perforation varieties; Columbians to the 50¢ including a 
jumbo 10¢ with imprint, 1894 Bureaus to the 50¢, Trans-Mississippis to the 50¢, #261, 261A & 276A, Pan-Americans complete, 
Second Bureaus to the $2 (the $5 space filled by a #480), #323-327, a wonderfully centered #330 (the set complete), extensive 
Washington-Franklins (many sets complete, including #479 & 480), #523, 524 and 547, 551-573, Kansas complete, Nebraska 
nearly so, #630 (lower right #18771, cancelled no date “Bowling Green, Fla./Fort Green [?] Sta.”, plus all commemoratives 
(including 1930s imperforates) through the Overrun Countries; Airmails complete for the period less #C2 and C13-C15 (though 
two “R.F.”-overprinted 6¢ Transports), most Special Deliveries, Parcel Posts & Parcel Post Postage Dues complete, a nice mix 
of Dues, a couple Newspapers, even a page of unused Carriers (some reprints); and then there’s the stock: an additional five 
stockbooks filled to greater or lesser degree with duplicates running from the couple to the many; throughout you’ll find shades, 
varieties, perforation faults, private vending perforations, loads of cancel types, numerous on-cover uses, and more besides; some 
condition issues as you’d expect, several stamps with certificates accompanying; a most glorious collection that must be seen to 
be believed, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, the main collection imaged in full online to whet your appetite. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 22.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States General Collections
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5   Expansive and Valuable Collection, 1851-modern, presented on a variety of pages in a blue zip-up binder, offering a full range 
of US material (plus the occasional foreign); duplication, where present, is useful, making this a perfect lot for the bourse or 
online retailer; note 19th century (mainly used) including attractive grills, a range of cancels and popular 1851, 1857, and 1861 
Issues, some 1869 Pictorials, plus Bank Notes, and Columbians (to the 30¢); 20th century includes wide-ranging mint and used 
Washington-Franklins, #400 (2 mint), Prexies complete (½¢-50¢ “framed” stamps), all 1992 Columbus joint issue souvenir sheets, 
several high-denomination plate blocks (including two $8.75 Eagles), 37 booklet panes, etc.; Back-of-the-Book equally strong 
with mint #C13 and C14, K1-K17, OXF1 (part gum), plus Postal Notes, Occupation Stamps, good Dues, strong Officials, and more 
besides; mixed condition with some nice quality, a few certificates accompany; cumulative catalogue value nears $80,000, Fine 
to Very Fine with better, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
6   Fantastic Deverse Collection, 1847-2000, in two Lighthouse hingless albums and two binders, first binder begins with a heavy 

dose of classics, imperfs include #2 and 17 pair, 1857’s include several examples of each of the lower values to 12¢, a used 30¢ 
and unused 90¢, several with certificates, an extensive group of 1861-1866 including all values with essays and trial colors, 
varieties and shades, again many with certificates, some interesting grills, 1869 grills complete except 118 and 122, a few 1870-71 
National grills, and without grills to 90¢ less 12¢, and 1873 Continentals to 30¢, 1875 unused, nice group of 1879 American Bank 
notes mixed used and unused to 30¢, also 1887-88 unused and used to 30¢, small banknotes to 90¢ unused except 3¢ and 30¢ 
used, Columbians to 50¢ unused, first bureau’s to 90¢ mixed, 1895 to 15¢ mixed, 1898 unused except 10¢ type II used, remainder 
unused unless otherwise stated, Trans-Mississippi to 10¢, Pan-American complete, 1902 to 15¢ and 50¢ used, imperforates and 
shields complete except 4¢, Louisiana and Jamestown complete, scattered Washington Franklins with some better values to $5 
and coils, Shanghai overprints complete to $2, issues from 1919 to 1934 are largely complete, second Lighthouse album contains 
back-of-book material with Airs including C1-C6, C7-C10 and C10a, C13-C15 plate singles, and mostly complete to C131 with 
extras and booklets, mostly never hinged, few lightly hinged, special delivery from E2 on, earlies mostly used later unused, 
postage dues light on earlies and mostly used, parcel post complete less 20¢, low values never hinged, plus miscellaneous other 
material, first binder contains #538a block of 4 with certificate, a group of Shanghai overprints including ten values to $1 never 
hinged with certificates, and a batch of used officials on Scott pages, the last binder contains an eclectic mix of odds and ends from 
possessions to postage, nothing important but some decent material, very significant value, including countless hidden gems and 
certain pleasant suprises, well worth the search with loads of useful and desirable material to be found within these albums; classics 
are in usual mixed condition, with occasional flaws and defects, some questionable stamps and identifications, the rest is mostly 
clean and very worthwhile, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States General Collections
7   Impressive Essay Collection 1847-1880’s, of approximately 400 essays with many better including #1XaE1c (two), #1XaE1d, 

#11E4c, #11E7d (scarlet and brown), #11E8a, #11E12a (two shades), #11E12g top selvage block of four, #69E4a, #71E2c, #70E4a, 
#73E5a complete set of six colors, #79E35e (four different shades), #205E2, #210 Essay on horizontally laid paper watermarked 
“Steamer Press & Co.” (1979 PFC), also includes a nice group of Lowenbergs, and a strip of four of #156 printers waste wtih PFC, 
most are identified and in mounts on pages, few faults as always, especially considering the fragile paper, but vast majority are 
sound and, Fine to Very Fine, or better, Scott Catalog value approximately $25,000, a great lot, see every item in this amazing lot 
online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

United States General Collections
8   Multiplicitous Holding of Multiples, 1861-1909, over 60 multiples of nostly blocks and some plate blocks, includes blocks of 

four unless o/w noted: #63; 65 (strip of four; blocks of four and six, block of ten w/ partial imprint); 86 (two stamps NH! PFC); 
94 (pair, two blocks and beautiful block of 16 which has 10 stamps NH); 136 (three NH stamps!);145; 156 pair; 161; 182; 185 
pair; 186; 206; 207; 209; 212; 212 partial imprint plate # strip 5 and imprint strip of 4; 213 (4 plus a few strips); 214 imprint block 
of 8); 221 & 223 top imprint plate # strips of five NH; 224 bottom margin plate block of 10; 284; some Washington-Franklin blocks 
incl c/l; 328-330; 328-330 plate blocks; 367-371 (includes 369! and extra 370-1); 373 (2 one a c/l); plate blocks of: 367; 368; 371 
(3 one is used); 373(2). A very useful lot and will be a nice additio to the collection or for individual internet/retail sales, generally 
Fine to Very Fine or better, ex- Gatsby. (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

United States General Collections
9   High Quality High Value Collection, 1847-1970, in Scott Platinum hingeless albums, virtually the entire value in volume 1 part I 

and II, some highlights include used #1-2, 12, 28, 64, 67, 72, 85B (with certificate), 85C, 86-91, 92-93, 95-98, 100, 112, 115-122, 
134-139, 151-155, 158-163, 165-166, 242, unused include 3P4-4P4, 36B-37, 63, 68, 73, 93-94, 113-114, 123, 178-179, 182-185, 
216-218, Columbians to $1, 276, 288-292, 294-299, later issues are mostly present unused, used or mixed including many high 
values and complete sets, bonus of some premium face material to 1970 included and empty Platinum albums to 2010, condition 
is somewhat mixed but attractive and desirable examples abound, much useful and salable material to be found, several certificates 
included; reasonable amount of usual flaws are present, Fine to Very Fine and attractive.  Shipping charges apply - weight 35.4 lbs. 
Scott $66,286 by owner. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
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10   Extensive Collection of 1919/1940 Issues, in a very well-filled Scott album being quite comprehensive for the commems and 
definitives of the period and also including a wonderful array of additional items as fancy cancels, multiples including plate and 
positional blocks, coils with leader strips, #634 counterfeits, print varieties, assorted varieties including misperfs, over/ under-
inked, shades including two pages of #537 shade varieties, etc., many premium as well with 564 plate block NH (2 including one 
with 5-point star), 571 top arrow block NH, 572 top plate no. single NH, 573 NH (2), 575 matched set arrow blocks NH, 578 
NH (3), 579 NH, 581-91 NH with most VF or better, 584 plate block mint, 588 plate block NH, 591 plate block mint, 599A (3 
including 2 NH), 606a NH (PSE cert, small corner crease), 612 plate block NH, 623 plate block NH, 631 cross gutter block of 
64 NH, 634 “Smiling George” variety in plate block of 25 NH, 634 counterfeit used on 1936 cover, 634A NH (PF cert), 658-79 
NH (an especially well-centered set), 617-19 plate blocks NH (619 l.h. in margin only), 620-21 arrow and centerline blocks NH, 
620-21 plate blocks NH, 630 NH, extensive section of the 2c “Reds”, 710-11 FDC with hand-painted cachet, 832b NH (2), 803-34 
plate blocks NH ($5 arrow and non-arrow), 839-51 line pairs NH, 859-93 plate blocks NH, etc., most of the mint NH with many 
singles selected for centering, a few minor faults here and there but overall F-VF (many better) and an outstanding collection of the 
period’s issues, view to truly appreciate its scope, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
11   Interesting and Unusual Study Collection, 1847-67, important group selected for shades, cancels and varieties of the early 

issues, imperforates begin with a set of #1-2 with four margins, followed by a group of 1851’s most with margins all around and a 
few duplicates, then a small study of 10¢ values including pairs, then a stamp described as an imperforate reprint with explanation 
from Chase, followed by a page of 1857’s with many duplicates apparently assembled for shades and interesting cancels to 
90&cent (trimmed perforations), 1861’s to 90¢ include a large variety of shades and colors with an interesting selection of unused 
and used with attractive cancels including stars, negative stars, shields, numerals and others in blue and black, next is a group of 
thirteen 67’s in various shades including one with an olive yellow certificate and two others described as olive yellow, others of 
different shades and better cancels, another page of 1861’s to 90¢ is concentrated on better cancels, we note green, blue, red and 
black stars, a red supplimental, green crossroads, and other interesting fancy cancels, finally there’s a page of assorted grills and 
grill varieties to 90¢ also with better cancels, a gold mine for the specialist, an incredible array of facinating stamps and cancels 
sure to reward further study and examination, remarkable opportunity; somewhat mixed condition as would be expected for this 
era, Fine to Very Fine for this, ex- Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
12   Powerful Proof Collection, Well over 200 pieces, better including #3P4, #4P4, #40P4-47P4, #70P4, #77P1, #151P3 plate block 

of 14, #164P4 (block of four), #219P4-229P4, #227P5 with top selvage, #253P5 block with PFC, #255P1, #256P1, #258P5 block, 
#262P1 (reduced), overall, Very Fine, an outstanding collection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
13   Particularly Pleasing Collection, 1846-1934, most interesting collection neatly mounted in two Scott Platinum albums, begins 

with an excellent 10X1 with certificate, followed by two #1 and a #2, 3, a nice group of used 1851’s with several values and shades, 
1857’s mixed used and unused including 30 and 37a unused, 1861 to 90¢, a fairly extensive selection of grills, excellent 1869’s to 
30¢ with duplicates, a 132 with gum, nice used 138, 145-155 except 150, 1873 Continentals complete, 1879-83 American banknotes 
except 90¢, 1887 complete unused except 30¢ used, small banknotes mixed unused and used with unused 90¢, Columbians to 
$2.00 and with $4.00 unused, first and second Bureau’s are well filled with a mix of unused and used, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, 
complete Pan-American, 1902 series except $5.00, 1904 onwards is well filled with numerous premium high values such as 505 
in block, 523-524, 547, White Plains sheet. Kansas-Nebraska set, and more, E1-E4 used and E5 unused, an interesting group of 
postage dues, Shanghai’s complete, an extensive first issue officials collection with many complete sets, a few newspapers, and a 
nice group of Confererates, also included are lots of extras such as proofs 146TC1a and 44P3 block, shades, blocks, etc, at least 15 
certificates are included, excellent condition overall, many useful and valuable stamps throughout, exceptional break-up potential 
where pleasant suprises abound; a few faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very Fine or better. (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
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14   Valuable United States Collection, 1847-2012, 3 volume Scott Speciality albums, imperforates begin with #1 (torn) and 2, few 
others including 10A with certificate, some 1857’s including unused 36B and 37, used 1861 with 24¢ and 30¢, grills with unused 
92 and 93, 1869 grills complete, 1870 national banknote complete, 1873 continental to 90¢, 1879 american complete, 208 unused, 
1887-88 to 90¢ with low values unused, small banknotes to 90¢ with several to 8¢ unused, Columbians complete unused, first 
bureau complete mixed used and unused 261A and 262 unused with certificates, second bureau’s mixed complete, change of color 
complete mixed, Trans-Mississippi complete unused except 10¢ and 50¢ used, Pan-American complete unused, 1902 complete 
mixed $5 used with certificate, Lousiana and Jamestown complete, extensive mixed Washington Franklins with some questionable 
coils, mixed Panama-Pacific, 595 never hinged with certificate, later issues largely complete and unused, airmails virtually 
complete to 2012 including C1-C6 and C13-C15 never hinged with certificates, special delivery complete mixed used and unused, 
reasonable group of postage dues mixed used and unused, Shanghai overprints complete mostly unused, parcel post mostly used, 
parcel post due used, special handling unused, appealing group of officials used and unused, a few scattered newspapers, and some 
other miscellaneous back of the book complete the first volume, next book contains a small collections of booklet panes, postal 
stationery and postal cards, and volume 3 contains back-of-book remainders with some revenues, postage dues, postal stationery 
cut squares, official seals, and possessions, volume 1 contains a thorough and comprehensive United States collection, condition 
is mixed but useful and attractive sets and singles abound, catalogue value is far in excess of $50,000, of which a considerable 
portion will bring good money and replenish significant inventory or form a strong immediate basis for a formdable collection, ten 
stamps with certificates included; faults are to be expected but not overwhelming, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 25 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
15   Superior Condition Mint Collection, 1857-1994 (Scott 24//RW61), in Scott album, regular issues to 1929, Airs to 1935, Special 

Deliveries to 1971 and Ducks to 1994; highlighted by classics including #30A, 117, small Bank Notes including 30¢, Columbians 
to $3 except 5¢ and $2, an arrray of Bureaus with values to 15¢, Trans-Mississippi to 50¢, Pan-Americans complete, Lousiana 
Purchase complete, choice Washington-Franklins with 1908-09 complete less 8¢ and 10¢, coils include #413 and 447 pairs, the 
latter never hinged, 1916-17 few including lovely $5, nice group of 1917-19 missing a few with excellent #524, Panama-Pacific 
complete except #404, most never hinged, 1922-28 complete with many never hinged, later regular issues mostly complete and 
many never hinged, concludes with lovely Kansas-Nebraska overprints complete hinged less #664; Airs with #C1-C6 and C18, 
wonderful group of Special Delivery stamps with #E1 never hinged, E3, E5-E9 few never hinged, E11 on mostly never hinged. 
Parcel Post missing only 15¢ and 75¢ with low values mostly never hinged, Ducks complete #RW1-RW61 except RW6, including 
many never hinged, overall outstanding condition, carefully selected for premium centering, bright, fresh and attractive examples, 
many choice stamps including jumbo margins; few flaws, a couple regummed, still Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States General Collections
16   Stamp and Cover Collection, 1893-1907 Issues, Columbians include 2c top left imprint plate no. 174 and “RR” block of ten 

(Scott $800+), plate no. strips of four of the 1c, 6c (NH; Scott $700) & 8c (glazed gum; Scott $360), 3c NH blocks of 15 (three 
stamps natural straight edge at top) and 4 Scott $1,852.50), 6c block of four (top pair VLH, bottom pair NH; Scott $410), $1 no 
gum, $2 used, approximately 580 off cover stamps with cancels including 3c with pneumatic mail, 8c with kicking mule, 10c with 
skull & crossbones, 1c (2), 2c(3), 3c (2), 6c, 10c, 15c & 30c used with World’s Fair handstamp duplex cancels, many stars, 34 
covers including 1c with Vera Cruz 1914 duplex cancel, 2c on large valentine with enclosure, #U349 with wheel of fortune cancel, 
#U349 with blue Wells Fargo printed frank at top, many advertising, frankings to 10c, trans-Mississippi includes nine covers 
including two with violet “Unclaimed” and “Return to Sender” in pointed hand, one all-over Spanish American War flag, stamps 
include 1c top right imprint and plate no. block of ten (separated), 2c imprint and plate no. block of 4 with extra pair (Scott $575), 
5c plate no. 602 pair hinged, 8c Never Hinged right selvage block of 4 (Scott $1,720), approximately 150 off cover stamps to 10c 
with cancels including stars, flags, letters, Pan americans include Never Hinged 2c bottom imprint double plate no. and arrow 
block of ten (Scott $1,000), 5c & 8c top imprint and plate no. strips of three (Scott $710), 8c block of 4 (top pair LH, bottom pair 
NH; Scott $640), 1902-1903 issues include plate no. strips, few fancy cancels, and a handful of covers and postcards, also includes a 
few later issues to the 1920’s, faults as always found on lots of this age and size, overall, Fine to Very Fine, Scott for the noted items 
alone exceeds $10,000; see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
17   “What about Bob?” Exceptional Mostly Mint Collection, 1847-2000, Alright, let’s get this out of the way from the very 

beginning, B-O-B is not here. And he’s not coming, but after seeing the rest of this collection, you really won’t care. In two Scott 
Nationals with slipcases, a very clean and well-presented collection all in black mounts, and it’s a home run from the very first 
page. In addition to a #1 & 2, other fantastic used include as mounted: 7, 8A, 14-15, 17, 18, 29, 30A, 35, 69-70, 73, 76-77, 96, 98, 
112-22, 151, 153, 160. But wait, the title states this collection is mostly mint; it is, and virtually all already from 1904 onwards with 
the following unused, also as mounted: 10X1 (reprint), 9, 24, 63, 65, 68, 133, 136, 145-47, 158-59, 161, 179, 182-84, 205, 206-
09, 210-11, 212-14, 215-18, 219-29, 237, 253-57, 259-60, 264-73, 279-84, 297, 300-09, 311, 323-27, 328-30, 331-40, 342, 369, 
374-81, 405-07, 414-29, 423, 424-39, 461, 468-74, 479-80, 523-24, 547, 551-73, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 803-34, even some hi-value 
moderns, like 2870 & 3138, not to mention the extremely high overall face value. After numerous spot checks, some unused stamps 
show signs of regumming or brushing, but it also turned up numerous classics legitimately never-hinged. As far as condition, some 
variance to be expected, but overall Fine to Very Fine, feast your eyes on some of the scans available online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 17 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
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18   Interesting and Varied Stockbook Collection, 1851-1960s, filling a 20-page (40-side) black stockbook, a nice mix of unused and 
used postage issues (no Back-of-the-Book); condition varies, with some nicer items and some mixed; good selection of classics 
with better values including used #18 (red cancel), 20, 37, 38, 292, 311-313, etc., and mint o.g. #241, 367-369, 547, 658-679, etc.; 
some interesting cancels, Schermacks, and pre-cancels; high catalogue value (well over $42,000) with roughly $45 in face; worth 
the time to review, Very Good to Very Fine, fully imaged online for your convenience. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States General Collections
19   Diverse and Pleasing Collection, 1847-1936, neatly mounted in Lindner album, imperforates start with #1 trial color proof 

and proceeds with a nice group of used regular issues, 1851’s include used and unused values to 30¢ wth a 90¢ proof, 1861-66 
includes a mix to 90¢ including some pretty cancels, 1867 grills to 30¢, nice group of 1869 to 15&cent (including 118 unused), 
large banknotes with unused 152, small banknotes to 90¢ missing 2¢ carmine and 10¢, Columbians to 50¢, unused 261, used 278, 
Trans-Mississippi including 50¢, nice Pan-American set, and a diverse mix beyond including complete sets and singles, airs with 
C4-C6, special delivery group with E1, E3-E8, as well as parcel post high values and 2¢ and 10¢ pair of parcel post due, classics 
somewhat mixed with a few flaws, later issues mostly sound and attractive, many never hinged, quite a bit of very useful material 
to work with, generally Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs. Scott $39,900 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
20   Charming Collection, 1847-2000, in two Lighthouse hingless albums, starts with used four margin #1-2, continues with a small 

but attractive group of imperforates with duplicates, a few 1851’s with 38, 1861’s with multiple shades with values to 90¢, some 
excellent 1867 grills up to 30¢, 1869 grills including 118, an important group of large banknotes with many high values up to 90¢ 
whose identification should be verified, $1, $2 and $3 Columbians, first and second bureau’s to $5, $1 and $2 Trans-Mississippi, 
unused 8¢ and 10¢ Pan-American never hinged, 50¢, $1 and $5 1902, Washington Franklins including #342, 422, 423 (with 
certificate), 440 (with certificate), 500 (with certificate), largely complete thereafter with many extras included, second volume is 
back-of-book material highlights are C4-C6 never hinged blocks, airmails complete from C7 on except C13-C15, including extra 
block, booklets, coil pairs, special delivery E1-E5 used, E7 on unused with most never hinged, Shanghai overprints nine values to 
24¢ plus K17-K18 most never hinged, parcel post, parcel post due and special handling complete except JQ5 mostly never hinged 
with extras, a smattering of officials, newspapers, and some other way back of the book groups and items round out the collection, 
much wonderful material is contained in this collection, there is a definate concentration on high values, but there are numerous 
excellent examples included, the more recent material contains abundant outstanding high value stamps in choice condition, a huge 
opportunity for resale and distribution; some flaws are present as would be expected but overall useful collection, generally Fine 
to Very Fine and better. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
21   Washington-Franklin Issues Specialized Collection, 1908-20, “collector’s collection” of mint and used singles and blocks, 

multiples including booklet panes, coil pairs (some with leader strips) and line pairs, fancy cancels, assorted precancels and perfins, 
varieties including shades, misperfs, offsets, print varieties, etc., all arranged on pages in a Scott album, leafing through the pages 
we note #340 bottom plate no block of six (top stamps NH), 358 block NH, 384 top plate no. and star block of six NH, 421 block 
used, 424-25 “COIL STAMPS” plate no blocks of 10, 461 mint, strong section of the various (mostly) perf and imperforate offsets 
with numerous “flyspeck” varieties, 528 top plate no block of 20 NH and useful group of double impressions, a few trivial faults 
but overall F-VF, a marvelous collection of these challenging issues and an ideal foundation for continuation, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
22   Fresh and Clean Stock Collection, 1866-1968, nearly all mint (and much 20th century never hinged), neatly arranged and 

identified on stockpages, with pages of superior-quality material; you’ll find whatever your heart desires—singles, pairs, line 
pairs, blocks and plate blocks—here, sometimes with duplication; note never hinged #614-616 (2 sets), 617-619, 620-621 (plus 
#620 top plate number block of 8 hinged), a top right pane of #630 (plate F18771), Fourth Bureau ½¢//25¢ blocks of four (some 
hinged, some never hinged) plus strong selection of never hinged singles to the $2 plus hinged $5, multiple #832 and 832g blocks 
or plates, Fourth Bureau and Prexie coil pairs or line pairs (some with partial plate numbers), three complete Kansas-Nebraska sets 
(2 marked never hinged), Prexies complete, Liberty complete, Parcel Posts unused to #Q11, a page of 19th century used (some nice 
cancels), etc., etc., etc.; mostly sound, though expect the occasional flaw; a gorgeous holding with total Scott value over $20,000, 
Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, a must-see; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
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23   alluring Collection with Surprises, 1861-1981, mounted in Harris Liberty with extra bimders, earlies mixed used and unused, 
after 1880 apparently all unused with many never hinged, used include #38, 1869 include 24¢ with certificate, #166, unused 
banknotes include a nice selection of midddle to high values, Columbians to 50¢ and $3.00 with certificate, first bureau’s with a 
selection to 50¢, second bureau’s include $1.00 type I and $2.00, #279-284 complete, Trans-Mississippi complete to 50¢, Pan-
American complete, 1902 to $1.00 less 10¢, Louisiana complete, later issues well filled or complete with many never hinged, 
including 397-400A and 404, 479-480, 523-524, 545-547, White Plains sheet, Kansas-Nebraska, and seemingly complete 
thereafter, airmail complete mostly never hinged including C13-C15 set, special delivery #E7-E8, and parcel post complete to 75¢, 
condition is significantly better than usual with many highly desirable stamps, worthy of a good look, with loads of useful material, 
several certificates included; occasional minor flaws to be expected, generally Very Fine and attractive. Scott $35,000 + owners 
value. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
24   top Flight Collection, 1847-1988, US collection in Davo hingeless 4 volumes with slipcases; used include Scott # 1, 2 (with red 

town cancel), 112-121, 242, 260, and 291; unused includes 230-241, 285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 397-400A, 401-404, 
505 (in block of 9), 523, 524, 630, National Parks special printings arrow blocks and gutter blocks, Prexies complete (and a second 
set with plate number), and mint through 1988 C1-C31, BKC1, E1-E14, Q1-Q12, PR114-125, K1-K18, RW-RW80, and RVB1-
RVB2; carefully curated with fresh colors and better centering; catalog $32,500+, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States General Collections
25   Premium Plates Plus Face, 1894-2019, classic plate blocks in two 3-ring binders plus a packed album (1932-70) and a modicum 

of modern material; with plate number strips (#247, 267 (2), and 530); plate blocks include #367, 537, 548-550, 551-554, 576, 581-
591, 610-612, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 627-629, 644, 649-650, 651, 634-642, 684-685, 658-668, 669-679, 692-701, C7-C12, 
PS7, PS8, O121, O124, O126, R154b, RB20p-RB21p, RB23p, RB25p, RB28p, RBV1, RVB2, 27 Federal Ducks ($15-$25), PN1-
PN18, WS7-WS9, and PS11-PS13, plus wonderful Canal Zone singles and plate blocks (the latter including #72); the buldging 
album contains Washington Bicentennials, National Parks, Special Printings, Prexies complete, Famous Americans, Overrun 
Countries, Liberty and Prominent Americans Series complete, C17-C76 (including Baby Zepp), Air Post Special Delivery, and 
more; includes $530 Face, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 19.8 lbs. 2017 Scott $24,000 (Owner’s). (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

26   Spectacular autograph Collection, 1950-2000, hundreds of signatures on cards and letters related to US stamps; includes Earl 
Warren (Supreme Court), John Bradley (Iwo Jima), John Lewis (United Mine Workers), Clementine Spencer Churchill, “Buster” 
Crabbe (Olympics), Coretta Scott King, Mrs T F Sullivan (Gold Star Mother), Joe DiMaggio (1939 Yankees), Douglas MacArthur 
(General), Mrs Robert H Goddard, Ramon Magsaysay (President of Philippines), Everett Dirksen (Congressman), Lester B Person 
(PM of Canada), Grant Sawyer (Governor of Nevada), Alan Shepard (Astronaut), J H Glenn Jr (Astronaut), Thomas P Stafford 
(Astronaut), Alekei Leonov (Cosmonaut), Jim Irwin (Astronaut), Dave Scott (Astronaut), Al Worden (Astronaut), J H Doolittle 
(General), William H Rehnquist (Supreme Court), William Westmoreland (General), Anna C Chennault, Georgia O’Keefe (Artist), 
Dorothy Hamill (Figure Skating), John Lindsay (Mayor of New York), John McCormack (Congressman), William R Anderson 
(USS Nautilus), Donald MacMillan (Peary Expedition), Stanley Reed (Supreme Court), William Brennan (Supreme Court), Harry 
Blackman (Supreme Court), Byron White (Supreme Court), Potter Stewart (Supreme Court), Bruce Jenner (Olympics), Emmett 
Kelly (Clown), Francis Sargent (Governor of Massachusetts), James Sclessinger (Secretary of Defense), Richard Richie (Vietnam 
Ace), U Thant (UN Secretary General), Dean Rusk (Secretary of State), Thomas Watson (IBM), Averell Harriman (Diplomat), Ray 
Acuff (Musician), Margaret Chase Smith (Senator), Edmund Hillary (Everest), Vivian Fuchs (Polar), Donald Douglas (Aviation), 
Arthur Summerfield (Postmaster General), Martin Luthur King, Sr (father), Finn Ronne (Polar), Hank Aaron (Baseball), Kate Smith 
(Singer), Omar Bradley (General), Bing Crosby (Actor), Irving Berlin (Composer), Rosa Parks (Civil Rights), Norman Rockwell 
(Artist), Ogden Nash (Author), Dr Jonas Salk (Polio), Henry Kissinger (Secretary of State), Mark Clark (General), Ira Gershwin, 
Aaron Copeland (Composer), Carl Sandburg (Author), Thornton Wilder (Author), Thurgood Marshall (Supreme Court), Daniel 
Inouye (Senator), Shockley/Brattain/Bardeen (Transister), Jessie Owens (Olympics), Carl Albert (Congressman), Pierre Trudeau 
(PM of Canada), Elliot Richardson (Secretary of HHW), Elmo Zumwalt (Navy), Matthew Ridgeway (General), Marlin Perkins 
(Zoo), Daniel “Chappie” James (General), Frank Shorter (Olympics), Mrs Walt Disney, Anthony McAuliffe (General), Borman/
Lovell/Anders (Astronauts), George Vaughn (WWI Ace), Vermont Garrison (Korea Ace), Randy Cunningham (Vietnam Ace), 
Benjamin O Davis (General), Robert Indiana (Artist), Maxwell Taylor (General), George Meany (AFL-CIO), Francis Gabreski 
(WWII Ace), Eddie Rickenbacker (WWI Ace), Curtis LeMay (General), Robert M White (X-15), Archibald MacLeish (Poet), 
Henry Ford II, Robert McNamara (Secretary of Defense), Malcolm D Ross (Ballooning), Paul Tibbets (Atomic Bombing), J Edgar 
Hoover (FBI), John Paul Stevens (Supreme Court), and many, many more. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
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27   attractive Mostly Mint Collection, 1847-1998, mounted in three slipcased Scott National 3-post binders; most used to 1879, 
most all mint thereafter with much never hinged; begins with four-margined examples of #1 & 2, nice mix of 1851s and 1857s to 
the 12¢, 1861s to 30¢, 1869s to 15¢, nice Bank Notes (most to 90¢), Trans-Mississippis to 10¢, Pan-Americans complete, Second 
Bureau mint to 50¢ plus nice used #311, #369, strong Washington-Franklins (a mix of mint and used) including coil pairs and 
line pairs, and essentially complete from there with mint Fourth Bureau complete, #630, Kansas-Nebraskas, Farleys, Prexies, 
Liberty Series, Recalled Legends, etc.; nice Back-of-the-Book as well, the Airs (mint) including #C1-C6, C18, Transports, plus a 
used #C13; complete Special Deliveries (#E2-E4 used), mint complete Parcel Post & Parcel Post Postage Due, Special Handling, 
#K1-K11 less #K3; nice mix of mint and used Dues and Officials, a few mint Ducks, some Newspapers, etc.; several certificates 
accompany (some noting faults); face-fresh throughout, though expect the occasional flaw or fault, Fine to Very Fine with much 
better, a solid collection to build on, or easily broken down for resale; see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States General Collections
28   United States, Old School Postage Due Plate Single Collection, 1894-1930 (Scott J29//J77), several hundred fresh, mostly 

unused plate number singles on black stock pages; 1894 Issue (36), 1895 Issue (104), 1910 Issue (30), 1914 Issue (50), 1917 Issue 
(561), 1925 Issue (53), 1930 Issue (29), stunning engraving and rich color with many MNH and beautifully centered examples, 
grading of many would be appropriate, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 
2.4 lbs. Scott $18,400 + w/o premium for #. (photo on web site) .................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
29   Collection of Dollar-Value stamps, 1893-1994, Interesting group of postally used dollar values from Columbians to recent issues, 

includes quantities to about ten of-a-kind, blocks, plate blocks and souvenir sheets, Columbians include #241, 242, three 243, four 
244, two each $1 and $2 Trans-Mississippi, bureau’s are represented in varying quantities including two 262, four 276, 277, three 
278, six 311, 312, 313, four 342, four 423, five 478 and four blocks, three 479, three 480 and a block, 518b (flaws) with certificate, 
seven 523, four 524 and three blocks, twelve 547, numerous Liberty and prexie singles and blocks, eight Q12, also included are 
a smattering of other miscellaneous used U.S., generally mixed condition, many attractive and useful examples, several with 
certificates, outstanding breakdown potential for the astute internet dealer, generally Fine to Very Fine appearance many better.  
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs. Scott $25,000+. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
30   Wide-ranging, Large-Part Back-of-the-Book, Collection, 1873//1960s, mounted on a variety of Scott pages in a 3-ring Specialty 

binder, this collection offers a nice range of mint and used 1873-1934 regular issues and commemoratives, including Bank Notes, 
a complete Fourth Bureau Issue, and perforated and imperforate National Parks among others; the bulk of the holding, however, 
is in Back-of-the-Book material, including Airs complete less #C14 & C15, complete Special Deliveries (mint #E6, E7, and E13 
on), well-filled Dues, Parcel Post Postage Dues less #JQ4, Parcel Posts complete, Special Handlings complete (#QE4 used with 
“TA” joined); a solid flock of Ducks between 1934 and 2011; a smattering of Officials including mint #O60 with part imprint; and 
Revenues featuring First Issue Perforated (including a herringbone-cancelled #R102c), Third Issues, Proprietaries, Battleships, 
Stock Transfers, and more; if you’ve focused your collection on Front-of-Book material, here’s your opportunity to fill in huge 
swathes of pages for just a fraction of catalogue value (which surpasses $24,000), Fine to Very Fine with better, a grand holding, 
fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
31   Extensive Collection, 1847-1975, mounted in Scott National album, classics are mostly used beginning with attractive #1-2, nice 

1861’s to 12¢ with apparemtly unused 11, scattering of 1857’s, 1861’s to 90¢, and 1862’s to 24¢, some useful grills including 99 
with certificate, 1869’s complete, a reasonable selection of later banknotes including some high values, small banknotes complete, 
Columbians to 50¢ with 1¢ and 5¢ unused and with used $2.00, second bureaus mostly complete including $2.00 and $5.00, Trans-
Mississippi to 10¢ with $1.00 and extras, well filled from Pan-American on including some better values, starting with the 1920’s 
mostly unused or never hinged, with never hinged 1922 set, White Plains sheet, and Kansas (hinged) and Nebraska (never hinged), 
Farley’s on are mostly complete, airs include used C1-C6, later without C13-C15 unused or never hinged to C22 and some later, 
few special delivery and other back of the book, contains a good amount of useful and attractive material particularly among the 
classics, some better later sets and singles; some mixed condition and minor flaws, Fine to Very Fine overall. Scott $30,000 + 
owner’s catalogue. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
32   Plate Number Single Collection, 1917 (Scott 499), pair of massive 3 ring binders packed with fresh singles organized on black 

stock pages in plate number order with vol 1 from 5990-10329 and vol 2 10372-13885; 7,500+ examples with mild duplication, 
unchecked for premium condition or grading, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Good to Very Fine.  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 11.2 lbs. Scott $18,750 + w/o premium for NH or #. (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States General Collections
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33   Reprint and Reproduction Collection, 1840s-1950s, in Scott Specialty albums of various cover and stamp reproductions or 
forgeries, some of which are classically produced, some of which have been produced recently with the aid of inkjet printers and 
modern printing techniques, a few of these reprints are quite desirable with several interesting supplementary items, such as a 
few covers signed by postmaster who produced the provisional stamp or various show souvenirs that honor the original stamp, 
within this collection, you will find: 1X1 three cover reproductions, 2XU1 two cover reproductions, one in blue, 3X1-3X2 two 
well done cover reproductions, plus a cover signed by J.M. Buchanan (although we suspect it is a different J.M. Buchanan as the 
signature doesn’t match) and 14 more cover reproductions of both denominations, 3 reproductions on piece, 6 label reproductions 
and group of five 1946 souvenir cards from Baltimore Philatelic Society, 3UX1 one cut square reproduction, 3UX4 two cut square 
reproductions, 4X1 two cover reproductions, stampless cover from Boscawen, NH free frank signed by PM, 5X1 four cover 
reproductions, 6X1 two cover reproductions and one free stampless cover from Lockport, NY signed by H.W. Scovell PM, 7X1 
two cover reproductions, 8XU1 three cover reproductions and 8XU1 reproduction of 1923 E.A. Mitchell reprint, 8XU1R red and 
8XU3R dull blue, in original Carroll Alton Means booklets, very rare as only 130 were printed in each color, Scott describes 
and values these scarce booklets at approximately $250 each, with 1938 red and blue souvenir pages along with FDC, 9X1 three 
forgeries, each with FALSH in printing at lower corners, 9X1 two cover reproductions and one reproduction on piece, 10X1, 10X1 
two reprints with letter on reverse, 10X1 four forgeries, 10X2 three forgeries, 10X1-2 three cover reproductions, 10X1-2 Rhode 
Island Philatelic Society 1936 special souvenir No. 296 sheet reprint, 11X1-2 five cover reproductions and 13 stamp forgeries, and 
small show souvenir cards of 11X1. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
34   Powerful Selection of Mint & Used Classics, 1847-1937, Very impressive lineup of classics on stockcards. Better unused include 

#3, 36, 112, 190-91, 216, 234-37, 347 (plate block of six), C18 and used 17, 37, 67-71, 76-77, 115-16, 162, 165, 218, 229, 276A, 
311, 326 and many more, so be sure to check the scans. Also, some stamps are adhering to the stockcard or mount, but none of the 
above-listed; nevertheless, lot should be evaluated in person. As can be seen, condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
35   Premium Quality Collection, 1851-1943, delightful collection of Regular issue, Airmail, Special Delivery, Postage Due, and 

Officials lovingly assembled on black stock pages; includes Scott # 32, 36, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 87, 89, 90, 92, 96, 97, 98, 121, 
152, 208, 219-229 (unused), 238 (mint), 240 (unused), 242, 323-327 (unused), 630 (MNH), Kansas Nebraska (unused), Prexies 
to $5 Coolige (MNH), and Legends of the West error sheet; BOB includes C1-C6 (MNH), C18 (MNH), and strong mint and 
used Special Delivery, as well as Postage Due; O47-O56 proof set, O63 (unused), O75 and O78 (unused), O89-O93 (unused), 
and modern Official plate blocks through $5; generally useful and correctly identified with the occasional miscue, some faults 
including regumming as one might expect; plenty of meat to chew on, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
36   advanced U.S. Plate Number Coils Collection, bulging Scott album of nearly all mint plate number singles and strips through 

about 2008 issues arranged primarily in Scott number order in mounts on pages or in stock sheets, replete with better issues and 
numbers as 1895 plate 1-6, 8-14 strips of five, plate 8, 10 imperf strips of five, 1900 plates 3, 5 strips of five, 1900a plate 3-6 strips 
of five, 1903 plates 1-6 strips of five, 1903a plate 8 strip of five, 1908 plate 2 strip of four, plate 7-8 strips of five, 2005a untagged 
strip of five with plate 4, <2609b three pairs in a strip of six with plate 4 on the 4th stamp, 2523c plate 7 strip of five, 2602 plate 
A32333 strip of five, O135 plate 1 strip of five (2), etc. plus an array of varieties including some imperfs with additional misperfs, 
miscuts, tagging omitted, gums and paper, precancel varieties including gaps, etc., also includes some “waiting to be sorted” 
miscellaneous mint and used singles/ strips, NH or self-adhesive, generally fresh and F-VF, a desirable collection of this popular 
area, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
37   Lifetime of Enjoyment Collection, 1847-1998 (Scott 1//3182), Scott National album houses a considerable collection well worth 

a look; begins with a Blood’s Local on cover followed by a few pages of Locals (suspect most reprints); attractive four-margined 
#1 red cancel on cover from NY to Hartford, 1 (3 margin), stunning 2 with light red cancel, 7, 8A, 14, 17, 29, 30A, 31, 35, 63-78, 
86-98, 112-122 (90¢ is a spacefiller), 151-155, 162, 163, 165, 190, 191, 217, 218, 229, 240 (unused), 242, 261, 262, 276, 276A, 
277, 291, 311, 312, 523, 630 (unused), Kansas-Nebraskas, mostly used to modern interspersed with mint mini-sheets of last 20 
years; Bureau and Washington-Franklin eras very nicely populated; page of dozen Bank Note-era proofs on card labeled as essays 
(toning noted); condition highly variable and some misidentification is likely; a delicious set of mysteries to unravel, Fine to Very 
Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs. Scott $22,000+. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
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38   Sensational Specimen Collection, comprising #148SA, #63SB-78SB (no 69SB and extra 73SB), #189SD-211SD with four 
duplicates, #273SE, #277SE, #278SE, #279BjSE (NH but short gum), #294SE-301SE, #303SE-310SE, #63S & #65S with control 
numbers, #212SK/191SK, #212SL/191SL, #209SM, also includes unlisted items - American Bank Note Company Specimens 
blocks of 10 in green, red and blue with control numbers 0000000 and block of 20 in purple with different control numbers - all 
showing an image of a Trojan, two 1c 1851 designs and ten George Washington “Specimen Postage” stamps (9 imperforate), some 
faults to be expected, on pages in Scott Specialty album, overall, Fine to Very Fine, Scott catalogue value $11,000.+ see all of the 
Specimens online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
39   attractive all-Mint Collection, 1857-1980, mounted in a two brown Harris US Classics albums; begins with an o.g. #24, then 

sparsely filled until 1929, from which date the collection is essentially complete; among the earlies we note a handful of Bank 
Notes (including #189, 215, 217, 222, 227, 273 and 276), Columbians to the 30¢, some Trans-Mississippis, Pan-Ams complete, 
a pretty #304, 328-330, 367-369, 439, 611-613, 620-621, while later issues include complete Farleys, Prexies (with line pairs), 
Liberty, Prominent Americans and Americana sets, etc.; Back-of-the-Book includes Airmails from #7 (no C13-C15, but C18 is 
present) and 1927-51 Special Delivery issues; much face value in the modern; a few flaws to be expected, but an attractive holding 
on which to build or to break down for resale, Fine to Very Fine with better, get a taste online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States General Collections
40   Classic Early Mint Sets, 1892-1930, 100+ key mint, unused, and used stamps on three black stock pages; unused or mint 

(unless noted) include Scott 230-245 Columbians ($2 with fault not counted) and 241 (used), 285-293 Trans Mississippi, 294-
299 Pan American Exposition, 323-327 Louisiana Purchase, 328-330 Jamestown Exposition, 505 block of 6, 505 block of 9 
(some perf seps), 524, 658-668 Kansas (2 sets), 669-679 Nebraska (2 sets), C13-C15 Zeppelins (both used and unused sets), and 
more; condition varies as found for this period; tremendous dealer opportunity, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
41   Premium Collection, comprising original gum #233, 235-237, 239, 241, 287, 289 (2), 291, 400, 403, 404, C1-C3, C14, C15, 

E1-E7, E9, Q1-Q12, JQ1-5, Never Hinged #230-232, 238, 285 (2), 286, 288, 290, 294, 295 (2), 296, 298, 299, 397-399, 400A, 
401, 402, C1, C4-C6, C13 (2), C14, C18 (2), E8, and E11 (pink back), no gum or regum #240, 242, 243, 297, E10 (last two not 
counted), Used 292, 293 (cert), #241, 242, 293, E4 with faults, Catalog value exceeds $17,500, also includes US mostly used 
collection 1869-1936 (not counted), a second mostly used US collection in a Harris album (not counted), misc. US stamps on and 
off piece in small boxes and in stockbooks, and a handful of covers including 23 legal sized covers from foreign countries with 
“The Foreign Service of the United States of America” or “American Legation” at top left, overall, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 22.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
42   tale of three albums, 1856-2002, often you can just look at a book’s cover and know where the value is (here this is not the case); 

Scott National album moderately populated with used stamps in considerably varied condition; in contrast, the Scott American 
(a starter album) includes #63, 69, 71, 75, 76, 77, 78, 96, 97, 98, 115, 121, 149, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 162, 163, 166, 190, 191, 
229, 239, 240, 260, 276, 276A, 291, 311, and 312; lastly, the Scott National Back-of-the-Book is even more impressive with 
#C1-C131 (essentially used including C13-C15), E1-E23, Q1-Q12, JQ1-JQ5, J1-J7, J15-J19, J22-J27, K1-K7 (unused), K9 and 
K12 (unused), and K17 (used), O15-O24, O32, O35-O39, O43, O80, PR1 (unused), PR2a (unused), PR3 (unused), PR114-PR125 
(unused), 18 Federal Ducks, nice Third Issue Revenues, and attractive selection of Possessions (Cuba, Guam, Hawaii, Philippines 
and Canal Zone); needs a little album rearranging, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 25.5 lbs. Scott $14,000+. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
43   Plate Number Single Collection, 1922 (Scott 554), impressive 3 ring binder bursting with plate number singles organized on 

black stock pages in plate number order from 14074-15904; 5,000+ examples with mild duplication, unchecked for premium 
condition or grading, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Very Good to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs. 
Scott $12,500 + w/o premium for NH or #. (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
44   Better Plate Blocks Plus Modern Mint, 1916-2000, binder packed with premium plate blocks plus two binders of modern nh 

singles; includes #319, 405, 525, 555, 575-577, 565, 590, 611, 616, 618, 620, 623, 628, 647, 648, 692-701, 704-715 (3 sets), 740-
749, 756-765 (2 sets), 803-831, 859-893, 909-921, and 1053; the three binders of singles are brimming full of fresh sets, singles 
and souvenir sheets throgh the modern era including selection of line pair coils and booklets; good deal of value here, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

45   Excellent Mint & Used Collection in Lighthouse album, 1847-1935, A mix of mint & used throughout this hingeless album 
with many premium items, like the following unused as mounted: #234-237, 239, 243-244, 285-290, 294-299, 397-399, 400A, 
403, 630, C5, K1-K18, JQ1-JQ5. Some terrific used include #1, 9, 14-15, 113, 116, 120-121, 151, 190-191, 238, 241, 260, 291, 
300-311, 342, 369, 523-524, C1-C3, E2-E4, E7-E10, Q1-Q12. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States General Collections
46   Handsome Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1980, in Scott National album, earlies are used, few 1851s and 1857s, several values 

including 30¢ and 90¢, a few grills with #97-98, 113-117, Nationals including #151-155, 1873 Continental complete except rare 
24¢, small Bank Notes complete, unused thereafter with a few low-value Columbians and Trans-Mississippis, Pan-Americans less 
4¢ and 10¢, spotty through the teens but with a few better values including Panama-Pacific complete through #404 (no #400), 414-
418, 454-456, 458 and 470, 499-518 less a couple low values and 50¢, #524, pretty well filled thereafter including White Plains 
sheet, Kansas-Nebraska overprints, and Prexies, also with a few Back-of-the-Book issues, mixed earlies but with many attractive 
examples and nice cancels, unused mostly appealing and sound, Fine to Very Fine and attractive. Shipping charges apply - weight 
7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
47   appealing all-Mint Collection, 1882-1975, in Scott National album, better items include #205, 207 and 209-211, small Bank 

Notes with 10¢ and 30¢, several Columbians, a smattering of Bureaus to 15¢, Pan-Americans less 3¢, 1902-03 to 10¢, Lousiana 
Purchase complete most never hinged, a nice showing of Washington-Franklins including some high values to $5 and coils, many 
never hinged, 1922 on mostly complete and never hinged, including White Plains sheet and Kansas-Nebraska overprints, nice 
Farleys and complete Prexies, Airs with #C1-C6, C10a and C18, Special Delivery including #E5-E7 and E11 on, includes a few 
Parcel Post and some other Back-of-the-Book items, also nice group of later booklet panes, o.g., many never hinged, generally 
clean and attractive with many useful sets and singles, could be a reasonable basis for a United States collection, or broken down 
for retail, mostly Very Fine and attractive. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)..  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
48   Wide-Ranging Collector Balance, 1847-2012, 25 albums and stockbooks with considerable useful material; Minkus All American 

in 4 volumes with surprising nice items including Scott #1 (used), and unused 26, 113, 156-158, 214, 236-238, 323-327, 551-
573, Kansas Nebraska, National Parks imperf pairs and gutters, Prexie to $5 Coolidge, Liberty to $5 Hamilton, and fairly 
mint forward to 2012; Scott UN album of plate blocks 1951-1966; mint file with UN partial sheets; 3 ring binder with 150+ proofs 
including 76P4, 157P4, 162P4, 183P4, 22 “Atlanta” Newspaper trial colors, J2BP, six American Letter Co trial colors, five US 
color essays, complete set of Official proofs (O1P4-O93P4), as well as proofs from Ecuador, Peru, Tunisia, Bolivia, Liberia, and 
Monaco; binder with several hundred UN on black pages (minimal duplication); Bureau of Engraving and Printing cards (about 
100 US and WW) and another 100 numismatic (the bills are gorgeous); great selection of United Nations entires, postal cards, and 
aerogrammes; USPS Collector Club panels 1984-1990, about 60 UN souvenir cards; at least $100 US Face on album pages, and 
much more, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
49   Premium assortment, 1857/1960, couple of stock sheets of well-centered mint and used singles, 20 used, 24 used (3), 64 used (PF 

cert), 69-70 used, 73 mint single and pair, used single, 77 used (2), 87 used, 90 used (2), 113 with bold strike of negative “Anchor” 
cancel, 117 unused, assorted mint and used Bureaus to 90c, 210 NH, 234 NH, 240 mint and used, 241 unused (reperf), 276A used, 
296 NH (2 including plate no single), 479 mint, 6719 jumbo margins NH (2), K4 strip of three NH, P%R4a unused, etc., few minor 
faults or regum/ reperf noted but generally fresh and F-VF. (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States General Collections
50   US Mint Collection, to 1995, strength containing #238 & 239 (no gum), many Washington Franklins to 20c plus #518 (two Never 

Hinged) and coil pairs to 5c, #630, few Kansas-Nebraskas, #803-834, #1053, #C18, in three Lighthouse Hingeless albums, plus a 
Scott Specialty album comprised of 1992-1998 commemoratives in singles and sheets and a used back of book collection including 
#C6, #E1-E23 (E4 probably an E5), postage dues, Officials to 90c, plus an unsorted group in statement sized sleeves including 
a second #630, a collection of complete booklets (mostly 22c-33c; Face value over $775), one 14 inch red boxes containing 102 
cards #234/895 and a second about 40% full containing back of book issues, overall Fine-Very Fine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 36.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
51   Well-organized Collector’s Duplicates Collection, 1857-1925, neatly presented on 8-row stockpages (one catalogue number per 

row) housed in a like-new Scott 3-ring Specialty binder; begins with singles of #26, 65 and 89, with the holding really taking off 
with the 1869 Pictorials (#112-), including minor numbers and the like; all but a handful of the 19th century items are used (some 
mixed condition), the 20th century items a mix of mint and used with nicer quality the norm; duplication generally six or fewer, 
but still often offering a range of shades or cancels; note o.g. #239, two mint/unused #294-299 sets, an attractive used #311, nice 
Washington-Franklins including never hinged coil pairs, three #551-573 sets plus an additional never hinged #573, etc., etc.; a few 
scattered flaws as usual, but a healthy investment with a catalogue value of well over $12,000, Fine to Very Fine with better, fully 
imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
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52   United States, 2¢ Washington Spectacular Collection, 1917 (Scott 499), 21 black stock pages filled with fascinating aspects of 
the lowly 2¢ Red; dozens of mint and used plate number singles, several blocks illustrating dry print; varnish ink, light print from 
worn plate, double due to slipped print; spectacular paper folds, creases, blind perfs, and extraordinary misperfs on large multiples; 
small serifed “F” plate blocks, imperforate at top, sideriographer blocks with misinking; paper folds with perfin, 20 stamp partial 
pane missing plate number, crazy misperf sideriographer block on cover, double transfer center stamp in block of 9; 19 plate blocks 
of 6; 69 panes including plate numbers, miscuts (also 2 unexploded miscut booklets), twisted entry, dry print, and various panes 
(B, C, D, H, I, J, K, and L); this is BEGGING to become an exhibit, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
53   United States Collection, 1940/99, highly complete for the period in a large Scott album, mostly mint (overwhelmingly NH) and 

with nice additions as some fancy cancels, tagging varieties, Liberty coils with leader strips, EFOs, etc. and especially strong in 
precancels including multiples, numerous premium as 921 “KORPA” flaw NH (3) and used, 1033a NH, 1053 plate block NH, 
1054A large holes line strip of four NH, partially miscut line strip of five showing tiny portion of plate number, 1055c NH, 1056 
precancelled small holes line pair (without gum) and pair NH (light creases), 1057c “Look” line pair NH (PF cert), 1059 small 
holes line pair NH, 1283Bd precancelled plate block NH, 1286b precancelled plate block NH, 1286Ac precancelled plate block 
NH, 1287a precancelled plate block NH (2), 1295 plate blocks NH (3), 1299a line pair NH, 1303a precancelled line pairs (2) and 
strip of four NH, 1305b precancelled line pair NH, 1305Ef Chicago precancel line pair NH, 1397a precancelled plate block NH, 
1398a precancelled plate block NH, 1401a precancelled line pair NH (Ft Lauderdale and Chicago), 1402b precancelled line pairs 
NH (3 different cities), “Legends of the West” error sheet NH, etc., generaly fresh and F-VF, a top-notch modern issues collection, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
54   U.S. & U.N., Mint & Used Collections, 1869-2002, A United States collection of mint & used in a Scott National running up 

until 1960 with most stamps hinged on pages. Some better throughout, but the best material is actually found in the many “102” 
cards or three counter books accompanying this lot. Used #7, 29, 33, 63 (2), 67 (2), 68 (4), 69, 71 (3), 73 (2), 76-77, 89 (2), 96 (2), 
166, 229, and mint 117, 320 (block of 4), 397-400, 466, 571 (2), 572 (3), C4-6 (2), C18, O22 (3), O30, and plenty more including 
a few imprint pairs of the first Bureau issue, a wide range of Washington/Franklins, and much never hinged of the 1922 series. In 
addition to a couple of mint sheets folders and two stockbooks of higher denomination mint singles & blocks (the face alone for the 
sheets is over $600), we are including a mint United Nations collection complete for all three offices up to 2002 in five volumes. 
The first two volumes are in hingeless Lighthouse albums up to 1992 with the remainder in black mounts on White Ace pages. 
Many extras too, like the UNTEA set, many additional mini-sheets, and New York #38 both mint, used and as an FDC. Condition 
on early U.S. will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, some additional pix online but we encourage viewing this lot in person. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 56.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States General Collections
55   Mostly Mint Collection with Strong Used Classics, 1852-1986, In four binders with all stamps blackmounted on album pages, 

entirely used until 1900 with strong classics, and virtually all mint thereafter with a nearly complete run of mint from 1940 
onwards. Better used as mounted include #9-10, 32, 36, 63, 68, 70-71, 73, 93, 112-19, 134-36, 152-55, 156-63, 165, 219-29, 259-
60, 276, E1-3. As for the mint, there’s 300-08, 331-40, 369, 414-18, 424-29, 506-18, 551-72, 578-59, 581-91, 658-79, 692-701, 
C1-6, C18, E5, E13. In addition, some revenues, possessions, and one volume entirely on postal stationery with both cut squares 
and entires. Condition in the 19th century is mixed, but overall Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
56   Solid Collection of Mint & Used, 1851-1988, A 2-volume set of the Scott Nationals with all stamps in black mounts; mostly used 

up to 1922 and then virtually complete and all mint from then on. Better sets & singles include the following as mounted: used 
#7, 24, 35, 63, 68-69, 71, 73, 76-78, 112-17, 145-53, 156-63, 165, 182-90, 212-18, 219-29, 230-40, 246-60, 276, 285-91, 294-99, 
300-11, 331-42, 397-404, 479-80, 547, C1-6, E1-5, K1-2, K10, Q4-12, and mint 551-71, 581-91, 658-79, 803-34, C18, E7, K3-5, 
K8, etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
57   Mostly Mint Collection, 1857-2012, Housed in seven White Ace albums with all stamps in black mounts; a used collection up 

to the 1930s, then all mint and looking virtually complete from 1940-86, where the regular issues and commemoratives end. Two 
volumes are for airmails, which are extended until 2012; the singles collection looks complete with the highlight, of course, being 
the Zepps and never-hinged to boot. The other volume is for plate blocks; better include #C8 & C22. Also, two stockbooks of 
used duplicates and glassines of mint sets, singles & plate blocks. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, some scans 
available online. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
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United States: General Collections

58   Polemic Perfin Assortment, 20th Century, comprised of approximately 1,750 stamps in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, mixed 
canceled and uncanceled, wide variety of companies, including groupings of Panama Railroad, Philadelphia Railroad, some of 
the more valuable stamps include #311 (6), #312 (5), #479 (20), #480 (13), #523 (7), #524 (38), #547 (8), and #573 (43), also 
includes approximately 50 plate blocks and complete panes of #1286A and #1596 (uncanceled), plus eleven covers, five post cards, 
and three bank tags including one partially franked by three #573 and two with Prexies including two blocks of 15 #834, neatly 
organized by issue on stockpages, also includes a very sporadically filled Balough perfin album/catalog that identifies most perfins 
(not imaged), Fine to Very Fine, interesting group worthy of further study, see the entire book with the 1750 stamps online, ex-
Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
59   attractive Balance Collection, 1851-1968, a few stock pages of stamps and a few hundred covers, mostly in White Ace binders; 

unused #11a, 26, 29 (internal fault), 65, 73, 114, 294-299, 234-237, and 239; used include beautiful #63 strip of three, 68, 112, 
113, 238, and 240; about 70 better fancy cancels (mostly Bank Notes), and #117E2e (brown); about 500 better First Day Covers, 
classic cachet makers (especially in the Famous Americans) and high-denomination modern including $10.75 Eagle, $14 Express 
Mail, $10.75 Space Shuttle, $5 Bret Harte, Federal Ducks, $5 Hamilton plus a series of a dozen matching high-value covers; a 
number of older Advertising envelopes (condition varies considerably), a Los Angeles Lakehurst-to-San Juan flight, a cover flown 
to orbit on Challenger, and a dozen older space event envelopes including two from Gagarin’s 1961 flight and a First Day Cover 
signed by JH Glenn Jr; a sleeper lot worth examination, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 25.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
60   all Mint Collection in three albums, 1881-1993, In three Minkus albums with all stamps in clear mounts; one volume for 

definitives, one for commemoratives and the third for Back-of-the-Book. Some very nice classics, lots of Ducks, and big on coils 
with many line pairs and plate number strips of three. Better mint include #235, 237, 269-270, 272-274, 279B (plate# strip of 
3), 289-290, 294-296, 298-299, 300-308, 346-347 (pairs), 496 (line pair), 498-518, 551-573, 578-579, 581-591, 597-601 (line 
pairs), 658-679, 803-834, 839-851 (line pairs), 1030-1053, E1 (partial gum), E6-E7, E12-E13, Q1-Q7, Q9, Q11, JQ1-JQ5 and 28 
Hunting Permit stamps along with plate blocks of RW48-RW65. Other valuable modern include a pane of 20 of #2482, Express 
Mail booklets #1909 (2), 2122a (2), 2122c (2), and Computer Vended Stamps CVP6a-CVP10a & CVP16a-CVP20a, overall 
Fine to Very Fine, and some enormous catalogue value. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States General Collections
61   Pleasing Plate Block Collection, 1923-91, In five Minkus albums with all blocks in clear mounts, an impressive assemblage of 

plate blocks, which except for the absence of Airmails, appears to be complete from 1932 onwards. Many better plate blocks of 
six including #610, 617, 627, 643-645, 683, 688, 740-749, 756-765, 771, and those in plate blocks of four #622, 704-715, 803-
834, 859-893, 906, 1030-1053, 1278-1295. Some nice Back-of-the-Book too, like QE2, J89-J101. Some blocks without plate 
number but still worth mentioning include #614-616, 619, 647-648 and others, generally Fine to Very Fine, partly viewable online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

United States General Collections
62   Coil Vending Machines and Stamp Supplies, 5 coil vending machines (one is a double) that will look striking in any stamp room; 

several hundred dollars worth of Scott, Showgard, and Prinz mounts in virtually all sizes all the way up to 18 packages of the 
Prinz 182 x 209 brand new still in packaging; about a decade worth of supplements for Minuteman, Liberty, White Ace, and Scott 
National albums, 10 packs of blank border Scott National pages, White Ace cover album, Safe FDC album, old-time multi folder 
sheet file, several framed pictures of the early classics that look really nice, and a lovely stamp map of the US from the ‘40s; the 
machines alone cover the cost, sell the supplies online and enjoy! Shipping charges apply - weight 198 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
63   a Smattering of Everything, 1914-2019, first up is a massive stockbook labeled “odd material”, containing well over a thousand 

Cinderellas, cigarette cards, stamps (Lundy, Rattlesnake Island, and Shrub Oak Local Post), and much more (for comparison refer 
to the miscellaneous drawer in the kitchen); set of 13 Pan American prints on large folded cardstock; a few hundred used Revenues 
including Motor Vehicle, Stock Transfer, Proprietory, Future Delivery, and Newspaper; Air Letter on cover for Western Airlines, 
Burlington Northern, and American Express; Van Dusen & Stokes advertising letter from Japan; 6 different sheets of Korean 
stamps; selection of Computer Vending Postage; Match & Medicine sheet (RS291) in frame; and much more; really interesting 
stuff, Fine to Very Fine, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
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64   Ephemera and Postal History Balance of the Gatsby Collection, ephemera includes 2 pieces of Colonial currency and contains 4 
tickets to different Democratic National Conventions, multicolored patriotic picture postcards and trade cards, an 1815 handwritten 
Regimental order for the CT 35th Regiment to come to Sharon CT for a parade, an 1862 letter on “Major General Curtis” lettersheet, 
Chesuncook Lake Tourists’ Despatch stamps perf singles and imperf pairs, and four labels “Made in Greater New York”, New York 
City 1862 notarized document, 6 1964 World’s Fair tickets, 7 full thick coupon books, post-office appointment signed by PMG 
David M. Key, slightly cut down 8x9 sepia image of a man in dress coat with a strip of 5 2c Proprietary on back, an 1626(?) printed 
document in Italian, and 3 approx. 8 x 10 in. portraits of Zachary Taylor, postal history includes mid 19th century stampless 
covers, great early television advertising cover, few semi official penalty covers including one Weather Report with 4 forms, 
one Dead Letter Office, many stampless related to Post Office business, 1941 cover mailed at Galapagos Islands Post Office and 
assessed 6c postage due, 1897 House of Representatives cover, #210 on New Years Eve 1884/1885 cover with Carrier handstamp 
and instruction label on back as the cover was undeliverable, cover with 3c 1851 and “Advertised” and large “Dead Letter Office” 
double oval handstamp, few faults as always on old paper, generally, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot on the web, ex-Gatsby. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
65   almost all Unused Classic Selection, 1852-1931, Over 100 stamps of mostly all better material and 98% unused. Some of the 

best items include #65, 136, 158, 178, 182-83, 219-26, E1-5, and a fantastic overview of postage dues, such as J4, J15, J23-25, J27, 
J61-67, overall Fine but many with minor faults, some without gum and the occasional regumming, collection viewable online but 
on-site inspection would be best. (photo on web site) ..................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
66   Small Quantity, Great Quality, 1893-1926, Scott # 240 o.g. and 241 (2) o.g. (disturbed gum but no evidence of prior hinges), and 

a beautifully centered 630 MNH; wonderfully fresh material; catalogs $3,300, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
67   Eclectic Mix of assorted Mostly Mint, 1898-1932, useful and interesting mix includes never hinged 15¢ Columbian and used 15¢ 

and 30¢, three 2¢ Trans-Mississippi (2 never hinged with straight edges, one hinged), an attractive Pan-American set with 1¢ and 
8¢ never hinged; 1¢, 2¢ and 5¢ Louisiana Purchase (2¢ never hinged), 1¢ and 2¢ Jamestown very lightly hinged, 1913 Panama-
Pacific set complete, #400 hinged others never hinged, a couple of later sets and singles never hinged, also Shanghai overprint set 
mostly original gum, couple used, couple with paper adhering, #K18 never hinged, mostly particularly well-centered; fresh and 
attractive stamps, quite a desirable group; Shanghai overprints somewhat mixed condition, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 
with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95 for #629, 2012 P.S.A.G. certificates for 620-621 with 620 graded XF 90. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
68   Mostly Mint Collection, 1901-82, In a Scott National album with all stamps in mounts, a very good selection of mint classics with 

many either MNH or VLH, and overall very well-filled with the majority of coils as both singles and in pairs, many with line. Better 
mint sets & singles include #300-03, 306, 308-09, 323-24, 328-29, 339, 374-79, 390-91, 401, 428, 501-13, 548-50, 551-71, 581-90, 
665, 692-701. Also a Harris album from 1964-78 with over 100 plate blocks and over a dozen USPS annual mint sets adding to the 
overall face value, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
69   United States Remainder Collection, 1857-2000, four mixed albums, Scott National album with a smattering of used classics 

some useful, Columbians to $1, Trans-Mississippi including 50¢, Pan-American, Louisiana Purchase and others complete, from 
1950 a few hundred dollars face material, Airs mixed mint and used including C1-C6 and C18 used, another National from 1977 
into 1990’s with a few hundred dollars face including express mail and dollar values, a Platinum album with a few back of the 
book stamps including C1-C6 and C18 mint and E1-E2, E4-E5, E7-E8 mint and E3 used, finally an Harris Liberty with a couple 
of hundred dollars of face material and some odds and ends with back of book material, interesting group with some useful singles 
and sets scattered about and what must be close to a thousand dollars face; faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 25 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
70   Unassumingly Powerful Collection, 1851-1962, nestled in an unassuming Harris Freedom starter album is a remarkably well-

populated mostly used collection; includes #14, 24, 36, 68-70, 70a, 76-78, 92, 95, 112-117, 134-136, 145-153, 155, 162-163, 217, 
229, 238, 259-261A, 291, 294-299 (unused), 311, 312, 358 (unused), Kansas-Nebraska (unused), C2 (2 unused), C4-C6, and Q1-
Q12; includes 2 small stockbooks with $40 Face; catalog $8,200+, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States General Collections
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71   attractive Collection including Back-of-the-Book, 1918-40, 75 mostly unused Federal Ducks (16 $1, 17 $2, 19 $3, 9 $5, 11 
$7.50, and 3 $12.50) with minimal duplication and a few with plate numbers, additionally six Ducks on piece and three on modern 
First Day Covers; C1-C12 unused with extraordinary centering, Kansas-Nebraskas, Washington Bicentennial, Fourth Bureau 
Issue through 50¢, National Parks, and more; blocks from the 1920-30s mounted on quadrille pages including National Parks with 
perforated and imperforate items, gutters, and souvenir sheets, as well as early Airmail; formed by a collector with a great eye for 
well-centered stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
72   Modern Precancel Collection, 1968-79, untold thousands of modern precancel sheet and coil stamps in two binders and a 

stockbook; the stockbook contains hundreds of Scott # 1278, 1280, and J89 stamps; the main volume is a packed Lidner album 
with black stock pages opens with an eye popping 110 examples of the $1 Wilson Prexie including 4 plate blocks, over 200 
Prexie plate blocks through 50¢, Prexie precancel singles complete, Win the War plate blocks, singles, blocks, inverted precancels 
and imperforate blocks, Liberty Series through $1 Henry including guide line pairs and coil strips and well over 100 plate blocks, 
Prominent Americans including plate blocks and guide line pairs, Americans Series including partial plate numbers and guide line 
pairs; the last binder contains 2,700+ “musical” coils (1614-1615C) and Liberty Bell (1518) arranged as a single, a pair, and guide 
line pair for each city; better varieties many be lurking (watch out!), Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States General Collections
73   Balance of a titan, 1862-2005, sweepings of a great collector in a few stockbooks, albums, and a shoebox; about 70 Philippines/

Japanese Occupation covers in a Lighthouse stockbook, oldtime photo album with 800 different meters and permits including 
computer stamps generated by Pitney Bowes and Hasler; Marshall Island and Palau commemorative panels produced by their 
respective philatelic bureaus; Scott American album lightly populated; set of enlarged educational cards of classic stamps; 
stockbook brimming with stamps and a shoebox about half filled with modern and Back Of Book material; who knows what jems 
you might find? Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 21 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $500 - 750

Postmasters’ Provisionals

74   New York, N.Y., 1846, 5¢ black on bluish, stamps, trial Color Proofs and a Cover (Scott 9X1), stamps include unused #9X1 
double transfer at bottom circle, #9X1e (five; two not catalogued), and #9X3, used #9X1, #9X1a (6), #9X1b (6 including one on 
piece), #9X2 (2), #9X3 (2), plus a set of Trial Color Proofs and a #9X1a tied by red “PAID” straightline cancel on Nov. 3 1846 
folded letter to Providence R.I., also includes two stampless covers made from partially printed documents signed by engravers 
Freeman Rowdon and Neziah Wright, principals of Rowdon, Wright and Hatch who engraved and printed the stamp (and the first 
USA issues of 1847), mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine, appearing lot, also includes some collateral material using the image of the 
stamp and a few facsimiles; see everything online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Postmasters’ Provisionals
75   Postmasters’ Provisional and 1847 Issues Reprints Collection, comprising one Alexandria, four Brattleboros, three Baltimores 

including two we have never seem before, a Millbury “cover front”, 12 New Havens including cover front with blue New Haven 
cds but address removed and two Tercentenary souvenir sheets in red and blue, 9 St. Louis issued and 4 2c unissued, 5c 1847 
comprising “proof” with cross hatching and five singles and a pair, 10c 1847 comprising eleven singles plus a pair plus a genuine 
stampless cover with a fake stamp tied by a fake cancel addressed to a man with a real letter that begins with “My dear Sister”, also 
includes a few additional items, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postmasters’ Provisionals
76   Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ & 10c gray black (Scott 10X1-10X2), 45 stamps, mostly reprints including 5 pairs and 2 blocks of 

four, all appear unused except one with bold check mark, one 5c with “G” indicating an official reprint, Very Fine, see them all 
online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1847 Issue

77   1847 Issue Stamp and Cover Collection (Scott 1, 2), 5c comprising 4 covers and 23 stamps, covers are pair to Iowa with faint 
red “Steam Boat” cancel (1972 aPS cert), single on 1850 FL Philadelphia to Boston, brown orange shade datelined “Boston 
Feby. 30, 1851” to Bedford NH, and single tied by red “Way 5” handstamps to Salem Mass., stamps feature many sought after 
shade varieties and cancels including chocolate brown, black brown (4 including demonetized with handwritten “good for 
nothing” protest cancel, and blue “PaID” in lozenge cancel), brown orange, yellow brown, orange brown (2 including 
green “5” in frame cancel of Princeton NJ), brown (4 including one dot in “S” variety and one with red “5” cancel, grayish 
brown (2; one with black “5” cancel, other with blue “5” cancel), red orange with PSE and Crowe certs, and red brown 
with ms. “X” reportedly from Naugatuck Railroad route agent George Griswold, the 10c issue comprising 2 covers and 
9 stamps including one Harelip, one with blue “10” cancel, one with double transfer at bottom right, and one with double 
transfer type 2(B) Pos. 31R1, also includes a right half bisect on cover from Baltimore to NYC that is part of the famed 
Kennedy correspondence and ex Rust (lot 116) with 1964 letter from Bernard Harmer explaining why the PF declined 
opinion, Very Fine, see this incredible lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States 1847 Issue
78   1847, 5¢ red brown Franklin, Shades Study (Scott 1), a ready-made one-page reference collection, comprising nine #1s (plus 

a #2), generally lightly cancelled and in distinct shades; per the consignor, Franklin is presented in red brown, pale brown, brown, 
dark brown (on piece with #20L7), grayish brown, blackish brown, orange brown, red orange and brown orange; four certificates 
(for #1 (1995 PF), 1a (2006 PF) and 1b (2010 PF), plus #2 (2004 PF)) accompany; all cancelled in red except one black and two 
blue; all four-margined examples (some more fully than others) and sound as far as we can see, Very Fine, an attractive addition to 
any collection. Scott $17,750 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1851 Issue

79   1851, 1¢ blue, Superior Stamp Collection (Scott 5a), begins with 24P4 (unlisted in Scott; only 24P3 is listed) and 40P4 with 
an original envelope and a couple of envelope essays and 11 bad fakes, then a #5a Pos. 8R1E with small faults on cover with 
2008 PFC, and the collection of approximately 180 used stamps in singles, pairs and strips of three, highlights include #7 with 
wide margins including large part of adjoining stamp at top and surface crack in hair, #7 with 1864 manuscript revenue cancel 
(a demonetized use), #7 one with dot under “P” of “Postage” and sewing machine perfs, #8 (4 including one with wide right 
selvage and one pos. 40R4 (relief D)), #8A (12 including #7/8A vertical pair pos. 49R4/59R4 (Type IIIA / II) with ms. “x” cancel 
and 2015 PSE cert) and left stamp in strip of three, #9 (2 with vertical preprinting paperfold (one pos. 29R1L), 2 with stitch 
watermark, one with Chicopee Mass. six pointed star fancy cancel, green cancel, pair pos. 78-79R1L, 5 double transfers 
including pos. 72L1L, pos. 97L1L, inverted double transfer pos. 81L1L, triple transfer pos. 91L1L, “L.B.” (Leonard 
Buckland P.M.) in octagon cancel of West Hartford Ct (SE-LC-L1), also includes #7 original gum, #9 Double Transfer Never 
Hinged, #9 pos. 67L1L with double transfer at top and bottom – no gum, few faults as always on lots of this size, Fine to Very Fine, 
appearing lot, all of which can be seen online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States 1851 Issue
80   1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I & 1852, 3¢ dull red, type II, Cancels & Plating Collection (Scott 10-11a), massive holding 

of over 450 stamps (including multiples) plus a couple covers, representing the broad range of cancels found on these classic 
workhorses; nearly all mounted on homemade pages, with many if not most annotated; the stamps themselves offer shades, plate 
flaws and varieties (e.g., double framelines, lines through “Three Cents”, etc.), with some platings and positionals noted; cancels 
include fully dated, Territorials, loads of Fancies, and much, much more; generally fresh and sound, though expect faults as many 
were chosen with an eye to the cancel, not the stamp, Fine to Very Fine with better, well worth the time to review; fully imaged 
online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States 1851 Issue
81   1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I & 1852, 3¢ dull red, type II, Shades Study Collection (Scott 10-11a), neatly arranged on Scott 

stockpages or mounted on quadrille pages, nearly 180 examples of these classic letter-rate stamps, most singles but also including 
pairs and strips of 3, 4, or even 5 (!); starts off with four “Chase shades” color guide pages (with paint chips) with matching stamps 
gathered alongside, followed by an additional four pages of cancels, recuts and the like, generally sorted by shade; overall appears 
sound, but keep in mind these were chosen for their color, not their overall condition, so most likely faults are present, Fine to Very 
Fine, fully imaged online for your study, with better, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1857 Issue

82  

83   

1857, 1¢ blue, types I-IV, Stamp Collection (Scott 18-23), approximately 120 stamps comprising used #18 (5), #19, #20 
(approximately 30 including a vertical pair), #21 (approximately 20 including a cover franked by a pair and single), #22 
(approximately 45 including pos. 18L4 with 2005 APS cert, a pair, and a single with a red negative star cancel), #23 (16 with 
varieties of recutting and a vertical strip of 3), few faults as usual but much sound, Fine to Very Fine, appearing lot, all of which 
can be seen online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

1857, 1¢ blue, type V, Fabulous Collection (Scott 24), approximately 475 examples, handful original gum or no gum, mostly 
used, including preprinting paperfold, varieties include plate scratches, horizontal dash in hair (4), Curl over “C” (3), Curl over 
“O” (2 including one on cover), Curl over “E” (4), Curl over “N”, Curl in shoulder (4), double Curl on shoulder, Curl in hair (3), 
double transfer (5), and roller transfer, cancels include fancy naval anchor cancel, many red, many blue including 24 with “Balto. 
Paid”, two singles and strip of three with green cancels, magenta (2), “3” of Leominster MA (3), “5” (2), “10”, “Ship”, shield, 
many with year dates or “PAID”, many carriers including 2 with brown cancel, demonetized use (4 or 5 including one on 
cover)/, double perfs (4), 23 with captured imprints, a couple marked as laid paper (Scott 24b; Scott $7,500 each), few Type Va, 
two with the “Hughe Erasure” and two “Rare Imperforate Reprints”, few faults as always but the vast majority are sound, Fine to 
Very Fine, see this very impressive lot completely online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..................................................................................................................................................................... Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States 1857 Issue
84      1857, 3¢ rose, type I & dull red type II, Exceptional Cancels Collection (Scott 25, 26), approximately 440 stamps off-cover 

and on piece, including a few pairs, offering an outstanding cancels study group; includes tons of Fancies (many with cut-out 
illustrations from Skinner-Eno), Railroad, Steam/Steamship/Steamboat, Way, Inland Packets, “PAID”, “FREE”, Express, Wells 
Fargo, Dead Letter Office (!); “Old Stamps/Not Recognized”; manuscript “canceled”, year, “US postage 3 cents”, day date; “3”, 
“5” and “10” Numerals; territorials from Colorado, Kansas, Montana and Nebraska; grouped by color: blue, red, violet, brown, 
orange, olive green and green; inverted year slugs, and more besides; the cancels are the main draw here, but the stamps offer 
plate, perforating and shade varieties for the super enthusiast; centering and condition varies as always in a group such as this, so 
expect everything from the flawed to the sublime, generally Fine to Very Fine with better, fully imaged online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States 1857 Issue
85   1857 Issue, 3¢-30¢ Study Group (Scott 25-38), a spectacular presentation of nearly 350 stamps, including pairs and strips of 

three, neatly presented with mounts on a mix of stock and album pages, offering everything a specialist might desire: shades, on-
piece uses, Die types, misperforations, straddle pane examples, imprint captures (3¢ and 10¢ issues), a stitch watermark, a plate 
crackand then there are the cancels: manuscript, a variety of “PAID”s, year dates, Carriers, colored and fancies (the latter two 
sometimes combined); majority of the holding not surprisingly the 3¢ issue (#25//26A, some Scott-identified), but also included are 
nice selections of 10¢, 12¢, 24¢ and 30¢ stamps as well; each selected for its own unique strength (often the cancel), so expect the 
stamps to have their usual faults, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a must-see; imaged in full online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States 1857 Issue
86   1857, 3¢ dull red, types III & IV, Select Multiples (Scott 26, 26a), a lot for those for whom one is never enough, a delightful 

and surprisingly varied compilation of common stamps in uncommon multiples ranging from pairs to a block of nine; mix of mint/
unused and used with color shades including better (such as a partial o.g. #26 pale orange brown block of four); perforation flaws 
including misperforations (captured guide lines, top or bottom tablet omitted, etc.), perforation indents, perforations doubled or 
shifted, etc.; an eye-catching vertical strip of four with each stamp sporting a wide pre-printing paper fold, doubled frame lines, 
cancels including straightline “United States” cross-border to Canada on pair, Masonic cancel on block of four, and much, much 
more; fresh throughout and appears generally sound, though faults are possible; if you’re looking to add to your collection or 
exhibit, you’ll want to inspect this lot, Fine to Very Fine or better, see it all online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1861-1866 Issue

87  1861, 3¢ pink, Stamp Collection Pinks Included (Scott 64 vars.), begins with a “Color Guide” of 12 unused singles identified by 
shade and time of issue plus additional shades, other highlights include #56 (2 different shades), 64b unused affixed to envelope, 
12 used with preprinting paperfolds, 20 used misperfs, 46 used and 1 unused with double perfs, 11 used blocks of 4 or 6, 24 used 
“pinks” with a variety of cancels off cover and 7 covers including #64 with 2013 PFC, #64a on Civil War Patriotic with 2010 
William Weiss certificate, #64 on blue and red Civil War patriotic cover and front, and #64b with APS certificate, overall, Fine to 
Very Fine, outstanding reference nearly impossible to duplicate today; see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1861-1866 Issue

88   1863-68, Behemoth 2¢ Black Jack Collection (Scott 73, 87, 93), this behemoth of a collection begins with proofs and essays 
including #73P1a (Scott $2,500), #73P2 (Scott $1,300), ten decalcomania essays, set of Atlanta trial color poofs, plus six specimens, 
o.g. includes block of four (Scott $2,750) and bottom selvage vertical strip of 3, used include vertical imprint pair (ex-Metzger) and 
4 with vertical preprinting paperfolds, double transfer (APS cert), but strength in the many hundreds of canceled stamps including 
red “RETURN TO WRITER” and black cancels (1979 PFC), two patent, straightline “Postmaster Plea”, pair with “Short Paid” 
in oval, “S.C. May 11 1861” double circle datestamp - meaning an illegal Confederate states use, many “pioneer” precancels 
of Eagleville CT, Harrisburg PA, Chambersburg PA and others, “Wells, Fargo & Co. Victoria B.C.” cancel (PSE cert), revenue 
cancel, 31 manuscript (revenue), skull, “OK” cancel of Hartford City Ind” (on cover), shields (5), masonic (5), “Short Paid”, flower 
petals, many geometrics, many colored, anchors, pig, stars, clover (red strike), red NY foreign mail, bee, plus uses on receipt (11; 
one with Weiss cert, one with 3c #65, one on shipping manifest for U.S. Mail Ship Savannah), on cover in pair with bisect (cat 
$1,500; 1973 PFC), varieties include “dry” printing at right, thin paper, Francis patent paper (experimental paper), stitch watermark 
(unused no gum), shifted perforations, some 2c stamps with grill including #84 (six including one with red shield and one with 
blue cancels; Scott $32,650), #85B (eleven comprising three black (one with PSE cert), one red and two blue cancels plus piece 
with five examples tied by clamshell cancels (1992 PFC); Scott $14,050), #87 & 93 o.g. include two #87 singles and two #93 
blocks of four (Scott $8,600), over 100 used examples of #87 including one with green cancel (Scott for all used #87’s exceeds 
$21,000), clover leaf in blue, and the collection concludes with approximately 100 covers with many better including use with 
1c Lincoln Johnson patriotic cover, couple circulars including on 24 page booklet regarding temperance advocate Mrs. Theobald, 
some advertising, four wrapper fragments including three to Europe (one with 1990 PFC), one franked by #87 with points up and 
minor double transfer at top, #73 used with 2 #65 to New Brunswick Canada, #73 pair used with #65 pair to Canada West, clover 
cancel locally addressed Newark NJ, on large Valentine cover and small cover that contained a Valentine (accompanies), and much 
more we didn’t mention, some faults as always found, generally, Fine to Very Fine, virtually impossible to duplicate, and certainly 
neither quickly nor easily; Scott for what we catalogued is $84,350 so the entire collection surely exceeds $100,000; see the entire 
collection online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

United States 1861-1866 Issue
89   1861-66 Issues, Specialized Collection (Scott 63-72, 75-77), a striking and ever-interesting collection of these popular issues, 

showcasing the myriad cancels they received; comprises the standard 1861 issues (#63//72; 3¢ items included but not in quantity 
as the others), plus the 1866 5¢ Jeffersons and 15¢ Lincoln; too many highlights to list them all, but suffice to say that if you like 
cancels, you’re in for a treat: colors and fancies abound; Carrier cancels include New York (red and black) and Philadelphia, there’s 
a Road Street, PA precancel (with glazed full o.g.), several “New York City/Paid 1ct.” cancels, a wealth of “PAID”s, “FREE”, 
Steamship; plenty of town postmarks throughout with specialized holdings of San Francisco cogwheels; New Orleans, St. Louis, 
Cincinnati, Baltimore, New York and Wells Fargo postmarks, plus Transatlantic markings for New York (French, Bremen and 
Hamburg Convention Mails) and Boston (British Packets); the stamps themselves are no less appealing, with shades (#63a, 63b 
and more throughout); #68 double transfer, another with two punched holes, one with possible Hiogo Japan cancel (as purchased 
by consignor); and there are double perforations, imprints and captures, straddle margins, and more to be discovered; some 
stamps noted as faulty or reperforated, others may be lurking—but this is a joy to behold, stamps generally Fine to Very Fine, 
the compilation as a whole Very Fine, fully imaged online; a collection rarely seen today—be sure to view, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 25,000

United States 1861-1866 Issue
90   1862-63, 24¢ Study Selection (Scott 70, 78 vars.), four covers and over 120 stamps showing a large range of shades and variations, 

with colored and fancy cancels to match; #70 in red lilac, dark red lilac, grayish violet, red violet, grayish lilac, brown lilac (#70a), 
steel blue (#70b), dark violet (#70c, 1), bluish violet (1), grayish lilac and dark grayish lilac (#70d), pale gray violet, bluish gray; 
#78 as lilac, grayish lilac (#78a), gray (#78b), and blackish violet (1, damaged), each in quantities of 2 to 12 unless noted; cancels 
include PAIDs, blue Baltimore, red Supplementary Mail (3, on #70b, 78 and 78b), FREE, Boston British Packet, and fancies of all 
varieties, including an encircled Skull & Crossbones, New York Foreign Mail cancels, a Union Soldier’s Head (1988 PF certificate), 
and much more; covers to North Wales, England (2) and France; the occasional fault noted by the consignor, others possibly 
lurking, but a wonderful array with great retail potential or a useful study aid for the specialist, generally Fine to Very Fine with 
better, inspection invited; imaged in full online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States 1861-1866 Issue
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91   Stupendous Study Collection of the 30¢ orange, 1861 (Scott 71), all neatly mounted on Scott stock pages, over 90 stamps and 
three covers offering an alluring compilation of used Franklins; cancels include a rainbow of grids, various “PAID”s, reds and 
blues, fancies of every description, a blue Wells Fargo, a black Utah Territorial cancel, blue Baltimore Carrier, red “Steam”, red 
“34” (accounting mark?); the stamps themselves offering some shades, one stamp noted as “unlisted silk threads”; all attractive and 
most appear sound, though expect the occasional trimmed perforations or other flaw as often found on these classics, Fine to Very 
Fine with much better, well worth the time to view, in-person or online (fully imaged), ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 
0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States 1861-1866 Issue
92   Massive Cancel Study on 1861 3¢ rose (Scott 65), of over 2,000 stamps and 14 covers, an enormous variety of cancels with many 

better fancy including flower petal of Stillwater Minn. (2), “PAID” in 3 of Brattleboro VT, red “PAID 3 Cts” of Brighton Ohio, 
“PAID 3” in circle of Westborough Mass., “Jehovah” in Hebrew of Putnam Ct,  inset of NYC, Lyre in circle of Canton Miss., 
animals including fox running right, cat of Port Royal SC, cat of St. Louis, “U.S. Mail” in padlock of Stoneham Mass., 5 different 
strikes of Uncle Sam Thumbing nose (blue and black), heart with lines of Bridgeport CT, and much more, plus geometrics galore, 
checkboards, numerals, numerals in circles, letters, “PAID”, “PAID” in lozenge, “FREE”, leaves, colored cancels including green 
(19 plus 3 covers) and olive green (10), also includes #64b on New York & Erie Railroad Co. cover with 2013 APS certificate, and 
much more, some dubious as always, overall, Very Fine, strikes; see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1867 Grilled Issue

93   1867-68, Grilled Issues Unbelievable Used and Cover Collection (Scott 79//101), this very interesting collection opens with 
used grills including #79, #83 (two including one with end roller grill), #85 pair with points up, E. grills, many F. grills #92-101 
including a block of four comprised of two rejoined pairs with red segmented cork cancels (ex-Hessel, Rose, and Drews; 
Scott Retail as block $26,200), and a single on small piece with #68 tied by red cross in circle cancel of Brookline and Boston 
Mass. (SE-GE-C61). plus a many grill varieties including #88 double grill with one quadruple split, #96 quadruple split, #97 pair, 
fancy cancels include #86 with red leaf, #96 two singles and pair with different leafs, #100 vertical pair with circle of diamonds, 
two 3c with green, 3c with “heart in shield” of NYC (SE-PS-C7), 35 covers include #85 pair removed from “U.S. Marshal’s 
Office, Dist. of Nebraska” legal sized cover with enclosure (2013 Bill Weiss cert), #86 & #136 on cover with original letter, 3c 
with multicolor printed corner card, 1c & 12c on 3c entire (U58) and 3c & 10c on 3c entire (U58) both to Sweden, #98 to France, 
3c on cover with ladies handbag design, #89 to Germany, #97 (two) to England, two #94 covers with Leominster stovepipes, and 
much more, very mixed condition, generally, Fine, see this wonderful collection in its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

1869 Pictorial Issue

94   1869 Issue, Phenomenal Collection (Scott 112//121), this collection opens with used stamps including #112-122 with colored 
geometric cancels including #114 with green cancel (1996 PFC), #116 with purple star, #119 with dark red rosette & #130 with 
“sun of bars” cancel of Castroville Texas (SE-GE-P56), then come the proofs and essays including a #112P4-122P4 with original 
envelope, #113P1 and 40 essays, next come the cancelation studies by issue including #112 (53 including two strips of three; 
cancels include shield and hollow five point star, plus four covers), #113 (123 including strip of four; many fancy cancels, plus 
ten covers including front of printed circular or newspaper to France and a no gum single with a preprinted paperfold), #114 many 
hundreds with strength in cancels including hands, “seeing eye”, mask, beer mug, “US” in heart, skull and crossbones with “KKK” 
(3), skull, skull & crossbones (3), “Kleagle mask”, “shoo-fly” (2), inverted & reversed negative “PAID”, padlock, compas, heart 
in arrow, “shoe & fly”, “MB”, eagle and shield, “K”, crescent moon and star, anchor (ten different), top hat, “76” in shield, “PD”, 
pinwheel, “KKK”, leaves, hearts, eight different shields, loads of stars, green cancels (eight plus cover) also noteworthy is a used 
strip of nine and three used blocks of four, two used with preprinted paperfolds, over 20 grey paper varieties, many grill varieties, 
a diagonal bisect on cover, cover with stamp tied by “1870” of Watkins NY, three singles & #96 to Canada, two singles & #98 on 
domestic cover, pair with “3” cancels to Canada, blue large fly, #115 (42 including preprinted paperfold, shield, stars (5), diamond 
(on pair on piece), “U” in star and circle, Hiogo Japan, leaf, negative five point star, two red, three blue, cover to England, with 3c 
on domestic cover, #116 (45 including 2 Hiogo Japan, 3 NY Steamship, two negative five point stars, 9 blue including hollow five 
point star and 10 red, and single on 1870 wrapper from Yokohama to France via San Francisco, #117 (38 mostly colored cancels 
red (10), orange, brown, magenta, purple (5; one with PSE), 3 blue, #118 (8) #119 (21; one with APS cert), #120 (8), #121 (13), 
#123 (2), #133 (2), also includes #112-114 o.g. blocks of four (#112 bottom pair & #114 Never Hinged), plus other items we 
didn’t note here, some fakes not counted, few faults to be expected, centering varies from fine to extremely fine, enormous Scott 
catalog value, see this phenomenal collection in its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ....................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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1870-1893 Bank Note Issues

95   1870-83, Bank Note Issue Stamp Collection (Scott 134/210), extremely impressive, mostly used featuring many National grilled 
and ungrilled issues to 90c of which there are 5 #140s, possibly a #142 and 2 #144s including one with an APS certificate, and 
many grill varieties including 3c, 6c and 7c I. grills, plus split grills, double grills, also includes some ribbed papers, double papers, 
12 with preprinted paperfolds, some fancy geometric cancels, some colored cancels, few unused, small groups of off-document 
revenue uses and “imperfs”, few faults to be expected, Fine to Very Fine, enormous catalog value; see this entire lot online, ex-
Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1890-1893 Small Bank Notes Issue

96   1890-95, Small Bureau Issue, Very Impressive Grouping (Scott 219D//267), Comprising of mint and used singles, pairs, plate 
no. strips, blocks, majority are 2¢ 1894-95 issues, better mint includes #220a Never Hinged block of 4 (Scott $1,700), plate no. 
strips of 5 of #219D LH (Scott $950) and 221 LH and 225 NH (Scott $675 as singles), two #249 plate no. 1 & 32 hinged strips of 
3 (Scott $650 each), #250 NH top plate no. 117 strip of 3 (Scott $290), #252 top plate no. 155 and #256 bottom plate no. 28 and 
#272 bottom plate no. 929 strips of 3 (center stamps HR, others NH; Scott $2,535), #248 bottom plate no. 20 block of six (stamps 
NH; LH in selvage; Scott $585), four #266-267 pairs in block of 16 (other 8 stamps #266, NH; Scott $3,360), seven #266-267 pairs 
(3 NH, 4 hinged (1 thinned not counted), some in multiples including a block of 8 (Scott $3,640), #224 disturbed o.g. block of six, 
few freaks including #264 plate strip of 7 with offset on back, and many used blocks plus a few used plate no. strips, also includes 
a few forgeries (noted by the consignor), few faulty not counted, Fine to Very Fine, the listed highlights alone have Scott catalog 
value just under $17,000, many other high catalog stamps not mentioned in this description, so you are advised to view this lot in 
its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1893 Columbian Issue

97   1893, 1¢//$5 Columbians (Scott 230//245), the set complete less the 4¢ and 10¢ values, with blocks of four of the 2&cent (left 
imprint block) and 3¢; fresh color throughout, the 6¢ showing a pink back; 8¢ reperforated, 30¢ and up with disturbed o.g. or 
regummed; three certificates accompany, Fine to Very Fine, an affordable opportunity to obtain those out-of-reach stamps. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1902-1908 Second Bureau Issue

98   Second Bureau Mostly Mint Selection, 1902-15 (Scott 300//315), an attractive holding of perforated and imperforate issues 
including mint/unused #300-304, 306, 308, 311-313, 319g, 314 (single, block of four and plate block of six), 315 (pair with vertical 
guide line), 320 (singles, plate and imprint strip of 3 and plate block of six), imperforate singles and pairs with Schermack and US 
Automatic Vending perforations, and more; several with small faults, some perforated items possibly regummed, leading to our 
low starting price, Fine to Very Fine with better, worth inspection; see it all online, #312 with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $40,000. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issues

99   alluring Washington-Franklin Compilation, 1917-19 (Scott 479//540), each item individually identified and presented on a 
black card, the cards arranged in a Lighthouse stockbook; comprises #479 (1980 PF certificate), 424-434, 331, 333, 342, 349, 377, 
378, 424f, 480, 495 pair, 497 pair, 499c strip of 3, 504, 505 single in block of nine, 509, 512, 518b, 524, 527, 528B, 554b, 558 block 
of 4, 561 block of 4, 564 block of 4, 534 (very faint doubled impression, 1997 PF certificate), and 540 top plate 12919 & S30 block 
of six; numerous plate number singles or other positionals included, the consignor’s catalogue value with caveat “as genuine”—so 
expect some to have been enhanced after they left the Post Office, generally Fine to Very Fine, fully imaged online for your review.  
Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Scott $32,000. (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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United States: 1929 Kansas-Nebraska Issue

1922-1929 Fourth Bureau Issue

100   Fourth Bureau Precancels, 1922-25 (Scott 551//573), countless thousands (unless you want to) precancels in stockbooks, album 
pages, and black stock cards organized by state; stamps were selected for fresh color and better centering, with wide range of 
denominations including block of $5 Head of Freedom (573); unchecked for variants, perforations, varieties, and others; this lot 
cries out for a meticulous specialist to organize and display; perhaps that’s you, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 26.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1923 Harding Memorial Issue

101   1922-23, 2¢ Harding Precancels (Scott 610-612), perhaps thousands of Scott # 610-612 (with a smattering of 576) on Scott 
hingeless pages and in a Lighthouse stockbook; heavy dollop of blocks (and occasional plate blocks) dot this powerful precancel 
collection; precancel colors include black, purple, blue and red; several on piece including Registered and Special Delivery; 
precancels include reading normal, reading doen, inverted, tete bache, let column normal, right column inverted, and alternate 
color; a beautiful stamp enhanced for your enjoyment, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

1929 Kansas-Nebraska Issue

102   1929 Kansas-Nebraska Mint Never Hinged Collection (Scott 658-679).  On display cards, mostly in blocks; we note (blocks 
of four unless otherwise indicated) #664 (9), 663 (7), 665 (4), also plate block #672; many 1¢ to 2¢ blocks; an inexpensive 
opportunity to restock, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs. Scott $7,000+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States 1929 Kansas-Nebraska Issue
103   1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete, Precancels Collection (Scott 658-679), several hundred seldom encountered precancelled 

overprints from this failed POD experiment on Scott hingeless pages; includes postally used set of Scott # 658-668 and 669-679; 
page of at least 50 mostly Kansas local precancels as well as some perfin overprints; complete sheet of 671 with Clay Center 
Nebr precancel overprint; page of about 65 mixed Kansas Nebraska local precancelled overprints; page with 50 bold local 
precancels with many from Hastings Nebr; page that includes wonderful complete vertical pairs from Aurora Nebr over the 
overprint; the next five pages consist of blocks (some with plate numbers) of local precancels superimposed on overprinted Kansas 
or Nebraska; interested? checkout images on the web, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $750 - 1,000

1929-1937 Issues

104   1935 Farley Issues Specialized Collection (Scott 730-765), Scott album filled with comprehensive collection including mint and 
used singles, blocks including arrow, centerline and gutter, line pairs and blocks, plate blocks, some covers and FDC plus 730-31, 
750-51 NH and a set of the Harry Peckmore “proofs”, also note 740-49 plate blocks, 755 block signed by “James Farley”, a set 
of the scarce 756-65 gummed singles and blocks of four, etc., some duplication, generally F-VF, a pleasure to view, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1938-1954 Presidential Series

105   Presidential Series Plate Number Single Collection, 1938 (Scott 803//834), about 900 different plate number singles exquisitely 
organized in black stock pages; 1/2&cent (16), 1&cent (127), 1 1/2&cent (97), 2&cent (110), 3&cent (350), 4&cent (14), 4 
1/2&cent (6), 5c (16), 6&cent (18), 7&cent (8), 8&cent (16), 9&cent (10), 10&cent (18), 11&cent (5), 12&cent (8), 13&cent (6), 
14&cent (6), 15&cent (19), 16&cent (6), 17&cent (6), 18&cent (6), 19&cent (7), 20&cent (12), 21&cent (4), 22&cent (6), 24&cent 
(4), 25&cent (12), 30&cent (6), 50&cent (6), $1 832 (26), $1 832C (8), $2 (13), and $5 (14); pre-eye, experimental eye, electric 
eye, with arrow, without arrow, and printing on dry paper; virtually impossible to duplicate, including more than 60 of the bi-color 
$1-$5 values; absolutely stunning, o.g., some never hinged / some hinged, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States 1938-1954 Presidential Series
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106   Presidential Series Coil Collection, 1939 (Scott 839-851), extraordinary 129 page typed and rapidograph drawn quadrille pages 
packed with several hundred Prexie coils; tastefully understated it starts with a page of beautifully centered used pairs of the 
vertical and horizontal issues; it then does a deep dive into color variations, joint line pair, partial plate numbers, unusual First Day 
Covers, coil leader tapes, gum breaker marks, poor cutting, repair paste-up, vending machine grippers, position dots, cancel studies 
(First Class, Parcel Post, Sub-Station, Numerals, and Advertising), plate cracks, impropper knife alignment, and phantom plate 
number; includes stunning HPO First Trip set (all line pairs!), and a matched set of line pair coil covers from the 1947 South Pole 
expedition; Wow, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Coils

107   transportation Coil Line Gap Strip collection, 1981-89 (Scott 1898//2133), facinating comprehensive holding of this popular 
byway, 339 items according to detailed inventory by owner, neatly mounted on Scott Speciality stock pages, includes numerous 
scarce to rare item in optimum size strips of five to eleven, with many of the most difficult and valuable numbers and precancel gaps, 
we note key numbers and positions on all values, a remarkable collection, practically impossible to duplicate, well documented and 
presented, a tremendous opportunity to acquire this rare and valuable group to expand upon or break down for maximum profit, 
must be seen to be appreciated, overall Very Fine to Extremely Fine.  $39,335 by owner. (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Coils
108   Old School Classic Coil Collection, 1923-32 (Scott 597//723), typed text and hand drawn boxes on Elbe quadrille pages highlight 

this sumptuous collection of unused coils, pairs and strips hinged on pages; Scott # 597 shades, pictorial slogans, aspects of joint 
line pairs, varieties, partial plate numbers (24 diff); 598 shades and used examples; 599 poorly wiped, aspects of line pairs (5 diff), 
used examples, cancellations, slogans, shades, varieties, partial plate numbers (8 diff); 599A paste up, used examples (including 
postally used LP); 600 joint line pair variations (3 diff), cancelled examples, parcel post, miscut, slogans; 601 varieties, used 
(including line pairs); 602 several unused and postally used line pairs, as well as First Class and Parcel Post cancels; 603 cancel 
study and several used and unused line pairs; 604 shades, several line pairs, dry plate, upper frame transfer, and used study; 606 
used and line pair studies; 606 shades and several line pairs and numerous cancels; 656 slogans, guide lines, partial plates, plate 
scratch, joint line pairs, coil tape, and a plethora of partial plates; 686 joint pairs (unused and cancelled, slogans, smear printing and 
poorly wiped, and 14 partial plates; 687 line pair variations, cancels (First Class, Slogan and Parcel Post), and 4 strips with partial 
plate numbers; and 723 with shades, used study, line paira and partial plate numbers; very well done;catalog $2,800, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

airmail

109   Meaty airmail Issues Collection, substantial and eye-catching collection of mint and used singles and multiples, assorted 
varieties, flight covers, some perfins and precancels all in a well-filled Scott album, beginning with the 1918 issue and continuing 
through to 1993 and essentially complete mint and majority NH for the period, multitude of premium highlighted by C1 NH (2) 
and block NH, C2 NH and plate block (stamps NH), block of four used, C3 mint and used plus a group of singles (4 mint 1 used) 
showing vignette shifts to varying degrees, arrow block mint, C4 NH (2), block of four (2 stamps NH), C5 NH single and block, 
C6 NH (2), block of four NH and used, plate block NH (gum skips), C7-10 plate blocks NH, C10a panes in complete booklet, 
C12 plate block NH, C13 NH and on UX27 flown So America Flight card, C14 NH (PF cert), C15 NH, C13-15 used, C18 NH 
single, block of four and plate block of six plus 5 flown Century of Progress flight covers, C20-22 plate blocks NH, assortment of 
C23 plate blocks with different combinations of plate numbers (some scarce) and marginal markings, C23c plate block NH, C24 
plate block NH (2), some pages of real and dubious “R.F.” overprints on C25 with some duplication, C25-31 plate blocks NH, C52 
small hole line pair NH, C76 “Shoulder Patch missing” variety NH, C78-79 precancelled sheets of 100, etc., some earlier plate 
blocks with natural gum skips and creases as usual, generally F-VF, excellent foundation collection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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United States: Special Delivery

Special Delivery

110   Special Delivery Issues Collection, 1885/1971, desirable collection of proofs and specimens, mint and used singles and multiples 
with shade varieties, used with fancy and geometric cancels, an assortment of covers, an air mail special delivery and registry 
issue section plus an array of “Special Delivery” labels and vignettes all in a Scott album, includes Proofs E1P4 (2), E2P4, E3P4, 
Specimens E1-SD (2, regummed or without gum, thin spot), E6-S, Stamps E1 mint, unused (5), used (5), E2 mint and unused 
(3), E3 mint, unused (2), used (22 including fancy cancels and a Utah territorial cds), E4 NH and unused, E5 mint (2) and unused, 
bottom plate no 381 (scarce number) and imprint strip of three NH, top plate no 77 and imprint strip of three (stamps NH), E5 with 
line through “Postal Delivery” unused (2), E6 NH, mint and unused (2), imprint and plate no strip of three mint (narrow margin), 
E7 NH, block of four mint, E8 mint (2) and unused, E9 NH and mint, imprint block of four (stamps NH), E10 NH, mint (2) and 
unused, E11 plate no block NH, E18 sheet of 50 NH, CE2 plate blocks (5) with assorted marginal markings and plate numbers, F1 
NH, block of six NH, imprint and plate no block of six NH, Covers E1 1886 use with #210, E2 (3), E3 on 2c Columbian entire, E7, 
CE2 1942 single franking, F1 (2 including perfin), etc., usual mixed condition in early issues including some regums and reperfs 
but an overall F-VF collection of this challenging area, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Special Delivery
111   Collection of 18 Special Delivery Stamps, 1885-1951 (Scott E1//E19), complete for the period less #E10 & E11 (though with an 

additional #E13), face-fresh with strong color and generally attractive centering, #E8 a bottom margin plate number 5520 single; 
several small faults, generally Fine to Very Fine. Scott $4,500 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postage Due

112   Teriffic Postage Dues Collection, 1879/1978, mint and used singles (including shade varieties) and multiples plus some proofs all 
on Scott pages with the extra material arranged on stock sheets, good deal complete for the period and includes J1P4-J7P4, J1-6 
mint, J2 mint plate no single, J7 unused, J15P4-J21P4, J15S D-J21S D with presentation envelope, J15-28 mint with duplication 
(few NH), J20 top margin part imprint and plate no332 strip of four mint, J22P4-J28P4, J22 block NH (2), J22 bottom imprint 
and plate no 13 strip of six mint, J23 block of six NH, J24 block NH, J24 top plate no 316 and imprint strip of five mint, J29-30 
mint, J31-57 mint (some NH), J33 bottom imprint and plate no 70 block of six mint (4 stamps NH), J38 top imprint and plate no 
246 block of eight NH, J52 top imprint and plate no 5541 block of six mint, J55 left imprint, star and plate no 5524 block of six 
NH, J55a right imprint, star and plate no 5531 block of six mint, J56a right imprint, star and plate no 5525 block of six mint, J58 
precancel (o.g.) and used, J59-60 New Orleans precancels, J60 mint (2), J60-87 mint including shade/ gum varieties and many NH, 
J61-63 plate blocks of six NH, J63 bottom imprint, star and plate no 5523 block of six NH, J64 left imprint, star and plate no 5524 
block of six NH, J65 left imprint, star and plate no 5525 block of six mint, J66A bottom imprint, star and plate no 5537 block of six 
NH, J67b right imprint, star and plate no 5527 block of six mint, J74 block NH, J70-73 bottom plate no blocks of six (3c, 5c NH), 
J78 block NH, J79-87 plate blocks NH including shades, J88 plate block NH, J89a NH (2), J94 dull gum NH (3), J95 dull gum 
mint, etc., some minor faults here and there but mostly fresh and F-VF, an impressive collection not to be overlooked, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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U.S. Postal agency in China

113   Covers and Postcards Used in China, Powerful Collection, over 50, better covers including #68 tied by San Francisco circular 
datestamp and quartered cork cancel with “P.O.D. U.S. Con. Genl. Shanghai May 26” (undated but there are other similar 
covers with this day and month that are proven to be from 1868) circular datestamp and magenta double oval “China and 
Japan Steam Service” handstamp to Mass with ms. “via California” to Mass., with 2019 PFC, 6c 1869 single with the same 
magenta double oval “China and Japan Steam Service” handstamp, covers with Shanghai cancels include #68 to Mass., #116 to 
Mass., 10c Bank Note vertical pair to Mass. (two covers), 10c Bank Note single to Maine with blue Shanghai forwarders oval 
on reverse, #205 with large purple “U.S. Postal agency Shanghai 26 OE 89” handstamp, #205 (2) with same postmark on 
reverse and blue three line “Short Paid Deficit 5 cents, Paid by Wm. C. Dougherty, Clerk San Francisco P.O.” handstamp 
on both sides of legal sized cover to China via San Francisco, fancy boxed “to Pay” at right, #223 to Ohio or Baltimore (three 
covers), #281 to NYC (2 — 1 with “Imperial Chinese Railway Administration” printed at top), legal sized #U350 from Honolulu 
to tsingtau China, #K1 pair to Calif., #K1 & K17 on picture postcard of the purple mountain after the capture of Nanking by the 
Revolutionaries, #K2 to USA (4 covers), #K2 pair to Ohio, #K4 & K8 registered to Brooklyn, #K5 to London England, #K18 
on locally addressed cover with “Refreshment Contractor Shanghai-Nanking Railway” printed at top, 100 stamps including 
four blocks of four including #516 and two 517 with Shanghai cancels, and one block of six (Scott #K2), singles include #283 and 
#547 with Shanghai cancel, five 1898 issues with China Military post cancels, three Darrah overprints (#337, J? and JQ1), plus 
about 50 Shanghai local post stamps, also includes #71 (faulty) & #116 & #146 with Hiogo Japan cancels, #148 & 149 with 
Yokohama Japan circular datestamps, plus two covers to Japan franked with 5c Taylors and two #U6 one to Japan and one from 
Japan, and a Japanese bill of lading with Japanese revenue stamp, and a US #O59 on cover with “United States Consulate at Hong 
Kong” printed cc and violet “DEPARTMENT OF STATE” handstamp at top to VA, few faults but most are sound, Fine to Very 
Fine, see everything online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States U.S. Postal Agency in China

114   Offices in China, 1919-1931, excellent group of various singles, also with cancels on regular United States stamps (Scott 
K1//K16), remainder of used singles including three #K1, two K2 (one on piece), two K3, K5, K7 on piece, K8 on piece, K9, four 
K10, K11, three K15 and three K16, also 1¢, 2¢, 5¢ and 10¢ type II first bureau’s with “MIL. P. STA. No.1. TIENTSIN / FEB 15 
1901 / CHINA.” cancels on pieces, and an excellent group of United States regulars with various Shanghai cancels including #479 
on piece with 1¢ Washington, 509 block of four, 547 and 702, many scarce and attractive pieces, very desirable area, usual mix 
of centering with several premium items, many sound pieces, excellent basis for expansion or valuable group for resale; expect 
some typical flaws including several of the high values, Fine to Very Fine and attractive, one K16 with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott 
$7,285+. .........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Very popular area and many elusive used examples difficult to assemble

Official

115   The Statesman’s Officials Collection, 1873-2006, one with gravitas; hundreds upon hundreds of stamps, mostly mint/unused, 
on Scott album (mounted) or stock pages, running the gamut from the classics to the modern; the core is a complete collection of 
all Departments (including State to $20), each with some stamps duplicated, plus a wealth of supporting material including blocks 
(some used!), a top margin imprint block of eight #O108, #O35 on ribbed paper, three pages of dollar-value State facsimiles, soft 
paper #O17 strip of 3, Official Postal Savings Mail blocks of four with 2mm and 3mm spacings noted plus used blocks of four 
or more, etc.; the modern series is no less impressive, with plate or copyright blocks, plate number coils of three and five, #O148 
imperforate pair and block of four plus perforated bottom margin strip of four with full gutter between, and a rarely encountered 
quantity of used (some on-piece) with singles, pairs and multiples up to strips of ten; certificates accompany for #O6 (2001 PSE, 
regummed), O69 (2004 PSE) and O70 (1992 PF, reperforated at left); as always with a holding of this size, expect the occasional 
flaw, generally Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, a must-see; imaged in full online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Official
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116   An Imperium of Used Officials, a whopping 3,000 items (yes, we counted), with pairs and strips counted as single items, offering 
every variety of Officialdom with cancels in a rainbow of colors, a gallery of designs, and a gazetteer of locales, all arranged on 
oversized stockpages in a like-new binder; begins with a complete set of each Department (State to 90¢), with duplicates following, 
arranged by Department and then by denomination, with brush cancels, Fancies galore, alphabets of letters, Forts, Territorials, 
“PAID”, towns, duplexes, Wheels of Fortune, a Kicking Mule, “US” and “US WAR”, rare Ann Arbor rubber bottle stoppers, 
Railroadsthe list goes on and on; the stamps themselves noted as to paper varieties; a magnificent holding of cancels, expect some 
stamps to have faults, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, imaged in its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States Official
117   Official Specimen Collection, 1873 (Scott O1S//O93S), fresh Specimen collection on black stock pages; includes agriculture 

O1S (6), O2S (2) and block of 4, 08S, and O9S; Executive O10S (15), O11S (2) and vertical pair, O12S, 013S, and 014S (2); 
Interior O15S, O16S, and O17S; Justice O25S (7), O26S (2), and O30S; Navy O35S (3) plus O35S “SEPCIMEN” overprint, 
O36S, and O39S; Post Office O47S (2) plus O47S with inverted “SPECIMEN” overprint and cert; State O57S (8) including 
vertically ribbed and soft paper, O58S (2), O59S, O61S, and 066S; treasury O72S (and another with a fancy Geometric cancel), 
073S, and O76S; and War O83S (2), 084S (2), 087S, O88S, O92S, and O93S; scarce, Very Fine, ex Gatsby, with 2008 P.F. 
certificate graded 70. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Official
118   The White Paper Collection of Official Proofs, valuable and varied holding of large die and plate proofs, on India and card, 

spanning all nine Departments; begins with a complete set of card proofs, followed by Continental card proofs for War (in plum) 
and $2-$20 State (2 sets), $2-$20 State proofs on India ($20 with part imprint capture) and large die proof #O69P1, various card 
proof blocks of four including State to 90¢; Roosevelt Album Navies (#O35P2-O45P2), complete large die proofs for Executive 
and Justice, complete Atlantas (all five colors) for Post Office (with original envelope) and Navy, plus single-color sets and part-
sets, #O39TC1 (1994 PF certificate), #O71Pa (faults, but rare), 2¢ Navy Trial Colors (green and black) on perforated stamp paper, 
and more besides; the occasional fault visible, others may exist, generally Very Fine, a stunning collection that must be seen to be 
fully appreciated; completely imaged online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Official
119   High Catalog Collection of Officials, More than 100 with minor duplication, mostly on album pages; lots of $75-and-up including 

mint O6 (no gum), O10 (no gum), O15, O21, O22 (no gum), O23, O24 (2, one no gum), O25-26, O28 (2, one no gum), O29, O30 
(no gum), O31, O35-O41 (all no gum or regummed), O52, O54 (no gum), O55, O56 (no gum), O57 (2, no gum), O59, O60-62 (no 
gum or regummed), O64, O75 (NH, crease), O76 (no gum), O77, O82 (no gum), O84 (no gum), O87, O91, O93, O100, O101 (no 
gum), O102, O106 (2, one without gum), O109, and O120 (no gum); and usedO11-12, O25, O32-34, O42-44, O58, O63, O65, 
O80, O95, and O110-111; also Post Office plate proofs O47P3-O56P3 (12¢ on card); condition is extremely variable with the best 
stamps having small faults and/or poor centering. Still a useful lot for filling spaces. Scott $15,000. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Newspaper

120   Premium Proliferation of Periodical Stamps (Newspaper Issues), Mint & Used, 1865-1897 (Scott PR1//PR125), highly 
complete with mild duplication and mostly unused/mint collection, starting with the large issues with several of each value and 
including two specimens (PR2 & PR5); over 65 stamps in total, #PR9 to PR32 complete with extras, PR9 imprint block of six; 
#PR33-39; PR41-44; PR46 and others; PR57-79 with some duplication, PR75 pen cancel; PR57 and PR59 blocks (2); PR58 block 
and imprint strip of four; PR59 imprint block; PR60 imprint pair; PR62 imprint single; PR80 (3); two sets of specimens of PR14S/
PR81S; PR81-96 a few duplicates; PR98 used; PR100-1 latter used; PR81 singles pairs and blocks; PR90-91 blocks; PR91 imprint 
block; PR96 block; PR64 block (faulty); PR83 block (glazed gum); PR102-110 (PR107 is used); PR112-3; PR114-25 including 
two sets of specimens plus various blocks strips and imprint strips, the quality is at times mixed as one would expect with many 
unused, some certificates accompany, there is the occasional misidentified (who gets these right every time?), we have listed them 
as the owner mounted them and we found little to dispute, this is a far and above the cut collection that would provide a near-
complete Newspaper Collection or for breakup and sale, tremendous catalog value and a lifetime of searching to form, please 
examine and formulate your own valuation as this is a powerful holding and although fully imaged online one would benefit 
from an on-site inspection, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex- Gatsby. Scott $150,000 ++ (Owner’s). (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

United States Newspaper
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121   a Not-for-the-Birdcage Used Newspaper Collection, approximately 350 examples, including a couple pairs, mounted on Scott 
pages or arranged on Scott stockpages, largely arranged by cancel type: segmented cork and bullseyes, blue and black brush, 
manuscript pen, punches, origin postmarks, handstamped and pen precancels, bar-type brush and “silent” printed bar precancels, 
and circled letters; a strong mix of issues present, including a 5¢ blue (#PR1?) with New York Registry Exchange label atop, on 
Registered wrapper to Germany (with additional 5¢ Columbian, 1¢ and 2¢ Pan-Americans, another stamp removed), a #PR2 
with a monumental blue brush “P” cancel (faults; 2009 PSE certificate), a rare #PR113 (faults), and two pages of a Griffin, GA, 
USPOD accounts book with three strips of three (2 with vertical guide line) and three strips of four of #PR114 plus three #PR116 
(all affixed but uncanceled); fresh-faced throughout, but chosen for the cancel, so expect additional faulty items in addition to what 
is noted above; a remarkable holding perfect for collector and dealer alike, Fine to Very Fine with better, fully imaged online for 
your viewing pleasure, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Newspaper
122   Incredible Newspaper Facsimiles Collection, boasting duplication and various producers representing National issues (#PR1/

PR7) 5c (58), 10c (70) and 25c (60 including a block of four), variety of colors and “Facsimile” overprints, and approximately 
1,250 Continental / American/Bureau issues in singles, sheets of 4 and 21, 24 and 28, useful reference, well organized in Scott 
Specialty album, a lifetime assembly of this interesting area, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire collection online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Newspaper
123   Panoptic Newspaper Proofs Collection, 1865-97, an exceptionally rich and broad-minded collection, apparently complete for 

each issue, some on card, some on India, all neatly mounted on Scott pages; with the exception of the Continental white border-
dies, which have light to moderate foxing, all jump off the page in tabloid color and broadsheet detail; National card proofs, 
late printings on thin cardboard with original USPOD envelope, “1874 Proof Specimens” envelope with items, eight different 
#PR9TC//PR25TC & PR81 card proof as blocks of four, and on and on; a lovely and rarely encountered essentially complete (we 
noted just one empty album space) compilation; minimal duplication, Very Fine, fully imaged online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Newspaper
124   Newspaper, 1875, 2¢/$60, C.B.N.C. printing, large die proof on India paper (Scott PR9P1/PR32P1), #PR9P1-PR12P1, 

PR14P1-PR16P1, PR18P1-PR25P1, PR27P1-PR32P1, a complete set missing the 8c, 24c and $6, full die sinkage with interleaving 
affixed to reverse, $12 and $24 with Continental imprints below designs, also including #PR81P1 (off card with American imprint 
below design) plus six extra items — 6c off card cut close to stamp size, 36c TCP in black cut down, $1.92 TCP in green & $3 
TCP in dark violet & $9 TCPs in dark violet and green— all four cut down but showing full die sinkage, couple very minor flaws 
as always visible in the images, Very Fine, extras not counted, see every item in this lot online, ex-Gatsby.  Shipping charges apply 
- weight 2.8 lbs. Scott $2,200. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Newspaper
125   Newspaper, 1895, 2¢-$100, Bureau printing, large die proof on India paper (Scott PR103P1-PR113P1), complete set with $5 

in both light and dark shades, full die sinkage except 25c, also includes extra 10c with full die sinkage but cut down (not counted), 
Extremely Fine, set which can be seen in its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. Scott $1,500. (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Postal Note

126   First Issue Postal Notes, 1883-94, extraordinary collection of the forerunners of postal money orders on Scott pages; printed by 
Homer Lee Bank Note Company (1883-1887), American Bank Note Company (1887-1891), and Dunlap & Clarke (1891-1894), 
these represent the precursors of the 20th century stamps Scott # PN1-PN18; two bank Post Office Department Route Agent Drafts 
(1854 and 1855) signed by Post Master General James Campbell; pristine 1883 note (consignor believes Scott should renumber 
section to reflect this as “PN1”) for 1¢ issued in New York, “PN2” pair issued 1886 in Cincinnati, “PN4” (described by the 
consignor as the rarest by far of all postal notes) sold in Trenton, “PN5” with serial number 3 issued in Ephratah (PA), and three 
examples of “PN7” sold in 1893 (Mankato and Waseca MN as well as Tallahasee); in 1894 Congress ordered that Postal Notes end 
and be replaced with Money Order, a fine 1894 example from PA is included; Postal Note stamps (PN1-PN18) MNH, PN1-PN18 
plate blocks (with duplication of 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, 8¢, and 50¢), blocks of four of PN1, PN3-PN10, PN12, PN16, and PN17; also includes 
13 Postal Note cards with values (paired) postmarked Feb 3, 1945; it is estimated that only about 1,500 “PN1-PN7” forerunner 
notes still exist, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..............................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

See The Congress Book 1997 (pgs 306-332) and The Collectors Club Philatelist (Sept-Oct 2003 pgs 229-237)
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Parcel Post

127   Parcel Post and Special Handling Issues Collection, an all-inclusive collection of mint, used and on-cover examples the parcel 
post, parcel post due and special handling issues on Scott pages with extra stock sheets for the various duplicates, multiples 
including plate blocks, covers, etc., includes Q1-12 NH (except 4c h.r.), Q1/9 fancy cancels assortment, Q1/9 page of perfins, Q4 
bottom imprint and plate no 6346 block of six NH, Q4 bottom plate no 6346 block of six mint, Q6 bottom plate no 6168 block 
of six NH (VG-F), Q6 used as special delivery franking on 1914 cover, QE1-4 mostly NH and with variety of shades and gums, 
QE1-4 plate blocks NH with some minor duplication (10c-20c both gums, 25c both shades), QE1b sheet of 50, QE2b sheet of 50, 
JQ1-5 Sears, Roebuck “silent” precancels, JQ1 single franking on 1917 1st Asst PMG Dead Letter Office cover, JQ1 (5 singles) 
+ 2c postage due pair on cover, JQ1+JQ3 (2) + 3c Due on incoming cover from Australia, JQ3 pair on repaired 1920 cover, JQ3 
on back side of an oversized incoming mourning cover from Germany, etc., usual mixed condition especially among the covers, 
mostly F-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Booklets

128   Vast Booklets and Booklet Panes Collection, 1900/39, panes and complete booklets in an overstuffed binder, starts with 279Bk 
and the front cover only of BK2 and continuing through to the Prexies, plenty of premium in between including Panes 300b, 
319n NH, 319p NH, 463a Pos D NH, Booklets BK9 (PSE cert, reassembled, minor cover faults), BK10 (tape stain front cover), 
BK14 (2), BK55 (2), BK67 (2), BK60, BK61 (writing on covers, panes stuck to interleaving), BK62-63, BK69 (2), BK70. BK77 
(3 including one with covers separated), BK84 (4), BK85 (3 including one with last pane inserted gum side up), etc., some 
later booklets with miscut panes showing portions of plate number, usual mixed condition with most F-VF, well worth a careful 
inspection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Booklets
129   Substantial Booklet Pane Collection, 1900/81, mostly mint panes (many NH) in mounts in a well-filled set of Scott pages 

which, in earlier issues, includes some duplication with different positions and, for later issues, duplication with different slogans, 
tagging varieties, miscut showing plate number, etc., notables include 279Bj (2 including one Pos E, one with small tear), 279Bk 
(3 including one NH), 300b NH, 301c (2), 319 Pos A used, Pos D NH, pos E NH and used, 319p Pos D used, 319p Pos E, 319Fh 
Pos A used, Pos B mint, 319Fq mint, 331a-332a mint (2 each), 374a mint, 375a Pos A used, Pos D mint, 424d Pos D used, 425e 
Pos D tied on parcel tag, 462a pos D NH, 463a Pos D mint, 498f Pos W6 NH, 501b Pos D mint, 583a NH, C10a NH (2), etc., few 
earlier with some light staining around staple holes as often, generally F-VF, ideal for the specialist collector or dealer, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Booklets
130   1918-1976, Extensive Booklet Pane Study Collection (Scott 52b//C50a), in binder on stock pages, well over 100 panes mostly 

selected for printing and position varieties, starts with 52b without tab, fake 55 pane with certificate, thirty-two #71e panes including 
scarce type B(6), C(2), D, H(6), I(4), eleven #73a panes including type B, H, I, J(2), K, six #84d type H(2) and K(2), two #101a, 
twenty-two #106a including types C(2), H, I, J(4), K(2), M(3) and a complete unexploded booklet, two 115c (1 with certificate 
other with booklet covers), twenty-one #117a with type B (3), D(6), I(3), J(2), K(2), O(2), #117b with cover, three 117b complete 
unexploded booklets plus a nice group of #163a, C48a, C49a and C50a including various positions and complete booklets, o.g., 
mostly never hinged, a remarkable group of booklet panes carefully assembled over 50 years of searching, condition is well above 
average, includes a vast array of positions and printings including many types that occur in only 1 position out of sixty, with a good 
number of popular plate number panes (type D), incredibly difficult to duplicate and certainly worth further study and research or 
with excellent break-up potential; very few flaws noted except a couple without selvage, Very Fine overall. Scott $8,400+. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Booklets
131   Booklets and Booklet Panes Collection, four binders of complete booklets and panes from the 1950s to 2017 (nearly all pre-

2000) and including regular issues, airmails, insurance, few “Dummy” booklets, handful of Canal Zone plus Minkus pages with 
used panes of the 1960s/90s, some minor duplication with tagging varieties, dry/ wet print, glossy/ dry gum, slogans, some panes 
miscut with partial plate number, booklets with double covers, etc., glancing through the pages we note nice section of Liberty 
panes and booklets, 1960s era with BK111, BK112 with miscut panes, BK114, BK142 selection with different plate nos and/ or 
misperf panes, BK142b, 29c/37c period commem booklets including self-adhesives, BK140B, BK148-49, BK153A, BK159 (2), 
2441a with pink omitted on six stamps of bottom pane, 2474b (2), BKC1 (2), BKC13 (front cover bend), BKC14, etc., generally 
fresh and F-VF, ideal for the modern booklets collector, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Computer-Vended Postage

132   Specialized Computer Vending Coil Collection, 1992-96 (Scott CVP31-CVP33), comprehensive and exhaustive holding of 
pairs and plate number strips neatly mounted in Scott Specialty stockbook, 733 items listed on extensive and detailed inventory, 
some highlights include ECA GARD #CVP31 denomination omitted error pair and $0.00 denomination error plate strip of 5, se-
tenant strips, and values from 1¢ to $10.95 in pairs and strips, CVP31a from 19¢ to $14.00, CVP31b from 19¢ to 77¢, CVP31c 
from 19¢ to $3.00, Unisys PMC #CVP32 se-tenant strip, strips and pairs from 19¢ to $11.75, #CVP33 from 20¢ to $14.00, a huge 
holding spanning the spectrum of this scarce and desirable modern collecting area, included is a vast array of denominations with 
most in both pairs and plate strips, high face value and excptional break-up potential, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Owner’s Retail 
Value  $19,178. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Vending & Affixing Machine Perforations

133   Vending & Affixing Machine Perforations Advanced Collection, mostly mint singles, pairs and multiples with some covers 
sprinkled throughout all arranged by perforating company in stock sheets in a Lindner binder, includes the vaiious type perfs of 
Brinkerhoff, US Automatic Vending Machine Co., “Pocket” type, Mail-O-Meter, Farwell and Shermack, an almost endless list 
of premium issues with numerous Brinkerhoff Type Is including 371 vertical pair with plate number and without the knife cut 
between perf holes, US automatic Vending Type Is including 344 strip of four NH (clean PF cert, one stamp small thin), 346 type 
III pair (Weiss cert), Pocket Type 3-1 (2, both with APS cert), Mail-O-Meter Type I 320A pair mint (Weiss cert, right stamp NH), 
good number of type IVs, Farwell group 4s, Shermack nice selection of each type, usual mixed condition and there will be some 
dubious perfs as in all collections of this type, many NH, generally F-VF, must be seen to be appreciated, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Carrier

134   Carriers Stamp Collection, Franklin issues including #LO1 uncanceled affixed to back of envelope plus pages of reference 
and reprints (FYI when reviewing the images — first printing (10,000 sold) is on rose paper obtained from the printer Toppan, 
Carpenter & Casilear and this lot has a right selvage part imprint block of 10; the second printing (10,000 sold) is on rose paper 
that fluoresces green; the third printing (2,110 sold) is on thicker paler paper in an indigo color with poorer impressions — and 
quantities of each are in this lot, plus a facsimile block of 45, proofs including #LO1P1 (Scott $800) and essays including #LO1-
E2a in dark blue (Scott $75), #LO1-E3a in violet brown and black (Scott $100 each), #LO1-E4 in green (Scott $650), #LO1 on 3c 
Nesbitt with 2018 PSE cert, Eagle issues include genuine unused #LO2, #LO5 & #LO6 plus pages of reference and reprints (FYI 
when reviewing the images — the first two printings (10,000 each sold) are on the same hard white paper used for special printings 
of the postage issue with those from the second printing fluorescing green and the third printing (9,680 sold) are on thick wove 
paper using ink that does not fluoresce. Reprints appear whiter under uv light than the originals — plus a few proofs and essays, 
36 used examples and three on covers, also includes unused and used stamps from Baltimore, Boston, Charleston, Louisville, St. 
Louis, Philadelphia and New York City with many duplicates and reference, next best item in this group is genuine #7LB18 on 
toned cover with 2004 PSE certificate, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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135   Powerful Locals Collection, comprising thousands of stamps, both genuine and reference, nice representation of Blood & Co., 
better includes faulty #5L2 used (2) and #15L6 (2021 Crowe certificates), #15L18 in different colors (essays or trial color proofs 
— needs more research) 12 covers including 2 with #15L13 & #11A (Scott $1,000 each), #15L15 vertical strip of five on faulty 
oversized 1857 Valentine with the original enclosure, plus more, Boyd’s including #20L12, #20L13, #20L14, #20L16, #20L42 
and #20L56 on individual covers, plus unused and used stationery and 4 sheets of 50 of #20L15 (2), #20L16 reprint on orange 
paper, and #20L50 pane of 100, City Despatch Post, Hale includes #75L1 cut to shape and tied by handstamp on cover with 
Crowe certificate, Hussey’s includes #87L38, #87L41, #87L44, #87L45, #87L46, and #87L51 (PSE certificate) on covers with 
stamps tied by handstamps (Scott $2,375) and stampless cover with “Hussey’s Post 50 William St. Paid” large double oval cancel 
in blue and second legal sized cover with the same handstamp in black, and legal sized receipt handwritten and signed by 
George Hussey for the delivery of 300 stamps with “Hussey’s Special Message Post 50 William St. BaseT” (basement) three line 
handstamp and “Time is Money” at left, plus a group of sheetlets and blocks, Pomeroy’s include the elusive #117L2 used with 
manuscript “C” cancel on small piece (2014 PFC; Scott $1,500), plus Swarts includes reprint sheet of 100 of 1c Washington in 
black and #136L4 sheet of 25 (2014 PFC; Scott $600), and finally Wells, Fargo & Co.includes #143L5 and #143L8 each with 
ms. “X” remainder cancel and 2021 Crowe certificate, also includes other locals in sheetlets of 25, some faults to be expected, 
generally, Fine to Very Fine, see this lot in its massive entirety online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Local
136   Carriers & Local Posts Forgery and Fantasy Reference Collection (3000+), two binders, first is a collection of over 400 neatly 

mounted on home made quadrille pages, second contains over 2,700 from the many “companies” (both real and fantasy) including 
American Letter Mail, “Army Frank”, Blood’s, Boyd’s, C & W Bridge Despatch, East River PO, Whittelsey’s Express, Winans, and many 
more, many in multiples, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, see every item in this lot online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Local
137   Local Stamps - Valuable Collection of Mostly Better Numbers, about 85 different stamps - including a few on cover - virtually 

all of which catalog $100 or more, all in small dealer cards on stock sheets in a 3-ring binder; highlights are too numerous to 
mention but we wil note a few: #8L1 (unused without gum), 18L1 (used), 22L1 (repaired, with/P.F. certificate), 27L1 9unused, 
regummed), 35L1 (used), 40L1 (mint sheet margin single, slightly toned), 152L1 9uwog), 68L2 (unused without gum), 87L1 
(unused without gum), 105L6 (unused without gum), 112L2 (unused without gum), 117L1 (used pair), 117L6 (pen-canceled), 
121L3 (unused without gum), etc. Condition, especially on those items cataloging more than $200, is very mixed, but is otherwise 
generally F-VF. Lots of very scarce material here.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Scott $22,000. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Local
138   Local Post Group, many hundreds from the many companies represented, companies include California Bicycle Mail Route 

(Scott 12L2 pane of 6; Scott $250) and 12LU2 (Scott $200), plus 1935 cover signed Arthur Banta, Husseys, Metropolitan, Swarts, 
Wells, Fargo & Co. Pony Express and Newspapers, and many more companies, mostly reprints but there are some genuine, usual 
mixed condition for the genuine stamps, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal Stationery

139   Useful Postal Stationery Collection, 1853-2015, 400+ mostly used postal cards, entires, better event covers, modest amount of 
FDCs, and more; UX3a, UX14c, and most others including hard to find modern like UX49, UX54, UXC22, and UZ5; 23 Christmas 
Seals on postcards with the 1908 illegally trying to pay the rate (Postage Due attached); entires including lovely 1853 New Orleans 
STEAM cover, several Wells Fargo covers, aerogrammes including UC16, UC16a, UC16b, UC16c, and UC16d; Scott #1 (barely 
4 margin) with red Boston cancel on cover, pair of #15 to New Brunswick, pair of envelopes with 64b franking, C6 on first night 
flying transcontinental Airmail from NY-CA; several better First Day Covers including 648 Hawaii overprint and 660 Kansas 
overprint; 8 attractive stampless folded letters, several first flight covers from the Pacific (1935-1937), and much more; take a look 
at the images online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal Stationery
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140   Postal Stationery Collection, 1853-1983, several hundred postal entires, aerogrammes, cut squares, and wrappers in several 
binders and stockbooks; clean and organized but most not identified (perhaps an advantage to the winning bidder); wrappers are 
particularly fresh in an oversized Uni-Safe mint sheet binder; includes over and underinking, albino, misplaced, and the like; some 
preliminary work on papers (laid, wove, manila, brown paper) and Dies 1-4 on the 1¢ Franklin have been started; many of the cut 
squares are on hingeless pages; considerable precancel cut squares and entires noted; lots of value here but will require some work, 
Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal Stationery
141   Postal Stationery, 1873-1984.  Very extensive collection of over 700 items of postal stationery in three binders,better includes 

interesting usages with additional franking, cancels, illustrated advertising items, and much more, check it out online its all there, 
mostly Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.1 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Envelopes & Wrappers
United States Postal Stationery

142   Stunning & Stupendous Stationery Cut Square Collection, Mint & Used, 1853/1990 (2008 Scott U1/UO85), in an obese 
Scott album, packed to-the-gills, very few blank spaces, a few are entires and we note some very nice quality with full corners, 
unused unless specified otherwise: U1 entire; U1-18; U6 (PSE); U19-29; U32; used U33; W22 full wrapper (should be verified, 
not counted); W20; U24; U34-89; U91-U124; W126; U128-9; W131; U132; U136-7; U139-W155; W158-U161; U163-U167; 
U169; used U170-1; U172-219; U221 plus some essays; U222-241; used U242; U243-6; U250-71; USED U273-4; U276-84; 
U286-9; U291-7; U298 cut close, should be verified (not counted); U300-7; used U309-10; U311-51; a high degree of completion 
through the surcharges; the surcharges also well represented, missing only the very rare ones; after that looks complete to 1980; 
Airmails complete but for UC23; Officials missing: UO3; 10-11; 21; 25; 45; 63 and 65. plus many cancels, duplicates, varieties 
abound for each issue. There are some faults and the chance of misplaced items, but all-in-all a very clean and complete as one 
could find collection of this interesting area, the most complete we have had the pleasure to offer in a single volume, imaged fully 
online but a personal look would have you falling in love, many Very Fine some full corners. 2008 Scott approximately $150,000 
++ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

United States Postal Stationery
143   Marvelous Collection of Mint Stamped Envelopes, 1853-1916.  Nearly 450 mint entires, including duplication (150-200 

different), sorted onto stock pages; loaded with better items including U9 (3), U10 (4), U11-13, U15, U16, U19, W20 (3), W21, 
U28, U29, U36 (3), U39, U42 (2), U43 (2), U44, U45 (2), W51, U66, U67 with a Wells Fargo frank and a “State Controller’s 
Office” printed overlay, U69-71, U93, U94, U106, U214-216, and more; also included are 21 envelopes with Express Company 
Franks, 17 of them Wells Fargo; there are a very few printed return addresses, as well as a few minor flaws here and there, but 
overall quality is quite excellent. A great opportunity. Scott $25,000. (photo on web site)..........................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Postal Stationery
144   Surcharged Entires Collection, 1921-25, approx 190 mostly mint entires (few unused or used) sorted by surcharge type in a stock 

book, some duplication including overprint errors (inverted, double, etc.) and varieties (shifted, etc.), better include U454 mint (2 
with one ex-White), U457 mint, U463A mint, U465 mint, U476 unused (2), U477 unused (3), UY478 unused, U491b mint, U494 
mint, U500 mint, U501 mint (2), U502a mint, U504 mint (ex-White), U506 mint, U508 mint, etc., few trivial faults but generally 
fresh and F-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Postal Stationery
145   Postal Stationery Entires Collection, 1876/1962, four volumes of nearly all mint entires plus some later airletters with some 

minor duplication including different sizes, nice selection of ad cc, one volume and a small portion of another chock-full of 
varieties including albinos, overinks, miscuts and misfolds causing indicia misplacement, etc., note some Wells, Fargo imprints 
including on U349, also U240 unused, U271 mint, U277 with ad collars (3 different including one ex-Barkhausen), U288 mint, 
U348 and U350 with Exposition machine cancels (1c uprated with #230), U349 miscut causing indicia to appear on backflap, 
U436g unused window-front (3), U481b unused window-front, U544d mint, UC13a mint, UC27 mint (2), UC28 mint (4), UC29 
mint (2), etc., some minor faults as often but generally fresh and F-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,002

United States Postal Stationery
146   Postal Stationery Specimen Collection, 1860’s-1904, Approximately 250 entires comprising 2c Black Jack (4), 3c 1864 (5), 

Plimptons include 1c (17), 3c (24), 10c (5), Plimpton & Morgan 2c 1887 (42) & 2c 1887 (24), 4c Jackson 1883 (6), 4c 1887 (9), 
U204S, U206S, U211S, 2c Brown 1884 issue (40), 2c 1899 issue (13), Columbians (26), plus 13 later issues, many with same 
indicia and specimen text but different sizes, also includes 90 cut squares from the same issues, minor duplication, the entires are, 
Extremely Fine, see the entire lot on the web to appreciate and properly evaluate, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Postal Stationery
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147   U.S., Sterling Selection of Postal Stationery Entires.  Several hundred pieced in total, all mint or unused, solidly geared toward 
the 19th century; generally clean and sound, with paper shades and knife sizes readily apparent, and we wouldn’t put it past there 
being some die varieties as well; note Grant lettersheet, Columbians, Washington Bicentenary issues, even some 20th century 
Canal Zone items; also note numerous albino impressions, miscuts, and more to add a little more spice; some with corner cards or 
pre-printed addresses, but most appear fresh from the Post Office, often in light to useful duplication, Very Fine overall, well worth 
review.  Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs. Scott approximately $9,000 (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Postal Stationery
148   Cut Squares Varieties, Shades, and Cancellations, 1853-1962, Scott green album album packed with about 2,000 cut squares 

on hingeless pages; organized by design or cancellation with no annotations observed, collector had an eye for better quality 
impressions and clear postmarks; fancy cancels, geometric, overinking, albino, folds, and recuts noted; letters, numerals, stars, 
bullseye, waving flag, Maltese Cross, starburst, wedge, pictorial cancel, paid, Wells Fargo, cross, seeing eye and more; includes 
a handful of postal entires; marvelously collected, now time to organize, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal Stationery
149   Excellent Postal Entire Collection, 1853-1942, 116 better entires (all but a few are mint) in sleeves and annotated with catalog 

numbers and values with little or no duplication; includes U3 (used), U60-U65, U123 (used), U136, U216 ($280), U218 ($600), 
U346 ($150), U347 ($150), UC1 AM6 ($2,000), UC28 AM80 ($110), and UO72a with note from Maisel ($3,000); catalog $10,100, 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal Stationery
150   1870’s-1880’s Postal Stationery Essay Group, mostly rejected designs, comprising five cut square sized items, five entires, three 

patent reply postal cards, one letter sheet and fourteen “Bullseye” essays — 12c, 20c, 24c and 40c in different colors a, nd two 
different designs, Very Fine group with many very scarce items, Very Fine, see everything online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal Stationery
151   attractive Collection of Stamped Envelopes, 1853-86 (Scott U1//U222), 112 entires or fronts, neatly arranged on stockpages 

in a black binder, with many issues duplicated but illustrating a wide range of cancels and uses; note blind-embossed and printed 
corner cards/Advertising, Express Company imprints of Bamber & Co., Northern Pacific Express, Pacific Union Express and Wells 
Fargo; an attractive “State of New Hampshire/Executive Department” Official Business imprint; a Bates & Coates stamp collar 
on 3¢ green Washington, a 5¢ brown Garfield to Paris, a domestic 1¢ Franklin uprated, even a Wrapper or two; cancels are just as 
impressive with colors, Fancies (including Masonic and Bridgeport CT “DONT/USM”), “PAID”, “WAY”, “STEAM”, Long Island 
Railroad, “The Fast Mail” RPO, etc., etc.; most all used, some uncancelled but sent, some mint; condition varies as to be expected, 
but a handsome holding worth review, generally Fine to Very Fine with better, fully imaged online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Official Envelopes
United States Postal Stationery

152   Official and Penalty Mail Envelopes Collection, 100s of unused envelopes and covers in four binders with one containing 
items of the post-1980s, printed or rubber-stamped cc of numerous US Government Agencies with an equally diverse number 
of different penalty warnings, one binder of Penalty imprints and among the more interesting covers are 1903 Dept of Interior/ 
Land Office/ Vancouver Wash registered franked with #272, 1908 Dept of Interior/ Land Office/ La Grande Oreg on registered 
penalty envelope with #306 and “pointing hand” return to sender handstamp, selection of early 20th century Dead Letter Office 
envelopes with assorted DLO symbols and many with postage due frankings, etc., other sending agencies include Interior Dept 
Bureau of Education, US Geological Survey, Justice Dept Department of Justice with #O27 (Scott $575), Office of the Solicitor 
of the Treasury with #O27 (Scott $575), Office of the Comprtoller of the Currency with #O31 tied by purple cancel (Scott $1,250)
treasury Dept War Finance Committee, Commerce Dept Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, War Dept Adjutant 
General’s Office, Public Relations Office, etc. along with various from the Post Office Dept, another binder of 19th century Official 
entires including selection of War Dept “Specimen” envelopes with variety of imprints, additional War Dept mint/ unused/ used 
envelopes and wrappers to 30c value (mostly Chief Signal Officer related) plus some with “Penalty” overprints, note a 2c War 
Dept unused envelope with double impression, one albino, additional Post Office Dept and Postal Service “Specimen”, mint/ 
unused/ used entires including UO72a registered use uprated with O126, the binder of modern envelopes with mostly mint but also 
a handful of the elusive used from various branches of the Armed Forces, Bureau of the Public Debt, various GSA envelopes with 
their own indicia, Congress and US Senate “free frankings”, etc., usual mixed condition, generally F-VF, an unusual and delightful 
collection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Postal Cards
United States Postal Stationery

153   Superior Postal Card Collection, 1873-1988, nearly 100 mostly mint better postal cards from the US, Hawaii, Ryukyu, and 
the Canal Zone; includes UX1, UX1 big hole (used), UX3, UX3 big hole (used), UX6 Specimen, UX7, UX8, UX9 vertical plate 
fracture (used), UX11, UX11 picture hanger size, UX24 with favor surcharge, UX44f Rose, UXC9 miscut, UXC24 miscut, Ryukyu 
(UX4, UY4j, UX7), and Canal Zone (UX4, UX7), as well as 8 Columbian Exposition official souvenir postal cards; magnificent 
collection for the discerning collector or top flight merchant in need to restock; catalog $2,800++, Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal Stationery
154   attractive and Diverse Collection of Postal Cards, 1873-1917, neatly arranged on four-square stockpages in a sturdy binder, 

the majority 19th century issues, comprising 96 postal cards, three Private Mailing Cards, three Message-Reply cards (unsevered), 
plus two “blocks of four” of the 1917 1¢ Lincoln green; most used, some uncanceled with pre-printed address or form; the 
holding’s appeal is that most all are solidly duplicated, offering a wide range of Advertising uses, an appealing mix of Fancies, 
colored cancels (in red, blue, violet and magenta), a Collection and Distribution Wagon cancel, two Brooklyn, NY straightline 
precancels, a “Str. City of New Orleans” straightline, two Leavitt machine cancels (Boston), five “V” cards for different branches, 
an uprated 1¢ Jefferson to Haiti, 2¢ Internationals to Germany, Turkey, Colombia and Japan, and more besides; condition varies as 
always thanks to the paper and age of the cards, but a useful and desirable compilation, Fine to Very Fine, see the lot in its entirety 
online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Postal Stationery
155   Impressive Postal Cards Collection, 1873/1991, three volumes of mint, unused and used cards including airmail and message/ 

reply cards, nicely enhanced with an assortment of errors and varieties, advertising cards, unusual cancels including 1950s mailer’s 
postmark permits, etc., among the many highlights UX1 mint (small corner crease), UX4 used, UX5-7 mint, UX7a used, UX8 
mint (7 assorted shades), UX12-15 mint, UX13 with lovely multicolor DAR shoe ad on back side, UX17 unused (minor faults), 
UX19-20 mint, UX24 with the 2-line “1 Cent” favor surcharge mint, UX27D used, UX29 mint (3 shades), UX30 mint, UX32-33 
assortment of mint and used including some surcharge errors, UX34 unused, UX38 with large “CANCELLED” surcharge, UX47 
unused (Schmidt’s, ETR-1053-2), UY1-2 mint folded, UY3-4 mint unfolded, UY5 mint folded, UY6 mint unfolded, UY8-9 mint 
unfolded, UXC1a mint, etc. plus some UX10/ Columbian Exposition mint cards, the final volume a stock book with UX33-34 mint 
cards (59) sorted by approx 35 different city surcharges, etc., some minor faults in earlier or some used cards but generally F-VF, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Revenue

156   Solid Collection of the First three Revenue Issues, An outstanding starter collection, with minor duplication, neatly arranged on 
black stockcards. The Second & third Issues are complete - with no cut cancels - the First almost so. Highlights of the First Issue 
include Imperf 2¢ plays (3 large margins, just touching at the left), 2¢ Proprietary (ample to mostly large margins), 10¢ Certificate, 
10¢ Inland Exchange, $2.50 Inland Exchange (cut close, not counted), $3 Charter Party, $3 Manifest, All five $5, $10 Charter Party 
& Mortgage, $20 Conveyance and $50 U.S.I.R.; the Part-Perfs, which catalog over $15,000, include a number of very scarce 
numbers with large, but not conclusive imperforate margins, including the 1¢ Playing Cards, 2¢ Express, 3¢ Proprietary and 10¢ 
Contract ultramarine; among the Perforated stamps are the 2¢ Proprietary ultramarine, the 4¢ Playing Cards, the $1 Mortgage & 
Passage Ticket, the $15 Mortgage (3, two of them ultramarine), the $20 Probate (few short perforations), and the $200 U.S.I.R. (red 
color faded); condition is a little mixed but mostly F-VF or better, with plenty of nice handstamped cancels or uncanceled stamps 
throughout. A truly wonderful lot, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)...........................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States Revenue
157   First Issue Revenues - Huge Cancellation Collection, More than 1,000 stamps, plus about 20 stamped documents, at least 90% 

of which have handstamped or printed cancel (the rest are neatly dated - and usually identified - manuscript), all on blank pages 
in a Scott Specialty binder; loaded with $100-and-up stamps, the best being an a Perforated $20 Probate of Will (R99c) and a 
Perforated $200 U.S.I.R. (R102c), but also including Perforated Playing Cards: 1¢ (11) 3¢ (2) & 4¢ (1), plus one each of the 
Perforated $1 Mortgage & Passage Ticket, and much more. Condition is somewhat mixed but generally F-VF and our catalog value 
only counts stamps with Scott values of $10 or more, which means that most of the lot was not even counted! A truly fabulous lot 
for the Specialist, ex-Gatsby. Scott $24,000 ++. (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Revenue
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158   Well Filled Specialized Revenue Collection, 1862-1955, mounted in Scott Speciality album, first issue imperforates many to $50, 
part perforate to $60, perforated complete less only R31c, second series complete to $50 (only a couple with cut cancels), third 
series complete (a few cut cancels), R159-R160, R173-R181 (R181 cut cancel), R217-226 (last with certificate), later documentary 
sets well filled missing some high values, a few of the early proprietary, fairly complete from 1898 issue on, strong group of stock 
transfers except after 1940 missing many of the high values, but with 1949 complete, and 1950 $10,000, wine stamps complete 
through RE107 except RE56-RE59 with $20, extensive later wines but missing many high values, nice playing cards, silver tax 
1934 issue to $30 less $3, 1940 unused to 25¢, 1940 unused to 10¢ plus 50¢ and 80¢, few 1942, 1944 to $2, RI1-RI13 complete, 
tobacco complete used, a diverse group of narcotic tax, Marihuana tax complete with Mystic certificate, an extensive group 
of consular service, and some additional types, a diverse group of over 60 private proprietary stamps, and a very nice and quite 
extensive telegraph collection both on Springer pages, a quite comprehensive collection of revenue and back of the book material, 
condition is substantially better then usual for these, a quite limited number of cut cancels and some very difficult to obtain items 
are included, an outstanding basis for expansion into an important collection, or suitable for breakdown and distribution; some 
faults to be expected, some questionable imperforate and part perforated earlies, still a Very Fine Collection. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Revenue
159   Old-time Revenues Collection, 1862-75.  Mounted on Scott National pages and with lots of duplicates and extras including several 

documents; the mounted collection has a marvelous and extensive array of First Issue imperforates including #R1a, R4a, R33a, 
R37a, R43a, R51a, R63a, R71a, R81a, R82a, R85a, R86a, R88a, R90a, R94a, two R98a, R101a, part-perforations highlighted 
by #R6b, R13b, R45b, R57b, R62b, perforated missing only a few numbers between #R1c-R102c; Second Issue complete from 
#R103-R128 and R130 with extra diagonal perforations, Third Issue complete from #R134-R149 plus R135b inverted center, 
plus some additional later issues; also included are stock pages and glassines stuffed with duplicates and numerous other assorted 
Revenues certainly containing many pleasant surprises; minor flaws to be expected but generally appears to be significantly better 
than usual, many questionable imperforates and part perforations included but not counted in total catalog value, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, An outstanding group worthy of careful inspection and consideration.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs. Scott 
$27,000+. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Revenue
160   “Unusual” Revenue Collection, from a man who loved Revenue Stamps, the album begins with over 50 Lowenberg essays, and 

contains faulty #R82a with partial imprint at left, few first issue revenue Specimens, #R13 vertical half used with #R13c to pay 3c 
on distillery Warehouse stamp, many 1861-1898 issues either with revenue cancels or used as revenues on documents including 
#63 (17 including a strip of 3), #67 (faulty), #68 (9 including two used with R18c and R27c on 1868 document), #73 (13), #76 
(5), #112 on small piece of document, #R3c blocks of 25, 35 and bottom margin block of 14 with plate no. 1A and partial imprint 
stamps wtih “Ruth & Fleming Baltimore” canning company cancel, #R5c with socked on the nose Dec. 24 1864 N.T. (Nevada 
Territory) cancel (Nevada became a state Oct. 31, 1864), #R6c (t5) and #R7c (t7) major double transfers, #R13c with bold 
socked-on-the-nose “Poland’s Magic Powder” illustrated mortar & pestle handstamp, #R13c blocks of 4 and 21 with “W. & 
Co. October. 1866” canning company cancel, #R48c with embossed advertisement on small piece, #R54c with Montezuma Mining 
Co. of Santa Fe NM blue double circle datestamp and two punch cancel, #R59c (4) with different plate cracks, #R66a bottom 
selvage with sewing machine perfs, #R81c bisect on document, #R96c on check, #R`35b, 17 revenue stamps with double transfers 
(two noted above), 5 stamps with green cancels, 3 revenue stamps with four punch cancels and ribbon through the holes, five 
Turner essays including 2c Blue #232 — reported to be his copy from his sale (July 1980 lot 824); only 250 reported printed, 
two covers with revenue stamps used illegally as postage, 56 revenue stamps with pre-printing paperfolds, plus a “collection” of 
used first issues to $3, and small groups of proprietary and druggist cancels, uses on many CDV’s including generals, advertising 
cards, six stereoscope cards, 25c revenues used on Coal, Mining, Railroad company documents, and more, some faults to be 
expected on revenue stamps, overall, Fine to Very Fine, view this entire collection online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Revenue
161   First Issue Revenues - Backup Collection/accumulation, An outstanding balance lot of several hundred stamps on blank 

pages in a Scott Specialty binder; loaded with $100-and-up stamps, the best being an Imperf 40¢ Inland Exchange (R53a), a 
Perforated $20 Probate of Will (R99c) and two Perforated $200 U.S.I.R. (R102c). Also included is an unusually large number 
of handstamped cancels, plus nearly $6,000 catalog value in Plate Proofs and about 30 stamped documents, mostly with lower 
values. Condition is somewhat mixed but generally F-VF and certainly better than average for this sort of balance. Our catalog 
value only counts stamps with Scott values of $10 and up and DOES NOT COUNT about $80,000 worth of doubtful Imperfs & 
Part-Perfs. There’s plenty of useful material here for the specialist—either Dealer or Collector, ex-Gatsby. Scott $30,000. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Revenue
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162   Outstanding Collection of First Issue Part-Perf & Perforated Multiples, Several hundred items, including more than 40 
documents, on blank pages in a Scott National binder; highlights include Part-Perfs (imperf horizontally) 1¢ Express (two vertical 
pairs and vertical strips of 4 & 5); 5¢ Inland Exchange (strip of 7, pair & single on a document, plus a block of 4); 10¢ Certificate 
(vertical pair, large margins, a bit soiled, cat. $2,000), 50¢ Lease (vertical pair); 50¢ Mortgage (horizontal strip of 6, ex-Curtis, 
Census ID 5338); and 60¢ Inland Exchange (vertical pair, horizontal strip of 4 & single on a document); Perforated highlights 
include 2¢ Playing Cards (horizontal pair); 2¢ Certificat, orange (strip of 5 on an 1862 Marriage Certificate; 3¢ Foreign Exchange 
(block of 15 on an 1864 Summons); 4¢ Playing Cards pair; 5¢ plays (blocks of 4 & 8); 6¢ Inland Exchange (block of 12); 20¢ 
Foreign Exchange (2 pairs, one on document); Blocks of 4 of the 70¢ Foreign Exchange, $1 Mortgage, $1.50 Inland Exchange, 
$2.50 Inland Exchange, and $3 Manifest; and Pairs of the $15 Mortgage, $20 Conveyance, $25 Mortgage and $50 U.S.I.R. Some 
faults are present, as would be expected, but overall condition is well above average. A tremendous lot, ex-Gatsby. Scott $30,000. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Revenue
163   Dynamite Documentary Stamp Collection, 1874-1940 (Scott R151/R734), like all of the collections formed by the extremely 

passionate collector “Mr. Gatsby”, this impressive collection possesses the basic stamps either in mint (mostly) or used condition 
supported by a massive quantity of extra items including multiples in varying sizes from pairs to complete sheets, plus unusual 
varieties, interesting cancels, uses on documents (and infrequently on covers), noteworthy are the many multiples of #R152 
including imprint blocks of 4 & 15, and a vertical pair with roulettes (#R152c), #R154 with U.S. Express Company cancel (on 
the day it closed), #R154 sheet of 100 and partial sheet of 96, #R154’s on 5 different express company documents, #R153-R155c 
plate no. blocks and strips, #R174a (Scott $500), #R178 used block of 30 with red 1899 cancels, #R191a with 2 additional partial 
overprints (1992 PFC), Never Hinged #R192 & #R192a, the 1917-1940 issues in mint and used blocks including 1c with two 
horizontal strikes of blue “CANCELLED” and two crossing diagonal strikes of black “United States”, mint plate no. and imprint 
strips and blocks including #R276 & R277 Never Hinged block of four, used singles include 10c with Sinclair Oil and Refining Co. 
cancel, 50c PRR (Pennsylvania Railroad) cancel, and 85 precanceled singles and blocks of 4 from 25 different towns, also #R234 
sheet of 100 with back faults, #R218 used with two diagonal preprinting paperfolds, #R249a used vertical pair, also includes #R733 
complete sheet, some faults as always found on revenue lots of this size, generally, Fine to Very Fine, see this entire Dynamite 
Documentary collection online, ex-Gatsbyex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Revenue
164   “Red & Green” Dated Documentaries and Stock transfer Issues Collection, 1940/58, between R288/ R732 and RD67/RD370 

in a Scott album with dozens of pages added to incorporate the numerous “extras” - multiples, documents, assorted cancels 
including punch, herringbone, etc., good deal complete for both issue, a sizeable number of better as Used R305A pen and cut 
cancel, R308 strip of four pen and staple holes cancels, R329 pen and handstamp cancel, R334-35 cut cancels, R359-60 pen 
cancels, R384 pen cancel, R459 handstamp cancel, R509-10 pen and/ or handstamp cancel, R685 handstamp cancel, R687 cut/ 
punch cancels, R692-94 handstamp cancel, R696 cut cancel, R704 handstamp cancel, RD138 perfin cancel, zRD139 cut cancel, 
RD207 perfin cancel, RD231 cut cancel, RD232 cut cancel, RD256 staple hole cancel, RD258-60 cut cancels, RD282 handstamp 
cancel, RD311 cut cancel, RD332 pen cancel, Mint R288-90 “sensitive ink” blocks NH, R299-302, R603 block NH, R679-83 with 
complete receipt tab, R685a NH, R730a, R731 NH, R731 with complete receipt tab NH, RD78-81, RD91 imperforate booklet pane 
of four without overprint and serial number, RD251 NH, RD330, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, ideal foundation 
collection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Revenue
165   Powerful Specialized Collection of Second Issue Revenues, Several hundred stamps and about 45 Documents on blank pages in 

a Scott Specialty binder; includes a complete set of R103-R130 plus myriad varieties, cancels and multiples; highlights, in addition 
to the complete set, include two 50¢ Inverted centers (slight faults), two duplicate $1.30 and one duplicate each of the $3.50, $10, 
$25 plus an additional example each of the 40&cent (2), $1.90 (3), $3.50, $25 & $50 with extra rows of perforations - and only a 
few of the aforementioned highlights have cut canels! Among the 45 stamped documents, most of which bear the more common 
values, we note one with a $2 block of 4 and another with a $10 & $25 (the later with abrasions) plus the $5 & $10 of the Third 
Issue. Condition, though including the expected small flaws here and there, is, overall, well above average. A truly excellent lot, 
ex-Gatsby. Scott $29,000. (photo on web site)..............................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Revenue
166   Excellent Collection of First Issue Imperforate Multiples, 76 multiples on blank pages with highlights including blocks of 4 

of the 20¢ Inland Exchange, the 50¢ Conveyance (plus a strip of 3), the 50¢ Mortgage, the 50¢ Power of Attorney, the $1 Inland 
Exchange, the $1 Manifest (plus a strip of 4), and the $1.50 Inland Exchange (block of 6!); also includes the following (pairs 
unless noted): the 3¢ Telegraph (2), the 10¢ Bill of Lading (strip of 4), the 20¢ Foreign Exchange (2), the 25¢ Bond, the 25¢ 
Power of Attorney (strip of 4 on a document), the 25¢ Protest (2), the 25¢ Warehouse receipt (2 plus a strip of 4), the 50¢ Passage 
Ticket (with a nice pre-printing paper fold), the 60¢ Inland Exchange (plus a strip of 4!), the $1 Protest, the $2 Conveyance, the 
$2 Mortgage, the $20 Conveyance, and the $50 U.S.I.R. (plus a strip of 4!); includes some faults, as always, but overall condition 
is well above average. A marvelous lot, ex-Gatsby. Scott $24,000. (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Revenue
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United States: Revenue

167   Semi-Specialized Opulence of Revenues Collection, well over 1000 stamps in all, mounted or arranged on Scott album or stock 
pages in a Specialized binder, divided into three sections: cancels, perforation shifts and varieties, and hole-punch cancels; the 
cancels reign supreme, with our eyeball estimate of half or more being desirable handstamped cancels (we’ll say about 40% to be 
safe), with a wide range of types including Territorials, cross-border uses (2 District of Niagara Suspension Bridge handstamps), 
numerous County Clerks or Treasurers, banks, Wells Fargo and Adams Express, an 1865 Petersburgh, W.Va. (early statehood 
period), insurance companies of various stripes, Naval Offices, and more, along with plenty of manuscript cancels, precancels, and 
punched or “perforated” cancels; stamp varieties include a noted stitch watermark, a couple silk papers, imprint captures, plate and 
printing flaws, dry printings, paper shades, shifted and doubled perforations, etc.; at first glance condition is generally clean and 
sound, but expect faults as usual in a holding of this size, Fine to Very Fine, imaged in full online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Revenue
168   Ravishing Railroad Cancels on Revenue Stamp Collection, thousands of mostly 1c to $1 first issue revenues with various 

railroad company cancels, mostly off document but there are just over 100 railroad related documents and checks with and without 
revenue stamps, better include R101a with manuscript “Susq. & Wyoming Valley RR & Coal Co. Aug. 22/68 E.T. Secy.” and R123 
horizontal pair with manuscript “S.P.R.R. (Southern Pacific Railroad) Feby. 15th” cancel, very well-organized by state and neatly 
mounted on Scott pages in a Scott Specialty album, also includes about 50 pieces of ephemera including tickets & agent’s stubs, 
a map of the Illinois Central RR system and a 1907 reprint of 1902 book “Chicago & North-Western Railway Company Rules of 
the Operating Department” plus a couple of covers, Very Fine, strikes, see the entire collection on the web, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Revenue
169   “Battleships” Documentary & Proprietary Revenues Collection, extensive collection of these issues featuring mint (including 

plate no singles) and used singles and multiples with plate no and arrow blocks, “perf” errors, “hyphen-hole” varieties, shades, 
wide range of cancels, use on assorted documents including receipts, checks, legal and insurance documents, stock certificates, 
etc., highlights are many and include tied on forms in an Adams Express receipt book, also includes Documentary #R163 right 
imprint and plate no 11615 block of 18 NH (some perf seps), #R167p right imprint and plate no 9840 block of 12 unused, #R170 
pair mint, #R171p vertical block of 10 mint (8 stamps NH), #R172p pair mint and used, Proprietary #RB28p right imprint and 
plate no 9382 block of six NH, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, a real “collector’s collection” of these popular issues, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Revenue
170   Impressive Specialized Collection of third Issue Revenues, A marvelous collection on blank pages in a Scott Specialty binder; 

includes one complete set plus lots of duplicates include three additional $20 R150: two with extra perforations (one w/cut cancel), 
the third on a Document with a $5 plus three 50¢ & a 20¢ Second Issue . Also included are Inverted Centers R135b (3) & R151a 
(2), and the 2¢ Color Error R135a (2). Additionally, the are a number of better multiples including pairs of the 30¢, 40&cent 
(2), $2 (plus a block of 4), $2.50, $3 (2), and $5 (2 plus a strip of 3), plus 40¢ & $3 card proof blocks of 4 and about 25 stamped 
documents, including a nice 1872 Deed with a $3 & a $5. Condition is well above average, with cut cancels far outnumbered by 
handstamped cancels (though the are a number of punched cancels that were not counted at all - as a matter of fact, nothing under 
$10 was counted. All-in-all, quite a terrific lot, ex-Gatsby. Scott $17,000 over. (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Revenue
171   Early Revenues on Documents, 1863-85, 5 volumes and a flip file of documents with revenues affixed; dozens of stunning 

engraved bank checks from the Civil War and just after with wide variety of revenue stamps attached; insurance policies, court 
summons, probate, real estate, stock certificates, bonds, mortgages, indentures, letters of administration, fire insurance policy, 
quitclaim (release of Dower-Homestead exemption), bill of sale, bond of indemnity, certificate of transcript (the colored seals 
from Iowa, Indiana, New Jersey and Pennsylvania are lovely), and letters of guardianship; multicolor intent to become a citizen 
(1867) document from Illinois, Wisconsin marriage certificate with both postage and revenue stamps affixed, engraved 1866 
church marriage certificate with revenue issue, pair of 1860s teaching certificates with tied revenues, 1867 New York rent receipt 
for a month ($30), 1881 soldier’s license to peddle goods, $100 Bounty to Volunteers to join the army (1865), widow’s pay of 
Brigadier General, poster-sized last will and testiment from 1863 (pristine calligraphy), and so much more, drives home the 
point that a rich history is connected to these tax stamps; condition varies considerably as one would expect; unchecked for better 
stamps; many months of enjoyment to be had reading these documents, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Revenue
172   Solid Revenue Collection, 1862-1947, Scott Revenue album in excellent condition; includes Scott # R1a, R6b, R19a, R32a, 

R33a, R40a, R50a, R51a, R52a, R57a, R62a, R63a, R64a, R65b, R70a, R74a, R75a, R86c, R89a, R90a, R94a, R98a, R103, R105, 
R106, R113, R117, R124, R127, R138, R141, R145, R146, R148, R149, R249, R557, R559, R604, RE57, RE59, RE152, RE154, 
RE161, RE183, RE188, RE195, and many more; considerable attention paid to select well-centered, lightly cancelled examples; 
tremendous catalog value for the right bidder, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Revenue
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173   Story of Dr Kilmer & Co. Collection, 1898, 47 “IR”-overprinted stamps mounted on homemade cardstock album pages; 
includes not only major numbers RS307/RS315, but also a multitude of Celtic, Gothic and hyphen type varieties, each identified 
in accordance with the accompanying checklist of Morton Dean Joyce; rounding out the collection are photos of some Kilmer 
landmarks and other historical information; an eye-opening collection with room to expand; faults to be expected, but overall Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Revenue
174   Documentary Revenues on Documents, 1914-60, two binders, one primarily revenue stamps and the other stamps tied to 

commercial documents, plus another 100 documents with multiple Documentary stamps affixed; stockbook with lots of Scott # 
R173-R178 (about 100), dozens of R184-R188, nice block of R190, used examples of R190-R192, extensive R217-R221 “Series 
1914” including blocks, very nice selection of R246-R250; while binder cover is faulty, the contents is wonderful with extensive 
Liberty Series on accounting pages of brokerage firms from the 1930-40, State stamps (Mass, New York, and Penn), and Stock 
Transfer; includes well over 100 more documents sporting multiple frankings; a great lot, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on 
web site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Proprietary
United States Revenue

175   Formidable Proprietary Revenues (RB) Collection, 1871/81, comprehensive collection with the main collection on Scott pages 
and accompanied by 100s of additional singles and multiples showing a wide range of shades, paper, cancels including pen 
“precancels”, wondrous variety of proprietary cancels, handstamps, manuscript, etc., some multiples, proofs, multiple perfs, etc., 
multitude of premium issues with Proofs #RBTC3p block of 10, #RB17TCah, stamps #RB1a horizontal block of 12 unused, 
#RB2a unused block of 13 with six stamps showing double transfer, #RB3b block of 15 manuscript cancels, #RB6b NH, #RB7a 
unused, #RB8a used (2 with manuscript cancels), #RB8b handstamp cancel (2 including one with double perfs at bottom), #RB9a 
used (2 including one with PSE cert), #RB10a unused with PF cert in much better condition than usually seen, #RB10a 
used with 1879 “JHB” manuscript cancel, 1875/81 issue assorted roulettes used, #RB11a top imprint and plate no 3 block of 
20 mint (many h.r.), #RB12b bottom imprint block of 14 mint (reinforced perfs), #RB14b top imprint and plate no 12 block of 
10 mint, unused #RB16a-b, mint #RB20-41 & #RB43-73,#RB20p-31p Never Hinged, plus multiples of #RB65-73 including 1c 
complete sheet (no gum) plus mint and used blocks of 4, 1c-3c mint plate blocks (plate blocks are not listed in Scott) and many 
used organized by company cancels, etc., typical very mixed condition for these but better than typically encountered, generally 
Fine or better, allow plenty of time for careful viewing, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Revenue
176   “Black Proprietaries” Issues Collection, on Scott pages and with extra stock sheets filled with multiples, range of cancels, 

perfins, etc., also a substantial section of the issues sorted by a large number of different proprietary cancels, etc., the collection is 
essentially complete for mint (including RB42) and used singles with premium multiples as RB38 top margin imprint block of 20 
NH, RB41 blocks of 4(2) and 6 NH, etc., typical mixed centering and condition, VG-VF, an unusually comprehensive offering of 
these with plenty of interest for the cancel collector, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Future Delivery
United States Revenue

177   Future Delivery Stamp Collection, 1918-34 (Scott RC1-RC27), a nearly complete collection comprising #RC1-RC27 including 
Never Hinged #RC2 single and block of 4, #RC3A, #RC13, without gum as issued #RC16, #RC16a, #RC17, #RC17a, #RC18, 
#RC19, #RC20 (2), #RC21, #RC23, #RC25 (2), #RC26, couple cancel & perf & overprint varieties including #RC5a block of 
six on document, #RC10 with “Specimen” overprint; only 11 known including a block of 4, used including 12 in a Tasco 
booklet (1c/$10), #RC12a, #RC20a, possible #RC27 reperfed, vertical strips of four of #RC16, #RC17, #RC20, #RC21 (2), also 
includes some unused blocks, documents with stamps, and 53 stamps with rare “F.D.” provisional cancels and a postal card with 
a “Philadelphia PA Sep. 4 (18)95 F.D.” duplex cancel to Germany, few faults, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see everything online, 
ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Stock Transfer
United States Revenue

178   Superior Stock transfer Stamp Collection, 1918-40 (Scott RD1/RD66), like all of the collections formed by the extremely 
passionate collector “Mr. Gatsby”, this superior collection possesses the basic stamps either in mint (mostly) or used condition 
supported by a massive quantity of extra items including multiples in varying sizes from blocks to plate blocks to complete sheets, 
plus unusual varieties, interesting cancels, uses on documents, noteworthy are Never Hinged #RD1 sheet of 100, #RD16a block of 
4, #RD17 block of 4, #RD18 (2 stamps in block of 4), #RD30 (7 including block of 4), #RD32 (15 including 3 blocks of 4), #RD35 
block of 100 (sheet with selvage removed), #RD37, #RD38, #RD53 with top plate no. 35011, #RD54, #RD55 (12; 2 blocks of four 
and strip of 4), #RD56, #RD57 (3), #RD58, lightly hinged #RD11, #RD54-56, #RD59 & #RD60, used #RD24 two vertical strips 
of four, one with perfin cancels and one with manuscript & punch cancels (Scott $560), #RD61-RD66 with cut or perfin 
cancels, #RD61 & RD63 with William Weiss certificates (Scott $8,500), couple very minor faults; the vast majority are sound 
and, Fine to Very Fine, Scott catalog value approximately 15,000; imaged completely online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Wines
United States Revenue

179   Cordials and Wines Revenue Issues Collection, 1914/54, extensive collection in a Scott album with extra pages added for 
multiples plus a well-filled stock book of used duplicates, multiples, etc. premium galore including RE6-14 blocks mint, RE15-
29 mint (few NH), RE25 sheet of 100 NH, RE30 pair mint, RE31 NH and used, RE32-55 mint singles and blocks, RE56 mint 
(folded between stamp and tab), RE57-59 used, RE60-83 mint (RE79 used as always), RE80 block mint, RE96A mint (Weiss 
cert), RE103-07 mint (RE106-07 Weiss cert), RE107D mint (folded between stamp and tab), RE108-54 mint (less RE132, RE143 
used as always), RE156-61 mint (less 159A), RE152-54 blocks mint, RE163-65A mint, RE167A-B mint), RE169 used (small 
faults), RE171 used (faulty), RE175 perfin cancel, RE179 used (small scissor cut), RE180A mint, RE182A-D mint, RE183A mint, 
RE184A mint, RE185-94 mint, RE188 block mint, RE198b pair mint (PSE cert), RE197 mint, RE199-203 mint, RE201 block 
mint, etc., usual mixed condition in the used with the mint being generally fresh and F-VF; accompanied by 20 Weiss certificates 
for Scott numbers RE/148/202, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Beer
United States Revenue

180   Remarkable Beer Stamps Collection, approximately 320 singles and multiples neatly displayed on specialty pages in two binders 
and with better issues in abundance including REA1a die cut used, REA1b cut to shape (2), REA2, REA3, REA6a, REA9 punch 
cancel, REA11a, REA14 (2), REA14a, REA15a, REA16, REA16 (2), REA17c cut to shape, REA18a (2), REA20, REA20a (2), 
REA20c, REA21b, REA27, REA27b, REA28-29, REA31 (3), REA34-36, REA37c, REA38b, e, f, REA39b, c, REA40e, REA41b-f, 
REA42c, e, f, REA43c (FAULTY), REA43e-f, REA48a-b, REA49, REA58-61, REA262-67, REA72, REA74, REA76b, REA79a 
bottom margin plate no 20320 and arrow block of four unused, REA80a, REA81a, REA83 top margin plate no 33190 pair unused, 
REA84, REA87, REA89-100, REA100A, REA102-07, REA118c, REA121-22, REA132a, REA137, REA138 (2 including one 
with partial plate no), REA145 UR plate no 60493 block of four, REA147 UL plate no 46182 block of four, REA156a, REA175, 
REA182, REA190B-192 mint, etc., typical mixed condition but nicer than typically seen, VG-VF, ideal foundation collection, ex-
Gatsby. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Revenue
181   “What’s on tap?” Beer Stamps Collection, 1947, 37 Beer revenue stamps plus a hundred pieces of alcohol ephemera in 

protective sleeves; includes Scott # REA194 (used) and mint block of 4, REA195 (used) as well as used block of 4, REA196, 
REA197, REA198A used block of 4, REA190 block of 4, REA190B block of 4, REA191 block of 4, REA192 block of 4, 
and REA193 block of 4; ephemera includes menu letter sheets for Beverwyck, Pabst Blue Ribbon, Piel’s Light, Genesee Draft, 
Schlitz, and Heileman beer; labels from Fisher, Brown Jug, Old Broadway Lager, Becker’s Best, Leinenkugel, Alpen Brau, Piel’s, 
Coors, Rainier, Ballantine’s, Carling’s, Walter’s, Olympus, Acme, Brown Derby, Miller, Blatz, Dutch Lunch, 7 Crown, Fletcher, 
Iroquois, Century, Tivoli, Budweiser, Mt Olympus, Koehler’s, Sweet Life, Hampden, Camden Lager, Rex, Queens Braii, Rahr’s, 
100th Anniversary Premium, Old Shay, Hedrick, Topper, Armanetti’s Holiday, Genesee 12 Horse, Sunshine Premium, Tutor, 
Valley Forge, Wisconsin Club, Pilsener Select, Kaier’s, Fuhrmann & Schmidt, Pop’s Brau, Goldcrest, Old Export, Twins Lager, 
Golden Brau, Old Timers, Old Fashioned, F&S Half & Half, Malt Duck, Bavarian, Prizer, Mann-Chester, Simon, and Red Cap; 
delightful mix of old and new, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Fermented Fruit Juice
United States Revenue

182   “Wine By any Other Name” Fermented Fruit Juice Revenue Collection, 1933, in an effort to speed the reintroduction of 
legal alcohol FDR redefined intoxicating beverage to exceed content found in beer and wine, these short-lived revenues were used 
in 1933; includes REF1-REF9 with mild duplication, REF3 study (rare cancels, inverted overprint, precancel, etc), REF3 MNH 
block, REF9 unused block, and Minnesota Decalmania 12 1/2 in poor condition; all you need is REF10 to be complete, Fine to 
Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Playing Card
United States Revenue

183   Exceptional Collection of Playing Card Revenues, A specialized collection of several hundred stamps on blank pages; basically 
complete for the “regular” numbers, including RF7a & RF15, but loaded with varieties and multiples (plate blocks of RF2 
& RF3) as well as specialized group of precancels, include a few rarities like Creative Playing Card Co. “C.P.C.” on RF26 
(American Precancel Soc. $1,000). The collection even includes three unopened decks of cards: a deck of small size “Cadet” 
Cards with RF16; a deck of “Aviator” cards with RF26; and a double deck of ““umbo Index” cards with two RF27/27A, all from 
the U.S. Playing Card Co. A marvelous lot, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Silver Tax
United States Revenue

184   Silver tax Stamp Collection (Scott RG1/RG125), comprising #RG1-18 (1c-20c & 50c & $1 Never Hinged, rest lightly hinged, 
plus extra #RG1-7 & #RG9 — all 8 lightly hinged with violet boxed “Silver tax” handstamp overprint (unlisted in Scott), 
and #RG1-9 & #RG11-12 Never Hinged blocks of four, #RG37-50 (1c, 3c-8c & 20c Never Hinged, rest lightly hinged, plus 2c 
& 5c Never Hinged blocks of four), #RG58-72 (5c no gum, 50c & 80c lightly hinged, plus 1c & 3c Never Hinged blocks of 4), 
#RG74 very lightly hinged, #RG86-92 & #RG96 Never Hinged, #RG93-95 & #RG99 lightly hinged, #RG108-125 & #RG127 
Never Hinged except #RG118 & #RG119, #RG122-#RG124 Never Hinged blocks of 4 (Scott $2,100), used #RG1, #RG3, 
#RG5, #RG7 & #RG12 — all 5 with “SILVER taX” in violet large block lettering (unlisted in Scott), #RG18 (5), #RG19-
23, #RG21 vertical strip of 4, #RG26, #RG59, #RG61-64, #RG66 (unpriced in Scott), #RG71, #RG72, #RG75 (single and pair), 
#RG80, #RG130, #RG132 plus a 1963 document for the transfer of an interest in silver bullion with #RG125 (block of 15 and 
vertical strip of 5) plus 1c & 3c & $2 (#RG121) pairs and 10c strip of 4, plus a few fake overprints, Fine to Very Fine, Scott over 
$12,000 plus the unlisted; #RG18 with 2003 PFC, #RG22 with 1973 APS certificate; view this entire collection online, ex-Gatsby. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Cigarette Tubes
United States Revenue

185   Cigarette tubes Collection, 1919-33 (Scott RH1-RH4), comprising #RG1-18 (1c-20c & 50c & $1 Never Hinged, rest lightly 
hinged, plus extra #RG1-7 & #RG9 — all 8 lightly hinged with violet boxed “Silver tax” handstamp overprint (unlisted in 
Scott), and #RG1-9 & #RG11-12 Never Hinged blocks of four, #RG37-50 (1c, 3c-8c & 20c Never Hinged, rest lightly hinged, 
plus 2c & 5c Never Hinged blocks of four), #RG58-72 (5c no gum, 50c & 80c lightly hinged, plus 1c & 3c Never Hinged blocks of 
4), #RG74 very lightly hinged, #RG86-92 & #RG96 Never Hinged, #RG93-95 & #RG99 lightly hinged, #RG108-125 & #RG127 
Never Hinged except #RG118 & #RG119, #RG122-#RG124 Never Hinged blocks of 4 (Scott $2,100), used #RG1, #RG3, 
#RG5, #RG7 & #RG12 — all 5 with “SILVER taX” in violet large block lettering (unlisted in Scott), #RG18 (5), #RG19-
23, #RG21 vertical strip of 4, #RG26, #RG59, #RG61-64, #RG66 (unpriced in Scott), #RG71, #RG72, #RG75 (single and pair), 
#RG80, #RG130, #RG132 plus a 1963 document for the transfer of an interest in silver bullion with #RG125 (block of 15 and 
vertical strip of 5) plus 1c & 3c & $2 (#RG121) pairs and 10c strip of 4, plus a few fake overprints, Fine to Very Fine, see it all 
online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................  Estimate $400 - 600

Potato Tax
United States Revenue

186   the “Field of Dreams” Potato tax Collection, 1935, a complete-plus collection, featuring all 18 of the issued stamps as singles, 
#RI1-RI13 as blocks of four (two #RI7), full panes of 50 of #RI1 and RI2, booklet panes of 12 #RI14a (2), RI15a, RI16a, RI18a 
(2), Provisional booklets of #RI14a (24 stamps), RI17a (24 stamps, adhering to interleaving as Scott-listed), RI18a (96 stamps), 
and Definitive booklets of #RI14a (96 stamps) and RI18a (96 stamps); all appear fresh and sound, though a fault or two may not 
meet the eye, and our spot checks turned up only never hinged, Very Fine, a tasty dish well worth viewing; imaged in full online, 
ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Narcotic Tax
United States Revenue

187   addictive Narcotics Stamp Collection, like all of the collections formed by the extremely passionate collector “Mr. Gatsby”, 
this exceptional collection possesses most of the basic stamps either in mint (mostly) or used condition supported by a massive 
quantity of extra items, and in this collection, the extra items are multiples in varying sizes, highlights include many singles and 
blocks with “NARCOTIC” overprinted plus mint #RJA18, #RJA19 (unpriced in Scott), #RJA20, #RJA21 (2 including one plate 
no. single), a massive number of the purple issues in multiples with better including mint #RJA62b strips of 3 and 7 (2 each), 
#RJA68a, #RJA70a strip of 6, #RJA70b strip of 5, #RJA80a vertical pair, #RJA89b, #RJA94Cb, #RJA95b, used #RJA70a, plus 
unusual varieties and other interesting items, few faults as always, generally, Fine to Very Fine, Scott for listed items $5,355 with 
much value unlisted, see it all online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Consular Service Fee
United States Revenue

188   Consular Fee Stamp Collection, #RK1-RK40 complete set in mostly used condition in mounts on two Scott National pages, plus 
#RK11 on piece, #RK11 with captured plate number 22076, & #RK12 with plate no. 82159, #RK18 with part imprint on small 
piece, #RK21a on piece, #RK22 Never Hinged block of 4, #RK36 tied by American Consulate in Yokohama cancel and many 
more on both full and partial documents, most of which are franked with $2 and higher and are from a good variety of countries, 
few faults to be expected because these are working documents not made for collectors, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see it all online, 
ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Customs Fees
United States Revenue

189   Customs Fees and Labels, 1887, small but complete collection of Custom fees and labels mounted on album pages; includes 
RL1-RL8 w additional examples of RL1 with 5 1/2 roulette and another that appears to be roulette 7 (RL1c); exploded (has cover 
but staples removed) book of Passenger Baggage stamps (100 to a book) plus the equivalent contents on hingeless pages; dozens 
of older, used labels present as well as a few on piece; a comprehensive showing, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site)
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $400 - 600

Revenue Stamped Paper
United States Revenue

190   Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, 1862-98, several hundred different examples of revenue stamped paper housed in two 
large binders; RN-T4 on American Banknote certificate for 100 shares of the New York and Harlem Railroad, RN-B1, RN-B17, 
RN-B24, RN-B23, RN-B10, RN-B13, RN-B2, RN-B3, RN-B4, RN-B5, RN-B6, RN-B6, RN-B13a, RN-B20a, RN-H3, RN-L13, 
RN-K1, RN-M2, RN-E5, RN-E4, RN-J4, RN-J5, RN-N3, RN-C2, RN-C5, RN-C19, RN-B20, RN-C21, RN-C22, RN-D9, RN-D1, 
RN-X6, RN-G1, RN-G3, RN-W2, and more; Rev Turner essay “Lincoln”, railroad company scrip, Custom’s House ledger, $1,000 
first mortage Rockford Rock Island St Louis Railroad, numerous bonds, RN-N3 essay, RN-A10 tapework, RN-X7 proof, RN-X6E 
essay, RN-11 on bank check, RN-12, RN-X7 voucher check, RN-G1, 5 Specimen checks invalid for actual use, stamp redeemed 
overprint unlisted, RN-A2, RN-T4, RN-D1, and much more; the engravings are exquisite, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Private Die Match
United States Revenue

191   Impressive Collection of Private Die Match Stamps, An excellent collection of a few hundred mostly different on Aldrich 
album pages; to give you an idea of the scope of the collection, there are nearly 20 stamps, cataloging $500-and-up, including 
RO11a, RO17u, RO25b, RO27b, RO45e (2), RO63d, RO66u (2), RO107a, RO113e (2), RO115u, RO136a, RO137e (3), RO139b, 
RO141u, RO145a (completely rebacked and not counted), RO165b & 186u. Accordingly, there are many, many in the $100-$450 
range. In addition, there is a group of Byam/Carlton wrappers with different dates—including one undated, as well as some nice 
multiples and proofs scattered throughout. As always, condition is extremely mixed, especially on the higher catalog value stamps, 
but there are plenty of sound, F-VF stamps among the sub-$500 numbers. A rare opportunity, ex-Gatsby.  Shipping charges apply 
- weight 3 lbs. Scott $44,000. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Private Die Medicine
United States Revenue

192   Huge Collection of Private Die Proprietary Medicine Stamps, A tremendous collection of many hundreds, mostly different, on 
Aldrich album pages. To give you an idea of what’s here, there are more than 25 stamps cataloging $500-and-up, including RS15a, 
RS16a, RS17a, RS41a, RS42c, RS42e, RS47b, RS47d, RS65a, RS72d, RS74ah, RS99a, RS100a, RS112a, RS113a, RS134b, 
RS135b, RS136b, RS174cj, RS176a, RS178c, RS178e, RS191a, RS192a, RS203b, RS210b & RS270d (which someone has 
colored pink!). Accordingly, we can only imagine how many there are in the $100-$450 range. In addition, there is a selection of 
sixteen 1898 Dr. Kilmer & Co. overprints, all with different dates, as well as multiples—including RS4b pair & RS4d vertical strip 
of 5 —and proofs scattered throughout. Condition is extremely mixed, as always, especially on the higher catalog value stamps, 
but there are plenty of sound, F-VF stamps among the sub-$500 numbers. A rare opportunity, ex-Gatsby.  Shipping charges apply 
- weight 5.6 lbs. Scott $68,000. (photo on web site) .................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

United States Revenue
193   Marvelous Collection of Proprietary Medicine Ephemera, A bulging stockbook filled with Medicine related advertising 

including about 50 post-June 1883 Facsimiles, plus more than 100 advertising covers, Trade Cards, Promotional letters, etc., etc.; 
we note Husband’s Calcined Magnesia facsimile imperfs with various style Specimen overprints—14 singles, 15 blocks of 4 and 
5 pairs—theoretically retailing for $20-$30 per single, and 10 different Medicine Co. Almanacs, 1858-1929. A veritable Treasure 
Trove, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Private Die Perfumery
United States Revenue

194   Excellent Collection of Private Die Perfumery and Playing Card Stamps, About 85 different plus some duplication on Aldrich 
album pages; better numbers include RT2k, RT5a, RT9d, RT15b, RT15d, RT22e, RT23d, RT25d, RU2 (pair & single), RU7, RU10a 
and RU11e (missing corner), plus proofs RT2P3 (block of 4) & RT12TC3a (pair). Condition is mixed, as always, but generally 
Fine. A great starter collection, ex-Gatsby.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs. Scott $5,500+. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Motor Vehicle Use
United States Revenue

195   the Model a+ Collection of Motor Vehicle Use Revenues, 1942-46 (Scott RV1-RV53), all mounted on Scott album or stock 
pages, the entire run complete as singles, plus a number of pairs and blocks of four, #RV6 block of 16, RV53 block of six, two on 
different patriot decals (#RV1 “Remember Pearl Harbor”, #RV6 “Keep ‘Em Flying”), plus two 1944 California Motor Vehicle 
Stamps, State of New York 1955 Certificate of Inspection, and Pennsylvania Bureau of Motor Vehicles pre-printed envelope; all 
appear fresh and sound (those on decals used and thus sunned), but the occasional fault might have skidded in, generally Very Fine, 
one to get your motor running; see it all online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Distilled Spirits Excise Tax
United States Revenue

196   Distilled Spirits Excise & Rectification Tax Issues Collection, 1946/52 With a Bonus, stock sheets with RX1/46 mint and/ or 
used with some duplication and multiples and RZ1-18 mint plus RZ1-4 mint blocks of six, includes Used RX5-6 blocks, RX16 
block, RX18-21, RX24, RX28-41 punch cancel, RX43-46 punch cancel, Mint RX1-2, RX17, RX22-23, RX25, RX29-33, RX35, 
RX37-39, RX41, RX44, some minor faults as usual in the used issues with the mint generally fresh and F-VF; bonus consisting of 
a sheet album filled with 38 of the “Distilled Spirits” and Rectified Spirits” taxpaids of 1940/41 in mounts on Heritage album pages 
with coupon attached and detached stub plus another stock book 100s of the distilled spirits taxpaid issues of the 1880s/1930s 
including Prohibition period, “Carlisle” issue, various bottle stamp types and series including with mint multiples with plate no., 
alcohol warehouse stamps, etc. plus a colorful assortment of gin and whiskey bottle labels, view to appreciate, ex-Gatsby. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Duck Stamps
United States Hunting Permit

197   Valuable Duck Stamp accumulation, 1934-2007 (Scott RW1/RW74b), Accumulation of over 700 stamps with approximately 
230 Never Hinged, 55 Hinged, 20 no gum and 400 used, better includes #RW1 (1 NH, 3 H, 6 NG & 2 used), #RW2 (1 each NH, 
H, and used), #RW3 (1 NH, 2 H, 5 used), #RW4 (1 NH, 3 H, 1 NG, 5 used), #RW5 (1 H and 7 used), #RW6 (3 H and 2 used), 
#RW7 (1 NH, 1 H, 1 NG, 10 used), #RW8 (1 NH, 1 H, 2 NG, 5 used), #RW11 (5 NH, 2 H, 5 used), #RW12 (2 NH, 7 H, 8 used), 
#RW30 (5 NH, 3 H, 9 used); from #RW44 the face value ($5-$15) is approximately $1,600; excluding the #RW51X (two with PF 
certificates), #RW64 plate flaw and Souvenir Sheets of one (which include #RW73A (2 unsigned and 2 signed by the engraver), the 
catalog value is approximately $22,000, some natural gum skips, few faults and flaws mostly on the used stamps, overall, Fine to 
Very Fine, or better, see all the stamps and the full enventory online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Hunting Permit
198   Massive Collection of Duck Stamps on Licenses, Sorted by State, this very impressive collection features #RW1 (40), #RW2 

(17), #RW3(28), #RW4 (28), #RW5 (31), comparable numbers of #RW6-RW9, on individual licenses, some in combination with 
State Duck issues including twelve with a $2 Duck (RW15 or 16) and South Dakota #1 or #2, vast majority are $1-$3 issues but up 
to $15 values, also includes some non-Duck issues, some faults to be expected, overall, Fine to Very Fine, impossible to duplicate 
and a true labor of love, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 41.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Hunting Permit
199   Federal and State Ducks Collection, Federal Ducks including #RW1 (LH plate single and part gum single), #RW2-RW10, 

#RW36-RW83A including #RW61 remarque plate single, #RW74b(2), #RW75b, #RW77b, #RW78b, #RW79b plus extras (extras 
face value $221) and 12 plate blocks of 4 ($5-$15; face value $580), 20 licenses with stamps including #RW5, and five used $1-$3 
plate blocks, approximately 300 State Ducks including California with 4 Honey Lake, Colorado #1a (2), Kansas #A15, Minnesota 
#A1 (2), Montana #37a, New Hampshire #6b & 7b, New Jersey #6c & 6e, North Dakota #32, Oklahoma #10a, Rhode Island #1a, 
South Dakota #1 and #2, catalog $2,750 in Scott Tennessee, Wisconsin, Texas booklets 1996-2003 & 2008, West Virginia #5a 
& 6a, also includes Junior Ducks #JDS9 (2) and 31 foreign ducks, mostly, Very Fine, see the entire collection online, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Hunting Permit
200   “a Raft of Ducks” Hunting Permit Mint & Used Collection, 1934-2006, Let me get this straight, if they’re on the water it’s a 

raft, in the air it’s a skein. But what about gaggle? Or waddle? Can’t I just say flock?! Whatever the case may be, there’s a whole 
lotta ducks here, around 900 total if you count them up. We have a complete used collection into the 1980s on homemade album 
pages and many stockpages with mint & used well into the 1990s and beyond. Some plate blocks, around 30 used on licenses, and 
about 20 State Hunting Permit stamps, mostly Vermont. Hunting season is officially open! generally Fine to Very Fine, additional 
images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Hunting Permit
201   Hunting Permit, Nearly Full Float of Ducks, 1937-2018 (Scott RW4//RW85b), presented on Lighthouse hingeless pages, a 

highly complete collection including #RW4-RW83, RW65A-RW80A, RW82A-RW83A, RW73b, RW76b-RW80b, RW85b, plus 
75th Anniversary commemorative sheet (#RW75 footnote); spot check shows only never hinged, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a 
high-flying item, perfect for collector and dealer alike.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs. Scott $6,640. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Hunting Permit
202   Federal Hunting Permit Stamps, 1934-2021 (Scott RW1-RW88), neatly mounted on Scott pages, largely well centered and 

attractive examples throughout, never hinged in the earlies include RW2-RW3, RW9, RW11-RW12, RW14-RW15, RW18-RW21, 
continues mixed into the 1970’s, then appear all never hinged, 1998-2021 includes adhesive singles and self-adhesive panes, and 
later artist signed sheets RW73b-RW80b, also 2018 sheet of 4, o.g., earlier issues mostly hinged, later issues mostly never hinged, 
a lovely and fairly comprehensive collection, loads of useful and desirable items; a couple of unused including RW1, few minor 
flaws noted, Very Fine and attractive. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Hunting Permit
203   Federal Duck Stamp Plate Number Single Collection, comprising Never Hinged #RW2-RW11 with extra #RW5, #RW13 (2), 

#RW14-RW18, #RW19-RW20 (2 each), #RW21-RW24, #RW26, #RW27-RW29 (2 each), #RW30-RW33, #RW34 (2), #RW35, 
#RW38-RW 41, #RW42 (2), #RW43, #RW44 (4), #RW45 (2), #RW46, #RW47, #RW48 (2), #RW49, #RW50, #RW51 (3), #RW52 
(4), #RW53 (2), #RW54, #RW55, #RW57 (2), #RW60 and #RW62, few lightly hinged comprising #RW1, #RW2, #RW4, #RW8, 
#RW12, #RW14 and #RW38, also includes #RW34 with double oval cancel, #RW16 with selvage thin, overall, Very Fine, the 
Never Hinged #RW4 with 2001 PSE certificate, see all 82 stamps online Scott $7,600. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Hunting Permit
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204   Exemplary Federal Duck Collection, 1934-2016 (Scott RW1-RW83), Scott Specialty album with slipcase containing the 
Hunting Permit Stamps between 1934 and 2016; RW1 is a stunner with exceptional centering and color, it is MNH and has a 
2001 PSC cert; the stamps are presented in black mounts and a survey suggested they are all OG; includes unusual Federal Self-
adhesive test stamp (RWt1); catalog $7,600+, Very Fine overall. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Hunting Permit
205   Extraordinary Federal Duck Collection, 1934-2010, Sterns and Fink 2 vol (with slipcase) 4th Ed signed (646/1000) album; 

contains RW1-RW77 (missing RW74), all appear MNH and wonderfully fresh from 1934 to 2010; what a loving tribute to this 
series to house them in this extraordinary set which hells the story of each artist and the subjects for the stamps; catalog $7,200, 
Very Fine and attractive. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Hunting Permit
206   Federal Duck Collection, 1934-97, 64 unused hunting permit stamps in black mounts on Scott pages; RW1-RW64 unused (later 

are mint) except RW31 (signed) and RW57 (surface damage); wide range of centering (RW1 is particularly attractive), some have 
plate numbers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Hunting Permit
207   Federal and State Duck Stamps Signed by the artist, collection of 170 stamps with federal comprising #RW2 (Frank Benson), 

#RW15 (Maynard Reece), #RW16, #RW18 (2; Maynard Reece), #RW21, #RW27 (John A. Ruthven), #RW29, #RW31 (Stanley 
Stearns), #RW33 (Stanley Stearns), #RW38 (Maynard Reece), #RW40, #RW43, #RW44, #RW48, #RW51, #RW52, #RW54 (2), 
#RW56 (4), #RW64, #RW66 plus plate block both signed in selvage, #RW67, #RW72, other 143 are state issues most of which 
are ducks, including 1999 Michigan sheet of fifteen individually signed by the artist, #RW2 no gum, rest mostly Never Hinged, 
minor duplication, also includes #RW25 5” x 4” photo of the design signed by the artist Les Kouba, and two Canadian duck 
licenses signed by artist Lawrence Hayden when he hunted there, Very Fine, some of the artists are deceased, see everything online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
208   Federal Duck Plate Block Collection, 1977-2015, 40 high-value plates (#RW44-RW81) in black mounts on Scott album pages; 

beautiful never hinged and complete; Face $2020, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
209   Mighty Fine Mint Duck Collection, 1934-91, Very attractive collection complete up to 1991 with the vast majority well-centered 

and never hinged, mostly Very Fine, have a look at these beauties online. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
210   “a Paddling of Ducks” Plate Blocks, 1947-91, Superb collection of 30 Federal Duck plate blocks which appear to be all never 

hinged. #RW22 is the only block without a plate number, and RW14 is a plate block of six, whereas the rest are all in plate number 
blocks of four. Also on hand is RW26-27, RW33, RW37-58 with a few duplicates. Lovely collection, Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
211   Esoteric and Intriguing Hunting Permit Stamp Collection, well over 1,000 stamps, 1950’s-90’s, mostly sorted by state with 

impressive groupings of Maryland including the complete set of 1983 hunting stamps (noting it sold at auction for $275! and 
apparently noting that nine sets exist (which we cannot verify), Nebraska including Second Rod Stamps and 8 years of Canada 
Goose Tags 1984/1993, New York, North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission stamps, Tennessee ammunition, archery, big 
game and shell tax stamps, many beautiful Texas white winged dove and archery stamps including 1978 archery complete booklet, 
Virginia big game hunting and permit-to-hunt-trap-fish stamps and bear-deer-damage-stamps with some overprinted with county 
name, including ten booklet panes or sheetlets of ten, Washington, West Virginia wide variety of stamps includingi handgun and 
national forest license and anterless deer, well organized on stockpages, Very Fine, a great lot, very difficult to easily duplicate, see 
all of it online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
212   accumulation of Fish and Game Licenses and tags, 1920’s-90’s, Couple thousand from many different states with larger 

groupings of Colorado and New York, including deer, bear, elk, “big game”, some with stamps but most without, some sorted and 
some not sorted, mixed condition, Fine, or better, view much of this lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
213   Federal Duck Plate Block Collection, 1946-76, 13 better Federal Duck plate blocks mounted on Scott album pages; includes 

RW13, RW18-RW20, and RW35-RW43, occasional gum disturbance but no sign of hinges observed, worderfully fresh color 
and terrific centering; catalog $3,385, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Hunting Permit
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214   Federal Duck Plate Block Group (Scott RW13/RW61), Never Hinged comprising #RW13, #RW26, #RW38, #RW40, #RW41, 
#RW42 (2), #RW43 (3), #RW44, #RW45-RW47 (2 each), #RW48, #RW51-RW53, #RW54 (2) & #RW61, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine, see all online, Scott $2,292.50. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Hunting Permit
215   trout Stamp Collection, 1950’s-90’s, Alaska to Wyoming, many hundreds on black stockpages, strength in Arizona, California, 

Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Tennessee, Utah, and Washington, includes 
booklets from NJ and Utah, minor duplication, many on licenses in the expected condition, still a, Very Fine, collection, see the 
entire lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

United States Hunting Permit
216   Federal Duck Stamp Consignment Balance, comprising a multicolor all-over ad for “The Parker Gun”, a small group of $1 to 

$5 with women’s signatures (including #RW4 & #RW5), 33 used ducks signed by one man on $1 to $15 issues mostly plate no. 
singles, 65 $5 to $15 Ducks used on first day covers or Fleetwood souvenir card, ten Fleetwood Collectors Panes with a mint stamp 
and a numbered artist signed print plus six folios (all $7.50-$12.50; total face value $140), 63 phone cards with images of #RW1-
RW63),a collection of Wildlife Conservation Stamp Albums 1938-1953 with stickers in their spaces, and more, Very Fine, see the 
highlights online. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

State Duck Stamps
United States Hunting Permit

217   Very Impressive State Duck Stamp accumulation, Thousands of Never Hinged stamps, stuffed into three stockbooks with many 
better stamps including California #1 (two), Florida #1, Hawaii #1b, Idaho #1 booklet of 10 and error, Illinois #1, #2 (two), #3, #4 
(two), #9 (two), Iowa #1 (two), #2-4 (three each), #8 (two), Michigan #2, Mississippi #10a, Missouri #1 (OG and used), #2 (two), 
#3-#5, Nevada #1 proof sheet of four, and booklets of 20 of #2-#5 & #9-#11, New Hampshire #1 (single and booklet single), #4 
(three plus a complete booklet of ten), #6 (six plus a complete booklet of ten), North Dakota #32 (three), South Carolina #1 (two), 
#3 (two), #4 (two), Tennessee #1 (three), #4, Utah #9a & #12, Scott catalogue value over $40,000, generally, Very Fine, well 
organized for easy addition to stock or resale on the web, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Hunting Permit
218   Fish Gotta Swim, Birds Gotta Fly, 1978-2000, thousands of State Ducks, State Fish, and Game Birds in extensive bound 

collections; Scott Specialty Series State Ducks generously provisioned in 4 volumes with slip cases; Fleetwood State Fish Stamps 
(1989-1997) in 9 volumes, America’s Game Birds (1990-1995) in 6 volumes, and America’s State Ducks 1987-2006 in 20 volumes; 
Canada (1985-2000) in Scott album with slipcase; Fleetwood duck folders for New Zealand (1995-2001), UK (1991-1998), USSR/
Russia (1989-2006), Denmark (1995-1997), Spain (1996), Israel (1995-1997), Sweden (1996, 1998); National Audubon Society 
Wildlife Conservation Stamps in 2 volumes; Fleetwood US Duck Stamps, 50th Anniversary US Ducks; telecards of the first 62 
Federal Ducks, and much, much, more; tremendous catalog for this highly organized material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 191 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Hunting Permit
219   State Hunting Permit Stamps for Game and Birds, Collection comprising of a variety of hunting stamps issued by the individual 

states, including Wild Turkey stamps in plate blocks and singles, Deer, Doves, Pheasants, Woodcocks, Quail, other Birds, Fishing 
incl. Trout with many New Jersey complete booklets, Salmon, and much more, some on licenses, hundreds of stamps, many of 
which are seldom seen, on stockpages in Scott Specialty album binder, nice value in total, overall, Fine to Very Fine, view this 
entire collection online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Indian Reservatons
United States Hunting Permit

220   Indian Reservation Hunting Permit Stamp Collection, Approximately 125 stamps from eight different reservations most of the 
value is in the stamps from the Sisseton Wahpeton Sioux and Standing Rock Sioux tribes, majority are on printed album pages in 
binder, Very Fine, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

tax Paid

221   taxpaid Revenues Exhibit, 1863-90, 63 better items in black mounts on 8 pieces of foamcore; Frame 1 includes brewer’s permit, 
distilled spirits, oleomargarine, and imported liquors; Frame 2 contains six Class A cigarettes stamps between 1868-1878; Frame 
3 has 4 cigar stamps (known as “Inspectors Stamps”) between 1863-1866; Frame 4 sports 5 custom cigar issues between 1866-
1875; Frame 5 shows 19 stamps used in 1868; Frame 6 undeniably has the prettiest with a dozen beer stamps issued 1866-1871; 
Frame 7 displays 7 snuff stamps that were released from 1870-1879; and Frame 8 exhibits 8 additional (and different) snuff 
stamps; tremendous visual appeal and catalog value; check out the images on the web, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Tax Paid
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222   tax Paid Revenue Collection, 1881-1952, 5 volumes of Revenues covering a whole host of taxable areas; includes retail licenses 
for tobacco sales (1915), Cigars, ten for retail Liquor dealer, Malt Liquors, Bowling alley or Billard Room from 1902 (for one 
pool table), Opium manufacturing or sale (4 including one for the Mass. School for Feeble Minded circa 1917), 1914 Distilled 
Spirits complete with coupons, 30 Bottled Distilled Spirits from the 1930s, several Act of 1891 Meat Inspection, 1892 tax for 
Public Exhibition for Money, about 20 large format Dealer in Manufactured tobacco from 1875-1890 (these are gorgeous, 
in large format, different colors, and often with coupons) and much more; condition varies considerably as one might suspect for 
large, old ephemera not designed for collectors; well worth a look, Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Tax Paid
223   Cotton and Food Order Revenue Stamp Holding, Cotton Order comprising 2 unused Nast Type I #2 1863 black on parchment, 

set of three metal tags in yellow, gray and red (Type XIV #1-3), $5 Specimen booklet containing five panes of four and 25c 
Specimen booklet pane, each stamp with “SPECIMEN” overprinted, two $1 booklets each with a complete pane and interleaving, 
a $2 booklet with only one stamp remaining and interleaving and a $5 booklet with five panes and interleaving, plus an extra 
pane with tab and three used panes without tabs — all “U.S.D.A.” (#1G5), two 25c brown “Surplus Cotton Order” booklet panes 
without tabs (one “U.S.D.A.”, one “F.S.C.C.” #1G2, 1G4), plus 1940 Cotton Stamp Card with 40 #1G5 in 8 panes and 4 pairs, 
Food Order comprising $10 booklet with 10 orange panes and 5 blue panes (one stamp removed from last blue pane), plus orange 
panes (6 unused and 2 used) and blue panes (5 unused and 3 used) without tabs, plus a quantity of unused singles and pairs, seven 
“Bank Filler, No Value” dummy stamps, 25c orange strip of three with partial plate number and two vertical pairs, each with 
“Specimen” overprints, and a handful of miscellaneous items, Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Tax Paid
224   Special tax Stamps, 1920-57, indestructable binder with hundreds of tax stamps, that look like licenses (but the IRS says it isn’t) 

and is posted at the business; opium, coco leaves, marihuana, etc (13), coin operated amusement device (20), 1928 prescription 
blank National Prohibition Act for “spiritus frumenti” (wine), billiard or pool room, Bowling Alley (2), Theater, pleasure boat or 
yacht (7), retail liquor (20), retail dealer in fermented malt liquor (14), wholesale dealer in fermented malt liquor (9), retail dealer 
in fermented liquors, retail dealer in opium, coca leaves, etc (9), retail dealer in opium (6), practitioner dispensing opium, etc (12), 
practitioner dispensing opium, coca leaves, etc (19), 1919 order form for opium, 1957 order for Morphine, order forms for opium 
(19), City of Camden scrip (2), original prescription form for medicinal liquor with stub (2), duplicate medicinal liquor prescription 
(3), prescription blank National Prohibition Act (3), 1.9 proof gallons tax paid alcohol (6), standard hydrometer (4), pipe-leaf 
export tax (2), mixed flour (6), plus two dozen state and city permits; wow, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Tax Paid
225   I Can’t Believe Its Not Butter, 1886-1952, approx 100 revenue stamps and documents related to butter, oleomargarine, and filled 

cheese in a 3 ring binder; as these were not intended for collectors, condition varies considerably as one would expect; Enovated 
Butter Stamp (FB8), Process Butter Stamp (FB17, FB12, and Type II stamp), Oleomargarine Stamp (FE10, FE12, FE45, and 
FE47), 1916 Processed Butter Stamps (includes FB31a, FE31b, FE33a, FB35b), 1893 First Oleomargarine Tax Series, FE50, 
Orange Numerals, FE58, 1915 Series, 1926 Series, 1952 Series Filled Cheese (mint complete sheet of 10), and much more, Fine, 
ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Tax Paid
226   tin Foil Revenue Stamp Collection, 1872-1888, Supersafe mint sheet binder with 37 examples of the lead foil revenue wrappers; 

since packages were damaged when plug tobacco was removed very few stamps survived intact so condition varies widely; 
includes TF1-1, TF1-2, TF1-7, TF1-15, TF2-31, TF3-26, TF3-60, TF3-35, tin wrapper with TF4 adhesive stamp, TF5-40, TF6-
8, TF6-17, TF6-56, TF6-67, TF6-69, TF10-69, TF10-70, TF10-81, TF12-5, TF21-20, TF38-2, and more; a must for the tobacco 
revenue collector, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $500 - 750

Cigarettes
United States Tax Paid

227   Cigarette tax Collection, 1879-1965, Scott green binder brimming with many hundreds of Revenues on black stock pages; about 
100 Customs stamps (TAC1//TAC20) followed by Series of 1879; better items include TA13 and TA17; Series of 1893 including 
TD1 (Provisional); 1898 Provional including TA36 and TA49; 1917 Provionals on 1910 Series (TA99A strip of 9), TA99A block 
of 20 with plate number, Series 103 block of 6; 1953-1955 (Series 123-125) in black mounts on album pages, TA352 small size; 
Class B including TB36; numerous cigarette paper wrappers, government permit markings, tax stamps on piece, and state stamps 
on cellophane; come take a gander, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Cigars
United States Tax Paid

228   Consumate Cigar tax Collection, 1878-1955, 3 volumes packed with several hundred cigar revenue stamps and related items; 
1895 advertisement for Flushing NY cigar manufacturer Harry Rosenbaum alongside his 1899 citizenship papers, Advertising 
covers for cigars, about 50 NRA stamps (some in blocks), TCC27 (pristine condition) and TCC30 (repaired) from the turn of 
the century, Imported Cigars Essay (turner #C-101), imported cigars Customs seals, export cigar stamps, 1891 Provisionals, 
Series of 1901, Series of 1910, Series of 1916, unlisted TC211 (ten cigars instead of five), 1917 Provisionals, 1918 Provisionals, 
1918-1920, Series of 1926, Series 102, Series 106 through Series 122, small cigars Series 1901, Series 1910, Series 1920, 1926 
Provisionals, Series 1926-1928, 1932-1936 Provisionals, Series 102 through Series 124, tobaco imported from Cuba; another 
volume contains mostly mint 1953 Series 123 Class A-G in black mounts on handmade pages (hundreds and virtually complete; 
lastly, a Safe 14 ring binder with a few hundred multicolored cigar bands from all over the globe (very attractive); top notch 
collection for the Revenue maven, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Lock Seals
United States Tax Paid

229 tamper Lock Seal Collection, 1872-1951, about 175 eye opening Caton and Slaight lock seals on Scott hingeless pages; great 
selection of 10 unused Caton lock seals in vibrant colors including an unlisted red/green t1; 14 Slaight lock seals without Series 
or Letter, 78 from a curved Series, 40 from a Series, 3 from US Prohibition (one orange and two green), and 3 from US Bureau 
of Industrial Alcohol (two green, one blue) as well as a green and an orange gutter sheet; come take a peek, Fine to Very Fine, ex 
Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Interesting reading in 2006 Congress Book (pgs 55-78) and The American Revenuer (pgs 70-76)

Manufactured Tobacco
United States Tax Paid

230   Large-Sized taxpaid tobacco, 1872-1975, collecting stamps more than a foot long intended as commercial ephemera is a 
challenge but is amply rewarded with fine detail on magnificently engraved stamps; oversized (obviously) binder with more 
than 100 cigar and snuff taxpaid stamps; includes TD3, TD4; TAC3, TAC4, TA64, TA11, TA22d, TA12, TB24c, TA7b, TA8b, 
TC11, TC17, TC27, TC25, TC46, TC43, TC54, TC55, TC58b, TC65a, TC60b, TC39a, TC71a, TC92d, TC93d, TC92cf, TC97b, 
TC98b, TC99d, TC100a, TC102e, TC103d, TC108, TC113a, TC114a, TC130, TC136, TC161, TC169a, TC163, TC167b, TC169d, 
TC170d, TC175, TC176, and many, many more; also standard hydrometer like new sheet of 20, oversized city of Philadelphia 6% 
loan, 1874 Dealer in Manufactered Tobacco stamp with sub, and other interesting items; condition varies as one would expect; 
feast your eyes on this lot at our website, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Tax Paid
231   tobacco Revenue Strip Collection, 1869-1955, three massive volumes of Revenues from TG1-TG1124b;; magnificent TG3, 

TG10, TG11, TG16A, TG17B, TG28, TG33B, TG39, TG45B green silk (unlisted), TG47A, TG47B, TG70 (perf), TG82C, TG82D, 
TG87D, TG109A, TG112B, TG132B, TG133C, TG136A, and TG148; the second volume has strips in black mounts on handmade 
pages beginning with the 1932 (Series 102) through 1941 (Series 111), without duplication and considerably well populated, 
including tG576a (unlisted black overprint), and unlisted Series 120 overprinted “Series 122” in red; the final volume spans 
Series 112 through Series 125 with both remarkable condition and completeness; condition varies considerably as these were 
destined for commercial application and not collectors and by their very nature, long strips of paper suffer wear and tear more than 
other stamps; a collection you will be proud to own, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Tax Paid
232   Manufactured tobacco Revenue Collection, 1868-1967, Scott binder packed with hundreds of wonderful Revenues; includes 

Scott # TF3A, TF5-TF8, TF17-TF21, TF24, TR25, TF36, TF40, TF47, TF49, TF51, TF57, TF59, TF81A, TF89A, TF91A, TF91B, 
TF122A, TF147B, TF161, TF178C, TF180C, TF181, TF-196, TF203A, TF204A, TF207A, TF205C (beautiful pair), TF216D, 
TF218D, TF257, TF259, TF260A, TF262A, TF263A, TF264A, TF264B, TF279, and TF924; very mild to no duplication; range 
of condition is considerable as is expected for working stamps from the era; tremendous collection from a specialist, well worth a 
look, Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Snuff
United States Tax Paid

233   Exhibit Quality Snuff tax Collection, 1872-1955, Scott Specialty binder with an extraordinary, annotated collection of Snuff 
Tax stamps; TES1/TES24 (missing TES23) Specimen Overprints in red, TE1, TE12 provisional (Adams), TE28 (violet silk paper), 
TE29, TE33-TE36, TE41 (green silk paper), TE42, TE49 (green silk paper), TE50, TE55-TE58, TE60, TE66, and hundreds 
more through 1955 when the Series 125 Revenue stamps were issued; hundreds are on album pages while others on black stock 
pages; condition varies widely as one would expect; considerable catalog value, Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Savings

United States Savings
234   Savings Stamp Ephemera, 1914-45, Elbe binder with quadrille pages related to War Bonds, Liberty Bonds, Postal Savings and 

Defense Savings Stamps, US Savings Bonds, and the like; in general, these are the savings booklets (in extraordinary condition) 
and not the stamps (although some are present, including two May 1, 1941 First Day Covers of #PS11); interesting ephemera 
includes “Retailers for Victory” (Third Army cardboard tags Private through General), Any Bonds Today (words and music by 
Irving Berlin), Buy Defense Savings Stamps Here poster, wallet cards (Newspaperboys Thrift Club, Lone Ranger US Savings 
Bond Peace Patrol, War Finance Committee (State of PA), Connecticut Schools-At-War Pledge (buy stamps and bonds during 
summer vacation and until Victory is won), War Album of Victory Battles, and holiday cards related to the effort; very well done, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal Savings
United States Savings

235   Savings Stamps Issues Collection, 1911/61, solid collection of Postal Savings, Savings, War Savings and Treasury Savings issues 
in a Scott album and consisting of mostly mint singles, blocks and plate blocks, booklet panes and booklets, some cancelled or 
mounted on the Savings cards, etc., highlights include Postal Savings PS2 mint and used, PS5 mint (some light wrinkles), PS7-14 
NH, PS8 top plate no block of six NH, PS10 bottom plate no block of six (5 stamps NH), PS15 NH (6 including top plate no single 
and block of four with plate no), PS11b NH with and without EE bars, PS11b NH with portion of plate no 147084 in tab, PS11b 10 
panes (5 with EE bars) in two complete booklets, PS11c (2 including 1 NH), PS12b NH with and without EE bars, 7 panes with EE 
bars in an incomplete booklet, Savings S1-4 NH, S1a 5 panes in complete booklet, S5 NH (2 including top plate no single), S6a 
NH (4 including pane in $2.50 booklet and two panes in $5 booklet), War Savings WS1 NH (6 including two top plate no singles), 
WS2 NH and used, WS2 (4) affixed on savings certificate, WS3 mint (disturbed gum), WS4 (3) affixed on savings certificate, WS5 
NH (pencil notes on lightly toned gum), WS6 expertly regummed, WS7-10 NH, WS11 NH (2 top plate no singles), WS11 bottom 
plate no block of six NH (PSE cert), WS7b-8b NH with and without EE bars, WS7b 15 panes in three complete booklets, WS8b 
8 panes (4 with EE bars) in two complete booklets, treasury TS1 without gum (2 including one affixed on savings card), some 
minor faults, generally fresh and F-VF, seldom offered this complete, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) .................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

War Savings
United States Savings

236   War Savings Stamps and Ephemera Collection, two volumes of stamps, booklets, multiples, War Savings certificates, ration 
books, cards and stamps, patriotic labels and leaflets, tokens, covers with various “But Victory Bonds” promos, etc. in two 
nicely filled binders, premium include WS1 (14 including block of eight) affixed on thrift card, WS2 (20) singles affixed on 
certificate, WS5 singles on two certificates, etc., also includes some Savings and Postal Savings Plan albums and stamps, etc., also 
includes Postal Savings System certificates with a 1911 $100 specimen, 21 different $1/$500 1930s/50s certificates with punches 
and/ or “Paid” handstamps, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice slice of history, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

telegraph

237   Powerful telegraph Company Booklets and Booklet Panes Collection, extensive selection of panes, complete and partial 
booklets in one binder plus another stock book with a group of 56 mostly Western Union booklet covers, multitude of better with 
2T1-4 panes of six plus complete booklet of 19 panes, 4T2 pane of ten NH, 9T2 pane of four NH, 15T11 pane of four, 15T25 
partial booklets of 6 or7 panes, 15T26 partial booklet of 6 panes, 15T35 pane of four (stamps NH), 15T46a (two pairs in block, one 
being NH), 15TO2 pane of four NH, 15TO16 complete booklets of panes of four (2), 15TO20 pane of eight stuck to interleaving, 
15TO24 pane of eight NH, 15tO24 complete booklet of 30 panes of eight (panes have separated from covers), 15TO29-30 
panes of eight NH, 15tO29-30 (4 panes each) in complete booklet, 16T99-103 panes in complete booklet, 17T1 pane of nine 
NH (2), 17T3 pane of nine NH, etc. plus an assortment of Western Union 1880s/1940s complete/ partial booklets with some 
accompanied by the “Complimentary” envelope and useful assortment of booklet panes, also includes booklets/ partial booklets 
of “complimentary franks” from companies as Baltimore and Ohio, Postal Telegraph Cable Co, Western Union, etc., usual mixed 
condition with most F-VF, an impressive collection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States Telegraph
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238   telegraph Issues Collection, Scott album filled with 100s of mint and used sets, singles, multiples, some varieties, Scott unlisted, 
proofs, reprints, etc., browsing through the pages we find 1T1-16 used, 1T2 mint, 1T13-16 mint, 2T4 used, 3T1-16 mint, 3T18-20 
mint, 5T1-2 mint, 5T4-5 mint, 5T7-8 mint, 6T2 mint, 8T1-3 mint, 9T1-2 mint, 10T1-8 mint (10T1 PF cert, faint crease, 10T8 small 
thin), 14T1-5 mint and used, 15T1-36 mint, 15T39-47 mint, 15t47a mint, 15T49A-B mint, 15T50-53 mint (5c without gum), 
15TO6 mint, 15TO9-14 mint, 15TO18-25 mint, 15TO27-28 mint, Western Union issues highly complete mint including 1644TC 
trial color die proofs in different colors (6), 16T44b NH (2), etc., usual mixed condition, mostly Fine or better, view to appreciate, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Telegraph
239   telegrams and Related Ephemera Collection, an amassment of primarily Western Union telegraph envelopes and forms, 

letterheads, telegrams, etc. and beginning with an ALS of “Sam’l F.B. Morse” on a “Morse’s American Telegraph” letterhead 
dated Feb 14 1854 and accompanied by the company’s envelope addressed in his hand, other telegraph company 19th century 
envelopes/ forms include United States Military Telegraph, Columbus Telegraph Co, The Magnetic Telegraph Co whose envelope 
features a Morse vignette, Union Telegraph Co, American Telegraph Co, Postal Telegraph Cable Co, Atlantic and Ohio Telegraph 
Co, etc., Montreal Telegraph Company red cameo cover, 1911 Mexican Telegraph Co. “Cable Submarino via Galveston” used 
form, bulk of the collection are an assortment of Western Union mint and used forms and envelopes to 1960s (most pre-1940s) 
with “Holiday Greetings” illustrated telegrams for Christmas (beginning 1911), birthdays, some Norman Rockwell designs for 
Thanksgiving and Mother’s Day, etc., also “Kiddiegrams”, social messages, “Congratulations”, “Happy Valentine’s Day” etc., few 
“Postal Telegraph Telegram” unused picture postcards, over 250 different multicolored Western Union labels some 19th century 
covers mixed condition but generally Fine or better, a nostalgic look at a different time, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 
6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Post Office Sealss

240   Phenomenal Post Office Seals Study, with duplication, comprising unused and used stamps, errors, perforation varieties, printers 
waste, booklets and covers, some of the highlights include unused #OXF1 block of four, #OXF1a, #LOX8f (3), #LOX9, #LOX10, 
#LOX11d, #LOX11f, #LOX11h, #LOX12, #LOX15, #LOX17 (3), #OX1 block of four, #OX5a (7), #OX7c (20 pairs), #OX7d (46 
pairs), #OX13 imperf printers waste block of 24, #OX15 pane of 20, #OX18 and #OX18a (2 panes each), few complete booklets 
including #OX40 of 100 panes, used including #LOX11g, #45 covers include #OXF8, #OXF11, #OXF14, and much much more 
here making this One of the Finest Collections Extant, some faults to be expected, on stockpages in three binders, overall, Fine 
to Very Fine, see the complete lot online and prepare to be blown away with the scope and quantity, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 17.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

test Stamps

241   test Stamps Collection, 100s of singles and multiples arranged on stock sheets with wide selection of 1900s/2006 issues and even 
note many Scott unlisted varieties plus couple of the British “poached egg” stamps (including one on cover), includes TD24E, 
TD24A, TD33 pair and strip of eight NH, TD38 pair, pair with Cleveland precancel, TD40 singles (2) and pair NH, TD51 pair 
and vertical strip of four, TD58, TD65 pair NH (2), TD74, TD87, TD88 strips of six and eight NH, TD89 strip of six NH, TD91 
pair NH, TD93 pair, strip of six, strip of eight NH, page of TD95-96 multiples including small and large hole varieties NH, TD97a 
horizontal pair NH, TD123 plate number strip of seven, etc. plus several pages of various types of the “For Testing Purposes Only” 
issues coil strips of varying size, color, booklet panes, etc., some “Dummy” booklets with TDB((2), TDB12 (2), TDB13, TDB28 
(3), TDB32 (9), TDB82a, TDB84F, etc., generally F-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Christmas Seals

242   Christmas Seals Collection, 1907-80s, three volumes of Christmas Seals from their beginning and into the 1980s, one of the 
volumes devoted to the proofs and progressive proofs of earlier issues, mixed among the singles, booklets, blocks and sheets of 
seals are Christmas Seal related ephemera - private booklets, local TB Chapter stationery, seals affixed on wooden tokens, Red 
Cross covers, foreign seals, seals produced by other organizations, etc., some useful better items among the early issues as WX1 
block of eight NH, WX2 block (bottom stamps NH), WX3 “Poughkeepsie” imitation tied on Christmas postcard, WX3c NH, WX4 
blocks (2, each with 2 stamps NH), WX4a NH, WX4a complete booklet of four panes, WX6 blocks of six (2) and 12 NH, WX7 
block of nine NH, WX8 block (2 stamps NH), WX9 strip of three NH, WX11 mint (Crowe cert), etc. with the proofs/ progressive 
album filled with singles and multiples of 1930s/60s issues including numerous imperfs, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Sanitary Fair

243   Sanitary Fairs Issues Collection, 1863-64, eclectic collection of singles, multiples, proofs and trial color proofs plus some fakes 
and facsimiles, starts with an assortment of various WV1-2 and WV15 fakes, also includes WV14 mint, group of WV11-13 used 
singles (typical mixed condition), most of the value in selection of proofs with WVTC5 blocks (3 different colors), WV12P5a 
block, WV12TC1a (10 in assorted colors, WV12TC die essays in various colors on different papers and card, also some WV11/13 
reprint setenants, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book

244   Your Fun Uncle BOB Collection, a mix of miscellanies offering hours of enjoyment; unused and used compilation of Dues, 
Parcel Posts, Revenues, Christmas Seals, Philippines and more, with many interesting varieties, blocks and multiples (many 
stamps in quantity), mint and used postal stationery (some advertising), etc.; covers include Postage Dues (some handstamped 
“Due” markings, some adhesives on incoming foreign covers), First Flight Covers and Parcel Post-as-postage uses; Revenues 
include large-format Cigar/Tobacco Tax-Paids, NY State Stock Transfers, Meat Inspection Tax Stamps, boxed playing cards with 
the stamps still affixed (though broken), etc.; a great jumble of joviality and a treasure trove of the unusual; condition varies as to be 
expected, but total catalogue value exceeds $20,000, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection a must. Shipping charges apply - weight 
22.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
245   Back-of-the-Book Collection, 1862-2021, 8 albums (7 Mystic and one Scott Specialty) and a stock book house this attractive 

collection; BOB (2 vol) Airmail unused complete from C1-C150 unused (including an extra set of C1-C3 and nicely centered set of 
C13-C15); Federal Ducks including RW4-RW9, RW11, RW13, RW15-RW29, RW31, RW32, RW34-RW36, RW39-RW44, RW46-
RW57, RW62-RW64; Newspaper PR118, PR119, PR121-PR125; Special Delivery E1-E23; Postage Due J1-J5, J7, J15, J16, J18, 
J19, J22-J26; Parcel Post Q1-Q12, QE1-QE4, JQ1-JQ5; about 100 mint and used Canal Zone, approximately 20 Philippines, a 
few Cuba, Hawaii 30-49, 52-68, 71-82; US trust territories imperforate mint in black mounts issued by Marshall Islands and 
Micronesia; Philippines with a few hundred (mostly used) including Airmail, Special Delivery, Postage Due and Officials; Canal 
Zone with about 200 mixed mint and used including Regular issues, Airmail, Airmail Postage Due, and Official; Confederate 
States of america including 1-9 and 11-14 (many unused); at least 200 unused Scott Specialized US Possessions including Canal 
Zone, Cuba, Guam, Hawaii,and Philippines; Heritage Imperforate Stamp Collection with mints stamps from Marshall Islands, 
Micronesia, and mostly the United States; and lastly airLetter Express issues 1982-1984 in a slim stockbook from Western 
Airlines, Burlington Northern Air Freight, American Express, and P.R.I.D.E.; wonderful material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 24.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
246   the Honors Collection of College Stamps, neatly arranged on stockpages in a Lighthouse binder, approximately 60 stamps, 19 

covers and additional ephemera related to colleges and their privately issued stamps; the stamps themselves come from Eastman 
(National) Business College, British American College, Musgrove’s National Business College and Evening Business College, 
Simmons College, St. Johnsbury Business College, B.S. & Co. Montreal, Wichita Business College, Down’s Dispatch, Carthage 
College, Peirce’s Union Business College and Milton College; most off-piece mint, some used; two Bryn Mawr pre-printed 
Message-Reply cards, two checks (stamps used as “Revenues”), two #65 with “College Hill, Miss” cancel, two Eastman College 
Bank fractional currency notes (1¢ and 10¢); covers franked with College Stamps (one a precanceled “Commercial Postage”), 
others with college-related advertising or corner cards; also included is an 1879 Eastman Business College Autograph & Stamp 
Photo Album; condition varies, but an unusual offering for the collector looking for something new, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
fully imaged online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) .......................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

United States Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book
247   SQL, SQL, How Do You Read? 1920-1974, 160+ radio broadcasting cards (vintage) in a G&K black stock book; 1924 Ekko 

Broadcasting Station Stamp Album moderately populated accompanied by a slender Super Safe stockbook packed with a few 
hundred “proof of reception” labels, cigarette cards, and other assorted ephemera (including worldwide); album binder in poor 
condition but the contents are really interesting, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ...........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Errors, Freaks & Oddities

248   “EFO” Collection, 100s of mostly mint singles and multiples neatly arranged in stock sheets, ranging from late 19th/ 21st century 
issues and including the range of misperfs, over/ under inkling, color shifts, some offsets, double paper, printer’s waste, print 
varieties, gutter snipes, ink smears, etc. along with some errors and better varieties as 948 wide horizontal pre-printing paperfold, 
1058a NH (2), 1059Ad NH (2), 1509a (4 pairs in a block of 8), 1520b (3 including one with partial line), 1625a pairs (2) and strip 
of four, 1687 perfs shifted up, 1735a block NH, 1804 imperf printer’s waste block, 1856c NH (7), 1891a NH (2), 2112a strip of four 
NH, 2280c NH (5 including one miscut), 2607c NH (2), 2609a NH (7), 2915Ah pair, miscut pair, strip of five, 4854a strip of three 
(2), etc., a Fine assortment of these popular issues, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

accumulations

249   Large and Valuable Group of Various High-Value Mint and Used, 1851-1900, about 75 items, mostly on original auction and 
dealer cards, includes issued stamps, Proofs, and Essays, along with other material, highlights include #11-E12b, 30, 38 (3), 38P3, 
65P3, 65P4, 67-E9d, 68, 72-E7g blue green, 73TC3 (5), 76, 78, 89, 92, 94 (block of 15), 97, 115, 115-E2d (2), 116, 117-E2e blocks 
(2 different), 119, 165P1, J18 pair, a few used items including 1851 and 1857 3¢ red cancel study and purportedly used #39, and 
many more interesting and unusual items including a few later, huge value, virtually all useful and saleable, some mixed condition 
but many sound and attractive pieces, worthy of careful inspection and consideration, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Accumulations
250   Early 20th Century accumulation (Scott 481//J70).  Sheets, booklets, and coil rolls, to some degree or other damaged from 

improper storage/water damage, includes numerous sheets and part-sheets of #481-482, 529-530, 542-543, J69-J70 and others 
that are or have been partly or entirely stuck down to sheet files, a large box containing coil rolls from Washington-Franklins, 
Prexies, Prominent Americans, etc., and an assortment of mostly early booklet panes, all partly to entirely stuck together; there 
is a substantial amount of salvageable material including a good number of clean never hinged stamps and plates and others with 
partly disturbed original gum, a significant amount of time and patience would be required but well rewarded, viewing is highly 
recommended.  Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs. Scott $46,000 ++. (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Accumulations
251   Mostly Mint & Used Collections, 1855-1990s, You can call it an accumulation, but this lot is mostly made of collections in 

albums, nearly twenty in all. A dozen of these house plate blocks, among which you will find many better, like #575, 610, 614, 
627, 644, 646, 649-50, 654-55, 683, 696-98, 706-14, 740-49, E14 and substantial face value considering this collection runs into 
the 1990s, not to mention the other collections of mint in stockbooks and albums. Very well-filled collections of used too, such as 
one in a Liberty album with #11-12, 14, 35, 63, 68072, 73, 76-78, 113-17, 121, 215-18, 219-29, 230-40, 285-91, 294-99, 300-11, 
342, 658-68 (also mint), E3, Q1-12, as well as impressive 19-century stock featuring 100’s from the 1851 issue on through to the 
large & small Bank Notes. Some unusual items too, like one of the plate block albums with all used plate blocks from 1944-58 and 
used blocks of four from 1923-43, and also perhaps the most attractive mint sheet collection I have ever seen. In three mint sheet 
folders, each sheet has the post office new issue announcement bulletin on the opposite page. An almost complete collection from 
1962-69, and if you’ve never looked up the catalogue values on these early bulletins, I urge you to do so! overall Fine to Very Fine, 
lot is best assessed if reviewed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 181 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Accumulations
252   “If Only It Where So”, Reference Wanna-Be Holding, 19th & 20th Century, several hundred items or so filling a small box, 

items that were rejected due to quality and/or genuiness, or are plainly not what they appear to be, excellent reference for your 
further study in self-expertising, there are many purported to be better items: singles, covers, Errors Freaks and Oddities, Coils, 
etc., likely a few that might be genuine and valuable which is the twist here, many items sold as something it wasn’t and returned 
herewith. Examination a key as scans won’t do this justice. (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Accumulations
253   accumulation, an estimated $1,500-$2,000 face value comprising mostly panes and plate blocks and a fairly complete collection 

from 1965-2015 including a Recalled Legends of the West pane with USPS folder, plus many USPS year sets and products 
containing mint stamps, loose and in albums, also includes more used in stockbooks and on dealer display pages, overall, Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 161.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Accumulations
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254   Very Large accumulation in albums, Stockbooks & More, 1855-2007, As you can surmise by looking at the main photo, 
a very large holding in numerous binders, some being albums and others stockbooks. Mint collections in Lighthouse, Scott & 
Minkus, hundreds of First Day Covers from Fleetwood, Cachet Craft and others, one a joint venture between Fleetwood and the 
National Audubon Society on the Birds & Flowers of the 50 States. There are study collections in three separate stockbooks on the 
postmarks from the First Bureau issue, a Scott album of worthwhile, mostly used Possessions, multiple souvenir folders with First 
Day Covers from the 1989 World Stamp Expo in Washington, various used collections on album pages with some better items 
to be found, but above all, a large amount of face, at least $1,700. Condition will inevitably vary with a lot this size, but for the 
most part Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection a must. Shipping charges apply - weight 149.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States Accumulations
255   tHe More You Look, the Better It Gets, 1980-2018, accumulations are sometimes the dregs of a collection, in this case the 

closer one looks the nicer it appears; well in excess of a thousand modern postal entires and postal stationery in exceptionally 
fresh condition; Space exploration uncut sheet; 37 USPS Yearbooks with mild duplication; 5 Minkus All American binders (new 
without pages); $1,500+ in US Face with concentration of modern booklets and coils (many with plate numbers); BEP engraved 
show cards; products from China, Sweden and the UN; 27 used Federal Ducks; several useful books including How to Detect 
Altered Stamps, Preservation of Philatelic Materials, AAMS 5th Ed Vol 1 & 3, and Story of the American Banknote Company; 
postcard packs including All Aboard, Disney Romance, Lewis & Clark, Cloudscapes, Disney Celebration, 50s Sports Cars, Let’s 
Dance, Legendary Playing Fields, and Legends of Baseball; 2016 World Stamp Show USPS product with several mini sheets; 200 
Fleetwood FDI stock cards, and much more, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Accumulations
256   Interesting and Varied Holding, Mostly twentieth Century, 1879-1938, about 120 items largely still on older dealer cards or in 

glassines as purchased, premium items, most never hinged, include #289, 298, 291, 336, 347 block, 348 pair, 380, 399, 400, 407, 
413 pair, 418, 430, 443 pair, 473, 500, 679, outstanding condition throughout the lot, almost entirely never hinged and usually very 
well centered, useful and desirable material, a worthwhile group and ripe for distribution, generally Fine to Very Fine with better. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
257   Mostly Mint Mixed-Up accumulation, 1898-1940, hundreds in all with a diverse variety of material including sets and singles, 

plate blocks and souvenir sheets; a quick flip-through revealed #287-288 never hinged, Pan-American set used, #314 block, 
400A never hinged, many Washington-Franklins with #517 never hinged, 559 plate block, loads of Farleys, 617-619 plate 
blocks, Prexie dollar values, numerous airmaills with unused #C1-C6, never hinged C18, C18 block, F1, a never hinged JQ1-JQ5 
set, and loads more to sort your way through, mostly mint, many never hinged, mixed condition but much useful and saleable 
material throughout, generally Fine to Very Fine and better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
258   Busload of Postal History, 1838-2012, several thousand covers in numerous trays; 19th century postal stationary with interesting 

town cancels, RPO and HPO (at least 100), Presidential related (inaguration, birthday, memorial), WWII official mail, National 
Air Mail Week, first flights, Foreign Air Mail, Contract Air Mail, Virgin Islands commercial mail, Ryukyu FDCs and metal 
stamp folders; Philippines, Marshall Islands, and Guam mail; about 500 first or last day of post office; about 30 UN Forces 
mail, considerable WWII soldier mail, polar operations, about a dozen stampless folded letters, advertising and mourning covers, 
exposition pictorial cancels; 50 postmaster receipt cards from WWI era NV; about 200 modern mint entires; much, much, more, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 86.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Accumulations
259   Stamp and Cover accumulation, comprising 19th and 20th Century mint and used stamps and covers, stamps are in approximately 

30-35 binders and covers are in approximately 15 binders, also including first day and commercially prepared covers, mixed 
condition, overall Fine-Very Fine appearing, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 500 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

United States Accumulations
260   Wholesale Group, 1930s-76.  Over $600 of premium face value, with souvenir sheets, plate blocks, etc., containing large group 

of 1¢ Park souvenir sheets and many other Farleys, four sets of Famous American #859-893 plate blocks, group of souvenir sheets 
from 1930s-50s in quantity from approximately 25-300 of each, two small manila stock cards packed with #1059 line pairs, broken 
pad of 1976 13¢ State Flags, generally Fine to Very Fine, nice group of premium issues with better quality.  Shipping charges apply 
- weight 5.2 lbs. Scott approximately $7,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Accumulations
261   Balance Lot Plus Face, 1873-2006, 300 postal cards, both mint and postally used, in two volumes with minimal duplication and 

some harder-to-find moderns noted; pair of Scott Minuteman albums, one with a few used and unused and the other about 200 
postally used; hundreds of UN commemoratives on manila cards in a three-ring binder; many thousands of used US in moderate 
quantities from the late 1940s on; 200 UN First Day Covers in an FDC album; fresh modern US sheets with most 29¢ to 33¢ 
including Civil War, Columbus souvenir sheet sets, Dolls, WWII series, and more; Face $1,500, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 48 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Dealers Stock

262   Superior Dealers Stock, 1851-1940, 3 binders of exceptional material on black stock pages; includes Scott # 7-9, 10A, 14, 26A 
(unused), 63 (unused), 65 (unused), 70, 71, 73 (unused), 78, 92, 98, 99, 113 (unused), 114 (unused), 118, 154, 162, 163, 217 
(unused), 219-229 proofs on card, 239 (unused), plate strips of 3 (248, 252, 253, 264, 267, 268, 269, 270, 273, 279, 279B, 280), 
289 (unused), 290 (unused), 332a pane, 411 LP, 412 LP, 450 LP, 452 LP, 487 LP, 583a pane major miscut, 630 (3 unused), Kansas 
Nebraska (3 unused sets and many partials), 730 (23), 731 (23), 735 (about 30), 750 (18), 751 (18), 740-749 (several sets), 756-765 
(several sets), National Parks imperforate pairs, gutter pairs, arrow blocks, gutter blocks, 803-834 (at least 5 sets), 839-851 LPs, 
Prexie booklet panes, Famous Americans (4 sets), 1053 (7 unused); generally useful and correctly identified with the occasional 
miscue, some faults including regumming as one might expect; great material for established specialists and new young collectors 
alike, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

United States Dealers Stock
263   Big and Bountiful Dealer’s Stock, 1847-modern, comprising 20 counter books of US singles from #1 through Back-of-the-Book, 

seven counter books of plate number coils, three red boxes of 102 cards with mint and used, stationery, two boxes with counter 
book pages of booklets (most modern, a few earlier spotted), a two-volume 1951-73 plate block collection, four stockbooks (plus 
loose) of mostly mint including recent sheets to 32¢, USPS WWII Remembered five-volume set, and more; counter book singles 
include four-margined #1 (blue cancel) and #2 (pen cancel), 1869s to #119, a book of Columbians to #240, #247//279Bg plate and 
imprint strips of three, Prexie plate blocks (normal and Electric Eye) to #833, several #F1 (one plate number single), Airs with a 
nice top margin never hinged #C13, Special Deliveries, Dues, Savings & War Savings, as well as some Hawaii, Canal Zone, etc.; 
much if not most identified by Scott number with catalogue value provided; usual broad range of centering and condition, but 
plenty of saleable material plus loads of face in the modern, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, inspection invited. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 68 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

United States Dealers Stock
264   Clean and Comprehensive Dealer’s Stock, 1847-2012, well organized and neatly mounted on black stock pages in overstuffed 

binder, imperforates start with used set of #1-2 followed by a small group of up to six of a kind, used banknotes represented with 
a few better values, 1869’s to 30¢, limited group of grills to 90¢, large American banknotes with several high values and couple 
of unused beginning to appear, small banknotes mixed used and unused to 30¢, unused Columbians up to five each to 30¢, used 
some in quantity to $1, mixed bureau’s, Trans-Mississippi used and unused to 50&cent (couple with certificates), later sets used 
and unused some values in quantity, including nice Panama-Pacific with all three 10¢ unused, bit sparse but interesting Washinton 
Franklins including occasional high values, nicely filled from 1922 on, with some areas of particular strength, several hundred 
face in modern issues including nice batch of dollar values and express mail stamps, airmails include quantities of C1-C6 and 
later issues with a few C13 and over twenty C18, a small group of other interesting back-of-book issues with special delivery, 
postage due, parcel post, Shanghai overprints and ducks, also with seven United Nations #38 souvenir sheets, attractive and useful 
inventory, earlies with some flaws but many better items, more recent mostly clean and sound with loads of appealing items, a 
wonderful opportunity to easily restock or profitably break down for resale, no fuss no muss, Fine to Very Fine and Better. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Dealers Stock
265   Quality Back-of-the-Book Dealer’s Stock, 1878-1990, very particular consignor assembled this binder chocked full of Air Mail, 

Special Delivery, Postage Due, Parcel Post, Officials, Revenues, Philippines, Hawaii, Guam, Canal Zone, Federal and State Ducks, 
and more; nice selection of mint and used C1-C6, C10 plate singles, C10a panes, C18 block and singles, C20-C22 blocks and 
single sets, numerous C25-C31 sets, Airmail coils, CE1 and CE2, Airmail booklet panes; fresh unused examples of E2, E3, E5-E8 
(also E5 plate imprint strip with PF cert), E11 (as well as E1-E11 used); a few dozen early Postage Due; K1 and K2 used, K3 and 
K11 unused; extensive Parcel Post, Parcel Post Postage Due, and Special Handling; really outstanding Officials (especially unused 
Dept of State) mint and used with a few fancy cancels; better Stock Transfer and wild Revenue perforation errors; 150 Federal 
Ducks (mostly $5 and up MNH) as well as RW19-RW21 on licenses, 10 plate blocks ($5-$15), and several State Ducks; attractive 
selection of early Hawaii (Scott # 28//81); smattering of Guam and Canal Zone; generally useful and correctly identified with the 
occasional miscue, some faults including regumming as one might expect; powerful with lots of quality to offer your clients, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Dealers Stock
266   Classic airmail Stock Selection, 1918-38, 29 mint or unused items on dealer cards, comprising #C1, C2 (3), C3 (2), C4 (2), C6 

(3), C10 top margin plate number 18998 block of six, C11 block of four (2, 1 with plate numbers), C13, C14 (2), C15 (2), C18 (3), 
C21 and C22 blocks of four, C23c centerline block of four (3) and C31 plate block (2); consignor notes numerous as never hinged, 
but the gum in unnaturally dark or glazed, with adhesions or storage creases, so all counted as hinged except one #C4 and the plain 
#C11 block of four; a few items with stains, but plenty of saleable material in what remains, Fine to Very Fine or better, see it all 
online. Scott $7,405. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Dealers Stock
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267   Dealer Wall of Singles and Plate Blocks, 1880-2018, 12 Dealer “red” boxes filled with thousands of mostly mint organized 
by Scott number; first box (179//800) is mostly used through the mid 600s and mostly mint after that; plate blocks run from # 
627//3746 including premium including 2590 ($1), 2592 ($5), 4018 ($4.05), 4144 ($4.60), C11 (2), C17, and C19; Parcel Post, 
Special Delivery, Revenues (including 30 Federal Ducks), State Revenues, Confederate States, Canal Zone, Hawaii, Philippines, 
Ryukus, and much more; nice drawer of Bureau Precancels organized by state and tray of booklets (BK109//BK300, BKC5//
BKC21) and cut squares mint and postally used; time to stock up, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 55.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Dealers Stock
268   Hundreds of Mint & Used Ducks, 1934-2018, In the immortal words of Basil Fawlty, “If you don’t like duck, you’re rather 

stuck!”, because that’s all we have on the menu here! Excellent stock with select mint from the earlier issues to plate blocks and 
sheetlets of the more recent. Also many hundreds of used on stocksheets and State Hunting Permit stamps as well. Condition will 
vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Dealers Stock
269   Useful Dealer Stock, 1851-2019, pair of red boxes packed with about 1500 “102”cards; Box 1 is 800 US singles mixed mint and 

postally used annotated for Scott catalog number and retail price beginning with 11A and ending with 3225, most are priced in the 
$2-$20 range with mostly clean, sound material; Box 2 contains 700 cards with about half State Ducks in order by State, followed 
by mint Airmail (C7//C131), a few modern Postage Due, several classic and modern Officials, about 100 Revenues, more than 100 
Telegraph, and about 25 cut squares; clean, useful, and ready to be put to work, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Face Value Lots

270   titanic Face Value Lot, 1938-2016, massive holding of full sheets, plate strips, plate blocks, and booklets; the gamut from 1½¢ 
and 4½¢ Prexie and Overrun Countries to recent commemorative issues; predominantly appears to be in the 15¢-25¢ range with a 
considerable amount of plate strips; looks like there are some better modern booklets; Face $8,600+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 63.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

United States Face Value Lots
271   One Giant Mountain of Mint, 1940s-2000s, Not often we offer a face value lot of this proportion; the owner estimates it could be 

around $10,000 in postage, and from the looks of it, we think it could be even more. Partial sheets, plate blocks, coil rolls, from 3¢ 
to forevers, if you’re looking for a large amount of postage, look no further! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 86.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
272   Face Plus Premium Sheets, 1930-2020, 14 binders and mint sheet files with fresh material; premium includes #684, 702, 704, 

738-742, 744, 772-777, 782-787, 790-794, 796, 798, 800, 801, 836, 838, 855, 857, and O129; Face $7,500+, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 62 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Face Value Lots
273   US Sheet and Sheetlet accumulation, comprising many hundreds of issues beginning with #740 and then a set of Overrun 

Countries (#909-21), J89-J93 (couple extras), 3c-44c era including many thematics, some duplication, few in frames, Very Fine, 
Face Value approximately $4,450 including almost 3,000 Forever stamps, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 47.6 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Face Value Lots
274   “Plain as the Nose on Your Face” Value Lot, 1923-2013, Yes, this is a face value lot, but it is also a very orderly and impressive 

mint collection in multiple binders on Minkus pages covering not just singles, but blocks of four, plate blocks, zip code & mail 
early in the day blocks, booklet panes and complete booklets, miniature panes, coil pairs and plate number strips of three, even 
some leftover coil rolls dating back to the 1922 series. Many other fun extras, like joint issues with other countries, for example, the 
Voyages of Columbus and the souvenir sheet sets from Italy, Portugal and Spain, or the 1994 Cranes joint issue with China (mini-
sheets #2528-2529). Also numerous bags of modern postage, the vast majority 32¢ but a lot of higher denominations too, such as 
Express Mail plate blocks and a pane of 20 of the $5 Bret Harte. All in all, there is at least $5,600 in face here and could be yours 
for the taking, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 35.5 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

United States Face Value Lots
275   “a Straight Face” Value Lot, 1950s-2007, Predominantly from the 80’s, 90’s and beyond; in other words, the vast majority in the 

20¢ range and much of it above, including many mini-sheets from the 2000s and much higher denominations, such as two plate 
blocks of ten of the $4.05 X-Plane. Your guess is as good as mine concerning the total face value, but out of curiosity I totaled up 
the sheets, and despite being a small portion of this lot, that alone came to around $1,000. And be careful you don’t use everything 
for postage; I happened to come across one of those Legends of the West recalled sheets! Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Face Value Lots
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276   Blocks, Get Your Blocks Here, 1948-1982, thousands of never hinged singles, blocks, and plate blocks in moderate quantities in 
glassines and annotated with Scott catalog numbers; denominations are 3¢-18¢ with most in the 10¢-15¢ range; a wonderful period 
when stamps were engraved and the subjects were noble; Face $5,800, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 54 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Face Value Lots
277   “Give Face” Value Lot, 1914-2003, Some older material in glassines, but the vast majority is from the 1970s onward, hence higher 

denominations. Glassine files house a plate block collection, which was also partly collected by plate number & position. Two 
binders are filled with partial sheets, as well as souvenir sheets. Three stockbooks are filled with a modern coil collection beginning 
with the Liberty Issue; numerous line pairs, PNCs and precancels. Two additional binders are filled with modern booklets, adding 
to the enormous face which this lot carries. Not even counting the lower denominations, face easily exceeds $4,000, but there are 
some better items in here too, like #1909a, 3138 and plate blocks of 906, C25-31, C46, O127-33, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 39.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
278   “Face Up to It” Face Value Lot, 1980s-2009, Another “face” pun and another lot with some astronomical face. Stacks of mini-

sheets, plate blocks and coils, and the vast majority in higher denominations, especially in the 37¢-44¢ range. My calculator says 
$2,800+ and I haven’t even tackled the large pile of blocks and singles in front of me. We’ll start with a low estimate and leave the 
rest to those of you who are gifted at guesstimating face! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States Face Value Lots
279   Face Value Lot, 1932-2015, comprising many hundreds of singles, blocks and complete panes, from 1932-2015 with many of the 

later Forever stamps, in albums, estimated face value $3,500-$4,000, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 87.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Face Value Lots
280   Plate Blocks, Postage and Recalled Legends, including a two-volume Harris plate block collection #632/642, 649-651, then 

mostly complete commemoratives from #716 to the year 1980, #803-831 and 1030-1042, plus C69-C97 (Face value $480), a 
second two White Ace-album plate block collection for the years 1938-63 (257 plate blocks mostly 3¢-5¢), sheet file of 111 sheets 
including #653, 704, 727, 728, 739, 740, few 3¢ Purples, #796, 906, 1279, C26, and a pile of modern sheetlets (most USPS sealed), 
booklets and souvenir sheets including $500 in values mostly from $1 to $5 and a fair amount of Forever stamps and six Recalled 
Legends of the West sheets — five in and one with the USPS folder; never hinged, total face value approximately $2,000, Very 
Fine, see a portion of this lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 44.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
281   Stunning Face Collection, 1948-2020, 4 like new Scott albums (3 have slipcases) of modern US including coils, booklets, mini 

sheets, sets and singles beautifully mounted in black; includes about 100 3¢ and 4¢ plate blocks and a few sheets and plate strips; 
noted high value Express stamps, Legends of the West recall sheet, line pairs, and other better material; Face $2,950, Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 37.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
282   US Postage accumulation, comprising singles, blocks, plate coils, plate blocks and booklet panes, from 3¢ to Forever issues, 

mostly organized on 102 cards in nine 14 inch long red boxes, three binders with statement sized sleeves and a couple of binders, 
also including many year sets and a handful of Commemorative Panels, overall Very Fine, Face value approximately $3,000, Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 99.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
283   “a Smack in the Face” Value Lot, 1970s-2010, Wow, this face value lot really does pack quite a punch. I only counted up the 

full & partial sheets, booklets and some coil strips, which came to over $2,500 and there’s still 100’s more in face in one big pile. 
Mostly all higher denominations with the bulk falling into the 29¢-37¢ zone. Whatever the grand total is, it’s a bargain at the 
estimate, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
284   “a Friendly Face” Value Lot, 1960s-2015, A face value lot consisting of mint sheet folders, miniature sheets, booklets and blocks. 

I counted up the mini-sheets, the vast majority of which are between 32¢-37¢, and that alone came to well over $1,800 in face. As 
you can tell from the picture, there’s a lot more where that came from! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Face Value Lots
285   Mostly Modern Balance, 1912-2020, at least a dozen binders and stockbooks; some plate blocks back to 2¢ Reds but most are 

modern sets, singles, souvenir and mini sheets including many Forever stamps, much are in black mounts on White Ace albums; 
better includes dozens of upper and lower partial plate number coil strips (many match), Legend of the West error sheet, high value 
Priority and Express Mail singles, plates, booklets, and mini sheets; Face about $2,000, Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 53 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
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286   “taken at Face Value” Mint with Extras, 1934-2018, Over $1,000 in face value with many high denominations including 
express mail in complete booklets and panes of four. There are some premium plate blocks here, like #824-32, 859-88, 889-93 
(2), 906, C22 (3), C31 (9), C46 (9) and other stamps you shouldn’t use as postage, such as an entire of U351 and an imperf pair of 
the 6¢ FDR coil, 1305a. There are other items you are not even allowed to use, for example, postage dues, officials and revenues. 
Some powerful catalogue value added with PR6 and plate blocks of J104 (10), JDS20-21, O133, O139 (8), R734 (17) and a block 
of four of Canal Zone 89, generally Fine to Very Fine, some additional images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
5.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
287   More than Just Pretty Face, 1945-2014, collector’s accumulation in numerous boxes; several hundred worldwide new issues 

in glassines; thousands of postally used in envelopes organized in file boxes; seven Canadian Yearbooks; hundreds of examples 
of worldwide postal history; 3-ring binder of better Swiss First Day Covers; a few hundred dollars of modern Canadian postage; 
3-ring binder of better Canadian First Day Covers; US postage from 3¢ sheets through 39¢ minisheets, coils, and booklets; who 
knows what you might find? Face $1,600+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 90.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Face Value Lots
288   “about Face” Value Lot, 1944-2012, Full sheets, panes, plate blocks and complete booklets, the bulk of it higher denominations 

mainly in the 32¢ to 39¢ range. Total face exceeds $1,850, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Specialized Collections

289   Magnificent Plate-Makers’ Initials Collection, 1902-28, a simply massive holding of this somewhat whimsical collecting area 
of siderographers’ and plate finishers’ initials, inspiring respect and awe for the amount of dedication and study required; consists 
of an eight-frame exhibition collection, three stockbooks or binders of additional material, a cover album with 129 on-cover uses 
(many First Flights or Airport Dedications; more covers in the exhibit), plus three binders of articles along with the collector’s 
own checklists and inventories; stamps run from #300 to 1928 commemoratives, plus Airs, Special Deliveries, Dues, Parcel 
Post, Special Handlingeven a Fermented Liquor Revenue and some Canal Zone items, as singles, pairs, and/or blocks of four or 
larger; each book is arranged by Scott number, the stamps annotated as to centering and hingeing (many never hinged); we note 
varieties such as doubled initials, combined initials, variations over time (damaged letters), even initials on the bottom stamps of 
paste-up pairs (!); EFOs include misperforations and pre-perforating foldovers; precancels, Private Vending perforations, two 1¢ 
AEF booklet panes (#498f), and so much more; an impressive collection on which to build, or fantastical stock with immense 
cumulative catalogue value, Fine to Very Fine with much better throughout, the exhibit is imaged in full online to give you a 
sense of what’s here; inspection invited and recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

United States Specialized Collections
290   Precancel Sheet Collection, 1912-1968, more than 100 seldom encountered complete sheets of precancels (plus numerous partial 

sheets) in a SuperSafe mint sheet binder, includes Prexies (1/2¢, 1c, 1 1/2¢ 2¢, 3c, and 8¢), 622, 551, 555, 557, 560, 1279, 1031, 
1030, 1509, 1031A, 1035, 1282, 1283, 1280, J101, J86, J84, J79, J85, J84, J83, J82, J81, J80, J79, 1384, 1288, C78, 649, 650, 644, 
643, 645, 681, and many, many more; condition varies and a number are broken up; include $1 and $5 sheets, Fine to Very Fine, 
ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Year Sets Collections

291   USPS Yearbook Sets, 1971-2012, 39 sets as issued in folders and, in later years, with sumptuous hardbound books; perfect 
gateway drug for introducing the unsuspecting to stamp collecting; from about 1994 on, includes an engaging full color casebound 
yearbook with backstories of the stamps released that year, all the never hinged stamps, and precut black mounts; Face from 1994-
2012 alone is over $800, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 41.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)..........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Confederate States: Specialized Collections

US & Possessions

292   Surprising accumulation of United States and Hawaii, 1851-1991, on dealer sales cards, with an assortment of used classics 
highlights including 9(3), 35(2), 36(2), 63(4), 65*, 68(2), 69(2), 70(3), 71(2), 73*(3), 73(6), 76(3), 77, 87, 96 STEAM/SHIP 
cancel, 112*, 112(2), 113(7), 115(3), 116, 117(3), 119(3), 121, 134A, 135, 135A(2), 149(3), 151, 152*, 152(4), 153(3), 155, 
156*(2), 157*(2), 160(2), 165(6), 214(4), 215*, 217(2), 218, Columbians complete, Bureau’s mixed used and unused with a few 
dollar values, nice mixed selection of Washington Franklins best include unused 333, 336, 337, 407, 415, 422-423 used, 435 pink 
back, 460 used, 465(2), 466, 468(2), 470(2), 471, 474, 477-480 used, 517-518, 523 used, 528A(2) and 533, many never hinged, 
later issues contain a nice mix but mostly lower values, with quite a few express mails to $14, airs include C13*, C14-C15 used, 
a few special delivery, postage dues with unused first issues to 50¢, small but useful group of Hawaii, high catalogue value, better 
then expected condition, many hidden gems, premium cancels, a fair amount of never hinged is included, a most useful group with 
many pleasant suprises to be discovered, catalogue should exceed $30,000; few faults to be expected, generally Fine to Very Fine 
with much Better. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

CONFEDERatE StatES
 

293   Mammoth Mint & Used Collection/accumulation of General Issues, A fat album/stockbook of more than 1,300 stamps; 
includes (mint with or without gum) #1 (15 mint, 27 used), #2 (10 mint, 25 used), #3 (3 mint, 2 used), 4 (27 mint - including 2 pairs 
& 2 blocks of 4, 20 used), #5 (2 mint, 9 used), #6/7 (200+ mint including a pane of 100), #8 (47 mint, 25 used including 2 strips of 3 
and an strip of 4), #9 “T-E-N” (7 mint, 2 used), #10 Frame Line (one used), 11/12 (900 mint including a pane of 100 of each, 9 plate 
blocks and 40 gutter pairs - most in large blocks; and 160+ used), #13 (100 mint including an imprint block of 20 (two rejoined 
blocks of 10) and two gutter blocks of 4), and #14 (15 mint); these totals don’t even count the dubious cancels and perforations 
or obviously damaged stamps. Condition, as one might expect, varies widely, from the aforementioned obviously damaged (and 
not counted) to Extremely Fine with every possibility between, but, overall, this is a very valuable lot with a Scott catalog value 
well in excess of $100,000. A rare opportunity, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Confederate States 
294   Confederate States of america, Reference Collection, 1862-1962, thousands of CSA reprints, fakes, and facsimiles in a Scott 

binder; Springfield Facsimiles, bogus cancel on turned wallpaper creation, unknown forgeries, Neudruk forgeries, Scott Facsimilies, 
TASCO educational booklet with CSA facsimilies, MacIntosh booklet Facsimilies, Bassett Stamp Co Facsimilies, Samuel Upham 
forgery of 1862 (Harper’s Weekly), privately rouletted (postally used?), 10¢ Type 4A issued privately for collectors in various 
colors, 1920 2¢ Calhoun (Dietz #9A) lithographic printing in original color, 1935 Columbus Philatelic Club, facsimilie printed 
from De La Rue plates in 1950’s, Mekeel unissued 10¢ Jefferson Davis, Dietz 1920s 2¢ green Calhoun; Confederate States (bogus) 
including Fredericksburg VA, Richmond, Selma, Wilmington, Greenville AL, Macon GA, Madison FL, Memphis TN, Athens GA, 
Bucks Richmond Express, Charleston SC, Florida Express, Baton Rouge, Sparta AL, New Orleans, Victoria, Beaumont TX, and 
much more; Caveat emptor, quia ignorare non debuit quod jus alienum emit , Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

UNItED StatES POSSESSIONS
United States Possessions 

295   U.S. Possessions, Marshall Islands, Micronesia & Palau Mint accumulation, 1983-92, Full sheets, blocks, booklets, souvenir 
sheets and mint sets in a heaping pile of glassines, all in one big box. Plenty of topicals, from fish and wildlife to ships and space. 
And if you’re wondering what the total face on this lot could be, it should be somewhere in the neighborhood of $15,000-20,000, 
overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Possessions 
296   United States Collection, U. S. Possessions, 1861-1968, lovely collection mounted in Scott Speciality album, highlights include 

Canal Zone #4-8, 9-14, 38-41, 42-45, 49-51, used 57 and 66, 100-104, C15-C20 used, C21-C31, CO1-CO7, a smattering of 
Cuba, Danish West Indies #2, 6-9, 11, 13, 20, 37 used, 43-50, 51-58, J5-J8, Guam, 1-8, 10-12, E1, Hawaii 30-36, 42-47, 52C, 
nice Provisional Government including 65 used, 71-73, 74-79, Philippines 192-211, 213-219, 224,383-396, lots of later sets, 
Puerto Rico small group including J3a, Ryukyu with #1-16, 27-228 apparently complete, C1-C30 complete, E1, and some nice 
duplicates, excellent developing Possessions collection, condition is bit mixed but loads of wonderful sets and singles are included, 
firm basis to expand into this popular area, some significant hidden strength; scattered flaws as usual, Fine to Very Fine overall with 
much better material. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Canal Zone

297   Meaty Canal Zone Collection, 1904/78 (Scott 1), a lifetime’s effort in two Scott albums - one for stamps and the other for 
covers, many extra pages (many of which with detailed overprint analysis) added top accommodate the numerous duplicates 
which will include different cancels, shades and vast number of overprint varieties, multiples, booklet panes and booklets, etc., 
a seemingly endless list of premium highlighted by 1-3 mint and used selection with assorted varieties in overprint including 3 
unused with PF cert, and 3a used single franking use to US Consulate in Colon (As cert), 4-8 NH, 4-8 set tied on cover to Panama 
(Molesworth notations on back side), 6 block mint, 7 block unused, 1904-06 issue specialized with numerous overprint varieties 
and errors as 10a Mint (PF cert), 11a used, 12c mint, 12d used, 13 “PAMANA” reading down mint, 13a mint, 13b mint, 14b pair 
mint (2 including one with crease), 19a-b mint, 20a mint, 20 block “Canal Zone” omitted mint (PF cert), 22a mint, 22e unused 
(2), 23c mint (2), 23fd mint, 24c unused, 27-69 mint (47 used, 48 with APS cert), 31c (2 panes in complete booklet, cover with 
small stain), 32c mint (APS c ert, top stamps thinned), 34 top margin block of 20 NH, 35 block mint, 39c mint (2), 39e mint, 46 
top right corner margin block of eight with marginal markings NH, 46a mint, 46b mint, 48 UR corner margin block mint (PF cert, 
3 stamps NH, some perf seps), 52a block mint, 52b mint, 53b mint, 55c NH, 56a block NH (PSE cert), 56d NH, 57 block mint, 
UR corner margin plate no and imprint block of eight NH, 60b mint plus pane and partial pane of two in booklet, 65 block NH, 
66 block mint, 1924 5c-1b unissued varieties set of 7 mint, 70-96 mint (many NH and well centered), 71b mint, 71e (4 panes in 
complete booklet), 101a NH, 101a (2 panes in complete booklet), 115c (2 handmade complete booklets with two panes each), 117b 
(2 handmade complete booklets with 2 panes each), 120-35 NH, C1-53 NH, C2 block mint, CO8-12 used, J1-29 mint with some 
NH, J18a mint center stamp in a block of nine mint, O1-9 mint (includes rare 5c), UF1 used, registry envelope with Canal Zone 
overprint/ surcharge printed over for use in Panama used, ends with a some pages of perfins, precancels official seals, revenues, 
etc. including #`107 “P” official perfin single franking use on cover to Germany, typical condition for a Canal Zone collection with 
good number of the mint stamps tropicalized or disturbed gum to some degree, overall F-VF and a spectacular collection offered 
intact as received, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

United States Possessions Canal Zone
298   Canal Zone Miscellany, 1904/78, an album mostly filled with multiples including plate blocks and sheets, also includes some 

booklet panes, precancels, etc., note 21 block of six mint, 24-26 blocks mint, 35 top margin block of eight mint, 39d block mint, 54 
block mint, 57 margin pair mint, 62a block mint, 70-75 blocks mint, 73a mint, 84d mint, 89-90 blocks of six NH, 80 block mint, 
81 top arrow block mint, 85 top plate block NH, 88 plate block mint, 90-93 blocks mint, 92 plate block mint, 92-93 blocks of six 
NH, 93 top plate block NH, 97 block mint, 99 block of six NH, 102-04 blocks mint, 114a sheet of 100 NH, 120-35 blocks NH, 
121-28 plate blocks of 24 NH, 164a plate block NH, 1928/40 1c/50c precancels incl NH multiples, C12-14 plate blocks of six NH 
(2 each), C15-20 blocks NH, C15-17 plate blocks of 24 NH, C21-26 plate blocks mint, C36-41 sheets of 50 NH, J1 bottom margin 
block with plate no 5534, J6 block NH, J9-10 blocks of six mint, J16 plate block of six mint (VG-F), J17 block mint, J18-20 used 
blocks, J21-24 plate blocks of six mint, etc., some typical gum disturbance/ tropicalization but plenty fresh and F-VF, ex-Gatsby. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Possessions Canal Zone
299   Canal Zone, “In the Zone” Mint & Used Collection in Stockbook, 1904-78, Outstanding offering of Canal Zone with a few 

hundred overprints on Panama & U.S., mint & used blocks, and strong B-O-B. Many better throughout, such as mint #4-8, 8 (block 
of four with plate #), 62a (block of four), 77 (block of six), 84-95 (2), 87 (two blocks of four), 91c (block of four), 120-35, C15-20, 
C26 (plate block of six), J16 (two blocks of four, one with plate #), and used 70-80, 95, CO7 (block of four), CO8, CO10, J1-3 
(blocks of four), J12-14. You will also find cut squares, post office seals, TB seals and a few covers, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
Entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

United States Possessions Canal Zone
300   Canal Zone Postal Stationery Collection, 1907/78, four volumes showing the full range of postal cards and envelopes and nicely 

enhanced with uses, some varieties, etc., perusing the pages reveals better as U1 mint (central vertical fold) and unused, U2 mint 
(3 including one with vignette shift), U2a mint and used, U2c mint (faults), U3 used uprated with #67, U4-5 mint and used, U6-7 
mint (2), U8-9 mint and used in varying sizes, U12 mint (2), U14-15 mint, UC1 mint (3), UC2 mint, UC10 with albino impressions 
of the surcharges mint, UX1 mint, UX2 mint (6 including different types), UX3 mint (3 with different types), UX4 mint (3 with 
different types), UX4 used with sender’s return address “Marine Barracks/ Camp Elliott/ Panama”, UX5 used with printed ad on 
back, UX6-7 mint, UX8 mint (2), etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 17 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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United States Possessions: Canal Zone

Cuba

301   Captivating Cuba Collection, 1898/1903, starts with some pages of mint Spanish Administration period issues before getting 
into a very strong section of the Puerto Principe issues and then the 1899/1903 US Administration stamps, premium throughout 
including Puerto Principe with Certificate 178 used (2), 182 used, 187 used, 190a tied on piece, 197 used, 198 mint (thin spot), 
198 used, US administration 221-26 NH, 224-25 arrow blocks mint, 224 bottom imprint and plate no 448 block of six NH, 
225 top imprint and plate no 409 strip of three NH (PSAG cert), 226 margin block of six with plate no 306 NH, 227P1-230P1, 
230S-231S NH, 231TC1a, E1 mint, E1 bottom imprint and plate no 492 strip of three NH with left stamp being E1a (small thin UL), 
E1 top imprint and plate no 492 block of six NH and XF, J1-4 mint (5c NH), J1-4 blocks mint, J2a used, E3P bottom imprint 
and plate no 1432 block of six NH (Weiss cert, some perf seps), some Spanish and US period revenues, Covers some Spanish 
American War patriotics unused envelopes or with US frankings including one with soldier’s letter datelined “Camp Columbia/ 
Havana/ March 21 ‘99”, finishes up with some 1899/1935 Republic issues mint, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF, a great 
opportunity for the specialist collector or dealer, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Danish West Indies

302   Danish West Indies Collection, 1856/1915, a wondrous collection of mint and used singles including varieties, multiples, covers, 
postal stationery, etc. all on Scott or blank pages in an album, very little missing from the collection and includes useful 1st issue 
perf and imperf mostly used, extensive range of mint and used Numerals (including the surcharged issues) with good number of 
plate flaws plus shade and inverted frame varieties, better individual items include 2 pair mint, 6 “white wedge” flaw used, 9 used 
(2), 10 block mint, 11 used (3), 13a block mint, 15 block mint, 17 margin block NH, 18 block NH, 18a (3), 18b used (2), 19 block 
mint, 20 pair used, block mint, 22 block NH, 24 blocks of four and six used, 24 used on postcard to Germany, 30 block NH, 31-
39 mint and used, 39 block NH and favor cancel, 40-42 used, 40a in pair with normal mint, 41 block NH, 43-50 mint and used, 
51-58 mint and used, 51-58 blocks NH, J1-8 mint and used, U1-2 mint and used, UX1 mint, UX7 mint and used, UX15-16 mint, 
useful assortment of revenues including IRJ3-4, IRJ6, etc. also USA #96 on cover addressed to St Croix, assorted 20th century 
US definitives and commems with Virgin Islands precancels, etc., usual mixed condition in earlier issues though far better than 
typically seen, generally F-VF, great collection for the existing or budding specialist, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Guam

303   Desirable Guam Collection, 1899/1930, attractive and highly complete collection of mint and used singles, sets, multiples, covers, 
some varieties, etc. all arranged on Scott or blank album pages, containing many of the seldom offered rarities and highlighted by 
Used 5 block, 10 block, 1c/$1 values assortment with variety of cancels and some multiples and overprint fakes, Mint 3-5 NH, 6-7 
mint, 7 bottom imprint and plate no 928 strip of three, 8 bottom imprint and plate no 518 block of six (few stamps NH), 9 mint, 10 
NH, 11a NH, 12, 13 unused, E1 mint and used, E1 bottom imprint and plate no 883 block of six (PF cert, tropical o.g., some perf 
seps), M1-4, M9 top imprint and plate no 34821 block of ten NH, Blocks of 4 1-8, 10-12 (4c, 8c, 15c, 50c, $1 with Weiss cert, few 
stamps small thins, $1 sound), M3, M7 block of six with pos 1 “GRAUD” var and pos 6 “MIAL” var (PF cert, tropical gum, pos 1 
perf thin), Covers 1-2+5 1899 to USA with 2-line San Luis D’Apra cancel, 1-2+5-8+E1a on overfranked cover to USA with Agana 
straight-line cancel (Weiss cert), 3 single franking on 1900 cover to USA from sailor on USS Yosemite, assorted 1920s/30s covers 
including US issues used in Guam and flight covers, etc., some mint with usual tropicalized or lightly disturbed gum but overall 
condition far better than usually seen, generally F-VF, substantial catalog value and a careful examination essential, ex-Gatsby. 
(photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Philippines

304   Valuable Philippines Collection, 1899/1946 (Scott 212), an impressive and intact collection of mint and used singles, sets, 
multiples including plate blocks, varieties, covers, postal stationery, commercial precancels and perfins, etc. all on pages in two 
Scott albums and finishing off with a bonus of two stock pages filled with assorted Philippines coins of the 20th century, better 
issues abound and include 212 mint (4) and used, 212-19 munt (few NH), 214b (2), 220-23 mint, 223 pairs mint (2), 223 used, 
223A-224 unused, 225 mint (PF cert), 225 pair mint, 226-39 mint (some NH, $1 PF cert, small tear, $5 PF cert), 240a mint (2 
shades, one with PF cert, some perf seps), 241b mint, 241-325 mint (some NH), 292c NH, 1925/31 imperfs including shades, pairs 
(many NH), 433-46 NH, 445 pair NH, assorted uncertified 1944 Victory overprints but do note 274 mint signed Kessler, Blocks 
217 mint (2), 217 bottom imprint and plate no 520 block of six NH, 219 mint, 224 mint, 225 top imprint and plate no 1740 block 
of 10 mint (scarce number), 232 NH, 234 NH, 235 mint, 300 NH, airmails & “Back of the Book” C8 mint (PF cert, corner thin), 
C13 mint (Weiss cert), C14 mint (signed Diena), C15 mint, C17 mint (Signed WB Manila), E1-7 mint (less E2A), E1 XF block 
mint, E1 bottom imprint and plate no 883 block of six mint, E5b “Specimen” overprint (APS cert), J1-7 mint, J21 used (PF cert), 
OX1 strip of three NH, extensive Japanese Occupation section with N& block NH, NJ1 block NH (2), NJ1 on cover, NO2 block 
NH, Postal Stationery U14 mint (printed cc), U26 mint, U27-28 mint (printed cc), U29 mint, UY1-2 mint folded, etc., also note 
covers with Military Station cancels, pages of Bandholtz (many scarce and rare singles and multiples) and other “O.B.” overprints, 
etc., usual mixed condition with some of the early mint some tropicalized or lightly disturbed gum but better than usual and free of 
the toning so often encountered, mostly F-VF, close inspection highly recommended as there is enormous value here, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

United States Possessions Philippines
305   Philippines Balance Collection, being much more than your typical balance and housed in three binders, a real “soup to nuts” 

selection from Spanish and American administrations, Japanese occupation and some Republic issues, definitives, commems, 
“back of the book” with assorted “O.B.” overprints including Bandholtz, booklets, revenues, precancels with “Star” cancels and 
some commercial, multiples including plate blocks, cancels collection including Military Station, covers with some Spanish-
American War soldier’s mail, and more, some highlights include 341 plate no blocks of six NH (6), 342 top imprint and plate no 
34789 block of 16 NH, 344 bottom imprint and plate no 34807 block of 16 NH, 345 top plate no 122375 block of 16 NH, 347 
top margin block of 16 with imprint and plate no 21985 NH, 393-96 plate no pairs NH, 422-24 plate no singles NH, 424 sheet of 
25 NH, 431-32 bottom plate no blocks of six NH, C36-45 blocks of four and 18 NH, EO1 bottom imprint and plate no blocks of 
eight NH (2), EO1 top imprint and plate no F113812 block of 24 NH, J8-14 top plate no blocks of six, O13 top imprint and plate 
no 34804 block of 14 NH, O40 sheet of 50 stuck to interleaving (offered on its own merits), N6b plate no block mint, etc., usual 
mixed condition with most F-VF, hours and hours of fun for the Philippines enthusiast, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

United States Possessions Philippines
306   Philippines Revenues Collection, 100s and 100s of revenues of all types, including some Spanish administration, somewhat 

organized in a large binder, flipping through the pages we find (in order of appearance) assorted cattle related stamps and documents, 
Customs Service, general revenue, cigars including wrappers and taxpaids, cigarettes including some with specimen overprint and 
punch, documentary including 2c-100p set of 15 with specimen overprint and punch, “Giro” type from 1899 issue on, “Sello” 
stamps, early 20th century Customs, Savings Bank including affixed on document, Customs Service 1920s issues, internal revenue 
documentaries including documents (Warren W700s series), extensive selection of the 1900s/40s Internal Revenue small and large 
designs to 5000 peso denomination and including same designs with “Documentary” and “Victory” overprints, some pages of 
1898/99 Revolutionary issues with Y2 used on cover (PF cert, stamp small piece out), Y3 block mint, YP1a folded sheet of 220 
unused, 1943 2c Guerilla Postal Service label mint plus some emergency Guerilla banknotes, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, 
inspection highly recommended, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Puerto Rico

307   Intact Puerto Rico Collection, Spanish and US administration in four volumes loaded with mint and used (wide range of cancels) 
stamps plus multiples including plate blocks, US used in Puerto Rico and later issues with Puerto Rico precancels, covers including 
Military Station cancels and flights (e.g. USA C5-6 on 1929 cover, two 1929 “Los Angeles” airship covers), semi-official airmails 
including sheets, postal stationery, two of the volumes stuffed with mostly Spanish period revenues and documents, premium 
include 201 type 2 unused (PF cert, small corner crease), 210-14 bottom imprint and plate no strips of three mint, 210-16 NH, 212-
14 blocks mint, J1+J1a setenant pair NH, J1-3 mint including J1a-J2a, J1-3 blocks used, J2 top imprint and plate no 268 strip of 
three with two stamps J2a mint, J3 top imprint and plate no 72 strip of three with two stamps J3a mint, J3+J3a setenant pair used, 
U10 cut square mint, U15-18 mint (printed cc), UX1 mint, UX3 mint (2), R1S-R9S “Specimen” overprints, R1-9 mint, R9 bottom 
margin imprint block NH, RE17-32 mint or used, RE33-51 mint (58c used), RE51 pair mint, several pages of RE33/51 singles and 
multiples with duplication including different distillery cancels and perfins, etc., also includes numerous early 20th century covers, 
pamphlets, ephemera, etc. of New York and Porto Rico Steamship Co, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, a desirable collection 
with much that is seldom offered, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...............................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Ryukyu Islands

308   Ryukyus Islands Collection, 1946/72, desirable collection in three volumes - 1 for the stamp collection including some provisionals 
and useful revenues, another for full sheets and the final with nice selection of postal stationery and Christmas Seals, good deal 
complete for the period (vast majority NH) and with some errors and varieties noted, featuring 1-15 NH, 1a-7a (most NH), 8-13 
blocks NH, specialized assortment of #16 mint showing the various surcharge types, 17 mint, 122a NH in full sheet with normals, 
C1-31 NH, C4-13 blocks NH, E1 NH and used, Provisionals 3X1 (APS cert), 3X3-13, 3X15-19, 3X21, 3X25, 3X28-31 including 
3X28a, 3XR1-7, 5X5, 5X7-8, Stationery U1-2 mint, UX7 mint, UX12b mint, Revenues RQ2 mint and used, RQ4 mint and used, 
RQ5-6 NH, RQ7-8 mint and used, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

UNItED NatIONS
United Nations 

309   United Nations, 1997, China terra Cotta Warriors of Xian, Massive Stock of unexploded Booklets of all three agencies, 
comprising as follows: New York #718 var (22,500 booklets) Face per is $1.92, Brookman $12.50, totals $43,200 Face Value and 
$ $281,250 Brookman Retail; Geneva #316 var (26,400 booklets) Face per is 2.40 Chf = US$ 2.49 Face per, Brookman $13.50, 
totals $65,736 Face Value and $221,400 Brookman Retail; Vienna #232 var (33,000 booklets) Face per is 24 AS (converted to 
Euro @ 13.76 per Euro) = Euro 1.74 = US$ 1.86 Face per, Brookman $12.50, totals $61,380 Face Value and $412,500 Brookman 
Retail, astounding Face Value totals $170,316; Brookman Retail totals $915,150, a once -in-life-time opportunity to promte 
this popular and iconic Chinese Relics, housed in 273 cartons on several pallets that weigh 5,187 lbs, Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5187 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Geneva

310   Geneva, Beautiful Face Holding, 1969-2019, 25 sturdy manila folders containing hundreds of full sheets and large blocks from 
the Geneva Office; post office fresh and all is never hinged; an opportunity to create wonderful tab sets for customers at an 
attractive price point; $18,000 Face, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

aUtOGRaPHS
(also see lot 26) 

311   Political & Famous Persons autographs, 1911-85.  Album with letters and envelopes with signatures, Free Franks & ALS of 
various famous persons from 1911-1985, including Franklin Delano Roosevelt (multiple), Robert F. Wagner, Woodrow Wilson, 
Gerald Ford, Ronald Reagan, Grace Kelly and many others, some secretarial and or autopen, have a look-see, excellent resale 
potential, generally Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Autographs 
312   aviation & Space autograph Collection, 1961-80, about 150 signatures on envelopes and postcards in four binders; includes C 

E taylor, Verne Jobst, Paul Poberezny, Erik R Lindbergh, Dave Jameson, Clyde Schlieper, Gene Cernan and Tom Stafford 
on GT-9 recovery photograph, ASTP crew (Stafford, Slayton and Brand) on Apollo Soyuz sheet of stamps, 36 cosmonaut cards (4 
signed including Leonov), Scott # C10 sheet (selvege missing) with signatures of Neil armstrong and Buzz aldrin (armstrong 
looks good but should be authenticated), Buzz Aldrin in white space suit, Armstrong and von Braun lithos (unsigned), Skylab 
sheet (selvege missing) autographed by crew 1 (Charles Conrad, Paul Weisz, and Joe Kerwin), sheet signed by crew 2 (Alan Bean, 
Jack Lousma, and Owen Garriott), and a sheet signed by crew 3 (Bill Pouge, Jerry Carr, and Ed Gibson), great letter on NaSa 
stationery about autographs signed by alan Shepard as Chief astronaut, it references enclosed Mercury FDC signed by 
two cosmonauts (the Gus Grisson is an autopen), John Glenn in a business suit, William Lenoir, Brian O’Leary, Ed Mitchell, 
Bob Overmyer, Bob Crippen, tony England, Joe Engle, Duane Graveline, William thorton, anthony Llewelyn, Edward 
Gibson, D K Slayton, Karol Bobko, Jim Irwin, Joseph allen, Richard truly, Jack Lousma, Ron Evens, Vance Brand, Paul 
Weisz, James McDivitt, James Lovell, al Worden, Rusty Schweickart, Bill Pouge, Robert Parker, Story Musgrave, Don 
Lind, Donold Holmquest, Don Peterson, Karl Henize, Stu Roosa, Hank Hartsfield, Phil Chapman, Owen Garriott, Michael 
Collins, Harrison Schmitt, Donn Eisle, Jerry Carr, Jack Swigert, John Young, Dick Gordon, Gene Cernan, Charles Conrad, 
Frank Borman, Bill anders, JH Glenn Jr, and 54 cosmonauts; key autographs (Armstrong, Aldrin, Collins, Young and Anders) 
appear good but should be checked. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EPHEMERa
(also see lot 64) 

313   Medical advertising, 1880-1950, binder packed with a few hundred medical advertising items; includes Carter’s iron pills and 
little nerve pills, hair tonic and dandruff remedy, imperial granum medicinal food, Hood’s vegetable pills, Schenck’s pulmonic 
syrup, Hibbard’s rheumatic syrup and plasters, nature’s remedy vegetine, Dr Grosvenor’s liver aid, Lucille Young bust massage, 
Merchant’s gargling oil, Smith Brother’s cough drops, Dr Bigelow’s condition powders, compound licorice powder, zinc ointment, 
Bermuda arrow root, Plantain’s cold cream, Booker’s earche drops, Green’s indian vegetable pills, syrup ipecac, chalk mixture, 
tincture merthiolate, olive oil, extract vanilla, winter balm, formaldehyde, sage quinine and jaborandi compound, Javelle water, 
Messing’s tape worm remedy, poison ivy lotion, Seidlitz powders, sarsaparilla, nervine tonic, aromatic cascara, coco quinine, 
rhubarb & soda mixture, flowers of sulfur, Grover’s healing salve, Davidson’s pink capsules, Rochelle salts & cream tartar, sweet 
spirit of nitre, Stokes expectorant, sedatole, bitter wine of iron, Grover’s kidney & bladder remedy, para-dichlor-benzene, Morse’s 
indian root pills, Comstock’s dead shot worm pellets, Dr Buckland’s scotch oats essence, Brown’s iron bitters, Warner’s safe yeast, 
Horfords acid phosphate, Ayer’s cathartic pills, Murdock liquid food, Dr Thomas eclectric oil, Gray’s complexion soap, Tarrant’s 
seltzer aperient, norwegian balm, gastricine, Parker’s ginger tonic, and more; wonderful multicolor labels and advertising cards; 
check it out on the website, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Collections

314   U.S., Lovely Selection of Diverse Covers, ca. 1857-1930.  34 items in total, from First Perfs to Zepps, most on original dealer or 
auction cards with annotations and (old) prices; note CAM and FAM First Flight Covers (including FAM5 franked by #C10a full 
pane with tab), 1926 Chicago-Dallas First Flight Cover, two 1930 South America Flight items (2¢ Grant postal card uprated by 
#C14, plus #C15-franked cover), 1933 Century of Progress Flight Cover franked with block of four #C18, numerous Black Jack 
covers, interesting 1871 mixed-franking cover (#98 & 147), #113 Carrier cover, four city-different Lexington-Concord First Day 
Covers, #65 multi-franked cover (2 on front, 8 on back) from US Consulate in Manzanillo, Mexico, to Raab, Hungary; New York 
to La Guayra, Venezuela oversized cover franked 4¢, 6¢, 15¢ and 50¢ Columbians, and more besides, several with certificates; 
a stellar lot for the Postal History enthusiast, with outstanding retail potential, generally Fine to Very Fine, see them all online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 6,000

United States Postal History Collections
315   Fabulous 18th & 19th Century Cover Grouping, approximately 250, few 18th Century but most are 19th Century, mostly 

stampless, domestic includes 1798 “Wilm D. Sep 8” straightline to NYC, red “Sandbornton N.H.” straightline, “Shelburne/ Falls/ 
Ms.” Three line straightline, some railroads including “Boston & Albany R.R.” and “N.York & N.Haven R.R.”, “U.S. Express 
Mail N.Y. New York” statement of proceeds including gold, few free franks including Jackson’s Secretary of the Treasury Levi 
Woodbury, and Secretary of War Jonathan Roberts during the War of 1812 written entirely by Roberts “Extreme embarrassment 
prevails in the department of War from the want of a person fit & willing to take the office of Commissary General - It is the wish 
of the Prest. to take the appointment in your city - Can you think of a suitable character & feel freedom to communicate your 
opinion to me as early as convenient. Yours respectfully J. Roberts”, blue Harwinton C.T. in dome with #11A, plus a nice group 
of Vermont discontinued post offices, international includes 1822 New Orleans printed prices current to Nantes France, blue boxed 
“U.S. Consulate Malaga” datelined Malaga 2 July 1847”, also includes about 135 1930’s first day covers (not in count), and more, 
overall, Fine to Very Fine, we could continue but since a picture is worth 1,000 words, please view everything online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

United States Postal History Collections
316   U.S., Unpicked Local Covers from the Russ Estate.  Once again seeing the light of day, eight years after the estate’s dispersal; 

37 covers offering a lovely and enticing mix of Blood’s, Hale & Co., American Letter Mail Co., Swart’s, City Despatch, Boyd’s, 
etc., with acid cancels, fancy box “Collect/New York/Office” handstamps, a corner card or two, a mourning cover, etc., condition 
varies, but an uncommon holding, Fine to Very Fine, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Postal History Collections
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317   Exceptional Postal History Collection, 1833-1931, about 80 mostly US pieces spanning several areas of postal history; several 
better stampless folded letters including Blood’s Despatch with blue Philadelphia CDS, Washington City DC, rich Troy NY, 
Detroit postmark with arch “Paid” marking, unlisted “Farmington CT” on 1831 folded letter, bold Baltimore and 5 in circle to 
Washington, and beautiful Steamship 10 to New York; postal stationery including U27 Carrollton MS used after Secession; more 
than a dozen China related pre-war items including Registered 6¢ entire uprated with 323 and pair of 325 to Shanghai, 6 two 
cent Washingtons paying the Registered rate from Shanghai to Havana with extraordinary US Postal agency Shanghai China 
oval cancels, WWI censored addressed to the Stutz Motor Car Company in Indianapolis, Franklin 1¢ perfin with US Postal Agency 
postcard sent via Siberia to New York (“Just arrived. This is the ‘Paris’ of the East”), gorgeous K11 tied on Registered mail to US, 
Scott # 512 Registered Shanghai to Chicago, turn of the century envelope from the Shanghai Club to “Vogue” in NY, K2 on letter 
to Topeka, and several more; Scott # 10 with grid cancel from Gaines Ville AL, lovely pair of #10 with NY cancel to Tallahassee 
with interesting business contents, scarce green Southington CT postmark on #10, green Lancaster PA postmark on Scott 11, 18 
and 26 with Paid cancel to OH, 22 Type 3a with blue Paid tied to Springdfield MA, three 24 with vibrant color on envelope to 
Boston, cross border cover with #15 from NY to Brantford UC marked “United States/Paid 6d”, pair of 17 (blue grid cancels 
to England ($750), 32 paying cross country rate to San Francisco, beautiful “Blackjacks” on cover, several Banknotes destined 
for Germany, England and Japan, 210 on cover, E7 with lovely flag cancel ($400), C18 block with plate number on Century of 
Progress Graf Zeppelin flight, drop mail with German 4RM (with Polar Flight 1931 overprint) on Polar flight, 357 (bluish paper) 
on postcard with aPS cert, and many more; wonderful “under the glass” material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

United States Postal History Collections
318   Foreign Service Officer Collection, 1776-2000, stampless, postal stationary, and diplomatic mail from a State Department 

employee stationed in Kabul, Afghanistan; Feb 1776 to attorney without contents, several stampless folded letters 1843-1858, pair 
of British folded letters from 1856 carried on “Atlantic” and “Arabia”; binder containing about 100 mint and postally used entires 
(several from Columbas Exposition), 5 envelopes carried on the Hindenburg, prewar Clipper mail to Switzerland, a few dozen mint 
and postally used postal cards, envelope mailed from Byrd Expedition in 1934 from South Pole, lovely multicolor hand drawn pen 
and ink on 1911 postal card, pair of Scott # 113 on cover, pair of German States envelopes from 1858 and 1864, 1866 Paris to Lyon 
envelope, Registered 1893 Paris to New York, Netherlands folded letters from 1853 and 1867, commercial mail from Saudi Arabia 
to the US in 1960 with colorful frankings, business mail from Kuala Lumpur, wonderful diplomatic mail from Afghanistan, and 
much more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
319   Better Postal History, 1851-1900, 300 better covers with a wide variety of issues, fancy cancels, and wonderful auxiliary markings; 

frankings include Scott #1a, 7 (strip of 3), 9, 15, 24, 68, 69, 70a, 71, 73, 76, 77, 78b, 98, 99 (with 76 and 92), 115, 149, 152, as well 
as a few Confederate States; virtually none have been roughly opened; wonderful fancy cancels, and great postal markings; well 
worth a careful look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
320   Postal History Collection, 1844-1938, two binders, one of postal history and the other of early FDCs; 1844 SFL NY to OH, 

all over Advertising illustration of 1893 stove, Scott #63 on US Express cover, steamship America with British Packet Boat 
marking on back has pair of 36 (one damaged) with numeral and red paid, transatlantic from Ireland handstamped “19 cents” and 
“24” rate, pair of 68 on cross border to wetern Canada, 25 on medicine Advertising cover, 26 on oversized decorative embossed 
cover, 65 with fancy star cancel on Mourning cover with contents, 32 on cross border to Canada, 65 on “New York Post Office 
Advertised” oval handstamp, several other “advertised” auxiliary markings, blue crossroads cancel, Baltimore blue carrier (2 
examples), U.S. in circle cancel, 65 tied to letter concerning carving a gravestone, 69 on court stationery, 65 with manuscript cancel 
and Civil War contents, pair of 65 each with double perfs, US Mail Packet Steamer Natchez to La, Masonic trowel tied to cover, 
numerous negative stars, a few showing Carrier rate (63 and 65), “Dispatched Philadelphia” blue CDS, American Agriculturist 
all over Advertising cover, Walcott #918 missing stamp, 189 on cover to Germany, examples of missents, 68 on cross border to 
Nova Scotia, 95 & 96 with star cancels to Switzerland, 1865 insurance Advertising cover, 25 addressed to Brooklyn, Civil War 
discharge papers, and several letters from post WWII military training facilities; second volume of 80 items contains better FDCs 
including Grandy, Gundel, House of Farnam, Ioor, Crosby, Roessler, and more, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

United States Postal History Collections
321   a Stampless to Modern Cover Compendium, 1820-2000, comprising 39 covers in total, ranging from an 1820 stampless cover 

sent Buffalo to Philadelphia with “PAID” in scroll handstamp with manuscript 50 marking to modern First Day and Commemorative 
Covers (often with whimsical or special cachets); in between we find #64 on cover (2, per consignor), six Zeppelin covers, franked 
either #C13, C14 (2), C15 (2) or C18; four First Flight Covers (including 3 FAMs); Akron flight and commemorative covers; a 
leather horseshoe-shaped post card (stamp has come off but is included); #783 Walla Walla, WA First Day Cover; two Highway 
Post Office First Trip covers, a 1939 Royal Train cover, a Crosby photo First Day Cover for #C34 block of four, and more besides; 
condition varies, but generally clean and sound, ready for album or stock, Fine to Very Fine, an interesting mix; be sure to view in 
full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

United States Postal History Collections
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322   Impressive 19th Century Cover Grouping, approximately 135, mostly stampless with either “Ship” or “Steamship” cancels, 
some to the US with origins including Cuba, England, France, Germany, Mexico, Nova Scotia, variety of postmarks including New 
York City, Boston Br. Pkt, Boston Am. Pkt., “Franqueado Vera Cruz”, other markings include “Too Late”, “Franco Geesterndorf”, 
some foreign destinations include 1855 to Canton China (Heard Correspondence), variety of rates including 1804 Plattsburgh to 
Albany NY with ms. “Way”, overall, Very Fine, we could continue but since a picture is worth 1,000 words, please view everything 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

United States Postal History Collections
323   Postal History Lot with 600+ Covers, 1802-1996, Large cover lot, a great deal of it from the 19th century with around 60 

stampless covers and an overall emphasis on Vermont. Special events, first flights, FDCs and more, generally Fine to Very Fine, a 
part of this is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

United States Postal History Collections
324   Mostly Incoming to the US, around 125, mostly stampless 1794 to 1850’s, we note two from Canton but most are from South and 

Central America and Europe, wide variety of markings with better including from London to Norfolk VA 1810, “2nd Delivery” 
handstamp on printed prices current from London July 31 1840, London to NYC with red “PAID Oct. 12 1809” circular handstamp, 
1794 London to NYC with red boxed “Post Paid 9. 5. 4” handstamp, 1795 London to NYC with red “PAID FE 6” triple circle 
datestamp, 1811 London to NYC with red “Paid Ship Letter London Jan. 3, 1811” circular datestamp with crown inside, 1806 
London to NYC with similar cancel in black (different crown), few stamped include France 80c Napoleon (Scott #19) used with 
two other stamps tied by “1460” in diamond of dots cancel to S. Manchester CT, few US Notes, also includes 1838 cover from 
Calcutta India to London with “India Letter Liverpool” and red “Calcutta GPO Ship Letter” boxed handstamps, and 1837 Le Havre 
to London with red “Paid Ship Letter London” and Crown oval handstamp, 1809 Greenbock Scotland to Liverpool, 1865 and 1871 
from Italy to Amsterdam, and much more, most with basic descriptions and ASCC values, overall, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

POStaL HIStORY

General Postal History by Issue

325   1851, 1¢ blue, types II & IV, Cover Collection (Scott 7, 9), 24, better include front and all-over back text for Postal Reform 
(franked with two stamps), #7 on 20 page booklet “Report of the School Committee of the Town of Fitchburg for the year 1856-
57”, #7 Pos. 86L1L double transfer (removed and hinged) on advertising cover, #9 with Dec. 1854 ball invitation, #9 on Iron 
Founders brown cameo cover with 1856 original letter, printed circulars include 1) datelined “Baltimore, Oct. 1, 1856” appointing 
an agent in NYC, 2) #9 pair on July 14 1855 from Ralli & Co. of New Orleans to London England with “2” and “PRINTED 
CIRCULAR” and New Orleans forwarders oval handstamps and 3) “American and Foreign Patent Agency, Cleveland Ohio”, 4) 
#7 on produce commission merchants, also includes #9 pair tied by faint “Michigan Bar Cal. Apr. 5” circular datestamp, few very 
small faults as always, generally, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
326   1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I & 1852, 3¢ dull red, type II, Postal History Collection (Scott 10-11a), an attractive holding 

of 80 covers or fronts, each singly franked by these imperforate stalwarts; a broad range of cover types are present, including 
Advertising, pierced-paper, a turned cover (#U2 entire), Mourning Cover, a Patriotic, one with additional acid-tied Blood’s Local, 
Express, even several slavery-related; cancels run the gamut from black to red, blue and green, with “FREE”, “PAID”, “PAID 3”s, 
plenty of towns and grids, and more besides; the stamps themselves offer shades and several plate varieties/recuttings as noted 
by the consignor; generally fresh, but expect the usual wear and tear found on covers that went through the mail 170 years ago, 
generally Fine to Very Fine with better, fully imaged online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
327   1857, 1¢ blue, type II, IIIa, V on Cover Collection (Scott 20//24), comprising #20 (4 including one with #26 and one with 

wedding invitation), #22 (6 including one pos. 74L4 with APEX cert; two with different City Delivery cancels, one on oversized 
front with pair of #26, one on circular “To the Regular Soldiers of the War of 1812, their Heirs or Assigns”), #24 (70 including 
single frankings include one with partial imprint, one with “Curl over “C””, 12 in combination with #26 (one to three including one 
to Canada), 2 with NYC red carrier, 4 with Baltimore carriers (3 blue; 1 black), 3 on wrappers), 18 franked with three examples 
including strips including one on Ellsworth red & blue Civil War Patriotic, one with partial imprint on red & blue flag & cannon 
Civil War Patriotic, one with vertical pre-printing paperfold, 2 with Kansas Territory cancels, one with ms. “Care U.S. Ex. Co.”), 
few circulars including one Railroad meeting announcement, also includes #24 pair tied on piece by “Georgetown Oct. 15, 1861” 
circular datestamp which is a demonitized use, some faults as usual, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
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328   1857, 3¢ rose, type I & dull red type II, Postal History Collection (Scott 25, 26), 42 covers in total, neatly arranged on Scott 
stockpages, offering a wide range of uses and cancels; note Advertising and Corner Card covers, several Patriotics (including a 
“Contraband” caricature), Ladies Covers, a Mourning Cover, a Penny Post with Blood’s acid tied, “Advertised”; cancels include 
green, red and blue, a Nebraska territorial, various towns, PAID, WAY, “Paid 3”, Steam/Steamboat, etc.; an attractive holding, but 
as with nearly all groups of covers this age, expect faults or wear to cover, stamp or both, Fine to Very Fine, see the entire holding 
online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
329   1861, 1¢ & 10¢ Postal History Collection (Scott 63, 68), comprising 48 pieces in total, 39 franked by 1¢, nine by 10¢, most single 

frankings but multiple and mixed frankings present as well; 1¢ holding includes circulars, Penny Post, USPO Dispatch, Mourning 
Cover, two State of Maine Adj’t General’s Office covers, Valentine’s or Ladies Covers, page from a magazine, uprated entires, 
“Missent”, Carriers and New York City Delivery; 10¢ group includes covers to New Brunswick, Canada (3), France and Germany, 
along with a multiple-franked Union Turned Cover (!); an appealing lot, several of the items with enclosures; condition varies, with 
some covers more travel-worn than others, generally Fine to Very Fine, see them all online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
330   Enticing Collection 3¢ 1861 on Covers (Scott 65), mostly #65, 136 with strength in the 33 fancy cancels including Skinner-

Eno PP-Fl21, LS-D12, ST-D51, Columbus “Prison Bars” (2), negative propeller in circle of South Windhall, five pointed star in 
circle of Auburn NY, hollow spokes of Davenport Iowa, Leominster Stovepipe (2), blue framed “X” of Evanston Mass., Leaf of 
Nashville Ten., negative “N” of Norwalk CT, “Z” of Zanesville Ohio, masonic of Charlestown NH, negative “OK” of Ballston NY, 
Philaelphia mummers, “US” of New Berne NC, negative blue “US”, “US” in shield of Albany NY, soldier’s cap of Washington 
DC, shields of Cambridge and Boston MA, and fancy geometric of New Bedford Mass to Honolulu, Sandwich Islands,  35 
advertising with some all-over, one Valentine, four with original enclosures, few shades including #64b pair, also includes 3 fronts 
and two “on piece” and one off cover, neatly organized in Scott Specialty album, few faults as usual, generally, Very Fine, strikes, 
see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
331   1861 Issue, town Postmark Collection (Scott 65), over 550 stamps and over 100 covers mostly with town circular datestamps, 

also includes 1&cent (20 stamps and two covers), 10&cent (9 stamps), 12&cent (2 stamps), 24&cent (2 stamps), 30&cent (14 
stamps) and 90&cent (1 stamp), mounted on homemade Scott pages in Scott Specialty album, mixed condition, Fine, appearing; 
non 3c issues Scott $6,510; see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
332   Bank Note Issues on Covers (91) with better including high value frankings, printed matter with advertising, and cancels, high 

value frankings including legal sized with 15c & 6c, 15c pair plus #209 & #210, 12c & 3c, 30c & 3c on advertising package front, 
30c strip of three (cut down and rebacked front), 15c strip of three, 30c plus 3c and three 2c, #153 plus 6c and 3c (#153 on cover 
has a catalog value of $1,500), printed matter with advertising including #146 on Boynton’s Machinery Agency Hartford CT 
printed circular, cover with the original medicine to “mix with one Pint of hot water (Strain) and is ready for use”, #210 on 
publishers advertising cover with original letter on company letterhead, Dry Good price list thick booklet with 1c issue, #156 & 
#178 on 1878 bankruptcy notices, #146 on Charleston SC part printed 1874 gas bill, #209 on all-over horse pulling “hay rake” from 
Denver to Ft. Collins CA, cancels include stars from many different citites including 3c pair on 1878 Official Business legal sized 
cover to Yankton Dakota Terr., 6c tied by 1882 Freeport NY purple cds and star to Edgartown Mass., 3c with perfectly struck blue 
“W” in circle of Chicago, 1c & 2c tied by “Laramie Wyo.” (Territorial) cds, #213 & J16 on Potomac River Steamboat Cover with 
“STEAMBOAT” & “DUE 2” handstamps, 5c Taylor pair ttied by NY Supplementary Mail cancels to Italy, #178 tied by purple 
“Washington D.C. Local” and quartered cork handstamp with matching carrier backstamp and original enclosure, also includes 
facsimile of 5c Taylor printed on cover postally used, three mourning covers (one to France, one with original letter), and more, 
mixed condition, overall, Fine to Very Fine, appearing lot, see everything online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
333   1890-95 Issue Interesting Cover assortment, 62, half of which are advertising with better including all-over front and back 

US Mail Pouch design, legal sized “The Houseboat Company” with original enclosures, stunning “International Stock Food” 
multicolor all-over front and back, Remington gun front and back in blue, Longman & Martinez with multicolor map on reverse, 8 
x 5 in. postcard with all-over ad on back, cigarmakers franked by five 10c #282 (front only), cover with building to East India with 
14 backstamps from multiple countries including many Dead Letter Office, also includes #281 block of six on legal sized cover to 
Italy, Indian Territory cancel, 3 franked with plate no. strips of three, 3 oversized square Valentines, 3 morning covers with one to 
Germany, and two bank tags (not in count), variety of frankings and cancels, few faults as always, Very Fine, lot, see all 64 items 
online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History General Postal History by Issue
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334   Postage Due Covers assortment, approximately 50 mostly Civil War period through early 20th century covers with postage 
due frankings and/ or due markings in manuscript or by rubber stamp, starts with a couple of Civil War patriotics with different 
“Due 3” handstamps, other auxiliary markings include “Hold For Postage:, “U.S. Charge to Collect”, “Collect Postage 16 Cents”, 
a manuscript “Due Over weight/ Three cents to pay-”, Detroit provisional “Due 2” overprint on #267 on an 1895 cover, better 
due issue covers include J2 strip of four on incoming cover from Germany addressed to the German Legation in Washington DC, 
J18 pair on 1886 cover with NY City “opera glass” cancel, large fragment with five blocks of four J29 (some stamps faulty due 
to placement), also dues on incoming mails from GB, India, New Zealand, Hungary, Sweden, Chile, Tasmania, also foreign dues 
on outgoing US mail to Holland (also with return to sender and Dead Letter Office markings), Italy, etc. also some PO receipts, 
postage due bills, etc., very mixed condition but a still a Fine and useful group of postage due markings and frankings, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Stampless Covers

335   Washington D.C. and Georgetown Stampless Postal History, 1790-1850, 136 covers mounted on 90 of Tuck Tucker’s original 
exhibit pages (plus his two title pages), four between 1790 and 1794 have manuscript postmarks, others with circular datestamps, 
some with content, senders and recipients of interest, Very Fine lot, ASCC value approximately $6,000 plus the four unlisted and 
one 1851 cover franked with #10A, see them all online, Tuck Tucker. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Union Civil War Postal History

Patriotic Covers
Postal History Union Civil War Postal History

336   absolutely Stunning Civil War Letters Collection, 50 with 19 on illustrated lettersheets and 44 covers, most of which were the 
original covers in which the letters and other items such as manifests were mailed, 13 of these covers are patriotics, lettersheets 
include “Ellsworth’s Avengers” song sheet with letter written in German, “Kentucky and the Union Constitution” (with original 
patriotic envelope) sent Christmas Day 1861, “Maine 10th Regiment” (with matching patriotic cover), “Fast Colors Warranted not 
to run 1776 - 1882”, “76th Regiment P.V. Power’s Zoaves” - all three in red and blue, coarse small image of George Washington 
“The Father of Our Country” in blue, other letters include one datelined “Folly Island S.C. 15th Sept. 1863” written in German, 
others datelined from a Camp, other covers include two dogs caricature patriotic and multicolored small shield in circle of stars, 
legal sized with “Headquarters Pay Department” cc, other items include discharge paper, advertising circular for ladies cloaks and 
mantillas (#63 NYC local use), requisition for fuel, and more, because this massive consignment came in literally at the last second, 
we did not have an opportunity to read the letters, so there is a very real possibility you will discover some great content, Very Fine, 
Fortunately for you, it is completely imaged online for study., ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Postal History Union Civil War Postal History
337   Unused Civil War Patriotics, Collection of over 240 with many better including some scarce all-over flags, a couple Magnus and 

Kimmel, some allover including a 12-star Confederate flag, many red and blue and a few multicolored, minor duplication, also 
includes some ephemera including six illustrated lettersheets, a booklet by the Illinois Central Railroad Company listing the battles 
for the Union and noting the casualties, a part of a cigarette company ribbon showing Lincoln, mixed condition, Fine-Very Fine, 
see them all online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Union Civil War Postal History
338   Civil War Patriotic Collection, 31 used with many better including 4 with Union Patriotic Labels (see accompanying article 

by Dr. Arthur Groten), 3 red and blue eagle & shield with border of red stars, 8 with red and blue bordered backflaps and mostly 
different embossed patriotic design at center, 1 with image of troops heading to battle and poem with soldier’s letter, also includes 
1863 stampless cover with “Due 3” from Memphis TN to a soldier in the Army of the Cumberland, three all-over designs, an 8x 5 
in. announcement for the “Union Prize Stationery Package”, three Prison covers comprising Elmyra, alton Military Prison with 
printed corner card, Galen Harrison records 12 in his book, and Camp Parole with the original letter that reads in part, “ 
I will tell nothing of my imprisonment as I will soon be at home.”; fewer than 30 covers are known to or from Camp Parole, 
mixed condition, Fine to Very Fine, appearing, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Union Civil War Postal History
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339   Civil War Patriotic Cover Collection, 53 plus 9 fronts and one unused, many in red and blue with better including eagle and 
shield with border of red stars, Lincoln and Johnson “Union Standard Bearers for 1864”, plus “The Loyal States” Wisconsin and 
Connecticut and Massachusetts, 97th NY Regimental, and Major-General Siegel, also including 6 covers to or from soldiers and 
3 legal sized with 1863 docketing from Memphis Tenn. to a smalltown Ohio court clerk, see the entire lot on the web, ex-Gatsby. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Sanitary Fair Covers
Postal History Union Civil War Postal History

340   attractive Collection of Sanitary Commission & Related Covers, an appealing holding comprising 34 covers plus various 
documents relating to the care of wounded Union soldiers; covers offer a nice variety of US Sanitary Commission, US Christian 
Commission, Sanitary Department, U.S.A. Med. Department and other Official Business corner cards, some illustrated, some 
blind-embossed, even a couple Union Patriotics; most franked covers bear #65, but note #63, Black Jacks, and a mixed franking; 
various postmarks and cancels, a couple with Due markings in error; documents include an 1867-dated pension application, two 
Cooper Shop Volunteer Refreshment Saloon pay receipts, soldiers’ home fundraising appeals, and more; all neatly arranged on 
stockpages ready to be worked into your collection or stock; generally attractive though some covers with varying degrees of 
faults, Fine to Very Fine with better, imaged in full online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Confederate Civil War Postal History

341   Large and Varied assortment of Covers (C.S.a. Catalog F7-19), An interesting collection of nearly 60 covers (and a few fronts) 
including a 5¢ Charleston Provisional (16X1) on a partial cover, a #1 pair, three #2 covers, #4 (10 including 4 pairs), a 5¢ rose 
(pen-canceled and not tied), #6/7 (4), a 10¢ frame line (9) well-executed fake with a P.F. certificate; #11/12 (30+), and two dubious 
#13 covers; also includes six Official imprints (mostly P.O.D.), a Georgia Executive Department embossed corner card (S-GA-02) 
and a few turned covers; condition varies, but is generally Fine. Overall, quite a unusual and worthwhile lot., otherwise Very Fine, 
ex-Gatsby.  Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. Scott $5,000. (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Postal History Confederate Civil War Postal History
342   Confederate/Civil War Ephemera & Miscellany, An interesting album of miscellaneous material of all sorts, mainly Confederate, 

including, Currency and Scrip; C.S.A. Loans; an 1862 Aid-de-Camp Appointment; a few Handstamped Paids; a New Orleans City 
“Bobtail” Streetcar Ticket; a couple of Johnson’s Island P.O.W. covers (one with a letter); two Travel Passes issued to an S.A. 
Ferris and his wife by the Provost Marshal General’s Office, “Defences South of Potomac”, Mar 19, 1863; a set of 29 Charles 
Magnus Carte de Visite-type portraits of Union Generals in red & black, as well as 18 of their Confederate counterparts (all in 
black and apparently reproductions); an 1862 handwritten Prisoner Parole datelined Cumberland Gap, Oct 2, 1862, signed by 
Maj. Geo. W.F. Harper; panes of 100 of the Unofficial Reprints of the 5¢ De La Rue in black and in blue; two sheets of “C S A” 
watermarked paper; more than 100 C.S.A. Provisional Forgeries (with a few genuine mixed in), etc., etc. A fascinating group, ex-
Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Patriotic Covers
Postal History Confederate Civil War Postal History

343   a Rarely Offered Collection of Confederate Patriotic Covers, 28 covers comprising 7-Star Flag (2), 10-Star Flag (2), 11-Star 
Flag (5), 13-Star Flag (1), General Beauregard MS-1 (3), Mounted Soldier SM-1 (7), Mounted Soldiers SM2 (2), Unmounted 
Soldier SN-1 (1), Jefferson Davis JD-1A (10, JD-2 (1), Cannon CN-1 (2), and one captured Union Patriotic; the reason we’re 
offering this as a collection is that the condition is not the best (though it rarely is on these covers); 10 of the covers are missing 
stamps, the two 7-Star Flags are John Fox Fakes; and many of the rest are repaired to one degree or another; still, many are quite 
presentable - some quite attractive (the two Fox covers are beautiful) - and all are quite scarce in the overall scheme of things. A 
rare opportunity., ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Military-/War-Related Coverss

344   aPO Military Mail Covers, 1941-73.  Nice collection in nine albums of over 900 field mail (APO) covers from USA 1941-1973, 
including World War II, Vietnam War, other conflicts, collected on APO (army post office) number, all imaged online have a look, 
useful for the specialist or trader. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers
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345   Spanish american and World Wars Patriotic Covers, over 90 items from the Spanish American War, WW I and WW II, better 
items include Spanish American War patriotic covers (10 used includes 3 all-over flag; 15 ununsed includes 12 all-over flag), a WW 
I censored post card acknowledging receipt of a parcel of cigarettes from India, package of 15 unused pieces of WWII patriotic 
stationery (counted as 1 item), Fine to Very Fine, see all items online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $300 - 400

World War II Patriotic Covers
Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers

346   Fabulous Fluegel/Staehle WWII Patriotic Collection, 1942-45, 150 stunning multicolored WWII event covers; individually 
sleeved and marked $25-50 each, mild to moderate duplication, most are unaddressed and in very fresh condition; perfect for 
online sales, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Military-/War-Related Covers
347   Weigand WWII Patriotic Collection, 1942-45, nearly 100 Weigand patriotic event envelopes festooned with poster stamps, 

stickers, and colorful artwork in individual sleeves and postmarked throughtout the country during WWII; fantastic for the collector 
or online retailer, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Naval Ship Covers
Postal History Ship Covers

348   Massive Naval Cover accumulation, approximately 1,300-1,400 in 16 albums, also includes World War II Patriotics including 
about 100 fronts or backs of envelopes that were part of a hand drawn correspondence (no letters), about 400 First Trip covers and 
about 500 space themed covers with a few stamps and related items, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 92 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Exposition Covers & Postmarks

349   World Columbian, Pan american and St. Louis World’s Fair Cover Collection, Featuring World Columbian tickets and 4 
certificates (including 3 with specimen overprints), official set of ten #UX10 postal cards with the original wrapper, plus another set 
in black in white with different images, minor duplication, Pan american features many labels in singles and multiples, 15 mint 
and 6 used private mailing cards including one mint all-over flag, 26 unused covers with colored designs including a couple with 
unused matching stationery and 12 used covers including two all-over flags, 8 with expo cancels, Louisiana Purchase includes 
30 postal cards (mostly unused), plus a handful of labels and cards/covers from later fairs and expositions (to 1939), few faults to 
be expected for collections of this vintage, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see it all on line, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 
8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Exposition Covers & Postmarks
350   St. Louis World’s Fair Picture Postcard Collection, Approximately (300) comprised of about 260 unused and 40 used most of 

which have World’s Fair cancels, around 40 different manufacturers, most are building views, some with glitter, minor duplication, 
sorted by manufacturer, overalll, Very Fine, view the entire collection online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 15 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Western Express Covers: Wells Fargo
Postal History Express Covers

351   Solid Selection of (Mostly) Wells Fargo Covers, 55 in total, nearly all individually sleeved or presented on an oversized stockpage; 
overwhelming majority with Wells Fargo imprint on 2¢ or 3¢ postal entires, though note two on regular-sized 6¢ and one 10¢ entire 
plus one each oversized 4¢ and 24¢ entires, two with pre-printed address unsent, and two Mexico covers; nice variety of imprint 
designs with an even wider range of cancel types and colors; additional Western Expresses present as well, including Alta Express 
(rare), Pacific Stage & Express, Pacific Union Express, Eureka Express (“connecting with Wells, Fargo & Co.”), Northern Pacific 
Express, and Lamping & Co.’s Express (rare); most origins and destinations from California or Nevada (Territory or State), but 
note New York City, Troy, NY, Portland, OR, and Boston origin cancels, a couple domestic destinations “back east”, plus one cover 
sent to Prussia; “early position” noted on one cover; condition varies as usual, but a useful lot for collector and dealer alike, Fine 
to Very Fine, see them all online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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352   a C Roessler Cover Collection, 1920-37, A C Roessler Photo Cachet Catalogue by Barry Newton disassembled in page 
protectors with covers interspersed; example of copyright Airmail envelope used on Contract Air Mail (CAM) flight, checkerboard 
and lozenge Airmail envelopes (the latter carried by Lindbergh to the Canal Zone), USS Akron coast to coast flight on Roessler 
checkerboard, Graf Zeppelin with C18 from Miami to Lakehurst, arrival of US Navy fliers to Pearl Harbor (1934), A C Roe 
C11 Kitty Hawk NC overprint on postcard (of 3 examples one is inverted), pair of Roessler postcards with 2M German Zepps 
from Germany to Palestine on Graf Zeppelin and the other to New York, 704-715 FDC on checkerboard Airmail envelope, 
LZ-127 Roessler card to Germany with his controversial “Graf Zeppelin” overprint, stunning trio of Roessler envelopes 
on the Graf Zeppelin - C13 (2) to Seville, C14 to Friedrichshafen, and C15 roundtrip on the South american Flight back 
to New York, A C Roe advertising postcard mailed in Canada offering installment payments on catapult mail, National Parks set 
with Rosseler cachet, pair of US to Germany postcards with different versions of the Hugo Eckener cachet, scarce Zeppelin Mail 
(Franklin) sheetlet of 4, two more Zeppelin Mail postcard designs, Christmas Island Central Pacific Cocoanut Plantations 
Ltd Mail Boat service; bonus artist Arthur Szyk autographs on Israel FDC of his stamps in 1950 (7 signed pieces), Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postal History Airmail Postal History
353   Lifetime of aviation Postal History, 1929-90, Our conservative estimate is over 3000 covers conveying the story of aviation in 

America individually sleeved in about a dozen trays; event covers from Airport Dedications, Foreign Air Mail (FAM) and Air Mail 
(AM) routes, initial Jet service, Seaport and Gliderport Dedication, extensive Helicopter first flights, and a great section of 200 
early Canada (1928-1959); commemorative Lindbergh, Aviation related FDC sets, Safe album with 130 different covers flown in 
Spirit of St Louis replica (several autographed by the pilot) and much more; clean and organized, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 74.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Airmail Postal History
354   Massive Flight Cover accumulation, approximately 2,500 in 25+ albums, wide variety of flights with many 1920’s-40’s including 

Pan American flights in the Pacific, some duplication, overall, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 73.8 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Airmail Postal History
355   Everything airmail Related on Cover, 1927-1985, 400+ aviation related envelopes including Airport Dedications, International 

Air Circus, First Flights, Contract Air Mail, National Air Races, Air Meet, Eastern States Exposition, Airmail stamp FDCs, Air 
Maneuvers, and AM Routes; First Day Covers include C4 ($400), C7-C9, C10, C11 (Adam Bert) C20-C22, C24 (block of 4), and 
hundreds more; many are individually sleeved and ready for your aerophilatelic inventory, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 11 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Lindberghiana
Postal History Airmail Postal History

356   Loopy over Lindy, 1927-2000, several hundred Lindbergh related envelopes and postcards (many in binders), coins and medals, 
photographs and prints, presentation folders, and scale model toys in package; if you are crazy about Lindbergh see the images on 
the web; includes a few dozen flown by Lindbergh on the CAM 2 route (often autographed by his fellow pilots), FAM 8 to 
Mexico, FaM 5 to the Canal Zone, and FaM 6 through the Caribbean; many anniversary covers as well as about 150 related 
to the reenactment of the 1927 national Goodwill Tour that touched down in all 48 states; great 8 x 10 photo of the Lone Eagle 
with his friend Bud Gurney, AP photo of Cal in USS Memphis catapult aircraft on way back from Paris, ragged picture section 
of the St Louis Globe-Democrat from June 26, 1927, press photo of the Spirit of St Louis following the transatlantic flight with 
large portions of the fuselage missing from souvenir hunters, Ryan aeronautical Co press photo of the Ryan NYP plane with 
Charles a Lindbergh signature (genuine?), magnificent Colonel Lindbergh’s Decorations photo booklet produced in 1928 by 
the Missouri Historical Society, great book by R E G Davies and illustrations by Mike Machat on the pilot and his aircrafts, a 
number of presentation folders produced by the Postal Commemorative Society and Fleetwood, a few dozen medals and coins 
(many appear silver) honoring the flier, as well as Cox and Corgi 1/100th scale models of the aircraft; a great lot, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 25.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Zeppelin Covers
Postal History Airmail Postal History

357   Impressive Zeppelin Cover accumulation, comprising USA 1925 (five), USA 1928 (ten), USA 1929 Round The World (eight), 
USA 1933 with C18 (fifteen), USA 1936 Hindenberg (eight), Akron-Macon (135), Argentina, Brazil (seven), Germany (30), 
Liechtenstein and Switzerland, some duplication, but we note that some covers have the same cachet but different cancels, also 
includes stamps with some higher catalog value singles and sets, unused and used postcards (many reprints), a couple hundred 
modern covers, and two hardcover books, Fine-Very Fine or better. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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advertising/Illustrated Covers

358   Nursery and Seed advertising Collection, 1855-1925, about 525 better advertising envelopes related to nurseries in four binders; 
agricultural warehouse, garden seeds, fruit tree seedlings, bulbs & plants, florists, fruit culturist, grape vines, plants by mail, and many 
more; curated to exclude most roughly opened covers, includes some with stamp collars and a few dozen with letters; several are 
multicolor and entire envelope advertising; very collectable, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.2 lbs.   
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Advertising/Illustrated Covers
359   advertising Cover, trade Card and Ephemera Selection, Approximately 230 items, over 50 covers including 13 Winchester 

Gun Co., all-over two-color legal sized for the Illinois State Zoo and Amusement Co., few coffee & tea, one multicolor bread flour, 
Utica NY partially printed form from the Utica NY Supreme Court, over 75 postcards including two multicolor from the Lewis 
and Clark Centennial, 1898 New York City to Germany, 20 unused printed by Arthur Livingston showing NY State attractions in 
red & black, few advertising postal cards, plus ephemera including box for Valley Farms Bing Crosby Ice Cream, Clergy 1928 
Passes for “the Giants” New York Base Ball Club and “the american League Baseball Club of New York” admission 
to Yankee stadium, few large ornate Valentines, Mickey Mouse and Porky Pig cardboard stands, few faults to be expected, 
overall, Fine to Very Fine, see this entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postal History Advertising/Illustrated Covers
360   advertising Collar Cover Collection, 1888-1909, comprised of fifteen covers, one used postcard, one unused postal stationery 

with printed collar around 1c indicia, 28 “cut squares”, wide variety of advertisements including wedding invitations, publishing, 
Columbian World’s Fair, chemicals, cigars, jewelry, clothes, leather, one cover with large train illustration, franked with 1c or 2c 
stamps including three also with postage dues, three covers have advertising on reverse as well, also includes an 1887 announcement 
with the stamp affixed to the wrong side then cut out and used properly, few faults as usual, Very Fine, appearance, imaged in total 
online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Advertising/Illustrated Covers
361   Cleveland Ohio Hotel Cover Collection, 75 covers from 22 different hotels built between 1836 and 1900, earliest is City Hotel 

franked with #26, mostly 1870’s-1890’s, on pages with descriptions of the hotels represented, couple with original letters, couple 
non-advertising but hotel related items not counted, also includes fourteen non Cleveland Hotels including New York astor 
House cameo on top backflap franked with #24 (three), #73 on Pacific Hotel of NYC cc, Park Hotel of Portland OR on 1903 
Exposition all-over advertising cover, Chestnut Street House of Philadelphia cameo, Farish House of Charlottesville Va 
large cameo, Park Hotel of NYC with stamp tied by well struck mask fancy cancel few faults to be expected but overall, Fine 
to Very Fine, see all items online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

First Day Covers

Cacheted
Postal History First Day Covers

362   Classic First Day Cover accumulation, over 2,000 better, housed in 14 cover albums including one torkel Gundel (45 covers 
#703/902 including 38 signed by Gundel; minor duplication), two 3¢ Baseball #855 with duplication (approximately 175 covers; 
Mellone exceeds $3,000), two Crosby comprising 218 covers (#831/979, C25/C31; minor duplication), also includes Washington 
Bicentennials (#704-715 ten complete sets including six cacheted comprising Souren (Mellone 2), Souren (Mellone 2a but missing 
½¢), Ioor (Mellone 20), Aeorprint (Mellone set on #24b, 24d-24k), one General Purpose (Mellone GP2 with labels at bottom left), 
one unlisted, also includes one set with cachets similar to First Rice (Mellone 4) with Feb. 22 1932 cancels; National Parks (#740-
749) four sets #740-749 comprising two George Linn cachets with Washington D.C. cancels, one Ioor cachet and one uncacheted 
with labels (1st Frank Martin?), plus five covers with Grimsland cachets and a 1¢ with an unlisted add-on hand-painted cachet; 
#750 (four) comprising Dyer, Ioor, and Waecherling on #10-sized cover, plus Grimsland with Washington Sept. 4 cancels; #751 
Dietz, Dyer (one green and one black), Ioor, Mellone 15 (two), Top Notch, Beverly Hills, Mellone 29, and two more; also includes 
a set of #750a & 751a with Washington Stamp Exchange cachets, nine complete sets of Famous americans with Anderson, 
Cachetcraft, Crosby, Gundel, Holland, Nix, Rice and Ross cachets, many others starting with #551 and include many better 1920s 
issues including #614-616 on one cover, #630 top strip of ten, Fine to Very Fine overall, see the many highlights of this outstanding 
lot online. Shipping charges apply - weight 56 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Postal History First Day Covers
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363   Modern First Day Cover accumulation, thousands of covers with the best in the 29 cover albums loaded with modern high 
postal values and modern hand-painted with too many highlights to mention (very few common cachets), also includes #2201b 
(black omitted on two of the four stamps), approximately 1,600 Colorano cachets, about 500 Souvenir Pages including some 
premium, 18 Copecrest Woven Picture cachets, Very Fine overall, only a small portion of this lot can be imaged so please be sure 
to view this lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 260 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Postal History First Day Covers
364   Special Event & First Day Cover Collection/accumulation, over 1,100 covers in four boxes. About 500 are mostly cacheted 

First Day Covers. Of this group 200 are post-1960 and mostly unaddressed and uncacheted, including several 1992 Columbus 
set Maximum Cards, State Flags on cover, some hand-painted Mickey Mouse cachets, and about 20 booklet panes on cover. The 
other 300 FDCs go from the 1920s to 1959 and are mostly centered around the 1930-40 period. This group includes some rare 
cachets and better items and sets on cover (without cachet) including 1925 Norse-American set, 1925 Lexington-Concord set, 
1926 Ericsson Memorial, 1932 Washington Bicentennial set on 12 covers. With Artcraft cachet there is the set of the 1940 Famous 
Americans, and Artcraft and Artmaster cachets of the 1956 $5 Hamilton. This group includes about 60 lots still on original auction 
pages. The remaining 600 covers are made up of over 200 cacheted WWII Patriotic covers, Statue of Liberty thematic covers, USS-
cancelled Naval and Submarine covers, WWI and WWII APO covers, World’s Fairs, Boy Scouts, Railways and miscellaneous 
special event covers. Also included and perhaps the most interesting and valuable part of this lot is about 140 covers mostly ranging 
from the early 1900s to the 1940s of stamp labels on cover. Most are tied and of considerable Thematic interest, from National 
Expositions to Philatelic Exhibitions. Almost all material is in excellent condition with no faults. A great lot either for a collector 
wanting to complement their collection or for a knowledgeable dealer who knows how to extract the value from this lot. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hand-Painted
Postal History First Day Covers

365   Kendal Bevil Handpainted Collection, 1992-2009, 370+ of the most striking modern FDCs available in flawless condition; large 
percentage come with certificates of authenticity, many are artist proofs, numerous sports and military related; uber popular with 
the First Day Cover crowd, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Postal History First Day Covers
366   Myriad of Hand-Painted Cachet artists, 1981-99, well over 1,000 sleeved envelopes, most all done in pencil, ink, watercolors, 

and paint, though approximately 20-25% with printed cachets (many multicolor) including Artcraft, Artmaster, Colorano, etc., 
some on issues of the period, many on earlier issues captured by the consignor, including #1053; cachet-makers include Weddle, 
Bevil, Doris Gold, Ellis & Gamm, McNatt, Paslay, Larry Gassen, A O Henry, W N Wright, H Maul (a few hundred), Beller, J 
Pugh, JLG, Collins, Erwin Meissner, TM Geerlings (well over 100), LMS, Beller, Ham, Bernard Goldberg, Ginny, Vaughn Hord, 
Poormon, James Knoble, and many more; dozens of PNC and joint line pairs, some with considerable catalog value; generally light 
to useful duplication, though several noted heavier; tremendous stock for your internet and show customers, Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 34 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
367   Fred Collins Hand-painted First Day Cover Collection, 1981-95, over 600 different premium Collins covers attractively housed 

in White Ace cover albums; spans much of his most productive period and includes $5 Bret Harte, $9.95 Moon Landing, and seven 
envelopes with high-value Federal Duck stamps; wonderful for the collector or the merchant in search of ultra-clean, colorful, and 
very marketable stock, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
368   High-Value Prexie Hand-painted First Day Cover Collection, 1938-39 (Scott 832-834), 37 delicious First Day Covers from 

the Presidential Series; Windermuth includes coils, booklet panes, blocks, as well as block of $1 Wilson (and single), block of $2 
Harding, and $5 Coolidge (and single); Nancy Huehl $1-$5, and Geerlings $1-$5 (Coolidge is a centerline block of 4); amongst 
the finest illustrators working with some of America’s most iconic stamps, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
369   Bernard Goldberg Handpainted Collection, 1987-2009, 100 of some of the most colorful and desirable First Day Covers in 

philately housed in a three ring binder; includes 1st Constitution, 1st New Jersey, 1st Jean Baptiste Pointe Du Sable, 1st Noel ‘87, 
1st Pennsylvania, 1st Virginia, 1st Hap Arnold, 1st US Senate, 1st $8.75 Express Mail, 1st “F” Rose, 1st Cole Porter, 1st Missuri’s 
Eastern Bluebird, 1st Christopher Columbus, 1st Juan Cabrillo, 1st Dean Acheson, 1st Allison Davis, 1st Richard Nixon, 1st 
Marilyn Monroe, 1st $3 Priority Mail, 1st $10.75 Express Mail, 1st Satchmo, 1st James Dean, 1st Ben Franklin, 1st Babe Ruth, 
1st FDR, 1st National Archives, 1st Dodgers Yankees, 1st Hyman Rickover, 1st Joseph Stillwell, 1st Claude Pepper, 1 Edward G 
Robinson, 1st Lucille Ball, 1st James Madison, 1st Cary Grant, 1st Wright Brothers, 1st WWII Memorial, 1st George S Patton, 1st 
Hattie McDaniel, 1st Albert Sabin, and 1st Gerald Ford; no duplication, great for the collector or dealer who wants great material, 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
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370   Greg Carter Hand-painted First Day Cover Collection, 1923-2011, 99 highly sought-after beauties, beginning with a unique 
edge-to-edge painting of the funeral procession for Warren G Harding (#610); Carter skillfully amplifies the artwork found on the 
stamps, on covers issued in very limited quantities; the colors are bold and the imagery striking; perfect for the collector or dealer 
in search of the best, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History First Day Covers
371   Mostly Hand-Painted First Day Covers of World Stamp Expo ‘89, 1989-2000, A total of 75 pieces centering around the 

souvenir sheet issued in 1989 for the World Stamp Expo in Washington, D.C. A great many hand-painted cachets by such well-
known artists as Geerlings and Greenlee, as well as some Colorano silk cachets and others. A beautiful tribute to both the event 
and our 16th president. As a bonus, 27 sports-related covers hand painted by cachet designer Kendal Bevil including numerous 
proofs signed by the artist. Tiger Woods’ Grand Slam, the Home Run Race of 1998 between McGwire & Sosa, and Brady’s MVP 
performance in Super Bowls XXXVI & XXXVIII are just some of the athletic events and individuals paid tribute to, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Printed Cachets
Postal History First Day Covers

372   1934 National Parks First Day Cover Collection (Scott 740-749), over 460 better First Day Covers neated mounted in five 
albums represented by 40 sets; complete sets of 10 with either DC or Park cancels including Clara Fawcett, Top Notch, M APS (2), 
C W George add-on (scarce), Grimsland (2), “A National Park Year” (4 sets of 2 covers with all 10 issues on one cover), Harold 
Scott (rare), Covered Wagon, 2 plus complete sets of 10 on one cover, Roy, Anderson (4, one hand-tinted), Fairway, Beverly Hills 
(6), Planty #8 & #2, Dyer (4), Bates (2), Ioor, Linprint (2), Rice plus all 10 on one cover; many additional singles throughout with 
various frankings and postal markings, including a foreign destination; perfect for the specialist or the merchant who supplies 
them, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
373   First Day Cover Dealer Stock, 1950-2018, we estimate 4,000 FDCs individually sleeved and in one of 10 dealer’s red boxes; 

majority are Colorano “silk”, ArtCraft, HF, Fleetwood, and Artmaster, includes some without art and perfect for add-on cachets; 
nice selection of Airmail (and some foreign with aviation theme); bonus 29 souvenir pages with First Day canceled stamps, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 68 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
374   Baseball First Day Cover Collection, 1939 (Scott 855), 128 better always popular Baseball First Day Covers; 104 are housed in 

a Showgard-type binder and include Grandy, Anderson, Bert, Ferryman, Grimsland, Crosby, ArtCraft, Holland, Ioor, Kee, Ludwig, 
Farnam, Rice, Coulthard, Emeigh, Mayne, Fidelity, 1st Letherstocking, Sanders, Gundel, and many others; also 24 extraordinary 
Heyl unofficial First Day Covers collected by James McCluskey, most autographed by great players including Mo Vaughn, Walt 
Dropo, Mike Torrez, Johnny Pesky, Roy Partee, Willard Marshall, Roy Hartsfield, Alvin Dark, Del Crandall, John Sain, 
tommy Holmes, Carlton Fisk, Bob Doerr, Gene Conley, Jim Lonborg, Felix Mantilla, Sibby Sisti, Eddie Fisher, John Hiller, 
Johnny Logan, and Sam Jethroe; highly desireable collection, Fine to Very Fine. Play Ball! Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History First Day Covers
375   Calling all First Day Cover Collectors, 1929-2018, 2500 better First Day Covers, many in binders or individually sleeved; 

Regular Issues (1954-56) including $5 Hamilton, Commemoratives (1937-59) including full sets of Famous Americans and Overrun 
Countries, Airmail (1926-55) and postal stationery (1926-56); cachetmakers include Artmaster, Ken Boll, PentArts, ArtCraft, 
Aristocrats, Staehle, Richardson, Wakefield, Smartcraft, Grimsland, Nix, C George, Anderson, Crosby, Rice, Clifford, Spectrum, 
Maul hand-painted, Knoble hand-painted, Dorothy Knapp hand-painted (#1012), Wright hand-painted, Kraft hand-painted, 
House of Farnam, Kolor Kover, Sanders, Hillcliff, Russ Hamilton hand-painted, Overseas Mailers, Sarzin, Artopages, Fleetwood, 
Lowry, Fluegel, Peterman hand-painted, Poormon hand-painted, Pugh, Collins, Pilgrim, Eagle, A O Heary hand-painted, Cover 
of the Month, Risko airbrushed (several), Gundel, Browers, Imperial, Raley, Melissa Fox hand-painted, Hubbard, Espenshade, 
Roessler, Sudduth, Boerger, Gilcraft (a few hundred from 1987-92); particular concentration for #1012 and 1243 (would make a 
great exhibit), Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 37.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History First Day Covers
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376   Cream of the Crop First Day Cover Collection, 1934-82, over 500 great First Day Covers for the aficionado (or the dealer 
who supplies them); Ioor National Parks sets (perforated and Special Printing), Grimsland, Anderson, Fairway, Linprint, Rice, 
Collins (40+ including Express Mail), and more; Ioor Presidential Series complete to $5 Coolidge including horizontal and vertical 
coils, booklets, and experimental Electric Eye; extraordinary grouping of #1949, 1st New Directions, ArtCraft, Paul Hubartt 
handpainted, C W Ray handpainted, Terry Clans handcolored, George Alexander, Slyter Cachets, Pugh, Maul handpainted, 
Melissa Fox handpainted, Clarence Reid, Colorano “silk”, Val handpainted, Colonial, Gamm, Frank Adams, Namark, Aristocrats, 
Artmaster, Bazaar, Spectrum, GilCraft, Fleetwood; 29 have #1949a booklet panes, great Maximum Card with three autographs and 
and nine different postmarks, Official Programs, and many unofficial same-day cancels; useful grouping of #2177 (Buffalo “Bill” 
Cody) including Ceremony programs and cachets by Unicover, Collins, Pugh, Ellis, ArtCraft, Gamm, Gil Craft, and Artmaster, 
numerous unofficial cancels from the same day; considerable value here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History First Day Covers
377   Well-Focused First Day Cover Cachet Collection, 1948-2015, over 600 better First Day Covers organized by stamp issue, many 

in 3-ring binders or stock pages; includes Franklin Mint International 1984 Olympics (120), Wright Brothers #C45 (42), Wright 
Brothers 2003 First Flight (103), Wright Brothers #C91-C92 (107), Phantom of the Opera Lon Chaney (88), and Looney Tunes 
Porky Pig (47), Wiley Coyote (22), Sylvester (46), Daffy Duck (23), and Bugs Bunny (26); some of the cachet artists include 
Hobby Link, Artcraft, Church Cachets, Panda Cachets, HF, Artmaster, Aristocrats, Gamm, Pugh, Bevil, Edkin, Collins, Colorano 
“Silk”, Wilkerson, Vince Gordon, LRC Cachets, Pam, Shadow, GeeSee Cachets, Melissa Fox, Heritage, Nikirk, M W Brown, 
WII, Therome Cachets, Doris Gold, Wile Cachet, DGW, Vintry House, PentArts, Ben Kraft, C W George, Anderson, Grimsland, 
Fluegel, Spartan, Cachet Craft, Ken Boll, Ioor, Staehle, Smartcraft, McCawley, Day Lowry, Kolor Kover, Fleetwood, Ham, Ross, 
Artopages, Space Voyage, David “C” Cachets, Ellis, Robert C Brown, Jim Riggs, Tutor House, Nova, Smith, Ron Myers, RJT, and 
more; these will be very popular with your customers, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History First Day Covers
378   United States, Trans-Pacific Clipper FDC Collection, 1935-1937 (Scott C20-C22), 80 better cachets on first day covers; 

includes Anderson, C20-6, C20-7, C20-9, C20-13, Washington Stamp Exchange, Sidenius, Espenshade, McCamley, Rice (5 diff), 
Washington Service, Grimsland, Ioor (8 diff), Beverly Hills, Top Notch, Grandy, Linprint, Roy, Kapner, Kee, Roessler, Fairway, 
Klotzback, Nix, and White House stationery; many of the finest illustrations you are likely to encounter, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Postal History First Day Covers
379   Considerable FDC Stock, Plus, 1812-2020, a few thousand First Day Covers in sales tubs and trays; cachet makers include 

Fleetwood, Artmaster, ArtCraft, Grimsland, Smartcraft, Anderson, Ken Boll, Marg, Grandy, Sarzin, Staehle, PentArts, Gorham, 
Crosby, and others; the lot also includes an organized tub of Postal History, a glance revealed a lovely 1812 stampless folded letter 
with commercial content (and several other stampless folded letters as well), about 20 mint postal cards (UX3//UX41), numerous 
Scott # 11 and 65 on cover, lots of Banknotes and Washington Franklins, dozens of attractive Advertising covers, many Special 
Delivery and Postage Due on cover, a catapult cover, several RPO and HPO items, some Canal Zone mail, and lots more, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 135 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History First Day Covers
380   Crosby Prexie Electric Eye Collection, 1941-42 (Scott 803-831 vars.), 102 very clean Crosby covers in individual sleeves; 

beautiful thermograph with inset photographs for the Electric Eye Presidential Series (½¢-50¢) with enough duplication 
for a couple of sets; all to one typed address or one to light pencil; exceedingly fresh without the toning often seen from this 
era; your customers will love these, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History First Day Covers
381   National air Mail Week First Day Cover Collection, 1938 (Scott C23), nearly 100 Eagle Holding Shield First Day Covers in 

a Showgard binder; wonderful collection of illustrators including Ioor (6 different); Roessler C23-13a (2 different), C23-13b (2 
different); 1st Ferryman; Washington Stamp Exchange (2 different); Linprint (2 different); Grandy (2 different), C23-17a; Fidelity 
(3 different), Fairway (2 different), Evans (2 different), House of Farnam (4 different), Gundel (2 different), 1st american air 
Mail Society (4 different), Sidenius (2 different), Rice (5 different), Beverly Hills (2 different), Pavois (6 different), Grimsland, 
Nix C23-37, Espenshade (3 different), Crosby (8 different), Kapner (2 different), C23-47 (4 different), Pavey Envelope & Tag (2 
different), Staehle (4 different), C23-51 (2 different), C23-52 (3 different), C23-53 (2 different), C23-54 (2 different), Mayne, State 
of Connecticut, Sanders (2 different), Ludwig (4 different), Casper, Bronesky (2 different), Annis, Raley, Beardsley, and more; free 
from toning that plagued this issue, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History First Day Covers
382   Louis Weigand Premium US Navy Cachet Collection, 1937-1940, approximately 200 highly-sought after Louis Weigand 

artwork on US Navy covers; missing from most collections and great sellers online, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Postal History First Day Covers
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383   1933, Kosciuszko Issue First Day Cover Collection (Scott 734), 100+ premium covers housed in a black page FDC album; 
cachetmakers include Rice (4 diff), Linprint (5 diff), 734-4 (3 diff), Ioor (2 diff), Anderson (4 diff), Roessler (2 diff), 734-11 (8 
diff), Covered Wagon (19 diff), Grimsland (5 diff), Gill (10 diff), 734-19 (8 diff), Kee (7 diff), Fairway (11 diff), Westminster 
Stamp Club, 734-28 (5 diff), 734-29, Griffin (5 diff), 734-34 (3 diff), Beazell, 734-43 (2 diff); hard to duplicate, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Postal History First Day Covers
384   1934, Mothers of america First Day Cover Collection (Scott 737), 60+ better cachets for the rotary and flat plate versions of the 

stamp on black FDC pages; includes 2 examples of the valuable Beazell, Walker (10 diff), 737-10, Covered Wagon (5 diff), 737-
20, 737-21 (2 diff), 737-22, Barcus, Cachet with Comcut (2 diff), 727-27, Schucker (2 diff), Roessler, Fairway (2 diff), Top Notch 
(5 diff), 737-42, Beverly Hills, 737-45, 737-46, 737-47, Klinge, 737-49, Rice, 737-55, Dunlop (2 diff), Hux, and several others; all 
appear free of toning, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $500 - 750

Postal History First Day Covers
385   1933, Georgia Bicentennial Issue First Day Cover Collection (Scott 726), 55 premium cachets on FDC black pages; includes 

Beazell (3 diff), 1st Anderson, Ioor (2 diff), 726-GP4 (5 diff), Rice, Linprint, 726-18 (2 diff), 726-19 (2 diff), C of C R/S (3 diff), 
726-16, Augusta C of C, 726-14 (6 diff), 726-12, 726-11 (2 diff), Roessler, Bert (2 diff), 726-7 (7 diff), Hacker, and several nice 
hantpainted; worth a look, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $500 - 750

Cancels & Postmarks

Fancy Cancels
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

386   Beyond Fabulous Fancy Cancel Collection, comprising many premium fancy cancels including the Locomotive of South Hanson 
Mass., “Don’t USM” of Bridgeport CT, Indian Chief, rabbit, ten flags including magenta (SE-F-2) and one with PFC, North-South 
Shaking hands (two of SE-HF-5 and 3 of SE-HF-6), few Waterbury rosettes, “Jehovah” in Hebrew fancy cancel on single and 
individual stamps in a pair of #210, 11 negative hats, 14 boots, 24 anchors, 11 crescent moon and star, 60 masonics, “Gin Barrell” 
and “Gin Bottle” and beer mug all of Chicago, five pointed hands, “dancing baby”, “U.S. Mail” in padlock, compass, many animals 
including 12 kicking mules and 2 camels, bull on single and individual stamps in a pair of #210, bees including 2 Waterbury and 
one Adrian Mich, 22 hearts, over 175 skull & crossbones / coffins / devil’s masks / pumpkin heads / jack-o-lanters, 17 shields, 
and much much more, few colored cancels including green, most strikes are, Very Fine, enjoy viewing this fabulous fancy cancel 
collection in its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
387   Fabulous Fancy Cancel Collection on 3¢ 1861 Issue, over 1,100 stamps and a couple covers, with many better strikes of very 

scarce cancels with a large portion of the cancels on the stamps, designs include 15 eagles, 63 masonic, 33 anchors, 18 mummers, 
116 patriotic, 128 shields, 171 stars, 35 skull/mask/skull & crossbones, 3 a.J., 5 horse, 3 devil, 10 devil and pitchfork of West 
Meriden Ct, many with tabs showing corresponding illustrations from the Skinner-Eno book, some are dubious or misidentified 
but the majority are correct, Very Fine, strikes, an incredible lot well worth viewing in its entirety on the web, ex-Gatsby. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
388   Unusually Large Fancy Canceled Bank Note Holding, over 4,250 stamps, on 1c to 90c issues with most 1c-10c, well organized 

mostly by denomination on Scott hingeless album pages, cancels include targets, sun, propeller, grid of dots, clover leafs, rosettes, 
Maltese Crosses, leaves, other interesting geometrics, some colored cancels including red, blue, purple, minor duplication, mostly 
Very Fine strikes, see all of this very impressive holding online at your convenience, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 
6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
389   Massive Cancel Study on Bank Note Issues, over 2,400 stamps, better cancels including many premium fancy designs including 

cancels with multiple letters including “EAH” (Postmaster Eugene A. Hines of Richfield Springs NY), “ESH” (Postmaster E.S. 
Hurd of Waverly NY), “WF” from West Fairlee VT, and a nice group of “MB” from Mystic Bridge CT, numerals including gorgeous 
negative “Leap Year 1876” (SE YD-93; 3 examples with one on 15c stamp), loads of “U.S.” cancels, leafs including Waterbury 
maple leaf on 3c cut square, many types of shields, large groupings of single letters and numbers, plus many supplementary mail, 
carrier, registered, steamship, “Free”, “Paid” and other cancels, some colored cancels including a couple that the consignor notes 
a couple as brown, on 1c to 90c issues with most 1c-10c, on Scott hingeless album pages, some duplication, mostly, Very Fine, 
strikes, leave time to view this amazing collection in its entirety online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
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390   Premium Collection of Fancy-Canceled Officials, over 200 stamps from every Department (some more heavily represented 
than others), all with a colorful, appealing, and valuable range of cancel designs, neatly mounted on Scott pages; most lower 
denominations, but numerous 12¢-90¢ issues present as well; partly organized by cancel type, we note Leafs, Shields, Sunburst, 
KKK, Fly, Bee, Skull, Skull & Crossbones, handstamped and printed Stars (including rare strip of three 3¢ War), scarce Pictorials, 
a rare Type RE-N2 (New York Foreign Mail), Waterbury Pumpkin and Leaf, two North-South Handshakes, two Devils, nine 
Kicking Mules (one a double strike), a #179 with cancel intended for Officials, an unused 1¢ War with pre-printing paper fold, a 
12¢ Treasury block of four with pen precancel (o.g.), a 12¢ War pair with double perforations at bottom, even a “Man Walking with 
Drink” (clearly a Washington reporter; officials have a way of doing that to you); fresh and bright, but expect faults, Very Fine strikes 
throughout, the one cancel culture we can all get behind; see the entire holding online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
391   1890-95 Issue amazing Fancy Cancel Holding, Comprised of 1,350 stamps including 98 Pumpkin Heads, plus shields, skull & 

crossbones, letters, insects, two very rare flags, head of Coudersport PA, loads of geometrics including stars, crosses, 1c to 30c 
issues with clear majority 1c and 2c 1890 issues including a few #220a & #220c, handful on piece, unchecked for high-grade 
stamps, Very Fine, strikes, see the complete lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
392   Fancy Cancels Collection, 1856-1925, many thousands of postally used from the middle of the 19th century to the first quarter of 

the 20th century with predominently Bank Notes; neatly arranged on about 60 black stock sheets; includes geometric, numerals, 
stars, crossroads, wedge, starburst, cogwheel, and others; stamps include Scott #11, 26, 63, 68, 76, 112, 113, 147, 158, 159, 
179,182, 183, 184, 205, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 220, 231, 250, U349, a number of Officials, and more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
393   Fancy Cancels on Postage Dues Issues Collection, approximately 650 1¢/50¢ postage dues (mix of 19th/early 20th century 

issues) neatly arranged on stock sheets, huge variety of cancels including oval and circular town cancels, fancies, geometrics, 
straight-lines, manuscript, numerals, stars, various colors, notables include a full strike of the Pekin, Ill. Tea Pot, near-perfect strike 
of padlock design, full detailed strike of skull, heart within a starburst, kicking mule, Maltese Crosses, auxiliaries including “Paid”, 
“Unclaimed”, “Due”, etc., stamps very mixed condition as that was secondary to the cancel itself of which majority are crisp and 
legible, an overall Fine and unusual collection, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
394   Cancels to tickle Your Fancy, 1870-82, Letters, numbers, stars and other fancy cancels on over 300 Bank Notes (over 100 on the 

1¢ Franklin and over 200 on the 3¢ Washington). Perfect for sprucing up any existing U.S. collection, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
viewable online in its entirety. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
395   19th Century Fancy Cancel Balance, comprising 9 3c 1861 issues in a 12 x 12 in. white frame with different fancy cancels 

including eagle of Corry PA, mortar and pestle of Waterbury CT, kicking mule, devil & pitchfork of West Meriden CT, man’s face 
of Columbus Wis, blue five pointed star of Jersey Shore PA, large shield of Brooklyn NY and blue star of David of NYC, 35 New 
York Foreign Mail cancels on 1c-90c Bank Note issues on a black stockpage in a 9 x 12 in. white frame, and over 100 2c & 21 
1c/10c 1890-1898 issues plus two covers with five pointed star cancels, also 36 1890’s-1920’s stamps with flag machine cancels, 
includes 47 mostly Bank Note stamps to 10c issues with fake cancels on an album page, the colors of the 3c 1861’s and a few of 
the NYFM’s are faded from light exposure but this enhances the appearance of the cancels, small faults not visible on face, Very 
Fine, strikes, see everything on the web, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
396   Mostly Fancy Cancels Compilation, over 80 items in all, arranged on a stockpage and an album page, offering a wide range 

of classic cancel types and colors; most Fancies of one description or another, including shields, stars, crossroads, pinwheels, 
propellers, letters and numerals (positive and negative), an “1870” cancel on #121, what appears to be a Japanese “X” on #116, etc.; 
some normal postmarks but in blue or red, a “Held Postage” postal marking, Wells Fargo, even a few Officials and stationery cut 
squares; the stamps themselves offer some interest with shades, double perforations and even a plate number single #65; generally 
bright and sound, though selected for the quality of their strikes, Very Fine on the whole, well worth inspection; see it all online. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
397   attractive Fancy Cancels Collection, 45 covers presented on album or stock pages; all on Bank Notes, including eight Stars, 

6 Shields, two “MB”, two Wheels of Fortune, and one each Skull & Crossbones, negative “EAH”, heart in shield, “US”, “76”, 
plus numerous negative letters and numbers, Crosses, and more; several color, all strong strikes, Fine to Very Fine or better, fully 
imaged online, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Fancy Cancels: Stars
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

398   Star Cancels on Bank Note Issues, approximately 1,450 stamps, very wide variety of designs including different shapes and sizes, 
five points and ornate, in circles or frame, some negative, some red and purple and many blue, consignor notes a couple as brown, 
on 1c to 30c issues with most 1c-10c, few pairs and strips of three or on piece, we quickly note Westhampton Mass on 15c,Tilly 
Foster NY on 10c, Hoosick Falls NY on 2c, handful on pieces showing a town cancel, attractively presented on Scott hingeless 
album pages, some duplication, mostly Very Fine strikes, you will greatly enjoy seeing all of the stamps online, ex-Gatsby. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Fancy Cancels: Patent Cancellations
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

399   Patent Cancel Collection, comprised of 33 covers, two postal card essays and approximately 300 stamps, wide variety of cancels 
on 1850’s-1880’s issues, well organized by cancel, better including unlisted design on 3c Bank Note, “NL of dots” of New 
London CT on and off cover, covers include 3c bank note tied by 11-petal cancel of Louisville KY with typed letters from Fred 
Schmalzriedt and Delf Norona, and #65 tied by unframed patent grid of Mount Clemens Michigan, stamps include #24 with PN-
F11 cancel of Richfield Ohio, #63 with PN-H19 cancel of Charleston SC, #206 mint double paper with 8-hole Douglas Patent 
cancel, well organized on album pages with pages from Delf Norona’s book pasted opposite, generally Very Fine strikes, you 
absolutely must see them all online just for the educational value, accompanied by copies of 1) the pages from Skinner-Eno and 
2) the chapter on Patent Cancels by Fred Schmalzriedt in Delf Norona’s “Cyclopedia of United States Postmarks” and a couple of 
articles clipped from Linn’s Stamp News, see the entire lot online, ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Fancy Cancels: Waterbury Cancels
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

400   Waterbury Fancy Cancel Collection, 139 stamps and nine covers, 1860’s-1870’s, on Scott Specialty album pages with pages 
from Mannel Hahn’s book pasted opposite, approximately 80 different cancels (on 3c 1861 issues unless otherwise noted) 
including stars, rosettes, CR-24 on 1c Treasury, “standing horse” (three), “Woman Wearing Snood” on 3c 1861 & 3c 1869, clown, 
anti-Andrew Johnson propaganda (two), skull & crossbones (five total examples of two different types including two on 3c 1869), 
elephant, fish, running chicken (four 3c 1869’s), eagle & shield (six including two 3c 1869), ducks (two including one on #210), 
leafs (sixeen including two 3c 1869’s and eleven on bank note issues), “small bee” on 24c 1861, “large bee” (four comprising 1c 
1869 with cert and three 3c 1869’s), “Chrysanthemum” ib 3c 1869, “rose” on 2c Interior, “acorn” on 3c 1869, “apple”, pumpkin, 
shield (seven including 30c 1861 and two 3c 1869), arrow through heart (two including one 3c bank note), “Shoo Fly”, beer steins, 
“mortar and pestle” (six including one 2c Black Jack), padlock (four including one 3c bank note issue), “US” on 90c 1861, and 
“Waterbury-Naugatuck baseball game”, some dubious, Fine-Very Fine strikes, also includes Hahn’s book complete, a complete set 
of tracings from his book and a Houser auction catalog of 1990 with prices realized, see this incredible lot in its entirety online, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

Fancy Cancels: New York Foreign Mail Cancels
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

401   Gigantic Unmatched New York Foreign Mail Cancel Extensive Holding, Comprised of approximately 3,000 stamps, well 
organized by cancel, exceptionally wide variety of geometrics including Skinner-Eno #GE-C3 thru GE-C10a, GE-EN1 thru GE-
EN8, GE-EP1 thru GE-EP13, GE-EP-U1, GE-EP-U2, Star shaped cancels include GE-ST-4P1, GE-ST-4P2, GE-ST-MP1, GE-
ST-MP2, GE-ST-MP2a, GE-ST-MP4, GE-ST-MP5, GE-ST-5P1, GE-ST5P2, GE-ST5P3, ST-5P-U1, ST-8P1 thru ST-8P11, Leafs 
include RE-LF1 thru RE-LF4, REL1 thru RE-L4, RE-N1 thru RE-N8, RE-S1 thru RE-S6 (crosses, heart, clover leaf), RE-E1 thru 
RE-E4 (shield, anchor in circle), TR-C1 thru TR-C9, TR-G1/TR-GR41, TR-S1 thru TR-S6, TR-W1/TR-W19, TR-M1/TR-M9, 
mostly on 1871-1881 Bank Note issues to 90c, also few earlier issues, some Officials to 90c and one 10c Postage Due (#J26), 
most cancels in black but there are some in red or brown, an unprecedented holding that iincludes many scarce to rare cancels 
which would benefit from individua sale with a tremendous sales value, Fine to Very Fine, strikes, see the entire holding online, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
402   New York Foreign Mail Cancels on Cover, Working Study Collection of approximately 90, wide variety of generally well-struck 

complete cancels and frankings which are mostly 1870’s Bank Note issues to the 30c (usedwith 12c on Jan. 1874 legal sized cover 
to France), destinations include domestic (17 including one with Wells Fargo imprint at top), Austria (2), Belgium (uprated postal 
card), England (28), France (12), Germany (23 including #77 with PFC), Holland (3), Ireland (2 including 3c “Insufficiently 
Paid”), India, Italy (4), Nova Scotia, and Switzerland (3 including 15c 1869; Scott #119), also including about ten Supplementary 
Mail cancels, few are postal cards, few faults to be expected, overall, Fine to Very Fine, see this very interesting lot on the web, 
ex-Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Town Postmarks
Postal History Cancels & Postmarks

403   “Slugger” Large and Comprehensive Collection of Louisville, Kentucky, Postal History, 1808-1966, over 500 covers and cards 
in an astonishing holding of postal history and ephemera in four binders and loose, largely consists of wonderful illustrated and 
sometimes multicolored advertising covers and cards from the nineteeth and early twentieth centruies, covering every conceivable 
topic and business, the collection includes early stampless with an array of different markings and rates, an interesting group of 
fairs and expositions, some excellent Civil War Patriotics are included; we noted Sanitary Fair covers, flood covers, express covers, 
World War II Patriotics, early aerophilately, a huge variety of frankings, markings and usages are highlighted, all sorts of unusual 
ephemera and contents are present as well, including checks, telegrams, photos, cigarette cards, and related newspaper articles and 
clippings, a small group of unrelated covers are included, would make a remarkable basis for an exceptional exhibit, condition is 
slightly mixed as expected for a lot of this size and scope, loads of outstanding pieces abound; occasional cover flaws to be found, 
Fine to Very Fine and attractive, two binders imaged online. (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
404   [Pittsburgh, Pa.] Fabulous Mounted Stampless Cover Collection, more than 80 covers, 1825-1860, including nearly every 

conceivable postmark, rate, usage, etc., etc.; includes more than 20 redirected/rerated covers and nine Transatlantic usages to 
Europe; a truly marvelous lot, all neatly mounted and written up on D. Telep’s Exhibition pages. (see online photos of the complete 
lot). Shipping charges apply - weight 2.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
405   [Pittsburgh, Pa.] Collection of 19th Century advertising Covers, 88 covers, 56 of which are illustrated; includes 3¢ 1861 #65 

(9), 1870-88 Bank Note Issues (61) and Postal Stationery (18); wide range of rates, frankings, usages, and advertising subjects 
including a few with matching enclosures. A marvelous lot, generally clean and F-VF, with most covers on well written-up Exhibit 
pages. Ex-Telep.  Ex-Telep.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postal History Cancels & Postmarks
406   [Pittsburgh, Pa.] 19th Century Postal History Collection, starts with 11 1851-57 Issue covers including a nice 3¢ #10A 

to Washington Pa., Jul 9, 1851, said to be the earliest documented use from Pittsburgh; a 1¢ #7 pair and single on a cover 
to Bellfonte, Pa.; and a 10¢ #35 to Coloma, Cal.; these 11 are followed by 30 Bank Note period covers with values to 10¢; 
mostly to Europe, though we also note one to Costa Rica and one to Australia; excellent range of rates and markings including 
“Held for Postage”, “Postage Due” and “Insufficiently Paid”. A most interesting lot; generally clean and F-VF, with most 
covers on well written-up Exhibit pages. Ex-Telep.  Ex-Telep.  Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

State/territorial Postal History

Postal History State/Territorial Postal History
407   Land of the Midnight Sun Collection of alaska, 1909-80, Scott Specialty binder packed hundreds of ephemera items related to 

Alaska; Alaska bus tokens, 1987//1994 (10 in total) mint State Duck stamps (many with stub), several SQL cards (Adak, Anchorage, 
Eleventh, Amchitka Island, South Pole, and more), about 100 precancels, Canadian Semi-Official, wonderful indigenous people 
postcards, postcards and envelopes from Adm Byrd’s South Pole Expedition, better First Day Cover honoring 1937 Alaska stamp, 
color sterographic cards, covers from the 1934 Aleutian Islands Survey Expedition, luggage tage from Glacier Park Hotel, local 
post block from Deadhorse, several McDonald territory stamps (including on cover), great selection of Liquor Revenue Stamps (1 
pint, 4/5 quart, 1 quart, 25 gallons, and 3 gallons, a number of 1909 Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition labels, about 50 Arctic Air 
Mercy Flight triagular labels (includes album pages), and more; delicious for the collector captivated by this chilly state, Fine to 
Very Fine, ex Gatsby. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Connecticut
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

408   Connecticut Postal History Collection, 1831-1990s, varied group of thousands of covers and cards, arranged in boxes and 
binders; many stampless, dozens franked with 1851, 1857, grilled, 1869 and Bank Note issues, with numerous town cancels (sorted 
by town and county), RPO Foreign usages, a Canadian Dead Letter marking, forwardings in Europe, a range of rates and usages, 
thousands of early stamped covers with RPOs, United States used abroad, Patriotics, Carriers, Postage Due, Special Delivery, 
hundreds of advertising, flights, Shanghai, Marine Corps Haiti, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Alaska, ladies covers, mourning covers, 
Registered (several with #F1); also included is significant used and unused postal stationery from all eras, and this just scrapes the 
surface, fancy cancels, who knows what else, condition is mixed as you would expect for a collection of this age and scope; useful 
material throughout with possible finds, generally Fine to Very Fine, a fun lot. Shipping charges apply - weight 37.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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New Jersey
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

409   Monmouth County, NJ Postal History, 1866-1936, about 200 envelopes, postal cards, and postcards from northern NJ just east 
of Trenton; most are individually sleeved or on black stock pages and are ready for the postal historian to organize; includes 3 Scott 
# 65 on triple rate from Holmdel, 1877 Leonardville with letter from Leonard, Asbury Park Advertising, First Flight Asbury Park 
to Newark autographed by the pilot, 1842 SFL from Eaton Town, Fancy Cancels, nice selection of Banknotes and Washington 
Franklins; two dozen are related to the NJ Turnpike and about 30 are focused on Long Branch; interesting, Fine to Very Fine, ex- 
Washburne. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Pennsylvania
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

410   Pennsylvania Postal History, 1811-67, 155 covers in four volumes; essentially intact exhibit entitled The Independent Post 
Offices of Philadelphia County (1811-1867) mounted in sheet protectors; mostly stampless folded letters with an eye towards 
condition and postmark clarity; includes only West Philadelphia “10” ratemark in blue, earliest reported PENN:PA/TOWNSHIP 
(and only reported in black), private ship letter addressed beyond port of entry, cross border mail to Canada, Civil War Patriotics, 
numerous First Handstamp Townmarks, and a number of Trans-Atlanitic Mail items; bonus volume of 1953 Portugal Count of 
Flanders Issue including mint set mounted on a page (20 of 23 stamps), 45 envelopes, and 15 parcel receipts; very nicely done 
exhibit, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. (photo on web site) ...................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Vermont
Postal History State/Territorial Postal History

411   Vermont “Ladies First” Collection, ca. 1850-56, an exhibition-style holding of 33 ladies covers, all postmarked within The 
Green Mountain State, representing not just a range of lovely small-format covers (including many, if not most, blind-embossed 
and/or with die-cut backflap, but an attractive evolution of postal markings from the near-start of the philatelic era; 25 stampless 
with no postal markings, or manuscript and various handstamp “Paid” or “Paid 3” markings in red, blue or black; eight franked 
by 1851 3¢ issue (unchecked for exact Scott number); nine with manuscript postmark; created by one of our foremost postal 
historians, this group is the perfect nucleus for expansion, study and exhibition, Very Fine overall, fully imaged online, ex- Kramer.  
Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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BRItISH COMMONWEaLtH
Great Britain

412   Great Britain, Superlative Specialized Used Collection, 1840-1951.  In Davo deluxe album, beautiful, specialised with plate 
numbers, colors, watermarks, plus other varieties, many better stamps such as : penny black 1840 (5x, all with certificate), 2 penny 
1840, SG #49 plate 1-20, embossed 1847, SG #128 (Victoria 10 shillings gray, watermark maltese cross), SG # 129 (Victoria 1 
lb brown lilac, watermark Maltese Cross), SG # 130 (Victoria 5 shillings pink, watermark anchor, blue paper, with certificate), 
SG #141 plate 3-17, SG #144 plate 11-20, SG #147 plate 13-17, SG #180, 181, 182 (Victoria, 10 shillings white paper, cobalt, 
with Brandon certificate), SG #212 (Victoria 1 pound green), SG # 404 (1 pound seahorse green, SG #438 (1 pound UPU), large 
selection of officials, quality quite nice and includes many items that could be sold separately, a few snall faults but one of the nicer 
collections we have offered, excellent start or great for resale, imaged fully so grab a large cup o’ tea and enjoy. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5.3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
413   Great Britain, “Pomp & Circumstance” Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1996, In three beautiful hingeless Lighthouse albums, 

one man’s life-long work which even includes a touching, personal note for future onlookers or a potential new owner. A true 
labour of love, this collector paid close attention to presentation and even added additional pages, such as those for plate number 
varieties during the QV era. Beginning with a Penny Black, as well as two other Stanley Gibbons-listed colour varieties, SG# 1 
& 3, page after page of powerful classics unfold before us. Other used premium items in this collection as mounted and listed in 
Scott include #2, 3-4, 5-7, 10, 12, 17, 22, 24, 26, 27-28, 33 (missing only 16 plates), 34, 37-47, 49-55, 57, 61-62, 64-65, 66-70, 
73, 80-82, 84-85, 87, 94-95, 96, 102-07, 108-09, 124, 136-41, 174-75, 179, O6, O34-36, O40-42, O63; and here are some of those 
aforementioned plate numbers: 61 (plates 12-18), 62 (plates 14-16), 66 (plates 1-3), 67 (plates 4-10 & 12-17), 68 (plates 17-20), 82 
(plates 21-23). Almost entirely mint from 1930 onwards and highly complete to 1996 (pages up to 2000), some better mint include 
32, 99-101, 111-22, 126, 127-33, 135-36, 138, 179-81, 222-24, 249-51A, 286-89, 292-308, 317-33 and many more. Some faults 
noticed but overall a very good-looking collection, and generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
414   Great Britain, Stockbook of tempting Used, 1840-1980, All eyes are on the classics here and this is sure not to disappoint. In 

one big stockbook, an awesome lineup of which the following are just the main highlights: #1 (4), 3 (over 30 with Maltese Cross 
& Numeral cancellations), 4 (2), 5-7 (2), 32 (3), 34 (3), 37 (2), 43 (3), 44, 48, 49-51, 54 (3), 57 (4, one with specimen overprint), 
59 (2), 67 (6, all different plate #’s), 68 (2), 80 (2), 81, 82 (6), 84 (2), 85, 87, 94 (4), 95 (5), 96 (2), 98-104 (3), 105-06 (2), 107, 
108 (3), 109 (4), 110 (small thin), 111-22 (2), 124, 126, 136 (2), 137, 138 (3), 139-40 (4), 141-42, 179-80 (4), 181, 222-24 (2), 268 
(block of four), etc. Condition will expectingly vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, the first few pages have been scanned and the 
rest viewable as video flips. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
415   Great Britain, Solid Collection, 1840-1963, in a slipcased Lighthouse hingeless album, an attractive and well-filled holding of 

mint and used; begins with three Penny Blacks (1 four-margined, 1 just shy), a huge-margined 1d Red imperforate and unused 
block of eight (faults), shades (and possibly plates) of 1d Reds, numerous wing margin examples, #59 with Malta “A25” killer, 
and well-filled to complete sets to the shilling values of Queen Victoria and King Edward VII; mix of mint and used Seahorses 
(incomplete), well-centered used £1 PUC, apparently complete King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II, the latter including Castles 
and a selection of phosphor band blocks of four; also included are Postal-Fiscals, Telegraphs (including £1 violet and £5 orange), a 
sampling of 1978-91 Machins, some Dues and Officials, Channel Islands, British Forces in Africa, British Offices in Morocco, etc.; 
Queen Victoria mostly used, mint starting with Edward and most all later issues thus; condition varies among earlies, but generally 
fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better, get a taste online. (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
416   Great Britain, Face Value Lot with Huge amount of 1st Class Rate, 1970s-2010s, Around 160 prestige booklets and a mountain 

of standard booklets & unopened presentation packs along with plenty more blocks, souvenir sheets and singles. And with the 
enormous amount of stamps carrying the first class letter rate, this lot is guaranteed to rise in value! Be sure to check out the 
additional images online to get a feel for the enormous amount at stake here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
44.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
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417   Great Britain, Ginormous Mint & Used Stock, 1840-2010, At least 30 stockbooks/binders/albums all jammed with stamps, 
souvenir sheets and covers, heavy on the modern era, but more than enough to satisfy the classic collector as well. Albums from 
Lighthouse, Stanley Gibbons and others covering Britain as well as Isle of Man and Jersey. Stockbooks with an enormous amount 
of mint; in addition, numerous post office packs, prestige booklets, a few annuals including the 1999-2000 hardcover editions of the 
Millennium Stamps and other releases from the Royal Mail, all amounting to a huge amount of face. Also well over 400 cacheted 
FDCs and many other covers including a couple of stampless and numerous covers from the mid-19th century. And as promised, 
some very nice classics, like the following used on pages: #1, 3-4, 27, 32, 39, 49 (plates 7 & 10), 51 (plate 8), 52, 54 (plate 7), 57, 
60, 62, 64, 67, 73, 84, 87, 95, 96, 98-102, 104-05, 108-09, 111-22, 126, 127-40, 175-76, 179, 222-24 and many more to be found in 
other places, such as an old APS circuit book with 26-28, 39, 42-45, 50-51, 54, 59-62, 64, 81, 85, 87, 122, 126, 139, 173-74, 223, 
etc. Many out-of-the-ordinary items too, like Cinderella sheets, postal strike stamps from 1971, a page of Polish Armed Forces in 
England on pieces, and more, overall Fine to Very Fine, a few scans online to spark your interest but we do recommend viewing 
this lot in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 120.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
418   Great Britain, Smashing Selection of Mint & Used, 1840-1969, A selection of better Great Britain on stockcards with a number 

of stamps to fill those gaps in your collection. Before I list the highlights, some of the juggernaut stamps do have minor faults, but a 
few are sound and overall catalogue value runs into the tens of thousands. We have used #56, 57 (3, one with specimen overprint), 
74, 90-91, 93, 96 (5), 110, 124 (3), 140-41, 142 (3), 176, 209 and others. For mint, there are KGV Heads, Wildings, Machins 
and other better modern in the mix. Other than those few faulty big ones, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
419   Great Britain, Cracking Collection of Mostly Mint, 1840-2000, A very clean and orderly collection in three hingeless Lighthouse 

albums. Mostly used until 1920, then almost all mint, and except for some phosphor & watermark variants, looks like a complete 
run from 1935-98, along with a very good selection of Machins including Regionals. Better items include used #1, 27, 34, 40 
(with certificate), 42, 43a (plates 7 & 8), 44-45, 48, 49-51, 54-55, 59-60, 61-62, 64, 66-68, 70, 84-85, 87, 94, 96, 101-03, 105 
(pen cancel), 126, 136-40, 179-80, 222-23, and mint 82, 108, 111-22, 127-34, 136-41, 179-81, 249-51A, 286-89, 309-12, etc. An 
additional binder of 14 different Prestige Booklets rounds this one out. Condition does vary among the earlies, but overall Fine to 
Very Fine, some images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
420   Great Britain, Serious Isles of Scilly Postal History Collection, 1829-modern, over 130 covers plus stamps (off and on piece), 

plus picture post cards and more, including a handfull of mint stamps, all relating to the Cornish Isles of Scilly, presented on 
homemade pages in three binders; the highlight of the collection is undoubtedly a magnificent strike of a “SCILLY” straightline 
postmark on an 1829 folded letter sheet (a second example of the postmark, on a docketed 1832 folded letter sheet, is less-
well struck); also featured are an 1836 Penzance stampless folded letter sheet plus about a half-dozen Queen Victoria-franked 
items; nice selection of Airmail items including First Flight Covers (including helicopter), modern Great Britain First Day Covers 
cancelled in the Isles, a 1971 National Postal Strike First Day Cover of Outer Island Agents £1 Express on 10sh Local Postal 
Service Penzance label, incoming mail (including cover from USSR), Gugh Island covers, St. Mary’s stamps, a slew of picture post 
cards relating to life on the Isles, and extensive write-ups providing history and background, Very Fine overall, a lovely holding; 
see a sampling online. (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Great Britain
421   Great Britain, Surface-Printed Correspondence to France, 1860s-70s, over 157 Victorian era covers with 128 of them surface-

printed issues on folded letters to Nantes, France. Includes a couple of line-engraved issues on folded letters, a 4d Large Garter 
watermark, 49 4d PL#11 singles and 14 4d PL#11 pairs, 42 6d PL#8; 3d PL#6 & 11 singles; 11 3d PL#6, 10, 11 pairs; 34 2½d 
PL#9, 10, 11, 12 singles; 3 2½d PL#9 pairs & a strip of 3, and 19 of the 2½d issue from 1887. Also included is an 1870 4d PL#11 
pair with a Valparaiso, Chile C30 cancel (SG# Z64). Almost all covers are sent from London or Lombard St., but did see one from 
Jersey. The catalogue value for these is over $12,000—not considering any premium for the pairs. A quick review of realizations on 
eBay shows that these fetch between $12 to $15 each. All Very Fine condition. Opening at a start bid that will allow for opportunity 
for a handsome profit. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
422   Great Britain, Mostly Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1840-2002, Housed in four hingeless Davo albums, all in excellent 

condition, this collection is primarily used until 1936, all mint thereafter, and with the exception of a few missing Machins here 
and there, virtually complete from 1961 onwards. Some very nice used classics include #1, 4, 26, 42, 48, 51, 67, 81-82, 85, 94-95, 
99, 104-105, 107, 122, 127-136, 138-139, 179-180. Some variance in condition, but generally Fine to Very Fine, images available 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
423   Great Britain, Massive & Diverse Queen Elizabeth II Group, 1950s-80s, housed in nine thick stockbooks, many hundreds 

of primarily mint with decent used Queen Elizabeth II issues in all varieties, including definitives with better values, watermark 
varieties, phosphorous types, minor printing flaws, booklet panes, Machins with coils, etc.; commemoratives in blocks; the value is 
clearly in the mint; a few adhere to the page but generally pop off, the vast majority are fresh and Fine to Very Fine or better never 
hinged, a great lot for online sales. Shipping charges apply - weight 30 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Great Britain & Channel Islands
British Commonwealth Great Britain

424   Great Britain & Channel Islands, Mostly Mint Collection, 1840-2002, In four Scott Specialty albums with the vast majority of 
stamps in mounts, Great Britain occupies a volume of its own; used until 1919, then all mint from that point on to 2002 and, with 
the exception of a few Machins, looks complete. Better used sets & singles include #1, 3-4, 10, 14, 22, 24-26, 27-28, 34, 37-42, 44-
45, 48, 49-55, 57, 59-60, 64, 69-71, 73, 78-87, 94-95, 96, 98-107, 108, 111-22, 126, 127-40, 173, 179-81, 222-24. As for mint, we 
have 146-50, 249-51A, 268, 286-89, 292-308, 309-12, 317-33, and nearly complete Offices Abroad in Africa, China, Morocco and 
the Turkish Empire. In the other three volumes, we have seemingly complete all-mint collections of Guernsey, alderney, Jersey 
and Isle of Man, all of them also until 2002. Condition in the 19th century will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional 
images viewable online. (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Great Britain
425   Great Britain & Channel Islands, Dashing Mostly Mint Collection, 1840-1990, In a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in 

black mounts, a mostly used collection until 1924, then almost entirely mint from then on; after 1936, only appears to be missing 
some watermark & phosphor varieties of the Wildings and is otherwise complete. Better include used #1, 3-4, 8-9, 26-27, 32, 
43, 49, 51, 54, 59, 61-62, 66, 78-82, 96, 98-102, 111-22, 126, 127-38, 155-56, 222-24, 309-12, and mint 187-200, 249-50, 268, 
286-89, etc. As an added bonus, three White Ace albums of moderately-filled mint collections of Guernsey (1941-78), alderney 
(1983-85), Jersey (1941-80) and Isle of Man (1973-80). Condition of some early Britain may vary, but generally Fine to Very 
Fine, additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

australia & States

426   australia & States with Dependencies, Mostly all-Mint Collections, 1859-2002, In three Scott Specialty albums with virtually 
all stamps in mounts, an all-mint Australian collection up until 1996; looks complete from 1935 onwards and features such better 
as #1-5, 7-8, 19-31, 34-36, 45-49, 66-75, 96-99, 141, 142-44, 147-49, 150-51, 152-54, 166-79, 218-21, 365-79, C4, CO1. Also, 
mostly used States with some better, like Victoria used 25 & 121, and Western australia used 41 and mint 63-68 to name but 
a few. However, what came as a complete surprise were the Australian Dependencies, all up to 2002 and with the exception of 
a handful of New Guinea, seemingly complete and all mint. There’s australian antarctic territory (1957-2002), Christmas 
Island (1958-2002), Cocos Islands (1963-2002), Norfolk Island (1947-2002), New Guinea (1925-39), and Papua New 
Guinea (1901-2002). A clean, beautiful collection looking for a new home, overall Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

australian States

427   australian States, “In an aussie State of Mind” Premium Collection, 1850-1900, In two small binders, an eye-opening 
selection from Australia’s six states. From the very first page containing three values of the Sydney Views from N.S.W., we realize 
this is a collection not to be taken lightly! You may view this collection in its entirety online, but here are some of the catalogue 
numbers you will run across: used New South Wales #2c, 5h, 6, 10 (2), 16, 25 (2), 29 (3), 31, 39, Queensland 1, 6E, 6H, F3, 
South australia 1, 3, 13, tasmania 1, 2 (3), 5-6, 14-15, Victoria 2-3, 10, 14-16, 17, F1, I1, Western australia 1, 3-4 6, 8, 16, 23 
and more. Fair dinkum! Condition will as expected vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Australian States
428   australian States, “Solid State” Mostly Used Collection, 1850-1912, All blackmounted on album pages in a Lighthouse binder 

with many scarce items to be found; here are just some of the highlights as mounted: New South Wales used #2, 13-16, 23-25, 
27-29, 31, 41, 44, 45, 49, 73, 75, 86, 90, 105, 131, Queensland used 1, 3, 6F, 9-11, 16-17, 18, 25-30, 50B, 52-53, 55, 74-76, 79-
81, 89-96, 112-22, 141, and unused 78, 82, South australia used 1-2, 6, 11-12, 14, 16-18, tasmania used 11-13, 14, 49, 52, 59, 
65, 82, 93, 115, Victoria used 1, 4, 14-16, 17-19, 29-30, 120-22, 156, 191, AR5, AR36-37, AR43, and unused 152, 154, Western 
australia used 16, 25, 28, and unused 51, 96, 98. Condition will certainly vary and some will only be considered space fillers but 
many nice examples nevertheless, and overall in Fine condition, collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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australia

429   australia, Face Value Lot with Huge amount of Higher Values, 1970s-2000s, Booklets, post office packs, mini-sheets and 
singles, all adding up to a small fortune in face. How much is here is anyone’s guess, but take a look at the additional images online, 
and we think you’ll agree that you won’t need to buy postage for a very long time to come! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 32.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Australia
430   australia, Bonzer Selection of Mint & Used, 1913-71, On stockcards, many of which were previous auction lots from various 

auction houses around the world, and featuring a vast array of Roos, KGV Heads including some imprint blocks, complete military 
and overprinted officials including a page of “OS” perfins, and dozens of specimens of which there are five high-value Roos along 
with multiple sets of the Navigators and others. Some of the better sets & singles by catalogue number include mint #95a (3), 132 
(2), 144 (3), 144a, 147-49, 151 (2), 154, 177-79, 377 (4), 378 (2), 379 (3), 508 (4), M1-7 (7, also in pairs), M2a, O5 and specimens 
of 178 (3), 179, 219-21, 376-79 (2), 414-17 (5). Impressive used too, like 95a (3), 130-32, 147-49, 151, 179, 365-78, 379 (2), O1-
2, O14, etc. Take a close look at the scans because you will see many not listed here, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 3 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Australia
431   australia, “the Land of Oz” Part 2 of Diverse Inventory, 1913-2010, Welcome to the second half of these extraordinary 

holdings of Australia. More of the same with multiple collections, such as a nearly complete used collection in a Scott album 
from 1913-80 which also includes a smattering of States & Dependencies, and a double collection of mint & used from 1983-96 
with gutter pairs and complete booklets, and all stamps in mounts. Also in two hingeless albums are seemingly complete mint 
collections of Australia from 1966-89 and A.A.T. from 1957-96. Of the nearly 20 stockbooks/binders, you’ll find blocks & sheets, 
Framas, postal stationery, numerous specimens, FDCs, post office packs, stamps from the 1971 postal strike, a collection of 
over 100 registration labels from Australia, as well as many others from around the world, and a fantastic, highly complete used 
collection of postage dues featuring many better, generally Fine to Very Fine, as with the other lot, this needs to be evaluated in 
person. Shipping charges apply - weight 88.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Australia
432   australia, “the Land of Oz” Part 1 of Diverse Inventory, 1913-2010, Covers virtually all aspects of Aussie philately from 

standard issues to postal stationery and metered mail. Numerous collections in albums and on album pages, such as a doubled 
mint/used collection in a hingeless Lindner from 1966-80 and over 20 stockbooks/binders filled with singles, blocks, miniature 
sheets, booklets, FDCs and other covers. Out-of-the-ordinary items too, like WWI Fieldpost, post office packs, numerous specimen 
overprints, Framas, a small collection of air mail etiquettes, perforated OS officials, prestige booklets, Cinderella sheets, and a 
stockbook loaded with Roos and KGV Heads, generally Fine to Very Fine, a collection like this needs to be seen in person; seeing 
is believing! Shipping charges apply - weight 86.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Australia
433   australia, “Inside KGV’s Head” Mostly Used Specialized Collection, 1914-36, Highly specialized collection of many hundreds 

of the iconic series; a stockbook, on pages, and also on stockcards, many previous auction lots, we’re treated to not only the 
usual varieties of colour and watermarks but also a tantalizing array of plate flaws, such as the “weeping pearl” and “wattle line” 
varieties. Also numerous perfins including many with “OS”, and among the mint are coils and imprint blocks, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, a portion of this outstanding collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Australia
434   australia, “a Real Beaut” Collection of Mostly Mint, 1913-74, All blackmounted on album pages in a Lighthouse binder with 

a number of scarce items to be found, especially among the Roos; here are just some of the highlights as mounted: used #3, 5-6, 
9, 11-12, 18, 41-42, 45-54, 96-99, 102, 127-29, 132, 142a-44a, 150-51, and mint 4, 7-8, 10, 34, 122, 141, 142-44, 147-49, 152-54, 
177-79, 219-21. This collection is entirely mint from 1941 onwards and almost complete to 1974. A second volume with pages 
until 1990 is completely empty, waiting to be filled by the lucky winner. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, some 
scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Commonwealth Australia
435   australia, Selection of Mint & Used Premium Items, 1918-71, Small but powerful accumulation of better items from the land 

down under. Highlights include some very nice Roos, like used #54, 57, 100 (2), 127-28 (2), and also some of the high values with 
telegraph punch cancels that would otherwise be very difficult to obtain, such as 102 & 128 (three pairs). Other better used include 
130-32, 147-49 (3), 151 (2), 154 (2), 179 (2), 378-79, and some excellent mint too, like 142-44, 149 (2), 365a, 378-79, 508, M1-6, 
M7 (3), etc. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Australia
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436   australia, Hundreds of Specimen Overprints, 1917-93, Specimen overprints on definitives, commemoratives, even Framas; 
in total, over 30 blocks of four and over 250 singles, a few even used (!); highlights include two Roos (#55 & 58), the £1 Robes 
(179), two sets of the Arms issue (219-21) and a whopping seven sets of the Navigators (414-17), overall Fine to Very Fine, entire 
collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Bermuda

437   Bermuda, “Bermuda High” almost all Mint Collection, 1865-2015, With the exception of some 19th century used, almost 
entirely mint and nearly complete collection in two albums. The first volume has all stamps blackmounted and features some 
impressive classics, such as the following as mounted: used #1-3, 54, 95-96, and unused 5-6, 18-25, 36-39, 49-53, 55-69, 71-79, 
94, 97, 105-14, 123a-28a, 127-28, 134, 143-62, etc. The second volume, a hingeless Palo album, picks up where the previous 
leaves off and is fully loaded. A quick flip of this volume is viewable online, as are a number of pages from the first, overall Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Bermuda
438   Bermuda, Excellent Mostly Mint Collection, 1865-1995, In an album published by the Spellman Philatelic Museum with all 

stamps in black mounts, a distinguished collection which not only looks complete from 1935 onwards, but also has a notably strong 
offering of major & minor varieties of the KGVI issue. Better items include mint #1, 20, 31-39, 50, 52, 52a, 53, 53a, 54 (full gum 
but pencil or pen strikethrough on front), 55-69, 71-79, 94 (2), 95 (3), 96, 105-14 (including never-hinged blocks of four), 118-26, 
127, 127a (4), 128 (2), 128b (3), 134, 143-62 and used 3 (with certificate), 6, 15, 49, 128, 128b, generally Fine to Very Fine, some 
additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ceylon

439   Ceylon, “the teardrop of India” Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1952, In one binder with slipcase, a mix of mint & used 
throughout with all stamps in black mounts. An immensely powerful lineup of QV Heads, and we’re going to list some for you, 
as mounted, used #1, 3, 6-6A, 20A, 31, 44, 50, 52, 55-58, 254-57, and unused 4, 14, 20, 23, 26-27, 32-33, 38, 45-47, 49d, 50b, 
51, 52b, 53-54, 54a. 56b, 59, 63-66, 68-71, 85, 105-10, 130, 152c, 258, and many more. Additional duplicates on stockpages and 
stamps of Ceylon / Sri Lanka hinged on Scott pages into the 1980s. Here is one collection that is guaranteed to produce tears of 
joy! Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Falkland Islands & Dependencies

440   Falkland Islands, Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1878-2015, A stunningly beautiful collection in two like-new, hingeless 
Davo albums. The collection itself is virtually all mint and looks complete from 1949 onwards; pages added for used Queen 
Victoria Heads and a selection of booklets. Better unused include #15-18, 100, 107-120, 128-142 and used 1, 3, 16-18, 19E, MR1-
MR3, overall Fine to Very Fine, a few scans viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies
441   Falkland Islands & Dependencies, almost all-Mint Collection with a.a.t. & B.a.t., 1895-1997, Predominantly mint 

collection neatly arranged in two Lighthouse stockbooks with some better items, like mint Falklands #16, 107-118, 166-179, 
485-500, Dependencies #1L1-1L8 (reissue, SG #G9-G16), South Georgia #178-189, British antarctic territory #202-213, etc., 
generally Fine to Very Fine, first stockbook viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth Falkland Islands & Dependencies
442   Falkland Islands Dependencies, Mint Collection with South Georgia & B.a.t., 1944-2015, Stunningly beautiful collection 

in two like-new hingeless Davo albums with slipcases. The bulk of this collection is South Georgia (1963-2015) and with the 
exception of #16, looks complete. The missing stamps for the Falkland Dependencies (1944-85) can also be counted on one 
hand, the holding featuring better sets, such as #1L19-1L33 and the redrawn first issue of #1L1-1L8 as footnoted in Scott. As for 
the British antarctic territory (1963-83), better items include #1-15, 24, 25-38. Pages run until 2000 and it should be noted that 
a new set of these albums alone retail at about $500, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Hong Kong

443   Hong Kong Mint Collection, 1862/1997, lovely collection of sets and singles in mounts on Scott pages, essentially complete 
and NH after 1946, plenty of better earlier issues with 3 unused (APS cert), 8, 9 unused, 20, 35A (signed Holcombe and with 
Ceremuga cert), 35B, 36-39, 47, 48, 51, 53, 61 NH, 62, 64, 65 unused, 68-70, 73-78 NH, 80, 93-98 (most NH), 100-02 NH, 107, 
120 NH, 129-46 (most NH including $3, $5), 147-50 NH, 167, 168-73 NH, etc., also includes good section of machine-vended 
postage, some regums in Victorian period (as often) but generally without any of the toning endemic to the period, generally fresh 
and F-VF, a marvelous collection put together by a condition-conscious collector and an excellent foundation. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 8.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Hong Kong
444   Hong Kong, Mostly Mint Collection in Stockbook, 1863-1997, Neatly arranged in a Lighthouse stockbook; mostly used early on 

and then virtually all mint from 1935 onwards with definitives doubly collected. Many better items to highlight which include used 
#8-15, 22, 24, 26-27, 33, 47-48, 53-55, 65, 66, 69-70, 80, 86-103, 109-124, 129-146, and mint #9 (repaired thin), 10-11, 154-163B, 
164A-165A, 166A, 167, 179, 219-220, 225-228, 234-235, 239-244, 249-250, 253-254, 260-261, 268-269, 308a, 388-403, 502e, 
502f, as well as Specimens of #68 (SG #F11s) and 69 (SG #55s). Also included in this lot is a beautiful hardcover book entitled 
The History of Hong Kong Post Office 1841-1991 in English & Chinese with numerous mint sets from the late 1980s & early ‘90s, 
generally Fine to Very Fine, the stockbook may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Hong Kong
445   Hong Kong (PRC) Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1997-2020, a virtually complete collection of never hinged sets and singles, 

souvenir sheets, prestige and slot machine booklets, some presentation folders, etc., all in mounts on pages in four large Scott albums, 
Post Office fresh and Very Fine, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

India & States

446   India & States, Extensive Mostly Used Collection, 1854-1961, A few thousand stamps in one binder with extensive India from 
the classic era; we suggest having the Gibbons catalogue on hand as there are clearly die varieties present from the early issues, 
which are only briefly mentioned in Scott. Better stamps, and many in abundant quantity, include used #2 (22), 4 (24), 5 (11), 6 
(9, eight cut to shape), 29-30 in duplication, and mint 26-28, 28 (pair), 31-35, 32 (block of four). There are also revenues scattered 
throughout and Convention States, such as Nabha mint 58-59, as well as a very thorough overview of the Feudatory States with 
many better, like Nandgaon mint 1-2 in blocks of four. You’ll also find a few pages of Portuguese India and other countries which 
have overprinted on the stamps of India, such as Bahrain and Kuwait. The Indian specialist could have a field day with a lot like 
this, whether it’s sifting through various cancellations or scouring for sub-varieties, for example, inverted watermarks or colour 
shades. Take a close look, as the entire lot is viewable online. Condition does vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth India & States
447   India & States Mint Collection, 1882/1970, mostly 20th century NH sets and singles in mounts on pages in a Scott album with 

about 20% of the value in Indian States (mostly Chamba and Nabha), premium includes 93 NH, 120-21 NH, 142-48 NH, 154-63 
NH, 203-06 NH, 207-22 NH, essentially complete NH 1951/70 (just two empty spaces), C1-6 NH, M44-61 NH, O100-03 NH, 
O113-25 NH, O127-85 NH, etc., some pre-1950s issues light gum toning as usual, generally fresh and F-VF. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ireland

448   Ireland, attractive Irish Zeppelin Cover Exhibit, 1932-1934, Single Frame exhibit consisting of 15 envelopes mounted and 
explained on exhibit pages in protective sleeves; includes Sieger #150, 171 (2), 177A, 189, 202, 214A, 219, 223, 226, 229, 232, 
238, 238B, and 286A; all have Irish frankings and wonderful postmarks and rubber stamp cachets; catalogs €2,350, Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Ireland
449   Ireland, “Inis Fáil” almost Complete Mint Collection, 1922-2008, In one bulging Scott Specialty album with all stamps in black 

mounts, a very nearly complete mint collection of Ireland. If you are wondering how near, it’s a ridiculously low number of missing 
stamps and to emphasize that, we are going to list what’s not here: #26b, 31, 38, 49, 95. That’s it! And three of the five cat at under 
$20! Sit back, relax and have a look at this beautiful collection online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Commonwealth Ireland
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450   Ireland, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1922-89, In a pair of nice-looking White Ace albums with all stamps in black mounts, 
a very nearly complete mint collection with the number of empty spots in the single digits and the vast majority never hinged. 
Better include as mounted #1-8, 9-11, 12-14, 23-35, 39-43, 44-57, 78, 96-98, 106-17, 118-19, 149-50, 161-62, 175-76, J1-4, J5-14, 
etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, portion of the collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Malaya

451   Malaya and States Mint Collection, 1900/63, Scott album with Straits Settlements, Malaya and the various States plus 1894/1904 
Labuan, 1883/1963 North Borneo, and 1888/1957 Sarawak, brimming with NH sets and singles and with plethora of premium as 
Labuan 42-47 NH, 66 NH, 88-90, 99A-109, 110-18, Malaya 31, 25a NH, 79, J7-12 NH, J20-27 NH, Johore 24, 54, 55-56 NH, 
64-68 NH, 119, 128-68 NH, NJ1-10, Kedah 42, 46-105 NH, Kelantan 29-43 NH, 44-90 NH, Malacca 1-66 NH, N2 block, Negri 
Sembilan 2-4 NH, 36-75 NH, Pahang 15 NH, 44-82 NH, Penang 66 NH, Perak 99-137 NH, Perlis 1-39 NH, Selangor 72-120 NH, 
Trengganu 1-18 NH, 38 NH, 45-52 NH, 74-85 NH, 85a NH, North Borneo 1-3, 35 imperf block NH, 37-39 imperf blocks NH, 
42-43 imperf blocks NH, 124-35, 147, 136a-153c (less the 24c), 193-207 NH (light evenly toned o.g.), 208-96 NH, N17-28 NH, 
N34-42 NH, N47 NH (2), selection of 1889/92 mint postal cards, Sarawak 50-70 NH with some shade varieties, 79-93 NH, 109-
58 NH, 174-211 NH, Straits Settlements 57 NH, 166d NH, 256-71 NH, etc., though there will be some pre-1945 issues with the 
typical light even gum toning the majority sport fresh colors and gum, generally F-VF or better, a highly desirable collection of 
this popular area. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Malta

452   Malta, “the Maltese Falcon” Mostly Mint Collection, 1863-2000, Powerhouse collection with strong classics and missing less 
than ten stamps from 1928 on. In two hingeless Lighthouse albums with slipcases, better unused include #7a, 14, 15-16, 17-18, 
36-45, 64, 71, 77-84, 86-92, 98-114, 116-29, 131-46, 148-66, 181-83, 224, 246-62, J1-10, J28a, and used 3 (including six other 
color shades, 2 unused), 5, 59-60, 64, 178-80, generally Fine to Very Fine, the first volume may be viewed in its entirety online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 11.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

New Zealand

453   New Zealand, Highly Specialized Mostly Modern Mint Collection, 1855-2021, For this lot, you can put the Scott Catalogue 
back on the shelf. Reaching for Stanley Gibbons would be a step in the right direction, but to get the most out of this lot, we 
recommend using the Campbell Paterson Specialised Catalogue. You will certainly find some fine classics here, but the strength of 
this collection is overwhelmingly in the modern era, almost right up to the day! And the main attraction is not just that it’s virtually 
all here, but it’s highly specialized too. Quite often Scott will mention in a footnote that something exists, such as paper varieties, 
sideway watermarks, etc. but not assign a catalogue number, and on many other items it seems they never even got the memo! 
This collection is mostly on album pages, many hundreds of them with all stamps in mounts, and mostly in duplicate, triplicate or 
more with an endless number of blocks, booklets and full sheets. The face value alone is more than likely to be in the NZ$10-15k 
range. But again, it’s the specialization which makes this more than a simple face value lot. Let’s look at some of the Scott-listed, 
such as the overprint variant “ff joined” for official stamps #O76a-84a here in pairs or the perf varieties of the 1935 Pictorials, 
some of which are in Scott and others not. How about the miniature sheets of 1579-84 & 1622-28, which were only available in 
a hard-bound Millennium book and merely footnoted in Scott? Plenty more, like imperf sheets of 2331 (CP #SM1207-21(z)) or 
2364 (CP #SM1243-64(z)), the Tory Channel booklet error (CP #PE16bY) from the 1996 Scenic Definitives, and the 4p QEII 
Official from 1954 printed on the gum side (CP #NO25a(z)). Better sets & singles as listed in Scott include 131d (pair), 147-59, 
165-70 (3), 179-81, 185-98, 189a, 197a-98a, 288-301, 320 (3), B3-4 (also in pairs), C1-4 (2), C5 (5), O69, O76-86, O100-11. Also 
scores of gutter pairs including 296-98 in blocks, extensive Framas, some Ducks, and many hundreds of blocks of various sizes 
including earlier issues, such as plate number blocks of 306-12, some in duplicate with alternate plate numbers. Also includes 
Ross Dependency, complete many times over with most in triplicate and in blocks up to 2018. The odds of seeing another modern 
New Zealand collection on the same echelon in the near future seems highly unlikely. With this in mind, the only collections we 
should regret are the ones we didn’t bid on! Additional photos and video flips online, but to get a full grasp we recommended 
viewing this collection in person, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 87 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .....................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Commonwealth New Zealand
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454   Predominantly Mint New Zealand, 1953-2021, A worldwide lot dominated by the stamps, first day covers and postal stationery 
of New Zealand. Well over 100 booklets from the pre-decimal period all the way to 2021, about 37 Limited Edition hardcover 
books from NZ Post for both New Zealand & Ross Dependency, boxes with many hundreds of postal stationery items and FDCs 
(some with proof coins), a roll of KiwiStamps (NZ’s version of the Forever stamp), numerous souvenir sheets, over 50 souvenir 
booklets / presentation packs, and two mint collections in Scott Specialty albums, one running from 1970-2000 and, with the 
exception of the kid with the teddy, looks complete; the other covers 2017-18, and that may not sound like a lot but it still runs 
about 50 pages! Let’s just say, there’s a heck of a lot of face here! Some non-NZ bonus material, too, like two worldwide albums of 
mostly used, a binder of U.S. souvenir pages, a couple of boxes of U.S. FDCs & modern covers, Royal Wedding Philatelic Panels 
from 1981, complete mint Victory & Peace omnibus issue in a White Ace album, and more, generally Fine to Very Fine, on-site 
inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 166 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth New Zealand
455   New Zealand, Excellent 99% Mint Collection, 1871-1997, In a Scott Specialty album with almost all stamps in black mounts; 

some very nice classics and a 90-year run of mint from 1907-97 with all the mini-sheets and a few added booklets. Better sets & 
singles include mint #64, 67, 69, 70-81, 106, 107-17, 122-24, 126-28, 130-39, 145-59, 165-70, 179-81, 185-98, 288-301, 320, 
333-52, 382-404, AR102-05, B3-4, C1-3, C5, E1, J22-25, O72-74, O76-86, O92-99. Also includes complete Ross Dependency 
(1957-82); a winning collection! overall Fine to Very Fine, additional images available online. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Niger Coast Protectorate

456   Niger Coast Protectorate, Powerful Mint & Used Collection, 1892-98, Hinged on pages in an antique binder, an extraordinary 
collection including not only singles, but numerous blocks and a couple of full sheets! Sheets of sixty of #56 & 58, mint blocks of 
four of 37-40, 42, 44-46, 55-57, 59-60, and the following mint singles: 38, 39 (2), 40 (3), 41 (2), 43, 44 (2), 46, 47, 48, 54-56, 57 
(4), 58 (3), 60-61, 62 (2), 63, 63a. Outstanding used too with many scarce to rare cancels and a couple used in the Gold Coast. Used 
highlights include 1-6, 60-63 and a block of twelve of #40, overall Fine to Very Fine, entire collection viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Qatar

457   Qatar, Large Mint accumulation, 1970-72, Qatar stepped onto the world stage when they were awarded this year’s World 
Cup, and we present to you a rare offering of an all Qatari lot with full and partial sheets from the early 1970s all conveniently 
bundled for retail in packs each cataloging at around $1,000. Total catalogue value for this lot is at least $25,000, overall Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 16.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Singapore

458   Singapore, Pristine Mint Singles Collection, 1948-2010, 4 Lighthouse hingeless albums house the complete collection including 
Back of Book material; post office fresh complete sets beginning with the KGVI Malaya followed by the UPU and Coronation 
Issue for QEII, continuing in volumes 2 and 3 through the year 2010; volume 4 contains computer vending machine sets (about 
200 stamps in 13 different sets), unexploded booklets through 2010, and a considerable amount of souvenir sheets including 
Singpex 94 overprint; 14 different limited edition $2 Flower type offered at Singapore’95 with serial number (including rare 
291/1000); there appears to be no duplication; catalog $4,300++, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

South africa & States

459   South africa, Illustrated Postal Card Stock, 1930s-, huge accumulation of a few thousand from the 1930s onwards but mostly 
post-WWII; many different issues and views with lots of Thematic and Topical interest. Ranges from the early ½d Springbok, 1d 
Van Riebeck’s Ship, 1½d Tiger, 2d Zebra and 1½c Bull issues (H&G #10 to 45) on bi-colored cards to more modern multi-colored 
cards of the 1½c Bull, 3c Bird, 3c Flower, Fruits, Dams, Rugby, Rhinos, Raptors and others. Sets include views of architecture, 
tourist sites, natural landscape, wildlife, birds, flowers etc. Predominantly unused with many complete mint sets but still including 
many postally used with some postmark interest; some duplication throughout, condition very clean, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
An excellent opportunity for an eBay seller or a collector/dealer who knows how to market this type of material. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

British Commonwealth South Africa & States
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460   South africa, Collection of approximately 120 Covers, 1904-62, a few are registered postal stationery, neatly presented on 
pages in two binders, with registered, airmail, and censored usages; nice frankings, three covers to the United States have US 
Postage Dues applied on arrival; included with this lot is the 1952 Handbook/Catalogue. Union of South Africa Stamps with dust 
jacket, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $800 - 1,000

St. Vincent

461   St. Vincent, “So You Wanna Be a Rock Star?” Elvis & Michael Jackson Mini-Sheets by the 1000’s, 1985, Two of the most 
iconic pop music stars of the 20th century, Elvis Presley & Michael Jackson, in packs of sheets up to 1000 each of #874-77 & 894-
97. Additional souvenir sheets of 787-81 & 898-901 bring the total catalogue value in the neighborhood of $250,000! Putting our 
starting bid at only 1% of catalogue, I think we can safely say that this lot rocks! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
139 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Straits Settlements

462   Straits Settlements, Jewel of a Collection, 1867-1948, 10 hingeless Lighthouse pages display this delightful collection; used 
Scott # 2-9, 10-18, 22-24, 33-35, 38-51, 58, 109-126, 128, 128A (Revenue), 134A-144, 149-171, 165d, 174 (Revenue), 179-
202, 203 (Revenue), 238-252 (unused), J1-J6 (unused), N1-N5 (unused), N15 and N17 (unused), N20-N24 (unused), N26-N29 
(unused), and more; a lovely collection well worth examination; catalog $7,000+, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

area Collections

British Commonwealth
British Commonwealth Area Collections

463   British Commonwealth, It takes 23 Volumes, 1850-2021, 23 volumes of black stock pages with sets and better singles marked 
with catalog numbers and prices; British Commonwealth includes Ascension, Antigua, Anguilla, Aitutaki, Aden, Bahamas, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bermuda, British Antarctic, Burma, Cape of Good Hope, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Christmas 
Island, Cocos Islands, Cook Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, East Africa, Falklands, Figi, Gambia, Ghana, Gibaltar, Grenada, Guyana, 
India, Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kiribati, Kuwait, Lagos, Leeward, Lesotho, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldive, Malta, Mauritius, Nauru, 
Nepal, Nevus, New Guinea, New Hebrides, Nigeria, Niue, Norfolk Island, North Borneo, Northern Rhodesia, Oman, Pakistan, 
Papua, Penrhyn, Pitcairn Islands, Rhodesia (including 122-128 Specimens and 19 (unused)), Nyasaland, St Helena, St Kitts, St 
Chistopher, St Lucia, St Vincent, Somoa, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South Africa, 
Straits Settlements, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tobago, Tokelau Islands, Tonga, Transvaal, Trinadad, Tristan da Cunha, Turks 
& Cacos, Tuvalu, Uganda, Vanuatu, Zaire, Zambia, and Zululand; Canada 58 (unused), 83 (unused), 100, 105-122 (unused), 158 
(unused), 162-177 (unused), Newfoundland 11a, 115-126 (unused); Great Britain 4, 26, 27, 28, 34, 39, 42, 43, 51, 52, 55, 57, 64, 
65, 70, 81, 85, 96, 103, 105, 107, 108, 122, 173, 174, 179-181, 222-224, 309-312 (unused), and 317-333 (unused); australia 5 
(unused), 6 (unused), 7 (unused), 10 (unused), 18 (unused), NSW 11, 55; Ireland 537-556 (MNH); Channel Islands Guernsey J1-
J7 (unused), Alderney 13-17 (unused), Jersey 7-21 (unused); New Zealand 65 (unused), 72 (unused), 121 (unused); Montserrat 
92-103 (unused); British Honduras 92-102; plus two binders - one of new sets not otherwise incorporated and the other topical 
for the subjects of Ships, Planes, and War; owner catalog $70,200, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 98.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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464   British Commonwealth, Mighty Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1990s, In five binders of stocksheets, thousands of stamps with 
a ton of better material to be found. To give you a taste, here is just some of the better stuff: antigua mint #21-30, 42-57, and used 
12-14, 26, 63, 84-95, Canada mint 47, 50-54, 56, 57-58, 60, 72, 90A, 91, 96-99, 101-02, 110-11, 113-16, 118-22, 149-59, 162-77, 
203, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, C1-4, E1-3, E5, J1-5, J10, J11-14, and used 4, 14-15, 17-19, 21-22, 24-30, 46-47, 54, 56, 
66-72, 89-95, 96-100, 126a, 149-59, Caymans mint 3-7, 8-12, 13-15, 25-28, 29, 32-44, 122-34 and used 12 (on piece), Falklands 
mint 3-4, 15-18, 30-35, 84-93, 100, and used 8, 16, 29, Gibraltar mint 3, 9-19, 21, 22-28, 38, 61, 88-89, 91, 122, and used 5-6, 31, 
47, Newfoundland mint 102-03, 104-14, 131-44, 145-59, C7, and used 27, 33, Rhodesia mint 76-81, 109a, 110, and used 111b, 
112, 112a, 133a, St. Helena mint 7 and used 1, 4-5, 8, 14-17, 54, 131, Great Britain mint 113-14, 120-21, and used 1, 3-4, 26, 
27-28, 27a, 32, 34, 39, 42, 43, 48, 49-51, 54-55, 59, 61-62, 64, 66-68, 70, 74, 78-85, 87, 94-95, 96, 98-105, 107, 108, 111-22, 126, 
135-40, 179-81, 222-24 and also various plate numbers including all for #33 except 225 and of the course the legendary 77. I could 
go on and on and on, but have a look for yourself at some of the video footage online. Condition does vary a bit with the earlier 
issues, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
465   British Commonwealth, Strong KEVIII to QEII Mostly Mint Collection, 1864-1990s, A giant stack of Minkus pages with 

almost all stamps in black mounts from Aden to Zanzibar. Admittingly weak before 1935, but man, does it pack a punch from the 
reigns of King Edward VIII to early QEII issues with scores of complete sets. Also included is a Canada album with a complete 
mint set of #104-22, but here are some more mint from the rest of the British Empire: aden 16-27, 31 (2), 36-46, 48-61A, antigua 
84-95, ascension 23-32, 33-36, 40-49, 53, 62-74, 75-88, Bahamas 132-47, 158-73, Barbados 216-27, 235-47, Basutoland 
1-10, 18-28, 40, 46-56, Bechuanaland Protectorate 124-36, 148, 154-65, Bermuda 55-69, 118-28, British antarctic territory 
1-15, British Guiana 205-09, 210-22, 230-41, 253-67, British Honduras 115-26, 144-55, Cayman Islands 100-11, 122-34, 
153-67, Ceylon 264-74, 278-89A, Cyprus 125-35, 143-55, 159, 168-82, Falkland Islands 77-80, 84-96, 100, 107-20, Falkland 
Dependencies 1L19-33, Fiji 117-31B, 147-62, Gibraltar 107-18, 122, 132-45, Gold Coast 98-107, 130-41, 143, 148-59, Grenada 
114-23, Hong Kong 147-50, 185-98, Kenya & Uganda 66-85, 93, Malaya (Johore) 130-50, 158-68, Malaya (Kedah) 1-20, 46-
54, 56, 61-81, 83-93, 95-105, Malaya (Kelantan) 45, 50-70, Malaya (Malacca) 2, 3-17, 29-44, Malaya (Negri Sembilan) 38-58 
and, well, there’s not much point in continuing. Even though we’re barely halfway through the alphabet, the pattern remains pretty 
much the same. Tremendous value and you can view a good portion of it online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
466   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part I, 1981-92, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet packs. Nevis #378 & 

379-82, St. Lucia 760-61 & 879, St. Vincent 979-979G, tanzania 701-04, 816-22, 940-47 and a short set of tuvalu 469-84. After 
looking up some of the catalogue values, it’s easy to see why this lot clocks in at around $350,000! Our low starting bid only makes 
this even more enticing! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 52 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
467   British Commonwealth, Imperial airways First Flights, 1931-1934, nearly 100 First Flight envelopes along routes operated 

by the British carrier Imperial Airways; vast majority have cachets, multiple frankings, and exotic destinations; some are crash 
covers, Registered, autographed, or have unusual auxillary markings; newspaper wrapper (and newspaper) from Uganda to 
England with magnificent cancels, Irish overprints on feeder flight to London and then Tanganyika, Philadelphia to London 
to Entebbe (3 known), Juba to London, Italy to Dar Es Salaam (10 known), Kenya to the Philippines via Karachi, and dozens 
more fascinating destinations; covers are in a deluxe SAFE binder with slipcase, a narrow 3 ring binder, and in manila folders with 
extensive documentation about the flights; this lot also comes with the essential aerophilatelic library required for this field of study 
including British External Airmails until 1934 (Newall), Beyond the Blue Horizon (Frater), Movement of Aircraft African Route 
1931-1939 (Wingate photocopy), and Air Crash of Imperial Airways (Sanford), also a DVD of newsreel history 1924-1939; first 
rate collection, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
468   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part II, 1979-86, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet 

packs. Barbuda #384a, Lesotho 453-57, Montserrat 484-86, 516-19, 639-42, Nevis 379-82, St. Lucia 661-64, 760, 879, St. 
Vincent 984-85 including Bequia 222-28, tuvalu 170-72, Zambia 304-07. There are even unlisted imperforate sheets of Lesotho 
335-37, and the St. Vincent Grenadines of Bequia 178-81 and Union Island 186-89. Approximately $220,000 in cat value and 
that’s not even figuring in the potential value of the previously-mentioned imperf varieties, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 50.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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469   British Commonwealth, Humongous Mostly Mint Collection, 1855-1999, Thousands of stamps on stocksheets in fifteen 
binders, mostly larger size, along with seven additional binders. Better items across the board with larger offerings of Bahamas 
(1884-1991), Barbados (1876-1991), Bermuda (1865-1994), British Honduras / Belize (1888-1997), Canada & Provinces 
(1859-1999), Cayman Islands (1900-96), Ceylon / Sri Lanka (1872-1997), Dominica (1886-1981), Gambia (1880-1988), 
Gilbert & Ellice Islands / Kiribati (1911-81), India (1855-1995) including both Convention & Feudatory States, Jamaica (1860-
1995), Lagos / Nigeria (1882-1990), New Hebrides / Vanuatu (1908-94), North Borneo (1887-1961), Northern Rhodesia / 
Zambia (1925-93), Pakistan (1947-94), Rhodesia / Zimbabwe (1890-1995), Sierra Leone (1884-1984), Singapore (1948-94), 
Solomon Islands (1908-96), Straits Settlements / Malaya / Malaysia (1867-1991), as well as British Guiana, Brunei, Burma, 
Monserrat, Newfoundland, Sarawak, Samoa and many, many more, overall Fine to Very Fine, some videos online but should 
really be viewed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 102.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
470   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part VII, 1965-88, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet 

packs. Cyprus #253a, Lesotho 453-57, St. Lucia 759 & 760 with a “1987” imprint (unlisted in Scott but in SG #944), St. Vincent 
874-77, and a short set of tuvalu 469-84 but featuring the high values from $1-$5 in gutter sheets of 40. Staggering catalogue 
value approaching a quarter of a million! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 35.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
471   British Commonwealth, “Colonialism at its Best” Mint & Used Collection, 1853-1966, An obviously satirical title for an 

auction lot, yet there is no denying that colonialism did leave us a wealth of beautiful stamps and rich postal history. This one 
both hinged and in mounts on various album pages in two binders is for the British Empire, and we begin with a complete mint 
collection of aden (1937-65) and a never-hinged set of #1-12! You’ll also find 16-27, 31, 36-46, 48-61A and complete collections 
of the Kathiri State of Seiyun and the Qu’aiti State of Shihr & Mukalla as well. Plenty more to talk about, so let’s tackle these 
in alphabetical order with some of the highlights: antigua (1863-1966) with used 2-7, 10-11, 13, and mint 19, 21-30, 31-41, 42-57, 
australia (1913-40) with mint 18, 141, 152-54, and used 130-32, O1-2, Barbuda mint 1-11, British Offices Abroad especially 
strong in the Turkish Empire, such as used 11, 62-64, and mint 12, 15-24, Cape of Good Hope (1853-1904) with an extraordinary 
selection of Triangles, as well as used 16, 28, Malta (1863-1938) with used 7, and mint 44, Natal (1862-1908) with used 12-13, 
15-17, 38-40, 45-46, 51-54, 57, 95, 107, New Republic (1886-87) with used 22, Straits Settlements (1867-1937) with mint 1, and 
used 3-6, 8-9, 10-18, 33-35, 57, and more. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online 
for scrutiny. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
472   British Commonwealth, “the Industrial Prince” Collection of almost all Mint, 1920-1970s, In one binder neatly arranged on 

stockpages, an exquisite collection of better sets, which by far and away has its strength in the KGVI issues. Better include mint 
Great Britain #286-89, aden 16-27, ascension 40-49, Basutoland 18-28, Bermuda 105-14, Burma 13-15, O1-13, Ceylon 278-
89, Cyprus 143-55, Falklands 84-96, Gibraltar 107-18, Gold Coast 130-41, Malta 224 (block of four), North Borneo 208-22, 
244-58, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, Sarawak 180-94, St. Helena 118-27, 131 (block of four), and I’m not even halfway through this 
stockbook! If you would like to know more, check out the scans online, as this collection is entirely viewable online, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
473   British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection with Strong Classics, 1840-2000, A mostly used collection in one binder with 

very strong Great Britain from the classic era. Better used include #1 (3), 2, 5, 27-28, 39, 42, 44-45, 48, 49-53, 67-70, 80, 85 (2), 
108, 139 (2), as well as a spectacular array of Seahorses with 25 copies of the 2sh6p, a dozen of the 5sh, and nine of the 10sh, and 
you’ll be pleased to know that only a select few are actually the reengraved ones! In addition to Great Britain, a wide range of mint/
used Commonwealth from the Caribbean to Hong Kong, including a mostly mint collection of the Solomon Islands (1907-67) on 
Scott pages and featuring such better stamps as mint 39, 89-105, and J1-8. Last but not least, the collection ends with a few pages 
devoted to a very interesting feature on mostly forgeries of circular delivery companies in 1860’s Britain. Condition in this lot will 
vary, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, collection may be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
474   British Commonwealth, “a Few Good Stamps” Premium Mint & Used Selection, 1853-1933, Are you a collector of the 

British Empire looking for a few good stamps? Look no further, because we have some very nice material in three counter books 
covering New Zealand, British Africa and British Asia. Better items include New Zealand used #8-9, 11-15, 25, 27-28, 30, 31-33, 
51-56, 69 (2, one with advertisement on back), Cape of Good Hope used 3-6, 12-13, and mint 15, Seychelles mint 1-17, Southern 
Nigeria mint 1-7, Ceylon used 4, 6A, 10, 12, Jordan mint 185-97. Condition will as expected vary, but generally Fine to Very 
Fine, collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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475   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part III, 1977-97, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir 
sheet packs. Barbuda #302-04, Guyana 913, Montserrat 484-86, 516-19, Nauru 210-13, 257-59, St. Vincent 984-85 and the 
Grenadines 510-13, 586-89, 591-94, Sri Lanka 800, 808, and a total of 2000 copies of the souvenir sheet from tuvalu 714. In 
addition, not only a few 100 copies of the australian Federal Duck stamp from 1996-97 in souvenir sheet format, but also about 
200 sheets of 20 of the $15 stamp. Total catalogue value easily exceeds $125,000! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 41 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
476   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part IV, 1974-86, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet 

packs. Barbuda #161, 169a, 234-37, Belize 711, Gambia 628-29, Grenada 1121, 1122, 1124, St. Lucia 806, St. Vincent 979D, 
St. Vincent Grenadines 402, tanzania 271-74, 274a, 309a, and a short set of ten values of tuvalu 469/84, but the high values 
are there. That being said, it came as no shock when the total catalogue value for this lot surpassed $160,000! overall Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 96.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
477   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part V, 1974-91, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet 

packs. antigua #749, Barbuda 169a, 238-43, 247d, Guyana 822-25, Maldives 1286, Nauru 213, St. Kitts 174, St. Vincent 
848 with Grenadines 586-89 and Bequia 178-81, 218-29, 259, tanzania 297a (500-pack of the Caribbean Royal Visit silver 
overprint), 792-98, tuvalu 170-72, 465-68. Total catalogue value for this one around $160,000! overall Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 106.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
478   British Commonwealth, Mint Omnibus Issues in albums, 1935-73, In two hingeless Palo albums in pristine condition, British 

Omnibus issues from King George V’s Silver Jubilee to Princess Anne’s Wedding with everything appearing to be in never-hinged 
condition. The Silver Jubille of 1935 is complete except for Turks & Caicos for some reason and also includes some fantastic 
bonuses, such as British Forces in Egypt #M9 and Great Britain complete booklets BK14 & BK24. King George VI’s Coronation 
in 1937 is complete, and the Peace Issue of 1946 is just missing a few but otherwise complete according to the common design 
type. Most important of all, the Silver Wedding Anniversary of 1948, the highest in value from all the Omnibus issues, is here in 
its entirety, as is UPU’s 75th Anniversary from 1949. Other complete series include the West Indies Federation, the Red Cross 
Centenary in 1963, the 1966 World Cup in England, and UNESCO’s 20th Anniversary, among others. A few issues without stamps 
or some missing a few allowing for some room for expansion. CV for Silver Jubilee is $1,336 and that’s for hinged! Silver Wedding 
Anniversary is a whopping $2,467 and additional sets add many $100s more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
479   British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Collections, 1937-91, Mostly stamps of the second half of the 20th century in eight albums 

and five stockbooks, along with a few bags filled with glassines and three annual hardcover editions from Canada Post. Highlights 
include stockbooks of mint Hong Kong, Pitcairn Islands, St. Helena, South africa, and tristan da Cunha, and albums of some 
of the British Omnibus series, such as complete mint collections of the 1937 Coronation of KGVI & 1953 Coronation of QE2, 
the Victory & Peace issue, and Commonwealth Day in 1983 among others. Also Scott albums of the British South Atlantic with 
well-filled mint collections of B.a.t. (1966-85) and Falkalnds & Dependencies (1944-85) and one of Asia, with Hong Kong 
(1971-89) and Singapore (1976-88). And you never know what you might find; to give you a taste, there’s a stockpage of mint 
Falklands #84-96, mint blocks of four of Malta 191-205, and Canadian plate blocks of 268-73 along with over 20 duck stamp 
booklets from 1985-91, generally Fine to Very Fine, some additional images online but you are more than welcome to inspect this 
lot in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 51 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Commonwealth Area Collections
480   British Commonwealth, Silver Wedding anniversary Omnibus Issue, 1948, In one stockbook, a complete set of the most 

valuable of all the omnibus issues, the Silver Wedding Anniversary of King George VI & Queen Elizabeth. After numerous spot-
checks, appears to be entirely never hinged and many stamps in duplicate. Some of the better sets include ascension 52-53 (3), 
Basutoland 39-40, Cyprus 158-59, Falkland Islands 99-100 (3), Gibraltar 121-22, Hong Kong 178-79, Kenya, Uganda & 
tanzania 92-93, Northern Rhodesia 48-49, Sarawak 174-75, and Singapore 21-22. Not including duplicates, Scott values this 
complete set for $2,467, Fine to Very Fine, collection may be viewed online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Area Collections
481   British Commonwealth, Mini-Sheets by the Pound Part VI, 1977-88, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet 

packs. antigua #749, 905-08, 934-37, Barbuda 322a, 635, Lesotho 455-57, Nevis 280-83, St. Vincent Grenadines: Bequia 
237-40, tuvalu 481, and tanzania 269a-70a. But wait, there’s also 300 imperforate souvenir sheets of this last set (tanzania 
269a-70a) not even listed in Gibbons! And how about a full sheet of 50 of the unissued set of Michael Jackson stamps from the 
Virgin Islands? And not just one but 80 of them! Also 16 full sheets of the same M.J. set that was in fact issued for St. Vincent, 
but unlisted imperforates, as well as three sets of imperf sheets of the entire set of birds, tuvalu 469-84. Total catalogue value not 
even taking the unlisted into account is nearly $70,000! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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British Africa
British Commonwealth Area Collections

482   British africa (mostly), Handsome Holding of Printers’ Proofs, 1979-88, many hundreds of individual items comprising color 
separations, color combinations and final full-color printings, as singles, pairs and blocks (some gutters), multiples, etc.; countries 
represented are Belize, Bhutan, Ghana, Zambia, Tanzaniya, Liberia, Uganda, Nevis, Grenadines of St. Vincent (Union Island and 
Bequia), Barbuda, British Virgin Islands, Guyana, St. Kitts and Maldives; massive Topical interest with Royal Family, Football, 
US Presidents, International Year of the Child, Wildlife, Art, and more represented; many items noted “from Printers Archives”; all 
bright and clean, a few items with wrinkling along an edge from storage (all well away from the designs), Very Fine, an attractive 
lot of collateral material; see it all online. (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
483   British africa, Mint & Used Collections in Stockbooks, 1858-1999, Large collection in twelve stockbooks covering the majority 

of former British colonies in Africa and outlying islands. Mostly used classics and mostly mint modern totaling some very high 
catalogue value. Among the areas covered here are the following: ascension (1922-95), Bechuanaland / Botswana (1887-
1999), British Indian Ocean territory (1968-90), Cape of Good Hope (1865-1904), Mauritius (1858-1994), Natal (1870-
1909), Orange River Colony (1868-1908), Seychelles (1890-1999) including Zil Elwannyen Sesel, formally part of B.I.O.T., 
South africa (1910-98) along with Bophuthatswana (1977-94), Ciskei (1981-94), transkei (1976-94), and Venda (1979-94), 
South-West africa / Namibia (1924-98), St. Helena (1864-1993), Swaziland (1889-1990), tanganyika / tanzania (1921-93), 
transvaal (1878-1910), tristan da Cunha (1952-94) and Zululand (1888-96), generally Fine to Very Fine, videos accessible 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 43.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British West Indies
British Commonwealth Area Collections

484   British West Indies, “Caribbean Blue” almost all Mint Collection, 1851-1985, The Leewards, the Windwards and the rest of 
the family which make up the British Caribbean. In a half-dozen Scott Specialty albums with the vast majority of stamps in black 
mounts, a sensational collection with an extremely high-level of completeness. Some countries have a few used stamps early on, 
but otherwise entirely mint with tons of premium sets & singles. The following is an alphabetical list of the countries represented 
in this lot along with some highlights as mounted: anguilla (1967-82) with mint #145-60, 463-79, antigua (1863-1982) with 
used 2-4, 13, and mint 5, 17, 19, 20, 21-30, 31-41, 42-57, 58-64, 67-76, Bahamas (1863-1982) with used 13-14, 18, 20-21, 25, 
and mint 12, 16, 22-24, 27-31, 33-36, 37-42, 44-47, 49-56, 58-62, 70-84, 85-89, 100-13, 132-47, 149, 158-73, MR1-4, Barbados 
(1852-1985) with used 2, 4, 13, 16-18, 20, 31-32, 42, 47, and mint 6, 60-68, 70-80, 81-89, 90-96, 98-101, 102-08, 109-12, 116-26, 
127-39, 140-51, 152-64, 165-79, B1 (block of four), Barbuda (1922) with mint 1-11, Bermuda (1865-1982) with used 2-4, 6, 7, 
and mint 1, 5, 18-25, 31-39, 40-53, 55-69, 71-79, 81-96, 105-14, 118-28, 134, British Guiana / Guyana (1866-1983) with used 
54, 122, and mint 101, 107-11, 112-21, 130-47, 152-56, 160-71, 178-89, 191-201, 205-09, 210-22, 245, British Honduras / Belize 
(1866-1981) with used 8, and mint 1, 4, 21-24, 26, 28-32, 38-46, 48-50, 52-55, 62-70, Cayman Islands (1900-82) with mint 3-7, 
8-12, 13-16, 17-18, 21-28, 29-30, 32-43, 45-47, 50-63, 64-68, 69-79, 85-96, 117, 122-34, Dominica (1877-1982) with mint 4-5, 
9, 11-12, 15, 16-19, 21-24, 25-34, 35-49, 54, 56-63, 65-85, 115, Grenada (1861-1982) with used 16, 29, and mint 20-25, 27-28, 
32, 34-35, 39-46, 48-57, 58-67, 68-78, 79-88, 91-112, 114-23, Jamaica (1860-1982) with used 2-6, and mint 1, 7-9, 11-12, 14-15, 
20-23, 24-26, 27, 28-30, 37-45, 46-54, 61-73, 75-87, 88-100, 139, 140-41, O1-4, Leeward Islands (1890-1954) with mint 1-8, 
9-15, 20-28, 29-40, 46-60, 61-83, 96-99, 103-15, 133-47, Montserrat (1876-1982) with used 7, and mint 1-2, 3-4, 11, 12-21, 22-
31, 31A-42, 43-53, 54-74, 75-84, St. Christopher (1870-87) with used 1, 1o, and mint 2, 16, 17, St. Kitts-Nevis (1903-80) with 
mint 1-10, 11-21, 24-35, 37-51, 52-61, 63, St. Lucia (1860-1982) with used 1, 8-10, 13-14, 24, and mint 4-5, 11-12, 15-17, 19-20, 
22, 25, 27-33, 37-39, 40, 41 (pair), 43-48, 50-56, 57-63, 64-72, 76-89, 95-106, 110-26, 130, J2, St. Vincent (1862-1982) with used 
4, 9, 14, 16, 21, 23, 36, and mint 39, 54, 62-70, 71-79, 82-88, 90-94, 104-16, 118-31, 155, tobago (1879-92) with mint 13, 22-24, 
25-27, trinidad (1851-1910) with used 7, 33, 43, and mint 5757, 68-73, 78-86, 94-100, trinidad & tobago (1912-84) with mint 
10-11, 19-20, 21-33, 34-42, 65, turks Islands (1867-94) with mint 40, 45-53, turks & Caicos (1900-82) with mint 8-9, 13-22, 
44-57, 60-70, 78-89, 105-17, Virgin Islands (1866-1982) with mint 1-2, 3-4, 6, 8-9, 10-11, 12-15, 16-17, 18, 19-20, 21-28, 29-37, 
38-46, 53-66. Usually British Commonwealth collections, such as this one, are either weighted towards the classics or the modern 
era. With this lot, you get the best of both worlds! Condition does vary, but overall Fine to Very Fine, you may inspect this lot in 
person or peruse the many scans available online. (photo on web site) ......................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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British Asia
British Commonwealth Area Collections

485   British asia Mint Collection, Scott album (Scott or Palo pages) with issues for Bangkok (1882/83), Bangladesh (1971/72), Brunei 
(1949/66), Burma (1940/2000)Ceylon (1857/1957), Nepal (1881/1959), Pakistan (1947/55), and Singapore (1949), virtually all of 
the post WW II issues will be NH and better items include Bangkok 4, 8, 12, 14, 15, 19, Brunei 76-114 NH, Burma 70-84 NH 
(2), 176-87 NH, 197-208 NH, 261-65 NH, 301-03 NH, O28-42 NH, O94-115 NH, Ceylon 4, 14 (APS cert), 15 (APS cert, tiny 
thin), 27 unused, 32 mint, 65, 85, 96, 104-05, 122-27, 142, 149-51, 160-61, 213 NH, 243 NH, 260-289A NH, 319-28 NH, Nepal 
3-4, 7-10, 51-120 NH, O1-15 NH, Pakistan 1-62 NH, O1-13 NH, O14-26 NH, O27-50 NH, O76-89 NH, Bahawalpur 2-15 NH, 
O1-6 NH, Singapore 16a-20a NH, etc., some earlier issues bit of gum toning or slightly disturbed o.g. but overall fresh and F-VF, 
excellent foundation collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

British Europe
British Commonwealth Area Collections

486   British Europe, Mostly Mint Collections in Stockbooks, 1855-2001, In ten Lighthouse stockbooks covering every inch of British 
soil in Europe as well as Offices Abroad. Great Britain itself (1855-1999) is in two volumes and features some nice classics and 
a lot of modern mint. Among the better classics are used #26, 67-, 68, 85, 111-22, 127-38, 179-80. In addition to Regionals, we 
have four other volumes for Guernsey (1969-99), alderney (1983-2001), Jersey (1969-99) and Isle of Man (1973-98), as well as 
a separate volume for Channel Islands locals including Alderney forerunners, such as the Commodore Shipping Company stamps 
from the 1960s and many other islands like Herm, Sark and the beautiful Puffin stamps of Lundy. Some scarcer items too, like 
the Norman Year set from Jethou (Aitchison #J21-24) in miniature sheets of four. In the remaining volumes you will find Ireland 
(1922-98), Gibraltar (1886-1999) with mint 13-14, 43, Malta (1885-1994), Cyprus (1880-1995) with mint 136-39, 159 and the 
turkish Republic of Cyprus (1974-94). There’s quite a bit to look at here, so grab some popcorn and enjoy the videos! generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British Middle East
British Commonwealth Area Collections

487   British Middle East Mint Collection, nearly all NH sets and singles in a Scott album and brimming with better as abu Dhabi 
1-11 NH, aden 30-46 NH, Shihr & Mukalla 1-19 NH, 29-52 NH, Bahrain 62-71 NH, 78-80 NH, 92=166 NH, 190-224 NH, Dubai 
1-17 NH, C1-12 NH, J1-14 NH, Iraq 102-66 NH, C1-8 NH, O13-24 NH (even gum toning as usual), RA1-5 NH, Jordan 113-29 
(some NH), 145-57 (most NH including 500m, 1000m), 207-20 NH, 297-305 top right corner margin blocks with sheet number 
NH, 297-318 NH, RA1-12 NH, RA37-46 NH, N2-17 NH, NRA1-12 NH, Kuwait 72-139 NH, 153-263 NH, 299-381 NH, 523-71 
NH, Mesopotamia N50-52, NO1-12 NH, NO14-21 (most NH), NO22 NH, Oman 1-55 NH, 65-105 NH, O1-10 NH (light toning 
as usual), Palestine 80-84 NH, Qatar 1-41 NH, trucial States 1-11 NH, etc., also with strong sections of Scott-listed issues of 
Ajman, Fujeira, Sharjah, Ras al Khaima, and Umm al Qiwain, handful of earlier issues light gum toning as usual but overall fresh 
and F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British Pacific
British Commonwealth Area Collections

488   British South Pacific Area Cover Collection, mostly First Days, comprising Pitcairn Islands (1940-2014; approximately 350), 
Norfolk Islands (1947-2016; approximately 550), Falkland Islands (1937-2020; approximately 1,200), South Georgia (1946-2013; 
approximately 340) and British Antarctic Territory (1963-2020; approximately 1,000), some better including British Antarctic 
Territory #1-15 on one oversized cover, #25-38 on one oversized cover, #24 (two; one non first day), Falklands Islands #84-96 
(except #92) on one cover (not first day), Falklands Islands Dependencies #1L1-8 on one cover, #1L19-33 two complete sets on 
two oversized covers, South Georgia #1-15 on one oversized cover, #17-30 on one oversized cover, #2L1-2L8 (three non first day 
covers franked with complete sets - singles, pairs and blocks of four), #3L1-3L8 (four non first day covers franked with complete 
sets - two singles, one pairs and one blocks of four), 4L1-4L8 (two non first day covers franked with complete sets - one singles 
and one pairs), 5L1-5L8 (four non first day covers franked with complete sets - two singles, one pairs and one blocks of four), wide 
variety of themes including Royal Family, fish and marine life, airplanes, flowers and more, a handful have signatures, mix of legal 
and normal sized, variety of cachets, minor duplication, Very Fine, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 169.2 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
489   British Pacific, Mint & Used Collections in Stockbooks, 1876-1999, Some nice classics and a whole lot of modern mint neatly 

arranged in nine Lighthouse stockbooks. The collection is comprised of five main areas: australia & States (1876-1998), Fiji 
(1892-1997), New Guinea / Papua (1901-95), New Zealand (1882-1999) including Ross Dependency, Niue (1935-96), Pitcairn 
Islands (1940-97), and tonga (1894-1994) including Niuafo’ou (Tin Can Island), generally Fine to Very Fine, videos accessible 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 31 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

British Commonwealth Area Collections
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490   British Pacific, Almost All Mint Australia & New Zealand with Dependencies, 1913-85, Three Scott Specialty albums with 
all stamps in black mounts. We begin with australia (1913-84), a complete-looking collection after 1955 with some nice material 
beforehand including used Roos and KGV Heads. Among the better used are #1-10, 18; as for mint, we have 142-44, 147-49, 150-
51, 152-54, 166-79, 218-21, 365-79, 394-417, C1-8, and a decent sampling of dependencies, such as Christmas Island (1963-81), 
Norfolk Island (1947-82), Papua New Guinea (1973-85), and a.a.t. (1957-73). New Zealand (1920-80) is also not shabby, 
looking complete after 1959 and featuring such better mint sets as the following: 165-70, 179-81, 229-41, 288-301, 333-52, 382-
404, B1-2, Ross Dependency L1-8, and also just a bit of a few others, such as Cook Islands, Niue and tokelau, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, some additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

CANADA & PROVINCES

491   Canada & Provinces, Conscientiously Curated Canada Collection, 1852-1979, like-new Scott Specialty album beautifully 
filled with Canada, Vancouver Island, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and Price Edward Island; includes Canada 
Scott # 4, 14, 15, 17, 21-30, 34-40, 41 and 42 (unused), 43-47, 50-55 (unused), 58 (unused), 66-80 (unused), 89-91 (unused), 
94 (unused), 96-103 (unused), 104-122 (unused), 141-245 (unused), 268-320 (unused), well populated mint through 1979; B1-
B12 and C1-C9 (unused), E1 (unused), E3-E11 (unused), Air Post Special Delivery and Air Post Officials complete (unused); 
Vancouver Island # 5; New Brunswick # 7, 8, 10 and 11 (unused); Newfoundland # 58 (unused), 46 (unused), 49, 51, 53, 54, 
131-144 (unused), 212-243 (unused); and Nova Scotia 8-13 (unused); considerable value here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
492   Canada & Provinces, Strong Mostly Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1852-2004, Considered by many to be the Cadillac 

of stamp albums, we have four hingeless Lighthouse albums in excellent condition. And inside the covers is a very well-filled 
collection up to 1985, and then suddenly nothing, but it picks up again in 1993 and finishes strong. Mostly used until 1912 and 
then almost all mint from then on; among the many better sets & singles are used #4, 14-15, 40, 46-47, 50, 58-60, 66-73, 93-95, 
100-03, 158, and mint 34-35, 43, 51-54, 56-57, 85-86, 87-88, 96-99, 104-18, 120-22, 128-30, 135, 136-38, 149-57, 159, 160-61, 
162-75, 195-201, 203, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, 302, C1-4, E2-11, J1-5, J11-14, O1-10. Some decent provinces too, most 
notably Newfoundland with used 11A, 26, 33-34, and mint 35-36, 61-72, 111-14, C6-8, overall Fine to Very Fine, take a peek at 
some additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 26 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada & Provinces
493   Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collections in albums & Stockbooks, 1859-1980s, Some very fine stockbooks and hingeless 

albums grace this accumulation of both mint & used in multiple collections. A Lindner album has used #14, 19, 21, 23-28, 29, 
54,80, 94, 99, 159 and mint 50-53, 56, 58, 70, 72, 78, 81, 85-86, 93, 99-100, 102, 149-57, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, C1-9, E4-11. 
One from Lighthouse also impressive: 91-95, 97-101, 155-59. A Scott album also not too shabby, with used 14-15, 24-25, 30, 40, 
45, 59 (perfin). Heck, I wasn’t expecting much when I picked up loose Harris pages, but yet again my expectations were surpassed 
with used 15, 24-26, 34-40, 40c, 41-45, 47, 54, 56, 66-71,89-94, 100, E3 and more. You’ll also encounter a glassine file packed 
with used duplicates, a stockbook of mint, some decent back-of-the-book including O.H.M.S. perfins, some old pages from an APS 
circuit book and other surprises. Definitely worth a look, and if you’re in the Danbury area, make an effort to stop by! Condition 
varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 33.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada & Provinces
494   Canada & Provinces, Mostly Mint Collection, 1857-2005, A gorgeous, all black-mounted mint collection from 1987-2005 in 

two Scott Specialty albums and appearing complete. Also includes nearly complete back-of-the-book, additional pages before 
1987, and a counter book filled with both mint & used premium items. Among the many better are Newfoundland used #27, and 
mint 24, 26 (no gum), 96, Nova Scotia 12 (mint imprint corner block of four), Canada used 23, 27, 28, 45, and mint 268-73, 302, 
C1-9, E3, J1-5, J6-10, J11-14, O11, O16-25, O27, generally Fine to Very Fine, a portion of this collection may be viewed online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada & Provinces
495   Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection with Very Useful Stock, 1859-1989, Three binders with all stamps blackmounted 

on Minkus pages; almost all used until 1920, from then on almost all mint and highly complete. Better used include #14-15, 25, 
27, 29, 34-39, 100, and mint 149-55, 158-59, 162-73, 177, 227, 245, 262, 273, 302, Newfoundland 11A, 59. Also, a separate mint 
collection on quadrille pages from 1931-69 and nearly complete, and three stockbooks of thousands of mostly used duplicates but 
also plate blocks, a Canada Post Annual Mint Set from 1986, and some very useful B-O-B including British Columbia law stamps 
and other Canadian revenues. Condition varies early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine, some additional images viewable online. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canadian Provinces
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496   Canadian Provinces, “Divine Provinces” Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1949, Extremely potent collection in a clean, like-new 
hingeless Lighthouse album with slipcase. We begin with the oldest province in Canada, Nova Scotia; among the better items are 
the following as mounted: used #1, 3-5, and unused 13. Under New Brunswick, there’s unused 6-7, 11, and used 8-10 and Prince 
Edward Island unused 10 & 12. Lastly, the longest running of the provinces, Newfoundland; in addition to the outstanding “Coat 
of Arms” issue of 1857-62 (here we’ll let the pictures do the talking), we have unused 24-31, 32-35, 41-44, 46-48, 60, 61-74, 75, 
78-85, 86, 92-97, 98-100, 102-03, 104-14, 115-26, 131-44, 145-59, 163-71, 178-80, 183-98, 212-25, C2, C6-8, C9-11, C12, C13-
17, C18, and used 37-40, 59, C3. How’s that for a lineup? Absolutely heavenly! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.9 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canadian Provinces
497   Canadian Provinces, “the Eh-team” Collection of Mostly Mint, 1851-1947, An excellent collection of the Maritimes with all 

stamps blackmounted on White Ace pages and housed in a Lighthouse binder with slipcase. Many tough stamps included in this 
collection and we begin with a nice used 4-margin copy of Newfoundland #1. Other premium material from this province include 
mint 3 (no gum), 15A (no gum), 19, 21-23, 28, 31, 35, 61-74, 78-85, 83c, 87-97, 104-14, 115-26, 128-30, 131-44, 145-59, 163-
71, 172-82, 183-99, an imperf pair of 195 (SG #217a), 212-25, C3, C6-11, C13-17, and used 24-27, 27a, 30, 37-40, 59. Also on 
hand is used New Brunswick 1, 9, 11, and mint Prince Edward Island 8, 10, 11-16, overall Fine to Very Fine, we are going to 
show you this beautiful collection in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

498   Canada, Mostly Mint Collection with Knockout Classics, 1851-2001, In three, like-new hingeless Lighthouse albums, an 
astonishing collection considering the classics we have on hand here. From the very first page, we are awestruck after seeing both 
laid and wove paper varieties. Surely, those QV Heads for the Bothwell / Clutha Mills watermark must be in the wrong spot, but 
they do indeed have clearly visible watermarks! Here are just some of the highlights of this magnificent collection: used #1-2, 
4-7, 8, 14-15, 17-19, 20, 21a, 23-30, 25a, 28a, 38-40, 46-47, 95 and unused 21-22, 36, 43, 50-61, 85-86, 66-73, 74-84, 87-88, 
89-94, 96-103, 104-22, 123-34, 135, 136-38 (pairs), 139-40, 149-61, 162-83, 195-201, 209, 217-30, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, 302, 
C1-4, E1-11, F1, F3, J1-5, J6-10, J11-14, MR1-7, O1-10, O16-25, O27, etc. All mint after 1908 and well filled into the 1980s, but 
still plenty of room for expansion. Condition varies somewhat, but generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

British North America Canada
499   Canada, Incredible Mint/Used accumulation, 1855-2010s, Surely, due to the vastness of this holding, I assumed it was from a 

dealer but I was wrong. It was a collector where one copy of a particular stamp was simply not enough. And it didn’t matter if the 
stamp cataloged over $100, I would find another one in a different stockbook. And then another, and another. There are four albums 
in this lot and not a single one has a comprehensive collection, yet as a whole with 18 stockbooks and 11 additional binders, this 
would make one great collection and have more than enough sellable collateral material to pay for itself! In addition to some great 
classics, the modern area is also very strong in both mint & used, with inscription blocks, booklet panes & complete booklets, and 
a few hundred covers, mostly FDCs but older too with event covers, first flights, and a couple of stampless. You’ll also find some 
out-of-the-ordinary items, like precancels, OHMS perforated officials, revenues, cut squares, souvenir cards, etc. Better mint sets 
& singles include #46, 50 (4), 54 (2), 55-56 (3), 59 (2), 71, 90A (block of four), 101-02, 127-30 (pairs), 139-40, 203 (2), 227 (2), 
245, 249-62, 262 (2), 273 (2), C1-4, E1-11, OX3, OX4 (2), O10 (2). The used is just as impressive: #5, 14 (7), 17 (2), 18 (4), 19, 22-
23, 24-30 (3), 46 (4), 47 (11), 50, 54 (2), 55, 57, 60 (3), 62, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 90A (block of four), 96-102 (2), 103 (2), F1-3 (2), 
O241-45. And don’t take these quantities for gospel; at one point I gave up counting, so these totals are actually underestimated. 
In any case, this is one powerful lot, and although there are a few video flips online, you should really view this one in person. 
Condition will of course vary on the earlier issues, but overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 57.4 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

British North America Canada
500   Canada, Mostly Modern Era Canadian Face, 1960s-2009, A staggering amount of face value here in a few stockbooks and plate 

block files, but mostly loose in the form of booklets, post office packs, blocks & sheets. If you would like to count this up, you 
are more than welcome to, but one thing’s for sure, it’s ENORMOUS! Check out some of the additional images online and you 
will see what we are talking about! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British North America Canada
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501   Canada, Superior Mostly Mint Collection, 1852-1992, Very attractive and clean collection in four White Ace albums with all 
stamps in black mounts. Mostly used until the 1890s and afterwards almost all mint and looking complete from 1898 onwards. 
What makes this collection stand out is not only a long list of premium items, but the fact that the collector added many varieties, 
such as colour shades, wet & dry printings, coil pairs, and paper & plate varieties, for example the “balloon flaw” (#28iv) and 
“hairball” (43vii). Other better used include 4, 14-15, 17-19, 20, 21-30, 34-40, 50, 55, 58, 60, 84, 94-95, 123-24, 159, F3, MR2D; 
as for mint, we have 34-37, 39, 41-47, 50-61, 66-73, 74-80, 82-83, 89-91, 96-103, 104-22, 120b, 131-34, 135, 139-40, 149-59, 162-
83, 203, 217-30, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, 302, C1-4, E1-11, J1-5, J6-10, etc. There is some possible regumming early on, but any 
way you slice it, this is one impressive collection, overall Fine to Very Fine, numerous images available online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British North America Canada
502   Canada, Selection of Mint & Used Premium Items, 1859-1970, Small but powerful accumulation of better items from our 

friends to the north. Nice examples from the 1859 issue, as well as QV Heads, and excellent coverage of the Jubilee issue. By the 
numbers, we have used #14, 15 (4), 17-18, 19(2), 25 (3), 27, 46-47, 50 (2), 54-55 (2), 56 (3), 57-59, 96-103, 137 (pair on piece), 
159, F3, and unused 19, 34 (block of eight), 50, 54 (3), 55, 59-60, 89, 90A (block of four), 91, 93, 95, 113-14, 118 (2), 122, 139, 
203, 262 (3), 273 (9), 302 (3), F3 (2) and MR1-7 including both dies of MR3-4. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, 
additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

British North America Canada
503   Canada, Luscious Selection of Mint Classics, 1893-1950s, Mostly on stockcards, an all-mint selection of premium items, such 

as #47, 50 (2), 59-60, 83, 93, 95, 102, 111, 122 (2), 149-57, 158-59, 177 (2), 227 (3), 241-45, 249-62 (3 including at least 8 more 
copies of the $1), 273 (28), 302 (50+ including 4 plate blocks), C1-4, F3 (3 without gum), O1-10, O27 (7), OX1 (no gum), OX3, 
OX4 (4). Some errors too, like 144a (imperf pair) and part perforate coils in sheet form (126a-28a as blocks of four). Another gold 
medal for Canada! generally Fine to Very Fine, many additional scans online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

British North America Canada
504   Canada, Mostly Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1855-2009, Extremely well-filled collection throughout, strong in both 

classics and the modern era. Entirely used until 1908 and then all mint and appearing to be never hinged, this collection is housed 
in three hingeless Lighthouse albums, and apart from some pencil marks early on is otherwise in pristine condition. Better used 
include #5, 14-15, 17, 21-22, 27, 29-30, 34-40, 46-47, 50-58, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103; as for unused, we have the following 
(some numbers are referencing the Unitrade Catalogue): 146-148, 178-183, 203, 217-227, 268-273, 302, C1-C4, E3, E7-E8, EO1-
EO2, O27, MR2C, as well as some scarce modern material, like #522i, 522pi, 525i, 525pi, generally Fine to Very Fine, some scans 
included for your perusal. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British North America Canada
505   Canada, Stockbook of Mint Goodies, 1903-76, An abundance of better material in one stockbook with coil pairs & strips, blocks 

and booklet panes. Highlights include #90, 104-09 (2), 104a, 106a (2), 110, 111 (2), 112 (3), 113, 113a, 114-15, 116 (2), 117 (5), 
118-19 (3), 120-21 (2), 125-28 (2 pairs), 129-30 (pairs), 131-34 (pairs), 136-38 (pairs & blocks of four), 139-40 (2), 149-58, 159 
(2), 1601-61 (pairs), 162-76, 177 (2), 178-83 (pairs), 195-201, 196b, 227 (3), 245 (3), 262 (2), 273 (3), 302 (4) and many more. 
Some lesser-seen items too, like the part perforate coils in sheet form (126a-28a), the “Cockeyed King” variety (180ii-82ii) 
in line strips of four, and some even in the modern era, such as the centre blocks from the 1970 Christmas issue (522i, 522pi, 
525i (2)), overall Fine to Very Fine, collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

British North America Canada
506   Canada, Mostly Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1859-1999, In three hingeless Lighthouse albums, a strong Canada 

collection with some nice classics and a nearly complete collection of mint from the 1930s onward. Of the many better, we have 
used #14-15, 23, 34-40, 46-47, 82-84, and mint 54, 56, 58, 70, 74-79, 81, 85-86, 101 (no gum), 104-15, 117-22, 135, 136-38, 
139-40, 149-61, 162-76, 195-201, 217-27, 241-45, 249-62, 268-73, 302, C2, C4, E1-11, J1-5, J6-10, J11-14, O10, etc. In addition, 
an album with over 70 covers, virtual all FDCs, and stocksheets of duplicates along with some plate blocks and booklet panes. 
Condition varies early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine, some scans and a video flip available online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 24.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

British North America Canada
507   Canada, Mostly Mint Air Post Semi-Official Collection, 1918-30, When Scott included these in its release of the Classic 

Specialized catalogue, it brought about long-overdue respectability to this area of collecting. An excellent overview, almost all 
mint with a few covers. Better include #CLP2 (2), CLP3, CL2-4, CL6 (2), CL7, CL8, CL9 (3), CL13 on cover postmarked in 
Red Lake, CL14, CL25, CL25a, CL25b, CL46 on cover from Prince Albert to Christopher Lake, CL48 on first flight cover from 
Athabasca to Fort McMurray, CL50 (pair), overall Fine to Very Fine, entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada
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508   Canada, Premium Used Selection with High-Value Jubilees, 1859-1950s, On stockcards or in glassines, a nice selection of 
better material featuring the Jubilee issue from the 50¢ to $5, with some even in duplication! Highlights include #14 (6), 29 (strip 
of three), 54 (block of four), 56, 60, 61, 62 (4), 63, 64, 65 (3), 158 (3), 159 (8) and more. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to 
Very Fine, you can view the lot in full online. (photo on web site) ..............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British North America Canada
509   Canada, “the Canuck Stops Here” Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1986, Opening up this album, the first page is empty, and 

then WHAM! Not only is the next page complete, but I only counted 11 empty spots the rest of the way! This clean and attractive 
collection in a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in black mounts is a mix of mint & used until 1938, then entirely mint from 
then on. Here’s just some of the better items you will come across: used #15, 17-19, 22-29, 34-40, 45-47, 60, 66-73, 75-84, 89-95, 
101, 103, 155-59 and unused 14 (no gum), 20, 50, 54, 57, 90A (pair), 99-100, 102, 104-22, 139-40, 268-73, etc. There’s no B-O-B 
with this collection, but the collector nevertheless made some nice editions, like including both singles & pairs for most coils, and 
adding booklet panes from 1937 onwards. A truly magnificent collection which is viewable online with hi-quality scans of the first 
dozen pages. Condition varies a bit early on, but overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

WORLDWIDE a-Z

angola

510   angola Collection, 1870-1963, extensive collection assembled by a knowledgeable and diligent collector of mostly mint on 
Scott and quadrille pages, good number of perforation and shade varieties in the classic period and with numerous premium 
as #4d mint, 5 mint and unused, 5a mint, 6b mint, 10-15 mint (40r unused), 1870/75 issue selection of reprints with “PROVA” 
overprint, assorted cancels and some Fournier forgeries, 1893/1903 Carlos complete mint or used including some perforation and 
paper varieties, highly complete section of mint or used 1902/25 surcharges and overprints including some perforation and shade 
varieties, 118-33 mint with some extra perforation and paper varieties plus assorted “Crack in frame over E” varieties, 184-207 
mint, 159C-159H mint, 243-304 mint, 302 inverted overprint never hinged, 302 pair with right stamp missing overprint on cover 
to Switzerland, C10-C19 used (mixed condition), etc.; mixed condition as usual but far better than normally seen, generally F-VF; 
view to appreciate, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

argentina

511   argentina, Old-time Postal Stationery Wrapper Horde, 1870s-96, over 1,300 vintage wrappers, 95% from the 1870s’ Juan 
de Arenales Issue to the 1896 first embossed Liberty Head issue. Not sure where this lot has been over the past 120 years, but it 
appears mostly untouched except for the addition of a handful of more recent items. As is typical for most Argentina lots many 
are postmarked Buenos Aires, but closer examination reveals many smaller towns and items are mostly domestically used, but 
there is a sizeable proportion of uprated items sent to Brazil, France, Germany, Italy, and others part of the world—even to 
Dorpat, Russia. In addition to the originating cancel there are numerous with numbered ‘CARTERO’, BUZON’, ‘EXPEDICION’, 
‘DOMICILIO LISTAS’, ‘OFICINA DE LISTAS’, ‘OC/CS’ as well as boxed ‘DEVUELTO OFICINA DE IMPRESOS’. There are 
many numbered individual town name cancels (it appears that the Argentine Post Office had its own special cancels for items sent 
with wrappers), as well as ‘T’ markings on Postage Due and returned items. There is one example of H&G #20b with misspelt 
‘REPULIBCA’ (this alone catalogues $300 in the specialized Argentinian Catalogue). This lot is worthy of detailed examination 
by a specialist as there are many different color and printing varieties not referenced by Higgins & Gage. A detailed examination of 
the addressees may also be fruitful. There is one item sent to the former Argentinian President Carlos Pellegrini. Condition, given 
the age of the horde, is very good with the occasional edge creases and a very few with small edge tears. As is typical, some items 
are not cancelled on the stamp but are usually cancelled on the back. This is an excellent lot for somebody to research and break 
down with the aim of creating a specialized collection or for a dealer to sell the better items on eBay and wholesale the others as 
small bulk lots. An excellent opportunity at the low estimate. (photo on web site) .....................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

armenia

512   armenia, Semi-Specialized Stock Collection, 1918-modern, neatly arranged in two binders, the classic material with singles and 
blocks, perforated, imperforate and part-perforated varieties or errors, overprints, postal uses, a handful of Revenues on document, 
and more, the modern in multiples and including souvenir sheets, full panes, and booklets, most identified and ready for retail; fresh 
throughout; includes parts 1-4 of The Postage Stamps of Armenia by Tchilinghirian and Ashford, Fine to Very Fine or better, fully 
imaged online for your review. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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austria

513   austria and territories, Key Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1975.  Beautiful, front of the book highly complete, MNH, mint 
hinged and used quality stamp collection in 2 deluxe Lighthouse albums, in which all the toppers are present, such as (Michel 
no’s): 139-156, 161-177*, 433-441*, 442- 446**, 512-517*, 518-523* (Rotary), 524-529*, 545-550**, 551-554, 555A** (Wipa, 
plain paper), 555A*, 556A (Wipa, fiber paper), 557-562, 563-566*, 588** (Dolfuß), 591-596**, 617-622, 623-626**, Va-Vd* 
(Hitler overprints, signed), 693-696*, 772-775B** in miniature sheets (Renner blocks), 929-932**, 984-987**, souvenir sheet 
1** (Wipa), 1, postage dues 156*, 157*, Levant complete including postage dues, Austria field post 1 -21, 22-48*/o, Serbia 1-21* 
(2x), 22-42*/o, plus others, a truly Fantastic collection with a very high catalogue and resale value, easy to bid after viewing online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
514   austria, Dynamite Oesterreich Collection, 1850-1972, all but a few items hinged in a Scott Specialty album, used to 1908 and 

mostly mint thereafter; nearly every space in the album is filled or have stamps present ready to be added, with classics offering 
sharp, clean cancels for the most part (a few stamps reprints); better include used #110-127 and mint #128-144, 380, B87-B82, C1-
C3, C23-C28, and never hinged #B111 and B185-B188 (tiny disturbance to #B186); Dues, Military Stamps, Newspapers, Special 
Handling, Occupations and Offices in Turkey also present; bonus second binder and pages with selections of used Canada, US and 
other miscellanies; generally fresh and clean, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, well worth the time to view. (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Austria
515   austria, “the Eastern Empire” Mostly Mint Collection, 1850-1980, Outstanding collection in two volumes, the first with all 

stamps black-mounted on album pages up to 1950, and the second picking up the last 30 years to 1980 in a hingeless Lindner. A 
plenitude of better material among which you will find used #1-5, 6-11, 12-16, 17-21, 33, 40, 41-46, 51-65, 110-27, 128-41, 167, 
175, P1, Offices in Turkey 2, and unused 378-79, 431, 496-99, 520-56, B93-98, B106-09, B110, B110a, B128-31, B132-37, B138-
41, B260-63, B269- 71, B273-76, C32-46, C54-60. Fantastic Lombardy-Venetia too, with used 1-6, 7 (on piece), 9-12, 13-14, 
15-19, 20, 23-24, PR2. Owner states CV in excess of $10,000 and judging from the amount of juggernaut items, that sounds about 
right! Condition varies a bit, but generally Fine to Very Fine, some scans viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Austria
516   austria, Mostly Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1850-1992, Primarily used until 1908 and all mint from then on, this 

clean and attractive collection in two hingeless Lighthouse albums is very nearly complete. Better used include #1-5, 7, 12-16, 17, 
41-46, 51-65 and mint 110-27, 128-44, 326-39, 340-53, 371, 378-79, 405-31, 520-56, B87-92, B93-98, B100-05, B106-09, B110, 
B112-17, B118-21, B128-31, B132-37, B269-71, C12-31, C32-46, C54-60, J1-9, J45-46, etc. Tremendous value, and generally 
Fine to Very Fine, some scans of the earlies viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

azores

517   1876-1927, an unused and used collection, including 1876 “Açores” overprint type B on 20r blue, tied by “Correio/ Sta. Cruz 
(Azores)” datestamp on 1880 envelope to Ashburnam, Mass., 1916 King Manuel II 10r to 50r set of four plate proofs in colors 
different to those issued, 1911 “Republica” overprints on four envelopes with 1912 Horta local registered cover bearing King 
Manuel II 20r pair + Vasco da Gama 5r, 10r and 20r (inverted overprint), and 1912-31 Ceres issue specialized with master die 
proof in green without value and overprint on wove paper (53 x 71mm.), 25r salmon die proof with overprint on wove paper (24 x 
32mm., creased), more than 25 covers or cards, and 1912-21 chalky paper ¼c to 1e, 1918-21 perf. 12 x 11½ 7½c (2) and 1924-30 
glazed paper perf. 12½ x 11 1e to 20e, all unused, o.g., some faults, mostly in conjunction with gum, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Belarus

518   Belarus, Bulging Bundle to Bolster Business, 1991-2005, on manila pages in a filled-to-the-limit black binder, a pristine holding 
of Independent issues from #1 (and including a couple earlier items as well); with stamps and souvenir sheets for the period, the 
stamps as singles, pairs and multiples, se-tenant blocks and full sheets, all identified either by catalogue number or bundled in year 
groups; Post Office fresh throughout, with colorful and varied subjects to appeal to the Topical collector as well; see the entire 
holding online, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Belgium

519   Belgium, Solid Classic Collection, 1849-1960, 66-page stockbook packed with hundreds of better; several nice examples of King 
Leopold 10c and 20c, the perforated issues, and Coat-of-Arms; includes Air Post, Semi-Postal, and Parcel Post; sets, singles and 
souvenir sheets ready for your album or your clients, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Belgium
520   Belgium, Captivating Collection of Classics, 1849-1940, In two volumes, the first up to 1933 with all stamps in black mounts, 

and the second from 1934-40 including B-O-B with all stamps hinged on pages. A mix of mint & used throughout with some very 
hard-to-find items. Among the highlights as mounted are used #1-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12, 13-16, 17, 23-26, 28-36, 37-39 (39 with roller 
cancel & signed Senf), 45-48, 60-75, 108-22, 134-37, B99-105, B169, Q1-6, N24-25, and mint 92-102, B28-30, B31-33, B34-44, 
B69-77, B93-98, B106, B107-13, B123-24, B125-31, B144-50, B156-62, B178-79, B199, C5, etc. Condition varies, but generally 
Fine to Very Fine, be sure to check out the images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Bolivia

521   Bolivia, Postal History Bonanza of thousands, an extensive assembly of covers, postal stationery and post cards ranging from 
classics to the 1970s; wonderful material throughout, including scores (if not hundreds) of bisects on cover, incredible town 
cancels, fancy cancels (including two Potosi chevron cancels, one red, one blue, the red on cover to then-president Alonso), a 1925 
stampless (!) cover to Ohio, a scarce Sorata cancel on postal card, governmental cancels, an attractive Condor Syndicate cover 
(one stamp damaged), Diplomatic covers, Registered and Certified uses, First Flights, and much more besides, even including 
14 documents (most on imprinted Revenue Paper), mostly late 1700s or early 1800s, but two 1600s and one noted 1/3/1592 (!); 
breathtaking in scope and volume, this is a high-level specialist’s dream come true, Very Fine, inspection a must. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 37.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Bolivia
522   Bolivia, One-of-a-Kind Flyspecks on Cover Collection, a compilation you don’t see every day, comprising approximately 290 

covers, each bearing one or more stamps with one identified printing anomaly or another; note a couple early 20th century covers, 
but most are from mid-century or after; note surcharge or overprint varieties (broken letters, shifted, etc.), plate flaws, misregistered 
centers/frames, even a forgery on cover; wide range of frankings and combinations, many colorful; generally fresh and clean, Fine 
to Very Fine or better, student’s delight. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Brazil

523   Brazil Postal History Exhibit Collection, 1820-81, approximately 48 stampless and 12 franked covers, mostly transatlantic to 
Portugal with majority mounted and annotated on pages and including numerous covers waiting for the mounting and describing 
treatment; primarily 1851/77 period to Portugal with the cover showing departure fee marking or proper fraanking, a “P(aquete) 
Transatlantico” backstamp and rate marking (incoming charge) applied on arrival in Portugal, plethora of different origin and 
arrival cancels, transit markings, manuscript notations, etc.; includes 1820 straightline “Ro.DE JANRo” cancel, 1822 disinfected 
cover from Para to Lisbon, assorted 1850s covers to Portugal carried by assorted British, French and German Packets including 
Royal Mail Steam Packet Co., #23 pair 1868 to Lisbon via French packet, #24 margin single 1866 single franking Rio to Lisbon, 
#54 pair and single 1874 cover Bahia to Lisbon, #62+65 1881 Rio to Lisbon, #66 single franking Rio to Lisbon, nice strike of 
Santos “Fish” cancel 1841 domestic use, etc.; usual mixed condition with most covers clear and well struck cancels and markings, 
F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Brazil
524   Brazil Collection, 1844-1954, neatly arranged on quadrille pages in a springback binder; includes #26-27 used, 37-38 used (2 

each), 53-66 used, 68-78 used, 240 used, 446-449 mint, 465-474 mint, 496-498 mint, 502A mint, 507A mint, C53 mint, etc.; also 
includes an 1866-1939 collection balance on Minkus pages and a stock book of 19th/20th century issues (moderate duplication) 
which includes some additional issues of Chile and Colombia of the same period; usual mixed with majoriity F-VF, ex- Washburne. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Cape Verde

525   Cape Verde Collection, 1877-1972, a wide-ranging and extensive collection featuring not only the regularly issued stamps but 
also numerous varieties, assorted cancels and a handful of covers, mostly mint on Scott or quadrille pages and brimming with 
better sets and singles as #4 sheet of 28 never hinged (some internal perforation separations), 5 used, 5b in pair with normal mint 
(repaired), 6b unused, 7a single franking 1881 cover to England, 13a pair mint, 13c in a full sheet never hinged, 33-35 mint, 42a 
mint, 85-135 mint, 1920/26 ¼c/1E imperforate singles assortment, 183Q-183V mint, 198a used, 234-254 mint, 257-265 mint, C7 
with NY Expo overprint mint, J1-J36 mint, RA14a single and block of six mint, RA14a inverted surcharge mint, RA15 single 
and block mint, etc.; some typical minor faults but overall better condition than normally seen, gemnerally F-VF, ex- Washburne. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

China (all periods)

526   China Mint Collection, 1878/1949, sets and singles in a Scott album and with good deal of completion after the mid-1930s with 
majority of the gummed issues being NH, multitude of better items as 13, 21, 32-33, 47-48, 131-33 NH, 248-64 (most NH), 331-34 
($1 NH), 376-401 NH, 506-15, 565-621, 722-827, 883-908, 960-70, 988-1006, B1-3 NH, J59-109, Q7-10 NH, etc., generally fresh 
and F-VF, nice start to quality collection in this popular area. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)
527   China - Japanese Occupation and Provinces Mint Collection, moderately well filled Scott album of these “back of the book” 

issues with useful assortment of singles and complete sets with vast majority of the gummed issues being NH, highlights include 
Formosa 1-28, 29-53, 63-68, J13-17, Japanese Occupation Kwangtung 1N16-22 NH, 1N43-56 (most NH), Meng Chiang 2N1-5 
NH, Supeh 7N61 NH, North China 8N113-23, Shanghai & Nanking 9N41-71 (most NH), Northeastern Provinces 1-60, Hunan 
Province 1-5, C1, E1, F1, Hupeh Province 1-2, Kiangsi Province 1-3, C1, E1, F1-2, Shensi Province 1-2, C1, E1, F1-2, 
Manchuria 29-32 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF, a desirable foundation collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z China (all periods)
528   China, Broad-based Stock accumulation, 1898-2008, large-part used, arranged in a variety of binders but in need of a good 

overall sort, running from Imperial to modern; Imperial includes CIP Coiling Dragons and some German Offices issues; bulk of 
holding is Republican, with Junks and Reapers (unchecked for printing) plus Second Peking Print $1 (7) and $2 (12) used, late-
period commemoratives (mint and used), Airs, Dues and Parcel Posts, plus extensive Sun Yat-sen and Martyrs issues including 
post-war Silvers, Golds and Provincials, a handful of Revenues and Famine Relief stamps, some Taiwan Japanese Occupations, 
etc; PRC includes Liberated Areas and early commemorative and Tian An Men issues, plus two binders of postally used items 
and a further two binders (plus loose) of 1981//2008 First Day Covers and mint postal stationery; a miscellany of Manchukuo 
(including MLOs) and a selection of Shanghai Local Posts round out the lot; some in blocks and larger multiples, some with plate 
number or imprint, the Republic items in quantity; a useful lot for the dealer and student alike; condition varies, Fine to Very Fine 
with better, see a sampling online. Shipping charges apply - weight 49.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

taiwan

From 1950
Worldwide A-Z Taiwan

529   taiwan Mint Collection, 1954/2018, extensive collection of virtually all NH sets, singles and S/S in mounts on pages in six Scott 
albums plus a seventh album with an assortment of 1960s/70s FDC, highly complete after 1975 few empty spaces — mostly in 
2013-14 issues) and with better earlier as 1100-01 NH, 1153-95 NH, 1261-64 NH, 1284-1301 NH, 1315-54 including S/S NH, 
1441-47 NH, 1450-51 NH, 1471-74 NH, 1526-31 NH, 1740-51 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 30 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

PRC Liberated areas

Northeast China
Worldwide A-Z PRC Liberated Areas

530   North East China, tian an Men First Issue, Stupendous Study, 1950-1951.  Specialised collection including many plate flaws 
and varieties, sheets and part sheet, also better stamps in album, generally Fine-Very Fine or better, some NH, Excellent value and 
rarely offered! Fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.3 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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People’s Republic of China

531   China (People’s Republic) Mint Collection, 1949/2020, mint (NH or without gum as issued) sets, singles and S/S in mounts on 
pages in eight Scott albums plus a ninth containing some Liberated issues (best from North and Northeast China), highly complete 
after 1981 and with numerous better earlier issues as 151-233, 245-66, 467-82, 639-46 NH, 661-80, 965-66 NH, 998 NH, 1001-04 
NH, 1067-75 NH, 1104-16 NH, 1181-1203 NH, 1215-21 NH, 1278-92 NH, 1333-1433 NH (no S/S), 1447-52 NH, 1497 NH, 1547-
54 NH, 1557-72 NH, etc., without any of the gum toning or disturbances so often seen in the 1960s/70s issues, generally fresh and 
F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 36.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China
532   China (People’s Republic), Investment Holding Mint Stock, 1955-2010.  In albums, sheet folders and loose, mostly MNH lot 

in quantity, amongst which we find sheets, part sheets with imprints, souvenir sheets in quantity including better, generally Very 
Fine, huge catalogue value! Shipping charges apply - weight 24 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z People’s Republic of China
533   China (People’s Republic), Considerable Holding, 1949-2016, many thousands of People’s Republic of China stamps (mostly 

cancelled) ready to be explored; many album pages, stockbook pages, and a myriad of envelopes stuffed with stamps; includes 
Yanshan University 1920-2000 presentation book, 2001 Stamps of China book, and so much more; a little Formosa and perhaps a 
little Korea sprinkled in; who know what you might find, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Cilicia

534   Cilicia Collection, 1919-20, advanced collection in mounts on Scott pages featuring not only the issued stamps but also a strong 
section of overprint errors and varieties arranged on stock sheets, among the many premium 4b mint, 9 used, 14 mint, 14b mint, 17 
used, 19-21 mint, 33a-b mint, 51-59 mint, 60-65 mint, 66a mint, 68 used, 75-85 mint, 81a mint (2), 98a mint, 99c mint, 108 mint, 
109 mint (APS cert), 110-16 mint, J1-16 mint, etc., some typical light even toning or slight gum disturbance but generally F-VF. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Cuba

535   Cuba, “Pearl of the antilles” almost all Mint Collection, 1855-2004, Nine hingeless albums, a Cuban collection on the verge of 
completeness; stamps are used until 1862 and from then on virtually all mint. Not only that, it looks complete from 1931 onwards. 
Of the many better items are the following as mounted: used #5, 7, 10-11, 15, 49, 57, 105 and mint 16-21, 22, 23-26, 27-30, 31-
34, 38-41, 46 (no gum), 50-53, 54, 62 (no gum), 83 (no gum), 89, 106-20, 132-55, 233-37, 253-62, C16-17, C31, E1-2, J1-4. Also 
numerous Centros de Hoja and what looks to be a complete set of the so-called Correo Insurrecto, the first stamp issued in 1874 
during the Ten Years’ War and the subsequent four at the beginning of the Cuban War of Independence (Edifil #1-5). Also included 
are three binders containing full sheets, postal stationery entires, cut squares, bank notes and over 50 covers. The first volume of 
this exceptional collection is viewable online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 65.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Czechoslovakia

536   Czechoslovakia, Former austria Postal History Cover & Postcard Dealer Stock, Over 850 pre-1915 folded letters, covers, 
postal cards and postcards from Imperial Austrian locales in present-day Czech Republic. These are a former dealer’s stock and 
all items (except a few postcards) are in cover holders, described and priced (old retail totals over $10,000). Many postal cards 
are uprated, multiples on cover and the items from WWI period have censor markings. There is a great variety of small towns and 
villages, with only a few from Prague. Includes some early stampless Post Office forms and Parcel Post cards. Cancels include the 
smaller Austrian c.d.s. types and the Bohemian bilingual cancels. Condition is Fine-Very Fine with no faults. A great opportunity 
for a show or eBay dealer or for a specialist Czech or Austria collector looking to expand their collection. An excellent opportunity 
as the low starting bid is less than 10% of retail or just over $1 per item. (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
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537   Czechoslovakia, “Czechs & Balances” Mint & Used Collections, 1918-2001, The highlight of this mega-Czech lot of 28 albums 
and a stockbook of duplicates, is without a shadow of a doubt the main mint collection housed in 13 hingeless Lindner albums and 
running from 1918-2001. Very nearly complete, and in many ways, goes beyond completeness, with many additional pages for 
press sheets and booklets. Better include #434a, 719, B137-39, B140-43, C1-3, and Czechoslovak Legion Post 6-14. There is also 
a used, mostly CTO, collection running until 2000 in ten albums and mostly hinged on pages. Seems to be missing the pages for 
1993-97, but still overall very well-filled and looks complete from 1954-78, generally Fine to Very Fine, some additional images 
viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 129.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
538   Czechoslovakia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1918-81, In a Minkus album with almost all stamps in mounts; a mix of mint & used 

into the 1940s, then all mint from that point on. Better mint include 175-78, 254B, 429a, 434a, 556, 719 (perf & imperf), 1129a, 
1134a, B140-43, C2-3, etc. Also includes Bohemia & Moravia, Eastern Silesia and Slovakia, generally Fine to Very Fine, follow 
the link for a video flip of this album. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Czechoslovakia
539   Czechoslovakia, Stock of Mostly Miniature Sheets, 1957-91, neatly presented and identified on stockpages, in quantities from 

one to 50 with a total of over 330 sheets in all; also includes approximately 450 sets of Slovakia #34-37; complete inventory 
included and available online, Very Fine, a useful stock of lovely engraved issues; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Denmark

540   Denmark, Super Specialized, Mint and Used Collection, 1864-1874, Fantastic depth and coverage on blank pages in folder, 
including (Facit no’s): 11-15(*), 11** in pair with plate error 11V1 (large break in frame bottom left, with certificate), 11 in strip 
of 3 on cover, perforations trimmed at edge, 12V5 (imperforate, certificate), 12 in pair on cover, 12V on cover (point below left 
3, with certificate), 13 imperforate, 15* with break in left frame, 21 -27* imperforate, 27*, 27 in strip of 3, etc. etc. Many covers 
present, exceptional collection formed by one of the most important collectors of our time, a great start to a wonderful Country, 
imaged fully, generally Fine to Very Fine, Ex Grosjean. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
541   Denmark & Colonies, almost Complete Mint Collection, 1851-2011, In two hingeless Stender albums in excellent condition 

and with all stamps in black mounts, an absolutely breathtaking collection of Denmark, Schleswig, Danish West Indies and the 
Faroe Islands. Perhaps it would be easier listing what isn’t here, as it is, with the exception of minor varieties, very nearly complete, 
but we’ll stick to the regular formula. Of the better items from the motherland are the following: #1, 3-6, 6 reprint (AFA #N5), 
7-8, 8 reprint (AFA #N10 with cert), 9, 11-14, 16-20 (#20 with cert), 25-34 (both normal & inverted frames), 35 (with cert), 41-52 
(normal & inverted frames), 65-69, 72-78, 79-81, 82, 97-134, 135, 136-37, 138-54, 159-60, 164-75, 181-91, 232-38, 246a-49a, 
246c-49c, C1-5, J1-7, J9-24, O1-3, O1a, P1-10, P11-15, P17, P19-20, Q1-11. And it really doesn’t end there, as there are so 
many extras, such as booklets, se-tenant pairs & strips including those with advertising labels, tête-bêche & gutter pairs, Framas, 
miniature sheets from the 2000s and numerous pages with variants not listed in Scott (we will include these scans). Schleswig is 
also nearly complete with the following premium items: O1-10, O12, O14, and even an inverted overprint (AFA #7x). Danish 
West Indies also does not disappoint and has many stellar items: 1, 1a, 4, 5-11, 13, 13a, 14-15, 16-20, 18b, 31-39, 43-50, some 
fantastic bisects used on piece, #6c and 18a (also on cover), and a complete set of Christmas seals (1907-16). Modern Faroes is 
complete from 1975-2010 and also includes #2-6 and Denmark #88a with certificate (bisect on piece postmarked in Thorshavn). 
In a word, INCREDIBLE! overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Denmark
542   Denmark, “Great Dane” Collection of Mostly Used, 1851-2015, In three like-new hingeless Lighthouse albums, a mix of mint 

& used until 1938, then virtually all used thereafter and very well filled to 2010. Better used include #1-2, 3-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-15, 
19-20, 24, 82, 135, O1-3, O6-9, O18-21, P1-10, P11-20. And despite being an overwhelmingly used collection, a lot of nice mint 
to speak of as well, such as 17, 65-69, 72-78, 126, 133, 136-37, 138-44, 145-54, 167a, 171a, 175a, 210-19, C1-5, J1-7, J13-14, Q9, 
Q10, generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Egypt

543   Egypt, Highly Specialized Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1952, A clean and meticulously labeled homemade collection of mint 
and used in one binder. Although laid out according to Scott number, it dives much deeper into color varieties & shades, plate 
variations, inverted watermarks and perforated and imperforate varieties referencing other philatelic works on Egypt, most notably 
The Nile Post by Joseph Chalhoub & Charles Hass. Just a few of the better stamps you will encounter include used #1d, 4, 6, 15, 
42a (inverted surcharge), 224 and mint 3c, 108-113, 149, 168-171, 172-176, 189-190, 224, L2. And if that wasn’t specialized 
enough for you, the collector then presents six pages on Egyptian cancellations, often citing Peter Smith’s in-depth research from 
his book Egypt: Stamps & Postal History. This is then followed by additional varieties outside the scope of Scott, mint strips & 
blocks, Interpostal Seals from the 1880s, some postal stationery and revenues, and Egyptian stamps used in Sudan. As a bonus, we 
are including a stockbook of very useful mint and used duplicates. We urge you to have a look at this unique collection presented 
in its entirety online. Condition varies a bit, but overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.2 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Finland

544   Finland, the “Nothing Could Be Finer” Finnish Collection, 1856-1962, neatly mounted in a slipcased Stender album, a 
virtually complete collection including regular issues, Semi-Postals, Airs, Military Stamps, and 1941-42 Karelia overprints; starts 
with a well-margined #2 with Wasa low box cancel, followed by Serpentines that will put all the dentists you know on the dole, 
basic 1875-94 Finnish Coats-of-Arms complete (with a few shades), Russian Coats-of-Arms complete including 7R value (both 
mint and used) plus cross-gutter blocks of four (1k-4k values) and normal blocks of six (1k-20k), all but one Saarinen and Vaasa 
Lions, and complete from there including #C1 never hinged; mostly used to 1882, mint with a mix of hinged and never hinged 
thenceforth; quality and centering appear far superior to most such collections, but beware the occasional fault that may be hiding, 
Very Fine overall, a gorgeous lot; see it all online. Scott $17,700 (Owner’s). (photo on web site)..............  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
545   Finland, Sensational Stock Selection of Classics, 1856-1915, a beautiful holding of early material, starting with #2 (5, 2 

manuscript cancels, 2 high boxes, one manuscript plus town postmark), followed by a jaw-dropping array of Serpentines, most 
all fully toothed and with superior centering, with numerous town cancels, low boxes, “FR.KO.”, manuscript or manuscript plus 
postmark, a few color cancels, etc., even including multiples, among which are a strip of four plus single 10k (#5) on piece with 
three Uleåborg low box cancels, strip of three 8pen (#7) on piece plus two pairs off, 20pen (#9) pairs on piece (4) plus block of four 
on piece, plus several with double roulettes, ribbed paper, plate flaws, etc.; Russian Coat-of-Arms issues offer both mint and used, 
including pairs, blocks and a cover; quantities useful, especially as the Serpentines offer a wide range of shades; defective stamps 
noted and quarantined by the collector, Very Fine overall, a must-see holding; fully imaged online. Scott $19,400 ++. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
546   Finland, Spectacular Collection of Postal Entires and Forms, 1850-1950s, all neatly arranged in four G&K binders on stockpages, 

all identified by Norma catalogue numbers (which clearly delineate more varieties than does Facit); two volumes are dedicated to 
123 entires, from Posthorns to Russian-era to post-WWII Semi-Postals, with a solid portion of the post-Posthorns holding parallel 
mint and used; one volume holds 67 Return Receipts, Receiving Reports, Wrappers, Lettercards and Aerogrammes; and the final 
volume offers 97 COD, Address and Money Cards; while the Cards offer a colorful array of single, multiple and mixed frankings 
(even a multi-meter), the real draw of the lot is the Posthorns entires, comprising 1850 5k blue (Facit #FK3) and 10k red rose 
carmine (#FK4, seven (!), with several different Norma numbers, one addressed to Russia, one with premium low box Sordavala 
postmark) plus 1856 10k carmine rose red (#FK9, three used, one addressed to Russia but never cancelled)—though the various 
Coat-of-Arms and Russian-era items aren’t too shabby either, including a Specimen 20pen orange, a stamp dealer’s corner card, 
a brightly colored uprated 25pen blue, plus a 20pen blue Russian Double-Eagle uprated by 10pen Saarinen Lion; an exceptional 
holding of material not often seen in this quantity, quality and variety, Very Fine overall, a must-see; imaged in full online. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
547   Finland, “First Place Finnish” Mint Collection, 1866-2006, In a 2-volume Stender album with all stamps in black mounts, an 

awesome collection of strong classics and utter completeness from 1927 onwards, with additional booklets and the booklet singles, 
some FDCs and a complete range of Framas, each design with an average of six denominations. Better stamps in this collection 
include #17-19, 23 (might be the only used stamp in the collection), 26-30, 31-36, 38-45, 46-58 (58 with cert), 64-69, 75, 82, 
111-18, 177-79, C1, M8, Q1-5, Q6-9. Also covers the Finnish occupation of Russia (aunus) with N13-18, Karelia 1-15, North 
Ingermanland 1-7, and the islands of Åland (1984-2006), complete and also with many booklets and Framas. An absolutely 
beautiful collection in every respect and partly viewable online, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
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548   Finland, Fantastic First Issues Collection, 1856-92, neatly arranged on quadrille pages in a pristine slipcased Oriel album, an 
extensive and valuable holding of imperforate and serpentine Coat-of-Arms issues (#1-13) with matching postal stationery, the 
latter extending to the early Russian period; comprises over 160 examples of stamps and 20 stationery items, mostly used, the 
stamps organized by issue and then by type, with duplication in useful quantities for the dealer; imperfs cut close or toned, the 
serpentines generally with teeth superior enough to make the most hardened dentist smile; a gorgeous collection and study group 
with enormous catalogue value, Fine to Very Fine with much better, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Finland
549   Finland, attractive Mint and Used Collection of Postal Cards, 1871-1953, a whopping 476 cards presented on stockpages in 

five binders, all identified by Norma number (#1//117), with a fair number present parallel mint and used; essentially all clean 
with a solid range of printing and paper varieties (12 sides of minor numbers of #1 alone!), shades, postmarks, auxiliary markings, 
Reprints, and more; an interesting window on Finland’s political history, with early cards in Finnish only, followed by trilingual 
Finnish-Swedish-Russian, bilingual Finnish-Russian, Russian only and back to Finnish; note 1881 10pen (Norma #16) with double 
printing of the indicia (1995 Philatelic Federation of Finland certificate), uprated cards, two 1901 “Mourning Stamp” design 
cards (one mint, one sent from Helsinki), a censored card, an attractive set of Anti-TB Semi-Postal cards with different designs 
on reverse, a Military card, and more besides; also included is a handy concordance of 1983 vs. 2002 Norma stationery numbers; 
generally fresh and sound, Fine to Very Fine with better, an amazing compilation; see it all online. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
550   Finland, Multifaceted and Valuable Stock Holding, in five albums or binders with another stack of material loose (much on 

counter book pages or Jay Smith sales cards), a healthy quantity of material to replenish your stock; albums comprise 1875-1925 
issues, 1875-Russian era, Serpentines to 1941, Serpentines to post-WWII Lions, and a group of nearly 60 order number blocks 
(1910-56); nice mix of mint/unused, used and on-cover uses, with unused #35-37 with proofs of the 5M and 10M values (small 
faults), plate and perforation varieties, shades, cancels galore and more to appeal to clients; loose material includes some better 
such as exceptional quality used #27, 31, and 67, and mint #33a, 43, 43a (not necessarily expensive stamps, but these are top-notch 
as seldom seen), #Q1-Q5 (2 sets, 1 never hinged, 1 used), Q6-Q9 never hinged, used #16, complete booklet of #218 footnote, 
lightly hinged #71b bottom margin block of four, used strip of four #75, etc.; some condition issues particularly on earlies, but 
generally clean and sound with great retail potential; owner catalogued only part of this group, but just that totals over $9500, Fine 
to Very Fine with much better, inspection invited; see a sampling online. (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
551   Finland, Strong Postal History Selection, ca. 1866-1944, comprising a couple hundred covers plus a similar number of postal 

cards, variously franked (or not), and offering a snapshot of Finnish postal markings; most sleeved individually (or sensibly 
grouped), some identified and priced, all ready for your next online listing or bourse; begins with a well-toothed #9 on cover, a 
#10 on cover that’s got it all: thrice-tied by manuscript, Helsingfors postmark and low box receiver, with two boxed dated “ANK” 
markings alongside; an attractive #23 on cover, a 40pen Saarinen Lion bisect on 5.III.18 cover (Facit #71v), an attractive mixed 
franking 1930 Zeppelin cover with all appropriate cachets, 1916 picture post card with Cyrillic military censor marking, a 1907 
trilingual cancel (“Helsingfors/Helsinki/Gel’singfors”) on cover to Sweden, Military Post covers (some franked), Russian-era 
issues, Parcel Post address cards, and much more besides; condition varies, but much sound and saleable, with much of interest for 
the specialist, Fine to Very Fine or better, inspection invited. (photo on web site).......................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Finland
552   Finland, Wide-ranging Cancels Collection, several hundred stamps from the Serpentines to about the early 1940s, along with 

a few stationery items, presented on a variety of pages in a springback album with additional loose pages in a glassine, offering 
a broad array of Finnish cancels; the album begins with a strong 14-page (!) holding of Railway cancels including a couple on 
incoming Swedish stamps and a nice mix of night run cancels; Swedish “Fra Finland” and Stockholm cancels on Finnish stamps, 
one noted “shipwreck”, Roman-only and mixed Russian-Cyrillic cancels, etc.; the loose material includes alphabetical towns (H-
Å), Åland cancels, boxed “FRKO”, a few low boxes, “ANK”, grids, quartered and segmented cork, colors, crossroads, circles-of-
wedges, and much, much more; attractive holding that generally appear sound, but as usual, faults should be expected, Fine to Very 
Fine with better, fully imaged online. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Finland
553   Finland, Collection of Russia Used in Finland, 1904-16, 153 items (singles, pairs, blocks and larger multiples, pieces and covers/

fronts) neatly arranged and annotated on quadrille pages in a blue springback binder, comprising the 1889-1904 Coat-of-Arms 
issue (no 7R value), 1909-11 Coat-of-Arms, and 1913 Romanov Issue (to the 25k value); each item is identified by location, with 
a solid range of towns represented; covers and cards include Registered, domestic and foreign destinations, numerous wartime 
Censors, and more; an intriguing look at this relatively brief period of Finnish history, Fine to Very Fine with better, see it all online. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Finland
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554   Finland, a Legion of Lions Collection, 1917-18, in three binders plus additional, a varied and semi-specialized compilation 
of the Saarinen and Vaasa Lions, including proofs (normal plus one UPU for an unissued value), reversed watermarks, offsets, 
plate flaws, cancels, overprints, blocks and larger multiples (including marginals), full sheets of Saarinen issue to 50pf (some 
duplication, but sheets show different order numbers), some perforation flaws, and more; nice mix of mint and used and a boon for 
the specialist; initial review suggests all sound, but expect the occasional flaw as usual in a lot this size; owner’s catalogue value 
on two binders totals over $4800, Fine to Very Fine with better throughout, see a sampling online. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French area

555   French area, the French Connection Stock Selection, presented on various pages in a binder, plus a pad of loose sheets, a 
wonderful tour of La Francophonie from Andorra to Tunisia; note sets and part-sets, singles and full sheets, various “France Libre” 
overprints, and more besides; particularly strong in Laos and St. Pierre & Miquelon, with Andorra, Monaco and French Equatorial 
Africa not far behind, along with appealing FSAT, Morocco and French West Africa as well, even some Laos covers; vast majority 
mint with much never hinged, the occasional used items clean and fresh; well worth the time to review, with massive catalogue 
value and resale potential, Fine to Very Fine with much better, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

France

556   France, Extraordinary Collection of Quality Mint & Used, 1849-1940.  The superb balance from a top-quality collection neatly 
mounted on quadrille pages with 8 certificates, Formed by a very quality conscious European Philatelist the collection contains 
many scarce and rare stamps and the majority of the mint is N.H.! We catalogued two pages by Scott. The first page was $11,853 
and the airmails in excess of $11,000. The remaining pages are all loaded with many stamps valued into the hundreds of dollars 
or more each. Certainly, one of the finest collections of France that we have offered. Begins with a few first issues including a 
lovely Scott 7 mint $2950, then Empire issues including 21 used ($2475), perforated Empire with a nice showing of quality mint, 
followed by better Empire Francaise. Then some better Bordeaux and sage issues including many N.H., Merson mostly complete 
N.H. (2 fr. used), Congress de Bordeaux overprint used, Sower mostly complete mint much N.H. and varieties, “Mineraline” and 
“Phena” singles, SemiPostals Orphans Complete, B3-B43, B66-B67 mostly all N.H., 1926 singles from Souvenir sheets. Great 
airmails including C1-C2 N.H. ($800), C5a “E.I.P.A.” perf initials N.H. with Diena certificate ($3600), C6b “E.I.P.A.” also N.H. 
($700), C8-C14 N.H. ($1696), C15 and C15a mint N.H. ($3000), Postage Dues include J25 used ($1600), Pre-cancels, Telegraph 
scarce issues and too much more to mention. An incredible collection to breakdown for either online or retail sales or to augment 
an advanced collection, view the scans or in person to fully appreciate the quality, very few faults if any. Don’t miss this one! Huge 
catalogue value. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide A-Z France
557   France, “Mon Dieu!” Mostly Mint Collection, 1849-2000, If I were a collector of France, I would want my collection to look 

like this; a very nearly complete collection in five hingeless Lighthouse albums, mostly used until 1900, then virtually all mint from 
then on. Extras abound with added pages for miniature sheets and booklets, the latter of which are often in duplication so that both 
sides can be viewed simultaneously. Variants also added, like Scott-unlisted imperf margin copies of #669 & C49 (Y&T 918 & 50a 
respectively). Of the long line of premium material, here are some of the best as mounted: used 1-3, 6-7, 9, 12-21 (21 with cert), 
29-37, 38-48, 64, 66-70, 72-76, 79, 83, 96, 126, 226, 414 and mint 22, 77, 108, 109-19, 123, 127-32, 133-37, 197, 226b, 241, 246, 
294, 296-97, 299, 302, 304, 329, 342-47, 348, B3-10, B11, B12-19, B20-23, B27, B28-30, B31-33, B34, B35-37, B38, B39-41, 
B42-43, B66-67, B157a, B274a, B282a, B291a, B301a, B309a, B318a, C1-2 (with certs), C8-14, C15, and so on. You will find 
stamps after 1935 showing signs of being previously hinged, but the vast majority appear to be on the very light side. An additional 
album of around 75 covers, mostly FDCs, and a binder filled with duplicates, as well as some revenues, also accompanies this 
lot. Condition will vary early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine, the first volume is available online for your viewing enjoyment! 
Shipping charges apply - weight 43.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z France
558   France, Valuable Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1960.  A stockbook loaded with valuable and useful material, good classics and 

many better stamps such as (Yvert no’s): 156** (2x), 162-169* (2x), 256 ** (3x), 256*, 256, 257A* (2x), 398** (4x), airmail 1-2*,  
1-2 used, 1928 overprints + 1 stamp with inverted overprint (genuine?), 1-2, 6c, 6c-6d*, 14** (!), 15, a lot of back of the book, 
fresh of the boat from a Parisian Collector and a last minute entry, some never hinged, generally fine-very fine or better and mostly 
clean. Extremely high catalog and resale value! A must see, its all online but one would benefit from an in-person look. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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559   France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2008, in Minkus album and 3 Deluxe Lighthouse albums with slipcases, in which many 
better stamps are included (Yvert no’s): 1, 2, 5, 6, 9-10, 11 -18, 33, 62, 76, 98*, 148-155 (155 few bottom perfs nibbled), 156**, 
162-169*/o, 182* (Bordeaux), 216*, 252*, 256**, 257A* (le Havre), 269**, 275-277, 321, 330-333(*) with specimen overprint, 
354-355*, 398, airmail 1-2 (3-4 false), 14, 15 (repaired), postage dues 20(*), 22*, 23*, 24, 25-27, precancels 24-25, 26, 27 (signed), 
28, 29, 30, 31 (signed), 32* (signed), 37*, parcel post 9-14*, 23-27*, 80, 81-87*, 101-107*, 156*, 157*, cours d’instruction 
(overprinted annulé or specimen) 143-CI 2*, 121- CI 2, 145-CI 1*, 123-CI 2*, 123-CI 3*, 161-CI 2**, extensive part timbres 
fictifs, legion sheet 1* (polar bear sheet), souvenir sheet 1** (rust dots), 2 ** (rust spots), 3**, etc. a second collection from our 
Parisain collector formed for his son, a late entry and again, sorry about the Yvert #s, generally fine-very-fine or better, a nice 
collection, very high catalogue value and imaged fully online. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide A-Z France
560   Exquisite Stock of Mid-Period Issues, 1890s-1940s, from a couple Sage items to precancelled early Mariannes, a stellar holding 

of this popular material, most in quantities of one to four; commemoratives and definitives, Semi-Postals, an Airmail or two, 
they’re all here and—from our spot checks—never hinged; includes Blancs, Mouchons and Mersons, Sowers galore, surcharges, 
along with other iconic issues of the period; among the many better, we note #127, 129, 131, 254A, a corner block of 20 of #291, 
plus #B11, B27, B34 (2) and B43 (2, one a coin daté single), with many more issues that carry a hefty never hinged premium; fresh, 
sound and well-centered throughout (the definitives run the gamut), this is an excellent opportunity for collector and dealer alike, 
with some of the duplication offering shades, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, well worth the time to review; fully imaged online.  
Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs. Yvert approximately €13,829 ($15,500). (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z France
561   France, Highly Complete Bourdelaise Collection, 1849-1988, a Highly complete collection in two Davo albums, strong in 

classics with 1849 to 1fr, 1853/60 to 1fr, 1862/71 to 5fr, extra shades and cancels, 1870 Bordeaux to 80c, 1917 Orphelins set to 
5fr+5fr, 1923 and 1929 exhibition overprints, 1927: 5fr and 10fr from bloc 1 used, also good back of the book including 1927 both 
airmails mint, 1936 both 50fr stamps used, many key stamps, sets and souvenir sheets, earlies have some mixed quality as you 
might expect, one not to be overlooked, hard to when its all available online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 8.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z France
562   France, “Joie de Vivre” Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1969, In two like-new hingeless Lighthouse albums with slipcases, a 

fantastic French collection, which is a mix of mint & used until 1937, and from then on looks all mint with the amount of missing 
countable on one hand. Et voilà, the better sets & singles: used #1-3, 6-7, 9, 10-11, 12-13, 17-20, 29-37, 38-42, 46-48, 50-59, 
64, 66-68, 74-76, 83, 88-96, 107-08, B6-8, B39-41, J1-, J6-7, J10, J50, and mint 226b, 329, 342-47, 348, B11, B18-19, B20-23, 
B27, B31-33, B34, B35-37, B38, B42-43, B66-67, B157a, B285-90, B294-99, C14-15 (no gum), et beaucoup plus! Beautifully 
presented and a joy to leaf through! Condition varies early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z France
563   France, Mint & Used Startup Collection, 1849-1966.  Nearly complete for the period and in a large Yvert album (just love these!), 

mainly mint hinged with the classics used, noted: (Yvert no’s): 6, 9 (short), 33, 148-155*, 156*, 162-169*, 182* (Bordeaux), 206-
208*, 229-232*, 252*, 257A (le Havre), 269*, 321, 354-355*, 398*, a late to the party entry from a collection formed in France 
(sorry about the Yvert #s), you get the picture, or you can get all the pictures online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 4.9 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z France
564   France, Impressive Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1975, In five hingeless Lindner albums with slipcases, some very nice used 

classics along with a lot of mint through the 1940’s, 50’s & 60’s. Used premium include #1-3, 9, 12, 17, 47, 108. As for mint, 121-
22, 127, 130, 311-12, 313-14, 342-47, 348, B22, B48-59, B83, B294-99, C22, C32, as well as some very sought-after booklets, 
like 752a, B274a, B291a, B309a, B318a, B347a. Many duplicates throughout, sometimes both mint & used in space provided. 
Collection starts to taper off around 1970, but pages continue until 1983. If you’ve been following our other collection lots with 
Lindner albums, this set, unlike the others, does not have catalogue numbers written in the margin, but only occasionally on the 
backside of the page in pencil, keeping this set looking like new. If you were looking to not only upgrade your collection but your 
albums as well, this could be your ticket! Condition of stamps varies early on, but is generally Fine to Very Fine, first two volumes 
entirely viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 31.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z France
565   France, “French New Wave” Mostly Mint Collection, 1862-2020, In three pristine Scott Specialty albums, a mix of both mint 

& used up until 1960 and then virtually all mint thereafter. Stamps are mostly hinged but many in mounts as well; earlier issues 
are lacking, but still some better material to be found, like mint #262, 304, 306, 311-12, 314, 315-20, 321, 348, 349. But the main 
value here is a 60-year, highly complete run of modern mint from 1960-2020 with huge aggregate face value. Have a look at the 
online video, and you’ll see what we mean. Some condition issues early on, but generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 32 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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566   France, “Modern art” Mostly Modern Mint Collection, 1849-2003, The main collection here is a six-volume set of like-new, 
hingeless Davo albums, particularly strong in the modern era. All used until the late 1930s, but from then on almost all mint with a 
high level of completeness. Better include #388, 400-14, 475-76H, B83, B86-89A, B93, B147a, B157a, B249-54, B294-99, C22, 
C29-32. Classics are sorely lacking, but this is remedied by a secondary collection in a Schaubek album. Perhaps the collector never 
got around to transferring them over, but a much better selection in this one, including a lot more mint, duplicating the previous 
collection up to 1975. In addition, a binder with about 120 modern French imperfs, beginning with the Mercury definitives from 
1938 all the way to the Delacroix Liberty series from the 1980s. Overall some very high catalogue value, and generally Fine to 
Very Fine, a portion of this collection is viewable online. (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z France
567   France, Folded Letters & Postal History Cover & Card accumulation, 1800-1940s, over 800 covers housed in two boxes 

including a mounted collection in two volumes and three slender glassine organizers with documents, some with Revenues and 
other ancillary material. The first box has 400 covers of which over 100 are stampless folded letters from the early 1800s to 
the 1850s, mostly domestic with a few sent to Italy and England. The remaining 300 in this box are mostly domestic 1850-70s 
perforated and imperforate 10c & 20c Cérès and Napoléon issues including about 30 early Mourning Covers. The two volumes 
with the mounted collections have about 170 covers and cards which are mostly 1850-70s imperforate and imperforate Cérès 
and Napoléon issues with better multiple frankings. One of the volumes has Sage and Sower types mostly on postal cards and 
works its way into WWI stationery items with some WWII POW covers. The remaining box has over 250 items and runs from 
Sage and Sower types to modern with some later French Colonies and Monaco covers. This group includes WWI and WWII 
Censored, Registered and Express usages, multiples, Mourning Covers, TPO cancels, postal cards and some higher-franking 
Airmail covers. There is considerable cancel variety in all parts of this lot. There are also some less common destinations such as 
Australia for the more modern material. The condition is generally Fine to Very Fine with an occasional off-quality item as is to 
be expected in this type of lot. An interesting lot that should provide hours of sorting for an avid French Postal History enthusiast, 
as well as considerable value for an eBay seller who knows how to market this kind of material. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z France
568   France “New Issues” accumulation, 2013/17, commemoratives, airmails and definitives sets and singles plus S/S still in new 

issue packaging, generally stamps in blocks of four and four S/S each, also includes numerous (in the same kind of quantities) 
“letter rate” and “20g” (also some 50g, 100g, 250g) singles, blocks, coil strips and booklets, includes some of the C75-79 sheets 
of ten, NH or self-adhesive, generally PO fresh and VF; face value for € denominated issues only about €2,900. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Offices Abroad
Worldwide A-Z France

569   French Offices Abroad Collection, “collector’s collection” of mint and used sets and singles plus a pleasant array of errors, 
varieties and mint postal stationery on pages; premium galore including Offices in Crete #1-20 mint (14-15 without gum; 19-20 
signed); Offices in Egypt Alexandria #1a mint, 9a-b mint, 9-14 used, 15 unused, 16-30 mint (5fr never hinged), 31-44 mint (60mil 
without gum), 36a mint, 45A-46 mint, 62-86 mint, J6-J13 never hinged, assorted mint postal cards, letter cards and envelopes, 
Port Said #11-15 mint, 16 single and strip of four used, 18-32 mint, 45a mint, 51-55 mint (15m never hinged), 56-92 mint, J1-J3 
never hinged, J5-J8 never hinged, J8a mint (Behr certificate); Offices in Turkey Levant #1-7 used, 29a mint (crease), 32-33 mint, 
39 used (2), Cavalle #7 used, 8 mint, Dedeagh #1-8 unused, Port Lagos #1-3 mint, 4 used, 5-6 mint, Vathy #8-9 unused, Offices in 
Zanzibar #1-11 used, 3a pair mint, used (2), 12-16 mint, 17-28 mint, 39-49 mint, J1-J5 used, J2a used (toned), etc.; typical mixed 
condition with majority F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Offices in China
Worldwide A-Z France

570   French Offices in China Collection, splendid lifetime’s effort in mounts on Scott pages and with an assortment of errors and 
varieties included; includes issues for Annam & Tonkin plus Cochin China, many better sets and singles as #9-12A used, 9a 
mint, 14 used, 17 used, 18-33 mint (mix of type I and type II overprints), 43 mint, 44 used, 45 block used, 45a used, 46-56 mint, 
J1-J6 mint, J5a mint, Canton #1-14 mint, 15-30 mint, 31-47 mint, 48-64 mint, 65-81 mint, Hoi Hao #16-29 mint, 30 used, 31 
mint, 45-48 used, 49-66 mint, 67-84 mint (40c thinned), Kwangchoan #1-17 mint (2c used), 18-35 mint, 36-53 mint, 39a mint, 
B1-N5 never hinged, Mongtseu #11 used, 13-15 mint, 22-32 mint, 33-50 mint, 51-68 mint, Pakhoi #1-16 unused, 34-69 mint, 
tchongking #1-16 mint, 17-33 mint. 34-67 mint, Yunnan Fou #17-33 mint, 34-67 mint, annam & tonkin #1-2 unused, 3 mint, 
7 used, 8 unused, 9 mint, used pair, Cochin China #1 unused and used, 2-3 unused, 4 mint and unused, etc.; usual mixed condition 
though much better than typically seen, generally F-VF, ideal for continuation. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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571   French Offices in China Mint Collection, in mounts on Scott pages and including some issues for Annam & Tonkin and Cochin 
China, many premium including 4-9, 11-12, 18-32, 34-45, 57-64, Canton 30, 37-41, 45, 81, Hoi Hao 7-10, 12, 32-42, 59-64, 
Kwangchoan 1-12, 14-15, 17, 33-34, 41-51, 53, 75-98 NH, B1-5 NH, Mongtseu 14-15, Packhoi 3-10, 21-27, 51, 61a NH in 
pair with normal, tchongking 51-67, Yunnan Fou 4-9, 14-15, 30-31, 50, 64-67, etc., some typical minor gum disturbances or 
light toning but better than usually seen, generally F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Offices in Turkey
Worldwide A-Z France

572   French Offices in the Turkish Empire, Beautiful Used Collection, 1853-1923.  Including covers in an album, with many better 
stamps such as (Yvert no’s): cancel Constantinople small numbers (3707) 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17A, 17B, large numbers (5083) 12, 
13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 (5 Francs!), 38, 47, 48, 49, 53, 57, 60, round cancel Constantinople 19, 
25, 26, 27, 30, 33 (5 Francs! 2x, not in catalogue), 39, 40, 41, 43, 54, 56, 57, 60, covers: 21 and 23 together, 28 and 48 together, 54 
and 56 together (both in pair), Smyrne small numbers (3709) 13, 14, 16, 17A, 17B, large numbers (5098) 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 (5 Francs! 3x), 46, 47, 48, 49, 48 on cover, 49 on cover, round cancel Smyrne 16, 19, 20, 21, 26, 
27, 30, Levant 1a* (inverted overprint, signed, cat. 3700), 6 in pair, 17g*, 38*, 39*, 40*, etc. Exceptional collection, never before 
seen so extensive! Fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

France & Colonies

573   France & Colonies, Diverse Postal History Collection, 1839-1958, Wide range of about 300 covers from a half-dozen stampless 
covers dating back to an 1839 letter from St. Petersburg to Bordeaux, to a hundred years later and a 1939 military cover from the 
French Army in Egypt with both French & Egyptian censor markings. Other censored mail too, as well as dozens of Ceres and 
Napoleon Heads, P.O.W. Post, a cover for the maiden voyage of the S.S. Normandie, #99 used in Turkey, a gorgeous philatelic 
cover franked with B3-7, B11 & others, premium FDCs such as 311-12, 330-31, 624, B71-72, B93, B97-100, B100 (block of four), 
B213-17, B300-01, and some covers adorned with exquisite Cinderella labels, like a Delandre poster stamp of the 20th Regiment of 
the Mounted Chasseurs of WWI and one of the Exposition Philatelique Internationale of 1913. Some colonies are also represented 
here, for example, Senegal C12-16 on a registered cover from Dakar to New York and Algeria 78 on a picture postcard of the 1930 
Exposition Philatelique Internationale. Unused postal stationery too from such colonies as French Guiana, French Sudan, Benin, 
Nossi-Be, Ste. Marie de Madagascar and others. Overall, a fascinating survey of French postal history, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
portions of this lot viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z France & Colonies
574   France & Colonies, Multiple Collections of Mint & Used, 1854-1980s, A number of albums, from a mix of mint & used France 

in Minkus from 1854-1960s, to a beautiful and rarely-seen Yvert & Tellier album from the 1970s covering the French colonies in 
China, Guinea and the Middle East in excellent condition and extremely well-filled with all mint hinged. There’s also homemade 
pages, various collections on Scott pages, as well as Lighthouse, a mostly used collection in a Davo album, numerous stockbooks 
with some nice classics and very useful mint/used stock, and a pack of counter pages featuring some better, such as used #13, 20 & 
253, generally Fine to Very Fine, some additional images available online but nothing beats viewing it in person. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 32.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Colonies

575   French Colonies, “très Bon” Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1940, A clean and attractive collection, most stamps hinged on 
album pages with some in mounts and housed in three binders. From alaouites to Wallis & Futuna, we have a long list of 
highlights, so without further ado, we begin with alexandretta and mint #1-12, C1-8, J1-6, algeria (1924-39) with mint B1-13, 
B14-26, B28-31, andorra (1931-37) with used 16, and mint 50, anjouan (1892-1912) with mint 6, 9-14, 16-19, annam & 
tonkin with mint 2-3, Cochin China with mint 5, Dahomey (1899-1940) with mint 14, Diego Suarez (1890-92) with used 8-9, 
14-15, 17-20, French Colonies (1859-81) with used 1-6, 15, 30-36, 59, and mint 51-53, 56-58, French Offices in Crete with 
mint 13-15, French Equatorial africa (1936-39) with mint CB1, French Guiana (1887-1939) with mint 4, 7, 10, 15-16, French 
Oceania (1892-1939) with mint 123, B5, Gabon (1886-1932) with mint 3, 31, 41-42, 44, and used 33-40, Guadeloupe (1884-
1939) with used 1, 75, and mint 2, 7-9, 23, 38, 43-44, 51, 53, J4, J7, Lebanon (1924-40) with mint C49-56, Madagascar (1886-
1940) with mint 45-46 and Offices in Madagascar used 3-4, 8-12, 17-18, 21-22, and mint 41-43, Martinique (1886-1940) with 
used 14-16, 49, and mint 30, 56-61, New Caledonia (1892-1939) with mint 26, 214, Reunion (1885-1939) with used 5-7, 9-10, 
13-14, 16, 26, B1, J3-5, St. Pierre et Miquelon (1885-1940) with mint 1-3, 27, J21-31, and used 18, Somali Coast (1894-1937) 
with mint 11-16, 32, and used 33, Syria (1919-40) with mint 35a, 43a, 133-36, 232-50, C57-66, tahiti (1893-1915) with used 8, 
11, 13, 22, B2, and much, much more. There will be some variances in condition, but for the most part Fine to Very Fine, many 
images online for your perusal. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
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576   French Colonies, “Depeche Mode” Hoard of Sheets, 1979-99, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet packs. 
Central african Republic #C282-86, Madagascar 1271, Zaire 960-68 & 981A, and 50 sets of sheets of the entire set of togo 
1862-73 cancelled in Lomé. But that’s not all; there’s also a huge amount of People’s Republic of Congo C281, but as an unlisted 
imperforate variety, as well as Ivory Coast 514-18 and somewhere around 8000-9000 imperf copies of #519, also unlisted even in 
Y&T. If you ever felt the urge to control the market on a single item, now’s your chance! And calculating the total catalogue value 
by using the listings for perforated stamps, this lot comes to well over $150,000. Wait, do I have the comma in the right place? 
Indeed I do! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 48 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
577   French Colonies Mint Collection, virtually all mint (vast majority NH) sets and singles in mounts on Scott or Palo pages, many 

premium as alaouites J6-10 NH, algeria B32-96 NH, C7-12 NH, Cambodia 1-37 NH, 53-58 NH, C1-9 NH, Comoro Isl C12-
19 NH, C22-28 NH, French Equatorial africa C25-34 NH, C38-43 NH, French Guiana C11-20 NH, French India 80-99 NH, 
C14-17 NH, French Morocco 290-327 NH, B13-20 NH, French West africa O1-12 NH, Indochina 2-21 mint, 36 mint, 94-114 
NH, 115-38 NH, 171-92 NH, B14-19 NH, CB1 NH, Libya 2N12-23 NH, 3N1-8 NH, 3NC1-2 NH, Madagascar C37-53 NH, CB1 
NH, Reunion 318-35 NH, C2-17 NH, C42-52 NH, Somali Coast 271-86 NH, C20-24 NH, C26-36 NH, C42-48 NH, J29-38 NH, 
togo C1-18 NH, tunisia Viet Nam 20-26 NH (brown gum), etc., few earlier issues some typical light gum toning but overall fresh 
and F-VF, ideal for continuation. Shipping charges apply - weight 34.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
578   French Colonies, Mostly Mint Collection in Stockbooks, 1888-1996, Only the French were able to rival the British when it came 

to territorial expansion and their colonies stretched far and wide. We present to you the majority of them, from Algeria to Wallis 
& Futuna, neatly arranged in nine Lighthouse stockbooks. Some countries better represented here include algeria (1924-94), 
Cameroun (1916-86), French Polynesia (1913-92), French Southern & antarctic territory (1955-94), Morocco (1902-94), 
New Caledonia (1892-1996), St. Pierre et Miquelon (1891-1995) and tunisia (1888-1992), generally Fine to Very Fine, Plenty 
of better material and we are going to show you some of it in our online videos. Just click on the link! Shipping charges apply - 
weight 35.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
579   French Colonies Collection, country collections in a Scott album with particular strength in several areas including alaouites 

essentially complete mint 1925/28 including airmails and some errors/ varieties, alexandretta complete mint, Indochina complete 
mixed mint and used including charity issues (B1-19 mint), airmails, postage dues (J1-73 mint), officials, and parcel post, Inini 
complete mint, Latakia C1-11 and J1-2 mint, Lebanon 18-21 mint, 108-12 mint, C1-79 mint, Memel complete mint, New 
Hebrides complete and mostly mint 1908/79 including “France Libre” overprints mint, 1965/80 issues NH, postage dues, etc., 
usual mixed condition in earlier issues with most F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z French Colonies
580   French Colonies (General Issues) Collection, 1859/1945, mostly complete in mounts on Scott pages with the 19th century issues 

mostly used, includes 6 used (“Anchor” cancel), 7-15 used, 18 used (Saigon cancel), 21 used (Martinique cancel), 24-28 used, 30-
35 used, 38-45 used, 46-59 used, J12 mint and used, J13-14 mint, etc., usual mixed condition, most F-VF. (photo on web site) 
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

French africa

581   Powerful French africa Collection, a lifetime’s collection of thousands and thousands of mint and used sets, singles, souvenir 
sheets, a handful of covers and postal stationery, etc., for each stamp-issuing country of French Africa on pages or stock sheets 
in five Scott albums; each country with good deal of completion and also note a nice selection of errors and varieties sprinkled 
throughout; to list each premium item individually would take several pages but here are some tempting highlights: assorted 
Navigation and Commerce mint sets, a number of the various 1910s/30s “long” sets, 1930s omnibus sets, various 1940s “France 
Libre” overprints, 1950s/60s Airmails mint with many never hinged, some pre-1940s booklets and booklet panes, afars & Issas 
complete and apparently all never hinged 1967-77, algeria complete 1924-57 (few used Airmails), #50a never hinged; Cameroun 
#108-115 mint (1fr signed Calves), 255-281 mint, B10-B13 used; Dahomey #17-31 mint; French Equatorial africa #B10-B35 
mint, C9-C16 mint, CB6 mint (signed Bloch); French Morocco #11-22 mint, 135a complete booklet; Gabon used 1886/89 
issues (some good, some not), #33-48 mint; Ivory Coast assorted Parcel Post issues mint or used (#Q17a, Q25 with certificates); 
Madagascar 1889/95 used assortment, Mayotte mint postal stationery assortment, Obock desirable assortment of mint and used 
including postal stationery; Reunion strong section of 19th century with varieties and duplication, #C1 mint, mint postal cards, 
letter cards and envelopes; Somali Coast 1894-1902 issues mostly complete mint or used, etc.; usual mixed condition and there 
will be the dubious surcharge or cancel, some slightly disturbed or lightly toned gum, etc., but the overall condition is better than 
usual with majority of the collection being F-VF, well worth a careful inspection. Shipping charges apply - weight 26.8 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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French Guiana

582   French Guiana Collection, 1887/1947, mostly mint on Scott pages and including a handful of varieties, highlights include 
4 unused (signed Brun), 5 mint (signed), 7 mint (signed), 8 unused (signed Calves), 8 unused pair (crease), 10 mint (signed 
Champion), 11 mint (signed), 12 unused, 15-16 mint, 17 unused, 20023 used, 25-27 used, 29-30 mint, 40 used, 192-208 mint, B3-8 
mint, C1-20 mint, J1-31 mint, etc., pre-1940s issues some typical minor faults or slight toning but overall F-VF. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

French India

583   French India Collection, 1892-1954, mostly mint in mounts on well-filled set of Scott pages and including some varieties plus a 
handful of philatelic covers; many premium including #1-19 mint, 20-22 mint, 23 used, 24 mint and used, 25-114 mint, 115 mint 
(signed, toned), 117-134 mint (including 123A), 135A-C mint (toned), 135B used (toned), 140 mint and used (mint with faults), 
useful selection of mostly mint 1942/43 “France Libre” overprints, C1-C18 mint, J1-J28 mint, etc.; usual mixed condition but most 
F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

French Southern & antarctic territories

584   French Southern & antarctic territories, Complete Mint Collection, 1955-95, Beautiful collection in a clean, hingeless 
Lighthouse album. I probably don’t need to list the better items since the collection is complete, but I’m going to anyway! Let’s 
savor the moment! #16-19, 23-24, 25-28, 30, 31, 32, 36, C1-2, C6, C7, C8, C11, C13-14, C17, C18, C19-23, C26-27, and so on. 
Also some additional stockpages of duplicates including corner blocks of C29-32 & C37-38. You don’t have to be a polar collector 
to appreciate this one. And as an added bonus, this lot also includes the pages for French Polynesia (1958-75) with a moderately-
filled collection. Catalogue value alone for F.S.A.T. not including duplicates is around $4,000, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Kelleher website featuring these sections:
Learn about getting your free appraisal

Visit our Frequiently Asked Question section:
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German Southwest africa

585   German South West africa, Native Insurrection Wars Exhibit, 1904-1907, jaw-dropping 7 volume exhibit and related 
unmounted items; over 650 items, magnificently researched and detailed, award-winning collection formed by a world leading 
expert on this tragic event, touches upon every conceivable aspect of communication during the conflict: Bondelzwart Uprising 
(Oct 1903-Feb 1904) including Provisional Field postcarts for trans-colony routing, Discovery Copy of sole registered unused 
type 2 example, sole unused and 1 of 3 known used Type 3 (with 1987 cert), international rate from soldier in “Mountain Battery” 
to Austria, soldier postcard to Guatemala, examples from 10 different Feld Postmark locations; Herero Uprising (Jan 1904-
Oct 1904) includes rare Provisionals from Bethanien, Grootfontein, Gobabis, Jakalswater, Hasuur, Keethmanshoop, Okombahe, 
Nauchas, Okahandja, Omaruru, Outjo, Rehoboth, Seeis, Ramansdrift, Swarkopmond, and Windhoek; Zelthain Training Camp, 
Remainder Field postcard, stunning receipt strike from FPO 1 on seconf day of use, intracolony usage to farm near Kuis, wireless 
radio station, Earliest Reported Usage (10 known) of Warmbad Provisional Field Postcard, special envelope designed for 
military communications, Field Post Office station cancels, postcard from SMS Wolf which telegraphed word of the Jan 14, 1904 
Hereros Uprising, telegram requesting Veterinarian for volunteer service (declined), Formula Field Postcards mint and postally 
used including at least 16 Types; Hottentot Uprising (1904-1907) including P. D. Ernst Woermann unconvoyed mail (Discovery 
Copy) from regularly scheduled west-east circum-Africa trip, SMS Habicht first ship to put landing force ashore, Adolph Woermann 
personnel carrier, 384 soldiers brought by Erich Woermann, 800 men of the Naval Expeditionary Force on board the Darmstadt, 
Apr 1904 trip by Entre Rios, Wittekind brought reinforcements, and many more vessels (Silva, Eleonore Woermann, Montevideo, 
Schleswig, and Solingen); fascinating grouping of Supply Train mail; sole known example of Red Cross Expedition handstamp 
used on Steamer Herzog, Navy Postal Bureau receiving markings, Registered mail posted without prepayment, Parcel Post to 
troops, Army Telegraph Service, Heliographic Telegraph Service, Radiogram Service, Newspaper Subscription Service, Postal 
Money Order, Official Mail, Postage Due, Courier Pouch Mail (Relay Rider), Fieldpost Deadletter Section, “Turned” Adversity 
mail, Death From Disease, Killed in Action, Death From Wounds, Civilian PO datestamps (at least 20 shown), Unauthorized Use of 
Canceller, Datestamp Irregularities, International mail to Mexico, Belgium, Finland, Denmark, Greece, and the US; strong showing 
of both the Alder “Eagle” (220 diff from 1904-1905) and Soldier’s Letter (230 diff from 1905-1907) Unit handstamps; Tactical 
Formations including Regimental Staff, Replacement Company, Batallion, Artillery, Machine Gun, General Headquarters, Zone 
Headquarters, Finance, and Camel Corps; Railroad Management and Maintenance, Searchlight Detachment, Supply Convoy, 
Army Commissarait, Troop Transport, Main Clothing Depot, Field Survey, Telegraphy Detatchment, Field Post, Mobile Army 
Hospital, Sanatary Office, Hospital Administration, Hospital Command, Hospital Reserve, Sector Health Office, and Sanatorium; 
Service organizations including German Red Cross, Assistance Committee for German Southwest Africa, and Army Chaplain; 
commercial Patriotics; finishes with Fieldpost franchise termination date (Dec 31, 1907) postcard from soldier, Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Herero were cattle herders who migrated into what is now Namibia during the mid-18th century. Their language contained more 
than a thousand words for the colors and markings of cattle.

By 1903 the Herero had already ceded more than a quarter of their territory to German colonists. The Otavi railway line running 
from the African coast to inland German settlements would make German colonies much more accessible and would have ushered 
a new wave of Europeans into the area.

Colonial authorities and white settlers envisioned a predominately white “new African Germany,” wherein the native populations 
would be put onto reservations and their land distributed among settlers and companies. Under German colonial rule, colonists 
were encouraged to seize land and cattle subjugate the indigenous as slave labor. German settlers often referred to black Africans 
as “baboons” and treated them with contempt. 

In January 1904, the Herero attacked more than 100 settlers in the area of Okahandja. Cries in the Reichstag, and from the Kaiser 
himself, for total eradication grew strident. In August, German General Lothar von Trotha defeated the Ovaherero in the Battle of 
Waterberg and drove them into the desert where most died of dehydration. In October, the Nama people also rebelled only to suffer 
a similar fate.

The Herero genocide was a campaign of ethnic extermination and collective punishment waged by the German Empire against 
the Herero. It was the first genocide of the 20th century. Between 24,000 and 100,000 Hereros died. The first phase was character-
ized by widespread death from starvation and dehydration, due to the prevention of the Herero from leaving the Namib desert by 
German forces. Once defeated, thousands of Hereros were imprisoned in concentration camps, where the majority died of diseases, 
abuse, and exhaustion.

In 2018 the last batch of skulls and other remains of slaughtered tribesmen which were taken to Germany to promote racial superi-
ority were taken back to Namibia.
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586   German South West africa, Sizable Contingent, 1897-1914, 72 mostly postal cards spanning much of the German occupation 
period; District Chief of Omaruru writing about a cattle plague, Lieutenant Schule on Oct 1901 survey mission, postal agent 
Hulsmann with detailed text to Crefeld, and map of campaign against the united Swartbooi-/Topnaar-Hottentots and Norwest-
Herero; many have attached auction sheets, consigner paid $2,500 for 22 of these; great Postal History, Fine to Very Fine. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z German Southwest Africa
587   German South West africa, World Class Postal History, 1901-1907, 5 extraordinary pieces to boost a GSWA exhibit; Trial 

strike Second Day of Use on unaddressed card, Hamburg Column of the Red Cross red handstamp Field Marshall to Erfurt (a 
few months before the Battle of Waterberg), correct international postage for the Cape Transit third phase of the camel mail from 
Rietfontein/Mier, provisional FP card with KDFP No. 1 from Otjosasu to Charlottenburg with text about battles at Ongandjira and 
Owiumbo, and rare 2nd Windhoek cancellation on 5Pf postal stationery cards from preceeding period with text about passing on 
a letter to staff doctor Kuhn from Grootfontein; owner cost exceeded $3,000, Fine to Very Fine, signed Steuer, Dr. Friedrich F. 
Steuer. (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z German Southwest Africa
588   German South West africa, Quality Exhibit Residuals, 1904-1907, 53 envelopes, postal cards, and more in clear sleeves; 

most still with auction page details, consignor spent $3,500 on 32 of these wonderful pieces of Postal History; Official mail from 
Windhuk, Field Hospital VIII Okahandja to Heidelberg, Field Hospital XII Luderitzbucht to Breslau, Field Hospital IV Okahandja 
to Berlin, Gelsenkirchen to lieutenant in Windhuk, scarce Registered cover from Swakopmund, Field Hospital XII “Mountain 
Battery” to Berlin, Landing Detachment at Swakopmund, Marine Postal system “recipient has returned to Germany”, and rare pair 
of Civil Pension books along with sepia military portait and campaign ribbon; great material, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z German Southwest Africa
589   German South West africa, auction Winnings, 1904-1906, 46 better envelopes, postal stationery, and postcards from the Herero 

and Nama Genocide period of German occupation of what is present day Namibia; most are still on the European auction cards, 
consignor paid $1,300 for 18 of these; interesting items include envelope to protected well drilling crew in the south, 6 multicolored 
cards (like oversized cigarette cards), violet postmark from Outjo to Medical Sergeant Berker backstamped Jakalswater with 
rubber stamp eagle “Imperial Lazareth Outjo”, Okahandja postmark with rare Rail sideline and Field Post Conductor box cancel, 
and 1904 return letter to lieutenant of the Schutztruppe in Windhoek with 248 Lazareth Okahandja deceased; great for exhibit or 
resale, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z German Southwest Africa
590   German South West africa, Exhibit Grade Material, 1888-1906, 51 envelopes and postal cards from what has become Namibia; 

these better items have superior cancels and exotic destinations including Iran, Chile, Philippines, Columbia, Siam, and Uganda; 
25 still have the auction house information with owner cost in excess of $2,600; wonderful condition and packed with auxiliary 
markings, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z German Southwest Africa
591   German South West africa, Exhibit and Support Material, 1884-1915, 300+ envelopes, postal cards, picture postcards and 

more from German governed Southwest Africa colony; world-class specialist remnants including 15 pages of an exhibit, used 
and unused postal stationery, picture postcards, seapost and railroad, WWI, Occupation/Mandate, and a cancel study; Forerunner 
German UPU card with reply issue of 1890, concurrent usage period, foreign origination from Guatemala (1905), Tunisia (1907) 
and United States (1905), Prisoner of War mail, and several with censor markings and tapes; cancel study including Guchab, 
Gibeon, Karibib, Luderitzbucht, Okahandja, Oppeln, and Lyck; turn of the century multicolor postcards; seapost, railroad, and 
rural carrier routes; extensive mint and postally used postal cards with varieties including inverted and reversed watermark; all 
useful items for the advanced collector or reseller, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z German Southwest Africa
592   German South West africa, Provisional Postcards, 1904, 9 postcards from the scarce Provisional Period on auction cards between 

€80-€600 each; includes Windhoek, Magdeburg, Karibibi, Omaruru, large format Registered to Berlin, Gibeon, Keetmanshoop, a 
lovely unused Keetmanshoop, and Windhuk; cream of the crop for this period nicely written up (in German) on the auction cards; 
owner cost €2,250, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...........................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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German area

593   German area, “In Hülle und Fülle” Mint Stock, 1850-1971, Five glassine files all filled to capacity with States and Colonies, 
Deutsches Reich, Allied, French & Russian Zones, East & West Germany and Berlin. Better items throughout and most often in 
multiples and/or blocks, not to mention a great deal of never hinged which propels the huge catalogue value of this lot to an even 
higher echelon. Here are just some of the cat. numbers and quantities quickly cobbled together #350, 363-65 (3), 387 (2), 585A-
93 (3), 593A-99 (4), 634-61 (2), 664a (4), 665-66 (4), 667-68 (3), 669 (16), 670-85, 686 (8), 714 (3), B55a, B56 (2), B107a (2), 
B119 (block of four)(2), B123-31 (blocks of four)(2), B134-36 (blocks of four), B141-43 (blocks of four), B144-46 (blocks of 
four), B173 (2), B294-95 (4), B314-15 (3), B316-17, B320-23 (2), B327-30 (3), B331 (block of four)(2), B338-41 (6), C24 (2), 
C26 (2), C27-34 (3), C35-37 (2), C46-56 (4), C57-58 (block of four)(2), 5NB8a-b (3), 8NB1-4, 9N17-20, 9N21-34, 9N35-41, 
9N42-60, 9N42a-49a (complete booklet, MiNr MH-1), 9N61-63, 9N64-67, 9N68 (5), 9N108-10 (blocks of four), 9NB1-3, 9NB3a, 
9NB4-5 (blocks of four), DDR 58-67 (2)und so weiter! Glassines are great for organization and retrieval but difficult to appraise 
due to items being easily obscured; that being said, this could easily be the best bargain of the sale! Make an appointment today 
to view this lot in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 19.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
594   German area, Classic Old School Material for Exhibits, 1891-1982, several discrete grouping carefully collected based on 

overall condition and postmark quality; about 125 envelopes from Empire to Inflation to Third Reich to Berlin and DDR bursting 
from a small stockbook all with plate number singles on cover, condition of the envelopes is quite good and significant percentage 
are commercial in nature; 250 better examples of the 25pf rate to the world, Mi 393 to US and Canada, Mi 416 to Uruguay, 
Findland, Denmark, and austria, Mi 433 to Italy, Mi 447 to Poland, “Jewish” letters with censorship, Mi 481 to Finland, Mi 
506A to US, Mi 522a German Occupation of austria via Siberia to China, Zeppelin to Chile, Diplomatic “Pouch” mail Berlin 
to Washington DC, Mi 533 to British Guayana, M543 to Brazil, Mi 553 to Poland, Mi 568 to US, Mi 575 to Monaco, Mi 582 to 
Canada, Mi 595 to Austria, Mi 602 to Canada, Mi 615 to algeria, Mi 620 to Brazil, Mi 641 to US, Mi 658 to Italy, Mi 669 to US, 
Mi 682 triple rate to Switzerland, Mi 698 to France, Mi 713 to US, Mi 724 to Sweden, Mi 737 to US, MI 742 to Brazil, Mi 767 to 
Denmark, Mi 771 to China, Mi 793 to Portugal, ELSASS Mi 13 to Switzerland, OSTLAND Mi 13 to Germany, UKRAINE Mi 13 
to Germany, GENERAL GOV’T Mi 9 to Switzerland, and Mi 522a used in Bohemia; about 50 atM and workplace safety issues 
FDCs (1972-1981) in a Lighthouse binder; Lighthouse binder with about 40 German States to modern with interesting postal 
markings; Inflation Period exhibit pages including Mi 175 (27) on Post Office receipt book page, Mi 273 (45) on oversized cover, 
Mi 229WR (15) on newspaper wrapper (Rate Period 14), Mi 329AP (20) on commercial Registered (Rate Period 27A), Mi 326aW 
(4) mailed on last day of rate (Rate Period 24) 64 page Catalog of Old Germany,Mi 310 Registered inter-city (Rate Period 21), 
Mi 257 (6) last day of rate on International Express (Rate Period 17), Mi 239 (4) commercial mail (Rate Period 13), stunning Mi 
199a (40) on inter-city letter (Rate Period 12), Mi 164 (10) on Express (Rate Period 7), Mi 161 (5) postcard (Rate Period 7), Mi 
317AP (200!) “flap franking” (Rate Period 23); and 18 better Meter frankings from the early 1920s; extrordinary material ready 
to be fashioned, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
595   German area, Predominantly Mint Collections of Reich, BRD, Berlin, DDR & Other areas, 1849-1996, On Minkus pages 

with the vast majority of stamps in mounts, a strong showing of almost all areas of German philately. For the Reich, it’s most used 
early on, but almost all mint from the 1920s onward with many of the more difficult sets turning up never hinged, such as #345-46, 
347-49, 366-84, 391-97, 398-400, 432-35, 436-41, 442-43, 444-45, 446-47, 448-51, 459-62, 469, B8-11, B19-22, B34-37, B38-
41, B42-43, B44-48, B69-78, B119, B134-36, B141-43, B144, B173, B292-93. Some excellent used include 1-7, 9-10, 14-20, 
25, 27 and other better mint, like 12-13, 21-22, 28, 351-62, 401-14, B55a, B56-57, B59-67, B91-92, B102-06, C20-26, C27-34, 
C35-37, OL16-21. The barrage of mint continues into the Federal Republic, virtually complete with added coil strips of five 
and fluorescent paper varieties, and the following premium items: 665-66, 667-68, 669, 670-85, 686, 702-21, B310-13, B314-15, 
B316-17, B318-19, B320-25, B327-30, B334-37. Once we reach Berlin, there’s no slowing down; we have a very nearly complete 
collection with the following: 9N1-20, 9N21-32, 9N35-41, 9N42-60, 9N61-63, 9N64-67, 9N68, 9N108-10, 9NB1-3, 9NB3a, 
9NB4-5. The French Zone too is just by a whisker short with the following better items: 5N28-40, 5NB4a, 5NB8a, 6N30-38, 
6NB6a, 8N28-37, 8NB4a. Saar also stands on its own, with mint 99-116, 226, B1-4, B5-8, B16-22, B23-29, B30-36, B37-43, B44-
46, B47-53, B76, C12, O27-38. The Soviet Zone is a mix of mint & used leading into an all-mint and again, oh-so-close complete 
collection of East Germany, with 10NB11, 58-67, 82-84, 122-36, 144a-46a (imperf), 226a, 264a, B21, B21a, B35a. The States, 
mostly used, also do not disappoint; Baden used 17 and mint 25, LJ1-3, Bavaria used 9-13, 15-19, 91, Oldenburg used 6 and mint 
22-25, Prussia used 2-3, 8, 27, Saxony used 2, 3-8, 9-13, thurn & taxis used 3, 42-46, 50, North German Confederation used 
12. In addition, you will find Offices Abroad, Colonies, Plebiscites, WWI & WWII Occupied Areas and more, overall Fine to 
Very Fine, a portion of this collection may be viewed online. (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
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596   German area, Impressive Remainder Lot of Stamps & Covers, 1762-1980s, Among the familiar material are many bits and 
pieces you may never have seen before, such as a stockbook of over 200 pieces of Notgeld, New Years’ cards from German 
Southwest Africa for the years 1906-08 as well as a stack of documents from the former colony including a war map from 1904, 
propaganda booklets on the lost territories from WWI complete with inflation issues and cinderella labels, nearly 100 picture 
postcards of WWI-era German ships, and stampless covers including a collection annotated on pages on the French occupation 
of Cologne, the earliest piece of which is a military letter sent to Paris in 1762 during the Seven Years’ War. Hundreds of covers 
in all; many Germania issues, official mail, Feldpost, censored mail, and two examples of postal card MiNr. P25 used in German 
Southwest Africa, one with a Windhoek cancel, the other from Omaruru. Other items include a stockbook filled with many 
duplicates of the Numeral / Eagle series of 1875-90, a mostly used collection of Germany & Area hinged on pages with many 
better, like used B56-57, B59-67, C46-56, Bavaria 193-211, cigar boxes filled with mint inflation stamps, three stockbooks of used 
West Germany, and a tin of mostly used worldwide, generally Fine to Very Fine, a sneak peek online but should be reviewed in 
person. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
597   German area Stamp Collection, 1872-1991, with 19th Century used and 20th Century mostly mint, includes Semi-Postals, Airs, 

Occupations, also includes a few pages of Thurn & Taxis and Northern German Confederation, in two Scott Specialty albums, plus 
a third album of DDR (catalog $2,200) and a small binder of related issues on printed album pages, accompanied by a detailed 
inventory by the owner, who was a known part-time stamp dealer in the Northeast, Very Fine, see it all online.  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 34.4 lbs. Scott $16,500+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z German Area
598   German area, Extensive Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1890s-2000s, well-organized into five “red boxes” and six counter books, 

dual mint and used stocks, from the Germania issues through to the 2000s, including Berlin issues, stamps and souvenir sheets, the 
mint being almost entirely never hinged; note many better sets and singles predominantly from the early post-World War II period, 
including #9N17-9N20 used, 9N1-9N20 and 9N25-9N34 never hinged, all signed Schlegel BPP; some duplication as expected, 
catalogue value likely approaching if not exceeding $13,000, a ready-made inventory of chiefly fresh and attractive material. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
599   German area, “100 Jahre Deutschland” Reich, States & Occupied territories, 1849-1949, In four hingeless Lighthouse 

albums and a binder of German States, Germany (1872-1945) is mostly used up until 1920, then almost all mint from then on. 
Better include used #7-10, 14-19, 27, B44-48, B91-92, B104-05, B294-95, and mint 12, 398-400, 401-14, 444-45, 585A-93, B15-
18, B33, B55a (2), B56-57, B59-67, B82-89, B91-92, B102-04, B105 (2), B106, C35-37, C46-56 and U-Boot Feldpost MiNr. 13b 
(no gum as issued with certificate). Complete mint collections of Bohemia & Moravia and Generalgouvernement, as well as 
extensive occupied areas from both WWI & WWII, such as used Belgian Occupation of Germany 1N42-58 and mint German 
Occupation of albania 332-44. Also some tough sets of the French Zone, like used 5NB1-4, 5NB5-8, 5NB9-11, 5NB12-14, 
6NB1-2, 6NB3-6, 6NB7-9, 8NB1-4, 8NB9-11, and mint 5N28-40, 8N28-37. Some excellent plebiscites including strong Danzig 
(1920-39), such as mint 195-99, 200-10, B21a, C31-35, and used B21a, Polish Offices in Danzig 1K25-27. Very impressive Saar 
(1920-50) too with solid semi-postals and premium items like mint 1-17, 21-37, 99-116, 226, B16-22, B23-29, B30-36, B40-42, 
B44-46, B47-53, C1-4, C12, CB1a, O27-38. A German lot you won’t want to miss, overall Fine to Very Fine, additional images 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
600   German area, “Echt Geil” Mint Reich & Bundesrepublik, 1900-98, Two Minkus albums with all stamps in clear mounts. 

A little bit of States, just a quick taste of Colonies, but a whole lot of Reich and many nice surprises, like discovering a never-
hinged set that jacks up the regular catalogue price as much as eight-fold, or added pages by the collector for items outside the 
scope of the album, such as Netherlands #B144a-45a, or privately-issued stamps for the Belgian Legion during WWII (MiNr 
#I-IV & IX-XIV). Better Germany include #95 (sheet of 20), 117 (sheet of 20), 350, 351-362, 366-384, 398-400, B33, B59-B67, 
B68, B91-B92, B102-B103, B105-B106, B141-B143, a superb Germania booklet (MiNr. MH-11.2B), and Generalgouvernement 
#N73 & NB41 (sheets of 8). The Federal Republic is also quite strong, and although the Post Horn set is not here, only a handful 
of others are missing and many extras included to fill in the void, such as tête-bêche & gutter pairs, fluorescent varieties, coil strips 
of five, Framas, booklet panes and complete booklets. Some of the better items here include #665-666, 667-668, 669, 702-721, 
B318-B319, B320-B323, B327-B330, B334-B337 and a Heuss booklet (MiNr. MH-4X), generally Fine to Very Fine, collection 
partly viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
601   German area, Useful Local Post, 1861-1900.  Well filled, mint hinged and used stamp collection (mint stamps are partly 

somewhat stuck to the album) in 2 albums and also many, mostly mint postal stationeries, seldom seen and grossly undervalued, 
a most interesting area of philately which deserves more attention than it gets, imaged fully online, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z German Area
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602   German area, “Beeindruckend” Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1945, Three hingeless Lighthouse albums in total, two for the 
German Empire / Reich and one for Offices, Colonies and Plebiscites, all in like-new condition. A mix of mint & used throughout 
with plenty of better items, such as mint B55a, B56-57, B91-92, B105, and used 1-11, 12 (pen cancel), 14, 25, 27-28, 76, 364, 
B59-67, B68, B106, B141-43, C34, C37, C46-56, German Southwest Africa 31-32, etc. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to 
Very Fine, images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 19 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z German Area
603   German area, Mostly Used Collections, 1849-1986, In five binders with all stamps blackmounted on album pages; very good 

starter collections for virtually all areas of Germany. Volumes are broken down into States (1849-1920), Berlin (1948-86), DDR 
(1950-70), Occupied Zones (1945-49) and Germany itself (1872-1969). There are a number of standout items, but none more so 
than a set of Judenpost from Litzmannstadt, listed in Michel as #I-V, all except IV without gum as issued and with accompanying 
certificates. Other better items include used Baden 17, Hannover 20, Prussia 8, Saxony 15, thurn & taxis 5-7, 9-12, mint 
Berlin 9N35-38, 9N62-63, 9N64-67, Russian Zone mint 10NB11, and Germany used 1-7, 14-20, 27. Condition varies, but 
generally Fine to Very Fine, some scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z German Area
604   German area, Old-time Collection, 1849-1972, classic European album pages in posts nicely filled with mint and postally 

used; includes Baden, Bavaria, Danzig, Hannover, North German Confederation, Prussia, Saxony, Thurn & Taxis, Wurtemberg, 
German Reich, 3rd Reich, Deutsche Post, Bundespost, German colonies (Levant, Belgium, China, Warsaw, Morocco, Romania, 
East Prussia, Upper Silesia, Sarre, German East Africa) and more; very clean and useful, Fine to Very Fine.  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5.2 lbs. Scott $4,000+. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Germany

German States
Worldwide A-Z Germany

605   German States, Stately Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1923, In the three volumes, the core collection being in a beautiful, like-
new hingeless Lighthouse album with slipcase. Many scarce items to be found throughout; here are just some of the highlights as 
mounted: Baden used #2-4, 6-9, 10-14, 26-28, and unused LJ1-3, Bavaria used 3, 4-8, 9-14, 17-22, 28a, 31-32, 37, 38-47, 48-57, 
82-89, 270A, and unused 15-16, Brunswick used 6, 8-9, 11, Hamburg used 3, 6, and unused 9-12, Hanover used 3, 11-13, 22-23, 
Lubeck unused 2-5, Mecklenburg-Schwerin used 2, 5, 8, Mecklenburg-Strelitz unused 1, 6, North German Confederation 
used 1-11, 12, 13-22, O6-8, Oldenburg used 1-2, 6, 13, unused 9, 21-25, Prussia used 2-5, 6-7, 27, Saxony used 2, 3-8, 9-13, 
18-20, thurn & taxis used 1, 3, 5-7, 9-12, 15, 20, 42-46, 50, Wurttemberg used 1-5, 9-11, 13-17, 22, 34-39, 41-45, 48, 52, 54, 
etc. In addition, a partially filled two-volume set from Richard Borek with each page acting as a certified copy of the mounted 
stamp along with the corresponding Michel number. Condition will certainly vary and some will only be considered space fillers 
but many nice examples nevertheless, and overall in Fine condition, collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
20 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
606   German States, Prussian Postal History & Bavarian Postal Stationery, 1849-1921, We begin with an 80-page presentation of 

around 100 covers, many of them stampless, of the postal history of Prussia with a specific focus on Coeln (Cologne). Entirely 
annotated and featuring the stamps of not only Prussia, but the North German Confederation and later on, the German Empire 
itself. Many foreign usages and overseas as well. Equally intriguing is an assemblage of nearly 400 pieces of Bavarian postal 
stationery, most of it used; in addition to the regular envelopes and postal cards, you’ll find Kartenbriefe, Postanweisungen, even 
some Privatganzsachen. Click on the link for additional images and video, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 10 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Empire & Reich
Worldwide A-Z Germany

607   Germany, Crown and Eagle Collection of Mint and Used, 1872-1945.  a stunning collection with much better MNH, some 
mint hinged and used stamps of the ever popular German Reich, includes combinations, plate flaws, also some Danzig and other 
Plesbiscites, owners Catalogue value exceeds 50,000 euros, and it is priced here at a fraction of its value, have a look at this baby 
online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.9 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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608   1915-18, German Forces in the Middle East including Palestine, 3-volume collection, marvelous collection of 109 covers 
starting with a 1915 “forerunner” then a strong group of bi-lingual German FPOs (Bale Type FPO-G1, #M4-9) followed by another 
impressive group of banner FPOs (Bale Type FPO-G2,#M11-14) including 8 covers incoming to Palestine + 3 Wiegel forgeries and 
a bogus cover; this collection is presented in chronological order, rather than by FPO #, in order to more clearly follow the troop 
movements, a wonderful basis for an important collection, well written up, must be seen to appreciate, Very Fine to Extremely 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
609   Germany Mint Collection, 1872/1948, in a nicely filled Scott album and including post WW II Allied Occupation issues, huge 

percentage of the sets, singles and S/S are NH and with premium throughout including 20 NH, 56-63 NH, 330-36 NH, 401-14 NH, 
415-31 NH, 444-45 NH, 452-58 NH, 463-585 NH, B15-18 NH, B25-32 NH, B38-41 NH, B44-48 NH, B93-101 NH, B174-90 
NH, B191-293 NH, O80-103 NH, S1-22 NH, etc., gum without the typical minor disturbances or fingerprints often seen, fresh and 
F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
610   Germany, Empire up to Inflation Postal History, 1894-1923, approx 450 better covers, postal cards, parcel receipts, and wrappers 

individually sleeved by a key German specialist who annotated each with catalog numbers (Mi 98-Mi 199), rate information, 
special services, and Rate Periods; begins with Rate Period 1 and a Neutral Person addressed to Prisoner of War Bureau, Russian 
Section in Bern; bulk mailing handstamp, extensive meters, Proof of Delivery, Postal Matter, Postage Due, Emergency Measures, 
overlapped Express package to Sweden, double weight international rate, domestic printed matter, local unsealed, automatic 
vending machine (local rate), foreign rate to Turkey, intercity Mourning printed matter, international rate to British Guiana, foreign 
1st Class to Finland, and much more; all appear clean and in great condition; the pair of Mi 117 with plate numbers on commercial 
cover and the Mi 131 newspaper rate are worth the price of admission, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
611   Germany, almost all Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1872-1945, This collection, in a hingeless Davo album, begins with a 

powerful first page of Imperial Eagles, fresh looking, on the whole very well-centered, and most with very legible c.d.s.’s, a few 
socked right on the nose! Used until ca. 1919, then all mint and almost all never hinged, and we know, especially for Germany, 
how this dramatically effects catalogue value. Better mint include #340-343, 366-384, 432-435, 442-443, 444-445, 446-447, 
448-451, 459-462, B8-B11, B15-B18, B23-B27, B33, B38-B41, B58, B79-B81, B91-B92, B93-B101, B102-B106, B107-B115, 
B123-B131, B134-B136, B141-B143, B173, B292-B293, C38-C39, O62-O79, OL16-OL21, S1-S11, and Danzig #241-254. 
Spectacular collection, yet still room for expansion, generally Fine to Very Fine, video flips available online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
612   Germany, Specialized Inflation Period Stock, 1923, 500 exquisitely described better covers during the German fiscal collapse; 

advanced exhibitor stock with virtually every item sleeved and annotated for frankings, rate period, and services (the data alone 
is invaluable); Domestic Printed Matter (Rate Period 18), Domestic Intercity 1st Class (Rate Period 18), Domestic Intercity (Rate 
Period 19), Foreign letter to US (Rate Period 18), Mi 276 (2) Local (Berlin) double weight (Rate Period 18), Domestic Intercity 
letter (Rate Period 17), International letter to Switzerland (Rate Period 16), Mi 282II Domestic Intercity 1st Class (Rate Period 16), 
Mi285 (5) Local double weight (Rate Period), Mi 288 Domestic Intercity 1st Class (Rate Period 19), Mi 292 Domestic Intercity 
Registered (Rate Period 19), Mi 295 (16) Registered Intercity (Rate Period 19), Mi 297 (35) Commercial Intercity double weight 
(Rate Period 21), Mi 297 (25) Registered Intercity letter (Rate Period 20), Domestic Intercity postcard (Rate Period 19), Mi 305 
Domestic postcard (Rate Period 19), Mi 309 (3) International Printed Matter to Switzerland (Rate Period 21), 313A (20) Domestic 
Intercity letter (Rate Period 21), Mi 316 (10) Intercity postcard (Rate Period 22), Mi 317 (4) Registered International to Holland 
with censor tape (Rate Period 20), Mi 318a Foreign 1st Class to Syria (Rate Period 22), Mi 319 (50) Domestic Intercity 1st 
Class letter (Rate Period 23), Mi 321B Domestic postcard (Rate Period 23), Mi 321 (40) Domestic Local delivery charge and 
return receipt (Rate Period 23), and much more; some valuable covers and in wonderful condition, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
613   Germany, Deutches Reich (Watermarked) Postal History, 1905-1911, 150+ lovely envelopes, cards, and parcel receipts from 

the 1905 Series (Mi 83-Mi 93) on black pages in a 3 ring binder as well as vertical mint strips of 11 for the 3pf, 10pf, 20pf, 25pf, 
30pf, 40pf, and 50pf values; local postcard with Bickardike machine cancel, French Postage Due with powerful “surtaxed” hand 
stamp, Mourning envelope with beautiful penmanship, bisect to Dresden, stunning Mourning envelope/announcent (border is 
15mm), spectacular flag cancel study, mail to Sweden, Finland, China, New Zealand, Austria, Belgium, specialty filter paper 
samples with envelope and perfin, postcard to Jamaica, Germany to Smyrna (Autrian PO with contents), Leipzig to New Zealand 
via San Francisco postage due, terrific US postage due with outanding markings, letters to Capetown and Paris, American Consular 
Service to Martinique, commercial to Honolulu, Registered Saargemund to England, postal receipt to Mexico and Turkey; a very 
particular specialist, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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614   Germany, War Printings & Post War Postal History, 1915-1919, 175+ envelopes, postal cards, parcel receipts, and wrappers 
from the Great War and slightly after on black pages in a 3 ring binder; stray Mi 86 Id with Jaschke-Lantelme cert, wrapper to 
Budapest, commercial to Prague, illegal postal stationery cutout flagged by postal authorities, postcard to Constantinople, Inland 
Express to Dresden, British censor on letter to Switzerland, International 1st Class (Switzerland) double weight short paid with 
great Postage Due, “Due to Outbreak of War, Not Forwarded”, 1916 letter sent through Diplomatic Pouch with German stamp 
cancelled in Washington DC, several “adversity” envelopes, Prisoner of War parcel labels, Russian Economic Commission to 
Berlin, local letter (Rate Period 5), Express to Denmark with twin censor tapes, C.O.D. form with 60pf franking, 1919 Registered 
from Wesseling to US with British censor tape, domestic letter sheet 60pf, domestic C.O.D. card 60pf (Rate Period 5), Registered 
mail from US Army officer to bank in Baltimore (1920 AEF Occupied Germany), outer wrapper and letter for blockade running 
private submarine “Bremen” with proper frankings, and much more, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
615   Germany, Outstanding Postal History Stock, 1866-1940, about 500 great items in wonderful condition; the consignor was a a 

true connoisseur who collected and exhibited very interesting material; 1895 “money” letter, Registered envelope to the German 
General Counsel in Seoul, mixed franking forward from London to Brussels, 1902 to Lima, 1906 Aden picture postcard with 
Suez and Manila postmarks, 1919 card (Printed Matter) to Netherlands Antillies, 1915 front from US Embassy in Berlin to the 
US received in Diplomatic Pouch, 1915 International Red Cross Swiss POW ID label on cover, turn of the century letter and 
postcard to Singapore, 1914 picture postcard to Hungary, Registered Hamburg to Hamilton, 1876 Registered to California via 
Overland Mail, 1920 Leipzig to Honolulu, 1920 from Stuttgart to Member of Congress, Postage Due to Italy, Registered aachen 
to archangel, 1904 to Argentina, picture postcard to Patagonia, 1902 to Cape Colony, 1911 Metz to Buenos Aires, 1908 to 
Orange River Colony, 1913 Petersdorf to Manila, Dusseldolf to Bombay, 1924 Berlin to Manchuria via Siberia, 1915 postcard to 
Venezuela, WWII Berlin to Lisbon with censor tape, 1936 from Bochum to Pretoria, 1939 Airmail to Auckland Postage Due, 1935 
Airmail Berlin to London to Brindisi to Darwin, 1876 package label to Peking, Registered Munchen to Montreal via Holland, 
1934 Berlin to San Paulo, 1929 Air letter sheet to Paraquay, 1925 Oldenburg to Port of Spain, 1939 Berlin to San Salvador, 1919 
Registered Munster to Denmark, 1919 Airmail commercial Special Delivery, 1920 Berlin to Osaka, 1920 Berlin to New York with 
Germany Currency Control Label, and more; great material, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
616   Germany, Throes of Hyperinflation Postal History, 1922-1923, about 500 quality envelopes and postal cards selected for 

condition and better postal markings; each is individually sleeved and written up for catalog number, services provided, and Rate 
Period; Mi 200a Domestic letter (Rate Period 7), Mi 200b (2) scarce multi-franking (Rate Period 9), Mi 201 (2) International 
letter (Rate Period 8), Mi 201 (2) Foreign 1st Class to Chile (Rate Period 8), Mi 202 Foreign letter to Mexico (Rate Period 7), 
Mi 207I Express letter to Italy (Rate Period 10), Mi 208I (3) Registered (Rate Period 13), Mi 209 (7) Domestic expertized postcard 
(Rate Period 15), Mi 209 Receipt for postal expenditures (Rate Period 4th Q 1923),Mi 217b (2) Domestic Intercity letter (Rate 
Period 9), Mi 222c (6) Domestic Intercity postcard (Rate Period 15), Mi 222 (90) Local letter double weight (Rate Period 17), 
Mi 224a (10) Domestic Package (Rate Period 8), Mi 224 (50) Intercity letter (Rate Period 13), Mi 224a (20) Intercity postcard 
(Rate Period 13), Mi 225 (2) Special Delivery Intercity (Rate Period 8), Mi 225 Registered 1st Class Intercity (Rate Period 12), 
Mi 227a (46) Domestic double weight Registered (Rate Period 13), Mi 229II (15) expertized Domestic postcard (Rate Period 
14), Mi 236 (4) Domestic Intercity letter (Rate Period 13), Mi 240 (12) parcel tag make-up rate (Rate Period 13), Mi 240 (50) 
Registered Intercity (Rate Period 14), Mi 244a Printed Matter double weight wrapper (Rate Period 13), Mi244a (3) Local letter 
Dog tax document last day of rate (Rate Period 14), Mi 269 (40) Local (Rate Period 16), Mi 261b (6) Intercity postcard (Rate 
Period 17), Mi 269 probable coil Registered Domestic Printed Matter (Rate Period 15), and much more; numerous Last Day 
of Rate material noted; phenomenal for dealer or specialist, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
617   Germany, Deutsches Reich (Unwatermarked) Postal History, 1902, 100+ Germania unwatermarked exemplar covers, wrappers, 

postal cards, and parcel documents on black pages in a 3 ring binder, as well as hundreds of stamps (Mi 68-Mi 71) highlighting 
town cancels and premium postal markings; uprated postal cards, Mi 69I plate flaw with Wurttemberg 3 ring cancel on cover, 
wonderful town cancel study, splendid US-German friendship postcard to Amsterdam, US Postage Due, stunning Advertising 
envelopes and postcards, 20pf with Official postmark on document, unusual rate 27pf for local postcard rate plus Express, lots 
of commercial including Registered Deutche Bank Palestine to Paris; hundreds of stamps including mint, unused, and postally 
used with better town cancels including a dozen 3pf DF plate flaws mint and used; outstanding coverage for this issue, Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
618   Germany, Key Specialist Postal History Stock, 1870-1985, about 500 envelopes and postal cards predominently from the Empire 

period through better modern; most in clear sleeves and virtually all in superior condition, these pieces were used for research 
and to build philatelic exhibits; all could be offered at a premium due to better frankings and great postal markings; none appear 
philatelic, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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619   Germany, Better Classic Postal History Collection, 1873-1933, approx 400 envelopes and postal cards, many with accompanying 
internet and auction receipts; consignor meticulous about condition and a serious specialist in the German collecting community; 
turn of the century Registered “money letters”, early Airmail to Zurich, collection of 1900-1906 Revenue stamps, Pneumatic 
Mail, 1905 Registered to Athens, Railroad Post, Registered Mainz to Bystrica, wrappers to US, 1919 Revenue documents, Mi 
255 (9) Foreign Postcard to Belgium (Rate Period 16), 1919 censored Domestic Intercity (Rate Period 2), 1922 Advertising 
cover Leipzig, stunning 1897 return seal letter, Europa Catapult cover, commercial mail returned from Constantinople, Postage 
Due to Belgium, mail carried on SS Lusitania, 1888 Markoebel to Santiago, Inflation wrapper last day of rate 11/30/23, 1890 
Swiss Postage Due, 1908 Registered Kiel redirected (Registered Exchange) to UK, dozens of examples of early Express Mail, 
1919 German Currency Control/Sweden Postage Due, 1923 commercial to Buenos Aires, 1901 postcard to Montevideo, 1895 
Mourning cover to Capetown, 1905 to Russia, 1935 Airmail to Tanganjika, postcard returned from Mexico City, 1907 postcard 
forwarded from Shanghai to Nokohama, 1915 Illistrative commercial envelope to Norway censored and delayed, 1908 postcard 
from Worms to US Naval Sation Philippines Islands, and much more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Germany
620   Germany, “Trillions in Face” Inflationary Mint Sheet Collection, 1923, Hundreds upon hundreds of full sheets from the 

post-WWI inflationary period, both regular and officials. And we are not used to seeing so many in fine condition, as a large 
portion of this holding is in sheet protectors. One can only imagine what the total face value on this lot could be; who knows, if 
the Reichsmark was still a valid currency, there might be enough here to pay off the U.S. deficit! generally Fine to Very Fine, a 
few additional photos online but best inspected on-site. Shipping charges apply - weight 30.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Germany
621   Germany, Specialist Collection of Postal History, 1867-1923, approx 400 wonderful covers, postal cards, and parcel receipts 

from Empire to Inflation; 1997 Registered to Scottland, 1913 Tucks card to Cuba, 1934 uprated postal card to Amsterdam with 
Mourning border, Prussia (Scott # 11 (3)) Berlin to Dresden, Mi 225 Express double weight (Rate Period 7), several stampless 
folded letters from Berlin, 1901 postal card to Cape Colony, 1894 to Russia, 1890 Berlin to Riga, 1905 postal card to Dar es 
Salaam, 1937 Berlin to Istanbul, 1916 postcard to Belgrade, numerous German States folded letters, 1890 wrapper to Brussels, and 
more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)..............................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Germany
622   Germany, “Fun with Inflation” Part I Mint Collection, 1923, No one likes inflation, except maybe a stamp collector. In 

Germany, the years following WWI saw inflation running rampant and things finally blew up in 1923 when even a wheelbarrow 
full of money could barely cover the cost of a loaf of bread. Stamps were feverishly surcharged in an effort to keep up with 
inflation, and as you can imagine, not every printing went according to plan. This lot in two binders is loaded with surcharge 
varieties, some listed in Michel, others not. Featuring both flat plate & rotary printings, there are plenty of corner margin copies, 
pairs and blocks of various sizes with HAN numbers, row values, plate numbers, and sheet serial numbers or marginal control 
numbers. There are wildly misplaced surcharges, surcharge errors, such as MiNr. 332 DD I, which is a 10-billion surcharge on top 
of an already-existing 5-billion surcharge, and this one is both signed and has an accompanying certificate. Other errors too, like 
MiNr. 334 APF, which is a 10-billion surcharge on the 10-million stamp. There are plate variations, color shades, and undoubtedly 
plenty more to be discovered. From the looks of it, most of it is never hinged, especially the blocks and strips, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, this collection may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
623   Germany, “Fun with Inflation” Part II Mostly Mint Collection, 1923, We continue our series on the inflationary stamps of 

Germany with this collection beginning with Scott #280, the 500,000 Mark stamp, which quite incredibly is the lowest denomination 
in the set! Two binders present a seemingly endless parade of mostly never hinged mint singles, pairs, strips and blocks, many 
of which have either row values, plate numbers, marginal inscriptions or the highly-collectable HANs (Hausauftragsnummern), 
which can be best translated as a “print shop job order”. Listed in Michel, you’ll find a slew of them, as well as many other items of 
interest now listed in Scott, such as #282a, a color variety, plate varieties, like 286a, and perf varieties, an example of which is 297a 
as an imperf pair. Shifted values, omitted values, even inverted values, such as 289b. Misperfs and double perforations, errors, such 
as MiNr. 314 APF (one stamp missing value in a strip of five), and some privately done surcharges from the so-called “Rheinische 
Republik” as footnoted in Michel. An absolute treasure trove for the specialist! generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection may be 
viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
624   Germany, Pneumatic Post that Rohred, 1876-1945, 200+ envelopes and postal cards transported by Rohrpost, German pneumatic 

tube mail; includes Express mail, uprated postal cards, fascinating auxiliary markings, commercial, Official, and Registered mail; 
references include The Berlin Rohrpost (Smart), Germany: The Berlin Pneumatic Post (Duggan copy from The London Philatelist), 
and an article from The American Philatelist; an exhibit or popular online stock for a dealer, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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625   Germany, “Fun with Inflation” Part III Mostly Mint Collection, 1921-23, This installment of the inflationary stamps of 
Germany begins innocently enough with the 1921 issue and denominations from 5 pfennig to 20 marks. However, things would 
very quickly spiral out of control, and before you could even say “Fahrvergnügen”, denominations were already in the thousands. 
This collection in two binders consisting of mostly mint never hinged presents these stamps as singles, strips and blocks of various 
sizes. Many with HAN numbers, crazy misperfs, imperf singles & pairs of #187 and others, plate varieties, such as MiNr. 241 I, 
258 IX, and 213 I with certificate. We have numerous gutter pairs, coil end strips, encased postage stamps, various color shades, 
some dramatically higher in catalogue value, such as a never-hinged copy of 169a with certificate, and some other unusual items, 
like a pair of 203 with blank field (signed Peschl). An absolute joy to thumb through and a welcome addition to any German 
collection, generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 8.4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
626   Germany, Eclectic Mostly Mint Collection, 1919-26, In one binder and mostly mint never hinged singles, strips and blocks of 

various sizes of the Germania issue, “Deutsches Reich” overprints on stamps of Bavaria, the National Assembly commemoratives 
and the first set of airmails. Numerous examples of the elusive HAN numbers, color varieties, such as #121c never hinged with 
certificate, plate varieties, like MiNr. 126 II in a corner margin strip of five, which has ‘28’ instead of ‘18’ for its row value or the 
infamous “unbedeckte Brust” variety of the same issue (MiNr. 130 IV). Some vertical gutter pairs of Bavaria 267 & 270 (MiNr. 
130ZS & 133ZS) and imperfs of the same series, 266-67, 269 (2), 270, 272, as well as 124b with certificate. Many more items 
of interest, like a specimen of 132, a pair with inverted surcharge and unpriced in Scott (133b), encased postage stamps, and a 
number of pages with privately produced propaganda and advertising overprints. If you’ve been wanting to spruce up your German 
collection, this is it, generally Fine to Very Fine, this collection may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
627   Germany, “all together Now!”, Mint Zusammendrucke & Booklet Panes, 1916-21, In one binder, an exciting and captivating 

lot of pairs, strips and blocks of Zusammendrucke. There are tête-bêche and gutter pairs, many full booklet panes, and numerous 
blocks and strips with HAN numbers. Better se-tenants, such as MiNr #S21F and many unusual items, like MiNr. RL6F (Randstück 
mit Leerfeld), which is best translated as a margin copy with empty field, and KZ4F, a tête-bêche Zusammendruck with gutter, 
and all of these with certificates! Grab a Michel catalogue and see what the excitement is all about! generally Fine to Very 
Fine, this collection may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
628   Germany & austria, astounding Revenue Holding, 1855-1930s, Something else you don’t see everyday, German revenues, 

at least not in this quantity, with stacks on original documents and many full sheets. Larger offerings from Prussia and Hessen, 
but other areas too, like Bavaria, Alsace-Lorraine, and an entire folder of Austria from the second half of the 19th century. You’ll 
find them on passports, bank statements, insurance papers, even a hunting license from 1910. Hundreds more singles, both used 
& unused, many on piece, and a wide range from income tax to vacation stamps. Even for those well-versed in German revenues, 
there is surely much to be discovered and savored, generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous images online. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
629   Germany, Mostly Full Sheets with Coil Strips of Eleven, 1916-23, You’ve probably seen it before, full sheets of German 

inflation stamps, which at the time was hardly worth the paper it was printed on. And over the past century, the sheets we do see 
usually suffer partial separations, curling, sticking together, and the inevitable damage to its outer stamps. Then a lot like this 
comes along where extra care was obviously taken over the years; of the 200 or so full sheets, over half are fresh looking with 
undisturbed gum and perforations intact. There’s #108, 114, 115-16, 118-28, 130, 133-35, B3-4, C1-2, and many, many more 
including blocks of various sizes. And if you’re also into coils, there are over 60 Elferstreifen (strips of 11) here, including #97-98 as 
a Zusammendruck, 118-25, 127-32, 177-84, as well as some coil end strips, generally Fine to Very Fine, just promise if you win the 
lot, you will take equal care of it as the previous owner did. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
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630   Germany, alder and Germania Postal History, 1899-1901, 100+ remarkable covers, postal cards, and parcel receipts with 
the 1900 Germania definitives (Mi 53-Mi 62) and the issues immediately proceeding and follow it on black pages in a 3 ring 
binder; uprated postal cards to Singapore and Milano, mixed Alder and Germania to Sweden, England, and Costa Rica, triple 
rate “via Genua Buenos-Aires y los Andes”, Express letters, Mi 53 commercial local use, town and auxiliary marking study, 
mail to Denmark and Eritrea, Registered Printed Mater (unusual rate 3pf + 20pf registration), experimental Bickerdike machine 
cancels, mixed franking with British postage, Official mail requiring postage for local delivery, return receipt for postal money 
order, lovely cover to Nagasaki, Mourning cover forwarded with postage due, Registered postcard to Alexandria, Offices in 
China postcard postmarked Kiautschou, attractive Jaffa postmark, Offices in Shanghai commercial via Vaucouver to Levi 
Strauss in San Francisco (with Steuer cert), Registered to algeria, superior Berlin cancels, double weight Registered, foreign 
package card, insured letter to Morovia, Registered to The Netherlands and Belgium; exceptional condition and postal interest, 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
631   Germany, Shield Issue Postal History, 1872-1881, 120 better covers and cards franked with the Imperial Eagle in a pair of 

Lighthouse cover albums; nice examples of uprated postal cards, interesting destinations and great postal markings; small and 
large shield examples including Mi # 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, and 26 consignor was known stickler for superior 
condition; frankings catalog $2,000+ alone, Very Fine.  Shipping charges apply - weight 4.2 lbs. Michel 1//10, 16//26. (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
632   Germany, advanced Collector Postal History Holdings, 1872-1933, 350+ individually sleeved Empire up to Inflation Period; to 

Melborne Victoria and returned, uprated postal cards, WWI censor mail, Royal Business handstamp with confirming signature, 
Chairmain of Income Tax Assessment with government seal, US Consulate at Barmen, uprated commercial postal card to Finland, 
newspaper wrappers to the US, 1903 postal card to Nassau trying to buy Specimen overprinted stamps, WWII mail to Istambul 
with censor tape on all 4 sides, unused Pneumatic Mail postal card, numerous banking “Money” letters, Mi 293 (20) paying 
Domestic Intercity (Rate Period 20), folded court document (Rate Period 20), International Letter to Transvaal (Rate Period 25), 
Foreign to US for mere 6 weeks (Rate Period 8), Special Delivery with unexplainable rate (Rate Period 7), 1898 Reichpost 20pf 
tied Shanghai IJPO, Mi 253a (22) Domestic double weight 1st Class with roller cancel (Rate Period 16), Mi 95 (8) International 
Registered to Switzerland (Rate Period 1), Mi 208 (10) Domestic Intercity 1st Class (Rate Period 14), International Mourning 
announcement (Rate Period 27B), Domestic postcard 3 weeks for Intercity (Rate Period 9), Mi 87IId Foreign to US (Rate Period 
4), Mi 126 (2) Foreign to Switzerland (Rate Period 6), Grand Ducal affairs Mourning envelope, and many more; bonus 1815 
War Rate US folded letter; much to explore here, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Germany
633   Germany, Better Postal History Collection, 1873-1938, about 110 better envelopes and postal cards; Mi 163II International 

Printed Matter (Rate Period 7), Mi 187 Local (2) (Rate Period 9), 1908 to Chile, 1858 Charlottenburg boxed single line on folded 
letter, 1902 picture postcard to Montevideo, uprated postal card Airmail to Paris, Postage Due to Austria, 1903 Postage Paid Reply 
attached, Express Mail postcard (Rate Period 5), Postage Due postal card Italy, 1904 commercial German South Africa, 1922 
Trans-Atlantic Berlin to Philadelphia, 1/2 Gr large shield on postcard with 1979 cert, Special Delivery uprated postal card, 1898 
to Milano, Registered “money” letter, and more; useful postal history, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

German Offices in China: Regular Issues
Worldwide A-Z Germany

634   German Offices in China Mint Collection, in mounts on Scott or quadrille pages with fair number being NH, premium include 
1-6 NH, 1 block (2 stamps NH), 1a corner margin block (stamps NH), 1c, 2a, 3a, 4a (3 including NH corner margin pair), 5a (2), 
5-6 NH, 6a, 16 NH (signed Pfenninger, Kohler), 16 (l.h.), 24-35 (2, some NH), 36b (white retouch, APS cert), 37-46 (few regums), 
47-56 NH (2), 55 corner margin pair 25:17 (stamps NH, Mi 46 BIbb), etc., occasional bit of lightly toned or disturbed gum but 
generally F-VF. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Colonies
Worldwide A-Z Germany

635   German Foreign Offices and Colonies Mint Collection, extensive collection of mint sets and singles in a Scott album with good 
number being NH, many highlights with Offices in Morocco 28 NH, 45-52 blocks NH, 57 NH, Cameroun 24 NH (signed Steuer, 
Michel type IIB), Caroline Islands 3-5 NH, German East africa 19-20 NH, N121 NH, NB9, German New Guinea 1-18 NH, 
20-23 NH, German South West africa 1-3 NH, 10 NH, Mariana Islands 14a NH, Marshall Islands 3-4 NH, 11-12 NH, 13-27 
NH, New Britain 2 NH, 5-6 NH, 5 NH (Ceremuga cert), 18f (BPA cert), 19 NH, 22 NH, 23 NH (2), 30-33, 43 NH (Ceremuga cert), 
51 NH (2), O1 NH, O1-2, Japanese Occupation issues with the 1914 red chop of Tamura on 5pf, 10pf, 20pf, 25pf, 30pf (Ceremuga 
cert), 50 pf and 80pf (Ceremuga cert) yacht issues, Samoa 51-53 NH, 57-73 NH, 73a NH, 101 NH, 104, etc., generally fresh and 
F-VF, excellent foundation collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Plebiscite Areas: Upper Silesia
Worldwide A-Z Germany

636   Upper Silesia, Specialised Collection, 1920-1923.  stockbook brimming full, specialised stamp collection of this seldom seen and 
even scarcer offered Country, including key stamps, varieties, covers, CIHS overprints (includes some certificates), a late entry so 
have a look online—- its all there and has a high amalgamated value, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

WWII Occupations
Worldwide A-Z Germany

637   German WW II Occupation of France, St Nazaire Postal History, 1944-1945.  Fantastic collection of over 100 covers/ cards 
from the German occupation of France specializing in various frankings, varieties and usages, something the true enthusiast will 
enjoy to occupy your time, rarely seen like this and quite valuable, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Germany Post-WWII
Worldwide A-Z Germany

638   Germany, Safety Box Holding of Key Issues, 1945-1952.  Beautiful lot of key stamps both mint and used on stock cards in a box, 
in which very many better stamps such as (Michel no’s): Bundespost 123-138** (post horn set, signed Schlegel), Berlin 1-20**, 
1-20*, 21-34* (red overprint), 35-41* (UPU, 2x), 42-60**, 42-60*, 61-63*, 68-70** (2x), souvenir sheets 1** (signed Schlegel), 
1*, 1 (2x, both signed Schlegel), good part French Zone, DDR Karl Marx blocks MNH and canceled, etc., generally fine-very fine 
or better Extremely high catalogue value! Imaged fully online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
639   Germany, “In the Zone” DDR, Berlin & Other Occupied Zones, 1945-90, The Americans, the British, the French and the 

Russians each had their own Zone to administer after the War and they are all covered here in three Minkus albums with all 
stamps in clear mounts. The bulk, as you can imagine, is East Germany (1949-90), following in the footsteps of the Soviet 
Union and its proliferation of stamp issues. With the exception of used Official stamps, an all-mint collection which looks for all 
intents and purposes complete, with many added sheetlets and booklet panes. That being said, you will obviously find these items 
among the herd: #54-57A, 58-67, 82-84, 144a (perf & imperforate), 146a (perf & imperforate), 226a, 264a, B21, B21a, B35a. 
Also, some premium material which pre-date the DDR, such as Russian Zone #10NB11, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern #12NB1-
12NB3, thuringia #16N9, 16N9f, West Saxony #14NB16c. West Berlin (1948-90) is another collection which goes beyond 
completeness with many added coil strips, booklets, and tête-bêche & gutter pairs. Better here include #9N1-9N20, 9N21-9N34, 
9N35-9N41, 9N42-9N60, 9N61-9N63, 9N64-9N67, 9N68, 9N108-9N110, 9NB1-9NB3, 9NB3a. For the British & american 
Zone, there’s #B294-B95 and for the French, Baden #5N28-45N0, 5NB8a-5NB8b, Rheinland-Pfalz #6N30-6N38, and let’s not 
forget Saar (1920-59), a well-filled collection with many better, such as #68-83, 99-116, B5-B8, B16-B22, B23-B29, B47-B53, 
B54-B60, B76, C1-C4, O27-O38, Fine to Very Fine, and well worth a look. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
640   Germany, Mostly Mint Collections of East, West & Berlin, 1948-97, In a total of eight volumes, mostly mint and nearly 

complete collections of Berlin (1948-90) and BRD (1949-97) in hingeless Lighthouse albums, and five Lighthouse binders with 
DDR (1949-90) including the Russian Zone all neatly arranged on stocksheets and from the looks of it, could possibly be complete. 
Among the many better mint sets & singles are the following: Berlin 9N35-41, 9N61-63, 9N68, 9N70-79, 9N108-10, 9NB1-3, 
9NB3a, 9NB4-5, West Germany 702-21, B310-13, B316-17, B320-23, B327-30, East Germany 82-84, 122-36, 144a (perf & 
imperf), 146a (perf & imperf), 264a, B21a (also used), and Russian Zone 10NB11, 16N9f including locals, such as Finsterwalde 
and Strausberg. Many additional complete booklets and officials beyond the Scott listings (Laufkontrollzetteln), generally 
Fine to Very Fine, some video flips online as reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 46.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Post-WWII Occupations: Allied Occupation
Worldwide A-Z Germany

641   Germany - allied Occupation, Mint accumulation, 1945.  extensive accumulation housed in 18 volumes comprising of more 
than 3200 complete MNH sheets of the Allied Occupation of Germany, including more than 5000 plate flaws, owners Catalogue 
value over 165,000 euros, conservatively estimated and excellent for internet sellers, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 103.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Post-WWII Occupations: Allied Occupation/Bizone
Worldwide A-Z Germany

642   Germany, allied Zone Band, Carpet, Network Overprints Holding, 1948.  MNH special collection/accumulation on stock 
cards in box, in which top sheet margins, plate and roller # printing, including Michel 63 IIP (49x!), much signed material etc., a 
late entry to the fair, owners Catalogue value over 48000 euros, all online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 4.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Post-WWII Occupations: Berlin
Worldwide A-Z Germany

643   Germany: Berlin, a Comprehensive attractive Stock, 1948-1990.  A solid inventory of several thousand stamps neatly mounted 
and identified by Scott numbers, comprised of over 1800 sales cards of mint & used sets & singles housed in three long file boxes 
in a medium size carton, A great lot containing a plethora of sets & singles in the $10 to $100 range with much N.H. acquired as 
new issues by an old time dealer, A few highlights by Scott number include: 9N6 used $60., 9N10 used (3) $135., 9N13 used (4) 
$90., 9N27-9N30 used $65., 9N32 mint $40., 9N38-9N41 used + duplicates $277., 9N42-9N60 used (6) $252., 9N59-9N60 (used 
6 of each) $180., 9N61-9N62 used (2) $100., 9N63 (1) mint (12) used $1690., 9N64//9N67 used $90., 9N68 used (5) $150., 9N69 
used $40., 9N75-9N79 used (2) $146., 9N78 used (5) $187., 9N79 used (24 including 3 Blocks) $360.,9N84-9N93 mint (1) used 
(2) $110., 9N91 mint (6) $84., 9N92 used (17) $119., 9N97 used (25) $212., 9N98 used (8) $200.,9N99-9N100 (1) mint (3) used) 
$89., 9N101-9N102 mint (4) $64., 9N103 mint (16) $112., 9N113-9N114 mint N.H. (17) + used (14) $169., 9N115 mint N.H. (6) 
used (12) $252., 9N116-9N117 mint (21) used (17) $232., 9N120-9N136 used (2) $89., 9N134 mint (9) used (2) $213., 9N140-
9N141 mint (16) used (9) $134., 9N143 mint (18) used (17) $209., 9N215-9N222 mint (10) $72., 9N231-9N250 mint ((7) $87., 
9N284-9N301 mint (3) $73., 9N359-9N376 (3) mint $123., 9NB6-9NB7 used $48., 9NB12 mint N.H. (7) $84. The listing above 
is a fraction of the total size which is very impressive. Please view if possible to fully appreciate the size and scope of the stock. 
Quantities are usually between 3 and 20 with much N.H. purchased as new issues. Decent used but after the earlier issues there is 
much more mint. Condition is excellent with few if any faults. Very high Scott value. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Federal Republic
Worldwide A-Z Germany

644   Germany: Federal Republic, Zusammendrucke, 1951-1960. Parallel mint and used collection including duplicates in stockbook, 
contains many better combinations such as (Michel no’s): W1**, S14, S15** (3x), S15 (2x), S16**, S22** (2x), S23** (5x), 
S24** (2x), S24 (2x), S30** (2x), S31** (3x), S32** (3x), RL 1, RL 2** (2x), RL 2, Heftchenblatt 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, plus many others 
too numerous to list, Catalogue value approximately. 25,000 euros, give it a flip and then a bid, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 3.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Germany
645   Germany: Federal Republic, Nearly Complete Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1949-2002, Clean and attractive collection in 

three hingeless Lighthouse albums; appears to be all never hinged and with the exception of the Post Horn series and #B316-B317, 
virtually complete until 2001. Actually, one could argue it goes way beyond completeness with numerous coil strips of five, 
complete booklets and booklet singles, tête-bêche pairs, Zusammendrücke and Framas. Better mint include #665-666, 667-668, 
669, 686, 693, 698-701, 702-721, B310-B13, B314-B315, B318-B319, B320-B323, B327-B330, B334-B337, overall Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 16.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

DDR: Soviet Zone
Worldwide A-Z Germany

646   Soviet Zone, “the Russians are Coming!”, Knockout 3-Volume Collection, 1945-49, Exceptional holding with all stamps, 
covers and souvenir sheets blackmounted on pages. You’ll find the Scott-listed areas of Berlin-Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern, Saxony and thuringia, as well as the Lokalausgaben (local issue) and Nichtamtliche Ausgaben (unofficial issues) 
as listed in Michel. As you probably have surmised, mostly mint, but a reasonable amount of scarcer used examples too, including 
on piece and on cover. The first volume covers the states which fell under Soviet hands and features multiple pages of each issue, 
some as many as seven times. The pages appear to be identical, but after spot-checking, both “fallend” & “steigend” watermarks 
were detected, so perhaps other varieties are waiting to be found. Some of the better items include Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 
used block of four of #12N16, East Saxony mint 15N1 and unlisted Scott, such as grey paper and rouletted varieties on the numeral 
issue, West Saxony used 14N15-20 & 14NB1-12 on pieces, and mint 14NB16 including many se-tenant pairs and some in blocks 
called Herzstücke, for example MiNr. Hz.10-11, thuringia mint 16NB4a, and plenty more. The other two volumes tackle the local 
& unofficial issues, from some of the more familiar places, like Cottbus, Finsterwalde, Meissen, Strausberg and others, to some 
really obscure stuff, some of the towns not even listed in Michel! There’s even a certificate for a set from Saulgau (MiNr. XIII-
XXIV), but there will undoubtedly be some fakes and forgeries in the mix; nevertheless, most of it is good and a welcome addition 
to any German collection, generally Fine to Very Fine, entire lot viewable online. (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Greece

647   Greece, “Going Greek” Mostly Mint Collection, 1861-1987, In two volumes and mostly mint with all stamps blackmounted, as 
well as a secondary collection hinged on pages. In addition to some very valuable, mostly used Hermes Heads, better used include 
#117-26 & 137. There is also a very nearly complete mint/used run from 1924 into the 70’s and better mint include 183, 245, 248, 
344-61, 416-20, 544, 549-55, 582-85, 587-600, 604-17, C5-7, etc. Owner states CV at $6,200 and that number is based only on 
stamps up until 1940! Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, collection partly viewable online. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 10.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Greenland

648   Greenland, Virtually Complete Mint Collection, 1905-2010, In a Stender album with all stamps in black mounts, an absolutely 
exhilarating collection from the former Danish colony. And from the looks of it, the only major catalogue number missing is Q4a, 
the 10 øre parcel post perf 12½. Everything else is here and then some; there are booklets, the singles from the souvenir sheets, 
miniature sheets from the 2000s, the Thule locals including imperf pairs, and most importantly, both the black & red overprints 
on the Liberation issue. And if that weren’t enough, an unbelievable collection of Danish Christmas Seals, which is not only 
complete up to 2010, but like the Greenland collection, contains many extras, such as the imperf variety of the world’s first seal 
from 1904, the two Caritas sheets from the 1950s, and over 80 sheets of ten of the official reprint series, which began in 1976. 
Now, if you can just get your hands on Q4a! Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Greenland
649   Greenland, Nearly Complete Never Hinged Mint Collection, 1915-2017, In two like-new, hingeless Davo albums, and with the 

exception of the pictorial issue of 1945 and the subsequent liberation overprints, a complete run of regular issues to 2017, as well 
as most of the Parcel Post stamps, including #Q1, Q3-Q4, Q4b (2), Q5, Q6a, Q7-Q8, Q8a, Q10-Q11. Of all the premium items, 
such as #1-9, 28-40, etc., the only stamp I found with a hinge mark was #Q5. A beautiful collection in every respect, overall Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Guadeloupe

650   Guadeloupe Collection, 1884/1947, advanced collection in mounts on Scott pages with extra quadrille pages for errors and 
varieties, starts with 24 singles of French Colonies general issues with assorted Guadeloupe cancels, then the classic 1884/1903 
overprints and surcharges (mostly mint) including several pages of overprint/ surcharge varieties with the 1891 issue including 
some split overprints, spelling varieties, etc. and the 1903 surcharges with various types and including some multiples, inverted 
surcharges, mostly complete 1922/47 (majority mint), B4-8 mint, C1-12 mint, J4-5 mint, J7-8 mint, J11-14 mint, J11 mint block 
with one stamp “UADELOUPE” variety (Roumet cert), etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, a “must view” for the specialist. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Iceland

651   Iceland, “When Only the Best Will Do” all Mint Collection, 1873-2010, An absolutely spectacular collection in a Stender 
album with all stamps in black mounts and very nearly complete. Powerful classics with some exceptional centering for the time 
period. We will include numerous scans for your perusal, but here’s a listing of the premium items contained in this collection: 
#1-3, 5, 7, 8-14, 15-20, 17a, 21-30, 32 (with cert), 33, 33A (with cert), 34-44B, 49-52 (52 with cert), 66-68, 71-85, 92-98, 99-107, 
108-28, 130-38, 140-43, 144-48, 149, 150 (with cert), 152-66, 170-75, 176-87, 213-16, 232-35, 246-52, 257-68, 273, 283a in a 
block of nine, B5, C2, C4-8, C9-11, C12-14, O2-3, O4-9, O10-12, O25-30 (O27 with cert), O40-49, O53-67, O68 and a page of 
plate varieties, some of which are in Scott, such as 212a (double surcharge) and 40a in a block of six. Scott-unlisted as well, like 
Facit #76v1 and Tj 41v. It might be quite a while before we see an Icelandic collection rival this one! generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 6.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Iceland
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652   Iceland, “Stórfurðulegur” Mint & Used Collection, 1873-2010, In two hingeless Lighthouse albums, both in pristine condition, 
an extraordinary collection of Iceland strong in both the classics and nearly complete in the modern era up to the turn of the 
millennium. Collection tapers off after 2000 but pages continue until 2016 just waiting for the right person to expand upon. But 
let’s talk more about these classics, and you can pull up the scans as I list the numbers. Some very difficult-to-obtain stamps are 
among the highlights: unused #1-3, 6, 85, 97-98, 152-60, 162-66, 213-16, 232-35, 245, 273, 275-77, 289-96, B5, C2, C4-8, C9-
11, O3-4, O11-12, O53-67, and used 9, 12, 17-20, 28-29, 51, 55, 58-59, 68, 83-84, 91, 92-96, 99-103, 116-28, 130-38, 140, 141 
(revenue cancel), 142, 143 (revenue cancel), 175, 186, 285, C19-20, O2, O7-9, O28-30, O40-49, O69. Condition does vary, but on 
the whole Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Israel

Israel & Judaica
Worldwide A-Z Israel

653   Israel and Judaica, Extensive advanced Collection, 1948-2016, a trio of three ring binders with a few hundred Vario type pages 
packed with Israel and KKL; mint tab singles collection, first coins have plate number margin singles and 7-9 are without tabs, 
tete-beche pairs, gutter pairs, tete-beche gutter pairs, extensive vending machine definitives and commemoratives, minisheets, 
souvenir sheets, 100+ different plate blocks, two dozen unexploded booklets, early KKL (including plate blocks and sheets) 
and other charity labels, striking charity EFOs (imperforate, gutter pairs, missing colors), radio license stamps, Gaza and Golan 
Heights, 1961 Fourth Revenues, 1968 Zahal Revenue stamps, Insurance Fee, Banking Transactions, as well as several hundred 
Israeli stamps in full post office fresh sheets; meticulous and well worth reviewing online, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 23.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

JNF Issues
Worldwide A-Z Israel

654   Israel, the B’rith of a Nation Stock, 1948-ca. 1982.  A solid little holding, most of 1960s-1982 First Day and commemorative 
covers (we estimate several hundred in total), many of which are still in their original Israel Post Office mailing envelopes; also 
features two albums of stamps, a Scott Specialized (somewhat lightly filled), and a more complete White Ace album which 
includes several early used tabs, plus mint singles of the 1949 Jerusalem issue, 1949 Coin definitive and Postage Due sets, 1950 
First Airmail set, 1950 Festival and Negev issues, and essentially complete (most mint, many tabs) from there to 1964; also features 
a nice array of mint and used plate blocks, Fine to Very Fine or better, have a nargila with your winning bid. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 29 lbs. Shipping charges apply - weight 29 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Regular Issues
Worldwide A-Z Israel

655   Israel, Virtually Complete With tabs, 1948-2020, five-volume Lighthouse hingeless collection missing a handful of modern 
stamps (and none of the rare ones) plus an impressive binder of unexploded booklets; powerful mint including #7-9 (high value is a 
corner tab), 10-14 with color bands, 10-14 vertical gutter pairs with tabs and color bands (1969 Koral certificate), 10-14 tête-bêche 
gutter, 10-14 vertical gutter pairs, 1949 Coins tête-bêche and tête-bêche gutter pairs, and J1-J5; includes 3-ring binder with 53 
different unexploded booklets, some souvenir and mini-sheets, and several better First Day Covers with tabs, Very Fine.  Shipping 
charges apply - weight 32 lbs. Scott $18,000+. (photo on web site).............................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Israel
656   Israel, Marvelous Never Hinged Mint Collection with tabs, 1948-78, Very attractive collection in a two-volume hingeless 

Lighthouse set; nearly complete with scores of better items, such as #10-14 including tête-bêche pairs, 15 (2), 16, 17-25, 18-21 
tête-bêche pairs both with & without gutter, 27 (2), 32b with & without gutter, 35-36, 37, 46-47, 48-50, 55, 241a, C1-C6, C9-
C17, J6-J11, overall Very Fine, images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italian area

657   Italian area, Extensive Used Collector Estate, 1893-1954.  Housed in three well-filled stockbooks, where bulging is good, 
impressive mainly used collector estate, in mainly very good condition, many key stamps and sets in quantity are present including 
the high values, very seldom seen in such condition and such quantities, including better occupation WWII, Fiume, Venezia, 
Aegean, Levant, very powerful post in China (Peking and Tientsin to high values), general colonies, Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Libya, 
Somalia, Tripolitania and Triest, Collectors Estimated Sassone catalogue value between 200.000 and 250.000 EURO!!!! generally 
fine to very-fine, imaged fully online and could be the best value of the sale. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.4 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ......................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
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658   Italian area, “Che Bello!” Monumental 98% Mint Collection, 1862-1999, In four large binders with all stamps neatly 
blackmounted on album pages, an extraordinary collection of mint, from powerful classics and highly comprehensive modern 
including errors, to many valuable and difficult-to-obtain sets from the colonies and other areas. Consider the following mint for 
example: Italy #20-21, 24-26, 37-40, 42-44, 45-51, 52-57, 58-63, 64-66, 67-72, 76-91, 111-12, 115-16, 117-18, 142A-42D, 201-
10, 248-56, 268-79, 280-89, 290-305, 324-28, 331-41, 345-48, 349-54, 359-66, 367-76, 377-86, 477, 495-506, B17-19, B30-33, 
C3-9, E1-5, E9, E11, J25-27, P1, Q7-19, and others I could have listed but didn’t, because the original gum is in question. Many 
of these might in fact be good and would be best served with a certificate. Speaking of certs, there are indeed some here, such as 
a mint #36 with o.g. (cat $4,400) and #54, also o.g. (cat $2,350). Some terrific used sets too, like 17-20, C42-47, C62-65, C95-99, 
and the issues of 1901-22 with advertising labels. The modern era is highly complete with scores of shifted perf and color varieties, 
virtually all of them with certificates, such as the following Sassone #’s: 1458a, 1459b, 1461c, 1461f, 1462a (block of four of the 
shifted head variety = €80,000!), 1537a, 1540b, 1541Aa, 1541Ab, 1544Ab, 1546c, and many more. Other areas include Offices in 
turkey (Janina) used 11 (on piece), 12, and in Salonika, mint 1-8, Eritrea (1892-1934) with mint 1-11, 47, 119-28, 168-74, B4, 
B29-32, C7-16, CB1-10, J1-9, J10a, J14, J15-27, Fiume (1918-24) with mint 27-43, 172-83, B4-15, J1-12, and used 98, 100-03, 
149-58, E4-5, Italian Colonies (1932-34) with mint C13-19, C20-28, C29-35, Italian East africa (1938-41) with mint C1-11, 
C18, San Marino (1877-1932) with mint 4, 15-17, 23-24, 134-38, 139-42, 143-50, Somalia (1906-26) with mint J1-11 (cats 
$5,500, high values signed), J12-22a, J12a-21a, J31-41, Q1-9, Q10-15, a highly specialized collection of trieste Zone a (1947-54) 
with gum & paper varieties, inscription blocks and gutter pairs, with mint 1-17, 18-29, 41, 58-69, 109-10, C1-6, C13-16, J7-15, 
J16-29, and trieste Zone B, with mint 3a, 51-65, 65a, 93-104, C17, C17a, RA1, occupied areas, for example, the occupation of 
Ljubljana N1-17, and the Yugoslavian occupation of Istria, Sassone #22-36 (3 values with certificate), and a nearly complete mint 
run of all the aegean Islands (1912-41). A collection to treasure, yet still room for expansion. Buona fortuna!, overall Fine to Very 
Fine. (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
659   Italian area, all things Italy, Mostly Used Collection, 1874-1954.  Wonderful mainly used collection in lovely quality, so many 

expensve stamps and sets present of this hard to find material, strong issues WWI and WWII, Triest, Fiume, Italian post in China, 
Levant including most expensive issues, Venetia, local stamps including. many hard to find issues, in 2 very well filled Marini 
albums. Magnificent collection with an incredible catalogue value!! Offered very cheap!! Shipping charges apply - weight 6.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
660   Italian area, Rich Postal History Collection, 1860-1955, two three ring binders with envelopes from Italian States through 

WWI, WWII, and some into the 1950s; wonderful condition with superior cancels and interesting destinations; censor mail 
from the Great War (before we started numbering them); Registered mail and nice example of currency transmission envelope; 
autographs of Sabelli & Pond on cover; Italian Socialist Republic overprints on Registered cover; extensive mint and used 
postal cards aMG on cover; dozens of commercial use Express mail from 1940-50s; 1943 driver’s license with photograph and 
Revenue stamps; Revenue documents with stamps; a gold mine for the postal historian, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 9.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
661   Italy & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection in Stockbooks, 1858-1994, Three Lighthouse stockbooks featuring everything Italian, 

from the motherland to Offices Abroad, aegean Islands and its many colonies including Castellorizo (1922-30), Corfu (1923-
41), Cyrenaica (1930-34) with used #59-64, Eritrea (1892-1934) with used 175-80, Ethiopia (1936) with mint N1-7, Fiume 
(1918-24), Italian East africa (1938-41) with used C9-10, Libya (1912-66), Oltre Giuba (1925-26), San Marino (1877-1990) 
with mint 1, 11, 169-72, Somalia (1903-89) with mint C14-16, C22-27, C68-69, trieste Zones a & B (1947-53), tripolitania 
(1925-34) and Vatican City (1929-97). Some of the best material however lies with Italy itself (1858-1994) with used 38, 60-62, 
124-25, 158, 201-07, B1-3, C2 (on piece), C103-04 and mint 119-22, 140-42, 159-64, B17-19, B30-33, C79-83, etc, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
662   Italian area, Italy & Lombardy-Venetia Stampless Folded Letters Postal History accumulation, 1800s-60s, about 220 pre-

philatelic and stampless folded letters from the early 1800s to about the 1860s in two cover albums and loose in a box. This lot 
distinguishes itself with the variety and high quality of the postal markings. Some of the better are ‘COPROIDO’, ‘CIVIDALE’, 
‘SPILIMBERGO’, MONTAGNANA’, ‘TOLMEZZO’ and many others with interesting rate markings and distribution cachets. 
Mostly domestic with sendings to Venice, Milan and Turin, as well as others, Very Fine. An excellent lot not often seen this nice 
and uncommon on this side of the Atlantic. (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Italian Area
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663   Italy & Colonies, Mostly Mint Collection, 1862-1991, In three like-new hingeless Palo albums, a well-filled collection consisting 
of a mix of mint & used until about 1920, then virtually all mint thereafter. Among the better sets & singles are used #17, 22, 
33, 52-56, 65-66, 72, J3-20, J22, J25-27, Q2-5, and a long list of mint: 19-21, 51, 58-63, 114, 115-16, 119-22, 124-25, 142A-D, 
159-64, 201-10, 248-56, 268-79, 280-89, 290-305, 324-28, 331-41, 359-66, 367-76, 377-86, 400-09, 477, 518, 526-27, B1-3, B17-
19, C1-5, C7-9, C23-26, C28-34, C79-83, C89-94, C95-99, C127-28, E1, E9, E11, Q37-60. Also includes the general issues for 
the aegean Islands with premium items, such as used #1-2 and mint 31-35, C15-19, C26, C28-31, CE1-2. In addition, a binder 
of stockpages with mint & used duplicates along with a sampling of colonies, overall Fine to Very Fine, scans available online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 22.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Italian Colonies

664   Italian Colonies, Extremely Well Filled Used Collection, 1903-1939.  Housed in a Marini album, including many better stamps 
such as (Michel no’s): Cyrenaica 11-16 (Manzoni, signed Diena), Eritrea 11, Italian Libya 61A, 62C, 63C, Italian Somalia 8-9, 57-
62 (Manzoni), 219-232, service 2 (!!), Italian Tripoli 163-176, 235-244, etc. Fully imaged online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 
5.2 lbs. Sassone €100,000+ ($112,100). (photo on web site) ........................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide A-Z Italian Colonies
665   Italian Colonies, Mint & Used Lovely Collection, 1893-1941.  In two lovely albums, Very extensive mint and used collection 

nicer than usual condition, includes many better stamps and sets of general Colonies, Africa, Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Libya, Oltre 
Giuba, Somalia and Tripolitania. Massive catalogue value, nice collection to continue or to breakdown for sales, generally fine to 
very-fine, a pleasure to be viewed. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Italian Colonies
666   Italian Colonies & territories, Burgeoning Mint Holding, 1893-1950.  A thick well-filled stockbook with a massive amount 

of mint/mint never hinged lot in quantities including. better Fiume, occupation WWII, Venezia, general colonies, Aegean Islands 
includes many Garibaldi sets, Eritrea, Libia, Oltre Giuba, Somalia, much better, also some Triest-A. Enormous amount of better 
material, incredible catalogue value!! Imaged for your pleasure entirely online. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Italian States

667   Italian States, Mind-Boggling Specialized & Highly Complete Collection, 1837-67, In four large binders with all stamps 
blackmounted on album pages, a collection of mint & used Italian States, the likes of which we will probably not see for some time 
to come. Not only is the level of completeness shockingly high, but almost all of it is in duplication many times over, displaying 
the many color shades and other varieties, including the various types of cancels throughout the various states. As we know, this 
area is rife with fakes & forgeries, and in many instances the collector has identified them as such including those by Fournier, but 
the majority looks good and includes many certificates and signatures to attest to that, such as Modena used Bolaffi #8g (Raybaudi-
Massilia cert). For simplicity, we will stick to Sassone numbers for the rest of this lot, and the following all have certs: Roman 
States mint 5A (pair) & 11, Sardinia used 1, used 7d, mint 16Ab, used 18A (2 with separate certs), mint 20S, Sicily used 3d, and 
Lombardy-Venetia used 1b, used 1d, mint 2, mint 38, mint 45 and a 1867 cover from Constantinople to Venice with a pair of 45. 
Many unusual items too, like specimen sheets of Romagna 1-9 in four different colors, and hundreds of all-different Cinderella 
labels from the 1880’s to the 1930’s with many military, philatelic show labels and other exhibitions, etc. And instead of showing 
you just a few select pages, we decided to show you everything, because as I mentioned in the beginning, a collection like this 
doesn’t come around very often, overall Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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Italy

668   Italy, Magnifico Mint Stock, 1852-1987, It’s difficult to come up with enough superlatives to describe this lot of four glassine 
files. It begins with a selection of states and 1862 embossed heads, which will make your mouth agape. Solid throughout the 
decades with a multitude of complete sets and better material, a lot of it in duplication many times over in singles and/or blocks, 
and a great deal of it never hinged, even pre-WWII. Get ready for the wall of numbers with approximate quantities #37, 38 (2), 
40, 42, 47, 48 (2), 52 (2), 54, 58-63 (3), 73-75 (3), 78-79 (2), 81, 90, 92, 93, 111 (10), 114, 115-16, 117-18, 119-22 (3), 124-25 (5), 
140-42 (22), 143-46 (16), 159-64 (10), 165-68 (7), 169 (4), 170, 171-74 (2), 174A-G, 183 (26), 201-07 (4), 208-10 (2), 248-56, 
258-64 (3), 263a, 265-67 (2), 268-79, 280-89 (4), 290-305 (3), 324-28 (2), 331-41 (3), 345-48 (2), 349-54, 359-66 (2), 367-76, 
377-86 (2), 477 (20), 477a, 486-88 (4), 495-506 (3), 510-13 (9), 514 (11), 515-17 (12), 518 (6), 522 (23), 526-27 (14), 533-34 (9), 
535-36 (23), 538-39 (6), 544-46 (2), 549-67 (14), 568-69 (13), 572-73 (15), 579-80 (10), 582-83 (10), 574-76 (9 with multiple used 
copies), 594-96 (11), 600 (15), 626-33 (5), 661-62 (gutter blocks of six), 672-73A (4), 832 -34 (8), B1-4 (6), B12A, B14 (signed), 
B17-19 (7), B20-25 (7), B30-33 (3), B39-42 (7), C1-2 (6), C3-9 (3), C10-11 (3), C23-26 (4), C34, C35-39 (6), C42-47 (3), C48-49, 
C52-55 (8), C62-65 (2), C66-72 (9), C73-78 (3), C79-83 (11), C84-88 (2), C95-99 (16), C100-05 (12), C127-28 (8), CE1-2 (5), 
CE8-9 (blocks of ten), D1-8 (2), D9-14 (blocks of ten), E1-5 (11), E9 (41), E11 (7), E19-25 (5), E26 (9), EY8 (9), J25-26, O1-8, P1 
(block of four), Q1-2 (5), Q7-15, Q55-60, QY1-4 (4), QY8 (7), QY10 (7), N20-33 and many, many more. There’s even an excellent 
range of Offices Abroad, beginning with the general issue #1-2 (2) and other areas, like Peking 12-13 (3), 16, 28, tientsin 1-3 (2), 
9, 20-21, J6, Constantinople 6-8, Durazzo 6-8, Janina 10-12, Jerusalem 6-8, Salonika 6-8, Scutari 6-8, Smyrna 6-8, Valona 
6-8 and more. If you’re looking for a big bite of Italian stock, this is it! As should be expected, condition will vary, but generally 
Fine to Very Fine, additional images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
669   Italy, Back-Of-the-Book Collection, 1860-1945.  Goodies book with expensive issues, Italy with varieties, postage dues including. 

inverts, advertising stamps, GNR including inverts, Venezia Giulia, Trentino, occupation 2nd World War, Levant including many 
expensive issues, Polish legion, 1945 local post etc. etc. in very nice condition, stockbook full with exciting material. Incredible 
catalogue value and retail value!! Fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
670   Italy, aMG, Extensive amalgamation of Specialist’s Study, 1945-1947.  simply beautiful, well organized collection very 

specializedAMG (American Military Government) overprints of Italy 1945-1947 with abundant variations of colors, gums, 
perforations, misprints, inverted overprints, plate reconstructions and every sort of variety imaginable, we note that some covers 
present, a well presented valauble holding that will easily be the starrt of a new area or great for retail sales, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, ex- Conti. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Italy
671   Italy, Back of the Book (BOB), Mint & used 1863-1945.  In an album, wonderful mint/used/mint n.h. collection, nearly complete 

including so many key stamps and sets of special delivery, pneumatic, official, BLP overprints nearly complete including many 
rare stamps, postage due, parcel post including many goodies, advertising labels, including. many key items, GNR set to 50 lire 
mint, GNR airmails complete etc. etc. in album. Sassone catalogue value over 50,000 Euros, generally fine to very-fine with a large 
number of key items present, why start at the front when you can complete the back first, have a look online or in person. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Italy
672   Italy, Extensive Mint and Used Stock Holding, 1879-1990, presented on 38 European-sized black cards, most identified and 

priced (in Euros), offering the dealer plenty of stock; mostly blocks and part-sheets, including numerous gutter items, all in 
appealing condition; starts with blocks of ten or more of #47 with issues from the Kingdom, Italian Socialist Republic overprints, 
modern errors and varieties, plus mint Airmail, Special Delivery, Postage Due, Official, Parcel Post and Pneumatic Post items; the 
used material (six cards) includes 13 sets of #C127-C128, plus five cards of mixed issues; appears fresh and sound throughout, 
though expect the occasional flaw, Fine to Very Fine with much better, a whopping €40,000+ in catalogue on just the cards with 
marked values; fully imaged online and well worth review. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Italy
673   Italy, Germany and austria, aMG, Mint, Used and Covers, 1943-1952.  Extensive, somewhat specialised holding on album 

pages and in a box primarily Allied Military Government 1943-1952 including documentation, in which Italy, Trieste, Trieste 
fiscal, and also includes their counterparts in Germany, Austria, and others, imaged fully for your perusal and bid, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Offices in China
Worldwide A-Z Italy

674   Italian Offices in China Mint Collection, 1917/19, mint singles and sets in mounts on Scott pages, featuring Peking 1, 13-15, 
19-20, 22-29, E1 NH, J1-4, J7, tientsin 5-6, 13, 15-22 (2), 23 (BPA cert), E1-2, J1-4, J6, J8, typical mixed centering, stamps o.g. 
or part o.g., F-VF. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands
Worldwide A-Z Italy

675   Italian Occupation of the aegean Islands, all Mint Collection, 1912-32, Astonishing collection with a virtually complete first 
issue for all the Aegean Islands, all in clear mounts on album pages, and a nearly complete set of the Garibaldi issue hinged on 
pages, missing only the island of Coo (Kos). By the numbers are the following: General Issue for the aegeans #1-2, Calchi #10, 
17-26, Calino #11, 17-26, Caso #10, 17-26, Coo #1-8, Lero #1-8, 10, 17-26, Lisso #10, 17-26, Nisiro #4-5, 9-10, 17-26, Patmo 
#5, 9-10, 17-26, Piscopi #1-8, 10, 17-26, Rhodes #1-12, 14, Scarpanto #1-10, 17-26, Simi #1-10, 17-26, Stampalia #1-10, 17-26, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Japan

676   Japan, the Yokoso Collection, 1872-2004, housed in six slipcased Lighthouse albums plus a thin stockbook of additional material; 
largely complete from the Kobans forward, and essentially complete from about 1915 on, including definitives, commemoratives, 
New Year stamps, National Parks (apparently complete, including the popular souvenir sheets), Airs, and Prefecture (Furusato) 
issues including booklets or booklet panes (a few duplicated), along with an offering of Offices in Korea and China; earlies mixed 
mint and used with the occasional fault, but essentially mint with most never hinged according to our spot checks; highlights 
include used #43 (syl 17), 49 and 60, and mint #77-80, 83-84, 91-105 & 107 (plus #106 and 108 used), 115-124 (plus #125 used), 
167-170, 179-187, 190-193, 198-201, 222a, 257-275, 276-279, C3-C7, both sets of Plane over Japanese Alps, etc., etc., etc.; post-
war material almost all never hinged and presenting massive catalogue and face value; a lovely holding on which to build, Very 
Fine on the whole, volume of early material fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 43 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Japan
677   Japan, Superb Modern Mint Collection with additional Stock, 1894-2006, Seven volumes of hingeless Lindner albums in 

excellent condition and covering the years 1954-2006. A little bit of room for expansion but otherwise extremely well-filled 
throughout. The face value alone from the 1980s onward is nearly ¥200,000. In addition, there are three stockbooks loaded with 
neatly organized duplicates spanning 1894-1977 and featuring a lot of better material, such as #85 (11), 201, 369-71, 519a, coil 
strip of 10 of #672, coil strips of 50 of #738 & 755 (2), C42 (10) and an entire sheet of 100 of #622. A quick flip of one volume of 
Lindner and the stockbooks viewable online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 46 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
678   Japan, Nearly Complete Prefectural Issues, 2007-20, Since 1989 when Japan started issuing stamps for its 47 prefectures, 

the total number of stamps per year exploded, but here’s a chance to grab fourteen years of them at once. In seven like-new, 
hingeless Palo albums, there isn’t a whole lot missing here. Enormous catalogue value, not to mention total face which comes to 
approximately ¥500,000! And the price alone for a new set of these albums is near our estimate! Very Fine, a quick flip of one 
volume online for your reference. Shipping charges apply - weight 45 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
679   Japan, Serious Rising Sun Collection, 1876-1981, two like-new Scott Specialty Series (one with slipcase) with promising 

collection; the first has mixture of used and unused with 1876-1935 used, 1936-1941 unused, and mixed thereafter; includes Scott 
# 45, 47, 48, 54, 63, 68-109, 163-166, 280-293 (unused), 381a, and 422; second volume has earlier pages but is populated 1958-
1981 as well as Semi Postal, Air Post, and Offices in China; consignor has paid attention to condition and the material is clean and 
fresh, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
680   Japan, “Knee-Deep in Mini-Sheets” Mint accumulation, 1965-72, Many hundreds of miniature sheets, each enclosed in a 

glassine bag. Total face is around ¥280,000! A small portion of this lot has water damage but stamps can still be easily used for 
postage, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 13.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
681   Japan, Large Sheet accumulation, 1955-2021, Hundreds of full sheets ranging from 5 to 100-yen denominations in 13 mint 

sheet folders of various sizes. Total face for this lot exceeds ¥280,000, but some individual items with higher catalogue value worth 
mentioning, like two sheets of 10 of #616, and sheets of 20 of 679, 704 & 735, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
18.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Japan
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682   Japan, to and From Russia with Love Picture Post Card Compilation, ca. 1909-29, an unusual holding mostly comprising 
correspondence from Russia to Japan, featuring ten picture post cards from Russia with scenes from Petrograd, Ural, Moscow, St. 
Petersburg and Riga, plus Monkey with “Vodka” bottle and a hand-tinted real photo New Year’s card, plus two picture post cards 
bearing the rare Russian “Otd. Doct. Vysoch. Kon.” receiving postmark of St. Petersburg (“Department of High Foreign 
Officials”, roughly; reserved for royalty and high officials’ mail), one from France (in Japanese) to Japanese Ambassador Baron 
Motono, one from Switzerland (in French) to the ambassador’s wife; also included are two unmailed Nagasaki picture post cards, a 
cover from Japan to Russia and a picture post card (Sumo wrestler) to England, plus a Japanese Collector’s Sheet of stamps; most 
Russia-to-Japan items with Imperial Coat-of-Arms frankings, though one with a Soviet 7k Peasant, most written in Japanese; an 
interesting window for the linguist and historian into post-Russo-Japanese War relations; Fine-Very Fine, fully imaged online, well 
worth a look. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Kiauchau

Worldwide A-Z Kiauchau
683   Kiauchau Mint Collection, 1900/10, in mounts on Scott pages with fair number NH, features a top margin vertical strip of four 

with top pair #1 and bottom pair #3 (pronounced natural gum crease), 1 vertical pair NH, 3 NH (2, each natural gum crease), 3 
vertical pair (2 including one NH), 10-16 NH, 18 NH, 20-22 NH, 22 top margin single (stamp NH), 33-42 NH (2), 41-42 NH, etc., 
few regums or slightly disturbed gum in some lower values, generally F-VF. (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Korea

Worldwide A-Z Korea
684   Korea, Mind-Blowing, Mostly Mint Stock, 1884-1970, In three boxes containing large-size glassines and small manila envelopes, 

an incredible offering of mostly mint stock and a lot never-hinged, and not just the standard catalogue numbers, but also varieties, 
such as inverted surcharges, unlisted imperfs and others. But before we get ahead of ourselves, let’s talk about these so-called 
presentation sheets, which are only mentioned in Scott but not listed. In essence, they are of the same format as the souvenir 
sheets which are listed in Scott, but prior to 1957, they were only distributed to government officials and not sold to the general 
public. They are quite scarce and you’ll find some of them here including the following referencing the Scott number, #126, 132-
173 (almost all in duplication, some as many as 12), and B3 (2). As far as Scott-listed items, extensive stock with many better 
individual items and sets, such as mint #2, 9d (block of 4), 90, 198 (2 strips of 4), 199 (7), 200-202 (blocks of 6), 203D (2 blocks 
of 4), 217 (2 blocks of 4), 255a (complete booklet of 5 panes), 370a (block of 5), 371-372 (blocks of 4), 394-396, C4 (block of 
4), C27-C30, C35-C38 (blocks of 4), and tons more. As previously mentioned, inverted surcharges, not as mere singles but mint 
blocks: 127a-128a, 175a-176a, 178a, which are listed in Scott, but more unlisted material, like a pair of #103 imperforate between 
or imperfs of the following: 119-121, 195 (pair) and blocks of 4 of 62-63 (2), 68, 70, 122-123, 126, 186A-186B, 187B, 202A, 204-
205, 206-208, 213-215, B1-B2, C12-C16 (2). It might be a long time before we see stock from this time period rival this! generally 
Fine to Very Fine, because of the difficulty of photographing this lot, we highly recommend viewing in person. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 8.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Korea, South
Worldwide A-Z Korea

685   Korea, Mint Collection, FDCs, Postal Stationery & More, 1949-69, A beautiful two-volume album from the Korean Ministry 
of Communications published in 1959 and still in excellent condition featuring a virtually complete set of stamps (not including 
souvenir sheets) from 1951-58 beginning with the Melbourne Olympic issue. Also from the same governmental department are 
two identical albums also in great condition containing reproductions of #1-54. We also have around 400 FDCs spanning 1953-69 
with many better, such as #195, 200-202, 232-234, 265-267 (2), 290a, 291a, 353-355, 356-357, 400-403, 434-443, C35-C38, etc. 
Also a few hundred pieces of unused postal stationery from aerogrammes to postal reply cards and well over 10,000 stamps in 
the form of bundleware, but not your typical dime-a-dozen, but stamps cataloging over $1 each, like #186 (900), 203 (1,100), 264 
(900), C8 (900), or the 500h Sika Deer stamp in particular. Depending on the watermark, it could be #198, 239, 261 or 281 ranging 
from $4.75-$10; well, there’s 9,600 copies, so grab a watermark detector and get out that calculator! Generally Fine to Very Fine, 
additional images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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686   Liechtenstein, “Bright Stone” Collection of Mostly Mint in Premium albums, 1912-2007, In five volumes total, the “core” 
collection is in a clean, hingeless Lighthouse album running from 1912-75, mostly mint until 1934 and then virtually all mint 
thereafter. Better mint include #1-3, 3b, 55-69, 56a, 58a, 60a, 80, 86-89, 105, 107, 109-10, 114, 123-31, 171, 238, 259-60, 260a, 
264, 356, B1-3, B7-10, B11-13, C7-8, C9-13 (grilled gum variety), C14, C15-16, O8, O9-10, O11-20, O42a. Some excellent used 
too, specifically 82-85, 102-04, 106, 108, 259a, 287-88, C1-6. The other four volumes are in hingeless Lindner albums up until 
2007 and extremely well-filled from 1941 onwards, with many stamps doubly collected both mint & CTO, along with about 80 
Kleinbogen (miniature sheets). Better mint here include 215-17 (sheets of 8), 238, 356, 533 (sheet of 8), and used B7-9 and sheets 
of four of 218, 674 & 1151, generally Fine to Very Fine, collection partly viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.8 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Liechtenstein
687   Liechtenstein, Mint Collection in Premium albums, 1912-2016, Excellent collection of the tiny principality nestled in the Alps. 

Extremely strong in the modern era, there is a complete run of mint from 1956-2016; there is some suspect regumming noticed 
with earlier issues, but nevertheless, better unused include #1-3, 3b, 54-69, 56a-57a, 94-107, 151, 159a, 171 (sheetlet), 243-245, 
247-258, 274-276, 356, 674 (sheetlet), B1-B3, B7-B10, B14, C1-C6, C24-C33, O42a. Collection housed in three hingeless Davo 
albums in slipcases; some light pencil marks early on, but otherwise in excellent condition, generally Fine to Very Fine, some scans 
included for your perusal. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Macao

688   Macao Collection, 1884-1974, “collector’s collection” of mostly mint on Scott or quadrille pages and nicely enhanced with errors 
and varieties plus a handful of covers and some classic period reprints and Fournier forgeries; quite comprehensive through the 
1930s with plenty of premium highlighted by #10 mint, 12 mint, 19 used, 27b used, 32c mint, 33b mint, 34a mint, 35-45 mint (some 
with gum), 46-57 mint, 67-74 mint, 75-103 mint (31a used), 104-107 mint, excellent section of mostly mint 1902/20 Surcharges 
including varieties, 162-163 used, 187-194 mint, 210-225 mint, 238I-238K mint, 259-371 mint, 372-381 never hinged, 383-390 
never hinged, 394-411 never hinged, C1-C15 mint, four 1937 China Clipper Flight Covers to USA, C13 with NY Exposition 
Overprint mint, C16-C20 never hinged, J1-J32 mint, J33-J42 never hinged, etc.; some minor faults as expected but better condition 
than typical and without the toning so often seen, generally fresh and F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Madeira

689   Madeira, Illustrative Collections of Mint and Used Picture Post Cards, 1899-1931, on exhibition pages; majority used (200 
of 330 total), many real photo, covering all aspects of a visit to and life on this beautiful island which achieved international fame 
as a tourist destination for upper class Europeans prior to the First World War, which first used Funchal stamps before World War 
I and then those of Portugal thereafter, the vast majority of postcards are pre-WWI, with a few being post-1931, wide range of 
destinations with Azores, Gibraltar, different South American countries, Hawaii, Cameroon, Cape Colony (South Africa), Japan, 
and New Zealand, commencing with cards depicting the voyage to Madeira, Hamburg-Amerika and Cunard Lines, as well as 
others with lighters, harbor arrival and the pier, hotels, restaurants, transport with extensive bullock sledge, hammocks, toboggan 
and funicular, Funchal town with castle, fort and cathedral, Madeira villages, countryside and scenery, including 1904 “Panorama 
of Madeira” triptych card to England bearing Funchal 25r, Rabaçal and Levades, farms, flowers and gardens, Madeira products 
with wine, fruits, embroidery and wicker furniture, and costumes, also three different pictorial souvenir booklets each containing 
12 postcards. A unique glimpse into the past offering fascinating insights of the social history of this island from bygone days, ex- 
Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Madeira
690   Madeira Collection, 1868-1929, mix of mint and used on Scott and quadrille pages with most value in the 1868-80 overprints 

including shade, perforation, die and overprint varieties; highlights include #2 mint, 3 mint (signed Thier), 4 mint (small repair), 5 
used (2), 11 used, 13 mint (signed Brun), 14 pair used, 19-20 miint, 25 mint, 26 used, 26a used, 27a unused, 28-29 used, 30 unused, 
31 unused and used, 32 used, 37-44 mint, etc.; much better condition than usually seen though some typical minor faults, VG-VF, 
ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Madeira
691   Madeira, Definitive Unused Postal Stationery Collection, 1879-1908, lovely holding of 40 cards, reply cards, letter cards and 

envelopes, including two Centenary of India 10r cards overprinted “Prova”; also used (11) with uprated cards (4) and an envelope, 
Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................  Estimate $500 - 600
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Martinique

692   Martinique Collection, 1886/1947, meaty collection in mounts on Scott pages and especially strong in 19th century issues 
including errors and varieties, plenty of better as 1 mint, 4 mint and unused, 7 unused, 8 mint, 9a unused, 12 unused, 14a used, 15a 
mint, 16 mint, 18-19 mint, 19a used, 20 mint and used, 24-28 unused, 25a mint, 25b used, 28a unused (PF cert, crease), 32b unused, 
33-53 mint, 54-61 mint, 62-100 mint, 114-19 mint, 173-78 NH, B1-7 mint, C1-12 mint, J1-46mint, etc., etc. plus some postal 
stationery including 10c postal card 1913 use to France, usual mixed condition, mostly F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Micronesia

693   Micronesia, Mint Sheet accumulation, 1992-96, Full sheets and souvenir sheets, some still in their original shrink wrap from the 
printers, amounting to thousands of stamps, enormous face and staggering catalogue value. Overall face alone is approximately 
$22,000! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site)..........................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide A-Z Micronesia
694   Micronesia Collection, 1892-1981, Scott green binder packed with several hundred mostly mint sets, singles, souvenir and mini 

sheets from the Marshall Islands (1984-1996) including blocks and booklet panes; Scott green binder with several hundred mint 
sets, singles, blocks, mini sheets, booklets, pate blocks and more from Micronesia & Palau principally from the 1980s, very fresh 
and essentially complete; tired stock book with hundreds of Marshall Islands, Micronesia and Palau booklets, blocks, souvenir 
sheets and mini sheets representing mild duplication of the Scott binders; a few hundred mostlt Palau mild duplication, much on 
multicolored White Ace pages; 200 stamps and several covers from the Pacific Isles on stock and album pages; about 100 Somoa 
(first issues are reprints), postmarks on US issues from 1912 to mid 1930s from Pago Pago, 1961 envelope from Ponape in the 
Caroline Islands, a pair of FAM 19 first flight envelopes (one is Pan American Airways System stationery) cancelled on Canton 
Island in 1941, a pair of SQL cards from Kure Island (Zone 31) and American Somoa (Zone 32); nice precancel study on two Scott 
hingeless pages of modern definitives from Saipan Mariana, Ebeye TT, Koror TT, Pago Pago Samoa, and Truk CI; wonderful for 
the Micronesia specialist, Fine to Very Fine, ex Gatsby. (photo on web site) ....................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Moldova

695   Moldova, a Mountain of Marketable Mint, 1991-2002, arranged on a variety of pages and bundled by year in pochettes, with 
a few later issues as well; all Post Office fresh and apparently sound, with material that will appeal to a broad audience: country 
collectors, Topicalists, Europa collectors (note even a booklet or two), etc.; stamps often as multiples or full sheets, with souvenir 
and miniature sheets included also, the earlies featuring imperforates and overprints; an attractive holding sure to repay discerning 
dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Netherlands & Colonies

696   Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection with Robust Classics, 1852-2006, In three volumes, the first of which grabs 
the spotlight; a gorgeous, like-new hingeless Palo album up to 1975, and except for the syncopated perf varieties, darn near 
complete. Among the better used, you will find #1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-54, 55-86, 92-101, 104-05, 124-34, B144a, C13-
14, J1-12, J13-26, J43. The second volume has all stamps hinged on Minkus pages and overall is very well filled with many used 
booklet panes as well. Volume 3 is also on Minkus pages and is comprised of the colonies; Netherlands antilles (1873-1990s) 
with used 3-4, 8, 11, 28, 43-44, 229, Netherlands Indies (1864-1937) with used 1-2, 3-16, and Surinam (1873-1938) with mint 
152-63. Both the second and third volumes also have secondary Dutch collections, again mostly used, but adding hundreds of 
additional catalogue value. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, be sure to check out the images online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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697   Norway, “Vakker” Mint Collection in Hingeless album, 1855-2008, One large Stender album, which is so fat it should be 
broken into two volumes; clean and beautiful collection with all stamps in black mounts. After a used #1, a virtually all mint 
collection and darn near complete. Better mint include #2-4, 7-10, 11-12, 14, 16-19, 21, 27, 29-34, 38-39, 43, 45, 52-58, 59-
61, 64-73, 74-95, 115-28, 207-19, 275-78, 370-74, B1-3, J1-12, O9-21 and many extras, like booklets, mini-sheets, Framas, 
numerous Minneblokker, the Returned Letter stamps from 1872 (Facit #RM1-2) and two copies of the Lykkebrevet (Facit #LM1c), 
overall Fine to Very Fine, scans and video accessible online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Norway
698   Norway, “Norse Legends” Mostly Mint Collection, 1855-2006, Housed in two hingeless Lighthouse albums, very strong 

classics and very nearly complete after 1910 until 2000, and almost all mint with some doubly collected both mint & used. Better 
used include #1, 2-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-21, 22-34, 59-61, 64-66, 67, 104-07 and unused 123, B1-3, B24, etc, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, the first volume may be viewed in its entirety online. Shipping charges apply - weight 18 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Nossi-Bé

699   Nossi-Bé, Small Dealer’s Stock, 1890-94, presented on two stockpages, with stamps ranging #11//44 and J1//J16 (complete 
inventory included and viewable online), all in useful quantities of 18 or fewer (most single-digit duplication if any); includes 
better used #31 and J1-J5 and used #11, 18, J13, J15 and J16; an attractive holding of overprinted Colonies and country-
inscribed Navigation & Commerce issues, Fine to Very Fine with better, see it all online. Scott $5,834. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Palau

700   Palau, Mint accumulation with Enormous Face, One big box filled with blocks, partial sheets, souvenir sheets and a total face 
count of over $17,000, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Persia

701   Persia, an Impressive Mainly Mint Substantial Inventory, 1881-1995.  A high quality holding of mainly mint sets & singles 
plus some used, Many hundreds of stamps mounted on about 800 sales cards loaded with $20 to $100 singles & sets with much 
N.H. taken from sheets as new issues back to the 1940’s, A fresh exceptional stock perfect for online sales without the usual 
clunkers, Please check this one out and you will understand our enthusiasm, Here are a few of the highlights, all Scott numbers: #49 
used $100., 51 mint $50., 53 mint (10) $500., 67 mint $150., 95 used $75., 113//118 mint N.H. group $150., 168 mint N.H. $75., 
435//441 mint $122., 448-463 mint (2) $70., 548 mint $275., 717 mint $50., 686-695 mint N.H. $430., 871-875 mint (9) many N.H. 
$396., 931-932 mint $55., 933-934 mint (5) $250., 940 mint N.H. $40., 940-946 mint (2) $138., 947-948 mint (4) $116., 966-969 
mint (5) N.H. $125., 970-974 mint (2) N.H. $92., 978-982 mint N.H. $157., 990-992 mint (4) $280., 1015- 1019 mint (4) $500., 
1020-1022 mint (5) $160., 1042-1046 mint (3) $180., 1047 mint (4) $140., 1048-1050 mint (4) $500., 1054-1055 Mint (3) $105., 
1074-1076 mint (2) $220., 1103-1104 mint $65., 1130-1132 mint (2) $105., 1615-1626 mint (2) N.H. $81., B1-B15 mint $43., 
B16 mint (4) $160., B28-B30 mint (3) $120., O31-O36 mint $115. As the highlights demonstrate this is mainly mint and much, 
as noted, is N.H. No plethora of questionable issues as is the norm, only fresh in demand sets & singles, Strong in the 1950’s & 
1960’s with generally 2 to 8 copies of the less expensive sets. A high quality stock fresh and bright colors throughout, few if any 
faults, Fine to Very Fine or often better. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Portugal

702   Portugal, Vast Collection of town Cancellations, ca. 1798-1943, housed in 19 binders, a number of which are especially thick, 
comprised of approximately 1,100+ folded letters, entires, envelopes or newspapers and more than 220 postal stationery cards or 
postcards, and loose stamps, arranged alphabetically by town, with strength in prephilatelic or unfranked covers, the majority of the 
stamped covers are franked with the 1853-70 issues and then those of 1880-87, depicting a large array of cancellations and postal 
markings, the barred oval numerals accompanied by straight-line, framed, oval, and ornamental towns, as well as a wide range 
of c.d.s. types, however, the strength is in the prephilatelic mail, including torrão straight-line h.s. (Frazão TRR 1, R5) on 1845 
entire letter to Santa Tirso, aveiro straight-line h.s. (Frazão AVR 1) on 1803 (Feb. 4) entire letter to Coimbra, the earliest recorded 
date, Coimbra in one volume, Faro 1798 entire letter to Lisbon showing boxed “A” (Frazão LSB-DIV 1, R8), Fafe oval h.s. in 
brown (Frazão FAF 1, R7) on 1853 (May 22) entire letter to Porto, latest recorded date, Ferreira straight-line h.s. (Frazão FAL 2, 
R7) on 1835 entire letter to Far, Figueira da Foz straight-line h.s. (Frazão FIG 3, R5) on 1812 entire letter to Porto, framed h.s. in 
black (Frazão FIG 6, R8) on 1846 (Aug. 30) entire letter to Porto, and “Figueira” straight-line h.s. with manuscript “Segura” above 
(Frazão FIG 2, deterioration of handstamp as per listing) on 1855 (Oct. 18) entire letter to Leiria, Fronteira straight-line h.s. in 
black (Frazão FTR 1, RRR) on 1834 (July 7) entire letter to Evora, Grandola straight-line h.s. (Frazão GDL 1, R5) on 1851 entire 
letter to Lisbon, Guarda two-line h.s. (GRD 5, R2) on 1839 official entire letter to Cêa, Guimares in blue oval of pointed dots 
(Frazão GMR 3, R5) on 1846 (May 28) entire letter to Porto, predates that recorded, Lamego oval h.s. comprised of small circles 
(LMG 2, R8), superb strike on 1822 (June 3) entire letter to Braga, predates earliest recorded, Lisbon in two volumes with straight-
line h.s. (Frazão LSB 1a, R5) on 1806 entire letters (2) to France and Barcelles, “Lisboa/24/11” large c.d.s. in red (Frazão LSB 12, 
R6) on 1833 (Nov. 13) entire letter from London, with “7/6” packet fee (“770” reis), “Segura/Lisboa” h.s. on eight entires including 
1829 (June 16) entire letter to Messajana with two-line h.s. in red (Frazão LSB-S2, R8), and “Lisboa” oval h.s. in blue (Frazão LSB 
8, R7) on 1836 (Feb. 18) official local printed entire letter, Mecejana straight-line h.s. (Frazão MSJ 1, R7) on 1832 (Aug. 9) entire 
letter to Ferreira, Miranda straight-line h.s. (Frazão MRD 1, R5) on 1851 entire letter to Porto showing handstruck “30” in blue, 
Mirandela in one volume with town name in manuscript (Frazão MDL ms2) on 1816 entire letter to Lisbon showing “Chaves” 
straight-line h.s. in red (Frazão CHV 2), sent prior to the opening of the post office (1822), straight-line h.s. in blue (Frazão MDL 
2, R6) on 1828 (Mar. 3) entire letter to Lisbon, and “Miranda.” manuscript (Frazão MDL ms6, R6) on 1848 (May 14) entire letter 
to Porto, Moita framed h.s. in brown (Frazão MTA 1, R7) on 1834 entire letter to Setubal, Montemor/Novo two-line h.s. (Frazão 
MMN 3, R5) on 1846 entire letter to Lisbon, Montemor-o-Velho straight-line h.s. in brown (Frazão MMV 1, R6) on 1809 (Dec. 
26) entire letter to Porto and oval h.s. (Frazão MMV 2, R5) on 1843 (May 27) entire letter from Carapinheira to New York with 
manuscript “6” rating, Nazaré light strike of “Nazareth” straight-line h.s. in blue (Frazão NZR 2, R 7) on 1842(c.) entire to Leiria, 
Vizeu oval h.s. in brown (Frazão VIS 2, R5) on 1837 entire letter to Lisbon showing handstruck “30” in circle, Odemira oval 
h.s. in black (Frazão ODM 3, R7) on 1849 entire letter to Lisbon, Peniche straight-line h.s. in brown (Frazão PNI 1, R6) on 1825 
entire letter to Lisbon and oval intaglio h.s. in blue (Frazão PNI 2, R5) on 1850 entire letter to Lisbon, Ponte de Lima straight-line 
h.s. in brown (Frazão PTL 1, R5) on 1815 (May 14) entire letter, Pombalinho straight-line h.s. in brown (Frazão PUN 1, R8) on 
1842 (May 21) entire letter to Lisbon, Serpa straight-line h.s. in black (Frazão SRP 1, R7) on 1808 (Oct. 3) entire letter to Lisbon, 
Serta framed h.s. in brown (Frazão SRT 1, R7) on 1850 entire letter to Poiares (Barbeia), Cintra straight-line h.s. in black on 
1845 (Sept. 29) entire letter to Porto showing “Franque/ada” and “Franqueada” in blue (Frazão SNT-PP1, R8), heavily aged and 
creased, Soure straight-line h.s. in black (Frazão SRE 1, R5) on 1845 entire letter to Porto, Vidiqueira straight-line h.s. in black 
(Frazão VDG 1, R6) on 1844 neat entire letter to Lisbon showing handstruck “60”, V. Franca D Rest (Villa Franca da Restauração 
[de Xira]) straight-line h.s. in brown (Frazão VFX 4, R8), and Vizeu oval h.s. in brown (Frazão VIS2, R5) and “Segura/Vizehu” 
two-line h.s. in black (Frazão VIS-S1, R7) on 1825 entire letter to Porto, mainly Fine to Very Fine strikes and overall excellent state 
of conservation for these letters, while the franked mail includes 1891 cover to Lisbon bearing 25r canceled by “Correio/Crato” 
oval d.s., 1878 cover from Lisbon to England bearing perf. 80r (perforations. trimmed on two sides), 1860 entire letter to Porto 
bearing 25r rose canceled by barred “106” and showing “Melgaco” ornamental oval h.s. in blue adjacent, 1856 entire letter to Porto 
bearing huge margined 25r (crossed by filing fold) canceled by “66” in 20 barred circle with “Mte. Alegre” framed h.s. adjacent, 
1884 printed matter thick entire to Lisbon bearing 5r canceled by “Tetugal” framed h.s., 1853 entire letter to Porto bearing large 
margined 25r (crossed by filing fold) canceled by “184” in 20 barred circle with “Mirandella” framed h.s. adjacent, 1879 15r postal 
stationery card to Lisbon canceled by “Correio/Peniche” oval d.s., 1878 entire to Porto bearing 25r canceled by “Sta. Comradão” 
framed h.s., 1891 envelope to Messejana bearing 25r canceled by “Correio/de Sines” oval d.s., 1853 (Aug. 7) entire letter from 
Runes to Lisbon bearing 25r canceled by “44” in 20 barred circle showing faint “Torres Vedra” straight-line h.s. adjacent, 1855-56 
entire letters (2) to Porto each bearing 25r canceled by “75” in 20 barred circle and “Villa da Conde” oval h.s., and 1859 entire 
letters (2) from Villa Nova de Famalicão to Porto each bearing 25r canceled by “76” in 20 barred circle and showing adjacent “V. 
N de Famcão.” straight-line h.s. in brown and blue respectively, condition of the franked covers varies with a number of stamps 
defective (due to normal application over join on reverse) or removed, nevertheless many are Fine to Very Fine. An outstanding 
nucleus for detailed study, ex- Washburne. (photo on web site) .................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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703   1878-1910, the nucleus of the six frame exhibit of approximately 275 postal stationery cards, unused and used, various shades 
and dies, with proofs, Specimens, varieties with errors of text, and reprints, while the used consists of unusual usages with uprated 
and registered, rare cancellations and destinations, reply cards with an excellent representation of uncommon (rare) reply portions 
used, including 1878 color trials for 15r indicia in blue and in rose, 15r with error of inscription “rua e numro de porta” instead of 
“da” unused and used, 1879 20r single card unused and used, double card used, and 30r card used in 1884 from Funchal to Lagos, 
West Africa, 1880 10r cards (3) with error “Poslal” instead of “Postal” unused and used (2), 1882 10r cards (2) missing “Para” 
unused and used, 20r cards (3) with “Univeserelle” error unused and used (2, only known used in 1885), 1887 reply paid 20r + 20r 
card, both halves intact, used in 1884 from Lisbon to London, 1895 proof of 10r card in violet on green overprinted “Prova”, 1894 
Prince Henry 10r commemorative card from Belém to Rotterdam uprated with Prince Henry 10r, 1901 Mouchon 10r card with 
error numeral “25” shifted 6mm. to left unused, and concluding with 1910 Martins & Filho private order 10r card used in 1913 
from Lisbon to Figueira da Foz, Fine to Very Fine, and a magnificent study covering nearly every aspect of the postal stationery 
issues and their usages, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
704   1895-1905, Don Carlos Mouchon issue, a collection of more than 180 envelopes, fronts, postcards, newspapers, wrappers, or 

parcel cards, depicting a wide range of frankings and usages with destinations, registered and value declared, including 5r strips of 
four (2) and singles (3) on 1899 cover to Fort Westmoreland, Cork Harbour redirected to Kilworth Camp, Ireland, 1904 registered 
cover from Lisbon to Georgetown, British Guiana bearing 5r, 10r strip of three and 80r, 1898 cover from Oporto to Dar as Salaam 
bearing 100r, 1907 registered value declared cover from Sohado de Patina to Lisbon bearing 150r and 200r, 1901 registered value 
declared cover from Mirandella to Lisbon bearing 50r (3) and 100r, 1899 registered cover from Porto to Birmingham, England 
bearing 180r pair with 15r and 130r (corner defect), 1896 registered cover from Lisbon to Stockholm bearing 200r vertical pair 
from the foot of the sheet with 20r pair, 1896 registered parcel card from Lisbon to France bearing 150r and 300r, 1903 registered 
value declared cover from Lisbon to Porto bearing 300r (3), and 1900 registered value declared parcel card from Lisbon to Basel, 
Switzerland bearing 100r, 300r and 500r, some faults, mainly Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 
9.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
705   1895-1905, Don Carlos Mouchon issue, the nucleus of the exhibition collection, containing more than 130 covers, cards or other 

types of mail matter, illustrating the myriad usages of Portugal’s first key plate issue with domestic and colonial rates, foreign rates 
pre-U.P.U., then both U.P.U. and all countries post-1905, and special or unusual usages, including single frankings with 150r on 
1897 registered cover from Porto to Paris, 200r on double rate cover to Lourenco Marques via British packet, 300r on 1910 parcel 
front from Lisbon to Alhandra, and 500r on 1905 address label for bundle of advertising circulars from Lisbon to Porto paying 
the printed matter rate of 5r per circular (110 circulars x 5r = 500r), 1908 official envelopes (2 sizes) for the 10th International 
Telegraphic Union Conference each bearing 50r with special c.d.s., and among the other usages are unusual destinations such as 
China and Sumatra, mobile post offices, and postage dues, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.6 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
706   1931-34, Lusiadas issue, the four frame exhibition collection, featuring master die proof (stamp-size) without value in blue and 

die proofs (25 x 28mm.) in blue for 6c, 25c and 40c (2, one on blue paper), composite imperf. proof of 24 different values including 
seven unissued denominations in pale yellow on wove paper (215 x 140mm.) and three cut outs of 1.60e in green and 10e (2) 
in light brown and in blue from corners of the sheet showing printer’s notations, imperf. color trials and plate proofs (36), and a 
remarkable array of approximately 110 covers, cards or printed mail matter arranged by value with an outstanding range of usages 
and then followed by an erudite study of rates, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
707   1799-1883, study of the postal markings and cancellations, commencing with 1799 printed document with provisional regulations 

for the establishment of the post office, 1814-82 prestamp or unfranked entires showing town handstamps, various markings 
on official mail not subject to postage with different types of relevant handstamps (mostly registration), many accompanied by 
manuscript endorsements such as “R.S.”, including “Segura/Coimbra” unframed h.s. (Frazão CBR-S2, R5) on 1839 entire to 
Pombal, manuscript “S.N.”, “Figueiro” straight-line h.s. with manuscript “Segura” above (Frazão FVN-SMS1, R6) on 1842 
entire letter from Pedrogao Grande to Leiria, “Segura/Guarda” unframed h.s. (Frazão GRD-S2, R5) on 1838 entire letter to Cea, 
manuscript “S.N.R.”, and “Segura/Lisboa” unframed h.s. in red (Frazão LSB-S2, R8) on 1832 entire letter from Messejana, 
manuscript “S.R.”, Correio Maritimo (two types, Frazão LSB-CM1 and PRT-CM2, both R5) arrival handstamps on separate 1822-
24 entire letters from Pernambuco to Porto, the former via Lisbon, and 1852 entire letter from Bahia to Porto showing blue “P. 
Brito.” framed and reddish violet “Ley de 20/4 50/ 5 Rs.” oval handstamps with handstruck blue “180” and green “40/220” rate 
markings, the stamp section includes both covers and loose stamps, including 20 bar numeral cancellations tying 1855-63 25r on 
five entires with 1854 (Feb. 4) entire from Lisbon to Belém endorsed “Mora as Necidades e nod o Col vario” (lives in Necessidades 
not in Calvario) and returned to Lisbon, 11 bar numeral cancellations with four entires each bearing 1862-67 25r, one a double 
franking, 1855-56 50r strip of three canceled “60” and block of four canceled “44”, square dots with ten entires franked with 1856-
70 issues including 1862-64 10r with 25r from Lisbon to Madrid, 8 bar numeral cancellations with eight 1867-76 issue franked 
entires or advertising envelopes, and various c.d.s. types of 1878-82 and framed town handstamps with nine covers. Fine to Very 
Fine mainly choice strikes, a few stamp faults. A highly appealing visual presentation, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 16 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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708   1892-93, “Provisorio” overprints and surcharges, an unused and used collection (Scott 79//96), with 15 envelopes and a 
front notable for interesting and outstanding usages, including 1892 first and second overprints 5r on 1893 printed matter cover 
to Madrid and 10r on 1893 wrapper to Belgium, 1892 third type overprint 20r single frankings (2) on separate 1892-93 covers, 
20r strip of four (gum staining) on 1893 cover from Cintra to Germany, and 20r pair with 25r and second overprint 10r on 1893 
cover from Lisbon to Freetown, Sierra Leone via Funchal, and 50r unused and used (2), 1893 15r on four covers, one with three 
examples of chalky paper perf. 13½ 15r used with King Carlos 10r and 15r on 1893 25r stationery envelope registered from Porto 
to France, and “1893/Provisorio” 50r on 80r (5) with block of four, unused, o.g., and three examples used, single franking on 1893 
(Aug. 8) cover from Lisbon to New York, first week of use, and pair used on 1893 25r stationery envelope registered from Lisbon 
to Hamburg, 75r on 80r (5), unused, o.g., with variety “1893” and “75rs” double and normal pair, 75r on 80r used with 1893 
“Provisorio” 20r (two) and 1892 second overprint 10r on 1894 registered front from Lisbon to Covilha, and 80r unused and used 
(3), a few faults or defects, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
709   Postage Dues, 1853-1993, the fascinating collection of Postage Due markings and stamps on more than 120 covers or cards, 

the postage due markings (20) include 1853-55 folded letters (3) bearing 1st or 2nd issue 25r each showing “Excesso de Pezo” 
double-ring handstamp with “50” in manuscript or handstamped, while the Postage Due stamps (approximately 100 items of mail 
matter) include 1898 Vasco da Gama issue on three envelopes with 1898 cover from Rochefort sur Mer, France to Lisbon bearing 
France 15c, canceled by c.d.s., with triangular “T” and “40” handstamps and Postage Due 20r marginal pair (one stamp has surface 
split), canceled by “T” in circle handstamp, 1898 cover from Leeds to Lisbon bearing Great Britain 1d (2), canceled “447”, with 
“T” handstamp adjacent and Postage Due 20r canceled by “T” in circle handstamp, and 1898 (June 1) from Leeds to Lisbon 
bearing Great Britain 1d violet, canceled by “Leeds/14” double-ring datestamp, showing “T/45” hexagonal handstamp adjacent 
with Postage Due 10r and 50r from the left of the sheet (surface faults), canceled by “T” in circle handstamp, the first and last ex 
Gough, rare usages of the first Postage Due issue which was of an experimental nature only used in Lisbon and Porto, and a wide 
range of usages of the 1904-40 issues, some faults; also Newspaper stamps 1876 2r used on 1884-90 newspapers, 1890 wrapper, 
1891-95 envelopes (2, multiple frankings) and 1886 front. Mainly Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 7 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
710   1880-87, Luis I issues, a noteworthy collection, replete with essays, proofs, and envelopes, including 1880-81 Venancio Alves 

imperf. essays (9) of 5r and 25r in various colors, cleared and uncleared surrounds with two pairs, and Gomez da Silva imperf. 
essay 25r green and imperf. proofs of 5r, 25r (3 shades) and 50r blue, cancellations, 5r (2) on separate local envelopes, 25r pale blue 
(2) on separate folded letters, 50r on seven envelopes, one with strip of three, and reprints of 1885 (15) and 1905 (5), and 1882-87 
die proofs in yellow with blank value and 25r in brown on glazed cards and 5r in black on wove paper, enamel surfaced paper perf. 
12½ 25r complete sheet of 28, unused, and a wealth of covers with nice frankings and usages including 1884 cover from Arcos 
to Rio de Janeiro bearing 25r pairs, and 1882 mourning cover from Lisbon to Macao bearing 25r (3) with 1880 5r, mainly Fine to 
Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
711   1878-1953, an unused and used collection of approximately 500 postal stationery cards and envelopes, with in depth 

representation of most issues, including 1878 15r unused, used (11) and reprints (2) with 15r cards overprinted “Prova” and 
“Specimen” respectively, 1880-82 10r blue, 10r brown (2) and 20r blue double cards unused, 1881 10r green card (corner fault) 
used in 1888 from Lisbon to Appia, Samoa, and issues from 1884 with some uprated frankings, small faults, Fine to Very Fine, 
ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 23.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
712   Portugal, “Jeez Luiz!” Magnificent Mint & Used Collection, 1853-1941, King Luiz, King Pedro V, Queen Maria II and the rest 

of the gang. What a nice classic collection this is! In one Lighthouse binder with all stamps in black mounts and numerous better 
sets & singles, such as used #1, 5-8, 9, 12-16, 17-24, 25-33, 34-51, 74, 77-78, 87, 90-96, 106-09, and mint 97-105, 114, 121, 193-
98, 377-97, 422-36, 437-52, 579-86, 602a, etc. Owner states catalogue value at approximately $10,000. Condition does vary with 
some 19th century, but generally Fine to Very Fine, most of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 
lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
713   Splendid Portugal Collection, 1929/90, a specialist’s collection in six binders with all manner of mint and used stamps, S/S, 

proofs, covers, etc. generally neatly mounted and annotated on homemade pages, most of the post-1960s pages will show various 
uses on covers, highlights galore with some “must mentions” as Ceres Surcharge issue varieties (e.g. 458a mint and used) and 
covers, 496 single franking cover to Vienna, 534-39 mint, 1935 Roman Temple non-denominated proof and 6c trial color proof, 
564-65 plate proof imperf blocks. 1940 Legion undenominated imperf proof on chalk paper, meaty assortment of 1940s issues sets, 
singles, S/S covers, some plate and die proofs, etc., 1950s sets, singles, some FDC (including 1952 NATO, 1953 Queen Maria), 
1954 Literacy plate proof imperf pairs, 1954 Military College imperf plate proof pairs, 1956 da Silva imperf proofs in “reversed” 
colors, etc., some covers show typical postal wear but overall F-VF and well worth a close inspection, ex- Washburne. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 25.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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714   1895, Don Carlos Mouchon issue, specialized unused and used collection, with imperf. and perf. proofs, replete with numeral 
varieties, including values omitted with 2r, 10r and 25r se-tenant with normals in strips of three and similar for 10r in block of four, 
numerals misplaced, inverted, and double with one inverted, and 1895 Centenary of St. Anthony’s Birth 2½r to 1,000r used, first 
day commemorative card bearing 10r, and six envelopes including 100r single franking on local registered cover; also Postage Due 
Vasco da Gama issue, unused, o.g. (2 sets), and used. Mainly Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 
5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
715   1892-93, Don Carlos issues, specialized unused and used collection, with 60 envelopes, cards, wrappers or receipts, various 

papers and perfs., including “Specimen” overprints with Natal 10r to 50r and 100r to 300r on four pieces, perf. 12½ 20r lavender 
sheetlet of 28, unused, o.g., age spotting on reverse, 50r to 200r, unused, o.g., and perf. 13½ 100r to 300r unused, o.g. (300r with 
ISPP certificate), excellent representation of rates and values to 200r on cover with five covers each bearing 100r, destinations 
of Italy (2, one additionally franked with 50r, the other single franking with perf. 11½), Finland, Aden, and Lourenco Marques, 
150r (2) on separate covers from Lisbon to Vila Nova de Ceveira and Kansas City (adhesive has corner fault), 200r perf. 12½ on 
registered cover from Lisbon to Italy, and 200r perf. 13½ on registered cover from Porto to Germany, a few faults, Fine to Very 
Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)...................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
716   Portugal Collection, 1894-1972, mix of mint and used on Scott and quadrille pages featuring 97-131 used, 132-146 mint 

(disturbed o.g. or regummed), 147-183 used, 1920/26 Ceres mostly complete used, 437-452 used, 453-489 used (#470 mint), 497-
556 used, 579-586 mint, 594a never hinged (natural gum wrinkling), 614a mint (stamps never hinged), 642-712 used, 670a never 
hinged, 747-748 mint, C1-C10 used, J7-J81 mint, Q1-Q17 mint (less the 50c), 1S4-1S73 mint, etc.; usual mixed condition but 
better than usually seen, generally F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
717   1789-1897, the fine collection of mail to and from France, neatly arranged by period, comprising 30 pre-philatelic or unfranked 

folded entires or folded letters, and 29 franked entires or envelopes and a front, commencing with 1789 (Feb. 21) folded letter from 
Lisbon to Quentin showing “Espagne” entry handstamp, prior to the establishment of the Portuguese Post Office, 1808-10 folded 
letters (2) showing “No.4/Arm. de Portugal” and red “No.2/Arm. de Portugal” handstamps, both are considerably soiled, various 
town, maritime, entry and rate handstamps, while the franked covers show first month of prepayment of domestic postage with 
1853 (July 23) entire from Lisbon to Marseille bearing huge margined 25r, excellent representation of the 80 reis/40 centimes rate 
with 1867 entire from Porto to Lyon bearing 1866-67 imperf. 80r, and 1871 entire from Bordeaux to Lisbon bearing Ceres 15c 
and 25c, and the 50 reis/30 centimes (war debt) or 25 centimes rate with 1876 entire from Lisbon to Bordeaux bearing 1871 50r, 
some faults, generally Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
718   1934-48, the five frame exhibit of commercial airmail rates, comprised of approximately 130 envelopes, divided into three 

distinct periods, the first from 1934-July 1939, commences with Air service to Brazil 1934 (Oct. 20) first flight cover to Tangiers 
via Aero Portuguesa and then connecting with Air France service to South America franked at the 26.75e rate with “Avion” 
unframed handstamp and Lisbon datestamp, registered and high value frankings, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Mexico, and 
Bolivia, Europe with Finland, Asia with Macao, Philippines, and Japan, Africa with Morocco, Belgian and French Congo, Gold 
Coast, and Mozambique, second period August 1939-June 1945 with extensive Europe, Latin America and Caribbean, U.S. with 
Clipper flights and then a multitude of censored, and finally the third period to 1948 following a similar but lesser pattern, Fine to 
Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
719   1912-30, Ceres issue, a specialized unused and used collection, with approximately 100 covers, cards or other items of mail 

matter, including 1912-18 values (8) to 7½c in strips of three on three pieces with “Postes et Telégraphes/ Collection de Berne/ 
Madagascar” handstamps in red, 1921 perf. 15 x 14 1e and 1923-26 5e, 10e (2) and 20e (2), unused, o.g., some faults, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
720   Portugal Postal History Collection, four volumes with each covering a different realm of postal history; 1) 21 stampless covers 

of the 19th century and including a few postal notices, shows incoming from other European countries with variety of rate marks, 
“Lisbon” straightline, oval and 2-line cancels including “Registrada”, a 1911 preprinted official envelope, altered rates, etc., 2) 
25 mostly stampless 19th century covers showing array of incoming rate markings and postmarks; 3) 28 stampless covers with 
majority from Lisbon to European destinations showing a variety of Lisbon and transit markings, 4) 25 mostly 20th century 
stampless covers including military uses, some auxiliary markings on postal cards, and covers, etc., usual mixed condition, 
ideal for the postal history aficionado, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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721   1926-48, a collection of mostly commercial envelopes, comprised of approximately 150 covers, commencing with some first 
flight covers including 1926 Lisbon-Tangiers first flight for Earthquake Relief, the main emphasis being on the 1934-48 period with 
various rates for South America, U.S.A. with Hawaii and Canada, Europe with Sweden and Switzerland, Middle East with Aden 
and Palestine, Africa with Morocco and Belgian Congo, domestic service with Azores (2) and colonial service to Angola (2), Fine 
to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 14 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
722   Portugal assortment, various collection balances, miscellaneous in stock books, etc., leafing through the eight binders and books 

note (in no particular order) 1850s/70s cancels selection, 1920s commercial covers and cards, some Waterlow specimens from 
1924 Camoens set, 346-76 mint, 377-97 mint, 437-52 mint, four volumes of 1880ss/1970s cancels on cover including cds, early 
geometric, auxiliary, etc., volume of Portuguese colonies cancels, volume of French-style date stamps of the 1920s/40s, etc., usual 
mixed condition, mostly F-VF, perfect for the Portugal collector wanting to go “beyond the stamps”, ex- Washburne. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 22.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
723   Portuguese Christmas Postal Cards Colection, includes two different exhibit collections of mint and used cards (approx 105 

cards) plus a shoebox filled with approx 450 additional mint and used cards with some duplication along with some later cards 
in their non-denominated envelopes plus some non-Christmas postal cards, primarily 1930s/60s issues with scores of different 
classic to modern designs and a variety of topics (religious and secular) by native artists, includes many of the early “double” cards, 
additional franking, etc., usual mixed condition but an overall Fine assemblage of these elusive cards, ex- Washburne. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 14.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
724   Portugal Postal Cards accumulation, two shoeboxes filled to the brim with well over 1,500 mint and used cards of the classic 

to modern eras, generally filed in H&G order with slight to moderate duplication and typical mixed condition with some toning, 
corners clipped, etc. especially in the older issues, used cards with variety of destinations, cancels and markings, VG-VF, ex- 
Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
725   Portugal - azores and Madeirra Colonial Cancels Collection, approx 475 used sorted on quadrille pages by cancel, mostly on 

Portuguese issues but also including some Azores, Madeira and other colonies, virtually all pre-1920s and including “48” numeral 
cancel of Angra (34 including few pairs), numerous Azores district town cancels, “49” numeral cancel of Horta (26), Horta 
district straightline and cds cancels, “50” numeral cancel of Ponta Delgada (34), assorted Ponta Delgada straightlines plus oval 
and circular date stamps plus an array of bisects, “51” numeral cancel of Madeira (33) plus selection of different Madeira town 
cancels, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
726   Portugal Collection, 1931/69, mint and used sets and singles in a Schaubek album accompanied by a useful group of mint S/S of 

the 1940s (most 2 of each) with some of the colonial S/S also included, many premium as 579-614 used, 615-82 used, 689-827 
used, 586a NH (2), 594a NH (2), 614a (2 including one NH), 649a NH, 657a NH, 670a NH, 682a (2 including one NH), 701a NH, 
angola Portuguese Colonies 1950 Holy Year S/S NH, 1951 Fatima S/S (2), St Thomas & Prince 350a NH, timor 253a NH, etc., 
many of the S/S with natural gum bends and wrinkles as usual, generally F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 
4.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
727   Portugal 1935/41 “all for the Nation” Issue Specialized Collection, comprehensive treatment of the issue (Scott 566-68, 568B, 

569) with stamps, proofs, postal stationery, covers, etc. mostly neatly mounted and annotated on homemade pages, note trial 
color and plate horiz roofs (note margin strips of three or four of the five values) including the 25c postal card (2 different 
colors), “Specimen” overprints, mint and used multiples, booklets, “OFICIAL” overprint stamps and covers (Scott O1), foreign 
and domestic uses on cover including registry, censored, commercial, parcel cards, etc., usual mixed condition with most F-VF, 
ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
728   1894-1911, Prince Henry, Vasco da Gama, King Manuel II issues, and “Republica” overprints, specialized collection, with 

varieties and a nice range of more than 100 envelopes, cards and other mail matter, including 1894 Prince Henry 5r to 1,000r, 
unused, the top three values without gum, two examples of 25r paying the 50r U.P.U. rate on 1894 cover to England, 1894 Vasco 
da Gama 50r on separate 1898 covers to Italy and Scotland, 50r block of four on 1898 registered cover to Switzerland, and 100r 
on 1898 cover to Brazil and on 1898 registered card to Mariebo, Denmark, 1910 Manuel II issue booklet pane of 5c comprised 
of four panes of six, two such, complete and unexploded, and 1911 “Republica” overprints complete unused, mostly o.g., gum 
disturbance, mainly Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
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729   1931-34, Lusiadas issue, a collection of nearly 100 envelopes, cards and other mail matter, depicting a wide range of rates and 
colorful frankings with registered, “A.R.” and value declared, advertising and censored mail, including 1933 “A Voz” newspaper 
privately mailed to Anadia bearing 6c, mainly Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.5 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) .........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
730   Portugal, Boas Festas Postal Stationery Cards Collections, 1936-41, a splendid one-frame exhibit comprising 39 items in total, 

including master proof of indicia in black without value on glazed surface paper (29 x 28mm.), color trials of indicia (7, all stamp-
size) with 25c purple on blue and six different colors of 25c on wove paper, proof of card no. 8 without value, lovely depiction of 
the nine issued cards, usages from the 1936-37 and 1937-38 seasons, legal and illegal uprated usages, and 1941 military free frank 
cards, Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
731   Portugal 1919 “Monarchy of the North” Collection, in Feb 1919, an army commanded by Gen Paiva Coneiro established this 

“monarchy” and it’s said that four stamps were issued at the Porto main post office on Feb 25, the same day the government quieted 
the revolt; collection shows an assortment of stamps, proofs, covers, and cards from this short-lived rebellion, includes singles 
and blocks of the issued stamps along with a mint postal card, two registered covers (one to Switzerland), postcard showing the 
various stamps including a fiscal issue and some unissued denominations, another postcard showing images ov Emmanuel II and 
proposed stamps when royal family reestablished, partial proof sheet of 90 of the fiscal issue, etc., also includes some additional 
non related cinderella issues including some for a non-existent Portuguese colony in Africa, 1947 Philatelic Exhibition in Porto 
labels on postcard, etc., generally F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
732   Portugal Postal tax Issues Collection, mint and used singles plus nice array of covers all on pages, includes RA1 on foreign 

destination covers (though not required), the 1911 20c Carmine tied on piece by telegraph cancel, RA2 used as regular postage on 
cover to France (no postage due charged), RA4 imperf plate proof, nice assortment of the 1913/25 issues on cover, RA7-10 singles 
and on-cover uses, 1925 Pombal issue complete souvenir envelope prepared by Waterlow, uses on cover include Colonial issues on 
domestic Portuguese covers, etc., usual mixed condition, VG-VF, nice collection of this “off-beat” area, ex- Washburne. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 5.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide A-Z Portugal
733   Portugal Machine Cancels Collection, arranged on quadrille pages in six volumes, approx 465 1910s/80s covers and postal 

stationery (also with many “pieces” not counted) with most bearing various types of Lisbon cancels but note markings from other 
towns (e.g. Porto, Funchal) as well, includes slogan and advertising cancels, foreign destinations, censored, auxiliary markings 
including postage due, mostly (especially the “non-Lisbon”) post-1950s, usual mixed condition, most F-VF, ex- Washburne. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 27.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Portugal & Colonies

734   Portugal & Colonies, Large Postal History Cover & Card accumulation, 1890s-1970s, over 1500 covers housed in three boxes 
with material from the 1890s to the 1970s with a few later. About half of the lot is Portugal and the rest is mostly Mozambique, 
Angola and other Colonies. Both the Portugal and Colonies include some early postal stationery cards, Registered, multiples, 
Airmails, Censored, and a large handful of postcards with Mouchon and Cérès frankings. A large part of the Portuguese Colonies 
is made up of modestly duplicated cacheted First Day Covers and First Flights from the 1950-70 period. Some of these are 
tropicalized but the majority are salvageable. Much of the Portugal is addressed to Lourenço Marques and the majority of the non-
philatelic Mozambique and Angola covers are addressed to Denmark and have multiple stamps, many of Topical interest. Also an 
assortment of incoming mail to Mozambique. Generally Fine to Very Fine with some early cover fronts and an occasional ratty 
item as is typical for most accumulations. Worth a look and a bid given the very reasonable starting price. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Worldwide A-Z Portugal & Colonies
735   Portugal & Colonies, Mostly Mint Collections in Stockbooks, 1858-1997, In seven Lighthouse stockbooks, Portugal and its 

colonies from A-Z, or Angola to Zambezia if you will. Portugal (1858-1997) is in two volumes and has some nice classics and 
plenty of modern mint; among the better are used #39, 42, and mint 512-15, 595-602, 602a. Some colonies with larger offerings 
include angola (1881-1991), azores (1894-1997), Cape Verde (1881-1994), Macau (1888-1997), Madeira (1828-97) and 
Mozambique (1881-1993). A lot of stamps overall and many in the $10-20 range, generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous videos 
online showing a portion of the collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 28.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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736   1877-1975, the unused and used specialized collection, housed in two volumes, comprising Volume I devoted to Mozambique, 
including 1877-85 Crown perf. 13½ 20r rose, unused, o.g, and perf. 12½ 50r unused without gum and used, and a superb array of 
blocks of four to 300r with perf. 12½ 50r green, unused, o.g., 1886 King Luiz 5r to 300r blocks of four, unused, o.g., 1895 700th 
Anniv. of Birth of St. Anthony 5r to 300r unused without gum and 25r with double overprint, 1893 “Provisorio” surcharge 5r on 
40r used (3), 1897 surcharge 50r on 300r used, 1898 surcharges 2½r on 20r (both types) and 5r on 40r with inverted surcharge used, 
1914-26 Ceres issue extensive specialized section with varieties unused and used, 1917 “Republica” overprints on 1898-1901 2½r 
to 700r unused, 1939 Presidential Visit 80c to 20e, unused, o.g., Newspaper stamps 1893 “Jornales” surcharges in blue 2½r on 40r 
type a unused, 5r on 40r unused (2, one double) and used (3, one inverted and one in black), and Postage Dues (Scott J1-J30) 1916 
“Republica” oveprints in sans-serif capitals 5r to 500r unused, o.g. Volume II comprises Mozambique Company with 1917 Semi-
Postal Red Cross Fund 2½r to 700r, two sets, unused, o.g., and used, Kionga 1916 surcharges ½c on 100r to 5c on 100r to 5c on 
100r unused without gum, Lourenco Marques with 1895 700th Anniv. of the Birth of St. Anthony of Padua overprints on 1886-94 
issues complete unused or used and 1886 100r both unused and used, and 1897 50r on 300r used, Nyassa with 1894 unadopted 
designs for first issue 10r to 50r perf., imperf. and “Provisorio” 5r on 10r and 100r on 50r, 1903 thin figures surcharges 65r on 80r 
to 130r on 180r (Scott 44-46), o.g., two n.h., 1903 “Provisorio” vertical overprint on 15r unused and 25r used (Scott 47-48), 1918 
surcharged locally “Republica” ½c on 2r to 1e on 130r (Scott 63-80) unused (the 30c on 300r used), 1921 Lisbon surcharges ½c 
on 2½r error of surcharge in red (Scott 83a), unused, o.g., Quelimane, and Zambezia with 1898-1903 2½r to 700r (Scott 13-35), 
mostly unused, and 1917 “Republica” sans-serifs overprints 2½r to 700r. Mainly Fine to Very Fine. An outstanding collection, ex- 
Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Portuguese Colonies
737   Portuguese Colonies, Classic Collection of Mint & Used, 1868-1940, Arranged alphabetically in two binders with most stamps 

in black mounts. From Angola to Zambezia and everything in between, many better sets & singles, and here are just some of the 
highlights: angra (1892-1905) with unused #10, 11a-12a, 23-26, azores (1868-1930) with unused 11, 35, 93-100, and used 21-
30, 31-34, 36-37, 38, 42, 43-50, 53-54, 56-60, 61-64, 65-77, Cape Verde (1877-1938) with unused 30-34, 55-58, Kionga with 
unused 1-4, Lourenco Marques (1895-1921) with unused 18, 24, 26, 55, Macao (1884-1913) with used 16, Madeira (1871-1925) 
with unused 18, 20-21, and used 24, Mozambique (1877-1938) with unused 42-44, 68-71, 210-11, 213, Mozambique Company 
(1892-1940) with unused B1-4, B6, J1-10, RA1-4, Nyassa (1898-1924) with unused 44-46, and much more. As a bonus, glassines 
and counter pages filled with dealer material adding a couple thousand more in catalogue value and featuring such stamps as 
azores used 3, 6, 14, unused 6, 237E and Madeira used 3, 14-15, unused 4-5, just waiting to be mounted by the lucky winner! 
Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portuguese Colonies
738   1915-57, the fascinating postal history collection of World Wars I and II mail in Portuguese territory, comprised 

of approximately 45 envelopes or cards, including Angola 1915 (Sept. 11) postcard to Porto bearing Ceres 2½r, canceled by 
Expedição Militar á Angola/ Servicio Postal” c.d.s. in purple overstruck by “Provincia de Angola/ Mossamedes” octagonal 
datestamp in violet, Mozambique 1916-18 censored postcards (3) to Portugal each showing “Expedição Correio/ á Moçambique” 
c.d.s., 1918 civilian cover from Mozambique City to Natal censored at Beira, Azores 1916 postcard from a civilian internee at 
Angra do Heroismo to Brazil showing “Commando Militar dos Açores” straight-line handstamp and “Commission Portuguese/ 
des / Prisonniers de Guerre/ Lisbonne” unframed handstamp in red, 1917 envelope from Santo Antonio do Pico to the U.S. 
with homemade censor label, and 1918 censored envelope from a German P.O.W. at Terceira Camp to Ahmedneggar P.O.W. 
Camp, India, showing “Deposito/ de/ Concentrados Alemãs/ Ilha Terceira” sender’s cachet on reverse, and Portuguese India 
1916-17 civilian internee censored envelopes (2) from Bicholim Camp, Nova Goa to Switzerland, while the extensive World War 
II related mail includes Cabo Verde censorship, interrupted mail, various ship mail showing “Aux soins de/ l’Expeditur” framed 
handstamp, and A.P.O. 406, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Portuguese Colonies
739   1892-1916, an unused and used collection, comprising Angra with 1892-93 5r to 300r reprints of 1905, Funchal with 1892-

93 15r brown, 20r, 25r and 100r overprinted “Specimen” and perf. 12½ 300r, unused, o.g., Horta with 1892-93 perf. 12½ 150r, 
unused, o.g., Ponta Delgada with 1892-93 perf. 12½ 300r, unused, o.g., 5r to 300r reprints of 1905, and 1897-99 5r, 20r and 25r 
sheetlets of 28, unused, the 25r, o.g., n.h., Portuguese Congo, Inhambane, Kionga 1916 surcharge set of four, unused without gum, 
Lourenco Marques, Quelimane basically complete (Scott 1-40 including 7a), unused, o.g., and Tete basically complete (Scott 1-14), 
unused, o.g., small faults, Fine to Very Fine, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .............................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750
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Portuguese Guinea

740   Portuguese Guinea Collection, 1881-1972, mostly mint sets and singles plus some souvenir sheets and assorted varieties on Scott 
and quadrille pages; many premium including #9 mint, 15 mint and used, 16a single in a block of six with five normals, 17a used, 
30-31 mint, 39-43 mint, 77-109 mint, 116-155 mint, 179L-179M mint, 193-194 mint, 214-232 mint, 251-257+257a mint, C7 with 
NY Exposition overprint mint, J25 without gum, MR1-MR3 mint, etc.; usual mixed condition though much better thsn typically 
seen, generally F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Portuguese India

741   Portuguese India Collection, 1871-1959, mostly mint on pages (mostly Scott) and with nice assortment of varieties included; 
among the many premium are #1 used (RPS certificate), 2-3 used, 4 mint, 16 unused, 17 used, 22 mint, 26 mint, 28 mint, 39 mint, 
55 mint, 106-107 used, 111 used, 373-375 mint, 407-410 mint, 423 mint, mostly complete mint after 1931, #C4 with NY exposition 
overprint mint, J1-J42 mint, etc.; usual mixed condition with some of the post-1940s mint some glazed or slightly disturbed gum, 
generally F-VF; excellent foundation collection for this difficult country, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia

742   Russia, “Red October” Momentous Mostly Mint Collection, 1858-1995, Beginning in 1858, a very good showing of classics 
from the Russian Empire, but this collection really starts to take off around 1917 and by the 1930s, it’s virtually all mint from 
then on. With the vast majority of stamps in mounts, the first part of the collection is on Scott Specialty pages with a long list of 
premium sets & singles, such as used #5, 8-10, 12-18, 19-25, 540-45, 546-50, 551-54, 559-68, C53-57, and mint #53, 88-104, 
114-16, 250-59, 294-301, 302-03, 304-25, 382-400, 406-08, 479, 485-86, 487, 531-32, 596, 597-604, 647-58, 659-65, 666-677, 
678-86, 687-92, 693-97, 698-705, 706-12, 724-33, 743, 794-810, 845-49, 850-51, 852-55, 857-58, 859, 860-66, 867-72, 909-
10, 970, 1132-46, 1145a, 1230-33, 1261-64, 1265-67, 1280-83, 1284-88, 1289-94, 1302-03, 1306, 1326-27, 1343-47, 1355-56, 
1359-63, 1364-65, 1388-89, 1394-99, 1403, 1411-14, 1427-28, 1442, 1443-44, 1445-46, 1462-63, 1464-68, 1491-96, 1497-99, 
1500-03, 1508-9, 1510-11, 1512-14, 1515-17, 1518-25, 1526, 1532-33, 1534-35, 1536, 1541, 1542-44, 1548-49, 1550-51, 1559-
62, 1568-83, 1584-85, 1596-97, 1598-1602, 1605-09, 1624-27, 1631, 1680-87, B30-33, C10-11, E1-2, etc. A Minkus album picks 
up where that left off, an entirely mint collection in black mounts covering the years 1961-95; only 35 years but nearly 400 pages 
from cover to cover and hardly an empty spot to be found! Also included on pages are the Offices Abroad, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, Siberia, tannu tuva, Ukraine and others. If that’s still not enough, a shoebox crammed with counter pages, glassines 
and stockcards with many hundreds more mint/used sets & singles. Never underestimate the Russians! overall Fine to Very Fine, 
a portion of this collection is accessible online. (photo on web site) ............................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
743   Russia, appealing Collection of Zemstvo (Local) Stamps, nice representative compilation of approximately 330 stamps plus 

a handful of covers and postal stationery items, beautifully presented in an old-time album on linen-hinged, gold-edged quadrille 
pages; each locale headlined, with selections from Akhtyrka to Zolotonosha; nice mix of mint and used, several marked never 
hinged, blocks of four, etc.; generally clean and sound, though expect the occasional condition issue, Fine to Very Fine with much 
better, a wonderful start to a new collection; imaged in full online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Russia
744   Russia, Large Mint & Used Collection in albums, 1858-1993, In nine albums and one stockbook of miniature sheets and blocks; 

an extremely well-filled mix of mint (with a lot of never hinged) & used (mostly CTO) throughout with all stamps in mounts. 
Plenty of premium material, such as the following as mounted: mint 11, 94-103, 238a-41c, 294-97, 330-35, 336-41, 411-12, 470-
71, 485-86, 480-82, 531-32, 559-68, 659-65, 687-92, 1081a-82a, 1145a, 1360a, 1411-14, 1515-17, 1541, B48-51, C12-13, and 
used 5-6, 8-10, 12-18, 540-45, 546-50, 551-54, 559-68, 970, 1083a, 1403, 1508-09, 1532-33, 1596-97, 1747a, 1767a, C40-44, 
C53-57, C58-67, etc. The first volume is viewable online via a video flip and the other volumes are in most cases even better filled, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 53.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
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745   Russia, Extensive Postal History Collection, 1848-1930, a diverse and appealing holding comprising a total of 234 covers 
from the pre-philatelic to the early Soviet period of Russian philately; begins with 11 stampless covers including four straightline 
handstamp postmarks, an 1859 Odessa-to-Constantinople cover, and six money letters from Odessa, then moves on with seven 
1k black entires, extensive single-, mixed- and uprated-use Coats-of-Arms, an attractive array of kopek-value Romanovs, and 
extensive Imperial postal stationery, with domestic and foreign destinations, Registered covers, Mourning covers, even Russia 
used in Finland; a section of eight Schlisselburg Jail (1 cover, 7 postal cards, each with censor’s handstamp); and rounded out by 39 
Soviet propaganda covers or postal cards; generally fresh, Fine to Very Fine, well worth review; see it all online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
746   Russia, attractive and Valuable Mint Stock, 1885-1960, neatly arranged on 45 sides of a 25-page (50-side) stockbook that’s 

missing its cover, ranging from Imperial Coat-of-Arms Issues to the 7R value through mid-period Soviet items, presented as singles, 
multiples and blocks of four to 20; note Imperial Coats-of-Arms perforated and imperforate (and watermarked or unwatermarked), 
a complete Romanov set with extras (including the 5R), plus Postal Saving and Control Stamps; Soviets begin with a nice selection 
of RSFSR perforated and imperforate stamps with some overprints, followed by solid early Workers (unchecked for better), with 
the vast majority being commemoratives with better including #485-486, 519-523, 536-539, 551-554, 555-558, 559-568, 583-588, 
616A (corner block of ten), and much more besides; clean and fresh throughout, with majority never hinged, Very Fine, a dealer’s 
delight; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
747   Russia, Dealer’s Complete Year Set Stock, 1966, all the stamps and souvenir sheets for the year (#3147-3294) in quantity, 

the stamps mostly in large blocks or complete sheets; all apparently Post Office fresh (some sheets with selvage faults of no 
consequence), with much to offer in terms of Topicals: Soccer (1966 World Cup), Hockey, Literature, Archaeology, Literature, 
Space and more; a great opportunity for the savvy dealer, with massive catalogue value and resale potential, Very Fine.  Shipping 
charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s). (photo on web site) ............................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
748   Russia, Russian Roulette Reservoir of Remunerative Resources, no matter how you spin this wheel, you’re sure to come up 

a winner; a sizable holding of everything under the sun, offered as received, in albums, binders, glassines, stockbooks and more; 
each portion well-organized, but it’s so large that it’s a bit of a rummage; we note a slipcased Lindner hingeless 1950-56 album 
(well-filled, mostly used), stockbooks of Imperial, Civil War, and Soviet stamps, a binder full of stamp collars (most post-Soviet in 
full sheets of “stamps”), over 160 used Imperial postal stationery items, 1992-98 album pages (1992-94 filled, the rest still shrink-
wrapped), a roughly six-inch stack of glassines with mostly Soviet strips, blocks, etc., a stockbook of souvenir sheets, sheafs of 
sheets (some complete, some cannibalized), and more besides, much never hinged; dealers take note—great resale potential here, 
Fine to Very Fine with much better, inspection invited. Shipping charges apply - weight 38 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
749   Russia Stamp Collection, 1857-1995, with mostly used to 1962, then mostly mint, in mounts on printed album pages in four 

binders; also includes two binders of mint sheets and part-sheets, both perforated and imperforate, accompanied by a detailed 
inventory by the owner, who was a known part-time stamp dealer in the Northeast, Very Fine, see it all online.  Shipping charges 
apply - weight 31.8 lbs. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
750   Russia, Splendid Mostly Mint Collection, 1858-2001, In seven binders with all stamps blackmounted on album pages, a mix of 

mint & used up until about 1967, and from then on almost all mint and more or less complete to 1993, much of it in duplicate with 
more than one stamp occupying the mount. Of the many better mint sets & singles are #298-301, 336-41, 382-400, 411-12, 472-77, 
489-509, 519-23, 524-28, 847, 909-10, 970, 1083a, 1233, 1325, 1548-49, 1568-83, 1631, 1643-44, C20-25, C42, C45-49, C69-75. 
Better used include 5-6, 8-10, 559-68, etc. One binder with former Soviet Republics, such as armenia, Georgia, Ukraine and 
others, generally Fine to Very Fine, a video flip of one binder online as reference. (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
751   Russia, Stupendous Stock of Imperforate Issues, 1917-91, arranged on stockpages in a red binder, many, many hundreds (if 

not thousands) of imperfs from all periods of Russian philately; begins with Imperial Coat-of-Arms issues and RSFSR items, the 
bulk of the holding not surprisingly from the Soviet era, with a handful of post-1991 Russian issues included as well; note singles, 
blocks, panes and full sheets, the Imperial with and without lozenges, the Soviets including overprinted issues, Semi-Postals 
and Airs along with several souvenir sheets plus some large blocks/part-sheets cancelled; generally fresh and sound, though in a 
holding this size expect the occasional flaw, generally Very Fine, fully imaged online for your review. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 5.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
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752   Russia, Sheetfuls of Varieties, 1909-17, neatly presented in two oversized folio sheet files, 32 Coat-of-Arms sheets ranging from 
2k to 7R values, plus 16 uncut 1R #131 (all sheets of 100 in panes of 25 or 50), offering the specialist a myriad of printing and 
perforating varieties; we note margin watermark shifted into stamps, misplaced perforations, offsets and chalk networks on reverse, 
shifted chalk networks on face, foldovers, shifted centers, misplaced frames, plus the most striking pre-printing paper crinkle 
you’re likely to find; generally sound, though #131 sheets extend beyond the top of the file, so some selvage creases or wrinkles, 
Very Fine, an alluring specialist holding; see it all online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.5 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Russia
753   Russia, “Pick a Number” Cancel Collection, 1858-1902, lovely study comprising well over 600 off-cover stamps and 38 covers 

or postal stationery items, all bearing a delightful range of grid or geometric Numeral cancels; selected with an eye to quality, most 
strikes clear and maximal, with numerous identified, including items from Estonia and Livonia; stamps include #2 (55 plus 2 on 
cover) along with a range of later Coat-of-Arms Issues between 2k and 7k; covers and stationery include domestic and foreign uses, 
a local St. Petersburg 1895 use with “Packet” seal, and a 1902 item to Paris with French Dues applied; fresh and sound; a wonderful 
start to an attractive collection, Fine to Very Fine with better. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 ..........................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,000

Worldwide A-Z Russia
754   Russia, Organized and attractive Dealer Stock, 1883-1978, hundreds of sets and singles in glassines annotated with catalog 

number and value in two small trays and several stock cards; light to ocassionally moderate duplication reported on consignor’s 
computerized listing that shows year, catalog number, quantity, description, and price for highlight sets which have been organized 
on stock cards; highlighted material alone catalogs $3,800, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 4.8 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ...........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Saudi arabia

755   Saudi arabia, Sumptuous Dealer’s Stock, 1960-87, a never hinged stock neatly presented on stock pages and accompanied 
by a complete inventory (viewable online), with stamps ranging #201//1059 and C7//C91, the singles and sets present in useful 
quantities of 1-26; includes better such as #223 (2), 239 (4), 273 (7), 286 (3), 295 (4), 333 (3), 394 (6), 397 (3), 409 (3), 412 (3), 
414 (6), 426 (2), 427 (4), 442 (3), 445 (2), 447 (4), 451-455 (4), 456-460 (3), 477 (6), 478 (2), 479 (3), 499 (6), 511 (6), 524a 
(6), 618-620 (4), 727a-728a (7), 730a-730d (5), 778 (2), 786-787 (7), 915-916 (3), C28 (5), C59 (3), C60 (2), etc., Very Fine 
overall, see the entire lot online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs. Scott $9,000 (Owner’s). (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Spain

756   Spain, the arriba! arriba! Collection of Mostly Mint, 1850-2000, Dios mio! It’s not often we see a Spanish collection of this 
caliber; housed in five hingeless Lighthouse albums with a mix of mint & used until about 1920, then virtually all mint thereafter. 
Some 19th century unused is without gum, but here is a listing of the better examples in this collection: #50, 55-60, 61-66, 67, 
69-71, 174a, 176-79, 181-87, 189, 197-98, 208, 210, 215, 222-30, 232-36, 238-40, 242-49, 291-93, 328-29, 345-57, 373-85, 605A-
G, 668-71, 678-89, B1-13, B14-18, B19-46, B47-54, B108Ab, B108Cd, B108Kl, C12-17, C88-89, C92-96, C123-24, C144-45, 
CB6, CB8-17, E6, MR12-18, S1, X1-2, X3-5, and a refund stamp (sello de devolución) from 1875 (Edifil #172). Plenty of better 
used too, like 1-4, 6-7, 12-13, 19-20, 22-23, 24-30, 36-39, 40-43, 48 (bar cancel), 76, 81-84, 87, 88, 921-92, 98-101, 220, 250-51. 
And this collection goes far beyond the Scott listings with Spanish Civil War issues, some locals, coil strips with control number 
on back, miniature sheets and booklets, and many additional pages added by the collector for souvenir cards, cinderella sheets, 
entrance tickets to philatelic exhibitions, etc. In addition to this spectacular collection is a binder with over 120 FDCs / maxi-cards 
and a stockbook packed with modern mint singles & blocks, overall Fine to Very Fine, sit back and have a look at the collection 
online, viewable into the 1950s. Shipping charges apply - weight 42.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Spain & Colonies

757   Spain & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1999, Hinged in three Scott Specialty albums, a solid overview of Spain and its 
colonies, from a complete mint set of La agüera (1920-22) to Spanish Sahara (1924-75), the colonies are mostly mint and also 
include Cape Juby (1919-48), Fernando Po (1899-1968), Ifni (1941-68), Rio de Oro (1907-21), Rio Muni (1960-68), Spanish 
Guinea (1905-59), Spanish Morocco (1903-55), and Spanish West africa (1949-51). Spain itself (1850-1999) is mostly used 
and also has some very worthwhile material, such as used 15, 65, 71, 88, 173, 204, 229, and unused 58 (no gum), 83. In addition, 
three binders with around 140 FDCs and nearly 100 unused postal cards, and two stockbooks with mint singles, souvenir sheets 
and bank notes from Spain, as well as duplicates from the colonies and other odds ‘n ends, like locals, Civil War issues, telegraph 
stamps, charity labels, revenues, etc, generally Fine to Very Fine, some images viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
39.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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St. Pierre & Miquelon

758   St. Pierre & Miquelon Mint Collection, 1942/2018, two well-filled Scott albums with few, if any, empty spaces and with vast 
majority of post-NH, some minor duplication in the 2000s issues, notables include 324-42 NH, C20-54 NH, complete NH after 
1960 including the airmails and postage dues, also note 300-13 set on censored registered covers addressed to Gimbels (2), some 
booklets, etc., generally fresh and F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z St. Pierre & Miquelon
759   St. Pierre & Miquelon assortment, labelled by the consignor as an album of “duplicates” but has the makings of a nice collection 

in its own right, mostly pere-1950s and with a nice group of 1880s/90s overprints starting from #1, includes #10 mint with APS 
cert (crease), some 1990s NH sets and singles, plenty of the 1892 surcharges, with assorted types, a few stock sheets of “France 
Libre” overprints including postage dues with some dubious noted, an assortment of the “Gouvernement/ PP 0 05” (or “0 30”) 
handstamp on cover, postage dues on pages including 1892 overprints, J21-31 mint, Q1 used, Q4a mint, a collection of mostly mint 
postal cards, letter cards and envelopes (47 items) and finally some “mini exhibit” collections of overprint and surcharge varieties 
of 1870s/80s issues, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, view to truly appreciate. Shipping charges apply - weight 7 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

St. thomas & Prince Islands

760   St. thomas & Prince, Secret Stash of Souvenir Sheets, 1979-80, Collecting dust over the past four decades, this lot of 
approximately 20,000 souvenir sheets, many still in unopened packs from the printer, is finally seeing the light of day. We have 
100’s of #540, 572, 577, 582, and over 700 of #519. And as many as that may sound, there are more than 10x as many imperforates 
of #519, somewhere around 9,000 of them, and about the same amount of #518. Scott doesn’t list these, but in Michel these sheets 
go for €60 and €45 each respectively. Just calculating the regular price listed in Scott, the catalogue value of this lot is approaching 
the half a million mark! overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 53.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z St. Thomas & Prince Islands
761   St. thomas & Prince Islands Collection, 1869-1972, specialist’s collection of mint and used on Scott and quadrille pages with a 

nice section of the 1869-77 Crown issue with paper, shade and perforation varieties plus some reprints, forgeries; extensive main 
portion of the collection featuring #15-23 mint or used, 24-26 used, 62-85 mint, 116-128 mint, 129B used, 131 unused, 141-153 
mint, 154-156 unused, 157 mint, 158 unused, 163 unused, 233H-233M mint, 283-340 mint, mostly complete mint 1948-72, C1-
C18 mint, C16 with NY Exposition overprint mint, C1-C6 used, J1-J51 mint, P1A mint, P2 mint, P3 mint, P6 used (signed Senf), 
P6 double surcharge tied on piece (ex-Garcia), P8a double surcharge used (ex-Grifee), P9 mint, P10 used, etc.; some typical minor 
faults but overall F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Sweden

762   Sweden, “Cream of the Crop” Mint Collection, 1855-2011, If you’ve been wanting to obtain a Swedish collection but just 
couldn’t pull the trigger, perhaps because too many key stamps were missing or the quality just wasn’t there, well, the wait is over! 
In three Stender albums with all stamps in black mounts, a mouth-watering offering of one of the best mint collections of Sweden 
we have seen in some time with some exceptional centering on the early material. Just a few stray used of shade varieties, otherwise 
all mint and complete from 1924 onwards. Without further delay, here are just some of the better items: #LX1-2, 2, 6-12 (8 & 12 
with certs), 13-16, 17, 19, 20 (also the blue-grey variety with cert (Facit #20b)), 22, 25-27, 28-36, 38, 39, 40-49, 52-65, 66, 67-73, 
77-94 (yes, the 55 & 80 öre are here!), 145-63, 164-66, 194-96, 197-212, 213-28, 229, B11, B12-21, J1-11, J12-22, O1-10 (O9 
with cert), O8a, O12-25, and many more, like the semi-official airmail from 1912 (Facit #HF1), inverted surcharges on the first 
set of airmails (C1a-3a), as well as on B26, B28 & B30. Even a couple of incorrect surcharges as footnoted in Scott, such as the 
12ö+8ö on B2 (Facit #127v1) and the 7ö+3ö on B9 (Facit #134v3). Also, much of this collection is in duplicate, as complete panes 
also have accompanying singles/pairs, and many other extras, like both ordinary & phosphor paper, plate varieties, an excellent 
selection of military reply stamps, test booklets, tourist stamps, Framas, etc. Let’s just say, you have to see it to believe it, and a 
good chunk is viewable online! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide A-Z Sweden
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763   Sweden, “Härlig” 95% Used Collection, 1855-2016, In four pristine hingeless Lighthouse albums, an absolutely scrumptious 
smörgåsbord up for grabs here, from a long list of valuable classics to hard-to-obtain used booklet pairs and complete booklets. 
Get ready to be blown away from the very first page with two Stockholm locals and a more-or-less complete set of the first issue, 
albeit two stamps being reprints (#1p & 5q) but valuable nevertheless. Better used include #LX1-2, 2-4, 6-12, 13-16, 17-27, 28-
38, 40-49, 197-212, 213-28, B11, B12-21, J8-11, J16-22, O1-11 and many more. And let me reiterate how difficult it would be to 
complete a collection of used booklet pairs. Many have died trying and Scott doesn’t even list them, but they’re here in droves and 
could feasibly be completed by this collection’s successor. With the exception of some minor varieties, mostly Scott-unlisted, it’s 
nearly complete up until 1994. As a bonus, an additional Lighthouse binder with complete panes, some on cover. Condition varies 
a bit, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, many images available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 32 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Sweden
764   Sweden, Mostly Used Classics in Old album, 1855-1948, An old, 2-post album perhaps from Belgium, as the text is in Dutch 

& French. The collection certainly deserves a better home with many premium items, some in duplication. Here’s just a sampling 
of the used #2 (5), 4 (2), 7 (2), 12, 14 (2), 27, 197-210, 225-26, O1-11, LX2. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, 
numerous scans available online. Owner CV well over $5,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Switzerland

765   Switzerland Used Collection, 1854-2014, beginning with the Seated Helvetia issues, mostly used with neat circular datestamps 
including #16, 21, 22, 24 (3), 26 with 1996 Marchand certificate, 36-40, 43-59, 82-88, 98-102, 105-124 (incl. 108a), 244-267, 
1934 NABA Souvenir Sheet and #1075A on first day covers, Semipostals complete #B1-B775 including #B80 (on cover), #B105 
(one on first day cover and one off cover), #B116, #B119, #B130, #B131, #B132 on first day cover, #B144, #B145 on Aug. 1945 
censored cover to Tunisia, #B178 first day cover, #B206 on piece, C2 on first day cover, C3-C46, J1-J11, J14, J15-J18, J20-J67a, 
S1-S12, O1-O47 including O1a-O9a, 2O1-2O90, 3O1-3O110. 4O1-4O48, 5O1-5O41, 6O1-6O8, 8O1-12O6 including 9O21 sheet 
of ten, some sets are Never Hinged including 281-283 sheet of 25, 1945 Peace Set complete (#293-305), 1075A two sheets of 
four, 1O1-1O16, with Hans Walser certificate, C1-C2 with Hans Walser guarantee), also includes 36 Air Mail covers 1938-1972, 
in two Scott Hingeless albums, generally Very Fine, owner’s 2013 catalog value exceeds $23,500, see much of it online, Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
766   Switzerland, Stupendous Mint & Used Collection, 1843-1983, Armed with signatures, certificates and a whole lot of great 

stamps, this collection in two volumes with all stamps in black mounts is sure to please even the most persnickety of Swiss 
connoisseurs. And 9 times out of 10, no, make that 99 times out of 100, the first page is a disappointment, but here we actually 
have some cantonal stamps, #1L2 with a certificate and two others which could very well be genuine! And there’s a lot more where 
that came from; here’s a list of just some of the highlights as mounted by the collector: used 1-2 (with certificates), 7-8, 10, 12 
(with certificate), 16-17, 21, 23-27, 29-30, 36-40, 42, 47-48, 50, 54, 59, 81, 93, 100, 102, 125, 181-85, B2-3, B4-6, B10-11, B12-
14, B15-17, B18-20, B21-24, B25-28, C2, C9-12, C13-14. And let’s not forget the mint: 46 (thin), 141, 242, 244-46, 298-305, 
352a, B80, B105, B116, B119, B130-32, B144. We are also including two secondary collections which contain not only many 
worthwhile duplicates but stamps up until 1999 as well as items not in the main collection, such as the 3 franc Pax stamp on an 
advertising cover and numerous pages filled with mouthwatering used officials which include, but not limited to, the League of 
Nations, 2O24-30, 2O35, 2O36-41, 2O65-67, the International Labor Bureau, 3O20-26, 3O21a, 3O31, 3O62-93, the World 
Health Organization 5O1-25, and the European Office of the United Nations, mint 7O19-20. As expected, condition will vary, 
but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, scans and video of this lot available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 20.4 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
767   Switzerland, Swiss aviation History Lesson through Covers, 1909-77, Homemade collection of over 50 covers and a nearly 

complete collection of Swiss Airmails in mounts annotated on pages beginning with the 3rd annual Gordon Bennett Cup, held for 
the first time in Switzerland with a postal card (or more specifically, a Privatganzsache) postmarked in Zurich in 1909. Fascinating 
covers and picture postcards throughout, many with better stamps themselves, as well as some semi-officials and very attractive 
event labels. Highlights include an unused copy of semi-official, Michel #Va, a 1930 Zeppelin flight cover from Geneva to 
Basel, picture postcard from Flugtag Liestal 1913 with the rare semi-official, Michel VIII, and a special event cover from the 
National Stamp Exhibition in Aarau with 242 & C18. Also some items where even the Michel Schweiz-Spezial catalogue falls 
short, such as a picture postcard with C7 and a semi-official of the 1926 International Exhibition in Basel (Sanabria S12) and an 
International Aviation Meeting in 1925 for which two stamps were privately printed; this cover postmarked to France is adorned 
with a gorgeous tête-bêche corner margin pair (Sanabria S7) along with C6-7. You’ll also find additional semi-postals, postal 
stationery and other goodies. An absolute treasure for the collector of Airmails, Postal History, or Switzerland, generally Fine to 
Very Fine, entire collection is online for your viewing pleasure. Shipping charges apply - weight 4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
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768   Switzerland, Stampless Postal History of the Canton of Graubünden, 1772-1854, about 220 postal history items from Emil 
Rüegg (a Graubünden specialist). An original archive with around 200 documents on the postal history of Graubünden, some 
with Rüegg’s own handwritten notes. Better items include a taxed letter to 6 Bluzger von Illanz (1806) with Engadine courier 
post to St. Moritz, letter from Neuville (1807) with Fischerpost to Chur, various letters from Augsburg via Feldkirch to Chur, 
express letter with double ‘cito’ note from Vienna (1816) via Innsbruck and Nauders to Bevers, postage paid letter from Scanf to 
Jenins (1819) with black valley stamp. ENGADIN, ‘B.B.Chur’ in black (size 10.04) on folded letter to Poschiavo with interesting 
content regarding the reintroduction of the Free State of Graubünden (1814), further various documents (1698/1820) with complete 
transcriptions of contents from the Safiental, and two Bündner state calendars from 1846/47. The images and this description do not 
do justice to the attractiveness of this lot, which should be seen to be appreciated. Postal History from Graubünden is of particular 
interest for a variety of reasons: It is the only trilingual Canton in Switzerland, and the only one where Romansh, Switzerland’s 
fourth national language, has official status, making for interesting correspondence. It is the least-densely populated Canton in 
Switzerland, and most of the population is in mountainous areas and remote valleys (making most items from this area scarce). It is 
also an ancient place with a very interesting history from when it was established as a Roman province in 15 BC. In addition to the 
above items described, there are two volumes of notes and other literature relating to the region and its postal history. An interesting 
offer seldom seen on this side of the Atlantic and may be of particular interest to somebody wanting to tackle a new collecting area 
or a dealer who senses a possible opportunity to sell some uncommon material. (photo on web site) ........  Estimate $1,800 - 2,500

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
769   Switzerland, Engaging Exhibit of Soldier Stamps, 1914-45, In two volumes, one for each World War, the little-known story 

of the Swiss Soldier Stamps. Although not actual postage stamps, this collecting niche has a small but loyal following, and after 
paging through this exhibit of well over 100 covers and numerous unused singles and blocks, it’s easy to see why. Not only do many 
of these stamps feature very attractive designs, but each cover is steeped in both postal as well as military history. Without going 
into any further detail, have a look at this highly engaging collection online. Accompanying this lot is one of the indispensable 
references for this area, the 1990 edition of Die Soldatenmarken der Schweiz by Hans Ulrich Sulser, generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 10.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
770   Switzerland, Solid Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1959, In a Scott Specialty album with all stamps in mounts, the highlight is its 

strong classics, such as used #7-8, 7a (3, one on piece), 7c, 8 (pair), 12 (2) and many nice Strubels, as well as Sitting & Standing 
Helvetias. But many more premium items, like mint #76, 141 (2), 145, 164-166, 181-184, 200-203, 209, 242, 244-246, 293-305, 
B4-B6, B80, B116, B119, B130-B132, B178, B206, B229a, C2, C13-C14, and used #75, 100 (3), 189, B2-B3, B10-B11, B18-B20, 
etc., overall Fine to Very Fine, numerous scans viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 3.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide A-Z Switzerland
771   Switzerland, Mostly Used Collection, 1850-2000, In a Scott National with all stamps hinged on pages; a high level of completeness 

with strong classics & B-O-B, and a complete set of the PAX issue. Better used include #8, 10, 12, 22, 25, 38-39, 46, 48-50, 52-56, 
98-100, 126-45, 181-85, 189, 242, 293-301, 303-05, B7-9, B10-11, B18-20, B21-24, B25-28. Some nice mint too, like B80, B131, 
B143, B178, B206, B297, C7, C13-15, J8-9, J15-16, J18, J21-28, etc. Condition varies, but generally Fine to Very Fine, images 
available online. Shipping charges apply - weight 7.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

thailand

772   thailand, “the Land of Smiles” Collection of Mint & Used, 1883-1993, A packed stockbook with almost no duplication 
featuring very strong classics with many better sets & singles. Premium mint include #24, 27-28, 30, 34, 40a, 61-62, 68-69, 85, 
89, 104-05, 123-24, 129, 198, 261a, 293, 309-11, 362, 411-11A, 414-17. As for used, there’s 22, 118-23, 171, 173, 207-22. This 
lot is viewable online in full, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

timor

773   timor Collection, 1885-1972, mostly mint on Scott and quadrille pages and including some varieties; note many premium as #2a 
mint (2 including one never hinged), 5b mint, 11-33 mint (some unused), 40-42 used, 53-80 mint (#79 used) 83-91 mint (#85 some 
short perforations), 106-170 mint, 182A-182G mint, 199a mint, 202-239 mint, 245A-245K mint, 245Jm mint, mostly complete 
mint 1946-72 with some never hinged, C1-C14 never hinged, C15-C23 mint, J1-J36 mint, etc.; some usual minor faults and 1947 
overprints some gum toning as often, generally F-VF, ex- Washburne. Shipping charges apply - weight 1 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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turkey

774   turkey, High-End Substantial Mint + Used Multi-Volume Collection, 1863-1983.  An advanced five volume collection of 
many hundreds of stamps neatly displayed on hingeless pages comprised of both mint + used stamps. We note a high degree of 
completion for the Ottoman and early Republic periods and please note that the collector has identified, whenever possible, each 
issue with Scott or Isfila numbers. Also included are Turkey in Asia and back-of-the-book sections. Stamps from 1932-1943 are 
in mounts on KaBe pages, later issues from 1943-1983 mostly mint and nearly complete are mounted in a Scott album. A few 
highlights include: (All Scott numbers), P12b (2) used ($1,000. each), P11b used ($450.), P25-P28 used ($800.), P37-P42 mint 
($525.), 73 mint ($300.), P49-P60 mint ($350.), B54-B68 mint ($432.), also Michel listed 793-798 (400 Euros), plus many, 
many more highlights too numerous to list here. A superb lot to breakdown for online sales or to augment and add to an existing 
collection. Condition is far above the normal with few faults generally Fine to Very Fine, Very high catalogue value. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 31.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Turkey
775   turkey, Extensive Mint & Used Collection, 1863-2000, Outstanding selection of Turkey’s first three issues, the so-called Tughra, 

Duloz and Empire issues, right up through the modern era and presented in a Lindner stock album along with two other stockbooks. 
Wide range of Crescent & Ox-head overprints and additional strength in Back-of-the-Book, especially Postage Dues. Also covers 
turkey in asia, Cilicia, Eastern Rumelia, Hatay and thrace. As you would expect, condition varies, but generally Fine to 
Very Fine, a portion of this collection viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ukraine

776   Ukraine, Excellent Stock of Regional trident Overprints, 1918-20, housed in three binders, hundreds of stamps in total 
composed of singles, blocks, gutter blocks and part- or complete sheets, presenting Tridents from Poltava, Odessa, Kharkiv, 
Yekaterinoslav, and Podolia; large portion signed by UPV, with a couple well-marked reference items included as well; many 
varieties, types and subtypes present, including a full sheet of #9h (Odessa Type I) with offset on gum of each stamp, a full sheet of 
#21o (Podolia Ia) with overprint doubled on positions 35 & 59, misplaced overprints, etc.; an attractive holding, Fine to Very Fine 
with better, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Viet Nam

777   Group of 25 Unissued or Scott-unlisted Sheets, 1967-75, full sheets of 50, comprising Yvert #394a (the sole Scott-listed item, 
#389a), 309A-309B and 309C-309D (2 sheets of 25 each), 511-512, 518, 519, 520-521, 522-525, 526-527, 528-530 and 531; 
numbers 511 and above footnoted in Scott as prepared but unissued prior to the fall of Saigon, and appearing in the market 
in the 1980s; subjects include World Buddhist Youth, Electrification, National Library, Dragons, Economic Development, 
Transportation and Phan Rang Temple; all o.g., some tropicalized; some sheets with individual stamps faulty, but plenty to break 
out and sell for the savvy dealer, generally Very Fine, see them all online. Yvert €24,775 ($27,770). (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Yugoslavia

Ljubljana
Worldwide A-Z Yugoslavia

778   Italian Occupation of Ljubljana, Selection of ten Covers and Cards, 1944, attractive group of items, all franked by eagle-
overprinted Italian issues, including three unaddressed postcards, each franked by complete set of 1944 Airmail, Orphans or Winter 
Help issue, plus covers to Italy, Germany, Trieste, Austria, and used locally; all with clear Ljubljana or Laibach cancels along with 
additional markings; several Registered; all individually sleeved and annotated, ready for your collection or for resale, Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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area Collections

Africa
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

779   africa, Nearly Complete all-Mint Independent africa, 1956-65, In a Minkus album from 1965 with all stamps in mounts, a 
collection of African nations, from algeria to Zanzibar, which gained independence from their colonial rulers. Other nations 
include Burundi, Cameroons, Central african Republic, Chad, Congo (both Belgian & French), Dahomey, Gabon, 
Gambia, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra 
Leone, Somalia, South africa, Sudan, tanganyika, togo, Uganda, Upper Volta, and Zambia. In addition to its near level 
of completeness, some additional items mounted in the margins, such as inverted overprints of algeria and a deluxe sheet 
of Upper Volta #134 all adding to the already high catalogue value, generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Asia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

780   asian Countries Stamp Collection, approximately 4,750 stamps, comprising China 1898-1949 (catalog $1,800), Republic of 
China 1950-84 ($700), People’s Republic of China 1949-2015 ($3,800), Laos 1951-97 ($2,000), South Korea 1952-2015 ($2,200), 
all on printed album pages, accompanied by a detailed inventory by the owner, who was a known part-time stamp dealer in the 
Northeast, Very Fine, see it all online.  Shipping charges apply - weight 31 lbs. Scott $10,500+ (Owner’s). (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
781   asia, armenia & Mongolia Sheets by the 1000’s, 1992-97, Thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet packs ranging 

from 25 to 500 each. Mongolia #2176-79, 2247, 2247J-2247P, 2279 and armenia #430, 432, 433-39, 452-56, 457, 459-63, 464-
71, 479, 481, 484, 487-91, 493, 495, 499-500, 501-05, 508-10, 515-19, 526, 527 and a brick of #431. If you wondering, it’s a pack 
of 500 of the souvenir sheet, and at $45 a pop, it’s easy to see why the total catalogue value of this lot easily exceeds $230,000! As 
a bonus, 100’s more souvenir sheets from Laos, Macao and others, overall Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 110.2 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
782   asia, Mint & Used Collections in Stockbooks, 1866-1995, Some very nice material, the majority of it mint and neatly arranged 

in eight binders / stockbooks. The areas covered in this lot include: Cambodia (1957-84), China 1885-1947), Indo-China (1892-
1949), Japan (1876-1993), Korea (1946-95), Laos (1951-94), Philippines (1945-95), Shanghai (1866-96), tannu tuva (1926-
36), thailand (1887-1994), and Vietnam (1951-75), generally Fine to Very Fine, take a gander at our online videos. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 32.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Middle East
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

783   Gulf States Stamp Collections, with strength in Ajman, Fujeira, Iran, Ras al-Khaima, Sharjah and Yemen, mostly 1930s-70s but 
there are some earlier and some later; the mostly mint stamps are beautifully displayed in mounts on typed pages; also includes a 
shoebox with Trucial States Souvenir Sheets and stamps in blocks, all accompanied by detailed inventory by the owner, who was a 
known part-time stamp dealer in the Mortheast, owner’s catalog value over $13,500 (with some of the Trucial States with Michel 
catalog values converted from Euros to Dollars), Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 72.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
784   Middle East, Mint & Used Collections in Stockbooks, 1866-1997, Neatly arranged in a dozen stockbooks of various sizes, 

a very appealing mix of mint & used for the following areas: aden (1937-64), Bahrain (1933-97), Egypt (1866-1995), Israel 
(1948-95) mostly with tabs, Kuwait (1923-92), Lebanon (1924-79), Palestine (1918-42), Persia (1882-1986), Qatar (1957-95), 
Saudi arabia (1916-95), Syria (1920-91), turkey (1869-1994), United arab Emirates (1976-95) and the trucial States. Also 
included in this lot are the African nations of Ethiopia (1895-1994) and Sudan (1897-1988). Plenty of better material noticed and 
you can have a look yourself at the videos online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 42 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Europe

785   Europe - Post WW II allied Occupation of Italy and Germany Collection, folders and albums of various A.M.G. issues for Italy, 
France, Austria and Germany, Venezia Giulia, Trieste Zones A and B, etc. and even a bit of earlier Italian occupations, highlights 
include (in no particular order), Germany-Russian Zone mint collection, a balance of mint and used Trieste-A in stock cards and 
sheets plus album pages, nicely filled Scott album of AMG/ VG and Trieste-A on pages including numerous Bush specialty pages 
with mostly mint (vast majority NH) commems, definitives, airmails, dues, parcel post, postal stationery, revenues, etc. and with a 
nice assortment of overprint errors and varieties along with some premium issues including Italy 1N1/9 mint assortment including 
plate blocks, 1N11 double overprint, one inverted NH, 1LN13 singles (8) and bottom margin block of six NH, Trieste-A C24-26 
NH, etc. and even small bits of post-war Germany and Berlin, usual mixed condition, VG-VF, makes a nice collection with a bit 
of organization, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Western Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

786   Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collections in Stockbooks, 1849-1999, For this particular lot of Western Europe, we offer 
up the countries of austria (1850-1997), France (1849-1999), Liechtenstein (1912-94) Spain & Colonies (1852-1992) and 
Switzerland (1858-1995). Housed in fifteen binders with a lot of modern mint and some better items too, like France used #6, 
Lichtenstein used 2a, 3, 127, and mint 59a, 61a, 95-100, 125, Lombardy-Venetia used 5-6, Switzerland used 37, 98-100, 153a, 
and extensive Germany (1849-1994) accounting for six of those binders with States, Offices, Colonies, Plebiscites, Occupied 
Zones, DDR and Berlin, generally Fine to Very Fine, some videos viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 55.8 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
787   Great Britain Dealer Stock & Massive German album, 1852-1988, slender european stockbook with GB and truly massive 

German collection in a Scott International quite literally bursting at the seams; a few hundred postally used British neatly organized 
and annoted with catalog numbers; the album has thousands including German East Africa, Northern and Southern States, North 
German Postal District, German Empire, Semi-Postals and Air Post, Officials, Offices in China, DDR (including S/S and booklets), 
and a few stray countries after that; GB alone catalogs $11,800+, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.4 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Baltic States
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

788   Baltic States, “the Singing Revolution” Mint Collection, 1918-2006, Attractive and engaging mint collection all in black 
mounts in a Scott Specialty album. A highly complete collection of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania up to 2006; as for the modern era, 
it does look complete, but many better items too before World War II, such as the following: Estonia #21, 78-79, 105-07, 117-33, 
B9-12, B39a, B44a, C1-6, N1-2, Latvia 9-16, 17-24, 111-12, 113-31, 154, C9-13, CB9-13, CB18-20, CB21a-24a, Lithuania 92-
92D (trial printings), 122, 216-17, 242-55, 278-82, 292, 309b. In addition, what looks to be a complete collection of Memel and 
nearly every one for the Lithuanian occupation, including N60-69, N84, N86, N87-90, N106-14. If you’ve contemplated collecting 
the Baltics, this is the collection you’ve been waiting for, generally Fine to Very Fine, numerous additional images viewable online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 7.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Benelux
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

789   Benelux, Belgium & Netherlands Mostly Mint Collections, 1849-1994, In three Scott Specialty albums with all stamps in 
mounts or on inserted stocksheets, a very well-filled collection of both these countries, with Belgium (1849-1994) and a mix of 
mint & used into the 1940s and then virtually all mint. Nice classics and very strong semi-postals; among the better are used #1-2, 
9-12, 26b, 31, 45-48, 60-75, B144-50, B179, B199, C5, Q1-6, and mint 59, 79 (sheet of 25), 102, 124-34, 221a, B9-14, B69-77, 
B93-98, B99-105, B106a, B107-13, B123-24, B169, B179a, B437-41, B458, B480-84, B498-502, B515-22, B538-43, B544-46, 
B555-57, B558-60, B561-66, B605a, B662a, C12, etc. The Netherlands (1852-1990) also stands on its own with mostly used until 
1940 and almost all mint from then on. Better include used 1-3, 4-6, 7-12, 17-22, 23-33, 40-53, 53a, 105 and mint 90-100, 124-34, 
137-39, 201, B1-3, generally Fine to Very Fine, a portion of this collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 
23.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
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790   Benelux, Mostly Mint with a Lot of Modern, 1851-1997, Neatly arranged in seven stockbooks, mostly mint collections of 
Luxembourg (1859-1996) and Belgium (1851-1997) with the colonies of Belgian Congo / Zaire (1889-1993) and Ruanda-
Urundi / Rwanda (1927-88) occupying four of them, and everything Dutch in the other three, beginning with mint & used 
Netherlands (1867-1995) followed by the colonies, mostly or all-mint collections of aruba (1986-95), Netherlands antilles 
(1873-1991), Netherlands Indies (1870-1949), Netherlands New Guinea (1950-62), Indonesia (1948-94), and West Irian 
(1963-70). You won’t find much in the way of scarcities but some decent classics and a whole lot of modern mint which add up to 
some considerable catalogue value, generally Fine to Very Fine, some sample videos viewable online. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 30.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Scandinavia
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

791   Scandinavia, Danish, Norwegian & Swedish Locals, 1883-2003, Housed in four stockbooks and mostly unused, a thrilling 
collection of mostly 19th-century locals. We begin with Danish Bypost covering such places as Aalborg, Aarhus, Copenhagen and 
Odense. Numerous blocks of four, such as Horsens (DAKA #7), two blocks of 18 of Randers (DAKA #42), and a used block of nine 
of Copenhagen (DAKA #12). An additional stockbook of Denmark features a fascinating sampling of a couple hundred railway 
stamps. Swedish Bypost spans the years 1888-1971, the majority though from the 1940s. You’ll find many blocks, such as various 
denominations of the 1887 issue of Stockholm, complete booklet panes of Huskvarna (Facit #13-14), even some full sheets, like 
Gothenburg (Facit #7) and four sets of Stockholm (Facit #1-3). There’s even three FDCs of Kumla (Facit #1-2)! Rounding things 
out, a small selection of 19th-century Norwegian Bypost with multiples from Drammen and Tønberg. There’s even a souvenir 
sheet on cover issued in Kongsberg as recent as 2003! generally Fine to Very Fine, check it out, as the entire collection is viewable 
online. Shipping charges apply - weight 6 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
792   Scandinavia, Mostly Mint Collections in Stockbooks, 1854-2001, Arguably among the most beautiful stamps in the world, this 

Scandinavian collection does an excellent job of proving that point. Housed in a half-dozen Lighthouse stockbooks, the strength 
of this particular collection lies with the modern mint. Areas represented include Denmark (1854-1999) with Danish West Indies 
(1874-1915), Faroe Islands (1975-2001), Finland (1875-1997) with Åland (1984-97), Greenland (1938-2000) including the 
thule set, Iceland (1882-1999), Norway (1863-1999) and Sweden (1858-1998), generally Fine to Very Fine, videos online. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 25.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide A-Z Area Collections
793   Scandinavia, Mostly Mint Collections, 1875-1988, Some country collections in premium albums, such as Iceland (1900-55) in a 

Lindner album, mostly mint with many better, like mint #229-31, B5, and a sheet of 50 of #283 with 283a (bars omitted), a 2-volume 
SAFE set of mostly mint Finland (1890-1979) with mint 341b, a used collection of Denmark (1875-1927) in a Lighthouse album 
with 66-69, 110, and two other mostly mint collections of Iceland (1958-88) and Finland (1942-73) in Lindners. A Scott album 
houses a mint collection of all of Scandinavia (1937-52) and is the only one you will find either Norway or Sweden, albeit not a 
lot; there are only about 300 stamps in this one, but many complete sets, especially for Finland. More Finland in the form of about 
85 “102” cards and additional Danish stock with hundreds of mostly used duplicates on stockpages. Condition varies, but generally 
Fine to Very Fine, in-house inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 34.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Eastern Europe
Worldwide A-Z Area Collections

794   Europe (Eastern), “Go East, Young Man!” Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1996, So much attention is always focused on the 
stamps of Western Europe that we often forget about the philatelic diverseness in Eastern Europe as a result of both its rich culture 
and tumultuous history. Neatly arranged in 18 stockbooks, we are given a sweeping overview of the countries which make up this 
region: albania (1913-93), Belarus (1920-94), Bosnia & Herzegovina (1879-94), Bulgaria (1881-1993), Croatia (1941-94), 
Czechoslovakia / Czech Republic (1918-95), Estonia (1918-94), Greece (1876-1996), Hungary (1871-1996), Latvia (1918-
93), Lithuania (1919-94), Montenegro (1874-1913), Poland (1915-95), Romania (1872-1995), Russia (1875-1994), Serbia 
(1869-1943), Ukraine (1918-94), Yugoslavia (1921-92) and others, generally Fine to Very Fine with a lot of better stamps in the 
mix, numerous video flips online. Shipping charges apply - weight 71.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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WORLDWIDE

General Collections

795   Worldwide, Extensive Old-tyme Collection, 1840-1924.  Very well filled Schaubek album (1924 Edition - which is in impeccable 
condition) with very nice Europe including mint and used issues and some sets, noted very good Old German States, Scandinavia, 
France and colonies, Italy and territories, Great Britain and colonies, Switzerland, Spain, Japan, USA, condition generally Fine-
VF, the occasional fault as one might expect, have a peek as it is fully imaged online for your viewing pleasure. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 11.5 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Worldwide General Collections
796   Worldwide, alpha and Omega Collection, 1840 to 1970s, mint and used and housed in 30 bulging and loaded Scott International 

Albums, some so heavy they are hard to manage, containing stamps from every corner of the globe and offered intact at the owners 
instruction, formed by a working laborer who collected passionately for six decades, so many stamps it would be daunting to 
estimate, He, like most of our elder clients, loved all the Blue Chip Countries; Great Britain; Canada; Austria; Belgium; France; 
Germany; Luxembourg; Netherlands; Switzerland and a host of others too lengthy to list, condition seemed clean overall, an 
impressive start to collecting the World or an excellent unit to be broken apart and sold for a tidy profit, the collector neatly 
arranged the pages in each volume so that the best items were in the front as presented alphabetically by voume, the owners 
inventory last done in 2007 exceeded $175,000 Scott Catalog Value, trust your gut on this one, generally Fine to Very Fine or better. 
(photo on web site) ....................................................................................................................................  Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Worldwide General Collections
797   Worldwide, “What’s in Your album?”, 18-Volume Set of Scott Internationals, 1840-1980s, International album sets this 

size are not supposed to be this full! So often, collectors get overwhelmed by the size and scope resulting in vastly under-filled 
volumes. Certainly not the case with these babies! Eighteen very large Scott Blues, a mix of mint & used with many in mounts; 
strength in virtually all areas, from the British Commonwealth to Latin america, this collector was clearly swinging for the 
fences! Extremely well-filled throughout all volumes, we’re talking about an enormous variety of virtually all different stamps with 
an astronomical amount of catalogue value, more than likely in the six-figure range. There’s a used Great Britain #1, an unused 
Newfoundland #1, and others which catalogue over $100. Best reviewed on-site, but we are including quick flips of a couple of 
volumes to also give you a visual of what was described here. Condition will inevitably vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 158 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................  Estimate $12,000 - 15,000

Worldwide General Collections
798   Worldwide, Global Wall of Stamps, 1863-2020, 53 binders filled with black stock pages annotated with catalog numbers; 

includes Afghanistan, Albania, Austria, Baltics, Belgium & Colonies, Bhutan, China (with Ryukyu and Korea), Jugoslavia, 
DDR, Ecuador, Europa, France (2), French Colonies, Germany (4), Hungary, Iceland, Italy, Greece, Israel (with tabs), Japan (2), 
Liberia, Lebanon (with Palestine, Syria, Turkey, and Libya), Luxembourg & Liechtenstein, Monaco & San Marino, Netherlands 
& Colonies, Norway, Poland (2), Portugal & Colonies, Romania, Russia, Scandinavia (2), South America (2), Spain & Colonies, 
Sweden (2), Switzerland, United Nations (2), US Trusts, Vatican, and Virgin Islands; literally thousands for fun or profit. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 226 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide General Collections
799   Worldwide, Roller Coaster Ride of albums & Stockbooks, 1840-1990s, Around 120 albums, some on the verge of falling apart 

while others in near pristine condition, and some with just a handful of stamps, while others are loaded with thousands. And just 
about everyone reading this has owned at least one of the albums contained in this description. Numerous from Scott, Minkus, 
Harris; higher-end albums, many hingeless from Lindner, SAFE, Davo and Lighthouse. Some smash hits from yesteryear, like 
a Schwaneberger album (Kaiser Edition!) from 1912 and a Scott International from ca. 1900. Some fine homemade jobs, for 
example, the stamps of Switzerland from the 1960s with mint blocks, FDCs and some gorgeous ETBs, another on the Feudatory 
States of India, and a 2-volume set of mint & used Machins including Regionals with many on cover. And you never know 
what you’ll find; quickly flipping through I came across at least two Great Britain #1’s. Other highlights include strong United 
Nations with multiple collections including postal stationery, souvenir cards and mini-sheets, Poland mint & used in multiple 
Lindner albums, jam-packed worldwide albums, each with many 1000’s, and many other single country albums with better sets 
& singles throughout. Tons more in over 40 stockbooks of various sizes with useful mint/used stock; abundant Great Britain & 
Commonwealth, Greece, France among others. In addition, many hundreds of “102” cards in four red boxes, a counter book 
and old, brittle circuit book pages of classic Austria and Lombardy-Venetia. Just like a roller coaster, there are ups and downs, 
but what a ride this lot is! It goes without saying that condition will vary, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, a few video flips 
as a sneak peek but this lot should be viewed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 630 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide General Collections
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800   Worldwide, avalanche of Circuit Books, Where do circuit books go when they are retired? Well, around 1,000 of them ended 
up here, and there’s a little bit of everything, from British & French Colonies, to the U.S., Asia, Latin America and the rest of the 
world. Consignor states that the remaining value is about $86,000, and from the looks of it, that sounds about right. Considering 
that the consignor only asked about 40% of catalogue, the total cat value must then easily exceed $200,000. This could be the 
biggest bargain of the sale, and because all the stamps are already organized and listed, perfect for the reseller, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 171 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide General Collections
801   Worldwide, Voluminous Globe-trotting Collection, 1872-2014, about 50 albums, stockbooks, and yearbooks from around the 

world; Vatican sumptuous Yearbooks from 1999, 2003, and 2005 as well as a G&K stockbook with a few hundred mint sets 
and singles and a 3 ring binder packed with mint issues; Worldwide several hundred sets, singles mini and souvenir sheets 
from Poland, Spain, Japan, China, Korea, Romania, Hungary, Israel (low value Coins plate blocks), Great Britain, and Finland; 
Russia mint blocks, partial sheets, and numerous souvenir sheets plus a few hundred singles on manila stock pages; Nicaragua 
4//708, C236-240, J36-J41, O1-O51, O100-O108, O129-O139, O158-O166; Monaco sets and souvenir sheets in the hundreds; 
Israel large stockbook packed with mint tab singles and a second volume of plate blocks (no duplication); Sweden packed with 
exquisite booklets and souvenir sheets; China hundreds of stamps in sets, blocks, as well as postal stationery and a few premium 
FDCs; Slim UPU binder with about a hundred related issues and covers; tunisia binder mixed older classics with more modern 
mint; Germany in at least a dozen slender black paged stockbooks each containing perhaps 200 stamps as well as a large binter 
with modern blocks and “Yearbooks” from 1995-1998; Saarland in a diminutive stockbook with several dozen stamps; Bosnia 
& Herzegovina relagated to a few scant stock pages; World Food Day (Oct 16th) stockbook with topical issues from several 
countries; Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg and Ukraine with a few hundred mixed used and unused examples; packed binder 
with UN, Tuvalu, Austria, Panama, Norway (booklets), Canada, Antigua, Gibraltar, Australia, Cayman Islands, Liberia, Viet Nam, 
and many more; Aviation and Space related binder with souvenir and mini sheets from all over the globe, includes a pair of Graf 
Zeppelin covers with C18 postmarked in akron; extensive Czech Republic with a 1,000 used on manila stock pages and well 
over 100 mint souvenir and mini sheets as well as another volume with a 1,000 more; Minkus New Worldwide album well stocked 
with several hundred stamps; Worldwide including Lundy, Canada booklets, British Honduras plate blocks, GB Machin corner 
blocks, about 20 Ireland corner blocks, seven mini sheets from Spain; argentina stockbook with several hundred nicely arranged; 
austria mixed mint and postally used in a European stockbook; and thousands more in a pair of Harris Citation albums, Fine to 
Very Fine. (photo on web site) ......................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide General Collections
802   Worldwide, “Who’s on First” Collection of the World’s #1’s, 1840-1994, A collection of the “Number Ones of the World” 

according to the Scott Catalogue. This homemade collection neatly presented and annotated on pages is arranged chronologically 
as opposed to alphabetically. From four copies of Great Britain’s #1 to the Palestinian Authority, around 300 different issuing 
entities are represented in this mostly used collection. As you would expect, many high value items, such as used Brazil, United 
States, Switzerland, France, Canada, Nova Scotia, Portugal (with certificate), Cape of Good Hope, Tasmania, Western Australia, 
St. Helena, Ceylon, Russia (on piece), Two Sicilies, New Caledonia, Poland, China, Crete (with certificate), and unused Ionian 
Islands, Liberia, Greece, Netherlands Indies, etc. Condition does vary, but generally Fine, sit back and enjoy the video as the entire 
collection is viewable online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $3,500 - 4,500

Worldwide General Collections
803   Worldwide, “Oldies But Goodies” Mostly Used Collection, 1857-1920, In two clean, neatly-organized and like-new binders, 

many hundreds of classics with plenty of better material, like used British Central africa #59d, Canada 74 (2) tied on envelope 
entire, China 11-12, 121, France 1, 7 (4), 64, 66, 79, 89, 93-94 (3), 96, 102 (2), 107-08, J7, Germany 27, Great Britain 26, 43, 
99-100, 133, 136, 138, 139-41, Hanover 22-23 (2), Norway 1, 3-5, 10-12, 21, 22-34, 59, Rhodesia 36, 123a, 125, 129a, Saxony 
2, 9-13, United States 14, 68, 70, 76, 89, R94c & R100c on separate documents, and well, I could spend another hour or two 
identifying more, but have a look for yourself, as the entire collection is viewable online. Some condition issues will exist, but 
generally Fine to Very Fine, for the unused stamps, a bit of sticking going on, but nothing major and for the most part, should be 
fine if handled with care. Shipping charges apply - weight 9.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
804   Worldwide, New Issues Stock to 2010.  Housed in five double-thick, bulging-at-the-seams, stockbooks, very extensive, sets, 

souvenir sheets and booklets, all still valid for postage, including beautiful topics. Includes material from Singapore, Thailand, 
France, Channel Islands, New Zealand, Sweden, Canada, USA, Australia and many others in manageable quantities. Great 
lot for resellers!!! Face value over US $10,000, ideal lot for re-stocking, Ebay and online sales at a fraction of the face value, 
Generally Very Fine and Never Hinged, fully imaged online. Shipping charges apply - weight 32.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
805   Worldwide, Wonderful Collection, 1941-63, eight volumes of Scott International (Parts II-IV) albums; 40,000 stamps for the 

period with quality sets throughout; the albums are clean and in great condition and the pages are very well-populated; mint are in 
clear or black mounts; check it out on the website, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 54 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
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806   Worldwide, Wild & Woolly adventure Lot, Three boxes filled with tens of thousands of stamps, the vast majority in glassines. 
Didn’t see any U.S. while sifting through, but quite a bit of Canal Zone and virtually all other areas: Eastern & Western Europe, 
Latin america, asia, British Commonwealth, etc. Primarily mint with sets, sheets, blocks, souvenir sheets and mostly in the 
timeframe of 1950s-90s. Perfect for the internet seller or circuit book maker! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 45.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 5,000

Worldwide General Collections
807   Worldwide, Mint & Used Collections in 40+ Binders, 1849-1985, In over forty binders with all stamps blackmounted on album 

pages, decent starter collections on many fronts, and especially useful for the collector who is not satisfied with the shortcomings 
of an international album series. Some albums are sparsely populated while others are well-filled, in particular mint & used China 
(1885-1968), Haiti (1881-1970), Spain (1850-1984), and taiwan (1945-70), an almost all mint collection of the Dominican 
Republic (1879-1966), mostly mint Nepal (1881-1985), and mostly used France (1852-1974) and Persia (1876-1977). And 
these are also the kind of collections where you can flip through a number of empty pages and then suddenly happen upon a better 
set. Here’s a sampling of some of the better items I encountered: Ceylon used #3-4, 6-6A, 9-11, 15, 38, 42, China used 10-11, 
120-21, 620, 731, 969-70, 980 and mint 276-79, 280-83, 284-87, Finland used 23, France used B11 and mint B249-54, B258-
63, B294-99, Haiti mint 1-4, Israel mint 16, J1-5, Italy used 24-33, 324-28, mint Offices in China (Peking) 12-19, 21, 22-27, 
30, J6-8, Offices in China (Tientsin) 5-13, 23, J6-7, Offices in Turkey (Salonika) 1-8, Offices in Turkey (Smyrna) 7, Offices in 
Turkey (Valona) 1-8, Nepal used 4, 7, 10a, and mint 44-50, 51-59, 134, Spain mint B109-22, C1-5, C6-11, C12-17, O20-29, and 
a set of seven mint gutter pairs of triste Zone a with “Natale Triestino” overprint. In addition to many other collections, such 
as afghanistan (1873-1964), australia with States (1860-1967), Belgium (1849-1950), Brazil (1850-1975), Denmark (1851-
1970), Greece (1861-1954), Hungary (1871-1953), St. Pierre et Miquelon (1892-1964), also a nearly complete mint collection in 
a 1977 album of QEII’s Silver Jubilee and a file of mostly hinged stamps on a variety of old album pages, overall Fine to Very Fine, 
a few additional images online but on-site inspection is highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 187 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
808   Worldwide, Chaotic Yet Enticing adventure Lot, I always wanted to bid on a lot like this; boxes crammed haphazardly with 

all sorts of material. Perhaps it was a last-ditch effort to grab whatever from a burning home? Or maybe the person was served 
an eviction notice because they spent all their money on stamps and could no longer afford to pay the rent? Whatever the case 
may be, there’s a lot of worthwhile material here in many hundreds, if not thousands of “102” cards, mostly loose but an entire 
red box of Switzerland too. Tons more in glassines, both mint & used, and in sets. Larger quantities of Spain, Soviet Union, 
Czechoslovakia, France, Hungary, Israel, Great Britain and U.S. on paper. Some unusual items, like a stocksheet of Swiss 
Probedrucke (test stamps), a number of U.S. coins including steel pennies, proof sets and Susan B. Anthony dollars, and a bunch 
of certs, mostly bad, but some declared genuine, such as U.S. 2¢ Jackson Z-Grill (#85B). Additional pix online but we highly 
recommend viewing this lot in person, generally Fine to Very Fine, perfect for the semi-retired reseller with a lot of time! Shipping 
charges apply - weight 64.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide General Collections
809   Worldwide, Mint/Used Collections with Strong France, Egypt, Russia & Others, 1850-2002, A total of 20 albums and two 

binders with enough stamps, if placed end-to-end, would encircle the earth. Alright, I’m obviously exaggerating, but we are 
talking about many thousands of stamps with some very nice collections in the mix. In one Scott binder you will find densely 
populated mint/used collections of France (1853-1982) and Egypt (1867-1979), another with Portugal (1866-1980), very well-
filled collections of mostly used Sweden (1858-2002), highly complete mint Micronesia (1984-97), powerful mostly used Russia 
(1875-2000), a CTO collection of Vietnam (1959-89), and very respectable collections of austria (1850-1977), United Nations 
(1951-87) with an additional binder of mint postal stationery and souvenir cards, mint Laos (1951-67), mint Congo (1959-75) 
in a hingeless Lighthouse album, a mint/used collection of Germany (1872-1948), Latin american countries A-G, and others 
including an over-filled Minkus worldwide album. Condition will vary over a collection this vast, but generally Fine to Very Fine, 
for a look under the hood, check out the video flips online. Shipping charges apply - weight 80.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide General Collections
810   Worldwide, Mint & Used Country Collections, 1856-1984, Worldwide collections in over twenty albums, mostly hinged but 

many in mounts. Some all or mostly mint collections include France (1939-82), Great Britain (1911-60), Guatemala (1871-
1977), Laos (1951-69), Lebanon (1960-68), Philippines (1863-1966), Portugal (1948-83), St. Lucia (1860-1984), Spain (1943-
82), Syria (1942-69), Vietnam (1951-75). Mostly used collections of Brazil (1942-69), Bulgaria (1940-74), Germany (1925-82), 
Hungary (1945-1974), Mexico (1856-1974), Poland (1918-76), Russia (1955-76). And if you’re wondering if these are merely 
remainder collections, here’s just a sampling of the better items I came across: Germany mint #B91-92, Great Britain used 173, 
179-80, 222-24, and possibly complete collections of the 1937 & 1953 Coronations, Guatemala mint 7-10 and used 20, Laos 
mint 25-26, C13, C20-21, Philippines mint N1-7, NJ1 and plate blocks of six of C47-51, EO1, O11-14, St. Lucia mint 1, 5-6, 13, 
15017, 19-21, 25, 37-39, 43-48, 50-54, 60-63, 76-89, 95-106, and used 2, 7-10, 22, 24, 39, 40a, Vietnam mint 1-13, 30-35, 39-50. 
And to sweeten the pot even more, some premium collections on stocksheets of British Guiana, with mint 29, 92 and used 25, 
27, 45, 79, 99, 106, and French Guiana mint 7, 10, 19-20, 24-26, 30, 32-48, and used 13, 18, 21, 28-29, overall Fine to Very Fine, 
recommended to view on-site but we are including additional images. Shipping charges apply - weight 116.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide General Collections
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811   Worldwide, Collections of Mint Japan, Laos, New Zealand & More, 1882-1990, Two virtually all-mint collections in hingeless 
Lighthouse albums; Japan (1894-1988) is sparse on 19th century but is extremely well-filled from 1956 on and many better 
throughout, such as mint #87-90, 112, 148-151, 163-166, 201, 227-229, 378a, 422-423, 438, 439-441, 480-497, 521c. New 
Zealand (1882-1990) is also not missing much from 1936 on and features better mint like #64, 78, 123-124, 170, 179-181, 288-
301, B3-B4, C1-C3, C4-C5. Also, one Lighthouse album for United States Commemoratives from 1893-1976, as well as a mint 
sheet folder filled with sheets in the 10¢-13¢ range. The last collection is Laos (1951-75), all mint and in mounts on Scott pages 
with such better as #25-26, C13, C20-C21. But that’s not all, as we also have five stockbooks filled with modern mint singles & 
blocks of the above-mentioned countries, as well as three boxes of many hundreds of modern worldwide covers organized by 
region: Europe, Asia & Pacific, generally Fine to Very Fine, a few video flips but should be reviewed in person. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 80 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
812   Worldwide, Over-stuffed album Collection, 1959-63, 20,000 different stamps so packed into a Scott International Part V that 

it blew off the covers with nothing but the spine and pages remaining, how so many stamps can be crammed onto these pages is a 
mystery; includes sets, singles, and souvenir sheets with some unused but most postally used; virtually every page is plastered with 
issues and what remains of this album is unbelievably heavy; just waiting to be broken down and sold online, Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
813   Worldwide, “the Whole Ball of Wax” Collection of Stamps, Stamps & More Stamps, Gigantic lot of easily 100,000+ stamps; 

shoeboxes, bags, glassine files, loose album pages, stockbooks, old circuit books, counter pages, photo albums, cigar boxes, “102” 
cards, vintage stamp albums, etc. Whatever the container, it’s packed with stamps, some loose, some on paper; there are portions 
which are quite organized, while others border on chaos. Much United States, Canada, Great Britain, New Zealand noted, as 
well as various covers, U.S. FDCs and souvenir pages, postal stationery, and tons more to be discovered as only the surface was 
scratched when examining this lot. A true adventure lot if there ever was one! Condition will inevitably vary, but generally Fine to 
Very Fine. Due to the nature of this lot, only an on-site visit could possibly do it justice. Shipping charges apply - weight 385 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
814   Multi-Generational US & Worldwide Collection, formed by three generations sadly now an estate, comprised mostly of used 

stamps on about 1,000 stockpages, better includes US, Great Britain, Germany, some Asia including China, a handful of mostly 
US covers including a very scarce used Civil War Patriotic design on a cover front and an all-over Spanish American War Patriotic, 
an absolutely gorgeous 7.5 x 5 in. Valentine with green “Mt. Washington KY Feb. 13” circular datestamp “3” and “PaID” 
handstamps,  also includes an accumulation of used 2c Columbian stamps in five small albums, 21 13c US State Flags Sheets 
(Scott 1682a), an album of India, and more, overall Fine-Very Fine, there are many stockpages that have better stamps interspersed 
in the approximately 1,000 stockpages, so even though we have scanned three albums for your viewing pleasure, this lot must be 
carefully viewed to properly appreciate and evaluate, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 220 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
815   Worldwide Stamp Collection, tens of thousands of stamps, better countries including Australia, Austria, Bolivia, Canada, Cuba, 

France, Great Britain, Guyana, Iceland, India, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Romania, and Sweden; exceptionally well-organized on 
printed album pages, also includes a modest inventory on #102 cards, accompanied by a detailed inventory by the owner, who 
was a known part-time stamp dealer in the Northeast; owner’s catalog value well into the tens of thousands, Very Fine, see a 
nice sample online so you get the feel of this collection. Shipping charges apply - weight 440 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide General Collections
816   Worldwide, Mint & Used Classic Collection, 1849-1940, Four volumes of the Scott International, all in slipcases and in excellent 

condition, with a mixed mint & used collection from the classic era. What makes this lot especially fun to thumb through, is the 
close attention paid by the collector to reprints and forgeries referencing both Billig’s Philatelic Handbook series and the legendary 
Serrane Guide. Better items to be found throughout including used Finland #9-10, France 6, 11-13, 20, 29-31, 50-53, Great 
Britain 17, 27, 32, 43 (plate 14), 48-50, 55, 61-62, 67, 71, 73, 78-81, 85, 99, 104-05, 107, 116-22, 140, 173, 179, 181, Italy 33, 62-
63, Nepal 9 (pair), Netherlands 12, 32, Norway 3, 19, 33, Roman States 4, 8, Russia 12, Switzerland 35, 37-38, 41-48, 54, 75, 
tuscany 6 and mint Korea 2. Condition will vary, but generally Fine to Very Fine, many scans viewable online. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 27.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
817   Worldwide, Spanning the World Collection, 1856-1940, seven-volume (one with poor binder) Scott International moderately 

populated with most postally used; many thousands in sets and singles; a collector spent a lifetime putting it together and it can be 
yours, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 50 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
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818   Worldwide, Mostly Unused Postal Stationery, 1879-1949, With at least 800, but probably closer to 1,000 pieces of postal 
stationery from a number of countries and much of it identified by Higgins & Gage catalogue number. Very strong Italy and Japan, 
extensive Colombia and Belgian Congo, and nearly 100 from Jamaica, about 140 from the Feudatory States of India, and 40 all 
used and censored during WWI from Hungary. Other countries include Cape Verde, Iceland and Israel, generally Fine to Very 
Fine, additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 12 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
819   Worldwide, “Stamp of approval” Remainder Lot, 1851-1980s, Expectations can be quite often low after setting aside the core 

collections from an estate, but occasionally we’ll run across a lot like this, still brimming with worthwhile material. There’s the 
usual floor sweepings, such as brown paper bags stuffed with stamps on paper, random stockcards, old circuit books, tupperware 
containers filled with loose stamps, and some of it a bit more organized, like a glassine file alphabetized by country, some counter 
pages, a stockbook, annual mint sets, and a couple of red boxes filled with “102” cards. It is then we begin to see better material 
catch our eye. After poking around for a bit, here’s what I saw: azores used #27, 53-54, Belgium mint 134, Canada mint 58, 136-
38, 149-59 and used 22, 82-83, France mint B28-30, Great Britain used 27, 29 (plate 12), 32, 43 (plate 10), 43a, 49, 51, 61-62, 
66-68, 87, 94-95, 96, 100, 103-05, 107, 139, 222-24, Newfoundland mint 145-59, and used 25, 30, 32A, Straits Settlements used 
2, Switzerland mint 242, United States used 1, 9, 68, 72, 77-78, 87, 93, 96, 112-13, 117, and a couple of proofs from the 1861 
issue. We’re including some scans of the U.S. to whet your appetite and view the lot in person. You’ll be glad you did! generally 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 24.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
820   Worldwide, Mostly Latin american Mint & Used Collections, 1855-1996, Large holding of 24 binders / stockbooks, more 

than half of which cover Latin America, totaling thousands of stamps both mint & used all neatly arranged. Among the countries 
of Latin America on offer here include argentina (1860-1994), Bolivia (1867-1993), Brazil (1884-1994), Chile (1867-1993), 
Colombia (1877-1996), Costa Rica (1863-1994), Cuba (1855-1959), Dominican Republic (1880-1991), Ecuador (1872-
1994), El Salvador (1889-1993), Guatemala (1875-1994), Honduras (1865-1995), Mexico (1886-1994), Nicaragua (1882-
1991), Uruguay (1884-1994), Venezuela (1882-1992) and more. Other areas also included in this lot are afghanistan (1921-89), 
andorra (1929-1995) which include both French & Spanish administrations, Liberia (1880-1963), Monaco (1891-1993), and 
two binders on all three offices of the United Nations (1954-99). And that’s still not all, as there are four more binders filled mostly 
with worldwide booklets & mini-sheets with much from Scandinavia, Belgium and the British Commonwealth. I don’t know 
how we could possibly show you all of this, but there’s a taste of it online, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 104 lbs.  (photo on web site) .............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
821   Worldwide, Old-time Global Collection, 1850-1972, many thousands of stamps in 15 mostly German albums and stockbooks; 

several Elbe binders with quadrille pages and thousands of hinged Third Reich, German Colonies, German Republic and American 
stamps (Famous American plate blocks and later); a few Thorpe & Martin albums with Danzig, Bavaria, and Imperial Germany; 
the meat is in the 1936 and 1937 Schaubek albums which are extensively populated, since it appears the collecting occurred at least 
50 years ago there is precious little Cancel To Order material; nice selections of Turkey, France, Australian States, Natal, Armenia, 
Russia, Iceland, Austria, Italy and Japan; includes a 1958 Minkus All American with a fair showing of moderate value; much to be 
harvested here, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
822   Worldwide, “antiques of Philately” Selection of Mostly Used Worldwide Classics, 1843-1913, This homemade collection was 

assembled as a retirement project by a lifelong APS member and features many of the world’s #1’s as well as many other high-
value stamps. Arranged by geographical region, you will be able to view this collection online, but here are some of the highlights 
in the order they appear: used Canada #4, New Brunswick #1, Newfoundland #1, 20, Bahamas #14, Barbados #6, Cape of 
Good Hope #4, St. Helena #1, 5, India #4, New South Wales #2, 16 (pair), Queensland #5, South australia #7, tasmania #6, 
14 (strip of 3), Victoria #1, Western australia #1, 14, New Zealand #14-15, Mexico #4 (handstamped Guadalajara), Brazil #1, 
26, 39, France #1, Saxony #2 (on piece), Modena #1, Romagna #2, Sardinia #2, tuscany #5, two Sicilies #13, Luxembourg 
#1, Switzerland #8, Liechtenstein #3. Some nice unused too, like Newfoundland #11A, Natal #15 (imperforate proof), and a 
Specimen of the 7½p of Canada from 1857 (Unitrade #9TCi). I’m fairly certain the collector had as much joy assembling this 
collection as we have viewing it, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
823   Worldwide, “Got Stamps?” Mint & Used accumulation with Covers, 1841-2000s, Numerous stockbooks, hundreds of covers, 

boxes and glassines with thousands of stamps, and a handful of albums, one in particular, a Scott International from 1935 absolutely 
loaded and many better throughout, like United States mint #225, and used #63, 73, 112-117, 285-290, 298-299, 300-310, 323-
327, 403-404, Q1-Q10, Q12 and Great Britain used #3, 49, 55, 61, 66, 82, 96, 100-101, 104, 121-122, 138-139. Other albums 
of interest include one from the 1937 Coronation of King George VI which looks complete and a beautiful two-volume set on the 
Centennial of the Universal Postal Union from 1974. This too is an all-mint collection with hardly a stamp missing and featuring 
worldwide with many booklets and miniature sheets. We’re including a few scans from one album, but a lot like this really needs 
to be reviewed in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 62.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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824   Worldwide, Mint & Used accumulation of Collections, 1850-2000, A half dozen albums, about twice as many stockbooks, 
as well as some counter books. There’s a lot of ground to cover, so let’s get started, beginning with a mostly mint Liechtenstein 
(1917-84) collection in a hingeless Lighthouse album which looks complete from 1957 on and features such better as mint #82-85, 
116-29, 151, 171, 356, C14 and used 159a. We also have a 2-volume hingeless Edifil set of mint Vatican (1929-87) with 19-34, 
41-46, 47-54, 55-60, 122-31, 149-53, 155a, 173, J1-6, and a 3-volume set of mint Israel (1948-86) on White Ace pages with all 
stamps in mounts and looks complete from 1953 onwards. Better mint with tabs include 23-24, 46-47, 55, C1-6, C9-17. There is 
also a well-filled, all-used collection of France (1870-2000) hinged in a Scott Specialty album. It doesn’t include any B-O-B, but 
many better throughout including a very nice selection of Ceres & Napoleon Heads (see scans). Equally impressive are well over 
300 “Les Gravures Officielles Intaglio”, which are specially engraved proofs issued by La Poste from 1995-2000 and a binder 
of more France mostly in the form of mint blocks & booklets. On a similar note is a folder with numerous Schwarzdrücke (black 
prints) from the austrian Postal Service. With additional stockbooks / counter books of mint/used austria, Cuba, Germany, 
Hungary, Spain, and Switzerland, this is a lot you definitely want to check out! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 101.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..............................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide General Collections
825   Worldwide, albums, Counter Books and More, 1850-1960s, Three worldwide albums, five counter books, a binder of stockpages 

and two smaller boxes of older stamps on paper and cover; a fun lot with some nice premium material. Some of the better items 
you will encounter include the following: austria used #1-5, Brazil used 2, 9 (pair), 21-26, 37-39, 62, Chile used 1, and mint 
17, Danish West Indies mint 9, 11, 46, 48, used J7-8 and a bisect of the 4¢ tied on cover (18a), Hungary used 8-12, Italy used 
60, 62, Lombardy-Venetia used 4-6, 21-24, Luxembourg used 1-2, 12, Nepal used 9, Russia used 24a, United States mint 235 
(NH with plate #), 236. A good deal of the mint in the one binder is adhering to the page or I would be able to list many more. 
Nevertheless, a lot on offer here and despite some video clips online, the lot should be reviewed in person, generally Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,600

Worldwide General Collections
826   Worldwide, Multiple Collections with Extensive Egypt, austria & Germany, 1841-1980s, One of the highlights of this lot is a 

binder entitled “Classic Stamps of the World” with some better material, like used Cape of Good Hope #4, 4b (pair); Confederate 
States #1; Denmark #3, 6, 8; Great Britain #3-4 (2); India #5 & 6 (cut to shape) on piece, 15, 15a, 32-35, M10; Switzerland #8, 
and unused Ionian Islands #2-3. Some EFOs are also featured along with Scott-listed errors, such as unused Danzig #68a (center 
inverted, signed), United States #1520b, 1618Cd and used tasmania #29c (double impression, unpriced). For other worldwide, 
there are over a dozen stockbooks in this lot along with a large stack of old Scott pages with many hundreds of mixed mint & used. 
As far as individual countries, we have an accumulation of Egypt scattered in multiple albums & stockbooks. A decent, mostly 
mint modern collection hinged in a Minkus album from 1958-77, a sparsely-populated mint collection in a two-volume Palo set in 
pristine condition with pages up until 2000, and a used collection in a Scott album of only about 75 stamps, but what could have 
been easily missed is a “bleeding cheek” variety of #340 (Nile Post #D210a). Four other Scott albums in immaculate condition and 
in slipcases include one volume of austria (1850-1930) with Lombardy-Venetia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, and an entire section 
devoted to perforation, plate and color varieties, and three volumes covering Germany before WWII with the strongest material 
from the States. Condition will vary, but on the whole Fine to Very Fine, a portion of this lot may be viewed online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 78 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................................................................................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide General Collections
827   Worldwide, “the Family album” Mostly Mint U.S., U.N. & Canada Collections, 1926-2010, The Scott Minuteman, Harris 

Liberty and the Minkus All-American; iconic stamp albums as American as apple pie, and they’re all here in multiples. United 
States dominates this lot with 14 albums plus 2 for possessions & trust territories. Multiple mint collections overlap with various 
mint runs, but overall a huge amount of face, also helped out by a fairly large plate block collection in 4 volumes covering the 
years from 1961-86. United Nations also shows its strength particularly in one collection which looks complete from 1951-89 for 
all three offices. Also an imprint block collection until 1980 for both New York & Geneva. Canada is no weakling either; a nearly 
complete mint collection from 1964-88 with added booklets & mini-sheets, another collection which looks almost identical to the 
previous but also has some mint classics, and a third volume with some B-O-B and FDCs. Also included is a nearly complete mint 
collection of Vatican City from 1940-84, a fairly well-packed pair of Harris Traveler albums, and an American Bicentennial album 
of worldwide issues commemorating America’s 200th birthday, overall Fine to Very Fine, a collection this large and varied truly 
needs to be reviewed on-site. Shipping charges apply - weight 119.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide General Collections
828   Worldwide, Remainder Collections in albums & Stockbooks, 1853-1978, Six albums and an equal number of stockbooks with 

what may seem at first as merely remainders, but plenty of better material to satisfy the worldwide collector. Albums include mint 
& used Netherlands, a CTO collection of Poland, small collections of afghanistan and albania, and two Schaubek albums of 
France hinged on pages with a nearly complete 20-year run of mint from 1958-78. The best material though you will find in the half-
dozen stockbooks, for example, mint australia #144, austria B110, Belgium 221, Canada 158, Germany B105, Netherlands 
105, Newfoundland C6-8, Switzerland B2-3, B4-6, B80, B297, and used Canada 23, French Offices in Madagascar 9-10, 
Spain 222-30 (230 has telegraph cancel), United States 12., generally Fine to Very Fine, should be viewed in person for full 
evaluation. Shipping charges apply - weight 38.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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829   Worldwide, an Enjoyable Smattering, 1885-2016, four albums with a healthy dollop of stamps; Scott International including 
Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, and Dominica; Harris Liberty moderately populated with hinged unused and used from late 1920’s 
to 1970; Scott International Junior with Austria, Canada, Great Britain, Hungary, India, Liberia, Montenegro, Persia, Russia, and 
Ukraine; and Harris plate block album includes commemoratives from 1932 through 1961 plus some Airmail in oversized Crystal 
Mounts requiring tape to keep the blocks from sliding out; value for the picking, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
22.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
830   Worldwide, Mint & Used Estate Balance, Two very well-filled Citation albums of 1000’s mint/used, an apparently complete 

mint collection of Ghana (1957-78) in a Minkus album, and another thoroughly filled, mostly used collection of Hungary (1871-
1980). Plenty more with entire tubs of Germany, DDR, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary filled with glassines and a lot of items 
purchased from dealers still residing on counter pages or auction cards. An entire file of manila envelopes organized alphabetically 
by country, a stack of full sheets from Britain from the 1990s, plate blocks and full & partial sheets of U.S. mint, topical stamp 
albums from the USPS, around 30 APS circuit books, a commemorative panel of PRC #1974-80, and much more, generally Fine 
to Very Fine, another lot which should be reviewed in person. (photo on web site) ....................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
831   Worldwide Stamp Collection, comprising thousands of stamps in 76 binders with strength in Latin America, Europe and some 

Asia, on homemade pages, Fine-Very Fine, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 164 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide General Collections
832   Worldwide, Ottmar Zieher “Stamp Post Cards” Collection, 1900, 66 different (one used) postcards featuring images of world 

stamps; many are embossed and all have rich color and great visual interest; includes an article from The American Philatelist (Nov 
1978); delightful, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 2.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

accumulations & assortments

833   Worldwide, “Never Enough” accumulation of Stamps & Covers, You can never have enough stamps, and here’s another lot 
which sets out to prove that! A wide range of material in stockbooks, on pages and in glassines. Heavy on Asia, Latin America 
and British Commonwealth. Individual stockbooks on China, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, and Vietnam, collections on pages 
include Egypt, Nicaragua, Solomon Islands, Salvador, Spanish Morocco and Venezuela, about 80 recently-retired circuit books 
from the APS with a remaining catalogue value around $10,000 and 65 more books on Japan, Korea and thailand with easily 
another $10,000 in cat. You’ll find annual mint sets from the U.S., Iceland and the Netherlands antilles, thousands of covers 
consisting of FDCs, postal stationery, and a whole lot of British Commonwealth, packs of Korean souvenir sheets, bags of 
stamps still on paper, and a lot of better items in the mix, such as used New Zealand #41, 51-56, 82, 179-81, O29, and mint 117-19, 
120 (no gum), 122-25, 128, 130-39, 165-70, 179-81, B3-4, C1-5, and mint Japan 283a, 288a, 306a, 385a, 397-400, 480-97, C3-7, 
and many more, overall Fine to Very Fine, a sneak peek online but a lot such as this should be viewed in person. Shipping charges 
apply - weight 147 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 5,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
834   Worldwide, a Mountain of Possibilities, 1860-2021, 10 Bankers Boxes worth of WW ready for a thorough going over; Turkey 

(1961-1980) on Scott pages (and many years of supplements) beautifully filled out, massive Schaubek Europe album extensively 
filled with Romania from first issues on, Lighthouse album with Monaco (catalog $2,000), hundreds of WW MNH sets on black 
stock cards, Elbe unused indestructible binder with heavy stock quadrille pages, 1,000 of WW stamps mounted on album pages, 
striking Cook Islands on black stock page, UN singles collection in black mounts in White Ace album, a few hundred dollars US 
Face (mostly plate blocks), UN plate block collection in White Ace album, several old starter albums with sporatic stamps, topical 
binder with hundreds of WW sets on black stock pages, New Haven CT newspapers from 1850s, photo album of Civil War era 
political pins photographs, blank Scott Specialty album with quadrille pages, New Zealand on manila pages ($1,800 catalog) 
with nice Revenues, 4 binders of Cinderella labels and seals, Schaubek album Belgium well represented, Scott National BOB 
with a few cut squares, Schaubek Bulgaria nicely done, binder with a few hundred Trucial States on black stock pages, 3 volume 
Scott International moderately well populated, Liberty Series plate blocks to $5 Hamilton mounted on album pages, at least $100 
worth of oversized Scott mounts, country collections on album pages wrapped in plastic (attractive) including Turkey, Nicaragua, 
Salvador, Honduras, Venezuela, Uruguay, Paraguay, and China; did I mention there’s lots of stuff here? Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 271 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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835   Worldwide, “Don’t Judge a Book by its Cover” Mint & Used accumulation, Shelves of old, dilapidated stockbooks, a total 
of 87 to be exact. As philatelists, we couldn’t care less what they look like on the outside; it’s what’s inside that counts and that’s 
tens of thousands of stamps. Mostly from the second half of the 20th century but plenty of classics too. Many stockbooks deal with 
a specific area and two specifically kept coming up: British Commonwealth (about 20) and Latin america (almost as many). 
Coverage of pretty much everywhere else as well including blocks & souvenir sheets, and a few topicals too, like space and nudes. 
A few flips viewable online as reference but lot should be reviewed in person, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - 
weight 189.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
836   Worldwide, “the Quiet Excitement” Mint & Used Collections & accumulation, 1857-2010, I’ve always fantasized about 

buying a lot like this. The sheer volume and excitement of not knowing what’s on the next page of a stockbook or the “I can’t 
believe that’s there” moment when leafing through an album. We’re not calling out any cat numbers on this one, but we will tell you 
that there are around 30 stockbooks/binders of stockpages and over 20 albums filled with tens of thousands of stamps. Heavy on 
Great Britain, australia and Canada with numerous stockbooks devoted to these countries, and out-of-the-ordinary albums, like 
a Seven Seas Norfolk Island album of mostly used, a beautiful hingeless album in German on the 50th Anniversary of the United 
Nations featuring worldwide mint, covers and souvenir sheets, a worldwide album on FDR from White Ace, a Stanley Gibbons 
Strand album from the 1940s packed to the gills with stamps, and an 1899 edition of the Scott International when it was brown 
instead of the iconic blue! Other items include what looks to be a complete mint collection of the 1937 Coronation of KGVI, a very 
well-filled collection of used France in a Scott Specialty album, a mint sheet folder with sheets of 100 of the Berlin-Brandenburg 
Bears issue of 1945, and a six-volume set of the Scott Internationals up to 1969. You may view this lot on-site or you can bid blind 
with the comfort of knowing that this lot is worth way, way more than the low-end estimate. Who knows, maybe I’ll even put in a 
bid! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 214 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...............  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
837   Worldwide, Massive Monstrosity of Collections & accumulations, 1840-2010s, A collection for a lifetime consisting of around 

75 albums, 65 stockbooks of various sizes and over 40 other binders, along with shoeboxes, tupperware, folders, photo albums, 
and cigar boxes with many thousands of stamps and covers as well. You’ll find old approval books, glassine files, picture postcards, 
and stamps on paper stuffed in bags. Overall, larger holdings of the United States, australia, Canada, Great Britain, and New 
Zealand. There’s an old stamp album from 1896 with a few pages of Canadian revenues, a collection of souvenir cards, a counter 
book of Peru, a box of French Colonies on counter pages, large quantities of U.S. & British FDCs, a collection of Wildings, 
Machins and other phosphor issues of the 50’s & 60’s, a stack of prestige booklets, numerous Canadian Duck stamps, stamps & 
covers from the postal strike in Britain in 1971, a stockbook of mint British Commonwealth on the Royal Family, a binder of 
U.S. Xmas seals in full sheets along with progressive color proofs, and a counter book of australian booklets. And here are just 
some of the random individual stamps I encountered when sifting through this lot: australia mint #508 in a block of 20, Canada 
used 47 (2), 159 and mint 90A (2), 139-40, 177, 262 (2), Great Britain used 1, 180, Belgian tête-bêche gutter pairs of the Coat 
of Arms series of 1929-30 (COB# KT3-6) and others with attached advertising labels. Even a couple of non-philatelic items, such 
as the Thomason Medallic Bible, which is a set of 60 bronze medals from the Franklin Mint depicting scenes from the Bible. An 
exciting lot demanding further exploration! generally Fine to Very Fine, on-site evaluation a must. Shipping charges apply - weight 
725 lbs.  (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
838   Worldwide, Mint & Used accumulation Strong on U.S. & British Commonwealth, 1850s-2000s, Everyone loves a good 

mystery; in this case, huge piles of stamps, some loose, others in glassines, on pages, in counter books, annual mint sets, etc. Lots 
of modern but many worthwhile classics spotted as well, and heavy on United States, australia, Canada, and Great Britain. A 
little bit of everything; mint, used, covers, revenues, cut squares, you name it. The kind of lot to keep a collector busy for a long 
time, or a way to turn a substantial profit for a dealer. Either way, this lot should be reviewed beforehand in person, generally Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 60 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
839   Worldwide, Mostly australia, Canada, U.S. accumulations, 1840-2000s, A dozen albums and nearly 20 stockbooks is only 

the beginning; other boxes and tubs hold a mishmash of various material. There’s a counter book of mint/used australia, scores 
of old album pages, packs of “102” cards, hundreds of glassines, a binder of mint Marshall Islands including complete booklets 
& mini-sheets, stacks of U.S. plate blocks, USPS stamp collecting kits from the 1970s, many unopened, a waddling of U.S. duck 
stamps, a stack of German ETBs, complete Canadian Annual Souvenir Mint Collections from 1974-81, FDCs from australia, 
U.S. & U.N. a binder with dinosaurs on stamps and various British Commonwealth omnibus series, such as the 1935 Coronation, 
and more. Overall excellent mint & used stock of australia, from the Roos & KGV Heads to the modern era into the 2000s. And if 
you’re wondering if there are higher value items in the pile, this is what I found in the short time examining the lot: Great Britain 
#1 on cover, Canada mint 226-27, 241-45, 273, C1-4, O27, OCE4, Jamaica mint 141, U.N. 38 (17 FDCs with various cachets), 
U.S. used 36, 77-78, C18 (both mint & used). Some unusual items too, like a few stockpages of New Zealand revenues and stamps 
from the British Postal Strike of 1971, Cinderellas from Macquarie Island and a homemade collection of charity seals on pages. 
Winter will be here before you know it; with a lot like this, you won’t mind staying at home! overall Fine to Very Fine, should be 
examined on-site. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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840   Worldwide, “Whoever Dies with the Most Stamps Wins!” accumulation, An accumulation of a lifetime; nearly 40 albums, 
25 stockbooks and about as many other binders, some a bit sparse but others crammed with stamps. Larger quantities of United 
States, australia, austria, Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain and New Zealand. Many hundreds of covers, mostly U.S. 
FDCs, a glassine file of France, two hingeless albums with what appear to be complete mint collections of Norfolk Island (1947-
89) and Australian Antarctic Territory (1957-2001), a very well-filled 3-volume collection of U.S. plate blocks with high face, 
a stockbook of French Morocco, a collection of Swiss tête-bêche & gutter pairs, and much, much more. There’s no point in even 
attempting to photograph this lot, so let us know if you would like to view this in person, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 360 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
841   Worldwide, Large accumulation in Binders & Stockbooks, In at least 25 stockbooks / binders with stockpages, a half dozen 

albums, and other loose material, thousands of stamps to keep you busy for quite some time. Two worldwide collections in 
Minkus albums, as well as remainder collections of U.S., Great Britain and France. Some of the best value, however, is in the 
many stockbooks / binders, most of them country specific. There’s mint & used Bosnia & Herzegovina, France, Germany, 
Luxembourg, Saar, used Hungary, Sweden, Belgian railway stamps, mint Great Britain Wildings, Machins and Omnibus 
series, Monaco, Philippines, Latin america, British FDCs, even a topical collection of stamps & covers on fencing. Also many 
souvenir cards and various U.S. mint sets from the 1980s. Just a few of the better items found while rummaging through include 
Belgium mint #Q362-64, Q371-72, Q374-77, Germany mint 686, Netherlands mint B144a-45a, Saar mint B22, and used B65-
66 with certificates. Also a binder of France & Colonies featuring some nice deluxe sheets and imperf varieties of French 
Polynesia. You can take a look at this last one online, but if you would like to see the rest, you’ll have to stop by. Definitely worth 
the trip! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 122.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
842   Worldwide, Souvenir Sheets, Minisheets, and More, 1980-2020, many thousands in 14 binders lightly organized by country; 

Disney World of Postage Stamps binder with well over a hundred souvenir sheets from Anguilla (12 diff), Bhutan (3 diff), Canada, 
Dominica (6 diff), Gambia (3 diff), Guyana (2 diff), Lesotho (4 diff), Maldives (4 diff), Mali (3 diff), Mongolia (4 diff), St Vincent 
(4 diff), Sierra Leone (3 diff), Togo, Turk and Cacos (5 diff), and Uganda (7 diff); mint and cancelled to order minisheets and S/S 
from Laos, Liberia, Madagascar, Maldives, Mexico, Mongolia; collection of First Day program booklets; CTO sheets of Romania, 
pair of $5 commemorative coins (Elvis Presley) from the Marshall Islands, 4 Highway Post Office (HPO) first trips along with a 
“Philatelic Truck” souvenir sheet and a mini postcard; massive binder containing hundreds of souvenir sheets on topics including 
Princess Diana, Birds, Christmas, Shirley Temple, Elvis Presley, Queen Mother, Automobiles, Locomotives, Jesus Christ, Disney, 
Animals, Composers, Ships, and many more; enough to fulfil a business worth of orders, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 77.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
843   Worldwide, One Big Mountain of Mint, Full and partial sheets, blocks and mint sets in many hundreds of glassines. Some 

currencies are on longer in use, such as the Deutschmark and the Lire, but a portion of this lot could potentially be used as face. 
Considerable amounts from France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Netherlands, Portugal 
and Sweden. Other items include a small collection of ships on stamps mounted on White Ace pages, almost 100 annual folders 
from the Faroes for the year 1979, and nearly as many souvenir folders from australia Post for the 1981 Royal Wedding. On-site 
inspection a must for a lot such as this, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.6 lbs.  (photo on web site)
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
844   Worldwide, Mostly Modern Mint accumulation with Year Sets, 1978-2005, You’ll find some stamps before 1978 and from 

a wide range of countries, but overall dominated by Canada, the United States, australia and the United Nations featuring an 
enormous amount of mint, much of it in annual sets and packs from the respective postal services. We rarely see Canadian years 
sets offered in this quantity, 56 in total, with the following years: 1978-82, 1984 (2), 1985-89 (3), 1990 (6), 1991-92 (4), 1994-
95 (2), 1996, 2002 (3), 2003-05 (4); about one-quarter of these are still in their original shrink wrap. There are also eight from 
Australia from the years 1986-92 & 1996. In addition to numerous packs from Canada, such as the Historic Land Vehicles series, 
and the Bicentennial series from Australia, you’ll encounter items from Great Britain, Ireland and others. There are thousands 
more stamps & souvenir sheets on hundreds of Minkus album pages with mint U.S. singles, plate blocks & postal stationery, U.N. 
mint with inscription blocks and a mountain of loose singles and blocks, mostly in mounts. Perfect for the reseller and should be 
reviewed on-site for a better evaluation of total face value, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 148 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
845   Worldwide, a Mountain of Mostly Mint Morsels, A box of thousands of items; sets, blocks, souvenir sheets and booklets, the 

vast majority of which are mint and from the 1960s-2000s. I didn’t notice any U.S. but otherwise a fairly even representation of 
worldwide with much Latin America, Europe, Asia and British Commonwealth. Catalogue value must be of staggering proportions, 
generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ......................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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846   Worldwide, “Fresh Off the Press” Hoard of Sheets, 1962-95, Many thousands of stamps in mini-sheet and souvenir sheet packs 
of mostly 100 each. Honduras #C682-86, C688-83, C695-98, Micronesia 153a, 230, C49, Poland 2698-03, 2776-81, 2782-87, 
2798-03, 2888-93, 2940-47, Russia 3500, St. thomas & Prince Islands 578-81, Venezuela 817a, and the entire set of 1984 
definitives from Nicaragua 1298-05 in sheets of 100 cancelled in Managua. As a bonus, hundreds of sheets from various, and shall 
we say, dubious issuing entities, like abkhazia, Chechnya and touva. Total catalogue value over $150,000! overall Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 53.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
847   Worldwide, Collector’s Lifetime accumulation, 1853-2010, Minkus 2 volume Supreme Global with strength in Rhodesia, 

Mauritius, British Guiana, Trinadad fiscals (87, 89, and 90), Malta, and British Honduras; Scott America album with mixed mint 
and used in mounts; Scott International Junior with hundreds of postally used; Scott Modern nicely populated with older used; at 
least two dozen small manila stockbooks nicely organized by country with mild to moderate duplication, many thousands of WW 
in glassines; 50 US Embassy red wax seals on piece from Central and South America; box of about 50 legal sized Diplomatic 
mail envelopes covering a wide swath in both time and geography; 17 cover binders containing United States or United Nations 
FDCs; in excess of 1000 FDCs from the US and Israel (most with tabs) not in binders; commercial early Israel postal history, 
often with censor tape; a few hundred Postal Commemorative Society oversized FDCs from around the world (very clean and with 
explanitory cards); dozens of modern Great Britain Royal Post sets; several US Year Sets; box of early postcards with attractive 
franking from Tasmania, Samoa, New Zealand, Italy, Siam, Iceland, and New South Wales; let the exploration begin! Fine to Very 
Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 160 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
848   Worldwide, Mint & Used accumulation with Stronger Japan, Britain & UN, 1840-2009, Nine stockbooks with a great deal of 

used Japan, but also Israel and mint U.N. & Great Britain. Japan is particularly strong in modern mint with around ¥125,000 in face 
alone. A sizeable amount of mint too from the U.N. in two Lindner albums, the first of which appears to be complete up to 1971 
with over 150 inscription blocks. Also some FDCs and additional mint in numerous mailings from the U.N. Postal Administration, 
some still unopened. Plenty of other mailings from other philatelic bureaus, such as Isle of Man, Liechtenstein, Israel and dealers, 
again many unopened. Who knows what’s lurking inside one of these envelopes? Maybe for the lucky winner, an early retirement! 
generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 47.6 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
849   Worldwide, “Where’s Waldo?” Mint & Used accumulation, 1855-2000, Trying to find Waldo in a crowded scene is very much 

like trying to find the good stamps among the 100’s & 100’s of stamps in this lot. Believe me, they’re in here; you just have to look 
carefully to find them! There’s a worldwide collection in a Minkus album, some decent German States on paper along with other 
worldwide, two binders of manila stockpages filled to capacity, a dozen or so full sheets from around the world, and around $150 
in U.S. face with many express mail and other high denominations. And keep an eye out for a ziploc bag with some potentially 
high-end material. There are undoubtedly some counterfeits in there but some legit stamps too. Still haven’t found Waldo from our 
images and video flips online? Here’s a few mint: Italy #QY4, Japan 479 and Nepal 117. Keep looking, I guarantee there’s many 
more! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 14.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
850   Worldwide, “Loose Ends” Remainder Lot of Mostly Mint, 1855-2002, A few albums, such as a used U.S. collection from 1922-

76, two Disney albums of mostly mint British Caribbean, and two very nice-looking White Ace albums, one of mint Canal Zone 
(1924-78) and the other a complete mint collection of the Faroes (1975-93). Some of the best material, however, is on stocksheets, 
like a binder filled with better mint British Commonwealth and United States, another with mint Liechtenstein, and yet another 
with mint Greenland, Iceland and Faroes. Some of the better individual items include mint Liechtenstein #238, 261-63, 266-69, 
274-76 and U.S. 294-99, plate blocks of 549, 617-18, 643, 688, 859-93, 1030-53, C20-22, C25-31, and blocks of four of 704-15, 
756-65 (center line). Also, some U.S. postage in the form of sheets, blocks, and USPS packs. Even some material you don’t see 
every day, like Massachusetts State Duck stamps complete from 1974-92, Faroe Island Christmas seals in full sheets, and a 
page of Canadian Law stamps, overall Fine to Very Fine, some additional images online. Shipping charges apply - weight 42 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
851   Worldwide, Lifetime Philatelic accumulation, 1853-2012, albums include 1928 and 1935 Scott Modern, Harris Standard 

Worldwide (generously filled), two Scott International Junior, and a Harris world binder fairly well populated; 12,000+ First Day 
Covers with mild duplication in long check trays; uncut 1933 Byrd souvenir sheet in sonotube from the Post Office Department; 
presentation albums with worldwide First Day Covers honoring Wildlife, UNICEF, Wildflowers, Flags of the World, 1980 Olympic 
Stamp Program (deluxe in slipcase), and dozens more; a few hundred dollars of US Face in blocks and singles, extensive UN mint 
in glassines; many thousands of worldwide stamps in glassines; interesting oddities to explore; fun for the curious at heart, Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 235.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
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852   Worldwide, Pleasing Lot of Diverse Material, 1790-1990s, Wide variety of philatelic material, from envelopes filled with “102” 
cards and organized by country to interesting covers and non-postal items, like some exquisite philatelic show labels from 1898 
onwards (around 100 in total). Seven stampless European covers, U.S. #U352 with certificate confirming the EKU of 3/29/1899, 
and many other premium items, such as a used pair of China 120, mint Germany 442-43, 664a, 698-701, B57, B104, B314-15, 
B341 (pair), and B310-13 on one cover, Japan mint 422, Poland mint C26Cd, Switzerland mint B229a, trieste (Zone B) mint 
65a. Also Indian revenues, Christmas seals from Canada, Denmark, Ryukyus and many other surprises. Fun lot to rummage 
through, generally Fine to Very Fine, additional images online. (photo on web site) ..................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
853   Worldwide, Surprisingly Good Balance Lot, 1912-1992, small pile of counter cards, stock cards, and odd items in sleeves; 

Rotary International 1955 Belgian MNH souvenir sheet; TAAF Scott # 30, 23, 24, 16-19, and C6 as well as trial color proofs 
of #68, C38 imperforate, and imperforate corner block of 119; Great Britain 127-138 complete, 439-449 MNH complete, 249-
251A, 275 mint complete, 267-268 MNH plate blocks, 398-400 MNH complete, 223, 204, 179, 173, 317-333 MNH complete, 
185-186 MNH, and 203-204 MNH; Uruguay C203; at least 16 French Colonies proofs on card; at least 13 sunk die proofs 
signed by the artist on taaF issues; and too much more to mention. bid on this lot, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
854   Worldwide, Global approval Service Holding, 1964-2015, for years this collector received new issue sets, singles, souvenir 

sheets, coils, booklets, and minisheets from around the world and like many of us never got the chance to put them away; here 
are thousands of new issue products most still in the packages they were mailed it; the material is fresh and in glassines and now 
requires some order to be useful to the collector or dealer; are you up to the challenge? Owner cost $8,400++, Fine to Very Fine. 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
855   Worldwide, Mint & Used accumulation, 1850s-2000s, Very large stack of worldwide Minkus pages, from A-Z not including 

British Commonwealth, as well as two huge volumes of the Minkus Master Global albums, again minus the British. Also a mostly 
mint U.S. collection into the 1990s in a Minuteman album, a U.N. album into the 1980s, and a Harris Senior Statesman album of 
mostly used worldwide. Some of the best value, however, is with the extent of modern mint, both in glassines, in the form of sheets 
and a stack of almost entirely unopened mailings from a particular stamp company. A lot such as this needs to be evaluated on-site, 
and the person who does so will have a distinct advantage come auction time! generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 74.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
856   US and Foreign accumulation, comprising many thousands of used stamps, US generally sorted and the foreign is sorted by 

country only, also includes a nice US collection including three covers, used includes many bank note issues to 15c, 1890/98 issues 
to 15c including #226 with five point star fancy cancel (2017 APEX cert), 299, 323-330, 403, many Washington-Franklins, #480, 
#551-573, then mostly unused from #730-2696 Souvenir Pages in ten large albums and many hundreds of mostly cacheted first day 
covers including six albums of gold foils, a few hundred picture postcards from the 1910’s and 20’s, an accumulation of mint US 
postal cards, a small group of US & foreign covers, a mint stock of foreign stamps in five long red boxes, modest topical collections 
of US Bicentennial and FDR, and the obligatory small group of commercially prepared philatelic products, generally Fine-Very 
Fine, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) ....................................................................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide Accumulations & Assortments
857   Enormous US and Worldwide Stamp and Cover accumulation, includes three large Citation Albums, thirty aviation themed 

23- Karat gold foil stamps from Dominica in album, unused Vatican City collection, thousands of Christmas and other Seals and 
labels, the vast majority are completely unsorted, overall, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 337 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ...........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Dealers Stock

858   Worldwide, thousands of Souvenir Sheets Mostly in Packs of ten, 1959-2014, Many thousands of souvenir sheets from over 
100 countries, mostly in packs of ten or twenty with a wide variety of Topicals. Some of the sheets with higher catalogue value 
include aitutaki #580 mini-sheet (10), Bermuda #508 (10), Burkina Faso #1129 (10), Cook Islands #1351-1354 mini-sheets 
(10), Guinea #1466 (20), 1514 (10), 1585 (10); Korea #292a-294a (10), 296a-297a (10), 298-300a (20), 301a (10), 310a (10), 
325a-326a (20); Monaco #1681 (10), Namibia #1161-1164 mini-sheets (20), Nevis #618a (10), Niger #986b (20), Russia #5977d 
(10), St. thomas & Prince Islands #1309 (20), togo #C121a (10), tonga #601 (10), 1196 (20), 1245 (20) and many others, 
including ten copies of the Baden-Powell sheet of Paraguay #645 only footnoted in Scott, mostly Very Fine, owner’s CV exceeds 
$41,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 18.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
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859   Worldwide, Monstrous Never Hinged Stock Supply, on stock- and album pages, in binders, sheet files, manila folders and 
more, a smorgasbord of stock to satisfy the busiest dealer; anything you might want is here—sets, singles, souvenir sheets, full 
sheets—and in quantity (most useful, some allowing you to wheel and deal); a complete inventory is available online, but the 
countries represented are Afghanistan, Argentina, Armenia, Austria, Brazil, British Antarctic Territory, Belgium, Bhutan, Bulgaria, 
Burundi, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Falkland Islands, Faroe Islands, Finland, Germany, DDR, Guatemala, 
Ghana, Great Britain, Guinea, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Luxembourg, Monaco, Montserrat, Morocco, New Zealand, 
Nigeria, Papua, Philippines, San Marino, Sharjah, Salvador, Slovakia, Solomon Islands, Spain, Spanish Guinea, Sierra Leone, 
Switzerland, Turkmenistan, Surinam, Tuvalu, Trieste, Uganda, Vatican City and Venezuela (give you an idea of the lot’s breadth?); 
generally fresh and sound, though expect some separations among the sheets and other minor issues to crop up, Fine to Very Fine 
with much better, in-person inspection invited.  Shipping charges apply - weight 57.4 lbs. Scott approximately $70,000 (Owner’s). 
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
860   Worldwide, Mostly Used 19th Century Classics, 1840-1934, A red box about half-filled with “102” cards of mostly used premium 

material, the vast majority from 19th century Western Europe. Better austria, Belgium, Denmark, German States, as well as 
some argentina, Ceylon, China and others. Includes used austria #1 (2), 17-18, 33 (3), P5, Belgium 1-2, 8, 12, 26, Denmark 
3-6, 7-8, 10, 11-12, 15, tonga mint 38-52, and some very strong Great Britain including 1, 34, 37, 39-40, 42-43, 45-46, 48, 49-
51, 53-54, 57, 59-62, 64, 67-70, 80-82, 85, 95, 96, 98-103, 105-09, 122, O6, O12 and mint 73 (no gum), 111-22, O6. Even some 
juggernaut stamps, albeit flawed, but well worth a spot in the album, like Great Britain 74 (perfin), 93 (4mm tear) and 110 (thin). 
That being said, condition is mixed, but mostly Fine and worth reviewing in person, additional images available online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 2.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
861   Worldwide, “Over the Counter” Pages of Select Mint & Used, 1849-1940s, In sixteen counter books, for the most part 19th-

century material. Some books are devoted to a single country, such as France with an excellent selection of Ceres & Napoleon 
Heads, or a specific area, like B.N.a. with some very nice examples of the Britannia issue from both Barbados and trinidad. 
Mostly used overall, here are some of the better: Canada #4, 94-95, 102, 158, 159 (2), Denmark 2, 3 (2), 5-6, 8, 11, 20, 27, 
Finland 9 (2), 10, 23, 30, Netherlands 1-3, 4-6, J12, Norway 1, 2 (2), 3, 5 (2), 6, 9-10, 11-15, 16-21 and most of which are 
ridiculously well-centered, St. Vincent 13-14, Sweden 2, 10-12, J10 (2), O11, O16, Switzerland 10 and a fantastic selection 
of sitting & standing Helvetias, United States 17, 36B, 37a, 69-71, 113. Some nice mint too, such as Canada 100, 157, C4, 
E3, Denmark 65-69, Grenada 39-46, turks Islands 40-41. Condition varies, but overall Fine to Very Fine, plenty of images 
online but we still recommend viewing this lot in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 21.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
862   Worldwide, “tenbagger” Mostly Used Stock in ten Stockbooks, 1850-2002, Over 30 countries of mostly used stock with 

very little duplication. Larger helpings of Belgian Congo, Bermuda, Colombia, Egypt, French Morocco, Germany & Berlin, 
Honduras, Indo-China, Ireland, Jamaica, Lebanon, Netherlands, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Saudi arabia, Senegal, Sierra 
Leone, Surinam, Switzerland, Vietnam, among others. Very well organized and ideal for the reseller, generally Fine to Very Fine, 
a few flips viewable online as reference but lot should be reviewed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 34.2 lbs.  (photo on 
web site) ........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
863   Worldwide, Well Over 20,000 Unlisted Imperforate Souvenir Sheets, 1983-2014, From 28 different countries, mostly former 

British & French colonies; 23,600 souvenir sheets in total of which there are approximately 100 of each individual sheet. You’ll 
find many of these items listed in Scott but not as imperforate and only at times will it even be footnoted, such as Nevis #464 
and Virgin Islands #555-558. There are stamps which were never issued, like the $10 souvenir sheet of the 1986 Royal Wedding 
from St. Lucia (footnoted in Gibbons) and other stamps from numerous French colonies which were never even authorized. 
Other imperforate sheets of the listed perforated varieties include antigua & Barbuda #749, 938, Belize #834, Lesotho #458, 
Montserrat #562, 604, Nevis #189a, 431, 476, 500, St. Lucia #795, 866, 871, St. Vincent #878-881, 927, 954-955, 957, tanzania 
#266a, 269a-270a, 274a, 309a, 322a, Virgin Islands #518-519 and 536, among others, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
84 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
864   Worldwide, Mostly Mint Sets & Singles on Stockcards, 1887-2015, Around 500+ stockcards and an accordion file of mini-

sheets & larger souvenir sheets, for the most part British Commonwealth with a sizeable amount from australia & Dependencies, 
Falkland Islands, Hong Kong and Singapore, but numerous from outside the British realm too, like Germany, French Polynesia 
and others. Lots of never hinged and plenty of better material as well, such as mint australia #C4, B.a.t. gutter pairs of 102-16, 
Belgium B178-79, Canada 50-53, DDR 226a, 264a, French Polynesia C212 (sheet of 8), C178 (block of 10), F.S.a.t. C10a 
(sheet of 10), C40a (sheet of 5), C60 (sheet of 10), Germany B292-93, C36, Guernsey 22a, Japan 283a, Liechtenstein 218, 395 
(sheet of 4), C15-16, Switzerland B297 and used Canada 25, Germany 1-3, 10, and Great Britain 111-22, 126, 139, generally 
Fine to Very Fine, a few additional shots online but should be reviewed in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 23 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
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865   Worldwide, Modern Mini-Sheets in Hefty Quantities, 1998-2008, A total of 2,800 sheets from 14 different countries and 
generally 100 each. Loads of topicals from the Olympic Games to wildlife. Some of the sheets with higher catalogue value include 
Monaco #2496, Mongolia 2332, 2495-96, Montenegro 181-82, Niger 983-86, St. thomas & Prince Islands 1308, etc, Very 
Fine, owner CV exceeds $32,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 17.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Dealers Stock
866   Worldwide, Red Boxes and tarifolds, 1925-2020, 1000’s of mostly mint in 5 full and 5 mini red boxes packed with WW sets and 

singles on “102” cards; banded together by country and annotated with Scott number, catalog value, and retail price; also a pair 
of filled Tarifolds, essential for the show dealer, the one with red piping contains British Commonwealth, and the unit with black 
piping has worldwide sets; eminently useful, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 49.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) 
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
867   Worldwide, EUROPa Common Design Set, 1959, 13 never hinged values issued in 1959 by Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, 

Luxembourg, Netherlands, and Austria on black stock cards; lot consists of 900 examples of this attractive set; considerable catalog 
value, Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 22.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
868   Worldwide, Massive topical aviation Dealer Stock, 1920-2021, 6 “red” boxes packed with thousands of sets and singles on 

dealer “102” cards organized by country; topical collecting and exhibiting has been on a tear as of late and aircraft remain one of 
the most popular subjects; everything is identified and priced, ready to roll; Aerophilately 2022 is just around the corner, Fine to 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 29.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ..................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
869   Worldwide, Mostly 2008 Beijing Olympics Souvenir Sheets in Hefty Quantities, 1979-2008, A total of 3,400 never hinged 

sheets from 17 different countries and generally 200 each. The vast majority commemorating the 2008 Summer Olympics in 
Beijing with souvenir sheets from angola, Bhutan, Dominica, Guyana, Namibia, Nevis, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Vanuatu 
and others. Also includes a few other topics, such as 100 copies of the otherwise scarcer WWF souvenir sheet of Niger (#986b), 
Very Fine, owner’s CV exceeds $22,000. Shipping charges apply - weight 11.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) .  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Dealers Stock
870   Worldwide, Small Stock of Souvenir Sheet Errors, 1980s-90s, approximately 40 different blocks, 21 from Comoros, the 

remaining distributed among Barbuda, Dominica, Gambia, Ghana, Togo and Uganda; Comoros sheets (all with 2010 Guy de Vachat 
certificates) include progressive color proofs, while the others (quantities generally 10-20) feature overprints inverted, doubled, 
with misspellings or mis-dated, etc.; plenty of Topical interest, with Olympics, Art, Scouts, Mushrooms, Classic Automobiles, 
Princess Diana, etc., represented; all fresh and ready to add to stock, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, fully imaged online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal History Collections

871   Worldwide, Substantial Quality Inventory of British Commonwealth + Selected Countries, Mainly Mint, 1920’s-1990’s.  
Neatly displayed with retail prices and Scott numbers on several thousand high-end black Vario-style sheets in clear holders filling 
(5) heavy boxes. The well arranged inventory consists of much never hinged after 1950 and o.g. earlier in complete sets, singles, 
sheetlets, booklets and souvenir sheets, very little is used. A stock carefully stored away several decades back so we noticed a little 
dust but the stamps are well protected and uniformly in excellent condition. Most items are priced in the $5.00 to $100. range with 
some less and a few over that price point. A broad selection of countries including: Bahamas, Bermuda, Channel Islands, Papua 
New Guinea, St Vincent, India, Great Britain, Ireland, Isle of Man, Malaya, Singapore, Sierra Leone, Seychelles, Pitcairn Island, 
Nyasaland, Barbados and more Commonwealth. Additional countries include: Austria, Belgium, France, Norway, Russia, San 
Marino, Chile, China, Yugoslavia, Iceland, Persia, Switzerland, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Monaco, Kuwait and many more. A 
perfect holding to easily breakdown for online sales with the work already done. A super clean inventory with very few faults as 
this was assembled by a condition conscious dealer. Based on a large sample the retail prices should be about $90,000. There is 
also a plethora of topical issues within this comprehensive and quite saleable inventory that is without the usual high priced 19th 
questionable items. Please view the scans or in person to fully appreciate. Shipping charges apply - weight 196 lbs.  (photo on web 
site) ..............................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
872   Worldwide, It’s an Enormous World after all, 1980-2021, literally tens of thousands of modern mint Walt Disney sets, singles, 

and souvenir sheets from all over the globe; virtually every nation who has ever issued a Disney stamp and in dealer-sized 
quantities (moderate large to “bricks” of souvenir sheets; Mickey, Minnie, Goofy, Daffy, Donald, Pluto, and the rest of the gang; 
several massive boxes to house all this Post Office fresh topical material; substantial catalog and resale value of a very popular, 
Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 118 lbs.  (photo on web site) .................................................  Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
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873   Worldwide, World War I Postal History Collection, 1914-18, an extensive collection of covers and picture postcards, likely 
approximately 800 items in 14 albums, covering a range of aspects of the War, with countries represented including South Africa, 
Great Britain, France, the United States, Netherlands, Malta, Hungary, Austria, Egypt, Canada, and Germany. Note perfins, 
Mourning Covers, Registered mail, military postcards, patriotic, ship and military leader postcards, and a variety of campaigns 
including France, Belgium, Italy, Salonica, Egypt, Gallipoli, with representations from cavalry regiments, artillery, Royal Flying 
Corps, naval, and more. Condition varies as expected with Military Mail, but a tremendous collection, nicely written-up, ideal for 
further research and expansion. (photo on web site) .....................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
874   Worldwide, Zeppelin and airship Collection, 1928-1937, about 140 flown and commemorative envelopes related to German 

and American airships in a deluxe Lighthouse binder with case; Los Angeles 1925 NY to Bermuda and return; Graf Zeppelin 1928 
Lakehurst to Friedrichschafen, 1929 Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst with 2RM franking and another with both the 2RM and 4RM 
values, 1929 US to Germany around the world flight (several examples with better franking including Scott #523 and block of 
C5), 1929 Swiss Flight 4, 1930 Recife to Rio de Janeiro with 10,000R overprint, 1930 1st South American Flight including two 
postcards (C13), four with C14, five with C15, and one with C13-C15; 1930 Germany to British Isles with 2RM (South America 
overprint), 1931 Iceland flight with 2RM South American overprint as well as a Registered cover from Reykjavik to Brussels with 
the Icelandic Zeppelin overprint set, pair of Polar drop mail (one with 2RM overprint and the other the 4RM value) as well as mail 
from Austria and Russia, flights to Holland and from Brazil, On Board mail, examples of the 1F and 2F issues on Liechtenstein to 
Germany flight, 14 examples of C18 on Century of Progress flights; Hindenburg flights including Liechtenstein (a pair with both 
the 1F and 2F values) as well as a scarce block of four 2F, several Lakehurst to Europe and the return flight; USS Akron training 
flight and coast to coast trip; USS Macon commemorative covers; stunning early LZ-127 material that will fly off the shelves, Fine 
to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 5.2 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
875   Worldwide, Stunning Stock of WW Postal History, 1840-1944, 450+ better envelopes from around the globe; most priced in 

the $20-$50 range; Great Britain including Scott #1 (July 2, 1840), 5, 5 and 7cut to shape; German States including Baden, North 
German Federation, Thurn & Taxis, Saxony, Two Sicilies, Wurttemberg, and others; eary France; Roman States; Queensland; 
money letter from Spain; classic Swiss; Nepal; Manchukuo WWII Registered to occupied Northern China; Mauritius to Rome; 
Italy (Fiume cancels) with C3 and C8; 1907 Finland (Russian stamps for foreign mail); 1930 Gabon to M’Balmaya; turn of 
the century Registered Hong Kong with Victoria franking; many with slips of paper containing catalog numbers and routes; 
tremendous opportunity in a compact lot, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 6.2 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
876   Worldwide, Cream of the Crop Zeppelins, 1930-1936, 25 superb Zeppelin envelopes and postcards in individual sleeves; Great 

Britain (2) to Bahia and another to Recife; Switzerland to Asuncion; Germany to Denmark with 2RM Zep, Roessler postcard 
with 2RM Zep, On Board Germany flight with 2RM franking, On Board with semi official to Frankfurt, 1RM Zep on Zeppelin 
stationery to Pernambuco, 4RM Zep on 1st North American Flight to New York, printed Airmail card from Berlin to Recife, 
beautiful Registered Leipzig Airmail cacheted cover with 5 values to New York, Hindenburg envelope with address label removed 
(but properly backstamped to New York, oversized Graf Zeppelin II internal Germany flight with tabbed commemoratives, and 
mixed franking (German 4RM and Brazil overprint) from Friedrichshafen to Pernambuco and return; argentina with 5 Zeppelin 
overprints on printed stationery to America, and Condor stationery on mail from Buenos Aires to Germany; Russia includes 2 sets 
(4 pieces) of Russian drop mail on Polar flight from Leningrad to the Malygin icebreaker, and a great  5 franked Zeppelin set on 
Registered Moscow cover to H E Sieger (from his personal collection); Brazil commercial mail with Zeppelin franking from 
Rio de Janeiro to Pernambuco, and valuable Scott # 4CL5 airmail overprint postage on envelope to Chicago; Iceland commercial 
mail from National Bank of Iceland in Reykjavik to Chase National Bank of New York in Germany; and lastly a delightful 
Registered cover from Paraguay to Germany with 6 color franking; and in great condition and will show nicely; check these out 
on the website, Very Fine. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................  Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
877   Worldwide, a tale of Six Boxes, 1813-2000, two older tubs have cardboard dividers and contain clearly $10-$50 covers in 

premium clear plastic sleeves, marvelous frankings, interesting auxiliary markings, and great condition, dozen stunning GB (1813-
1842) folded letters with great postal strikes, Germany (Empire, Third Reich, Berlin), Faroe Islands, Canadian first flight, turn of 
the century Japanese postcards, Polish pioneer airmail, and better South America commercial mail; two more modern tubs have 
crisp, well organized (as everything is) Scandinavian material, Pacific Islands, about 50 San Marino, and perhaps 150 beautiful 
Greenland, expect about 50 stereo cards as well; a colorful cardbord box has 86 oversized Hugarian covers; lastly is a cut down 
cardboard box with the mixed condition foreign one normally sees, curled corners, roughly opened, and relatively common; only 
after viewing the last, typical box does one realize how carefully all the others were selected and presented; high bidder will be 
very pleased, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 51 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
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878   Worldwide, 1000’s of Covers with Emphasis on G.B., U.S. & Canada, 1808-2010, In cover albums, binders, shoeboxes and 
just loose, thousands of covers, beginning with the stampless era on through to the modern day. An enormous amount from Great 
Britain; numerous stampless, a half-dozen Penny Blacks, five Mulreadys, and a ton of gorgeous FDCs, a great deal of them from 
Prestige booklets and we’ll show you some of them online. A relatively equal amount of United States, a few binders dealing 
specifically with Vermont, such as one with special cachets covering the post offices throughout the state. Also, some patriotic 
covers from the Civil War, over 200 covers on the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid, space-related covers mostly on the space 
shuttle, and numerous packs of postal stationery. Placing third as far as quantity, is probably Canada, mostly consisting of FDCs, 
and also larger selections of United Nations and australia including an entire binder of Ausipex ‘84 with cacheted covers, tickets, 
brochures, aerogrammes, Cinderella sheets, and covers from other countries who participated in the event. A fun and exciting lot 
waiting for the right owner, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 278.4 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
879   Worldwide, Postal History for Every Sort of Collector, 1862-2018, 6,000+ envelopes and postcards over a wide range of 

collecting interests; about 2,500 are fairly modern (last 60 years) postal entires that trace back to the earliest through the lion’s 
share addressed to The National Review in the early 1960’s; about 450 are Candian First Flight (1929-1932), First Day Covers, 
and lovely postcards; about 850 are US First Day Covers 1929-1968 with many unaddressed; 425 are US First Flight from the 
1930-1970s; 525 are US postal cards used with most 1¢ or 2¢ and about half from the 19th century; 500 commercial envelopes 
from the 1930s-1960s from Great Britian, Italy, and France; 450 are WWII Patriotics, Inaugurals, Railroad related, Ship covers, 
Contract Air Mail, and Air Mail routes; about 200 QSL cards with no duplication; lots to look through, noticed several Lindbergh 
flown covers, a few photographs on cards with Revenues on reverse, and more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 
84 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...........................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
880   Worldwide, an Intriguing Soup to Nuts accumulation, comprising multiple sections; let’s begin with a solid collection of 

used Antigua all mounted on Palo pages with a Scott value of $1380, followed by a Grenada used collection on Palo pages with 
a Scott of $1490; a never hinged group of Germany from 1968-2000 which were new issue purchases has a Scott value of $4847, 
a worldwide mint and used selection on 27 double-sided stocksheets with some duplication and only items over $1 counted has a 
Scott of $6238; we note a huge section of 700 mint and used souvenir sheets plus booklets all unpicked; another section includes a 
group of collections in nine stockbooks, and lastly a large mystery pile of 102 cards and much, much more; certainly a few faults, 
but mainly Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 43 lbs.  (photo on web site).......................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
881   Worldwide, “Cancelled abroad” Postal History Collection, 1848-1949, A very unique and fascinating collection of over 250 

stamps and about a dozen covers devoted to stamps cancelled outside their country of origin. Many of these stamps are listed in 
the Scott Classic under Forerunners in their respective sections, and not only is this a gold mine for the postal historian, but these 
stamps are a perfect addition for anyone considering widening the scope of their collection. The first half-dozen pages showcase 
the use of British stamps throughout the world, stamps such as #27-28, 52-55, 57 (4), 69-70, 85, etc., many of which catalog at 
many hundreds. We have Valparaiso, Chile (A93), Larnaca, Cyprus (A19), St. thomas, D.W.I. (A10 & A29), Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti (A55), Callao, Peru (A45, A51, A57, A62-A63), Constantinople (A84-A85, A100, A113, A121-A122), Malta (A21-A22, 
A84). There are also many examples of stamps used in countries by the colonial powers before they issued their own stamps, 
such as Great Britain cancelled in Gibraltar, Germany in Cameroun, or the stamps of India used in Zanzibar. For those with 
Post Offices abroad, there’s Japan cancelled in China, U.S. in Shanghai, France in Crete and numerous examples of Greek 
stamps used in turkey. Also, ship cancels, forwarded mail, diplomatic pouch delivery, etc. Take a look at this intriguing collection 
which is entirely viewable online, overall Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 0.8 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Postal History Collections
882   Worldwide airmail and Flight thematic Collectiuon, 7 volumes of mostly mint sets, singles, S/S, etc. with topics including the 

Wright Brothers, Zeppelins, balloons, space flight, airplanes including Concorde, pilots, RAF, etc., mostly post-1970s NH but note 
a few better earlier as GB/USA 1937 Goodwill Coronation flight cover, France 414 mint, C17 used (perfin), Italy C28-33, etc., also 
Fr Polynesia C112-14 NH, Gibraltar 416-30 NH, etc., generally fresh and F-VF. Shipping charges apply - weight 27.6 lbs.  (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
883   Worldwide, Nice Caboose Lot, 1868-1994, Starting off with a few thematic collections, we have a 4-volume White Ace set of 

albums in slipcases celebrating America’s Bicentennial, a mint collection of singles and souvenir sheets from around the world, 
and one volume focusing on U.S. with souvenir cards, envelope entires, postal cards and Cinderellas. Two other White Ace albums 
include one on the Apollo-Soyuz Mission of 1975, also a worldwide mint collection with some FDCs, and one on QEII’s Silver 
Jubilee with stamps, souvenir sheets and booklets from all over the British Commonwealth. Some U.N. is also featured in this lot 
with nearly 100 FDCs and an album of souvenir cards and imprint blocks from the 1970s. Another interesting artifact is a 23 Karat 
Gold Proof collection with over 30 impressions of some of America’s most iconic stamps. There’s also various USPS publications, 
like a hardcover edition of the Legends of the West (along with a Recalled Sheet) to various annual mint sets. Some other odds 
‘n ends too, which make in-house viewing a must; 827597, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 58 lbs.  
(photo on web site) ........................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
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884   Worldwide, Worldwide Cover accumulation, 1890s-1990s, Dealer’s old worldwide cover accumulation of over 1000 items; 
range from 19th century up to the 1990s; Registered, Censored, Airmail, Underpaid, Special Delivery, Paquebot and other unusual 
uses; mostly commercial uses with a sprinkling of topical and FDCs; priced between $10-50 with a few higher and a few lower; 
many smaller countries also included in this group; huge variety of countries and usages; all are sleeved and priced with total 
retail in excess of $20,000, generally Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 16 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
885   Worldwide, Clean Booklets With Substantial Catalog Value,1941-1988, several hundred booklets with few exceptions from 

the countries of Western Europe and Sandinavia; contains better items like East Germany 2b2 (240€), Denmark Facit # HRE 
17 (2,000Kr), and Denmark Facit #9 (3,500Kr); maybe half the contents are in sales sheets or “102” cards identified by catalog 
number and priced accordingly; a wonderful assemblage with substantial catalog value, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply 
- weight 2.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
886   Worldwide, “No Stamp Left Behind” accumulation, 1890s-1990s, Nine boxes with 1000’s of glassines and a tsunami of stamps. 

Mostly U.S. but one box of Canada, one of Israel and a bit of worldwide scattered in three others. This lot would have gigantic 
catalogue value if it were not for moisture damage which seems to not have affected the cancelled stamps, but much of the mint 
is adhering to the glassines and/or other stamps. Nevertheless there is still much to be salvaged here, and if you’re looking for a 
bargain, you should set aside some time and inspect this lot in person, Condition obviously varies but many Fine to Very Fine. 
Shipping charges apply - weight 35.4 lbs.  (photo on web site) ....................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
887   Worldwide, Mostly Modern FDCs, 1920s-90s, Some stray mint sets, but mostly covers, the vast majority of them FDCs, and 

there are thousands with heavy emphasis on the United States, United Nations, Spain, Canada, Switzerland and Israel. Much in 
the way of postal stationery too, especially from the U.N. & U.S. Also many additional souvenir cards and folders from the U.N., 
as well as various binders, such as one with cacheted FDCs from the Spanish Colonies and another with the Europa issues from 
1980, generally Fine to Very Fine, should be reviewed on-site. Shipping charges apply - weight 80 lbs.  (photo on web site)  
 .......................................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
888   Worldwide, Mostly Commercial Mostly airmail Postal History, 1920-1963, 450+ better envelopes in sleeves generally with 

retail prices between $5-$20; lion’s share is commericial in nature and predominantly from the German Area and Western Europe; 
condition good considering its purpose; RF with favor cancel (no cert) is in great condition, Berlin, Soviet Zone, Bayern, DDR, 
Inflation era, Third Reich, Australian Antarctic, 1940 Guernsey bisect, Queen Mary mail, Hawaiian postal card and entires, 
Palestine airmail, early French covers, Saudi Arabia commerial mail, Registered Lebanese mail with censor tape, NZ to Tasmania 
with censor markings and tape, military mail (with censor tape) from Trinidad to US from FDR collection, 1941 Clipper mail 
from Palestine to US, numerous Postage Dues, Registered covers, forwarding instructions, and more, Fine to Very Fine. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 15.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ...................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
889   Worldwide, Key Zeppelin Cover Collection, 1932-1935, five scarce LZ-127 envelopes from Ireland and Vatican City still on 

auction cards; Ireland includes Sieger 138B (Michel 279) 1st SA Flight of 1932 to Pernambuco, 183B (Michel 279) to Recife, and 
299Bb (Michel 438) to Brazil; 189Aa (Michel 438) without Italian postage to Recife, and 208Vh (Michel 304Aa Registered with 
Blue Flight Cachet and Italian Airmain (C42) in addition to the Vatican franking; consignor cost in excess of $2,500; tremendous 
catalog, Very Fine. (photo on web site) .........................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Postal History Collections
890   Worldwide, Huge FDC Collection, 1938-2018, 4,000 clean First Day Covers neatly organized; half are US (mostly unaddressed) 

with cachets from Artmaster, Staehle, ArtCraft, and Fleetwood, and the vast majority CCC Cachets; while there are about 50 
oversized Chinese, and a few covers from around the word, the lion’s share comes from the United Nations (about 2,000), there 
are also Fleetwood presentation books containing Flags of the World which took several years to issue; Lindner hingeless binder 
with FDCs (a least one handpainted), ceremony programs, Post Office posters, and matched plates for Scott # C75 and 
C80; included are about 100 UN First Day cards, and a few binders with 320 or so Contract Air Mail, Foreign Air Mail, Airport 
Dedications, Helicopter, and inaugural Jet service envelopes; counted at least 59 high value US covers ($1-$5 franking); many of 
the US covers are in White Ace flip binders while a good portion the United Nations material in located in Showgard FDC albums; 
attractive material at a great price, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .....................................................  Estimate $800 - 1,200

Worldwide Postal History Collections
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891   Worldwide, “the Whole Nine Yards” accumulation, 1850-2000, Here we go, another one of those lots when you’re not quite 
sure what you will uncover next. There’s a worldwide collection of 1000’s of stamps hinged on album pages, from Andorra to Zaire, 
other collections of Spain and Mexico with some nice classics, a binder of used Australian stock, another mostly of Scandinavia 
both mint & used, many 100’s of glassines in boxes filled with U.S. & worldwide, a binder filled with U.S. souvenir sheets with 
over $200 in face, three counter books along with two boxes of “102” cards with better material, a large wooden box with 1000’s of 
stamps organized in envelopes by country, ten plastic tubs crammed with many 1000’s more, much of it still on paper, another tub 
with 100’s of covers, many of which are FDCs, a couple of stockbooks, postal card packs from the USPS, some still unopened, and 
then there’s the more unusual. One box is filled entirely with old approval books, and then I encounter two homemade collections 
on pages, one an all-mint collection of stamps & souvenir sheets on Churchill, the other on the theme of space running nearly 
200 pages and organized alphabetically by country. After opening mint sheet folders containing full & partial sheets of Christmas 
Seals and Boys Town, and perusing a gorgeous 2-volume set of Wildlife Conservation Stamps from the National Audubon Society, 
things just got weirder when I came across a folder stuffed with partial sheets of mint Latin American revenues and a complete set 
of progressive color proofs of Sharjah (Michel #1158B-77B) in sheets of 15 including more mint oddities from the Trucial States. 
You gotta love these lots! generally Fine to Very Fine, personal inspection highly recommended. Shipping charges apply - weight 
161 lbs.  (photo on web site) ............................................................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000

Specialized Collections

892   Worldwide, Rocket Mail Labels Stock, 1935-69, a large stockbook with 24 double-sided pages housing a considerable stock 
of US, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Austria, Belgium, and France Rocket mail labels. Good run of singles, multiples, proofs, 
autographed copies and covers of items for the period. Some of the highlights (Ellington-Zwisler Rocket Mail Catalogue numbers) 
include USA #10A1, 12A1 sheetlets of four each with 4 pairs and 6 singles, 15A1c (perforated & imperforate), 18A1 (3), 18A2 (8), 
3 unlisted type 18A1 with/red overprint, 19C1 (30), 54A1 (8). Very seldom-seen stock of these very limited-edition items. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

Worldwide Specialized Collections
893   Worldwide, International Reply Coupon Collection, 1907-2009, well over a hundred mint and used IRCs from the United 

States and around the world; initial design in use between 1907-1929 (Type A), includes IRC2 (8M) (8U), IRC4 (2U), IRC7 (9M) 
(1U), IRC10 (1M) (12U), IRC11 (1M) (3U), IRC14 (5M) (7U); Type B used between 1931-1954 examples from the United States, 
Netherlands, Canada, Palestine, China, Romania, Sweden, Switzerland, Japan, France, Venezuela, Uruguay, Israel, Denmark, Italy, 
Brazil, Norway, Great Britain, Yugoslavia, and Germany; also includes Type C (1968-1971), Type D (1975), as well as Imperial 
Reply Coupon (Australia, Newfoundland), Commonwealth Reply Coupon (Isle of Man, Great Britain, and New Zealand), Latin 
America Reply Coupon (Costa Rica), and a British Postal Order (India); a fascinating group, Fine to Very Fine, ex-Gatsby. (photo 
on web site) .........................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide Specialized Collections
894   Worldwide, License and Royalty Stamp Collection, 1870-1895, for the unfamiliar, a License or Royalty Stamp indicates a 

license or royalty fee has been paid – may or may not be denominated; this wonderful collection includes a block of 9 Union 
Paper Collar Co, as well as examples of Type III, Type IV, and Type VI; Other licenses were available from the Standard Collar 
Company, A M Wire Quilted Sole Association, Sheffield Wire Quilted Sole, Sheffield & Coburn, Blake B & S Machinery Co, Jas 
H Hoffman, Esterbrook Clinching Screw & Wire, C Heron Seamless Front, Godfrey’s American Standard, Stamped Hats, McKay 
Heeling Machine Co, McKay Sewing Machine Association, Joyce Pro Toe Association, and Shaw’s Patented Corded Lap Seam; 
Royalty stamps include Second Million, J C Hall & Co, and Mullarky & Co; condition varies considerably as one would expect; 
fascinating, Fine to Very Fine, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..........................................................................  Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide Specialized Collections
895   Worldwide, telegraph and Radio Collection, 1880-1965, interesting mix of global telegraph and topographical issues related 

to radio communication; 7 Japanese telegraph stamps with two on piece with wonderful postmarks; amateur radio stamps from 
Czechoslovakia, Colombia, Yugoslavia, Soviet Union, United States, Chile, Bolivia, Switzerland, Paraguay, Bhutan, New Zealand, 
France, Austria, Kenya, Poland, Costa Rica, West Germany, Poland and many more; 9 Telegraph fiscals from Ecuador; 4 from 
Colombia; nearly two dozen (many used) from Chile; 1887, 1896, and 1998 from the Canadian Pacific Railways Telegraph; 
attractive 1 Shilling Jamaican Telecraph; pair of Telegraph stamps to permit a 5 minute conversation in France; Malaga postmark 
tying a telegraph stamp to a Spanish receipt along with 17 other Telegraph issues from Spain; Puerto Rico has 4; Cuba, Portugal, 
Germany, Switzerland, Argentina, Denmark, Belgium (tete bache no less), Rumania, Netherlands, Ceylon, India, Sudan, and 
Nicaragua are all shown; Switzerland “Soldier Stamps” had nearly a dozen related to radio and telegraph; Countries showing 
stamps with telegraph lines include Ecuador, Hungary, Netherland, Australia, Poland, Eritrea, Yugoslavia, Argentina, Turkey, and 
Switerland; would make an interesting exhibit, Fine to Very Fine, ex-Gatsby. (photo on web site) ..................  Estimate $400 - 600
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896   Worldwide, Extensive airship & aviation Stamp Collection, Filling 16 specialized Lindner “Die Geschichte Der Luftfahrt” 
albums, apparently complete for the available spaces, mostly 1930s-90s commemoratives, supplemented by hundreds of other 
items, noting over 400 souvenir sheets and sheetlets, and over 120 covers or postal cards, and thousands of stamps, covering all 
aspects of aviation history from pioneer aviators to the Concorde and supersonic flight, historic aviators like Charles Lindbergh, 
zeppelins, balloons, and airships, military and early aircraft, pilot-signed aviation and Balloon Post items, many desirable and 
attractive new issues from recent decades, etc. Fresh and clean throughout, with massive catalogue value and significant original 
purchase price of the albums and pages alone. A tremendous opportunity to further develop this impressive collection with 
tremendous eye-appeal, chiefly Very Fine. (photo on web site) ...................................................................  Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
897   Worldwide, “a Work of art” topical Collection of Painters and their Paintings, 1926-2004, In over 30 stockbooks / binders 

and a glassine file, anything and everything about art, from classical to contemporary, featuring some of the world’s greatest artists, 
such as Monet, Dürer, Dali, Vermeer, Velazquez, Picasso and many others. Tons of portraits, landscapes, nudes and religious 
art among the many thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets. Of course, there is plenty from the so-called wallpaper countries, 
like Grenada, Niue, Mongolia, Gambia, Penrhyn Island, Manama, Umm al Qiwain and others, but you’ll also find Belgium, 
Netherlands, Great Britain, Italy, France and pretty much any country which issued art on stamps. Some specialized material too, 
like a stockbook of imperforate varieties and an over 100-page exhibit on Mark Chagall. As a bonus, we are including an Israel 
mint collection until 1995 with tabs after 1953 and after examination looks complete except for #7-9. And additional binder filled 
with 100’s more, as well as separate stockbooks for Russia / Soviet Union, DDR and Hungary. Beautiful stamps and extremely 
high catalogue value, generally Fine to Very Fine, we are including a quick flip of one stockbook as reference, but the collection 
should be evaluated in person. Shipping charges apply - weight 129.6 lbs.  (photo on web site) ................  Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
898   Worldwide, Welcome to the topics, 1900-2020, two walls worth of collections ready for your enjoyment; Postal Commemorative 

Society Lighthouse Panels, 50 Years of US Airmail, Presidential Commemorative Stamps, America’s First Ladies, Wildlife of Our 
50 States, America’s March to Freedom, Special Collector Stamp Sheets, Commemorative Stamp Blocks, 1940 Famous American 
Series, Historic Stamps of America, Christmas Stamps of the US, Important First on US Stamps, Celebration of the 20th Century 
(2 vol), Philatelic History of the Civil War; Calhouns Philatelic Society USA 50 Years (2 vol); Mystic Ships of the World (2 vol), 
Norman Rockwell, US Presidents (6 vol); Heritage World of Americana (2 vol), America the Beautiful (6 vol), Vice-Presidents, 
First Ladies, State Flags (2 vol), Boy Scouts (6 vol); Washington Collectors Society Presidents of the US, America’s First 
Ladies; USPS Commemorative Panels (1972-2021) in 40 volumes (no SP308); Scott Specialty Series Official Joint Issues (in 
slipcase), Baseball (5 vol), 100+ WW sheets (many China); Bankers Box with many thousands of WW plus 7 index card boxes 
packed with glassines full of stamps; Franklin Philatelic Society Heritage of America; Civil War (2 vol), WWI, WWII, Stamps 
of the Millenniun, Collectors Choice of Pacific 97; Kenmore 2004 Summer Olympics (2 vol), Cuba (2 vol), US Statesmen; WW 
Airmail in black mounts on blank pages, Littlejohn approval cards and box of WW FDCs, Royal Post of Canada Millenium Book 
(excellent); Fleetwood History of Flag Stamps (5 vol), Penny Black Sequicentennial (gorgeous), World Salute to Statue of Liberty, 
20th Century (5 vol), Capitols of the States, Presidents of the US, Stamps of the 50 States, Complete Great America, America’s 
Best Loved Stamps (2 vol), Signers of the Declaration; Postmasters of america States of the Union (beautiful); and Westport 
Collectors Society America’s Bicentennial (5 vol), and Philatelic History of the US (4 vol); and WAY too much more to mention, 
Fine to Very Fine. Shipping charges apply - weight 600 lbs.  (photo on web site) .......................................  Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
899   Worldwide, Large Esperanto Label accumulation/Stock, 1900s-80s, well over 3,000 Esperanto labels housed on 35 classifier 

pages (50-100 labels or more on each page) in a 3-ring binder with a considerable amount of loose items in different formats in a 
box. Seldom seen in this quantity, a truly large grouping with material from the early 1900s to the 1980s with the greatest quantity 
and value in the early items from a variety of countries commemorating Esperanto Congresses throughout the world. Although 
Esperanto is no longer as strong a movement as it once was, the collecting of material related to Esperanto is still extremely strong 
and growing. Condition is Very Fine with most items never hinged or very lightly hinged. A group in desperate need of organization; 
some duplication in the more modern material with manageable quantities. The images shown are only a small sample of what is 
included. A cursory review of eBay show sold labels ranging from $2 to $25 each, and some of the higher-priced items are not as 
nice as the ones in this lot. Group lots of more common labels fetch about $1 apiece. There are several full sheets included, all with 
different designs, that show an original purchase price of $100-150. A dream lot for an Esperanto Topical collector or for an eBay 
dealer who can offer these items online for an excellent return. Great opportunity. (photo on web site) ....  Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
900   Worldwide, Zeppelin Stamp Collection, 1930-1933, Graf Zeppelin specific sets issued by Germany, Paraguay, Tripolitania, Italy, 

and the United States on album and counter book pages; Germany Scott # C35-C37, Paraguay C93-C97, tripolitania C21-C26, 
Italy C42-C47 (2 sets), and United States C13 (2), C14 MNH, C15 MNH, C18 (2) MNH, C18 plate block of 6 MNH; catalog 
$3,700, Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site) .............................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
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Worldwide: Topical Collections

901   Worldwide, Modern Polar Collection, 1947-1992, 6 beautiful Lindner cover binders housing about 500 Polar event covers; 
includes United States Operation Highjump, Dry Valley Drilling Project autographed by Japanese scientists and addressed to 
Argentina, cancels from South Pole Station and McMurdo, 1973 Deep Freeze postmarked on icebreaker USCGC Glacier, USCGC 
Burton Island to Buenos Aires, autographed OIC of Nuclear Power Unit, VXE-6 flight cover on C-130 to Beardmore Mountain, 
flown aerogramme to Switzerland, USNS Eltanin  envelope to Valaparaso, and MV Greenpeace (unusual) with 5 autographs; 
argentina incoming mail to Argentine base, tourest expedition cover addressed to Kenya, better destinations (New Zealand, 
Australia, Maldives, Austria, Russia, and Spain), Registered Official Argentine Naval envelope, numerous better FDCs, Belgrano 
II weather base cover with striking adhesive cachet; French antarctic territory (taaF) First Day Covers as mail addressed to 
France, Belgium, and Great Britain; British antarctic territory from Grahamland to the US; Polish paquebot mail addressed to 
England, and many more; wonderfully colorful frankings and postal markings from the ends of the earth, Fine to Very Fine. (photo 
on web site) ...................................................................................................................................................  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide Topical Collections
902   Worldwide, Mahatma Gandhi topical Collection, 1948-2007, In one binder, a tribute to one of the greats of the 20th century, 

political ethicist and inspirational leader Mahatma Gandhi. Stamps from all over the world, mostly mint, including five mint sets 
of India #203-06 with at least one complete set never hinged. This same set is also found affixed in a memorial folder from 1948, 
as well as four additional copies of #206 used. Other bonuses include a set of postal cards from the Gandhi Centenary, a couple 
of 5-rupee banknotes, and a 20-paise coin from 1969, generally Fine to Very Fine, collection entirely viewable online. Shipping 
charges apply - weight 1.8 lbs.  (photo on web site) ........................................................................................  Estimate $750 - 1,000
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BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the printed 
Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall deter-
mine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn 
lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to 
refuse any bid believed not made in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed 
Catalogue reflect the best judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page for increments. (b) The highest 
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including 
a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, 
consignor or vendor, the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful bidder is and whether 
to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall 
be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on the hammer price is payable by the buyer 
to the auctioneer together with any sales and use tax or customs duties. (c) Lots may be re-opened 
as necessary to accommodate connectivity issues or incorrect bids. 
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but 
shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and 
whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve price by 
bidding on behalf of the consignor/ vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been 
advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and Kelleher therefore has a security 
interest in the consigned material over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a 
sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on behalf of 
their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior 
to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Extensions), shall be as 
follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall require, 
shall be made by the purchaser in cash, bank or certified check, credit card, PayPal  or in such other 
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall be 
given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail/Internet/FAX/Website Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) 
business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser 
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate payment 
(by a dollar draft, ACH or wire transfer from a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed 
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the 
advised address shall constitute delivery.  This includes disputes for payments made via PayPal and/
or credit card.  Buyer acknowledges that he/she waives their right to file a dispute in such cases with 
PayPal or their Credit Card Company. All charges for handling, delivery and insurance obtained 
by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase price; a minimum charge of 
$20.00 will be made for same.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as agents 
for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same may 
be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge of 2% per 
month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid 
conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying 
Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs, Kelleher, may, in 
its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by 
private treaty sale at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and 
the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and 
the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well 
as for all costs and expenses of both sales, including all other charges due thereunder, including 
commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all 
incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot 
theretofore hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty 
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus aris-
ing from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in property 
in Kellehers’ possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the rights afforded a 
purchase money secured party under the Connecticut Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) with 
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held or received by it 
for the account of, or due from Kelleher to such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing 
Statement in order to perfect its rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting pur-
chaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to secure such payment, 
including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’ fees. For purposes of this para-
graph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all consultation by Kelleher with its 
attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of cash, bank 
check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of lots), credit card 
(AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank ACH or wire transfer. Payments made 
by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge.
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing and please note that we are a certified State of 
CT, COVID-19 compliant business.  As the guidance and rules change, please refer to the CT.GOV 

or CDC.GOV websites. Ample opportunity is given for on premises inspection prior to the auc-
tion date, by appointment only, and upon written request and at Kellehers’ discretion. Live video 
viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange same, at least one week prior to the 
sale date.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description as modified 
by any specific notations in this Catalogue or as announced at the time of sale.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described and was not examined 
by the bidder or his agent prior to the sale, may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its 
receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by 
Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction and in its original packaging; however, Kelle-
her may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually ac-
ceptable authority is desired (Extension), the period of time within which a lot must be received by 
Kelleher will be extended in accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute can-
not be resolved by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes 
to re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser 
shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser 
and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the 
re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging and in the condition received (un-
altered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: 
(i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; 
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; (iv) lots 
described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10) 
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared other than genuine by a mutually recognized 
authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the 
auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds 
for the return of a lot. (e) Expenses incurred by a purchaser in the submission and the return of a 
lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund. (f) Numerical grading is subjective and is 
based upon the condition of each issue. Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp 
at lower than our grade. (g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or 
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society 
(London) (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or any other 
expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), 
for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be 
offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned 
for any reason, including but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall pay to 
Kelleher the compensating Sales and/or use taxes of any State claiming jurisdiction, which is being 
collected, reported and remitted to said State, based upon the Supreme Court Wayfair legislation 
enacted June, 2018. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall 
indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes 
relating to the purchase of articles at the auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws of the State of Connecticut 
without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled by arbitration 
in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules of the American Arbitra-
tion Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be 
entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the Courts of the 
State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial district within the territori-
al limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without 
limitation, any action or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation 
and liability arising under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such 
action or proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such ju-
dicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that 
service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail, return receipt 
requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps (Increments) are as published; bids made out of increment will be reduced to 
the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc. “Split” or “Slice” bids are not 
accepted.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer. (b) Any errors are the respon-
sibility of the bidder. (c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received at least 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first-come, first served basis. The importance of 
reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830-2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) 
Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be registered and be approved by both 
Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the Kelleher link.

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction
 THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
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